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This thesis contains an investigation of the way in which children 
and adults depict depth when drawing a table. 
Research on development in depiction is reviewed (Chapters 1 and 
2), with particular reference to the use of pictorial depth cues and 
projection systems. 
A series of studies on the use of projection systems in the 
draWing of a table is reported (Chapters 3 to 5) which shows that 
development in the depiction of depth is not directly related to 
development in the use of projection systems. It is also shown that the 
use of projection systems 1s task dependent, and is not closely related to 
the subject's formal understanding of them. 
A formal system of classification of table draWings is introduced 
(Chapter 6), which demonstrates clear developmental trends in the way in 
which depth is depicted in the draWing of a table, and connects these 
trends with development in the use of pictorial depth cues. 
The roots of development in the depiction of depth are examined 
more closely by further experimental work (Chapters 7 to 9). It is shown 
that subjects have a very strong preference for oblique projection, and 
that inaccuracy in the copying of line drawings is largely dependent upon 
the knowledge of what these drawings represent. 
It is concluded that the results give support to an information 
processing view of development, in which the majority of subjects appear 
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to work from a form of canonical model of a table which has implicit depth 
and is best depicted by oblique projection (Chapter 10). It is also 
suggested that development in the depiction of depth is linked to the 
increasing use of pictorial depth cues. These conclusions are presented 
more explicitly in the form of a possible process model of the way in 
which we depict depth (Chapter 11). 
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CHAPTER 1. 
Overview of Theories about Development in Drawing. 
Introduction. 
Development in the dep1ction of depth. that 1s. 1n a person's 
ability to represent the three d1mensions of space on a two dimensional 
surface. appears to be inextricably. linked to general development in 
drawing. In order to study how the depiction of depth develops we first 
have to examine some of the difficulties associated with studying 
children's depictions and some of the theories that have been put forward 
to explain development in depiction. This chapter looks at general 
development in depiction and its relationship to the depiction of depth. 
whilst the following one focusses more closely on the latter. 
There is a wide variety of theories that attempt to explain 
development in pictorial representation. These theories lack an underlying 
unifying structure. partly because they lack a common use of language and 
meaning, and partly because of the level of subjectivity in the research. 
For' example, representation has been defined as 'the llJakinK present of an 
object intended to represent the real world' (Furth 1969, Deregowski 1969). 
Yet, 8S observers, if we wish to put some structure upon the development 
of pictorial representation it is necessary to account for both our own 
interpretation of what we see <Wollheim 1969) and also the stated and 
inferred or implied intentions of the representer. For example. Kellogg 
(1970) examined a wide variety of young children's drawings. As can be 
seen in Figure 1:1 she found that drawings near the inner circle, done by 
very young children. are usually similar in form despite the fact that they 
are intended to represent widely differing objects. 
Chlph~ I, DYlrvl .. , 'ag. 1· 2 
Figure 1: I, D,rllcp.,nt in childrln', d",in91 "DI (111099 (1"OJ, 
The classification of children's drawings is also complicated by 
children's difficulty in articulating the intended representation. ~nd the 
instability of their intentions. Adult's can generally explain what it is 
they intend to depict and can introspect as to reasons why they did not 
necessarUy succeed, whereas a young chUd might begin to draw a house, 
but halfway through decide that a fire engine might be Ilore appropriate 
and continue accordingly. 
Thi. form of investigation becoae. even aore subjective when 
development in the repr .. enta tion of depth 1& examloed, a. the 
investigator has to loterpret the .eanlog of individual 11oe.. I. that 
crooked lloe just a crooked lloe, po8sibly caused by an unfortunate wobble, 
or 1s it an early attempt at indicating three dillensionality? 
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The criteria by which people produced classification schemes of 
drawings also has a subjective element. Golomb (1974) found that the form 
of representation is a function of the specific task and medium employed. 
Yet, implicit in the construction of theories about how the representation 
of depth develops, there is the belier that these theories illuminate 
underlying developmental trends and thus describe behaviour that is not 
particularly task dependent. Historically there has been a desire to 
incorporate theories of drawing development within general theories of 
child development. In itself, the idea of a unified theory of development 
is obviously attractive. However, at times, the need for objectivity has 
been overlooked in order to incorporate empirical evidence of development 
in depiction into a general theory of development. These points are 
important ones, both for the structure of this thesis and the conclusions 
presented in it, and therefore it 1s worth exploring them more fully. 
In this chapter theories relating to development in depiction are 
classified into four main groups according to the assumptions upon which 
they are based, and the implications which arise from them. This has been 
done in order to help to structure the discussion. 
isolate three reasonably well defined groups of 
involving stages in cognition, theories involving 
production error theories. The fourth 
It is possible to 
theories: theories 
visual realism and 
group, entitled 
conceptual/perceptual realism theories, covers a more loosely defined area 
with a shared information processing approach. 
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A) 1llEORIES DlVOl. VOO Sf AGES IN COGHITlON. 
One group of theories has been dominated by a bel1ef in the 
stage-like development of intellectual structures. Drawing 1s .een to be a 
reflection of this, and the end point of development is assumed to be the 
stage of formal operatlons, Which, in dep1ction, 1& characterised by the use 
of linear perspective. Piaget (1977) stat.1S that: 
wlntellectual structures between birth and the period of twelve to 
fUteen years Erow IOlowly, but accordVlK to IOtaEes UJ development. The 
order of succession of these stases has been shown to be extremely 
resular and comparable to the. stsses of an em bryosenes1s. The speed 
of development, however, can vary from one UJdividuBl to another and 
also from one social environment to another; consequently, WII may find 
some children who advance quickly or others who IJre backward, but this 
does not chanse the order or succession of the stas-es throuSh which 
they pass." 
Thus cognitive stages "describe the IJctual psycho)oSical orGanisation of 
the child's knowledse and predict the child's knowleds-e IJbout If ranse or 
objects end events" (P. Miller, 1983). The importance of this for the 
present analysis Is the assumption, highlighted in Inhelder (1965), that 
draWings give direct access to the chUd's 'imaginal space' whlch in turn 
gives direct access to the child's 'representational space' and to his or 
her understanding of depth. For example, Inhelder and Chipman (1976) 
comment that: 
''Developmental psychology IlOW lOeems to have shown that the image 
as the fJsurat!ve aspect of cosnit!vs functions takes on the .tatus of 
a .ymbol by wh1ch 1t 1s ponibls to rwprecent, to evoke, or to 
All tidp.!te chanses UJ Na11ty 1e. translations, rotations, and 
transformations of fJsures 111 s~ce. Through our appr04ch 1t. has been 
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shown that these figurative symbolisat1ons develop along with, and 
closely depend on, the corresponding cognitive operations". The form 
taken by 'figurative symbolisations' is seen to be directly linked to 
the way in which the child draws. thus "The 1dentificat1on of stages 1n 
the development of drawing ... attest to a remarkable convergence with 
the evolution of the spontaneous geometry of the ch1ld" (Piaget and 
Inhelder 1969). 
Stages of development in the Wlderstanding of space. 
Because a close link has been postulated between the child's 
drawings and his or her understanding of space it is worth spending a 
little time examining how this understanding of space is seen to develop. 
Pufall and Shaw (1973) suggest that the very young child (sensori-motor. 
o to 2 years of age) has limited spatial ability, and that this is due to 
the lack of the symbolic function of intelligence, by which the child can 
imagine or mentally represent spatial relations among objects. The 
development of such 'representational space' is seen to coincide with the 
advent of the symbolic function. is developed through a long process of 
internalisation. and takes the form appropriate to the cognitive stage that 
the child is in. 
At the pre-operational sub-level (2 to 7 years of age) 
representational space is seen as static. irreversible and egocentric. It 
is believed to be a topological space limited to the inherent properties of 
a particular object without locating the object relative to others in terms 
of a particular point of view or in a system of axes or co-ordinates 
<Piaget and lnhelder, 1956). Thus WRetainin8 certain physical features of 
the fi8ure leads the child to what one lIJi8ht call pseudoconservations and 
to a certa1n reluctance to exceed or cross the frontiers" (Inhelder, 1965). 
In the concrete operational sub-period (7 to 11 years of age) 
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representational space 1& Been as mobile and reversible, whilst stl11 
dependent upon the presence of manipulable objech. Symbolic imagery 
develops. consisting of spatial figures and spatial relations which enable 
geometric operations to be performed <Inhelder 1965). The child i& now 
believed to use projective space and Euclidean space, and 50 can use 
referents to understand constraints upon relat10nsh1ps between objects, and 
can use an abstract system of axial co-ordinates with precise distances 
and relative positions coded within it. Thus the child develope the 
ability to use an external frame of reference. 
Finally, in the formal operational period <11 to 15 years of age) 
the child 1s believed to develop hypotheses about logical relations and 
form operations upon relations. Thus operations are independent from 
external criteria, though not from external reaHty (P. Miller 1983). 
Stages in depict1on. 
Because drawings are seen as a direct reflect 10n of the form of 
the child's representational space, and this is held to develop in stages, 
the concept of a stage like development in drawing i, particularly 
important. Willats' (1977a) work exemplif1es thls view and 1s discussed in 
detail in Chapter 3. He eXamined the way in which children draw tables 
from a fixed v1ew point. He found that with increuing agt children are 
able to use increasingly complex forms of projection when drawing the 
table top, the oldest 5ubject. using linear perapective. From this he 
argued that "development apJ>#lUWd to take place 1n d1.cnte .tea-s. 
Each stage offers certa1n advantaps over the prwced1na ones, but each 
6tap 1s .ore COI1Iplex than the prev10us one, ltIJd duands greater powers 
of abstracUon. ~ and that "few ch1ldren have the fl"x1b1l1ty to change frollJ 
one 6ystellJ (of proJecUon) to ltIJotheri havlng once learnt to draw 112 
~rspecUve lIost chIldren would u." thIs 6Y6tellJ for all theIr drawlngs". 
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He also argues that development (certainly in the earlier stages) occurs 
through a maturational process. "If a child, through maturation, is ready 
to handle B more complex system, and is actively seeking it, the sight of a 
single example of the system in use (perhaps by another child) might be 
sufficient to trigger off the nex~ stage of development. Willats (1984) 
supports this view by pointing to the lack of cultUral variation in the 
way in which young children use projection systems. and suggests that 
mechanisms of interaction between production and perception lead the child 
from one system to the next. Thus the idea of stages of cognition. very 
closely linked to stages in the use of projection systems, is central to 
this view. 
The position of linear perspective. 
Implicit within this is the assumption that the ability to use 
linear perspective is the end point of development. It is not suggested 
that all children develop the ability to use linear perspective. Piaget 
(1977) suggests that whilst drawing is a behaviour pattern that is 
originally subordinate to the general evolution in stages, it becomes 
diversified according to individual aptitudes. Thus all children progress 
through similar stages until approximately thirteen years of age, after 
which only some develop the ability to use perspective. Within this is the 
assumption that those who do not use perspective are less advanced than 
those who do. Similarly, it is assumed that if a child is capable of using 
perspective he or she will do so in all of their drawings. 
Incidently, linear perspective is sometimes defended in the belief 
that it corresponds to our retinal image, however Finch (1977) has shown 
that our retinal image most closely matches hyperbolic perspective <similar 
to a 'goldfish bowl' view of the scene). FUrther, the retinal image is not 
a criterion for what we actually see. This idea, and the distinction 
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between seeing and perceiving. will be addressed later in this chapter and 
will be returned to throughout the thesis. 
Conclusions. 
The general implication of theories involving stages in cognition 
is that the child's drawings give direct access to the child's cognitions. 
Willats <1977a) differs slightly from Piaget in this respect. He states 
that '~ess attent10n 1s given to the process by wh1ch the ch1ld 1s able to 
form an external representation of th1s imagined 'mental 1mage' in the form 
of a drawing; and yet :it is precisely the development of this process 
which allows drawing, as distinct from perception, to take placEt'. Thus he 
attributes development in the drawing process to the way in which the 
'mental image' is interpreted. as opposed to the way in which 
'representational space' is understood. However, the assumption behind this 
is that we can 'read off' from our mental image, and so drawings are still 
seen as windows onto the child's cognitions, and the ability to use a 
particular projection system is still seen to indicate that the child 
understands that form of projection in its formal sense. 
... _- '-, 
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B) 11£ORIES DlVOLVIHG VISUAL REALISM. 
A second group of theories suggest that the endpoint of 
development in drawing is the ability to depict the world in a visually 
realistic way, as it 1& seen as opposed to how it is perceived. As with 
cognitive stage theories this is erroneously presumed to be linear, rather 
than hyperbolic, perspective. These theories suggest that the child moves 
from depicting what is known about the object to drawing the object as it 
is seen. Knowledge of the object can be thought of as taking two forms, 
knowledge of the object itself and knowledge of how to represent the 
object. Adults are believed to be less influenced by knowledge of the 
object because they have a greater repertoire of representational 
strategies. As with the first group of theories, development is seen to 
occur in cognitive stages, but they are linked to the understanding of 
representation rather than to the understanding of space. 
Stages in the development of depiction. 
The following stages are normally identified (after Luquet, 1927). 
The first is scribbling, in which no representation is apparent. The 
second is fortuitous realism, where some meaning is discovered in the act 
of scribbling and the scribbles are added to. The third is failed realism, 
in which there are representational intentions but because of synthetic 
incapacity the elements of drawing are juxtaposed or drawn all over the 
page. Fourthly comes intellectual realism, in which the child draws what 
he or she knows and not what 16 seen. In this stage the intuitive 
relations of prox~ity, separation, enclosure, and closedness are maintained 
with little or no perspective, and concealed objects are drawn as if 
visible. Crook (1983) suggests that "the lntellec:tual source of the naive 
drawer's work 1s segregated elements and relatlons ••. the fallure to 
-
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cultivate shared boundaries and the strivin& for effective distribution :In 
space reflects dominance by 'intellectual' enumeration of discrete elements 
within a scene ... the idea of a shared boundary is inCOlllpa Uble with <the 
child's) monolithic cognitive representations. In Kflneral, spatial 
transformations performed upon objects that do not conserve their 
indlviduality are not easily accomllodated to the child's account of the 
scene~ The final stage is visual realism, in which the representation is 
an accurate copy of' the object as seen, and an awareness of' perspective 
and metric relations is shown. 
Although this theory has been used to describe development in the 
drawing of a scene CBarnhart 1942) 1t is normally used to describe 
development in the drawing of a single object (Kaylan-Mas1h 1976). 
Mitchelmore (19808) asked subjects to draw regular solids and identified a 
series of stages in the depiction of the solids that can be identified with 
the stages of intellectual realism. These are discussed further in the 
following chapter, but it is worth noting here that the depictions that he 
identifies as being in the final stage of development are in oblique 
projection. Oblique projection has an ambiguous status here, because 
whilst it is not visually realistic it is sometimes erroneously held to be 
the 'end point' of development in theories that suggest development is 
towards visual realism. Whilst linear perspective is not visually realistic 
in the absolute sense it is much closer to vilual realism than is oblique 
projection. The following chapter analyses the difference between them 
more fully. 
The use of an intemal da8a1pUon. 
The thrust of theories involving intellectUal raalilm 1. a belief 
that an internal model is used, but that if' the object to be depicted 1s 
unfamiliar, or if' the child 18 encouraged to make a vi.ual analys1s of the 
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object when drawing, then the child may not rely on an internal model and 
may be able to produce a more visually accurate depiction. These 
hypotheses were supported by work done by Phillips, Hobbs, and Pratt 
(1978). They obtained line drawings, either of a cube or 8 non object 
pattern, under two conditions. Either the child had to look at the model 
continuously or else was allowed to draw freely. Copies made in the first 
instance were found to· be more accurate than those produced by free 
drawing. Further, line drawings of cubes were found to be copied less 
accurately than those of non familiar patterns. The two forms of stimuli 
were not of equivalent complexity, but a replication of the study by 
Willats <1981a) in which this was remedied produced comparable results. 
Phillips et al suggested that when the model is looked at continuously 
fewer intellectually realistic responses are produced because less memory 
is invol ved. For the same reasons a familiar model produces more 
intellectually realistic responses. They comment that "When copying a 
drawing the internal description created by seeing the drawing as a solid 
object will presumably describe that object 1n three d1.JDens10nal space (or 
at least in ways that go beyond two d1mens1onal space)". 
Conclusions. 
This interpretation goes beyond the idea of intellectual realism 
as a 'stage' in children'S drawing, with concommitant assumptions about how 
the child's cognitive style differs from that of the adult. The 
misidentification of visual realism with oblique projection causes 
considerable difficulties, as what is assumed to be visual realism is 
simply another aspect of how the object is 'known' rather than 'seen'. This 
implies that intellectual realism 1s not just a 'stage' in children's 
drawing, but 1s an aspect in any representation, both for adults and 
children. For example, Edwards (1979) suggests that it 1s a general 
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obstacle to draw1ng skill, whereby specHic cognitive representattons serve 
to guide, and thus distort, the representational act. The assumption that 
visual real1sm is the end po1nt of development is the central difference 
between the theories in this group and those described in the final 
section. If this assumption i& relaxed then the only difference between 
the two groups is one of emphasis. In the present group the emphasis is 
upon a form of development that is to a certain extent inevitable, though 
modified by experience. In the following groups of theor1es the chUd is 
seen more as an active problem solver. 
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C) PROOO:TION ERROR 111EORIES. 
Production difficulties can be defined as those unrelated to the 
organisation and representation of space, and include both poor motor skill 
and spatial and temporal problems posed by the drawing task and internal 
biases (Reeves 1983). Various aspects of spatial organisation such as the 
use of a base Une a..ark et al 1967), reference to the sides of the page 
<Berman 1976), and more general organisational principles such as start 
and stop cues <Ninio end Libl1ch 1976), overcoming the aesthetic urge to 
radial symmetry (Kellogg 1979), developing symmetry within the scene 
(Golomb 1982) and the sequence of actual line placement <Bassett 1977, 
Ninio et al 1975) ell form sets of decisions that could determine the final 
product. 
Production error theories contain no assumptions about the end 
point of devdopment and link development to the ability to overcome 
production d~t·f1cu1ties. Those who have discussed the role of production 
errors do not necessarily suggest that all development in representation 
occurs because of the gradual overcoming of production difficulties, but 
they argue that at times this provides the simplest explanation. For 
example, Freeman (1980) suggests that ''production dUficultles and 
performance biases are largely responSible for the curious ways in which 
children draw, and that conceptual explanations should be invoked only liS a 
last resort'~ He argues that development through the different forms of 
projection systems found by Wlll.ats <1977a) in the drawing of table tops 
may well be explained by decisions that are local to the picture. For 
example, development might reflect the overcoming of an inabiUty to 
produce linear inclination, irrespective of the symbolic content of the 
picture. A child unable to use obliques might draw a table in vertical 
oblique and progress to oblique projection when the appropriate skill is 
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acquired. Similarly the progression to true perspective may follow the 
acquisition of the ability to draw the opposite oblique instead of two 
parallel lines. 
Perpendicular bias. 
Perpendicular bias lies at the heart of the explanation given 
above. Ch1ldren have been found to be more skilled at reproducing lines 
perpendicular to a base line than they are at reproducing lines that form 
acute or obtuse angles to a base line (Olson 1970, Ibbotson and Bryant 
1976), and it has been suggested that this is because they are biased 
towards drawing a line at right angles (Lark et 81 1967, Eldred 1973). 
This bias might have a perceptual basis. Adults produce most error when 
estimating angles about oblique positions, and lines tend to be remembered 
as more vertical than they actually are (Fisher 1974, Byrne 1979). Four 
year olds have some difficulty in recognising obliques (Stein and Mandler 
1975), although they can be taught to discriminate them (Strayer and Ames 
1972). The drawing of oblique lines has been found to be more accurate 
when there are no conflicting frames of reference (Naeli and Harris 1976, 
Berman et B1 1974), and Bayrakter (1985) found that the shorter the 
baseline the more effect the shape of the frame had upon the perpendicular 
bias. Berman (1976) suggests that oblique lines are seen as non-
orthogonal to the picture frame rather than oblique as such. Hence when a 
local frame of reference is available the lack of ability to use an oblique 
line independently of it results in the production of a right angle. 
Internal frame of reference. 
It has been argued that a child becomes more able to use an 
internal frame of reference as she grows older, and hence more able to 
produce oblique lines (Bryant 1974, Freeman 1976, 1980a, 1980b). Knowledge 
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of drawing rules may facilitate the ability both to anticipate and to keep 
reference pOints in mind (Rand 1973). Freeman and Hayton (1980) presented 
Figure 1:2. The stimulus used by Freeman and Hayton (1980). 
children with a scene (Figure 1:2) and asked them to draw in the 
lampposts. They found that, until about eleven years of age, children 
represented the lampposts with a tilt and that these same children also 
drew tables in vertical oblique projection. They argued that this is 
evidence of the continuing use of an external frame of reference, with the 
implication that vertical oblique producers also used such a frame. Selfe 
(19836) used a similar task, although the stimulus had greater symmetry' 
around the vertical axis (it can be seen in Figure 2:2 in the next 
chapter),. but did not obtain the same effect. It 1s possible that the 
differences found between the two experiments were due to the crosses 
with which Freeman and Hayton marked the bases of the lampposts, or the 
unsymmetrical nature of the stimulus. The different results do, however, 
cast an element of doubt upon the conclusion that the form of projection 
used is related to the frame of reference. 
If development from vertical oblique to oblique projection results 
from local decisions or internal biases, then children who are unable to 
. produce an oblique table top should also be unable to represent linear 
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inclination, irrespective of the symbolic content. However, Willats (1981a) 
found that children were able to use a literal oblique line before they 
used one to represent depth. Hence, whilst overcoming internal biases 
might have some part to play in the development of representation, further 
explanation is needed for the development that Willats found in the use of 
projection systems. 
Rule governed depict1o~ 
Before invoking a conceptual explanation for Willats' findings it 
is worth considering the alternative possibility that development in the 
use of projection systems has rule governed origins. It has been shown 
that children follow certain rules when copying <Goodnow and Rochelle 
1973). Systematic departures from these rules have been interpreted as 
attempts to minimise information overload (Gombrich 1960). Rule governed 
behaviour has also been shown to occur in drawing <Goodnow 1977) and 
drawing skill increases when children are taught how to reduce information 
load and are given feedback (Rand 1973, Sovik 1980, 1982). Some aspects 
of children's drawing that have been given conceptual explanations can, 
then, be interpreted in terms of rule governed behaviour. For example, 
standard orientation of an object can be seen as a form of rule-governed 
draWing. Similarly, Deregowski (1977) found that when children abandon 
vertical oblique projection in favour of oblique in the drawing of cubes 
they do so firstly in the upper portion of the cube. He argued that the 
child changed her drawing strategy for the bottom of the cube last because 
of her knowledge of the supportive function of the base, hence invoking a 
conceptual explanation. However, Willats <1981a) repeated this experiment, 
but also presented the child with a cube resting on perspex above his or 
her line of vision. He found that the top rather than the bot tom of the 
cube was altered last, although the bottom still had a supportive function. 
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This appears to show an alternative, rule governed, explanation for 
Deregowski's findings, that the child draws the presenting face first, 
regardless of what the base of the cube 1s doing. 
Drawing systems and drawing devices are used by Willats <1977b) 
and Freeman <l980b) to descr1be such rule governed behav1our. Thus, 
Freeman suggests that a drawing system 1s seen as "a set of rules for 
projecting a cruc1al aspect of the scene onto the p1cture plane". The 
implication 1s that these systems are disjoint. For example, Thomas and 
Tasa1im1 (1988) suggest that the overestimation of head size in young 
children's f1gure drawing is not due to the way in which the child 
conceives of the figure as such, but is related to the way in which the 
whole dep1ction is planned. Their use is seen to reduce information load 
and tempor~rlly solve planning problems (Phillips et a1 1978). Haith 
(1971) argued that children find it difficult to impose sequential ordering 
onto simultaneously presented material. Goodnow (1978) suggests that 
children use a set pattern or formula for drawing familiar objects. This 
formula 1s strong enough to be used erroneously, although the child can be 
shown to be sensitive to other aspects of the task (Parisier 1976, Ives 
1980a). For example, Taylor and Bacharach (1982) found that five year olds 
could be encouraged to produce more visually accurate depictions by 
designing the task to minimise interference caused by drawing conventions. 
Development is seen to occur by transition between progressively more 
effective drawing systems by modifications of old programmes <Freeman 
1972). Thus Freeman (1980b) suggests that movement from the" use of one 
projection system to another might be attributable to movement from one 
drawing system to another, rather than development in the understanding of 
how to dep1ct depth. 
Drawing devices are discrete entities that deal with local pOints 
of difficulty within the picture, such as segregation, enclosure, 
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interposition, and hidden line elimination. Fenson (1985) reported a 
longitudinal study of one child's drawings. He found that, initially, the 
child used discrete drawing devices when copying, and suggested that 
copying was, in part, dependent upon the child's ability to analyse the 
model in terms of the components present in hi& drawing repertoire. 
However it is here that the line between production difficulty theories 
and conceptual/perceptual realism theories becomes particularly thin. For 
example, Allik and Laak (1985) argue that whilst drawing devices are not 
laid down by the child's structural description. the relative size of the 
head and trunk in the human figure 1&. Both in this case and in Fenson'& 
the child's production was partly related to his or her ability to analyse 
and hence to have a concept of the model. 
Graphic motor scheaata. 
There appears to be no clear distinction between the idea of 
drawing systems and that of graphiC motor schemata. However, whilst the 
use of drawing systems is normally discussed 1n terms of the way in which 
the child overcomes planning problems related to non-symbolic aspects of 
the depiction, graphic motor schemata are normally applied to more general 
aspects of cognition. 
Karmiloff-Smith (1979) argues that once a functionally adequate 
system is developed it 1& considered as a unit in lts own right, resulting 
in the development of a aore efficient .ystem. For example, the .tability 
of the systelll does not appear to be in the motor .equance it.elf, but in 
the understanding of the coapleted graphiC version. Thus for the repeated 
drawing of the salle object stroke. can be produced in different directions 
and different orders <Van Somers 1982). Similarly, children have been 
shown to change drawings of ldentical objects according to the context 
(Fujimoto 1981, Roodin .t .1 1971a, Roodin .t .1 1971b, Roodin .t .J 1973, 
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Kellogg 1970, Lindstrom 1967). In the same way development in the use of 
graphic motor schemata can be related to cognitive development. Davies 
(1980) argues that it is not the capacity of the working memory that 
develops, but that with increasing age there is firstly a growth in the 
range of memorizing strategies available to the child, secondly an increase 
in the child's own awareness of such strategies, and thirdly an increasing 
knowledge of the strategies that are appropriate for different learning 
contexts. Similarly, Jools (1982) suggested that older children produce 
more features in their drawings because they are able to make greater use 
of pre-planned organisation, rather than because they notice more features 
than do younger children. 
Arnheim (1974) suggests that other processes are affected by such 
development, and this is supported by the work of Taylor and Bacharach 
(1981>. They found that whilst scribblers and mature drawers chose a 
complete man as the best form of representation of a man, children who 
produced tadpole men preferred tadpole men. Similarly Reeves (1983) 
argues that it is impossible to explain the difference between the 
perception and production of pictorial devices by production problems 
alone. Whilst it is quite probable that conceptual explanations for 
aspects of drawing behaviour are offered too readily, it is difficult to 
explain development in drawing, as opposed to aspects of production, 
without resorting to them. 
Conclusions. 
Theories which concentrate on production difficulties stress the 
need for clarity when we attempt to look at what is causing development. 
If development occurs irrespective of the symbolic content of the object 
or scene being drawn then it is reasonable to suggest that such 
development is related to the developing ability to overcome production 
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difficulties. If development appears to be related to the symbolic content 
we have to look further, attempting to investigate what production 
difficulties there are, whilst also forming hypotheses about why content 
affects development in the way that it does. 
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D) CONCEPTUALIPERCEPTUAL REALISM THEORIES. 
These arguments lead us directly into the fourth major group of 
theories in which the emphasis is upon what we know of the object (its 
symbolic content) and what we wish to communicate about it, and in which 
depiction is seen as a problem solving task. These theories share a 
common information processing approach, and so both theoretical and 
experimental work in the area needs to be described briefly before common 
assumptions specific to depiction can be addressed. Three areas are of 
particular relevence to the discussion, namely the perception, 
conceptualisation, and mental representation of objects. An extensive 
review of these areas would be intrusive, therefore the essential 
structure of this work is sketched in Appendix l' a.nd only the main 
conclusions, as they relate to depiction, are given here. The initial 
discussion has been broken into these three parts for ease of 
accessibility, but in reality these parts are linked together very closely. 
Perception. 
Perception relates to the analysis we make of the sensory . 
information we receive. The area is not limited to visual information, 
although it is only this aspect of perception that will be discussed here. 
Visual perception can be defined as the process of identifying an input, in 
the form of a retinal image, as signifying a three dimensional real world 
object. Perceptual theory, based on Marr's (1982) ideas, suggests that 
perception occurs by a series of grouping processes. A central part of 
Marris theory, and of some computer vision systems, is that of the 
intrinsic image (2\60 sketch), which 1s an intermediate representation that 
makes explicit various aspects of visible surfaces. Thus "To recognise a 
visual object is to extract from the image a (hierarchically organised) 
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description of the orientation of its princi~l and colIJponent axes, their 
adjunct relationships and relative lengths. Then with the princi~l axis 
as the basis of the object centred co-ordinate system, the description is 
IIJstched to a canonical lIJodel that is held in mellJoryH (Harr and Nishihara 
1978). 
Recent research has relaxed the need for an a-priori knowledge of 
objects. In 1987 Fisher proposed S. M. 5.. This is a suggestive modelling 
system for object recognition, in which integrated multiple alternative 
representations use symbolic primitives to suggestively characterise the 
object and its Shape. Thus he suggests the use of an intermediate 
representation that falls between the 21!10 sketch and the model based 
object hypothesis. These views are in accordance with Roth and Frisby'S 
(1986) discussion of Marr's theory. They suggest that whilst Marr's theory 
is essentially one involving 'bottom up' processing, it also involves 
knowledge. However, this is not knowledge of objects or things, or of the 
world as SUCh. but is 'procedurally embedded knowledge' in which perception 
is guided by general rules about the way in which the world is organised. 
For example, Fisher 1982 showed that a computer could identify tables. 
even if the edge data and boundary connections were missing, by 
decomposing the table top and table legs into separate symbolic elements. 
Marl" suggests that the representation system for a three 
dimensional shape needs to be:- a) Object Centred. A viewer centred 
system would be more accessible for description but, When used for 
recognition, would be non-canonical and 1Il0re costly in storage. b) 
Volumetric. A volumetric system can explicitly carry information about the 
spatial disposition of the parts of an object that are only implicit in a 
surface based representation. c) Modular and Hierarchically Organised. If 
all the primitives were at the same level the lower order descriptions 
would capture too fine a detail, whereas hierarchical descriptions are 
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intrinsically stable. These constraints hold strong implications for 
properties of the perceptual processes. In particular, the object centred 
nature of the system implies that our perception of an object has implicit 
depth, we construct it in terms of its symbolic elements, occlusion is a 
highly salient depth cue and oblique projection has more in common with 
the way in which we perceive objects than does perspective. 
picture perception supports these findings. 
Picture perception. 
Work on 
Jahoda et Bl (1977) suggest that the visual experience of objects 
in the real world is sufficient to lay the foundations at' an ability for 
picture recogn1t~on, and Keneddy and Silver (1974) suggest that this is 
because lines are surrogates for features in the visual environment. For 
example, young children have little difficulty in recognising pictures of 
objects, and can do so with no indigenous art or explicit tutoring (Keneddy 
and Silver 1974, Keneddy and Ross 1975). Similarly the perception of 
pictures of isolated objects presents less of a problem than the 
perception of spatial relations within pictures (Hochberg and Brooks~ 1962, 
Hagen and Jones 1980 ). 
It 1s perhaps unwise to accept that percepts can be directly 
linked to a form of projection, but there is evidence to suggest that 
whilst the retinal image records something similar to hyperbolic prOjection 
the majority of older subjects prefer objects to be presented in oblique 
projection. Hagen and Elliott (1976) presented adults and children with a 
computer generated range of stimuli, differing in the degree of 
convergence of the orthogonals, an example of which can be seen in Figure 
1 :3. They found that objects in oblique projection were much preferred to 
those in linear perspective, and further that the pictorial station point 
was seen as independent of the correct centre of projection for the 
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picture. Hagen and Jones (1978) found that four year old children did not 
have a strong preference for oblique projection, choosing at chance level. 
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In order to make compensations for the pictorial station point it 
is necessary to make assumptions about the nature of the environment. as 
optical information alone cannot determine the correctness of viewing point 
(ROSinski 1976). Farber and Rosinski (1978) identify two such assumptions. 
Firstly objects are assumed to be symmetrical. rectangular. and regular. 
Secondly the correct viewing point is assumed to be along a line normal to 
the centre of the picture. so the observer compensates for dislocation of 
the actual viewing point from this ideal. Hagen 1976b suggests that young 
children appear unable to compensate for perspective distortion involved 1n 
t . " 
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a mismatch between pictorial station point and the correct centre of 
projection for the picture, and that the ability to do this develops 
gradually with age. This development supports the view that preference 
for an object in a particular form of projection does not give direct 
access to the cognitive representation of that object, unless we believe 
that that also changes with age. However, the very strong preference for 
oblique projection does suggest that it holds a special position in 
perception and Huffman (1971) suggests that this is because oblique 
projection offers a non-specific view point, and as such is a more 
effective method of representation. 
Conceptualisation. 
Conceptualisation can be defined as recognising that the three 
dimensional object belongs to a particular class. Rosch (1976) suggested 
that we use a system of natural categories when conceiving objects, and 
that these are internally structured into a prototype (best example) of 
the category with non-prototype members ordered from bet ter to poorer 
examples. Prototypes have the advantage that they yield the most 
information for the least cognitive load. The form that these categories 
might take is unclear, but Rosch (1975) did suggest that 'pictures may be 
closer to the underlying representation than are words.... the high 
agreement on canonical orientation is itself of interest: one may speculate 
that the canonical imagined orientation represents the most informative 
perspective in which to view the object'~ The object centred nature of 
perception and conceptualisation and the ideas of prototype and canonical 
orientation suggest that oblique may be the form of projection that most 
closely approximates to a canonical representation of depth. It is the 
form of depiction preferred by most subjects, and appears to maintain the 
structural relationships between the symbolic elements of the object in 
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the most informative way. Let us assume that a subject has a canonical 
representation of an object in depth, and that if it were to be depicted it 
would be best represented by oblique projection, following Minsky and 
Papert's (1972) suggestion that drawings can be seen as approximations to 
canonical representations. It cannot be assumed that the child is able to 
scan his or her canonical representation and therefore draw the object in 
oblique projection. Even children possess1ng eidetic imagery only produce 
drawings normal for their age when attempting to copy their image (Metz 
1929). The earlier discussion on production error theories suggests that 
there might be many reasons for the child's inability to depict what he or 
she wants. The child, as a problem solver, tries to develop methods of 
overcoming these (freeman 1980). The following discussion about mental 
representat10n addresses this aspect of depiction from an information 
processing approach. 
Mental representation. 
Both perception and conceptualisation can be seen as aspects of 
mental representation, so in order to avoid confusion quite a close 
definition will be applied here. Perception will be assumed to be the 
process of input, conceptualisation to be the process of storage and 
mental representation to be the process of preparation for output. Thus 
mental representation indicates the 'workbench' area of information 
processing. The term 'mental representation' rather than 'mental image' is 
used to reduce any unwarranted assumptions about its pictorial nature. 
Slack (198~) suggests that mental representations have two 
components. The first is a surface representation, which corresponds to 
one's experience of the mental representation, and the second is that of 
knowledge structures. The surface representation is generated from 
knowledge structures and detail is built by activating literal encodings 
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associated with each of the object's parts. This division can be likened 
to that between perception and conceptualisation. 
Meaning is modality free, and the information retrieval systems 
themselves have no modality. The construction of the mental 
representation is related to the expected form of output, not the input 
(Chase and Clark 1972, Pylyshyn 1973). 
Mental representation and perception have been shown to utilise 
the same procedures, share the same generating mechanisms and interfere 
with each other. Mental representations are manipulable in size, colour 
and perspective, and can be rotated, reflected, and sheered. They have 
standard orientations and change to more canonical projections over time. 
The term 'image space' is used for an entity within which the surface 
representation is manifest. The properties of the image space have been 
determined empirically.· It is finite, having definite shape and size, and 
subtends a particular visual angle. It functions as a co-ordinate space 
and has metric properties. Images have limited resolution; not only are 
subjectively smaller images more difficult to see, but the resolution is 
clearest at the centre. Finally, images are known to be transient <Finke 
and Kosslyn 1980, Kosslyn 1975, 1976, 1978b). 
Recent work by Farah (1988) suggests that there are close links 
between . visual imagery and visual perception. She used 
electrophysiological and cerebral blood flow stUdies to show that brain 
activity during imagery was localised in the cortical visual areas. She 
also showed parallels between the selective effects of brain damage on 
visual perception and 1magery,and she concluded that visual imagery does 
engage some of the same representations as used in visual perception. 
Thus visualisation can be seen as a form of short term visual memory. 
From this it follows that mental representations can be seen as 
working models which are generated to solve problems and define new 
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structures (Pylyshyn 1973). Tasks are arranged mentally as they would be 
physically and are constrained by the subject's understanding of the 
problem and the environment (Chase and Clark 1972, Pylyshyn 1973, 
Huttenlocher 1968, Simon and Barenfeld 1969, Cohen and Foley 1982). 
Conceptual/perceptual realism theories and the depiction of depth. 
Because conceptual/perceptual realism theories are based on an 
information processing approach they assume that developmental factors 
which influence information processing will also influence depiction. In 
order to limit the discussion the following section will concentrate on 
factors that are directly related to the depiction of depth, rather than 
general depiction. However, it is worth noting here that aspects of 
cognition such as attention and memory and problem solving abilities such 
as encoding knowledge, manipulating mental representations and ignoring 
non-salient aspects of the task will all differ with age and ability and 
will have an effect upon development in depiction. 
discussion of these is given in Appendix 1. 
Object centredness and depth cues. 
A more detailed 
The above discussion has emphasised that, regardless of how 
'knowledge' of the object is stored or operated upon, it appears to have an 
object centred nature. The object centred nature of perception means that 
features of the environment are assumed by subjects to be more 
rectangular than they actually are (Lynch 1960, Chase 1983), and that 
separation of objects is given a high priority <Pratt 1982). It also has 
implications for the way in which depth cues are perceived. Shape 
constancy means that young children are inattentive to the particular 
orientation of an object <Braine 1978, McGurk 1972, Schaller and HarriS 
1974., Gibson et a1 1962) and to the degree or direction of slant of 
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oblique lines <Quinn and Bomba 1988). Contours are seen more readily than 
elements, and lines that are structurally relevant to the figure are seen 
more easily than those that are not (Vurpillot 1969, McClelland and Miller 
1979, Waltz 1975). The importance of occlusion as a depth cue is 
therefore accentuated, as it is directly related to the relationship 
between objects <Hagen 1976a, Ratoosh 1949, Gibson 1950, Mascelli 1966). 
Thus young children can understand overlapping line drawings with ease, 
regardless of whether realistic or geometric, but have great difficulty in 
analysing figures with shared boundaries (Ghent 1956). ," 
Size constancy means that young children are ·inattentive to the 
relative size of objects, perceiving all objects in a scene scaled in size 
relative to each other, irrespective of their relative distances <Gogel 
1974, Wilcox and Teghtsoonian 1971). This has implications for the use of 
relative size as a depth cue. In perception the saliency of height in 
picture plane and relative size appear to develop with age (Olson 1975, 
McGurk and Jahoda 1974, Hagen 1976b). Height in the picture plane and 
relative size are, however, important elements of linear perspective, which 
has lead to linear perspective being called a depth cue in its own right 
(Bartly 1941, Fry 1952, MascelU 1966, Plumb 1969). Arnheim (1974) argued 
that on artistic grounds it is the strongest depth cue, and Oh (1968) 
suggested that it is the most salient. Unfortunately his study was flawed 
in several areas. He confounded height in picture plane with linear 
perspective, and clarity of detail with atmospheric haze. The conditions 
for different depth cues were not of equal difficulty, and he required 
verbal responses, which have been shown to be unsatisfactory (Donaldson 
and Balfour 1968). 
The issue of linear perspective as being a depth cue in itself is 
discussed further in Chapter 2, where it is argued that it is bet ter 
viewed as a powerful combination of depth cues. 
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Task dependency and children as communicators. 
Another aspect of these theories is that they allow for a great 
deal of variation between individual children and between the drawings of 
a single child. Children are sensitive to the wording of questions 
(Barrett et a1 1983, Barrett and Bridson 1985. Barrett et a1 1985). to 
their con text <Davis 1983, Cox 1981. 1985 >, and to the type of stimulus 
used (Chen 1985). Their performance is also influenced by the way in 
which they interpret stimuli <Ingram 1985). A child's drawings could be 
seen as passive reflections of the way in which they interpret the task 
demands, although Light (1985) argues that drawings are more than this. 
He suggests that they convey rather than contain information. He argues 
that drawings are sometimes used as messages in that the child will use a 
drawing to communicate according to what she perceives the task demands 
to be, that children differ more in what they are trying to do than in 
what they can do <Light 1984-), and that children adopt a deliberate 
strategy to show features that they hold to be of significance (Light and 
McEwen 1987). This implies that development in the depiction of depth 
does not occur in the child's understanding of space, or in the ability to 
produce a visually realistic depiction, as such, but in the ability to 
depict what the child wishes to communicate about her knowledge of the 
object. These points, and further work relating to them, will be returned 
to throughout this thesis, but are introduced here to indicate the active 
role adopted by the child in depiction. 
These arguments highlight another pOint. Children may want to 
communicate many things about objects. When examining development in the 
depiction of depth we cannot assume that the child always intends to 
communicate the spatial relationships between objects. For example. in a 
stUdy by Ingram <1985> very young children were asked to draw a scene 
which contained one block on top of another. If the top block had a face 
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on it the children tended to draw the stimulus as more doll like than it 
was in reality. When the face was absent the children attempted to depict 
the spatial relationship between the blocks. Thus from the child's point 
of view the communicative message of the depiction might not be to 
address the spatial structure of the object or scene. She might have the 
ability to depict spatial relationships, but only do so in a cursory way, 
concentrating on other aspects of the task. 
centred nature of our cognitive processes, 
Even so, given the object 
whenever a child draws an 
object, either from observation or imagination, she needs to develop ways 
in which she can cope with the depiction of the spatial relations of the 
structural elements of the object. 
Explanations for development 10 depiction. 
Pratt (1982) emphasises the perceptual origins of development in 
depiction. He investigated the copying of random straight lines, and 
found that children looked at the model significantly less than adults did. 
Further, he found that whilst there was no difference between adults and 
children in the accuracy of copying two lines, there was significant 
difference between them when four lines were copied, and he attributed 
this to a lack of planning and cross referencing on the part of. the 
children, and not to a difference in the basic measuring capacities between 
the two groups. He concluded generally that knowledge of the appearance 
of the object is used in an attempt to reduce the·information load on the 
working memory. He suggested that this load could be reduced by providing 
an external memory store, such as marking the paper with dots to indicate 
the end of each line, which has been found to be effective in improving 
performance (Rand 1973). He also studied the way in which a cube and 
lines of a cube formed into an abstract were copied by art students, 
psychology students, and children. He found that art· ~tudents looked at 
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stimuli of both kinds more than did either of the other two groups. The 
art students copied the two kinds of stimuli with equal ability, having 
highly structured mental descriptions and better long term recall of the 
stimuli. Psychology students and children used equal amounts of looking, 
and were both worse at copying the cube abstract than the cube. Further, 
the children produced typically 'intellectually realistic' pictures. The 
small amount of looking used by the psychology stUdents and children led 
Pratt to conclude that they were ignoring some information and drawing 
upon their stored knowledge of the object and how to depict it to make up 
this defiCiency. 
On the basis of these findings Prat t suggests that "If looking 
strategies are dependent upon schematic descriptions they must be 
'selective' in what they look at. This implies a very important place i.n 
copyi.ng performance for 'overlooking' Md its consequences. We conclude 
that 'overlooked' parts are filled in from pre-structured schematic 
descriptions relating to object or feature types". (Pratt 1982). 
Pratt (1985) argues that the perceptual system functions in terms 
of higher order abstractions, and that potent1ally useful information 1s 
lost by the use of these abstractions. It seems more likely that 
perceptual information relevant to the drawing process is lost rather than 
information which is necessary for the person to function in the 
environment. In other words the 'person in the street I looses 'artistic' 
information rather than information that is needed to move about and avoid 
bumping into things. Skilled artists spend about half of their drawing 
time examining the scene, and use many different methods to limit visual 
information when making a two dimensional representation, precisely so as 
not to lose the information that is relevant to the drawing process. This 
is supported by Radkey and Enns (1987) who found that the use of Da 
Vinci's window significantly improved the amount of occlusion used by 
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young children. It is said that people with blurred vision tend to' be 
better artists than those who can see well. The different methods used by 
skilled artists have the effect of limiting the intrusion of object-centred 
percepts, which may be based on features which are not of primary 
importance in drawing. 
Phillips et al (1985) suggest that children become more skilled at 
depiction by learning to build and store new descriptions, and not by 
developing general strategies for looking at objects. Thus the explanation 
they propose has a conceptual emphasis. Crook (1985) suggests that 
"either the child comes actively to resist the intrusion of a mental model 
as drawing decisions are made or such models come to assimilate more 
view-specific information'~ and ,argues that the first position is more 
appropriate. This is supported by Bremner and Moore (1984) and Moore 
(1987) who both found that the drawings of an unfamiliar object produced 
after it had been inspected were less visually realistic than those 
produced without an inspection. Bremner and Moore found the same effect 
occurred when the object was named, and suggested that object naming may 
lead to drawing from a canonical model. 
It was suggested earlier that visualisation is a, form of visual 
short term memory. Essentially the perceptual explanation for development 
in depiction concentrates on the visual short term memory, and, the 
conceptual explanation concentrates on Visualisation. Visual short term 
memory does seem to be an important factor. in depiction. Phillips et al 
(1985) argue that young children might produ~e more stereotyped depictions 
than adults because they have poorer visual short term memory. 
Alternatively it could be that they do not use it in the same way, as 
Pratt would argue. However, there is evidence to show that artistically 
able children are better at remembering non-verbalisable shapes than their 
I. Q. matched controls (O'Connor and Hermelin 1983). They suggest that 
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visual short term memory for these shapes is unrelated to 1. Q.. They also 
found (O'Connor and Hermelin 1986) that artistically able children are 
better than the mathematically able on this measure, and were also better 
at identifying and naming drawings of objects or animals on the basis of 
minimal necessary information. They speculate that the artistically able 
have greater ability to generate and store pictorial representations/visual 
images than do other subjects. 
The child as an active participant. 
Although there are differences between the above accounts, the 
emphasis in all of them is upon graphically oriented alterations to a 
mental description of the object. The child is seen as an active 
partiCipant in development that occurs by 'learning' how to produce a 
'better' picture. This could be done by examining other people's 
productions (Wilson and Wilson 1982) or by learning how to decrease the 
saliency of cues needed for object centred perception, as discussed 
earlier. It could also be a function of the drawing process itself. 
Drawing 1s a sequential act and those parts already drawn provide a visual 
input. For example, the young child typically draws a cube as a square. 
Initially this square is taken to represent the whole cube, and later is 
taken as a two dimensional pictorial image of a face of the cube (Moore 
1986b). Horizontal or vertical lines are added to this face and are taken 
to represent the other faces in a similar manner to the first. If a 
straight line is added, by error, in a crooked manner, then the perceptual 
system will represent this as three dimensional (Willats 1981a). The child 
mayor may not appreciate the source of three dimensionality in the 
drawing. But, either way, she has added to her repertoire of drawing 
skills, and will be able to use this new skill in the drawing of other 
objects. Such stereotyping of production processes means that the child 
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can work from memory. It might not be 'memory' or knowledge of the object 
as such, but knowledge of how best to represent one particular aspect of 
the object. Thus it can be argued that modifications .to the schemata 
occur (for both familiar. and unfamiliar objects) as skill with the medium 
increases, and as the relative salience of different aspects of the object 
in relation to its depiction alters. 
Conclusions. 
Conceptual/perceptual realism theories suggest that the 
representation system for a three dimensional shape needs to be object 
centred, volumetric, modular and hierarchically organised. This implies 
that occlusion is a highly salient depth cue, and that the use of height in 
the picture plane and relative size with distance will increase as shape 
and size constancies become less salient. It also implies that oblique 
projection has more in common with the way in which we perceive objects 
than does perspective, that oblique projection might be the most 
informative way in which to view an object and that oblique might be the 
form of projection that most closely approximates to a canonical 
representation of depth. This is supported by the argument that linear 
perspective is a culturally imposed phenomenon rather than a naturally 
occurring depth cue as its use presupposes a station pOint. 
Conceptual/perceptual theories suggest that what develops is not 
necessarily the subject's knowledge of the object or of depth, but the 
subject's knowledge of how to represent objects in depth. The drawer 
starts with an object centred approach and learns to overcome this 
interpretation in order to present a two dimensional view centred or view 
specific scene in which objects have little meaning. The need for view 
specificity is seen as a byproduct of the task rather than a force driving 
development in the depiction of depth. The more drawing skills the person 
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has, including that of perceiving aspects of the object salient to the 
task, the less the person has to rely upon inappropriate knowledge. Such 
development is a function of general cognitive factors and experience. 
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E) BRIEF COMPARISON OF THEORIES. 
The four approaches outlined above differ quite substantially in 
where they place the source of developmental change. This leads to 
differing assumptions about the importance of the child's understanding of 
space and the role of mental representation and production problems in the 
drawing process. It also bears upon whether development in drawing is 
believed to occur in stages or is driven by the development of' a variety 
of factors that together produce 'stage-like' behaviour. 
If we wish to establish which aspects of these theories most 
closely describe how development in the depiction of depth really does 
occur there are certain well defined areas which merit investigation. 
Theories invoking stages in cognition suggest that development occurs in 
stages linked to the understanding of depth. evidenced by development in 
the use of a series of projection systems in which linear perspective is 
the final stage. Theories invoking visual realism also suggest that 
development occurs in stages. but that these are linked to development 
away from the use of an object centred method of depiction. It is 
important for both these groups of theories that development is towards 
what is actually seen, in other words a view specific method of depiction. 
Production error theories suggest that development can appear to have 8 
stage like quality because of development in the use of graphiC motor 
schemata, but that this may be due to the child gradually overcoming a 
wide variety of production difficulties. unrelated to the symbolic content 
of the depiction. Theorists within this group do not believe that all 
development in depiction can be explained in this way, but suggest that 
development of the ability to overcome production difficulties should be 
accounted for before we adopt more conceptual explanations. 
Conceptual/perceptual realism theories suggest that development occurs 1n 
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the knowledge of how to represent the salient aspects of a three 
dimensional stimulus ~egardless of whether the third dimension is real or 
inferred) in a two dimensional depiction. The end point of development can 
be view centred rather than view specific depending upon the task 
constraints. 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the extent to which 
these theories are applicable to development in the representation of 
depth. In order to do this it is first necessary to con&ider. in more 
detail, ways 10 which it 1s possible to represent depth and ways in which 
we do actually represent it. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
Theoretical and Empirical Aspects of Development in the Depiction of Depth. 
Introduction. 
When we look at a picture of a scene there are aspects of it that 
enable us to perceive depth in it. These are commonly called pictorial 
depth cues, and it can be argued that they are similar to the depth cues 
we use when perceiving depth in the real world. Pictorial depth cues are 
normally held to be those of occlusion, height in the picture plane, 
diminishing size with distance, and texture and pigmentation gradients. 
Linear perspective is sometimes incorrectly referred to as a depth cue. 
As with other forms of projecUol1 which are all methods for displaying 
three dimensional information, it is not a depth cue in itself, but 
contains a particularly powerful combination of depth cues. I will look 
first at the common types of projection systems and then examine the 
depth cues listed above. 
A) PROJECTION SYSTEMS. 
The projection system in which a scene is represented can be 
determined by examining the lines in the picture which represent edges of 
the scene normal to the picture plane. In the real world they can be seen 
as the lines indicating the edges of objects that go away from us in 
depth. These are normally called orthogonal lines, and are illustrated in 
Figure 2: 1. When the orthogonals are depicted as points the drawing is 
said to be in orthographiC projection. Oblique projection results from 
depicting the orthogonals as parallel lines. Three forms of oblique have 
been identified 'by Duberry and Willats, (1983), namely horizontal oblique, 
vertical oblique, and oblique, the last two of which are shown below. If 
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the orthogonals are depicted as converging to a point then the scene is 
said to be drawn in linear perspective. 
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Linear perspective cannot be achieved without incorporating a single, 
specHic. viewpoint into the picture. In linear perspective there is a 
different vanishing po1ot for each family of parallel lines 10 the scene, 
and so the system of linear perspective is generally used (or scenes 10 
which there are several families of parallel lines of which none need to 
be orthogonal to the picture plane. If the 6cene does contain orthogonals 
they will converge upon a central vanishing paint. The vanishing paints 
ere level with the observer's line of sIght. and ere thus often said to be 
on the horizon. Objects of equal size will always eppear to diminish in 
size with increasing depth .. ' In most depictions of. scenes using linear 
perspective. objects also appear higher in the picture plane with 
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increasing depth. but this is merely a function of the height of the line 
of sight. Objects in the distance and above the line of sight are drawn 
lower in the picture plane than those nearby. This is particularly 
apparent where a low line of sight is used. The production of linear 
perspective is governed by a few clear rules which can be used without 
understanding the theory behind them. 
Figure 2:1 also illustrates the difference between a view centred 
scene and a view specific scene. In this thesis view specific is taken to 
mean the specification of a single view pOint. as would occur if one were 
actually seeing the scene. View centred is taken to mean that aspects of 
the scene are represented in a way that implies some concern about how 
the scene is actually viewed in real life. but it does not necessarily 
imply that a single viewpoint is specified in the depiction. In the 
illustration of oblique projection in Figure' 2: 1 each object is drawn as an 
individual unit rather than as part of the scene. Height in the picture 
plane. diminishing size with distance (between objects. not within them), 
and occlusion are all present but are used independantly of each other. In 
other words objects drawn in oblique projection can be integrated in a 
pictorial scene. and this scene can show a 'pseudo' view, but it is not an 
accurate depiction of the visual scene. 
This does not mean to say that linear perspective is an accurate 
depiction of the visual scene. Hyperbolic perspective is a more accurate 
description of the retinal image (Finch 1977), yet it takes a great deal of 
conscious effort to see the scene in this way. Therefore, for the purpose 
of this thesis it is accepted that. of the commonly used forms of 
projection, linear perspective is held to be the one that most closely 
approximates the way in which we view a scene because of the way in which 
it specifies a unique viewpoint. 
-----~~~~ ---------~-~==~==-------------------
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B) DEPTH CUES. 
Occlusion. 
Occlusion occurs when one object is seen in front of another, thus 
hiding the second object from view. Partial occlusion occurs when the 
boundary Hne of one object cuts across the boundary Hne of another. 
There is often a problem of interpretation in children's drawings which 
indicate the use of partial occlusion. We cannot assume that because a 
young child produces a line it is intended to represent a contour of the 
object. There is evidence to suggest that very young children use lines 
to indicate paths, then boundaries of whole objects, and only when they are 
older do they use lines as a contours (Spielman 1976, Fenson 1985, Moore 
1986b, Reith 1988). These problems are lessened if we stUdy the use of 
occlusion between objects, rather than within them. 
Figure-ground separation is an important aspect of the visual 
scene, yet it causes young children great problems when it needs to be 
incorporated into depIction (Pratt 1985). Young children often draw 
separately objects that are occluded in the visual scene, and Crooke (1983) 
found them to be intolerant of both overlapping and shared boundaries. 
Hagen <1976a), and Freeman, Eiser and Sayers (1977) both suggested that 
occlusion is not normally found before the ages of eight or nine. Cox 
(1981) found a steady rise in the proportions of use of partial occlusion 
between the ages of six and ten years old. The development from showing 
objects as segregated to using occlusion may be linked to a development 
from object centred to view centred representation. In other words, young 
children may draw objects separately because of the object centred nature 
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of their perception, conceptualisation and mental representation, and as 
they become aware of the need for view centred depictions, they start to 
use occlusion. 
There is experimental evidence supporting the link between the 
use of occlusion and the perceived need for a view centred representation. 
When the salience of viewpoint is increased, more view centred behaviour 
results, both in drawing and copying <Light and Humphries 1981, Light and 
Simmons 1983, Light 1982). A specific example of this can be seen in the 
work by Light and MacIntosh (1980) who presented subjects with an object 
either contained in a glass or visible through one. In the first condition 
the glass was drawn as transparent, thus showing occlUSion with no hidden 
line elimination. In the second condition the objects were drawn 
separately. Light and MacIntosh concluded that this was to emphasise that 
the object was not in the glass. There is also evidence to suggest that, 
in the right context (in this case that of drawing robbers hiding behind 
walls) children as young as four years of age will use occlusion if they 
believe there is a need for a view centred representation (Cox, 1981>. 
Light and Foot (1986) extended these findings to show that a high level of 
partial occlusion can be elicited in six year old children by the use of 
dissimilar objects, or by the use of similar objects with an obvious 'front 
side'. They conclude that whether or not such children Use occlusion might 
depend upon the way in which they interpret the experimenter's intentions. 
To summarise, the use of occlusion may be linked to the perceived 
need for a view centred depiction. Its use appears to develop with age, 
but can be elicited from children as young as four years old under the 
right circumstances. 
r , 
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Height in the Picture Plane. 
Adults generally draw objects which are near to them low in the 
picture plane and those which are further away higher in the picture 
plane. Hence height in the picture plane is to some extent taken to 
symbolise depth. When we look down upon objects, those further away are 
higher in our visual field. However, unless we have prior knowledge of the 
subject's eye level, we cannot make judgements about the view specific 
accuracy of the subject's depiction of a scene. Therefore, on its own, 
height in the picture plane carries few implications about the view 
specific nature of the depiction. All its use indicates 1s that the 
subject wishes to record the relative distances of the depicted objects 
from the viewer. If the definition is modified so that distance from the 
viewer is related to degree of closeness to a vanishing point (as 1n 
linear perspective), then 'height in the picture plane' does have 
implications for the specification of the v1ewpoint. This modified 
definition is not the one normally used and therefore will not be used 
here. 
The use of height in picture plane does appear to develop with 
age. Very young children draw objects at different distances from them as 
separate items along the horizontal axis of the picture. Hargreaves at al 
<1981> suggest that the air-gap phenomenon, found in young children'S 
drawings of scenes, persists in older children's drawings as a desire for a 
ground line. Freeman, Eiser and Sayers found that by about seven years of 
age the majority of children represented two objects, presented one in 
front of the other at eye level, as vertically separate. Bremner <1985a) 
found that children as young as six years of age will use verticality to 
indicate depth when the horizontal axis is already used to show a 
left/right relationship. Therefore, as with occlusion, the age at which a 
child will use height in picture plane appears to depend partly upon the 
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perceived need for it within the context of the particular task in hand. 
Unlike occlusion. the interpretation of height in the picture plane 
is unclear. It is possible that some subjects do not use height in the 
picture plane as a depth cue as such. but use it to depict a plan view. 
In other words. they choose to change their viewpoint to one in which they 
look down on the scene. Thus for some children development in the use of 
this depth cue might actually indicate development in the chosen viewpoint. 
Diminishing size with distance. 
Objects that are further away project a smaller retinal image than 
those that are nearer. but because of the object centred nature of our 
perception we perceive objects to have a constant size. Size constancy is 
therefore seen to be one attribute of object centred depiction. The 
ability to overcome size constancy and to use diminishing size with 
distance when depicting a scene is part of view centred depict1on. and 1s a 
necessary part of view specification. As with height in the picture plane, 
its use is extremely hard to isolate from the use of other depth cues. 
lahoda and McGurk (1974a) found that young children could make size 
judgements with considerable accuracy. and this finding was stable across 
cultures <Jahoda and McGurk 1974b.c.d). However. Olson (1985) found that 
whilst the understanding of changes in the retinal size of objects, as a 
pictorial depth cue, was apparent in some five year old children, this was 
not the case for three year old children. This implies that the young 
child's ability to interpret size of the object as a pictorial depth cue 
develops with age. 
The ability to use diminishing size with distance as a depth cue 
also develops with age. Silk and Thomas (1988) found that young children 
do attempt to produce visually correct size scaling. but only on a size 
dimension that was salient and relevant to topic. differentiation. 
--------------------------~,~ 
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Therefore young children do not appear to use it as a depth cue in a 
rigorous way. Selfe (1983a) asked children to complete a picture in linear 
perspective by drawing in a lamppost half way along the street. The 
stimulus she used can be seen in Figure 2:2. She found that it was not 
until children were about seven years of age that they could complete it 
with any accuracy. It is not, unfortunately, possible to separate out the 
effects of height in the picture plane and diminishing 61ze with distance 
in this stUdy es the two cover1ed. It is very difficult to examine the use 
of these two depth cues independently, and the majority of work in this 
area has used them together when examining the child's increasing use of 
view centred depictions. 
I 
Figure 2:2. Th, IUIU/UI ulld by Sill' (9831). 
Texture Gradient and Pigment at ton Gradient. 
Both texture and pigmentation gradients are cues by which the 
appearence of depth can be enhanced, and can be seen as secondary depth 
t---~.-""" 
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cues. Texture gradient occurs because the texture of the objects that are 
near to us is more visible than that of objects that are further away. 
Pigmentation gradient works in the same way. We see the colours of 
objects that are near to us as clearer and brighter than those of distant 
objects. Similarly we see objects that are near to us delineated with 
strong contrasts in colour and tone, whilst those in the distance show 
lit tle contrast in their tonal values and appear to merge more with the 
background. 
There is little experimental evidence on the perception and use of 
these depth cues. Rock, Schallo and Schwartz (1978) found that texture 
gradient was neither necessary nor sufficient for the perception of depth 
in pictures, suggesting that whilst the cue might enhance the perception 
of depth within the picture once the scene had been understood, the most 
important aspect of such perception was the interpretation of the scene. 
Nicholson and Seddon (1977) found that schoolboys' understanding of spatial 
relations in pictures was marginally increased by the inclusion of 
secondary depth cues, and Sinha and Misra (1975) found that some older 
children used these depth cues when painting. 
From this we can conclude that secondary depth cues might enhance 
the perception of pictorial depth, but that they are rarely used, 
spontaneously, by younger children. 
C> DEVELOPMENT OF TIlE DEPICI10N OF DEP1l1 WITHIH A SINGLE OBJECT 
One problem that keeps recurring is that of how we can interpret 
the child's intentions when all that we have to go on is the child's 
depiction. This concern is marginally reduced if we look at the way in 
which single objects are depicted rather than trying to interpret whole 
pictorial scenes where we have to make numerous inferences about the 
relationships between objects in these scenes. This tightens up the area 
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of investigation whilst not critically reducing the amount of information 
that we can gain. We can still study the use of projection systems and 
depth cues in the depiction of a single object, provided the object is 
chosen appropriately. We cannot, however, necessarily assume that findings 
about development in the depiction of depth found within a single object 
will also apply to whole scenes. This problem 1& discussed later. The 
choice of an appropriate object is important. If we were to study 
children's drawings of highly emotive objects, such as 'mothers', we would 
once again widen the problems of interpretation. Similarly, it is 
important to look at objects that are not commonly drawn to avoid the 
possibility that stereotyping might dampen out important effects. A 
commonly used solution to these problems is to examine children's drawings 
of regular solids or other well known objects that do not occur frequently 
in spontaneous depiction, and are relatively free from emotional overtones. 
The depiction of regular soWs. 
Mitchelmore (1978, 1980a) classified development in the drawing of 
four regular solids (a cube, a cuboid, a cylinder, and a pyramid), as can be 
seen in Figure 2:3. He found the same developmental sequences for each 
soUd when replicating the study cross-culturally <Mitchelmore 1980b). The 
cube and the cuboid are the 'purest' regular solids, in the aense that each 
edge is parallel to one of the three rectangular co-ordinate axes. 
Mitchelmore found that these two solids provided the soundest measure of 
the base rate of development, showing both the clearest pattern of 
development and similar rates of development. By comparison he found that 
in the drawing of the cylinder the children went through the stages at an 
earlier age than for the other soUds. This also occurred for the Urst 
stages of drawing the pyramid. but development in the use of the later 
stages of depiction of this object lagged behind their use for the other 
-- !r 
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objects. The development in the drawing of cubes found by Mitchelmore has 
also been found by Deregowski (1977) and Willats <1981a,b, 1983). 
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Denotation Systems. 
This analysis of development already contains subjective elements. 
The drawings obtained from the children must have been grouped into 
stages, and the method of sorting that has been used is normally related 
to the sorter's idea of what is developing. For example, as explained in 
the first chapter, Mitchelmore used his findings as support for his ideas 
about intellectual realism. The lack of an independent, formal system of 
classification means that assumptions made in the sorting might have 
prejudiced the conclusions to a greater extent than would have occurred 
with such a system. Work done by Willats <1981b, 1983) illustrates this. 
He asked subjects to draw the object placed in front of them, which was 
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either a cube or a cube with a smaller cube removed from one corner. He 
then at tempted to classify the draWings by assigning dimensions to both 
the picture and the scene primitives. 
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The lines in the picture and edges in the scene are both classed 
as one dimensional. regions in the picture and surfaces in the scene are 
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classed as two dimensional, whilst bodies in the scene are classed as 
three dimensional with no pictorial equivalent. The problem comes in the 
interpretation of what the lines in the picture stand for. Figure 2:4 
shows that Willats' own interpretation varied from one presentation of the 
idea to the next. The high degree of variability makes this a difficult 
system to implement and evaluate. Ignoring for the moment the subjective 
nature of the classification, its implementation becomes extremely complex 
when applied to the depiction of people rather than regular solids (Willats 
1985). The difficulty in evaluating the system derives from the way in 
which Willats has linked it to development in the understanding and use of 
projection systems, without clearly showing how or why. If we assume that 
the lines in the picture do denote the aspects of the scene claimed by 
Willats, all we can reliably say about the development shown is that, with 
age, children appear no longer to use cross dimensional denotation. On 
this analysis we are not justified in reaching more general conclusions 
about the nature of a relationship between denotation systems and the 
understanding or the use of projection systems. 
Projection Systems. 
Willats' work in denotation systems highlights the need for a 
formal system of classification. He proposed (Willats 1977a> that 
projection systems could be used, in this way. In this study he asked 
subjects to draw a table and analysed the projection system by which they 
depicted the table top. Figure 2:5 illustrates the method of classification 
he used. The projection system being used by the subject is determined by 
examining the lines in the picture, the orthogonals, that represent the 
edges of the solid normal to the picture plane. If the orthogonals are 
depicted as pOints the drawing is said to be in orthographic projection. 
The use of parallel lines, normally oblique on the page, indicates oblique 
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projection. If the orthogonals are depicted as vertical lines, whilst still 
parallel, the projection is seen as a special form of oblique and is called 
vertical-oblique. If the orthogonals appear to converge to a point the 
solid is said to be drawn in perspective. Willats <1977a) divided 
perspective into two categories, naive and true, depending upon the amount 
of convergence shown by the orthogonals. 
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Interpretation. 
The assumption that the projection system in use can be derived 
from the table top alone is discussed in the following chapter. However, 
Willats' <1977a) work also highlights a problem that was touched upon in 
the first chapter. This is related to how we interpret the findings 
obtained from applying a classification system. The beauty of an account 
of the representation of depth directly related to the use of projection 
systems comes partly from the formality of the system. By ascertaining 
the form of projection that 1& used by the chUd the experimenter can 
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identify the 'stage' of depth depiction the child has achieved. However, 
the fact that we have been able to classify the drawings within a 
particular system does not necessarily mean that our system is an accurate 
reflection of the way in which development occurs. Willats found that the 
way a table top is depicted appears to develop from the use of 
orthographic projection, through vertical-oblique, to Oblique, and finally 
to the use of naive or true perspective. He used his findings to reach 
the conclusion that development occurs in a stage like way directly linked 
to the increasing understanding of more complex projection systems, and 
that linear perspective is the end point of development. The theory 
assumes that when children draw they attempt to depict exactly what they 
see, and that as perspective is normally considered the best method of 
achieving this, children are working towards drawing in perspective. 
Willats described what children do, but this does not give access to what 
they intend to draw, nor to rules governing the transition between 
systems. For example, Freeman <1980b) puts a different interpretation on 
the data. He suggests that what underlies transitions might be nothing 
more than the development of ability to produce firstly a pair of right 
angles, secondly a pair of oblique angles, and finally one oblique and one 
obtuse angle. In his view it is the use of these 'local decis1ons' that 
determine the way in which the table 1s drawn, not the degree of 
understanding of how to represent an object in depth. 
Other studies cast doubt upon the generalisation that linear 
perspective is the end point of development. Jahoda <1981a) classified 
drawings of tables done by Ghanian stUdents in terms of the projection 
systems used. He found that they rarely used any projection system more 
complicated than vertical oblique. Although the stUdents he used were 
older than W1llats' subjects they had little experience of depiction. The 
same point is emphas1sed by pictures of tables drawn by blind adults that 
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Kennedy (1980) collected. Typically the tables were drawn in the 
orthographic or vertical oblique form. Blind adults described other 
projection systems as unnatural because the form of the picture was then 
constrained by the point of view. Kennedy found that when a subject 
produced several table drawings in sequence they appeared to proceed along 
the 'developmental' lines suggested by Willats, as can be seen in Figure 
2:6. He also found that when the blind adults were given table tops drawn 
in oblique projection or perspective to complete they usually drew in the 
legs by following the line of the table top, as can be seen in Figure 2:7. 
n 
I [ 
Kennedy (1980) found that blind six to ten year olds were capable 
of understanding point of view, convergence, occlusion and shape 
transformation. He argues that haptic skill involves an intuitive sense of 
perspective (Kennedy 1983). S. Millar (1975, 1977) suggested that lack of 
feedback in the blind shows mainly in the articulation of the drawing, and 
Deregowski (1978) found that without experience functionally realistic 
rather than visually realistic representations are produced. This would 
suggest that the view specific (or even view centred in the case of blind 
adults) depiction of objects may be dependent upon the perceived need for 
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such a form of depiction. If this is the case then it may be that 
development occurs in the perceived need for view specific depiction and 
not in the ability to produce it. This indicates the importance of clarity 
in the distinction between the developmental sequences we might find in 
the depictions in front of us and the assumptions we make about what is 
actually developing. 
Figure 2:7, Gespcnses I.dl by blind idults to thl (o'plltion of i t.bJ, top (flnnedy /j$O), 
Applicabilit y. 
Ideally a formal system of classification should be able to 
account for the vast majority of examples of whatever is being classified. 
Unfortunately, as Willats (1985) discusses at length. one major problem 
with his 1977 account is that it does not apply to all forms of drawing. 
For example, Mitchelmore describes a stage in children'S draWings (Stage 3, 
prereal1sttc) in which objects are drawn as if from one viewpoint. Within 
this stage there is a progression from the use of one base line, through 
the use of several, . to the use of a base plane. Depth is depicted by 
overlapping and size differences. Drawings in this stage do not fit 
comfortably into any of Willats' classifications,' Similarly, Hagen (1985) 
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identifies some forms of projection, such as divergent perspective in which 
the orthogonals are represented as diverging rather than converging, which 
are used by children but which have no basis in reality. These points call 
into question whether analysis purely in terms of the projection system 
used uncovers all that is taking place in development and suggest the need 
for a more detailed form of classification. 
Why Tables? 
The experiments reported in this thesis investigate the way in 
which a table is depicted under a variety of different conditions. A table 
has been chosen for several reasons. A single object is used in order to 
clarify interpretation of the findings, as discussed above. Tables come 
high on the list of natural exemplars identified by Rosch (1975, 1976) and 
Rosch et al <1976>, and hence it is reasonable to expect that most 
subjects have a clear idea of 'tableness'. Tables are not, however, 
normally highly emotive. They are also not often drawn on their own. 
This minimises the possibility of subjects responding with rigid, highly 
schematic drawing routines which they have previously developed for 
drawing them. Tables are essentially cuboid in appearance, and view 
centred depictions emphasise their cuboidal nature. Tables are, however, 
richer in appropriate detail than simple cuboids. Computer vision work on 
table identification <Fisher 1982) indicates that tables are most easily 
identified by assuming that the table top and the table legs are separate 
symbolic elements. Rules are then applied to these elements to determine 
whether their positioning matches that of a table. Thus tables were 
identified without the use of edge data and boundary connections. It 
should not be assumed that computational algorithms for the solution of a 
problem necessarily reflect the methods used in the brain, but Fisher's 
work does emphasise that the table legs can be seen as symbolic elements 
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separate from the top. Because of this the use of occlusion, height in the 
picture plane, and diminishing size with distance can all be identified 
within the depiction of a table more readily than they can within the 
depiction of a cube, where the symbolic nature of each face is directly 
related to that of the other faces. Deregowski and Strang (1987) 
presented children with decompositions of a cube in order to address this 
question empirically and conclude that the difficulty which young children 
experience may lie in the conflict between the desire to convey the 
overall appearance of an object and the attempt to depict correctly its 
elementary parts. The final reason for choosing a table is the pioneering 
work already done by WiUats (1977a) in attempting to provide a formal 
means of classifying the depiction of table tops, and concern about the 
conclusions that he reached. 
In the following chapters Willats' work on tables is examined more 
closely. A more extensive system of classification is proposed, and, using 
this, the threads of what is developing in the depiction of depth are 
examined. 
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SUlllllary. 
As noted in Chapter 2, Willats (1977a) analysed developments in 
the drawing of a table in terms of the projection system in which the 
table top was represented, and concluded that representation of depth in 
drawing goes through a series of discrete stages, each of which can be 
identified with a projection system. This chapter contains a partial 
replication of Willats' study using a much larger sample. The relationship 
between age and use of projection system found by Willats is supported. in 
general terms. Not all of the 'stages' are found to be discrete. however. 
and an examination of the way in which the table legs were drawn shows 
that whilst the majority of older children appeared to use perspective 
they did not use it correctly. A method is given by which tables that are 
drawn as if from a central viewpoint can be formally classified. It is 
concluded that development in the understanding of the representation of 
depth is not very closely linked to development in the use of projection 
systems. 
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Introduct 100. 
The way in which objects are drawn, and depth represented, differs 
with the subject's age, and appears to develop with age in a specified 
manner. Willats (1977a) examined this apparent development by looking at 
the way children used projection systems when they were drawing tables. A 
large part of "this chapter is devoted to following up points made and 
questions raised in Willats' work. The way in which he classified the 
table drawings is illustrated in the previous chapter, and will now be 
analysed more closely. 
The assumption that the projection system in use can be derived 
from a table top alone can be questioned. The formality of this type of 
classification comes from the supposition that the projection system can 
be identified by the application of two formulae upon the angles contained 
in the depiction of" the table top. These formulae isolate the degrees of 
convergence and obliquity shown by the orthogonals in the drawing. 
However. as can be seen in Figure 3: 1. convergence of orthogonals is 
directly related to the height of the subject's eye-level. 
A subject looking edge-on at a table top will see it in 
orthographic projection. As the eye-level rises the table top will appear 
in true perspective. and then naive perspective, and finally as if in 
vertical-oblique projection. Hence the degree of convergence does not 
uniquely define the projection system in use. In order to minimise 
ambigUity it is necessary to examine the way in which the whole table is 
projected. Therefore when analysis of the drawing is confined to the way 
in which the table top is depicted the psychological relevance of the way 
in which the projection systems are classed becomes less clear. 
Orthographic or vertical-oblique projection, as inferred by the form of the 
table top, might in reality represent a table drawn in linear perspective 
from an extreme viewpoint. Similarly, a distinction between naive and true 
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perspective is not inherent in any formal method of classification. It is 
necessary to know something about the position of the child's eyes before 
one can with any validity make a distinction based only on the drawing of 
the table top. In fact this can only be made if the drawing has been done 
from observation and with a fixed viewing angle, as was the case in 
Willats' study, and always with the assumption that the child intends to 
draw exactly what he or she can see from that angle. 
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Notice that in this senario the table top is never seen in oblique 
projection. For this to happen the object would need to be viewed from 
the side, not the front. The implication of this point 1s that children 
• c 
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appear to go through a period during which they no longer represent the 
table as if from the position in which they see it. the front. something 
they have been quite capable of doing before. Instead they adopt an 
imaginary side view for a while, before reverting to their original 
practice of representing the table from the correct side. Alternatively. it 
could be argued that development is related to shifts in the viewpoint. 
firstly through a vertical rotation. then horizontal. and then back to 
vertical. If this were really the case the orthogonals should converge in 
the oblique drawings, producing oblique perspective. Unfortunately the 
method of classification used by Willats was not sufficiently delicate to 
pick up possible small convergences in the oblique drawings. 
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Figure 3:2. The flJltiDnship betteen CD,,,et Ind fllse perspective. 
These points can be addressed by examining the manner in which 
the table legs as well as the table top are depicted. This is a major 
departure from earlier practice and makes it pOSSible to identify the 
projection system that is being used. For example, an analysis of the 
table legs would show whether the table really is being drawn from end 
view or top view (orthographic or vertical oblique projection) Secondly. 
an analysis of the table legs also makes it possible for us to see whether 
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the subject uses a coherent unified projection system. For example. Figure 
3:2a shows a table drawn correctly in perspective. The table top in Figure 
3:2b is identical to that of Figure 3:2a and classification based on the 
measurement of the top alone would place it as true perspective. yet it 
can be seen that a single. unified, form of projection is not in use. 
CLA S5 of PROJE CTION AGE 6171819 hoh1 h2h3 h~h5h61171 
1 1 none 14/2/ /1 / 1 / 8 
2 10 rthographic I - /21415131313151 I 1111~6 
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5 /~;~~ecrive / ~ / / 111 /1/111/z '3/6 h '5 ~ 
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There are three other areas in which Willats' experimental method 
Ir.lg:lt benefit from revision. Firstly. as Figure 3:3 shows. his conclusions 
.. were based on data drawn from a sample of only eight or ten subjects of 
eaen age. and for each age these draWings are placed into one of six 
classes. An elbow Jogged at the wrong time would make a large difference . ,. 
to his results. When a KOlmogorov Smirnov 2-sample test is applied to the 
frequenc1es that Willats obtained for either the use of true as opposed to 
naive perspective. or to the use of true perspect1ve as opposed to the use 
of oblique. it can be seen that there are no significant differences 
between either pair. <Naive versus true perspective: 0 = 0.2', n = 28. 
p > 0.05; True perspective versus Oblique: 0 = 0.26. n = 20, P > 0.05). 
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Given the amount of variation found in children's drawings this subject 
population is too small to support, confidently, the conclusions that he 
reached. 
The second difficulty is that Willats' experimental task was 
designed to study both the use of projection systems and the use of 
partial occlusion simultaneously. This was aChieved by requiring children 
to draw a complicated array of objects upon the table top whilst also 
drawing the table. The complexity of the task may have detracted from the 
representativeness of his results. 
Thirdly. whilst Willats controlled the overall dimensions of the 
table, there was variety in the shape and position of the table legs 
presented to the subjects. The method Willats used for classifying the 
drawings according to the projection systems used was based wholly on the 
way in which the table tops were drawn. There was no apparent need for 
control over the legs of the stimulus table, but lack of control 
presupposes that any differences in the legs of the tables used as stimuli 
would not affect the demands of the task. More importantly this assumes 
that development occurs in the understanding of the use of projection 
systems rather than, for instance, in the viewpoint from which the object 
is portrayed, as discussed earlier and illustrated 1n Figure 3: 1. These 
assumptions were not verified. 
Willats' study made a major contribution to the understanding of 
how depth is represented and also its formal classification. It has been 
replicated here in a modified form, because of the doubts outlined above. 
The stimulus table used in the present study was the same for all 
subjects, thus enabling direct comparison of the way in which the table 
legs were depicted. The sample size used here is also considerably larger. 
The results have been examined both in terms of the projection system 
used and in terms of the understanding shown in its use. 
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Method. 
Subjects. Subjects consisted of 789 chlldren. representing the total 
intake of one primary school and one secondary school in Leyland. 
Lancashire. The number of subjects in each age group can be seen in 
Figure 3:4. 
45678 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Subjects 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 147 178 164 90 
Figur. 3: At 'hi nll,blf of ,"bil(t, in Ilch Igi gr~. 
Task. Each ch1ld was seated at a table facing the long side of a second 
table measuring 112x56 cm. the child's eyes were approximately 32 cm 
above the table top and 300 cm away from the facing table. Once settled. 
the child was given paper and pencil and asked "Please look at the table 
carefully. Now draw it for me as well as you can." No time limit was 
:1ven. These conditions are very similar to those used by Willats. Figure 
3:2a shows the view of the stimulus as seen by the subject. If a child 
drew ~ore than one table. it was the first drawn that was measured. 
Results. 
7he raw data obtained in this stUdy can be found in Appendix 6:A. 
Detailed analyses of this data can be found in other appendices to Chapter 
6. 
A) General Analysis. 
The draWings were assigned to classes according to the projection 
system in which the table top was depicted. As described earlier, the 
projection system is partially determined by the angle of convergence of 
the orthogonals. This value can be obtained by drawing straight lines on 
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the subject's picture along the line representing the front of the table 
and the lines representing the orthogonals of the table. The angles 
between these lines are measured and used to ascertain the degree of 
convergence by taking the smaller from the larger. For example, the table 
top in Figure 3:2a can be seen to have an angle of convergence of 147.5° -
32.50'00 = 115°. This is the same method as that used by Willats (1977a). 
Figure 3:2a illustrates that what is being ascertained is the angle e made 
by the orthogonals as they converge to the vanishing pOint. In accordance 
with Willats' classification, all responses with a convergence of less than 
20 degrees were classified as non-perspective. 
All non-perspective responses were classified according to the 
degree of obliquity shown. which is the mean of the two angles made by 
the orthogonals. and the line representing the front of the table. For 
example, in Figure 3:2a the degree of obliquity is:-
32.5+ 147.5 -90 
2 
Drawings with zero degrees obliquity were classed as orthographic. those 
between 0 and 80 were classed as oblique. those between 80 and 100 
vertical-oblique. and those over 100 oblique. The margins used by Willats 
for vertical-oblique were iOc. and 110°. The reasons for departing from 
these margins are discussed later. Figure 3:5 gives the mean age and 
standard deviation for each class of projection. 
Projection Orthographic Vertical-oblique Oblique Perspective 
No. subjectS 
Average age 
Std. deviation 
89 
7.26 
2.48 
196 
9.08 
2.97 
119 
11.82 
1.62 
385 
12.43 
1.06 
Figure 3:5, rile totlJ nlJ.Der of SIJDjICts, av"age a91, and siandird deviation of agl f"f lad elus 
Qf P'Qjl(tion. 
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Figure 3:6 shows the distribution of different types of class 
according to age. The orthographic and vertical-oblique classes show 
similar patterns of distribution. These two types of response. with age, 
were significantly correlated (r = 0.S7. df = 9, P < 0.05), whilst also 
showing significant differences <X.2 = 53.15, df = 10, P < 0.001). The 
precise implications are discussed later. The proportion of children that 
used orthographic projection declined at the age of seven, coinciding with 
a rise in the use of the oblique response, but the use of both 
orthographic and vertical-oblique projection remained similar. declining 
steadily between the ages of ten and eleven. The number of subjects in a 
particular age group using perspective increased from 3~ at ten years old 
to 80~ by the age of fourteen, whilst from 8 years old to adulthood the 
use of oblique remained at between l~~ and 25 ~. 
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B) Perspective Response. 
Willats arbitrarily divides the perspective response into naive and 
true perspective at 55 degrees convergence. A distinction between naive 
and true perspective can only be made if the drawing has been done from 
observation, with a fixed eye-level, as is the case both here and in 
Willats' study. For this special case such a division would need to be 
supported by bi-modality in the data, or a relationship between the 
amount of convergence and the age of the child . 
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T 
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II J~~ 
II -~ .. 
DEGREES 0' CONVERGENCE 
Figure 3:7, in which frequency scores of the data at intervals of 
5 degrees convergence are given, shows no apparent bi-modality. Further, a 
one-way ANOVA using age (in years) as a grouping factor and degrees of 
convergence as a dependent variable failed to show that the degree of 
convergence in which the table top was drawn was affected by age. as can 
be seen in Figure 3:8. The means upon which this test is based can be 
seen in Figure 3: 10. 
Willats <1977a) also found no significant correlation between the 
angle of convergence and age in his data. It can be concluded that there 
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1s no evidence to support a clearcut distinction between naive and true 
perspective. 
The view of the stimulus table that the subjects had was at f15 
degrees convergence on the top. All except two of the subjects produced 
drawings with a convergence on the table top of less than this. None of 
the subjects used linear perspective that was correct for their viewing 
position. 
SOURCE 
AGE 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
SS 
2429 
115126 
177555 
df 
3 
327 
330 
MS 
809.67 
352.07 
F 
2.3 
F.,. (3.>200) = 2.6 
Figure 3: 8. A D/II-'Il ANOVA ,,'ing Igi fin 111f1) I' 1 gfDUpin; flelOl 1M dlgf'" Df tDnrlfgln(l in 
,hjch til, tlb!1 top. 'If' dflrn II 1 dlpindlnt rlfilbJI. 
As mentioned previously, although Willats imposed strict control 
over the position from which the subjects drew the table and the size of 
table top the legs of the tables he used varied. In this study each 
subject was presented with the same stimulus table, and so the depiction 
of the table legs can be compared across drawings. The degree of 
convergence shown by the legs in the drawing was measured by joining the 
drawn base of each front leg with a straight line, and by joining the base 
of each front leg to the base of the leg 'behind' 1t by a straight line. 
The degree of convergence for the legs could then be calculated in the 
same manner as for the top. Figura 3:2a illustrate. that what i. being 
ascertained is the angle • made by the inferred orthogonal. as they 
converge to the vanishing point, 62.8 degrees in this case. When a table 
in this position 1& drawn correctly in perspective <Figure 3:2a) the 
convergence of the legs should be less than that of the top. A drawing of 
a table in which the convergence of the legs is the 8allle as or larger than 
that of the top <Figure 3:2b) is an obvious use of false perspective. In 
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other words, when the table is drawn in correct perspective the legs 
should be scaled according to the same size-distance rule. 
Figure 3:7 shows that the convergence of the legs of those 
drawings whose tops were in perspective was significantly greater than the 
convergence shown by the tops. (t = -21.59, df = 331, P < 0.05). In three 
cases angle ~ was 180 degrees, in other words the back legs were extended 
so far that the table gave the appearance of being on a single ground or 
base line. Young children do draw to a ground linej however a one-way 
ANOVA using age as the grouping factor, and degrees of convergence as a 
dependent variable, given in Figure 3:9, failed to show a significant 
difference, with age, in the degrees of convergence used. Figure 3:10 
shows a comparison of the means obtained in the last two F tests. A 
perspective response was only produced by two subjects who were less than 
eleven years of age (eight and ten respectively). 
SOURCE 
AGE 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
55 
2443 
177712 
180155 
df 
3 
327 
330 
MS 
814.3 
543.5 
F 
1.5 
F.9s (3,>200) = 2.6 
Flgurt 3:9. A onl-riY ANOVA using igl (in ye.rs) is i grouping f.,tor ind degrees of convergenci in • 
r"kh till t.bl, legs (of dnrings ritl! tibll tops in perspictive) rife drirn is i deplndint 
'Ii,iibll, 
B degrees 
, degrees 
11 Years 
47.08 
84.86 
12 Yean 
47.36 
87.19 
13 Years 
48.48 
81.16 
14 Years 
54.26 
80.65 
The results for these two children are not included in this table. 
It is possible that whilst the degrees of convergence shown both on the 
tops and by the legs are not age related separately, there might be an age 
related trend in the difference between the two. 
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A significant difference. with age. 1s found between the scores 
for 9 and ~ when a one-way ANOVA 1s done with age as the grouping factor 
and the individual differences between 9 and ~ as the dependent variable. 
shown in Figure 3:11. The mean differences between ~ and e for each age 
group are :- 11 year old = 37.67. 12 year old II: 39.89. 13 year old = 33.7. 
14. year old = 26.37. A Tukey HSD post hoc test shows a significant 
difference between the means for the twelve year olds and the fourteen 
year olds (p < 0.05). It would appear that older children have a 
significant tendency to use similar angles of convergence for both the 
table top and the table legs. At first sight this appears paradoxical. 
because ~ and e are dissimilar when a table 1s drawn in correct 
perspective. but an examination of the means indicates that. with age. 
there is a reduction in disparity between the two angles. 
SOYRCE 55 ~f M5 E 
AGE 7992 3 2664- 2.97 
ERROR 293561 327 897.7 
TOTAL 301553 330 
F.,. (3.)200) = 2.6 
Figure 3:11. A Dni-rl, ANOVA u.in9 Igi (In ,"f.I., I grDuplng f.cto, .nd thl diff",nc, b,tr"n, 
Ind I .. I d'p,ndlnt y.,ilbJ,. 
Figure 3:12 1s a scattergram of , against e. It shows that as 
well as failing to draw the table in correct perspective. the form of table 
nearly all subjects drew fell 10 the area above the diagonal AB. an area in 
which the response is not correct under any circumstances. The problem is 
complicated by the fact that the relative dimensions of the table may not 
have been represented accurately. For lostance, the form of perspect ive 
the chlld is using might be correct for the shape of the table drawn. even 
if that table is not an accurate representation of the 'real table' 10 
front of the child. The picture might be internally consistent, but a bad 
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representation. The measures used so far rely upon the child's ability to 
depict. correctly. the relative dimensions of the table. 
I 
POSItion 01 '''lI0II'' X correct tor tho. 
t lltuc1y. "" tul. 
DEGREE of CONVERGENCE of TABLE TOPS 
;:ir,ur. 3: 12. T"~ diltri~uticn of , ~nd ,. 
'fJ. 
2 
" " \ 
\ 
'\\ 
, 
~~-------i--------------t-----------
Figura J; 13. A trigcnclitrie ~niJysis of i t~bJi drun in plrSpietivi, 
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Figure 3: 13 shows a trigonometric analysis of half a table in 
correct perspective. It can be seen that two vertical parallel lines are 
crossed at right angles by three parallel horizontal lines. The real 
orthogonal of the table top, and the implied orthogonal of the table legs 
combine with these parallels to give two right angled triangles. A 
trigonometric comparison of these triangles g1ves a measure of the 
correctness of perspective used. The logic for this is as follows:- In a 
table in true perspective, where w is the w1dth of the table, and y -x 1s 
the length of the leg <both as measured on the draw1ng> then: 
cot (~) -cot (~) -~-~ 
-~(y-%) 
ED 
__ 2 _x..;.(J-=eg~J_en-=gth~) 
Therefore each drawing can be given two values. On the left hand 
:l:e. a value showing the relationship between the angle of convergence in 
which the table top and the table legs are represented. and on the right a 
va:ue for the relative dimensions of the table. In practice. the table 
~e£s !re rarely drawn the same length. therefore height of table 1s taken 
-::c ~e the mean length of both front legs. Figures 3:2a and 3:2b would be 
',Jcrkea as follows:-
Figure 3:28:- (62.8) (l1S) cot 2 - cot T - 1.64 - 0.64 
-1.00 
Figure 3:2b:- (130) (l1S) cot 2 - cot T - 0.47 - 0.64 
- -0.17 
For both Figures 3:28 and 3:2b:-
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Finally, the value P can be obtained for each drawing. This 
represents the difference between what e and cp should be, given the 
dimensions of the picture of the table, and what they actually are. Thus 
it is a direct measure of the internal conSistency on the picture plane of 
the projection" system used (perspective). This is a formal method of 
classifying tables that are represented as if from a central viewpoint. 
<Figures 3:2a and 3:2b would have P values of 1.00 -1.00 = 0, and -0.17 
-1 = -1.17, respectively.) A table drawn in correct perspective should 
have a P value as near to zero as pOSSible, constrained by the limits of 
the measuring eqUipment. The greater the P value differs from this, the 
larger the perspective error. Variation of P value within the data was 
from 0.03 to -5.68. A one-way ANOVA using age (in years) as the grouping 
factor and value of P as the dependent variable shows that the absolute 
correctness of perspective used is related to age, as can be seen in 
Figure 3: 14-. 
SOURCE 
AGE 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
SS 
15.6 
275.6 
291.2 
df 
3 
327 
330 
MS F 
5.2 6.17 
0.8 
F.9'9 (3,>200) = 3.78. 
Figurl 3: U, A Dnl-r., ANOVA IIsing Igi tin YI.rs) is • grDllping f.etar .M P V.llli IS • dependent 
vlfi.bll, 
The mean P for each age was ;- 11 years old = -1.8, 12 years 
old = -1.9, 13 years old = -1.7, 14- years old = -1.5. A TUkey HSD post hoc 
test showed significant differences between the means for the 14- year olds 
when compared with those of the 12 and 13 year olds (p < 0.05). An 
examination of the mean value of P for each age group indicates that 
whilst all children fail to use perspective correctly, the perspective used 
by the older children is more in keeping with the dimensions of their own 
drawings than is that of the younger children. 
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Figure 3:15 shows the data plotted according to the two values 
used to obtain P. The diagonal CID in this figure indicates all possible 
pos1tions of drawings in correct perspective. given var1ations in the 
dimensions of the drawn tables. As long as it is the uppermost surface of 
the table that is being depicted, the only possible correct responses for 
any shape or size of rectangular table are those to the right of the 
vert ical axis. <Those in which cot ( ,/2 ) 1s greater than cot ( 812 ». 
Under the present experimental conditions point X 1s the only poss1ble 
position of the correct response. No subjects achieved it. Allowance 
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needs to be given for graphical error, but note that the error 1s 
systemat1c rather than random, suggesting an incomplete application of the 
rules of perspective rather than simple error. It can be seen that 
subjects do not produce correct perspective. and that the degree of 
incorrect perspective produced is related to age. It is also evident in 
Figure 3:7 that these children, who all failed to draw perspective 
correctly. were reasonably good at depicting the relative dimensions of the 
table. as can be seen in the way most data cluster in a vertical band near 
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to 1.0, There is at most a mild tendency to underestimate the length of 
leg in relation to table width. 
To summarise, those subjects producing a perspective response did 
not use correct perspective. In each age group there is no distinction 
between naive and true perspective. The table legs are drawn with a 
greater degree of convergence than are the tops. No subject produced a 
form of perspective that was correct for any shape of table, let alone one 
with the specific measurements discussed here, however the older children 
were more accurate than the younger ones in their use of perspective. 
C) Non-perspective Responses. 
Those draWings with less than 20 degrees of convergence on the 
table top were termed non-perspective, and were classified according to 
the degree of obliquity shown. as described earlier. Figure 3:7 shows that 
!n apprOXimately five percent of the drawings the orthogonals diverged. 
rather than converged. Because of the small number of such responses they 
were not treated as a separate class of projection even though physically 
!m?oss1ble in the absence of a model whose back is longer than its front 
tH'gen 1985>. but were included with the other non-perspective responses. 
The distribution of non-perspective responses can be seen in 
Figure 3:16. The margins used by Willats were 70-=- and 110"". However. as 
can be seen in Figure 3:16, the limits of 800 and 100"" reflect more 
accurately the discontinuities in the distribution obtained here. This has 
the effect of marginally increasing the oblique response at the expense of 
the vertical-oblique. However, as Figure 3:6 shows, the vertical oblique 
response was found to be much larger than that of the oblique, and so 
such a narrowing of the class limits does not alter conclusions drawn from 
an examination of the response in these classes. 
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:n Figure 3:1 it was demonstrated that it is possible to draw a 
~able 1n cblique-perspective. in wh1ch the table is shown as if viewed from 
the s1de. but with orthogonals that converge. An oblique-perspect1ve 
drawing ~ith less than 20 degrees convergence would be classed as non-
?erspect1ve in this study. because correct convergence 1s cons1derably less 
in ob~1que perspective. Th1s means that some draWings. classed as non-
pers?ecUve. may actually be in perspective. altt-.ough drawn as if viewed 
from the side instead of the front. Theoretically there should be no 
convergence of the orthogonals in obUque projection. Th1s was not the 
case for any age group. The mean convergence of the ob11que response for 
each age group was:- 8 Years old = 4.6. 9 Years old = 3.57, 10 Years 
11 Years old = 2.9, 12 Years old = 4.8~. 13 Years 
old = 1.46. 14 Years old = 1.5. A one-way ANOVA using age (in years) as 
l grouping factor and degrees convergence as dependent var1able reveals no 
-
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significant difference with age between these figures, as can be seen in 
Figure 3: 17. 
SQU8r;E 5S d! MS F 
TREATMENT 219.2 6 36.5 0.65 
ERROR 5915.8 106 55.8 
TOTAl. 6135.0 112 
F.9s (6,106) = 2.25 
Figur. 3:17. A enl-"Y AMOVA u.ing Igi tin 11Ir.) I. I greuping fl(tar Ind dlgrl., of canvlrgln(1 
ulld to dlpict tlbJ, t~1 drl,n in ebJiqul proilction II I dlp,ndlnt YlrilbJI. 
These figures do not rule out the possibility that all children 
who produce oblique actually use oblique-perspective. However this would 
appear unlikely. In this study only two children under eleven used 
perspective. yet eighteen used oblique. This is not consistent with the 
view that perspective drawn from a central viewpoint is less complex to 
depict than oblique perspective. 
It is possible that both forms of perspective are of equal 
complexity and that subjects can use either with equal ease. Whilst there 
was no significant difference found between the age related means for 
convergence either on the perspective or oblique table tops they are 
ne5atively correlated when compared with each other (r = -0.5944). It 
would appear that the older children produce less convergence when drawing 
1n oblique, and more when drawing in perspective. This suggests that the 
processes involved in the depiction of the two systems are unlikely to be 
identical. 
The negative correlation cannot easily be explained in terms of 
the use of oblique perspective, but may be addressed more plausibly by the 
suggestion that subjects are trying to draw the table top in oblique 
projection. To do so correctly they would need to produce no convergence. 
The positive means, even for the oldest children, suggest the existence of 
some form of figural bias, in which oblique parallel lines. extending from 
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a base line, are drawn as slightly converging. Mitchelmore (1985) argues 
that younger children are less able than older children at producing two 
oblique parallel lines. His work concentrates on a younger age range than 
that discussed here, but it 1s poss1ble that the trends he identified are 
still eVident. although to a lesser extent, in older age groups. Further 
research is necessary to clarify this point. but the evidence presented 
here suggests that subjects are attempting to draw a table top in oblique 
projection. rather than oblique perspect1ve. and that convergence in the 
dep1ction of oblique parallel lines m1ght be attr1butable to some form of 
figural b1as. 
Discussion 
This study partially replicated that of W1llats <1977a) and found. 
a~ he did. that children depict a table top in a variety of ways that can 
to: identified with the orthographic. vertical-oblique. oblique. and 
?ers?eetive projection systems. The major departure from techniques used 
e~:"lier has been the examination of the way in wh1ch the table legs have 
:'f:c:l dep1cted as well as. and 1n conjunction with. the way the table tops 
havi been drawn. In this way 1t 1s possible to see if the subject uses a 
:O:lerent. unified projection system. This has enabled Willats' results to 
be extended and some of h1s assumptions to be quer1ed. Further. this 
study used suffiCient subjects to obtain a reasonable distribution. This 
made 1t poss1ble to discover in detail how the drawing of a table from 
observation changes with age and showed that aome distinct10ns previously 
suggested are not valid. 
The result; presented here suggest two areas in which the class 
limits used by Willats require modification. The least important 1s the 
narrowing of the band in which a table top would be classed as vertical-
oblique. It was shown earlier that such a narrowing of the class l1mits 
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does not alter conclusions drawn from an examination of the response in 
these classes. 
The second revision, that of amalgamating naive and true 
perspective, has deeper implications. Theories of drawing that assume that 
the subject is trying to depict what is seen also assume that the best way 
of doing this is perspective, and that the subject is attempting to achieve 
a perspective result. Most importantly they assume that adults do draw in 
correct perspective. It has been shown here that a distinction between 
naive and true perspective cannot be supported theoretically or 
empirically. The representation of depth does not develop from naive to 
true perspective and thus it may be appropriate to abandon this division 
in general, and certainly in this specific case. 
It has also been shown that the vast majority of subjects who 
drew a table in 'perspective' drew the legs with more, rather than less, 
convergence than they had used for the table tops. This is the exact 
opposite of the response that would be expected from a true understanding 
of the projection system. The form of perspective they used was 
verif1ably incorrect perspective, not true perspective, according to the 
formal method of measuring perspective used here. the P value. The P 
value is a measure of the consistency of perspective used by the subject 
in relation to the subject's own drawing, not as inferred by the 
experimenter from the stimulus. When the data are examined in this light 
a developmental trend is seen. from incorrect to true perspect ive, 
according to criteria which are internal to the dimensions of the draWing. 
The oldest subjects in this study were less than fifteen years old, leaving 
open the possibility that adults do achieve true perspective. However, as 
is shown in the next chapter. when a table is drawn from imagination the 
perspective response peaks at fourteen. which is also the age after which 
most children in England are no longer required to use it at school. 
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These findings strongly support the view that whilst most people would 
agree that perspective is the theoretically correct method by which to 
depict depth in two dimensions, it is not necessarily the most chosen way 
psycholog1cally. 
In this study the oblique form of projection appears to be 
qualitatively different from the others. In the obUque system the table 
1s drawn as if seen from the side, rather than as the experimental 
condition, 'correctly' from the front. Yet in each age group from eight 
years old to adulthood between 15 and 25 percent of the subjects drew a 
table 1n this form. Subjects in this age range are not normally conSidered 
so insensit ive to the scene as to be incapable of showing the side from 
which they are 1n the process of viewing the table. Such a perSistent use 
of oblique was also found by Duthie (1985) and Hagen (1985), and reqUires 
some form of explanation. The mean degrees of convergence for each age 
grcu? of the oblique response is positive. whereas theoretically it should 
~av~ been zero. However it has been argued that this does not imply that 
£ub 1ects were using some form of Oblique-perspective. Instead it has been 
s:...::£ested that this aspect of the oblique response might be a form of 
:i:ural b1as. Th1s leads to a testable hypothesis in a predicted directien 
anc lends itself to further research. However it does not solve the 
orcblem of why such a large percentage of older subjects choose to depict 
the table they can see 10 front of them from a viewpoint that is 
inconsistent with their own. 
A large amount of overlap was found in the use of orthographic 
and vertical-oblique projection. and the patterns of re.ponse for these two 
classes correlated significantly. Serious doubt 1s cast upon the 
supposition that the use of these two classes indicates separate 
developmental stages. This doubt 15 supported here by the ob&ervaUon 
that those children who did draw more than one table frequently produced 
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tables in both orthographic and vertical-oblique projection side by side on 
the same page. The ambiguous status of these two forms of projection is 
emphasised in the next chapter where it is found that a sizable minority 
of subjects who drew a table in vertical-oblique depicted objects along its 
top edge. Duthie (1985) reported that there were considerable variations 
between drawings of the same object by the same child when a child was 
repeatedly tested. He rejects the view that a child attempts to represent 
a scene in one particular form of projection. This is supported by data 
presented in Chapter 6 which shows that when a table drawing that is 
classed as vertical-oblique on the basis of the way that its top is drawn 
is examined it is frequently found that the legs are depicted in a manner 
inconsistent with vertical-oblique projection. As both Phillips et sl 
(1985) and Mitchelmore (1985) suggest, it would appear more likely that 
development is related to the finding and remembering of appropriate 
graphic descriptions rather than some general and slowly evolving 
conception of space. Certainly the fact that an experimenter is able to 
classify a drawing in a particular projection system does not necessarily 
indicate that the artist intended to use that system, or would use it on 
all occasions. 
To summarise briefly. this study has shown that no subjects drew 
in correct perspective. that there is no clearcut distinction between naive 
and true perspective, that the use of oblique projection is qual1t1vely 
different from the use of the other systems. The study has also cast 
doubt upon the supposition that orthographic and vertical-oblique 
projection represent separate developmental stages. These findings 
suggest that Willats' conclusion that the representation of depth in 
drawing goes through a series of discrete stages. each of which can be 
identified with a projection system cannot be supported. 
This study indicates the need for further investigation in several 
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areas. Firstly. although the width of the subject base used here ls much 
greater than that used by Willats. there is also a need to extend the 
range of ages to accommodate the way 1n whlch adults deplct tables. 
Secondly. it ls posslble that whilst the close identification between the 
understand1ng of projection systems and dlscrete stages 1n the depiction 
of depth cannot be supported. there is still a general link between the 
use of projection systems and stages 1n the depletion of depth. In other 
words, if subjects use the same sorts of projection systems across all 
tasks it mlght be that development can be ldentif1ed with the use of 
projection systems. if not the theoretical understanding of them. 
Therefore there ls a need to study the way 1n whlch a table is drawn 
under different conditions. The third point follows from the second. In 
this stUdy sub.1ects have been presented with a highly constrained task. ln 
which they have been asked to draw from a specific, central, viewpoint. 
The task demands might thus have forced the covariance of vlew centred 
and view specific depiction. It is possible that without such view 
specific task demands dlfferent forms of deplctlon would have been 
produced. 
In the stUdy reported 1n the follow1ng Chapter a wlde range of 
subjects were asked to draw a table from imagination and the way in which 
projection systems are used under these conditions is compared with the 
f1nd1ngs given above. °The task of drawing from Imagination was chosen 
because It does not entail the need to see a stimulus from a specific view 
pOint. whilst allowing subjects utilise a specific ViewpOint if they wish. 
-, 
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A Table Drawn froa IaaginaUon. 
Swuary. 
Drawings of a table executed from imagination are compared with 
those done from observation. Although the majority of older subjects use 
a form of naive perspective when drawing a table from observation almost 
all subjects use oblique projection when drawing a table from imagination. 
The form of projection used by older subjects is thus task dependent. 
which casts doubt upon the use of projection systems as a developmental 
measure. Development in the drawing of a table is shown to occur in a 
similar manner on both tasks when the data are grouped according- to the 
form of natural (as G?posed to linedr) perspective used. The implications 
of th~$e findings for research into development of the representation of 
depth are discussed. 
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Introduction. 
An 1deal system for classifying the representation of depth 1n 
drawings 1s one which indicates the level of development reached by the 
artist, Development predicted theoretically needs to have a close 
relationsh1p to that found emp1rically. A sat1sfactory classification 
therefore needs both psychological and theoretical validity. The previous 
chapter showed that there 1s not a clear link between development in the 
understanding of increasingly more complex projection systems and 
development in the depiction of depth. However, in that chapter it was 
suggested that the empirical evidence does not exclude the possibility of 
a link between the use of projection systems and development in the 
cep1Ction of depth. and that there is a need for further study of this 
area, 
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The previous chapter concentrated on replicating and analysing 
Wl11ats' stUdy, and so adopted his form of clasS1fication. Hagen (1985), 
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however. cast doubt on the theoreUcal jusUficaUon for the form of 
classification which Willats uaed. She showed that there are only a 
limited number of ways 10 which it 15 possible to project the surfaces of 
a three dimensional object 10 space onto a flat surface, based upon three 
variables:- Whether the object is depicted as if v1.wed from a single or 
from mulUple staUon points; the angle at wh1ch the object 1s viewed; the 
distance the object i6 from the observer. She argues that all possible 
concitions of realism are described by only four methods of natural (as 
opposed to linear) perspecUve:- orthogonal. similarity, afUne. and 
pro~ect1ve. Figure 4: 1 illustrates these and relates them to the stages 
wnich Willets proposed. 
In orthogonal perspective multiple stetion pOints are used and the 
artist is frontal to the object. Right angles. parallel lines and relative 
:l:e are preserved by the projection. WUlats' def1oiUons of both 
'x~:,.ograpr.1c and verUcal-oblique projection come 1oto this category. The 
:ec.,nd system. that of similarity. involves a single staUon polnt with the 
!r~!5t Still frontal to the object. Where the depictlon of only one object 
~= :~nc~rned th1s system appears identlcal to orthogonal. because the depth 
~~~ of d1m1nish1og size with distance 15 used only between complete 
:~Jects. A separate ob.1ect in the distance Is thus shown as smaller than 
one nearby. but no difference 10 size Is made withln an object {or 
distance. As the studles discussed here involve the deplctlon of only one 
obJect it 1s imposslble to distinguish the u .. or dmllarity from the use 
oi orthogonal. and so the term orthogonal 1.1111 be taken to ref.r to elther. 
ihe third system, affine perspective, lnvolves multiple stauon polnts with 
the object at an angle to the artist. Parall.l. are pre.erved by thls 
projection. but right angles are not. Obl1que projection falls into this 
class. In projectlve perspectlve thert Is one atatlon point and the object 
1s at an angle to the viewer. ParaUel edges converge and right angles 
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are lost. This also describes linear perspective. Hagen discusses a 
further type of drawing, that of divergent perspective. In this the 
orthogonals are depicted by lines that diverge upwards in the picture 
plane. This is an 'impossible' form of projection. in that there is no 
station point, angle. or distance at which the artist could stand to view a 
regular object in this way, yet Hagen found it to be used qUite frequently. 
The empirical evidence presented in the last chapter suggests that 
dividing the forms of projection according to Hagen's systems of natural 
perspective might have more psychological significance than a division in 
accordance with Willats' stages of development. Firstly. the use of 
orthographiC and vertical-oblique projection was found to be similar and 
their use appeared to indicate alternative methods of depiction rather 
than the discrete developmental stages that Willats suggests. Hagen's 
orthogonal system does not differentiate between these classes of 
projection. One difference between her work and that of Willats' is that 
she found that half her subjects used orthogonal when drawing a house. 
whereas only a very few of Willats' did. However. the results of both 
Willats' and Hagens studies. and those of the previous chapter. are 
compatible if orthographic and vertical-oblique are combined into one 
category. 
Secondly, in the previous chapter oblique projection was seen to 
hold a unique position. in that it was used by older subjects. although 
dissimilar to their view of the table. 
Thirdly. in the previous chapter no difference was found between 
the use of naive and true perspective as measured by the angle of 
convergence. Subjects used a form of naive perspective. in that 
perspective was not used correctly. but never progressed to true 
perspective. Here the two categories could be combined into a failed form 
of prOjective system of natural perspective. 
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From this it could be argued that development occurs 1n the 
progress10n from us1ng orthogonal (orthograph1c/vertical-oblique), to 
affine (obl1que), to projective (perspective). However, Hagen examined the 
possib1lity of such development and suggested that this was not the case. 
She examined the way in wh1ch houses were drawn, either from observing 
models or from imag1nation, and found that under all circumstances few 
adults used the projective system of natural perspective. In general she 
found that the major1ty of adults used orthogonal perspective. Therefore, 
from the assumption that if development does occur it will be in terms of 
increasing v1ew spec1f1c1ty (orthogonal. to affine, to projective) she 
argues that "dr~w1ng. in terms of systems of spatial representation. does 
not develop across culture or with 1ncre~sing age". 
Hagen's position suffers from several drawbacks. Firstly. she 
~ase; her arguments upon the drawing of a house. Th1s is a st1mulus that 
1: ~'''equent1y drawn by young ch1ldren and so there is a h1gh posSibil1ty 
!ha: their dep1cUons have become styl1sed. and that the depictions of the 
j~=er children and adults are sull based upon the stylised versions that 
t!':e? produced when younger. Thus the draw1ng of a house may well not be 
tr.c ~est stimulus to use when attempting to assess developmental trends. 
Secondly. she gives no details about the shape of the roof on the 
~oce: house. The implication is that the roof was pitched in some way. as 
she talks about the deplction of ... mingly arbitrary roof shapes. These 
would be less likely to occur if the model were a 8imple cuboid. The 
• 
ma~ority of illustratlons she gives of houses drawn from imag1nation also 
contain pitched roofs. The 1ncreased complexity of having to depict a 
pitched roof may well have discouraged the subjects from attempting a view 
specific depiction. 
Thirdly. as was shown 1n the last chapter. it 11 very hard to 
differentiate between the use of aff1ne and the use of projective when a 
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house is depicted edge on. However, Hagen does not give details of the 
level of error she allowed when making such differentiations. Similarly 
she does not indicate the degree to which all aspects of the depict10n 
have to accord with those of the class into which it is placed. 
These three pOints all indicate that Hagen might have 
underestimated the subject's ability to depict an object in a view specific 
manner. However, her arguments directly challenge the view that systems 
of spatial representation are suitable in some way as a developmental 
guide, and present us with four hypothetical pos1tions:-
a) That the representat10n of depth goes through a clear development 
sequence consisting of discrete stages linked to the use of projection 
systems. 
b) That the representation of depth goes through a clear development 
sequence consisting of discrete stages linked to the use systems of 
natural perspective. 
c) That the representation of depth goes through some development. but not 
in the manner or for the reasons stated by Willats or Hagen. 
d) That the representation of depth does not develop. 
It is possible to disentangle these pos1tions by examining the 
relationship between viewpoint and view specificity. The way in wnich a 
table is depicted in a particular projection system depends upon the view-
point of the artist, as can be seen in Figure 4.:1c. 
In Willets' 1977a paper development was seen to be independent of 
viewpoint. For examDle, he pOints out that in his terms oblioue and 
. . 
vertical-oblique are not theoretically different systems. but differ in the 
Viewpoint used. From this it follows that oblique prOjection is not out of 
place in the developmental sequence he proposed. When viewpoint is 
considered the high oblique response found in the previous chapter. 
between 15 and 25 percent of subjects in each age group from eight years 
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old to adulthood, appears anomalous. It can be argued that whilst oblique 
projection looks as if an oblique viewing point is assumed, it is actually 
a formal system which could be said to assume a central viewing point or 
indeed a lack of Viewpoint, in that lines in depth are represented by 
obliques. However, this does not alter the (act that Willats used a task 
with a central viewpoint to argue that development is indicated by the 
progressive use of projection systems. Hence, the prediction that a task 
involving a different viewpoint should elicit the lame results il entirely 
consistent with his theory. 
For the sake of argument let us assume that development does 
occur 10 the use of projection systems but relate this apparent 
development not directly to projection systems, but to an increasing 
ability to specify a unique viewpoint. Depiction will stUl be analysed 1n 
terms of the projection system used, but vertical oblique wUl be placed 
bes1de oblique in Figure 4:1c. In this case a task involving a central 
v1ewpoint can be expected to elicit development through orthographic and 
vert 1cal-oblique to perspective. whereas a non-central viewpoint would be 
exo~cted to elicit development through orthographic and oblique to 
Obl!que-perspectlve. If vertical-oblique and oblique are alternative 
methoas of depiction. both at the same 'stage'. the choice between them 
be1ng dependent upon the viewpoint. then their use should vary similarly 
with age. 
Alternatively. we could argue that viewpoint is of paramount 
importance and that there is very 11ttle development related directly to 
the use of projection systems. This places the relationship between 
oblique and vertical oblique in an ambigUOUS poslt1on. Hagen (1985) sees 
vertical oblique as eqUivalent to orthographic projection. and so obUque 
stands on its own as a system of natural perspective. However. if we wish 
to trace development in the degree of view specificity that is u.ed, whilst 
. --.,.. 
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relating it to viewing position, this means that the affine system is only 
applicable to non-central viewpoints, unless, as suggested above, we argue 
that affine projection is a special case of depicting a central viewpoint. 
If so we would expect progression from orthogonal, through affine, to 
projective, and also expect that a task involving a different viewpoint 
will elicit a different, view related response. 
The above positions both take view specificity to be the end point 
of development. However, this is not necessarily the case. There might be 
no development, as Hagen suggests, or there might be development, but 
towards a different end point. One way of investigating this is to 
introduce a task in which the viewpoint is left unspecified, such as 
drawing from imagination. The object can be projected in any way that the 
artist wishes, and so the artist chooses both the viewpoint from which the 
object is to be depicted and the degree of specifity of that viewpoint. 
Hagen asked some of her subjects to draw from imagination, but did not 
present the findings in a way which enabled the reader to analyse the 
degree of stimulus view specificity as a separate variable. 
In order to evaluate these positions data obtained when a table 
was drawn from imagination is presented in this chapter and compared 
directly with that presented in the previous chapter on tables drawn from 
observation. It was felt that this study would benefit from a larger age 
range than that used in the previous study. Data from children as young 
as 2 years 4 months were studied in the hope of identifying earlier 
systems, and data from adults were studied in order to discover what. if 
anything, is at the end of the developmental chain. Finally, in order. to 
obtain normative data it was felt important not to constrain the subject's 
imagination. The findings are discussed in relation to the predictions set 
out above. 
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METHOD. Subjects. Subjects were chosen in a way that would give a broad 
cross-section of the population of Leyland, both in age and ability. 4,056 
subjects participated, with an age range of 2 years 5 months to 53 years. 
The youngest group of subjects, 195 with ages between 2 years 4. months 
and 4. years 6 months, contained all the children from one state nursery 
school and the children from three of the four playgroups in operation at 
the time of testing. 2,313 Infant and Junior school children were used, 
ranging from 4 Years 7 months to 10 years 6 months old. This represented 
about 90 percent of the population of Leyland in this age group. 1,443 
Secondary school children partiCipated, ranging from 10 years 8 months to 
16 years old and drawn from five of the six state secondary schools in the 
area. 46 subjects, ranging from 16 to 18 years old, were drawn from 
Runshaw, Leyland's Sixth Form College. Finally, 59 subjects, ranging from 
18 to 53 years old, were approached 1n the streets. 
Tas~ Nursery and Infant school children were seen individually. After an 
introduction and a chat they were asked to draw a table on a plece of 
paper in front of them. If the child was reluctant, he/she was asked just 
to try and do his/her best. Three children refused to co-operate and have 
not been included in this stUdy. 43 of the subjects were tested whilst 
there was a table, other than the one on which they were drawing, in the 
room. However, no child was seen to copy it and it was not indicated in 
the discussion. 
Junior school, Secondary school, and Sixth Form College children 
were seen as a class. Tables were available in the room and could have 
been copied. However, it was ensured that all such tables had objects on 
and around them, and no child was seen to refer to a particular table in 
drawing. After introdUctions, pencils and paper were distributed and the 
children were asked to think of a table and draw it carefUlly. 
Adults were approached individually and were asked to make a line 
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drawing of a table. On several occasions further explanation was needed 
before the adult would comply. In these cases it was emphasised that 
there was no 'correct' way of drawing a table, that it was not an 
intelligence test, and that the subjects' names would not be recorded. 
In each case no time limit was given, but all sub.1ects worked 
quickly, none taking longer than ten minutes. 
Results. 
The raw data obtained here can be found in Appendix 6:B. Detailed 
analyses of these data can be found in other appendices to Chapter 6. 
Before full reporting of the results it is first necessary to explain how 
the drawings were scored as several forms of drawing were found that have 
not been mentioned above. 
The class of projection in which the table top was depicted was 
ascertained by the same method as that used in the previous chapter. 
Briefly. the angles measured were those between the lines in the picture 
representing the orthogonals of the table and the line representing the 
front of the table. This enabled the degrees of convergence and obliquity 
shown in the drawing to be calculated, which in turn enabled the drawing 
to be claSSified according to the form of projection shown. 
Drawings that could not be classified in this way were produced 
by 369 subjects, who each drew a table top that was rounded in shape. 
Figure 4:2 shows the number of subjects in each age group who produced 
this form of table top. For these drawings the table top was measured 
across its horizontal and vertical axes. An index of roundness was 
obtained by dividing the larger number into the smaller. Figure 4:2 also 
~. shows these table tops grouped according to their index of roundness. 
Those tables with an index of roundness greater than or equal to 0.55 
were classed as round, whereas those with an index of roundness of less 
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than 0.55 were termed oval. A significant age difference 1n the production 
of these two classes is found if the proportions of response. with age, of 
each class are compared. (X~ = 63.73, df = 9. P < 0.001). These 
proportions of response can be seen 1n Figure 4:3. Five subjects (mean 
age 4 years 2 months) produced a table top in the form of a semi-circle. 
These were classified according to their index of roundness and included 
in the analysis. 
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7wenty two subjects. all less than 11 years old <mean age 8 years 
o months) produced a table top with less than -20 degrees of convergence. 
t~~s giv1ng the table top the appearance of divergent perspective. These 
craw1ngs could be accurate depictions of some tables found in Primary 
scnoois wh1ch are designed to fit together in groups of six to form a 
hexagonal island. Because of th1s and the very small number of sub~ects 
respond1ng in this way the drawings were included in the analysis, classed 
as vertiCal-oblique. 
Fourteen subjects (mean age 5 years 2 months) drew a table top 1n 
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the vertical-oblique form. but placed objects along the top edge. as if the 
tables were intended to be orthographic. As this study is concerned with 
the representation of the table top. the drawings were classed according 
to the system in which the top itself was drawn. 
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Figure 4:3 shows the distribution of different types of class 
according to age. The majority of very young children used a circle to 
reoresent the table top. whilst a small percentage of all age groups 
produced an oval table. A comparison between the proportion of children 
in each age group using either orthographic or vertical-oblique projection 
shows both that there was no significant difference with age in their use. 
and a high correlation between them. (x~ = 21.86. df = 13. P > 0.05: 
r = 0.85. P < 0.001). Both responses rose to approximately 45 percent at 
five years old and dropped again at about eight years of age. The 
perspective response was small. peaking at fourteen years of age when it 
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was produced by 19 percent of the population. The oblique response was 
used by 6 percent of e1ght years old, but climbed rapidly to 82 percent by 
the age of fifteen. 
The angle of convergence on the table tops in obl1que projection 
produced by eleven to fifteen year olds was measured in order to see if 
they were using oblique perspective. True oblique projection would 
produce zero convergence. The mean degrees of convergence were:- 0.04'" 
at 11 years. 1.04<:' at 12 years, 1.28'" at 13 years. 1.60 at 1-4 years and 
-0.06 .... at 15 years. It can be concluded that the older subjects were not 
us1ng oblique perspect1ve. 
When a table 1s drawn from observation the predominant form of 
;:rc Ject10n used by the older subjects 1s a form of perspective, as was 
s .. : • .;n in the prev10us chapter. When a table is drawn (rom imag1nation. 
~:lwever. the predominant form is Oblique. A comparison of the way each 
i :~:r. 01 ?roJect1cn !os usee. as measured by the proportion of subjects in 
eac:". age group us1ng it (from four years of age. to fourteen). in this 
£tu~~ and that reported in the previous chapter shows significant 
::liierences between the two studies. <Orthographic:- t.a = 19.8. df = 9. ? 
< ).02; Vertical-obl1que:- ):2 = 17.61. df = 10, P < 0.1: Obl1que:-
X~ : 52.75. df = 8. P < 0.001: PerspecUve:- X2 = 36.71, df = 7, P < 0.001 ,. 
The ·jata used for th1s compar1son can be found in Append1ces 6:A and 6:8. 
From this it can be seen that the nature of the task, either drawing (rom 
observation or {rom imagination. has a great effect upon the class of 
project10n that is used. 
Figure 4:4 illustrates a comparison between the two studies 
in the use of a central viewpoint. This .easure was obtained by comb1ning 
the responses for vert1cal oblique projection and perspectlve. As 
dlscussed above, orthographlc can indicate •• veral different view polnt;, 
e1ther central or to one slde, and oblique indicates a non central 
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viewpoint. A comparison between the two studies shows that there was 
little difference in the proportion of younger children using either 
vertical-oblique or perspective responses on either task <x--= = 6.61, 
df = 5, P > 0.2). It was not until about ten years of age that the 
children started to show a more central, and hence more accurate. 
viewpoint when drawing from observation. 
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Figure 4:5 illustrates strong similarities between the two studies 
if the responses obtained in them are grouped according to whether they 
are orthogonal <orthographic. vertical-oblique. and round) or non 
orthogonal (oval. oblique. and perspective). l(~ tests failed to find any 
significant differences between the two studies in the proportions of 
children in each age group using either orthogonal or non orthogonal 
systems of natural perspective (Orthogonal:- X2 = 13.31. df = 10. P > 0.02; 
Non orthogonal:- X2 = 9.92. df = 6, P > 0.1). Thus there would appear to 
be a strong developmental trend that is not reflected in the use of each 
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class of projection on its own, but is revealed by this division of the 
data. 
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Discussion. 
Both the ~1der age range and the task of drawing from imagination 
?:"oouced a more var1ed response than was found 1n the earl1er study. It 
:.;as necessary to add two further classes to the classH1caUon of the_ 
table tops, round and oval. One form of depiction, in which a table 15 
drawn as vertical-oblique but with objects placed upon the top edge, 
mer!:s further discussion. W1llats <1977a). whose stimulus included 
objects on the table. found that some tables were drawn in this manner. 
Tt.5t 1t h~ppens at all and 1n particular that it happens here. where the 
inclusIon of objects was not requ1red, indicates that the distinction 
between the orthographic and the vertical-obl1que classes might not be as 
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clear cut psychologically as Willats suggested. This is strongly supported 
by the closeness of correlation and lack of significant difference in the 
use of the two classes. Therefore the amalgamation of these two classes 
of projection into Hagen's one system of orthogonal is supported both 
theoretically and psychologically. Theoretically the classes of round and 
oval projection do not fit into this group as they do not have actual 
parallel lines or angles, only inferred ones. However, as described 
earlier, round can be seen as similar to vertical-oblique (a circular table 
top seen from above), and oval can be seen as similar to either oblique or 
perspective (a circular table top with some form of deformation). This 
classification breaks down if the subject was actually trying to depict an 
oval table top. However. the effect that this potential area of error 
might have on the findings is minimal because of the very small number of 
responses involved. 
One of the principal results from this study and the one reported 
in Chapter 3 is that adults generally use a form of perspective when 
drawing from observation but use oblique projection when drawing from 
imagination. This does not fit comfortably with the theoretical work of 
e1ther W1llets or Hagen. Both are founded upon assumptions that 
development during childhood is towards an endpoint which is the manner of 
dep1ction adopted by adults. In Willats' case this is linear perspective. 
and in Hagen's case it is view specificity. 
It is possible that older subjects would prefer to use linear 
perspective when drawing from imagination but use oblique projection 
instead because a table in perspective is 'harder' to draw. and so they do 
not achieve the view specificity that they are aiming for. However. the 
majority of older subjects finished their Art education at fourteen. and 
had been taught perspective, yet very few subjects used perspective and 
none used oblique perspective. Indeed the peek in the perspective 
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response occurs at fourteen years of age. It would appear that once the 
subjects were no longer required by their schools to draw in this ~anner 
the number of perspective responses dropped rapidly. This po1nt is 
exam1ned 1n more detail in the follow1ng chapter. however, the data under 
dlscusslon here indlcate that development in deplcUon 1s not dlrectly 
related to an increasing ability to specify a unique viewpoint. 
The lack of task dependency shown by the younger subjects 1n the 
use of projection systems suggests that such subjects are insensitive to 
viewpoint. The response 1ndicating a central viewpoint used by the 
younger subJects. that of verUcal-obUque, did not follow the pattern 
shown by perspective. In Willats' analysis vertical-oblique is a special 
fore: of oblique. differing from obUque only in the centraUty of viewpoint 
requ~red. As such. it could be expected to occur at the same time as 
. '. o: •• que. However the vertical-oblique response was found to be used 
fre~~ent:y by the younger children in this study. It could be argued that 
yO~:i~ ch1.l~ren must therefore be highly sensitive to viewpoint and show a 
:reater desire than adults to depict a more central viewpoint. However, 
;:':!,I.!re 4:4 shows that this possible sensitivity to viewpoint is not tas\( 
~e:!ted. Until the age of ten the nature of the task makes little 
~1!! ~rence to whether the child indicates a central viewpoint. The data 
lncl:ate that young children produce one form of oblique without 
simultaneously producing a ~ore general form and are in.ensltive to 
viewpo1nt. Orthographic and vertical-oblique are used as alternative forms 
of projection. both when the child draws from observation and from 
imagination. Therefore it cannot be concluded that development occurs in 
a way that is strictly related to the required v1ewpo1nt. 
Figure 4:5 1ndicates that whilst the selection of a parUcular 
?ro.1ecUon system is parUally task dependent there is also an underlying 
trend common to both drawing from 1magination and observation. This form 
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of development only becomes apparent when the data are split into groups 
in a manner which. in the light of Willats' projection system theory. 1s 
entirely arbitrary. The data suggest that children first develop the 
ability to draw in an orthogonal manner, and later in an affine or 
projective way, depending upon the task. 
To conclude, the finding that adults use different systems as 
alternative methods of depiction depending on the task, where these 
alternatives occupy different stages in the proposed developmental 
sequences, reduces the usefulness of these theories in explaining 
development. 
A more helpful theory would be one which isolates aspects of 
development which are independent of the task. The following chapters are 
concerned with identifying task-independent factors. 
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Aspects of the Task Causing Task Dependency. 
Summary. 
The four studies reported in this chapter examine the hypotheses 
that the task dependency shown in the previous chapter is related to 
either knowledge of projection systems, artistic ability, salience of 
background, or specification or centrality of viewpoint. They show that 
task dependancy does not appear to be related to any of these. 
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Introduct 1on. 
The previous two chapters have shown that older subjects depict a 
table in a task dependent way. When they are asked to draw a table from 
observation the majority use perspective. but when drawing from 
imagination the majority use oblique projection. The present chapter 
examines possible causes of this task dependency. 
The two tasks differ in a variety of respects, each of which might 
have contributed to the task dependency. It is possible that obUoue 
projection is an easier system to use than perspective. and that drawinlr 
from imagination is a harder task than drawing from observation.leading to 
the subjects uSing the easier system. The first study reponed here 
examines this hypothesis by asking artists to draw a table from 
imagination. The assumption is that artists are sufficiently skilled to be 
able to use either perspective or oblique project ion with equal ease. 
Thereiore, even if drawing from imagination is more difficult than drawing 
from observation, they should have sufficient skill to be able to cooe with 
the task without having to revert to an 'easier' form of oroiecticn. 
Another possible difference between the two tasks is that drawing 
from observation somehow calls to mind the sub1ect's knowledge of 
oerspective. The 8ssumotion here is that sub.1ects have available to them 
the ability to use either form of projection, and so the task deoendent 
behaviour is in some way related to the way in which the sub.1ect 
interprets the task. This difference in interpretation could be related to 
several factors. One possibility is that the subject might have previously 
learnt that when drawing from observation one uses perspective. and so he 
or she thinks in terms of perspective when presented with an observation 
task. but is less likely to do so when asked to draw from imagination. 
This is examined in the second stUdy. 
A second possibility is that the difference in interpretation could 
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be related to external factors, in part1cular those of sa11ence of 
background and posit1on of the v1ewpoint. Draw1ng from observation is 
qual1tively different to drawing from imagination. The object is seen as 
it stands in real life, on a real floor, with real walls and ceiling round 
it, and in real juxtaposition to other objects. When drawing an object 
from imagination it is only necessary to, in some way, form a cognitive 
map of that object as if it were floating in a void. In both cases the 
end result m1ght well be a dep1ction of an object unconnected to anything 
else, but we cannot assume that the processes involved 1n reaching these 
two end states are similar. There are two var1ables involved here, 
salience of background and uniqueness of v1ewpoint. 
Drawing from observation enta11s specif1cat1on of a v1ewp01nt 
which in turn dictates, to a large extent, specification of a baCkground. 
It 1s, however, possible to alter the salience of the background. As 
Pratt (1985) explains, experienced artists have a long history of using 
aids to de-emphas1se the three-d1mens1onality of a scene that they wish to 
draw, thus faCilitating the correct use of perspective. He argues that 
figure/ground separation is a major factor in failure to accurately 
reproduce a scene, end so methods that increase figure/ground integration 
aid analys1s of scenes for depiction. The third stUdy examines the effects 
of bringing the background to the attention of the subject, and of 
requesting that the observed scene, rather than just the object, is drawn. 
Similarly, the fourth study examines the effect of an imag1ned scene upon" 
a table drawn from imaginat10n. 
Uniqueness of viewpo1nt is the final variable identified here. 
When drawing from observation the subject sees the object from one 
particular viewpoint, but this constraint is not apparent when a table 1s 
drawn from imagination. In the previous chapter the tasks of drawing from 
imagination and observation varied both 1n speC1fication of v1ewpo1nt and 
'"-'!f 
: , 
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in centrality of viewpoint. As it is difficult to think of an observation 
task in which the viewpoint is not specified, a more realistic alternative 
is to encourage subjects to attempt to specify a viewpoint in an 
imagination task. The fourth study was designed to assist with this 
investigation. 
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St 1...1c:ly 5: 1. 
A table drawn fro. l.aagination by people trained in Art. 
Introduct 10n. 
In the introduction it was suggested that the task dependency 
might be caused by subjects finding lt harder to draw' from imagination, 
and so, if oblique projection were an easier system to use, they might use 
that instead of perspective when drawing from imagination. The present 
study examines this hypothesis by comparing the way that 'normal' subjects 
draw a table from imaginat10n with the way in which adults who have been 
trained in art and who use art as part of their daily Uves perform the 
same task. It is reasonable to assume that such artists do not find 
drawing a table in perspect1ve so much harder than drawing one in oblique 
!,ro ject ion. 
Method. 
Subjects. 90 adults part1Cipated in this experiment. The subjects in 
O:cr.dit1on 1 (artists) consisted of 45 adults who either taught art in the 
North-West or were students at art college in the North-West. all of whom 
intended to become professional artists. The subjects in Condition 2 (non 
artists) consisted of 45 adults with no artistic training, matched to 
sub.1ects in condition 1 for age and sex. 
Tasle. Each subject was given a pencil and paper and asked to make a line 
drawing of a table. This replicates the experimental method used in Study 
4. 
Results. 
A breakdown of the data can be seen in Figure 5:1 
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.~lbU af 5's Oti~QgUCOI' ~! Obl1Q1.t1 Obl1;wl 'USg.,UU Round. 
Artists 0 0 38 2 5 
Non artists 1 0 39 3 2 
Figur. s: 1. Till nlllbl! c, Iftllt. ~nd nM Ifti.t. ,,,pendIng In 11(" 'CfI ,,' p'C/larM ,Illn "ild 
te dnr ~ t~bJI ',el jligjnitlcn. 
Drawings done by the artists were all noticeably neater and more 
professional than those from the non artists. For instance. nearly all 
included shading and texture cues. However a Kolmogorov Smirnov X~ 
approximation test comparing the data obtained under the two conditions 
fa1led to find any signif1cant differences in the number of subjects using 
each form of projection. (KX~ = 0.98. df = 2. P > 0.5) S1milarly KX":' tests 
compar1::g U".e data obtained under each cond1tion with that obtained from 
adults 1n draw1ng from imagination in the previous chapter faUee to show 
any s1~n1ficant differences !n the number of subjects uS1ng each form of 
~rc.jecticn. <Artists vs. !ldults in Chapter 4: KX· = O.3~. df = 2. P ) 0.5. 
Ncr. artists Vi. adults 1n Chapter 4: K~";' = 0.32. df = 2. P '. 0.5). 
Discussion. 
The results show that artistic trainins has very little effect 
:..:por. the way in which people draw a table from i::1agi:'1ation. The vast 
majority of artistically trained subjects. to whom drawing objects and 
scenes in different forms of projection is an tntegral part of their 
l1vel1hood. represented a table drawn from imagination in oblique.-
projection. The amount of detall most of these subjects provided impl1ed 
that they were not chOOSing oblique projection because it offered the 
least amount of effort. and suggests that there might be other reasons for 
this choice. 
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Drawing a table froll imagination after a lesson in perspective. 
lntroduct 1on. 
The previous study has shown that the task dependency identified 
in Chapter 4 cannot be entirely attributed to possible differences in the 
degree of difficulty both in the task and in the form of projection used. 
The subjects did not choose to use an easier form of projection (oblique) 
because the task (drawing from imagination) was harder. However it might 
be that. whilst subjects have available to them the ability to use either 
form of projection. drawing from observation somehow calls to mind the 
sub1ect's knowledge of perspective. The present study looks at the 
?C5;ibility that the subject might have previously learnt that when 
c!'8wing from observation one uses perspective. and so he or she thinks in 
ter::lS of perspective when presented with an observation task. but is less 
~1:':elv to do so when asked to draw from imagination. This was done by 
tea~ning the subjects how to use perspective. ensuring that they could use 
perspective correctly when drawing a cuboid from imagination. and then 
immediately asking them to draw a table from imagination. The assumption 
\.085 that the use of perspective when drawing from imagination would then 
be uppermost in their mind. thereby minimising any possible task 
dependency related to a cognitive set that mediated against using 
perspective whilst drawing from imagination. whilst also ensuring that all 
subjects were able to draw in perspective. 
Method. 
Subjects. 303 subjects. of 11, 12 or 15 years of age. taken from a 
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secondary school in Leyland. Lancashire. were used in this study. These 
age groups were chosen because the topiC of perspect1ve was introduced in 
art lessons at thirteen years of age and reinforced at fourteen years of 
age, both in this school and in other schools in the area. Therefore 
eleven to twelve year old children were able to examine older children's 
work on display and a few might have tried to emUlate it, and might even 
have received some tu1tion at home, but they had not received any formal 
tuit10n at school. Fifteen year old subjects were also used because by 
this age the maJor1ty no longer did any art. Although they had been 
taught perspective previously none cla1med to use 1t. The sub,iects were 
assigned to one of two cond1t1ons (taught perspective or control>, balanced 
across age. ability and sex. 
Task. One of two qual1fied Art teachers. one of whom was the author, saw 
each child under the taught condition for a two hour period. In this time 
!he iunda~enta15 of perspective were ex?la1ned and eacn subject was taught 
how perspec~ive could boa used to represent a scene <involving roads or 
train tracks go1ng 1nto the d1stance) and ob.1ects with1n that scene. both 
from " central frontal v1ewpoint and from the s1de. ihe teacher ensured 
that an a??roxi~ation of a cuboid was obtained frem each child, drawn from 
imagination and as a Single ob.1ect not in a scene. in frontal and oblique 
perspective. Immediately after this the subject was asked by the teacher 
to make a line drawing of a table. 
The control subjects were •• en in the same room, with t~e/ 
occas10nal drawing in perspective on the walls. though none that had been 
done by the subjects in the taught condition. Each subject was given 
pencH and paper and asked to make a line drawing of a table. 
Results. 
A summary of the data can be found in Figure 5:2. 
,. . 
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Kolmogorov Sm1rnov X~ approximation tests on the number of 
subjects using each form of projection on the table tops were used to 
compare the two condit10ns in each age group. Each test failed to show a 
s1gnificant difference across conditions. <11 Year olds: KX": = 1.03. df = 
2, P > 0.5. 12 Year olds; KX~ = 1.21. df = 2, P > 0.5. 15 Year olds; KX'" = 
0.88. df = 2, P > 0.5.> 
Hl.llbu ~f S'S. Otih~gugbi' U Obligl.ll ObliQue fusgl'U~t BQI.lM. 
Tiu~ht P,rspectlv, 
15 Years 0 3 A3 3 
12 Yurs 3 12 37 4 1 
11 Yurs 5 17 25 5 2 
Control Group 
15 Years 1 • 20 4 12 Yurs 10 12 31 12 
11 Years 2 13 29 4 
Figure 5: 2. Tlli nt/lbns of slJ~Jie ts. rUh 19i, rllo hid biin tJlJgllt PifSOiC t 1 Vi. 1M tllou 1 ft till 
,ontlol grolJD, flSpondlng in lull fo" of pro/ietion I'llIn utid to drll' I tlbJi fro. lugJnltlJn. 
It is possible that because the two cond1t1ons were run in the 
same school 1nformation about the lesson 1n perspecT.ive was passed to 
pupils who were about to become control subjects. However KX;' tests 
between either conait1on and the data obtained for those age groups in 
Chapter 4 failed to show any s1gn1ficant differences. (Chapt er 4 vs. 
drawing a table fro:n imagination after a lesson in perspective: 11 Year 
olds; KX~ = 0.5. df = 2, P > 0.5. 12 Year olds: KX~ = 1.45. df = 2. P ) 0.5 
15 Year olds: KX~ = 1.32, df = 2, P > 0.5. Chapter 4 vs. draw1ng a table 
from 1magina tion without a lesson 1n perspective: 11 Year olds: KX" = 0.47. 
df = 2, P ) 0.5. 12 Year olds: KX;;O: = 0.77, df = 2. P > 0.5. 15 Year olds: 
KX';: = 0.14. df = 2. P ) 0.5). Therefore it is unlikely that these subjects 
and this particular school provided a biased sample. 
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Discussion. 
Subjects were shown to be moderately able to draw a cuboid in perspective 
from imagination, and the study was designed to increase the salience of 
this condition immediately prior to the task, yet this knowledge did not 
affect the form of projection that they used when drawing a table from 
imagination. These results. therefore, fa11 to give support to the idea 
that perspective is in some way less available to the subject when drawing 
from imagination, and suggest that even when perspective should be 
uppermost in the subject's mind the subject does not choose to use it when 
drawing from imagination. 
These results also give further support to the suggestion that 
task dependency is not related to regreSSion to an easier form of 
projection because of the difficulty of drawing from imagination. 
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StLld.y 5:3 
Drawing a table fro. observation against a squared background. 
Introduction. 
The previous studies have shown that the task dependency 
identified in Chapter 4 cannot be accounted for, in its entirety, by 
differential ease in the use of oblique or perspective, or by the way in 
which subjects might fail to have mechanisms for drawing in perspective 
uppermost in their mind when drawing from imagination. 
In the introduction to this chapter it was suggested that drawing 
from observation is qualitively different to drawing from imagination. 
Drawing from observation entails specification of a viewpoint which in turn 
dictates, to a large extent, specification of a background when drawing a 
$cene. It was suggested that a greater proportion of responses might be 
in ?erspective if sub jects were asked to draw a table within a scene. 
rather than as a single object. This study and the follOWing one both 
examine the effects of bringing the background to the attention of the 
i\'!C iact, in drawing from observation and imagination respectively. 
The present study concentrates on an observation task. A simple 
squared background was chosen for this task, rather than a background of 
ob1ects in the room. for two reasons. A squared background gives a 
greater element of control over the task. If subjects had been asked to 
draw a more varied background they might easily have become side tracked 
into aspects of depiction that were irrelevant to the task. Secondly. a 
squared background gives help in emphasising the visual appearance of the 
table. Subjects could, if they wanted. draw the squares and then find the 
visually realIstic shape of the table by noting whIch parts of the squares 
were occluded. This process 1s Similar to one used with art college 
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students. in which they are asked to draw the gaps between objects rather 
than the objects themselves in order to encourage them to perceive the 
scene in 'two dimensions'. 
Method. 
Subjects. Chapter 3 showed that development in the use of perspective is 
most rapid at about eleven or twelve years of age. For this reason the 
subjects chosen for this experiment were 100 children aged between 11 
years six months and 12 years six months. The children were taken from a 
secondary school in Leyland and were divided into two groups. balanced 
acress sex. ability. and age. 
Task. SUb.1ects in the first group were given a task identical to that 
described in Chapter 3. Briefly. they were placed directly in front of IS 
table and asked to draw it from observation. The instructions used were 
"?lease looi< at !he table carefully. Now draw it for me as well as you 
can." ihe stimulus and procedure were different for the second group. 
inev were olaeed 1n the same pos1t1on in front of an 1dentical table. but 
directly beh!nd the table was IS ten foot SQuare backdroD with a bold 
. . 
squarec cat tern upon it. The backdrop was stretched out in such IS manner 
ths,: :he sUO.1ect could work out the apparent dimensions or retinal image 
of the table by plotting the pattern. The subject's attention was drawn to 
this by saying "Look at the squares. Can you 5ee the shape the 18ble 
makes against them?" and then the subject was asked to draw both the 
backdrop and the table together by saying "Please look at the 18ble and 
the background carefully. Now draw them for me as well as you can." 
Results. 
An analysis of the data obtained in this stUdy can ba found in Figure 5:3. 
A Kolmogorov Smlrnov X~ approximation test comparing the two 
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groups failed to find any significant difference in the numbers of subjects 
using each form of projection. (Kt~: = 0.64, df = 2, P ) 0.05.) Similarly 
KX'-: tests comparing these results with those obtained in Chapter 3 failed 
to find any significant difference in the number of subjects using each 
form of projection. (With Background vs. 12 year olds in Chapter 3: KX~ = 
3.41, df = 2, P > 0.05; Without Background vs. 12 year olds in Chapter 3: 
KX'-: = 2.61, df = 2, P > 0.05). 
NYIOIf of S',. 
With Background. 
WithPut B'ground. 
Orthograohic VI ObliQue 
~ 13 
o 13 
ObliQue 
9 
12 
Persp.ctiye. 
24 
2S 
Figure 5:3. 'hi nll.bus 01 slIDjICts ruponding in luh lOti 01 projection &Jilin uked tJ drn ~ 
t~DJI Iro. obsur~ tion, litllu &Ji til or &Jithollt i sqllired DiCA'grollnd. 
It 1s possible that whilst the introduction of a background d1d 
not affect the proportionate use of the different classes of projection. it 
.:11: cause the degree of perspect!ve used to alter. However this was not 
iound to be the case. A two-sample x~comparing the degrees of 
c~:wergence used on the table tops in the two groups failed to find a 
~1gnificant difference. (X· = 2.29, df = 6, P ) 0.05). Similarly a two-
;arn?le X~ comparing the degrees of convergence used on the table legs 1n 
~he two groups failed to find a significant difference. <:e = 10.34. df = 
8. ? > 0.05). Finally a two-sample X~ comparing the degrees of 
convergence used on the table tops in the without background group with 
those used in Chapter 3 also failed to show a Significant difference. <X" 
= 7.23, df = 6, P > 0.05>. 
All subjects who were requested to draw the background as well as 
a table drew the pattern on the background accurately. 
Discussion. 
This study has shown that making the relationship between a table 
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and its background more salient does not effect the way in which eleven to 
twelve year olds represent the table when drawing it from observation. 
Tests failed to find any significant differences in the way the table was 
drawn, either between the groups in this study or between each of these 
groups and that reported in Chapter 3. 
Although subjects examined the squared backdrop, as shown by 
their ability to draw it accurately. they did not relate its depiction to 
that of the table placed just in front of it. This dichotomy is an 
important one. It indicates that although the table is being drawn from 
observation as part of a scene it is still being drawn as a separate 
object. The training exercise described earlier, of drawing the gaps 
between the objects, is difficult to do but often works well because the 
objects themselves are not being drawn. An informal study of twelve year 
olds who were asked to draw the gaps but not the table indicated that 
under these conditions the outline of the table was in perspective. An 
interesting line of research would to be to explore the implications of 
this informal study. For the present it is concluded that the way in 
which a single well known object 1s drawn from observation is not 
significantly affected by the salience of the background. 
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St\_u:iy 5: 4-. 
A table drawn fro~ ilagination with differing amounts of background depth. 
Introduction. 
It has been suggested that because, when drawing from 
observation, the object is viewed as part of a scene the subject relates 
the object to its surroundings and, even though the surroundings are not 
drawn, their proximity alters the way in which the subject depicts the 
object. Study 5:3 showed that increasing the salience of the observed 
background had little effect upon the method of depiction. This study 
examines whether this is also the case when a table is drawn from 
imagination. 
When drawing from observation the subject sees the object from 
one particular viewpoint, but this constraint is not apparent when a table 
is drawn from imagination. It is hypothesised that by encouraging 
subjects to create a detailed visual image, before asking them to draw it, 
the specification of a unique imaginal viewpoint might be enhanced. It is 
also hypothesised that the further away the table is, within this visual 
image, the less it might be imagined as a 'table' and the more it might be 
imagined as part of a scene. This study observes the effect that 
increasing the subject's concentration upon the background scene has upon 
the method of depiction. 
Finally, in the previous chapter the tasks of drawing from 
imagination and observation varied both 1n specification of viewpoint and 
1n centrality of viewpoint. This study also observes the effect of asking 
subjects to adopt a central viewpoint when imagining the table. 
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Method. 
Subjects. The subjects used loIere 8 U eleven to (ourteen year olds. taken 
(rom a secondary school in Leyland. Lancashire. They loIere divided into 
four groups, balanced across age, ability and sex. 
Task. Each group loIas assigned to one of four conditions: 1) Control. in 
IoIh1ch subjects loIere asked to imag1ne a table facing them. 2) Far, 1n IoIh1ch 
subjects loIere asked to 1magine a countryside scene in IoIhich there 1s a 
very large field 1n the d1stance. in the centre of IoIhlch there 15 a table 
facing them. 3> Medium. in IoIh1ch subjects loIere asked to 1mag1ne that they 
are stanoing bes1de a field loIith a table facing them 1n the centre of it. 
4) Near. 1n IoIhich subjects loIere asked to imagine themselves 1n a room 1n 
IoIh1cn there 1s a table facIng them. 
'ihe age 
... 
group loIithln each condit ion seen as a class. 
Sub1ec~s loIere given ?ens and paper, they loIere asked to sit Qu1etlv. w1~h 
theIr ~yes closed and the senar10 loIas descrlbeo to them. They \Jere then 
asked to o~en their eyes and draw what ~hey loIere imagining. 
Results. 
An analYSl£ vi the data obta1ned 1n th1s stUdy can De found 1n F1gure ~.:4. 
Ali su~~ec!s depicteci the scene expect~d of them. SUb.1ECts under 
cono1tions 2. 3, and 4 all used the depth cues of diminishing sile with 
depth. height 1n plcture plane and occluslon and 1n an approprlate lIlanner 
1n their scene. Four sample X:: examinations of the table tops between 
conditions. for each age group, failed to show any significant differences 
in the number of subjects using each class of projection. <11 Years old: 
x~ = 14.2. df = 9, P > 0.1: 12 Years old; X" = 14.4, df = 9, P > 0.1: 13 
Years old: X~ = 8.5. df = 9, P ) 0.3: U Years old: X':: = 5.5, df = 9. P ) 
0.7>. Although subjects are quite capable of depleting dIfferent cepths of 
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imaginary scene there is no apparent difference in the form of projection 
with which they depict a table within the scene. 
HIlI=1t gt 5'1, Qtt~~gcIQ~I' ~l Q~II~ul QbIi~ul PUIQt,thl Rgllnd, 
I:Control. 
U Yun 0 1 U 12 
13 Yurs 2 2 ~O 13 
12 Yurs 10 9 30 12 
11 Y,us 2 12 29 3 
2:Fu. 
UYun 1 1 13 9 
13 Yeus 2 ~ 31 11 
12 Yurs 6 7 29 6 
11 Yurs 3 5 36 4 
3:fttdiul. 
U Yurs 2 2 12 13 
13 Yurs 2 7 29 13 
12 Yurs 2 U 33 11 
II Yurs I B 26 15 
.:Neu. 
U Yeus ~ 3 U 15 
13 Yurs 1 9 32 19 
12 Yens 2 B 38 12 
11 Yeus 4 5 27 12 
: l~:Jrt S: 4- Till nlJ.bus ef sf/bjuts, rith J;~. rupending in nell fOri L'f .oro/ietJon ~Mn Ui'iO t.; 
Jrlr I tibll fro. j,i;initlO" undlr nlir. lidJUI. fir lnd cantrol conditions. 
Kolmogorov Sm1rnov X~ approximations were used to compare. by 
a:~. the number of subjects using each projection system obtained from the 
~o~~rol groups with the responses obtained from subjects of the same ages 
!n Chapter 4.. All the tests failed to show any significant difference in 
the use of projection system across conditions. though it is worth noting 
that the older the group the nearer the test was to significance. (} 1 
Years old: K:e = 0.46. df = 2. P > 0.05. 12 Years old: KX~ = 0.74. df = 2. 
P ) 0.05. 13 Years old: KX::' = 4.2, df = 2. P > 0.05. 14 Years old: KX;' = 
5.3. df = 2. P > 0.05). 
Discussion. 
When drawing a table from imagination subjects do not alter their 
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drawings significantly if the relationship between the table and the 
background is made more salient. The backgrounds used in this study were 
drawn accurately according to the conditions of the task, but the form of 
projection used for the drawing of the table was unaffected by this. This 
supports the findings of the previous study that increasing the salience 
of the background has no effect upon the form of projection used. It also 
extends these findings by showing that they hold even when the table is 
drawn in the far distance and the vast majority of the depiction is 
dedicated to drawing the scene around the table. 
Encouraging subjects to spend some time visual1sing the scene 
before drawing it does not appear to increase the specif1cat10n of view, as 
measured by the way in which the table is depicted. Although subjects 
produced detailed scenes, using the depth cues of height in the p1cture 
plane, diminishing size with distance and partial occlusion, they did so in 
a v1ew centred rather than a view specific way. 
Finally this study showed that whilst the tasks of drawing from 
observation and imag1nat1on gave d1ffering results 1n terms of the 
position of the subject's viewpoint, the position of viewpoint was not 
sufficient to account for the task dependency found earlier. Subjects used 
the same form of projection when drawing from imagination, whether using 
an unspecified viewpoint or when asked to use a central viewpoint. 
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The studies presented in this chapter investigate the task 
dependency found in the way in which in older children use projection 
systems. When subjects drew a table from imagination they used oblique 
projection, yet they used perspective when drawing from observation. It 
was hypothesised that the two tasks differ in a variety of respects, each 
of which might have contributed to the task dependency. It could be that 
obUque projection is an easier system to use than perspect ive, and that 
drawing from imagination is a harder task than drawing from observation, 
leading to the subjects using the 'easier' system. However both studies 
5:1 and 5:2 suggest that this is not the case. These stUdies showed that 
the majority of both artists and subjects who were known to be able to 
draw in perspective still drew a table from imagination in oblique 
perspective. 
Study 5:2 also investigated the pOSSibility that drawing from 
observation somehow ca11s to mind the subject's knowledge of perspective. 
It was suggested that the subject might have previously learnt that when 
drawing from observation one uses perspective, and so he or she thinks in 
terms of perspective when presented with an observation task, but is less 
likely to do so when asked to draw from imagination. However it was found 
that the majority of subjects still used oblique projection when drawing a 
table from imagination, even after having just completed intensive training 
in using perspective when drawing from imagination. 
It was suggested in the introduction that task dependency might 
be related to salience of background and position of the viewpoint. 
However both stUdies 5:3 and 5:4 indicated that increasing the salience of 
background, whether drawing from observation or imagination, has little 
effect upon the forms of projection used. Study 5:4 also showed that 
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position of viewpoint did not account for the task dependency found. 
Studies 5:3 and 5:4 indicated that even when subjects were asked 
to draw the object as part of a scene they still drew it as a separate 
object within the scene, rather than as a collection of lines that 
contributed to the scene as a whole. For example, in Study 5:3 there was 
no difference, as measured by the degrees of convergence used by subjects, 
between the way in which a table was drawn from observation 'normally' and 
the way in which it was drawn under conditions which emphasised the 
background. Similarly, in Study 5:4 the table was drawn in a view centred 
way regardless of the imagined distance from the viewer. These pOints 
suggest that there might be another factor underlying the task dependency 
found in the previous chapter that ties in with the points made about view 
centred as opposed to view speciflc representation in Chapters 1 and 2. 
It Is possible that because we perceive a table in an object 
centred way we also attempt to draw it in this way. We might be able to 
perceive and imagine detailed backgrounds, but the importance of 
figure/ground separation might limit the extent to whlch these backgrounds 
Impinge upon the way in which we understand the task of drawing the 
object. We might be able to draw a table in either oblique projection or 
perspective but because we think of the table in an object centred way we 
normally use a view centred depiction (obl1que) with which to represent it, 
and the need for a view specific depiction is low on our list of 
priorities. It may be drawing from observation emphasises the need for a 
view specific deplctlon sufficiently to encourage some of us to attempt to 
draw in perspective. It 1s, however, worth remembering here that no 
subjects produced an accurate view specHic depiction under any of the 
experimental conditions. Possibly the perceived need for a v1ew specific 
depiction might not be linked to aspects of the way 1n which the object 
itself 1s perceived when observing it Ue. salience of background) but may 
... 
. , 
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be linked to the perception of the task. In other words it is the task of 
hav1ng to draw the table as it is seen that emphasises the need for a 
visually realistic depiction. 
These speculations are included here as one possible way 1n which 
the task dependency found earlier and the find1ngs reported in this 
chapter can be accounted for. They need to be examined in more detail. 
however, before they can be accepted or rejected. They assume that a 
table 1n oblique projection is the schematic description preferred by most 
subjects. Chapters 7 and 8 address this assumption directly. Before this, 
however, it is necessary to examine in detail the manner in which the 
representation of depth in table drawing develops. Without this knowledge 
it would be difficult to evaluate stUdies in the later chapters. The 
following chapter concentrates on ways in which the representation of 
ceeth in the depiction of a table develops independent of the task . 
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Classification of Table Drawings and the Use of Depth Cues. 
Summary. 
This chapter presents an analysis of the data obtained when a 
table was drawn from imagination or from observation, classified both in 
terms of the projection system used and in terms of the way in which the 
table legs are depicted. It is argued that when these two methods of 
classification are used together they give an indication of the way in 
which depth cues are used and it is shown that an analysis of this gives a 
measure of development that is stable across both similar and dissimilar 
tasks. It is suggested that this method of classification has both 
psychological and theoretical validity, and is a better measure of 
development in the representation of depth than is one based directly upon 
the use of projection systems. 
Enlarged versions of Fisures 6:1 to 6:8 can be found In the 
appendices to this chapter. 
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Introduction. 
Previous chapters have shown that there is task dependency in the 
use of projection systems. and that because of this they are not a 
particularly reUable measure to use in order to examine general 
development in the depiction of depth. For example. the studies reported 
earlier indicate that it is unwise to assume that when children and adults 
do not use a more advanced form of projection system it is because they 
are unable to use it. and. conversely, that when children and adults do use 
an advanced form of projection they fully understand it. 
It ;,jas also found that there are aspects of development in the 
drawing of a table that are independent of task. This chapter examines 
these in more detail. but before that can be done it is necessary to 
develop a formal system of class1fication that removes. as far as possible. 
the subjective elements associated with the analysis of drawin~s. 
ihe need for a lack of subjectivity was discussed earlier. It was 
su!!ested that ascertaining exactly what the sub~ect meant to deoict is a 
general problem with most young children's draWings. It was also 
suggested that a system of classification needs to be developed prior to 
the formation of links between a theoretical stance and the emcirical 
evidence. 
This chapter presents such a system of classification for the 
drawing of tables. The classification system is then appUed to the 
empirical evidence and developmental trends that are independent .of task 
are identified. The problems of interpretation are addressed. but the 
effects of individual differences are minimised by the use of a large 
subject pool. Some aspects of this chapter are comolex and a lot of 
material has been placed in appendices in order to avoid burying the main 
results in a mass of detail. 
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A> CLASSIFICATION OF TABLE DRAWINGS. 
The follOWing method of classification makes use of the way in 
which table legs are drawn. A drawing of a table top on its own cannot 
indicate the use of occlusion. and it was shown in Chapter 3 that when the 
use of d1minishing size with distance is examined it is important to 
include an analysis of the way in which the legs are drawn. The proposed 
method of classification has no integral developmental implications. but 
will be used later to examine developmental trends. 
The drawings are initially classified according to the form of 
pre ~ect 10n in wh1ch the table tops are represented. This has been fully 
ixp~~1neo i:l Chapters 3 and 4. Each drawing is then classified accord1ng 
t·: :r.e nueber. length. and relative posit1ons of the legs, and whether the 
s:.;c ~-=c:t failed to use hleden line elimination. In this way a grid of cells 
:.~ :'~r:ned with tYFe of table top along one ax1s and type of table le~s 
!.;,~,~ the other. Th!! can be seen in Figure 6: 1. 
ih1s methcc of clsss1:icat1on has been used on all the data 
:~e~~n~ec in this t~esis. It has only been found to be 1napp11cable to slx 
::',!,'!.ngs. In1t 1a:::; all poss1ble combinations of line were consldered. but 
:.-: .. ;~s found tt'.at tlanv celli in the grid we:"e not Ulled. Empty rows in 
::-.': !r1c have not bee:"i l."lcludeJ for simplicity. 
Two wajor sets of data are examined 1n this Chapter. These were 
?r~'''ided by 789 subjects. with ages rang1ng from 4 to 15 years, who drew 
a table from observation. and 4056 subjects. from 2 to 53 years of a~e. 
who drew a table from imagination. These data were initially presented in 
Chapters 3 and 4 respecUvely, and are detaUed in Appendices 6:A and 6:B. 
Figure 6:2 summar1us the data according to the claSSification stet out 
above. The numbers 1n each cell are divided into three columns. The first 
~nc second columns detail respon.e. for the observation task and 
imaginaticn taSK respectively. The third column il the total response for 
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lapter 6. Classification. 
that cell formed by amalgamating the responses for both tasks. In each 
column the first row gives the responses in that cell as a percentage of 
total responses for the task (observation, imagination or amalgamated), the 
second gives the mean age of subjects giving that response and the last 
gives the standard deviation of these ages. 
Deriving percentage, mean age and standard deviation figures for 
each cell is qUite complex because of the differing number of subjects in 
each age group and for each task. It is for this reason that the data are 
presented in two ways: in Appendices 6:A. 6:8, and 6:C they are presented 
as a percentage of the grand total for each task and in Appendices 6:0, 
6:E, and 6:F as a percentage for each year, for each task. In order to 
give an overall view the numbers in Figure 6:2 use the proportions of 
responses accounted for by each cell, for each task over all age groups. 
The figures to the right hand side of each Illustration refer to the depth 
cues used in each illustration and are discussed in detail later in the 
chapter. 
Whilst summarising the data this figure does not show the age 
profiles for each cell. For example, subjects in both tasks might have 
responded in a particular cell, and the mean ages for both tasks might be 
similar, but the age profiles and standard deviations might vary widely. 
It is important to pick up on this because it might imply that the 
responses in that particular cell had been driven by different, task 
related, cognitive processes. For example, if we look at cell 1a we can 
see that 6.6~ of subjects drew in th1s way (rom observation, and 13~ from 
imagination. The mean ages were 6.5 and 7.5 respectively. However, we 
cannot, from these, judge what the age profiles m1ght be. It might be that 
a small percentage of all subjects at all ages use this form of depict10n 
when drawing from observat1on, whereas when drawing from imagination only 
== 
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indication of development. If the age profiles of 1 a and 1 b are very 
s1milar we can conclude that subjects use these two methods of depiction 
as alternatives. Using this we can examine the degree of similar1ty 
between each type of depiction, and so construct a dendrogram of the 
closeness of similarity of the age profiles of the cells, whlch 1n turn 
w111 provide information about development. Thus development in use of 
each form of dep1ction. on each taSk, will be analysed by comparing the age 
profiles. by task, for each cell. A series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov two 
sample analyses were used to construct a dendrogram for each task. In 
order to do this the age proUle of every cell was compared with that of 
all the others. then the two cells with the smallest maximum d1fference 
thence the ~re!test similar1ty of profl1e) were amalgamated and the 
process was repeated until a hierarchical smallest maXimum difference had 
been obta1nec for all the cells within the data. The result1r.g dendro~rams 
are c=>=.~le)( ar.d are g1ven. alon: with the 1nfor%:lation :'lecessary for the1r 
constru.:t~on. !n A~?endb: 6:D <Observation datal and 6:E \Imag1natiOn data). 
£~r:l~~::'fie: ver:1ons ba3ed only on cells which account for 0.5% or more of 
the ~c~a: re;~=>nse for each task are also given in these appendices. 
ihe order 1n which the cells 1n a pair <or triplet, etc .. 1 first 
enter the dencro~ram is random. This oroer was ad1usted so that it was 
common over the two tasks. There are seventeen cells which each account 
for more than O.S~ of the task total and which are common to both tasles. 
The order in wh1ch these cells occur in the dendrogram. after the minor. 
harmonisation of the dendrograms mentioned above. can be comoared 
statistic5lly. Each cell was ranked accord1ng to its constra1ned positton 
1n the dendrogram. The correlation between the rank orders is highly 
significant (r = 0.99. df K 15. P ) 0.001). The correlation 11 absolute if 
cells account ing for more than 1'l. of the task total are compared. This 
implies that wn1lst there are task related differences the overall oat tern 
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of development in the types of tables produced varies little across the 
two tasks. This is perhaps best explained with a practical example. If we 
examine the 3h response we can see that the percentage of the total for 
observation and imagination are 6% and 1~% respectively. the mean ages are 
12 and 14 respectively. and the standard deviations are 1.5 and 6 
respectively. The difference between the age profiles for this form of 
depiction on the two tasks is significant at the 0.01 level. The position 
of this form of depiction is, however, very similar in both dendrograms. 
The task might affect the number of responses, and the age at which these 
responses occur, but it also affects all the other forms of response in a 
similar way. The relationship between one form of response and another is 
generally undisturbed. 
The dendrograms do not make this point particularly clearly. as 
they are hard to comprehend without detailed examination. They suffer 
from a further drawback in that a cell accounting for only 0.5% of the 
data is given equal weighting to one accounting for 15% of the data. Such 
problems can be partially overcome by presenting the data in the form of a 
Venn diagram, containing only one axis, in which the degree of preference 
is roughly reflected by the size of the illustration for that cell. The 
information given in Appendices 6:8 and 6:C is given in the form of Venn 
diagrams in Figures 6:3 to 6:6. Whilst this is more helpful conceptually. 
accurate references must be taken from the dendrograms. 
A comparison of Figures 6:3 to 6:6 shows that whilst the range of 
responses obtained when a table is drawn from imagination is wider than 
that obtained when a table is drawn from observation the overall pattern 
of development in the two tasks appears similar. There appears to be 
little difference between Figures 6:3 and 6:4. the large and small Venn 
diagrams for the observation task. There is, however, interesting 
variation between Figures 6:5 and 6:6, the large and small Venn diagrams 
--------------------------------------------------------.... , 
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indlcation of development. If the age profiles of 1a and 1b are very 
s1milar we can conclude that subjects use these two methods of depiction 
as alternatives. Using this we can examine the degree of slmilar1ty 
between each type of depiction, and so construct a dendrogram of the 
closeness of s1milarity of the age profiles of the cells. which in turn 
w1ll provide information about development. Thus development in use of 
each form of depict1on. on each task. will be analysed by comparing the age 
profiles. by task, for each cell. A series of Kolmogorov-Sm1rnov two 
sample analyses were used to construct a dendrogram for each task. In 
order to do this the age proUle of every cell was compared with that of 
all the others. then the two cells with the smallest maximum d1fference 
(hence the greatest s1mllar1ty of proflle> were amalgamated and the 
process was repeated until a hierarch1cal smallest maxlmum difference had 
been oota1nec for all the cells within the data. The result1r.g dendro~rams 
are co::~lex ar.d 5re given. alon: with the infor::latlon :'Iecissary for their 
constru:t!c:'l. !~ Aooend!)': 6:0 <Observation data) and 6:E .. ImaginatiOn data). 
~!tl:·~!f!e: ver510ns based only on cells wh1cn account for 0.5~ or more ot 
tne ~e~a: re;co~se fer each task are also glven 1n these appendices. 
ihe ~rder in whlch the cells in a pair <or triplet, etc.) first 
enter the de:'lcro~ram 15 random. This oroer was ad1usted so that It was 
common over the two tasks. There are seventeen cells which each account 
for :nore than 0.5~ of the task total and which are common to both tasks. 
The order in whlch these cells occur in the dendrogram. after the minor. 
harmon1sat!on of the dendrograms mentioned above. can be comoared 
statistically. Each cell was ranked according to 1ts constrained posUion 
in the dendrogram. The correlation between the rank orders 11 highly 
significant (r = 0.99. df • 15. P ) 0.001>. The correlaUon 11 absolute if 
cells accounting for more than 1" of the task total are compared. This 
implies that wnilst there are task relatea d1fferenee. the overall ?attern 
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of development in the types of tables produced varies little across the 
two tasks. This is perhaps best explained with a practical example. If we 
examine the 3h response we can see that the percentage of the total for 
observation and imagination are 6~ and 14~ respectively, the mean ages are 
12 and 14 respectively, and the standard deviations are 1.5 and 6 
respectively. The difference between the age profiles for this form of 
depiction on the two tasks is significant at the 0.01 level. The posit ion 
of this form of depiction is, however, very similar in both dendrograms. 
The task might affect the number of responses. and the age at which these 
responses occur, but it also affects all the other forms of response in a 
similar way. The relationship between one form of response and another is 
generally undisturbed. 
The dendrograms do not make this point particularly clearly, as 
they are hard to comprehend without detailed examination. They suffer 
from a further drawback in that a cell accounting for only 0.5~ of the 
data is given equal weighting to one accounting for 15~ of the data. Such 
problems can be partially overcome by presenting the data in the form of a 
Venn diagram, containing only one axis, in which the degree of preference 
is roughly reflected by the size of the illustration for that cell. The 
information given in Appendices 6:8 and 6:C is given in the form of Venn 
diagrams in Figures 6:3 to 6:6. Whilst this is more helpful conceptually, 
accurate references must be taken from the dendrograms. 
A comparison of Figures 6:3 to 6:6 shows that whilst the range of 
responses obtained when a table is drawn from imagination is wider than 
that obtained when a table 1s drawn from observation the overall pattern 
of development in the two tasks appears similar. There appears to be 
little difference between Figures 6:3 and 6:4, the large and small Venn 
diagrams for the observation task. There is, however, interest ing 
variation between Figures 6:5 and 6:6, the large and small Venn diagrams 
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Chapt,r 5. Classification. 
for the imagination task. Figure 6:6 is formed from all the tables drawn 
from imagination. The inclusion of the cells that account for less than 
O.5~ of the data is sufficient to alter the form of the dendrogram such 
that sOllie changes occur in the groupings of the cells with mean ages of 
about six years old and nine years old. It is poSSible that the table 
types represented by these cells are marginal. indicating a transition in 
development from one major group of depictions to another. 
Development that is independent of task. 
Minor task related differences have already been ~art1al1y 
addressed and will be returned to later. but the present analysls is best 
served by an examination of common developmental trends. The great 
S1ml~ar!ty bet~een the dendrograms ~t the age profil~s of ~aen ~ell. 
whether crawn frc~ observation or imag1nation. shews that this metnoa of 
a::a:','s:= ~::e= a.::==s suc,l': trenes. The responses in so:ne cells iho',J taik 
deoende:'lc'I. wnilst the overall ccmbinations of suen responses d·: not. For 
th!s ~easc=-: 1t was felt that an amalgamation of the two sets of data 
wou:c stren;then the argument. Development. as shown by the dendrograms. 
wo~:: ~ot be af!ectet. whil~t the task decendent ascects of the reioonse 
" . 
WO,,;:.:! be lea;E:ned :v such amalgamation. Therefore. the rema1nder of the 
chapter concentrates on analyses of the amalgamated data. 
Figure 6:7 gives a reduced version of a Venn diagram of ~he 
amalgamated data. in which are represented table types accounting for 
greater than or equal to O.St. of the total. Figure 6:8 gives the full 
version. The corresponding dendrograms and information upon which these 
are based can be found in Appendix 6:F. 
Chapter 4 showed that the way in whic:h table tops were depic:ted 
developed. independently of task. from orthogonal to non-orthogonal systems 
of natural perspec:tive. Figures 6:; and 6:8 show that this development 1; 
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also apparent \oIhen the table dra\olings are classified independently of the 
uay in uhich the table tops are dra\oln, the groups having been identified 
by age profiles derived (rom each individual cell o( the classification 
table. 
groups. 
The uays in \oIhlch the tables \oIere drawn (all into three clear 
The majority of the tables in the first group, the group 
containing the youngest children. could be classed as volumetric. The 
majority o( the middle group could be classed as orthogonal. and the 
majority of the group containing the oldest subjects could be classed as 
nen-orthogonal <Labelled A. B. and C. respectively in Figure 6:7>. There 
appiars to be no support (or a theory suggesting development is directly 
related to the use or more complex proJect1on systems. going through 
:~thogra?hlc. vertical obl1que. oblique. to perspective (as discussed in 
·:!'Iaour 3>. 
rn lac:': of ~!'\e three major groeps there appear to be sub-groups 
~- • .:r.ic:!i 'h!li-1.Iay' taole types are represented. It is posslble that these 
ar9 :in.ci in the cevelo~l!Iental chain. Alth~u~n mas'. closely associated 
w1t~ :r.e part1culsr group because of Similarities 1n the ag. profil.s. thev 
eC:lta1n iutu~es (rom both groups. Group C:l is a clear illustration of 
tnU - here the ~able tops appear to be 1.-, Orthogonal pro~.ct1cn. yet the 
table legs are draun in a non-orthogonal manner. This lack of consistency 
could indicate attempts to grasp a dUferent form of depiction, and. as has 
already been suggested. the imagination data indicates a lack of clarity 
{or some celli uith mean ages of about six and nina years of age. 
There 1s clear emp1rlcal eVidence of dev.lopmental trends. but 
\oIhat 15 developing is unclear. Development does not apptar to be linked 
to an increase in understanding of. or ability to produce. more complex 
projection systems. It does appear to be linked to a progreSSion through 
volt;:netr1c. orthogona:. to non-orthogonal sVltems of natural p.rspeeUve. 
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Such a descriptive account of what happens. however. takes us no nearer to 
the causes of this development. 
C) DEVELOPMENT IN THE DEPICTION OF DEPTH. 
In Chapter 1 it was suggested that there are four main types of 
theories that attempt to explain what the causes of development in the 
depiction of depth are. Theories involving stages in the understanding Ot 
space and theories involving visual realism both presuppose that view 
specHic depiction is the end PQint of development. This has been shown 
in earlier chapters not to be the case. and so these theories will not be 
discussed further. The other two types of theory are related to 
conceptual/perceptual realism and production errors. Both assume ~hat the 
child knows what he or she wishes to represent. and that the desired 
rec~ese~tation includes information about the spatial relationships between 
carts of !he cb1ect and between the object and its surrounding space. but 
that the child is unable to represent this information accurately for some 
reason. Those theories relating to figural biases. particularly the role of 
svm~etry. will only be discussed briefly here because they will be 
addressed more fully in Chapter 9. 
Figural Biases. 
These theories relate the sUb.1ect's inability to represent the 
object as he or she wishes. to biases that are not seen as an inteF;ral 
... 
part of spatial representation. but are seen to come into play whenever 
pen 1s set to paper. Two main figural biases that are relevant to table 
drawing are those towards symmetry and towards the use of right angles. 
In its pure form the assumption is that children understand depth cues but 
are prevented from using them because of these biases. For example. 
Mitc:helmore <1985> suggests that children have available two primitives 
ior analysing direction. namely parallels and perpendiculars. The young 
----------------------~-,-
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ch1ld's product10n is very largely based on the use of perpend1culars. Two 
possible reasons he gives for th1s are. firstly, the greater saliency of a 
proximal relation obtained when two lines meet over that of a distal 
relation when two lines are parallel. Secondly, he points out that the 
desire to create symmetry is an important force in a child's drawing 
<Bremner 1985b>. and that perpendiculars imply a greater degree of 
symmetry than do parallel lines. He suggests that these effects diminish 
w1th age but are still discernible in older children and adults. and that 
it is not until middle or late ch11dhood that parallels are used 
effectively. 
M1tcnelmore's suggestion that a reliance upon perpenaiculars 
~raoually develoos into a reliance upon parallels ties in w1th the data 
?resenteo in Chapter 4- 1n three important ways. F1rstly. th1s 1s slmilar 
~c davelc?::lent awav from the use of orthogonal 
:bj,i::.Je I to ~he use of e1ther affine (oblique> 
?e~s~ect1ve). de~e~d!ng upon the nature of the 
(orthograchic/vertl:al-
or proJect1ve (false 
tasK. Seeondlv ~he 
de';e:opment illustrated 1n these data occurs at the same age as that 
su:sestec by M!tcnal%:lore. Findl,. the gradual nature of the development 
f~u~: h~~e is close:? related to that suggested bv M1tchelmore. Such a 
shir': away {rem a reHance upon the use Of r1gnt angles can be seen 
clearly here. Young children do use right angles. both when deplcting 
table tops and table legs. whilst older children use more oblique angles. 
However. the data given here show more than th1s. The shift away from the 
use of r1ght angles 1s not uniform. The subject may use right angles when 
drawing the table top. yet use oblique angles to depict the relationsh1p 
between the top and the legs. Examples of this can be found in Group C ln 
Figure 6:7. Cells 21, 2h. 2e. and 2j. In these casts the subject appears 
caDable of using oblique/acute angles. but for lome reason does not wish 
to when representing the table top. The converse of this. in whlch 
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oblique/acute angles are used for the top and right angles for the legs. 
is shown in Cell 3q and in Figure 6:8. These counter examples suggest 
that development in depiction 1s not entirely related to the ability to 
overcome these figural biases. 
Depth Cues. 
The other type of theory relates the inability to represent 
spatial information accurately to lack of understanding about how to use 
depth cues. The important depth cues under discussion here are those 
mentioned in Chapter 2. height 1n picture plane. occlusion. and diminishing 
size with distance. In its pure form the assumption is that once children 
understand the operation of depth cues they will use them. unhindered by 
figural biases. Reflection indicates that the child's ability to represent 
spatial relationships is probably partially described to a greater or 
lesser extent by a mixture of both types of theory.but this section of the 
chapter relates the data directly to the developing use of depth cues. 
PROJECTION 
DEPTH CUES 
VIEW MEICHT IN 'AlnIAL IO''''N&ee; 
~TU~! OCClUS'ON SIU 
ORTHOGRAPHIC X X X n 
VERTICAL 
./ X X R OBLICUE 
OBLICUE 
./ / X r11 
PERSPECTIVE 
./ J ./ rAi 
Theoretically the use of a particular projection system and the 
use of various depth cues co-vary and it is difficult to disentangle the 
two. Figure 6:9 illustrates the only combinations that would be considered 
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correct 11 we were to assume that a subject was us10g a particular form 
of projection accurately. Even this simple analysis poses problems. 
Unseen h1dden l10e elim1oation is consistent with the orthograph1c. vert1cal 
oblique and round forms of projection. although subjects who use these 
forms of depiction could also be using undetected occlusion. We can 
perhaps assume that th1s is not the case when subjects produce table top 
type 8. 10 which the top is drawn 10 vertical oblique projection. but 
objects on the table are depicted as if on the top edge. as if in 
orthographic projection. 
ihe use of diminishing size with distance 15 also a grey area. 
Theoret 1cally. a table drawn in linear perspective. whether drawn from 
centre front or {rom a corner. entails the use of dim1nishing size with 
distance. Empirically. as shown in Chapter 3. no suoject used diminishing 
s1:e with distance w1th 10ternal conSistency. 
7he argument that the use of projection systems and depth cues 
c!nr.~t be studied separately oecause of their co-variance is 1nde~d · .. a11d 
if cne aS5umes that drawings are 10ternallv consistent. PraCtically. as 
can 08 seen in Figure 6:2. subjects do not use a form of pro.1ectton 
cor.s!it~ntlv. Most comb1oations of table tops and table legs are pOSSible 
anc ::any are produced. The possibility of a m100r degree of co-variance 
is discussed later. but for the purposes of the present discussion the use 
of diHerent depth cues is assumed to be independent of the use of 
pro 'ection systems. 
Each CeU 1n Figure 6:2 contains a rat10g for height in picture 
plane (H>. partial occlusion (0). and d1minlshing size with distance (0). 
These are based upon the way in which the table legs are drawn. The 
depth cue of height 10 picture plane was divided into four categor1es. 
naIl181y:- no ground l10e <HU. plan view <H2). ground line (H3). and ground 
plane <H4). In the Urst category iHl) the table legs are drawn as 
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radiating from the table top, with no apparent attempt made to depict the 
table's relationsh1p to the ground. A subsect10n of this is the plan view 
au). In this type of drawing the table is shown as from above. with four 
legs. one extending from each corner. It is here that the classification 
system is at its weakest, because it is assumed that this form of drawing 
represents a coherent attempt to represent the table from above. and that 
the subject is not particularly concerned with showing the spatial 
relat10nship between the top of the table and the legs. This assumption 
is partially justified by comments that adults have made when drawing a 
table in this way. and by the lack of drawings done in this manner with a 
vert ical oblique table top and with objects along the top edge. Indeed. 
any table with objects which was classified as showing a plan view 
denicted the ob1ects also in plan view. However. this category contains an 
element of interpretation of the subject's intentions. and probably this is 
an i~ccrrect interpretation in some cases. 
Tables classed as having a ground line (H3> were drawn with the 
table legs descending to a common 11ne. as if all legs. whether from the 
front or the back of the table. met the ground on a single line. When the 
table legs ~ppeared to meet the ground on a plane. mirroring that of the 
table top. the drawing was classed as -;howing a ground plane (H4). 
Several types of table drawing cannot easily be categorised in this wav. 
For example. 2q and 2y on Figure 6:2 show tables 1n which the legs are not 
drawn conSistently. In such cases the drawing is classified according to 
the pOSition of the majority of the table legs. or to the inferred use of 
height in picture plane. It is thus the figure in brackets that is the one 
used in this analysis <H4 and H2 respectively>. Similarly. it is possible 
that in those tables in which only the front two legs are drawn (for 
example la or 2a in Figure 6:2) the chUd actually intended to reoresent a 
ground plane. Unfortunately. the child's intentions cannot be accounted 
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for. and so the table must be classified as It appears. Ie. wlth ground 
line only. 
The depth cue of occlusion was divided into three categories. no 
occlusion <01 >. lack of hidden line elimination (02), or partial occlusion 
<03>. The drawing was placed in the third category 1f any part of it was 
partially occluded. If part of the table was totally occluded it could not 
be seen. and. as above. the table had to be claSSified as It appeared. It 
is. therefore. possible that the intention of some subjects was to depict' 
total occlusion. and that this has not been accounted for. As above. the 
i!e~re in the brackets indicates the classification used in this analysis. 
Diminishing size with distance was identified as a depth cue 
ur~!er when a table was drawn in perspective. However. as discussed then. 
-.' !:Jbject used this depth c~e when drawing the table legs. and no sub1ect 
~ic: :bl!~ue perspec!!ve on the table top in e1ther study. Hence. although 
'~::e ~o:)s were SocEt!::es drawn in perspective. the system was never used 
~ jr ~he whole table. It is thus not possible to ascertain the use of 
:i:::::-,i!!':ir.: s1:e with ·j1stance as a depth cue by examination of the way 1n 
~~::~ the table legs are drawn. For the purpose of this analysis data on 
~:-.o? 'Jse of dimin1shin! s1ze wlth distance were der1ved from the use of 
:-er::·ect!ve on the table tops and thus do not represent full use of the 
A full breakdown of percentage of total data. number of subjects. 
meal". age and standard deviation (or depth cue classification by (orm of 
prc1ection can be found in Appendix 6:0. along with progressively 
amalgamated summaries of this information. 
Figure 6:10 shows the development. with age. of the way in which 
deo~h cues are used. It can be s.en that the use of ground line peaks at 
,b~ut .1X years of age. Whilst the use of ground plane and partial 
oe::~sion rise steaally betw •• n six and twelve years of age. The use of 
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no ground line 1ncorporates that of plan view. It appears to drop rapidly 
between three and five years of age and then be used by about four 
percent of subjects until about nine years of age. 
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7r.cre are ~ask related differences in tne no ground :ine response. 
:t only accounts fer 0.61% of the observation data. yet acc~unts f~r 8.74% 
of the !.maginat1on data. Because of this it is difficult to compare its 
use across the two tasks. Figure 6: 11 separates the response on the 
imaginat10n task into the two groups of HI and H2. They appear to present 
two different profiles with age. The first profile <given by Cells 50. 60. 
90. Sr. 6r. and 2'1) accounts for 5.34% of the total imagination data and 
has a mean age of 3.4 years. It drops rapidly from 51 % of the three year 
old responses to 1% at six years old. The second profile 19iven by Cells 
2t. 2x. 5x and 20) accounts for 2.12% of the total imagination data and has 
a mean age of 6.6 years. This has two se!Jarate peaks at four and eight 
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years of age. It 1s suggested that the two profiles indicate different 
types of response. The f1rst profile appears to show more of a volumetric 
resoonse. Whilst this might also hold for the peak at four years of age 
In :he second profile it is possible that the second peak in the second 
!,rofile 1ndicates that subjects intended to depict a plan view of a table. 
rather than a visually realist ic view. This is supported by the 
obsarvat1on. recorded earlier. that some adults re!,orted deliberately 
responding in this manner. 
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i='1~ure 6:1: a:n!'hasises the tasK related differences in the no 
:r:'J!,:~ line res!,onse. The sub.1ect sample of observation started at four 
'/e~rs old and. because the ma 10rity of no ground line reSDonses are maoe 
t··,' ~he '"ery youn~ chlldren. it eight be expected that observation would 
c11c!t less of these responses than imagination. The responses that were 
~:~:!ted occurred ir. Cell 20. In the imagination task this cell has a two 
!,Ul. !'rcf11e. The second <plan view) peak is missing when a table is 
::-5;';:& from ooservat!on. It would be inappropriate to draw conclusions 
:~o= this because of the very small numbers involved. but 1t would appear 
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that drawing from observation restricted subjects sufficiently to prevent 
them producing plan views . 
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Chaoter 4 :howed that there is very little task related difference 
,~ ':he use of projection systems until about ten years of age. An 
-::·:3::1!.:iat!on of the way in which the table legs are drawn might give 
cv:!.ce!"!ce for task related differences in the no ground line response. 
HJwever. when the other depth cues are considered there does appear to be 
a strong overall similarity between the two stUdies <Ground . line :- Xa = 
16.4-. df = 10. P > 0.05: r = 0.98. P < 0.001. Ground plane :- ,,2 = 12.i, df 
= 9. P > 0.1; r = 0.96. P < 0.001. Partial occlusion :- ,,2 = 6.4-. df = 9, P 
> 0.5; r = 0.98. P < 0.001). Diminishing size with distance cannot 
legitimately be comoared for the reasons given earlier. 
Figure 6.12 illustrates the cumulative totals of the depth cues 
under discussion. It can be seen that by six years of age 50% of the 
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subject population use ground line and by about twelve years of age 501. 
use a ground plane. parUal occlusion and 'false' diminishing size with 
distance. The development of ground plane and partial occlusion are very 
highly correlated <X· = 0.26. df = 11. P > 0.99; r = 1. P ( 0.001) yet. as 
can be seen in F1gure 6.13. if a subject only uses one of these depth cues 
they are more likely to use ground plane than parUal occlusion. 6.721. of 
all res~or.ses involved ground plane with no parUal occlusion. whereas the 
reverse only accounted for 0.e5~ of all responses. That 1s. in these' 
st uc!es. ground plane 3ppears to be used alone more frequently than does 
?a:-: ~~l oc::usicn. It is poSsible that th1s 1s because the use of ground 
?:ane devElc~s marginally before the use of partial occlUSion. 
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D) TIm RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROJECTION SYSTEMS AND DEPTH CUES. 
In Chapter 4 common developmental trends were idenUfied between 
the draw1r.g of a table from observation or from imagination. The drawing 
of table tcps appeared to progress from the system of orthogonal natural 
per!?eet!ve ~orthograpnlc and vertical oblique pro.i.cUon) to those of 
affine anc: projective systems of natural perspective <oblique and 
What was actually developing was unclear. but It was 
--} 
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suggested that development might be related to a shift away from the use 
of right angles. Consideration of the way in which the table legs are 
drawn suggests that this is not the whole story. Figure 6:14. indicates 
that this shift in use of form of projection is very similar to the 
changing use of particular depth cues. Lack of ground plane correlates 
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:.::.:::1'1 with the usc oi round. orthographic. and vertical oblique table tops 
(r = 1).99. P ( 0.001>. and the use of ground plane and occlusion correlates 
h1gnly w1th oval. oblique. and perspective table tops (ground plane:- r = 
0.93. P < 0.001; partial occlus10n:- r = 0.98. P < 0.001>. This demonstrates 
a strong relationship between the use of depth cues and the class of 
pro1ecUon used. Superficially this relationsh1p could be seen as a by-
product of experimental design. in wh1ch a 'h1gher' depth cue cannot be 
produced until a 'h1gher' class of project1on is also used. Empir1cally. 
th1s does not appear to be the case. Figure 6: 15 illustrates that where 
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there is a mismatch between the complexity of the depth cues used and the 
class of proJect1on it was almost universally the case that the depth cues 
used were more complex than the projection system, From this 1t can be 
seen that depth cues may lead to the use of projection systems. but not 
the reverse. 
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The ~asks !lve~ here do 11~1t the use of part1cular depth cues 1n 
:l:·· ::.::.::a:" instances. F'o!" example. there appears to be little incent1ve to 
.:~ :!:l1nish!!":S size with distance when drawing (rom imag1nation. or to 
':ic :":j :rcund :ine wtth a :lan view when drawing a table from observat1on. 
:·Ot:': ~hese examples were only produced by a few sub.1ects. G1ven these 
li.-:::-;ations. it is suggested that when the use of depth cues is analysed 
en two Similar tasks development in the production of each depth cue 
appears to be independent of task constraints, Further. development in the 
use of depth cues appears to occur before development in the use of more 
co:n?lex projection systems. 
The general valid1ty of these findings would be enhanced if they 
were round to be applicable to less Similar tasks, In Willats (9770) 
:neasur~d the use of partial occlusion by counting the number of overlaps 
' ....... 
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used when objects were drawn upon a table top. The developing use of 
partial occlusion was thus ascertained in a way dissimilar to that used 
here. When the frequency with age profile {or part1al occlus1on obtained 
by Willats is compared with that given here a x.z test fails to find any 
significant differences between them eX;;: = 12.06. df = 8, P > 0.1; r = 0.91. 
P < 0.001>. Cox (1981> measured the developing use of partial occlusion 
by asking children to draw two objects, one behind the other. Although her 
subjects demonstrated the use of partial occlusion at an earl1er age than 
that reported here there is still a s1gn1f1c:~nt correlat1on between the 
frequency with age profile that she obtained Clnd that given here <r = 
0.91. P t; 0.01>. To conclude. these compar~sons show that :r.ere is a 
common underlying development in the use oi partial occlusion. as measured 
bet\Jeen objects as. well as within an object. An interest 1n; line of 
further research ;..;ould be to investigate whether there is a 51milar 
:ommonallty in the use of height 1n the picture p~ane. 
E) CONCLUSIONS. 
In this chaoter it has been shown that there is clear develocment 
!n the use of depth cues. Further. it has been c;hown that the use of 
de!>th cues is much leaS task dependent than the use oi a oart icular 
?ro1actlon system. It has been suggested that this development 15 
independent of the use of projection systems cnd orecedes it. This 
impl1es that a ch1ld does not normally use a particular pro.1ection system 
until it understands tha necessary depth cues. 
These findings are relev~nt to the teaching of projection systems. 
and perspective in particular. It is possible thut subjects could be 
taught to use a more complex fO:"m of pro,tection without understanding it. 
Fo:" example. children can be hught to draw a particular obiect in 
'Pera'PecUva by rote. but. alU'Qu!h ,h. ba.lc ,haorv bah1nc Hnur 
ClusifiCltion, 
perspectlve 1s simple 1t is notoriously difficult to teach to young 
children, and they find it dlfficult to transfer thls knowledge to the 
drawing of other objects or scenes. These findings suggest that those 
chl1dren who fall to grasp the prlnc1ples of more complex forms of 
projection might lack an understanding of the underlying depth cues. Thls 
indicates that training should be aimed, in ltially, at the use of depth 
cues rather than the more formal use of projection systems. ThIs would 
appear to be a fertile area for further invest1gatlon. 
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Cha.pt~r 7. 
Preference for different types of depiction. 
SWIUIlSry. 
It has been shown that even adults frequently do not draw a table 
in perspective, and that the majority use visually unrealistic oblique 
project1on when given a task with few constraints. Development in the 
depiction of a table appears to be closely related to development in the 
use of depth cues. It 1s unclear whether ch1ldren draw in the way that 
they do because they are constra1ned by an inability to use more complex 
deoth cues. or because they actually prefer tables drawn 1n th1s way. 
This chapter examines the form of deoiction that subjects orefer. 
7he first study looks at the preferences shown by a full cross section of 
sub~~cts and the effect that the way in which the question is worded has 
u~on this. It is found that the majority of subjects. oi all ages. preier 
a ~able in some form of oblique projection. and that the wording of the 
oue~t 10n has a small effect upon the responses made t)y younger children. 
The preference shown by some younger children for tables deoictea in a 
!es5 comple:< manner is discussed. 
The follow~~g two studies examine the preferrea form of depiction 
when depth cues within the drawing are accentuated. The final study looks 
at the preferred form of representation of a given table. placed in front 
of a subject. It is found that some form of oblique pro.1ection is 
?reierred in ~ll cases. even when visual realism is highlighted. The 
preferred form of oblique projection is discussed in relation to the idea 
of a canonical table. 
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Introduct ion. 
Linear perspective is a projection system that closely 
approximates to how we see objects and is easy to use once the rules are 
grasped. Some researchers have argued, to a greater or lesser extent, 
that this is the form of projection used by adults, and that children would 
also use it if they were 'mature' enough. This view holds many 
assumptions that merit closer examination. The first. that linear 
perspective is the form of projection commonly used by adults. is belied by 
elllp1rical ev1dence. The prev10us chapters have shown that the use of 
linear perspective by adults is task dependent. 
It could be argued that adults would actually prefer to draw in 
l!near perspective. but are constrained from doing 50 for some reason. 
:-iowever. Hagen and Elliot <1976> presented adults and children with a 
·:C::louter generated range of :ine drawings of regular solids. illustrated in 
::'a:,~el· 1. Figure 1:3. The 5timuli differed in the degree of convergence 
;:-Icwn. and it was found that objects portrayed in oblique projection were 
':reierrec to those drawn in linear perspective. Hagen and Jones ~1978) 
~~t~ated th1s exoeriment. and found that four year old children oerformeo 
.. . 
3~ :hance level. They suggested that this might be caused by the 
:if~!:ulty young children have in interpreting pictorial depth. 
The Hagen and Elliot <1976> study is repeated here, in a highly 
I:Iodified form applicable to drawings of tables, in order to clarify whether 
the strong preference for oblique projection shown by older children and 
adults holds in the present exper1mental conditions. 
Any discussion relating the form of depiction preferred by a 
subject to the way in which that person draws immediately becomes 
entangled in the assumption that subjects would prefer to produce that 
form of depiction when drawing. The relationship between a subject's 
preference and their actual prodUction 1s discussed more fully in the 
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following chapters. For the purposes of the present d1scuss1on 1t will be 
assumed that preference does ind1cate a deS1re to produce that part1cular 
(orm. 
The second quest10n addressed in th1s sect10n 1s whether the 
wording of the question does indeed affect the answ.r. and 1f so, how. 
This 1s because it 1s not very clear what 1s meant by 'preference'. 
SUb.1ects cay well think that the depiction o( a table looks 1II0st artistic 
L~ one form. carrying w1th it personal value 1udgelllents about what, 
'artistic' 1s. but that another (orlll of dep1ction 11 a much bet ter 
rl!t-rese~~at1:n of the ~able'i 'tableneu' Hence the way 1n wh1ch 5ub1ects 
!r.~er~rH the quest10n of wh1ch table they 'prefer' may wei! affect the 
a~swer, :f 30. this has 1mcl1cat1ons for the USIOmpt1on that the slJb,1ec:t's 
~re!~rre! for~ of de?1ct!Cn 1s uncnang1ng. 
r1na::y. the :ast :op1c addressee: ~~ :1'115 iec:t10~ is ~nether er no: 
-;~e s;':=-'c:~'= ?referen:e cevelo;a with a:e. ane 1f so. to.ow. 71':15 has 
:.::::::.:!~:':n5 for t:JO. a1fioer1ng. asslJ~~!!:ns ~~at are sOCl.t1~u maoe ~b"jut 
·::':i::ren': ~r'W1nes. ihe first 11 that ,i~ IU~~09CU woul.:1 prefer ~,j draw 
;:. ·~e i5:::e \,;a~' that adula CO. but ~hat s":n.th:.r,~ 11 prev.nting them. 
7 .. 1£ :~::!c! ~hat the ~hrust of dev.lo?lIIental res.arcn 1, to find out what 
-:r.~~ 'iO::le:r.!r.g' is. 7he lecone: 1s :ncr. 'sta~e-:!k.'. It suggests -:hat the 
cr.:'::'s ?rei erred (or: of deD1cUon :han!" with age. and that the c:nlld is 
r.ao~y with the accuracy of his or her depletion. This lmpl1l1 that the 
thrust of developmental research 1. to f1nd out why the chUd's pr.ferred 
forc of de~1ction changes wlth age. Th". is support for both podtions, 
and they are not necessarily mutually .xclus1v •. 
Freelllan l1980b). Gololllb (1973). Koulyn .t al (1977), and Lewis 
<1963> all found that preferenc. was in advanc. of production for young 
c~ildren. and Har~ and Goldin-Meadow <1984' (ound that chUdrln of all 
a!es ?referrec:! the lIlost advanced draWing. Taylor anc! Bacharac:n (198!) 
---.,. 
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obtained a combination of results. They found that scribblers and mature 
drawers chose a complete figure of a man, whilst children who drew a 
tadpole figure preferred a drawing similar to their own. However. Moore 
q 986a) critiCised these studies on several grounds. in particular; a) 
whether the drawings used for ascertaining preference were similar in 
style to the children's own <Golomb 1973, Kosslyn et 81 1977, and Lewis 
1963); b) extent of choice allowed (Taylor and Bacharach 1981, Hart and 
Goldin-Meadow 1984-); c) confounded variables in complexity of stimuli (Hart 
and Goldin-Meadow 1984-); d) failure to vary the order of presentation of 
stimuli (Lewis 1963": and e) use of between subject designs (Freeman 
1980b). Moore's study was designed to overcome these problems and she 
found that children do prefer drawings of houses that have the most in 
conroon with their own drawings. Brooks et a1 (1988) extended these 
~ 1nc:n~s to cover both younger children and the drawings of people. and 
,br.ained the similar results. 
It is interesting to note that both Brooks et a1 and Moore asked 
"::-:eir subjects to choose the best picture. whilst both Kosslyn et a1 and 
T:y:c~ and Bacharach asked the majority of their younger sub1ects to 
:~,c=e the picture that looked most like the object. 
In each of the following studies subjects are presented with a 
r,s,n .. e: of line draWings and asked to choose one. The studies vary in the 
,:vpeo: of line drawing and the conditions under which they are presented. 
The first study examines preference for type of table drawing. with age. 
for both forms of question (most like and best picture). This study 
controls for the problem areas highlighted by Moore. except for the fifth 
which is addressed in the next chapter. In the second study the degree of 
shading 1s varied. 10 the third the background is altered. and in the final 
;tudy subjects are asked for their preference of line drawing whilst 
comparing the stimuli with a real table. 
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STUDY 7: 1 
Preference for table type, with age, related to form. of question. 
Method. 
Subjects. 832 subjects were used. ranging from 1 year 6 months old to 
middle age. All were experimentally naive. The subjects were all from 
Chorley, Lancashire. a small semi-industrial town. The majority were taken 
from primary and secondary schools. Those too young or old to be 
approached in this way were seen in toddler groups or in their homes. 
ihese sub,1ects are less free from bias, although at tempts were made to 
ap?roach a cross section of the community. 
Stimulus. The set of stimuli consisted of an array of s1xteen 11ne 
jrawings of a table. an example of which can be seen in Figure 7: 1. The 
:'i,;~oers which enable ident 1fication of the line drawings in this figure 
were not shown on the actual stimuli. Two forms of the stimuli were used 
<- .::-der to control for response bias. The majority of the line drawings 
:~ :he st1muli are those that have been shown to be most frequently drawn 
iNhen a table is depicted from observation or imagination. A variety of 
combinations of table top and table leg were used to enable the choice of 
form of projection on the table top or implicit depth cue in the table legs 
to be assessed independently. 
A discrepancv here is the omission of a table in orthol2:raohic 
.. , - . 
projection. The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, studies reported in 
earlier chapters showed that there was little difference between the use 
of orthographic and the use of vertical oblique projection. Similarly. a 
pilot stUdy showed that there was little difference between these two 
forms of projection 1n proportions of preference. with age. 
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Saccnd:·,.. one t:)f the areas of investigation in this stud~ was 
::"o~:rt1ons of preference. with age. of depth cues implicit in the way the 
~ac:e legs are drawn. To do this it was neclssary to have roughly similar 
nuebers of examples of each depth cue contained \J1thin the line drawing. 
Une craWings in orthographic projection cause particular problellls here. 
because the depiction by the legs of height in picture plane or partial 
occlusion is contradicted by the lack of the.e cues in the table top. It 
was also felt that a choice of more than sixteen line drawings. which 
would have ~'!en necessary if orthographic projecUon was included. would 
b, too taxing for the younger children. It was appreciated that this 
:1ght cause problems in the interpretation of the response on line 
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drawings in vertical oblique projection. and this will be discussed later. 
However, it was felt that this would be outweighed by benefits gained by 
having more complete data on the choice of depth cue. 
A pilot study was necessary because neither Study 3 nor Study 4 
included subjects as young as those used here. It indicated that forms of 
line drawing numbered 6, 8. 9, and 11 in Figure 7: 1 (table tops with 
separate legs) were similar in content, even if a lot neater than. the 
types of 'directed scribble' produced by such young children when asked to 
draw a table. 
Procedure. The subJects were divided into two groups, balanced across sex 
and ability, designated B.P. <best picture) or M.L. <most like). Each 
subject was seen individually and was shown one of the two stimuli. Order 
of presentation of the two stimuli was balanced across sex and ability. 
The subject was told IIThese are all tables that people have drawn", and 
was then asked either IIWhich do vou think is the best oicture of a table?1I , . 
<B.P. group) or IIWhich do you think is most like a table?" <M.L. group). 
Age, sex. group. form of stimulus. and choice of line drawing were then 
recorded. Many of the youngest subjects did not respond immediately. If 
this were the case the question was repeated twice more. Most of the 
very young subjects had responded by this time as had all those t.hree 
years of age and older. Those that did not were excluded from the sample 
and alternative subJects were chosen. This exclusion policy may possibly 
have created bias in the sample towards the more able one and two year 
olds. Subjects were also excluded if they chose immediately. without 
looking at all the line draWings. This introduces a potential for 
sub.1ectivity into the study. It was, however, immediately obvious when 
sub.1ects were making such snap deCisions. and so there was in practice a 
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clear division between the excluded group and the included group. The 
number of subjects excluded for this reason was very small. 
Results. 
The data obtained in this study are given in Appendix 7:A. 
The line drawings can be grouped according to the form of 
projection used on the table top. or according to the depth cues implicit 
in the way in which the table legs are drawn. The rationale behind this. 
form of classification is presented in the previous chapter. The line 
drawings are not evenly d1str1buted over these systems. There are 5 with 
a round table top. 8 in verUcal Oblique. 2 in Oblique. 1 in perspective. 4 
witr. legs separated from the table top. 2 showing no ground line. 4 with a 
~~Ol.:nc:i line. 6 with a ground plane. 7 showing no occlusion and 5 showing 
~ar: !.al occ!usion. If sub1ects chose a line drawing at random they would 
:~ e:<~eCU:j to reflect these ratios in their preferences. This ratio. or 
an·;tn!n! s1milar. was not evident at any age. elther for table tops or 
:e~t~. cues. Therefore it was assumed that the majority of all subJects. 
::i:~·.;:1!lg the voun~est ones. were indeed trying to answer the question 
!~:·.:rately. 
Figures i:~ and 7:3 show the proportions. with age. of type of 
:~C:~ top and type of depth cue in the legs. respectively. when subjects 
were asked to choose the line drawing that looked most like a table. It 
can be seen that. with thls form of question. the majority of subjects at 
al: ages preferred the table to? in oblique projection. Similarly. the 
ma jority of subjects at all ages preferred table legs showing a ground 
plane and partial occluslon. One tailed Kolmogorov Smlrnov X2 
a~?rOx1maticn for two lndependent sample tests [which will be termed KXa 
frC::J h~nce(orth] failed to find any significant dlfferences in the 
~ro?ortions of responses. with age. for these categorles (obllque vs. 
j 
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partial occlusion, KX'" = 0.25, df = 2, P > 0.05: oblique vs. ground plane. 
KX';: = 0.99, df = 2, P > 0.05; partial occlusion vs. ground plane, KX';: = 
0.25, df = 2, P > 0.05) . 
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The preference for a ground plane and partial occlusion 1s very 
daar. Very few children prefer a table with no ground 11ne. although 10 
to 20 percent of children between 2 and 6 years old think that the line 
·~rawing which is most like a table is one in which the table top has the 
legs separate and there is a ground line or no partial occlusion. KX2 
tests failed to find any significant differences between these in 
proportions of responses. with age. (top only vs. no partial occlusion. KX:z. 
= 4.77, df = 2, P ) 0.05: top only vs. ground line. KX2 = 0.59, df = 2. 0 > 
0.05: ground line vs. no partial occlusion, Kt~ = 3.58. df = 2. P > 0.05). 
S1tll1iarl~', whllst the ma.jor1ty of children at all ages preferred a table 
top in oblique projection this response was not unanimous. A substant 1al 
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number of the younger children thought that a table top in vertical 
oblique projection looked most like a table, and up to 20t of the older 
subjects at anyone age preferred perspective . 
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Very few subjects thought that a round table top looked most like 
a table. K~ tests failed to find any significant differences In 
proportions of responses, with age, between a round table top or one In 
vertical oblique projection (KX2 = 1.43, df = 2. P ) 0.05> even though the 
number of subjects choosing each one differed. KX2 tests did. however, 
show a significant difference in proportions of responses, with age, for a 
table top in oblique projection as opposed to one in perspective (KX:': = 
26.3, df = 2, P ( 0.001>. 
Figures 7:4 and 7:5 show the proportions, with age, of type of 
table top and types of depth cues in the legs. respectively, when subjects 
were asked to choose the line drawing that was the best picture of a 
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table. Under this condition the response is more varied.' By eight years 
old the majority of children prefer a line drawing in oblique project ion. 
with ground plane and partial occlusion. KX'" tests failed to find any 
significant differences in proportions of response. with a.ge, for these 
conditions <oblique vs. partial occlusion. KX:O: = 0.25. df = 2. P > 0.05; 
oblique vs. ground plane. KX4: = 0.99. df = 2, P > 0.05; partial occlusion 
vs. ground plane. KX'" = 0.92. df = 2. P ) 0.05). However. young children 
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-!i.so £now a strong preference for a table top in either roud or vertical 
oblique projection. a table top separated from the lefS$, ·le:k of partial 
occlusion. and lack of ground 11ne. KX2 tests fail til show ;.:gnificant 
differences between the proportions. with age, for eib:r vertical obliaue 
VS. round table tops (Kr = 1.39. df = 2. P ) 0.05) or \0 partial occlusion 
vs. to;>s separated from the table legs (KX:a. = 3.51.:if = 2. P > 0.05). 
Significant differences were found. however, between 0' lique projection vs. 
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perspective {KX; = 13.7. d( = 2. P ( 0.05). no partial occlusion vs. no 
ground line (KX: = 6.25. df = 2. P < 0.05) and no ground Une vs. tops 
separated from legs (K~: = 7.9. df = 2. P < 0.05> . 
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7~ one real:v desr Unc1ng 1s that under both (cnditlons oloer 
:~~:~~~n !nd adults strc~5iy ~reier a table that 1s reoresented in oblioue 
~:-C1i':t101. and/or shows ~he use of ground plane and partial occlus1on. 
'7:.e itioulus did not al!.ow sub1ects to choose a hble top in obUoue 
;:r:,1ec:!on without also e:loos1ng tha other t\JO. but very fe\J sub1ects 
.:hcse either ground ?lane or parUal occlusion \Jithout also choos1n~ IS 
table to? in ool1que pro1ection. This can be 1llustrated by exam1ning the 
number lJi suen responses ~s a percentage of total responses for that 
~an~e:Jlar qUlStion. in the Best Picture condition these \Jere only 0.15%. 
an: 0.14':. res?ec:t1vely. and in the Most Like condit1on they \Jere 0.22% ano 
0.2~ respecU\:ely. 
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Form of Question. 
The second area of investigation in this study is whether the 
form of question affects the response. It is obvious that it does so in 
the expressed preference for a table top in oblique projection. The 
majority of children of all ages preferred a table top in oblique 
projection. and table legs showing ground plane and partial occlusion. when 
asked which picture they thought was most like a table. However, the 
younger children. when asked which was the best picture of a table. did 
not prefer these factors and the response, as noted above. was much more 
varied. When proportions of response (form of projection and type of 
depth cue), with age. are compared between the two conditions significant 
differences are found in the choice of oblique table top (KX-= = 37.96, df = 
2, P < 0.001>. ground plane (Kt2 = 30.48. df = 2. P < 0.001>, partial 
occlusion (KX!:l = 29.81. df = 2. P < 0.001), table tops in perspective (I(X~ 
= 20.69. df = 2. P < 0.001), and no ground line (K'~~ = 6.85. df = 2, P < 
0.05). The same test failed to find significant differences between the 
two conditions for a table top in vertical oblique projection (K;(Z. = 1.35. 
df = 2, P > 0.05). a round table top (K:(:01 = 0.36. df = 2. P ) 0.05), table 
tops seoarate from the legs (KX2 = 4.24, df = 2, P > 0.05). ground line 
(Kt:l = 4.17. df = 2. ? > 0.05), and no partial occlusion (KX2. = 3.99. df = 
2. P ) 0.05). 
The above findings lead to a complex picture and need further 
discussion before they can be interpreted. As can be seen in Figures 7:2 
to 7:5, in all cases. excepting that of perspective. differences between the 
. . two tasks are restricted to subjects aged between two and seven years old. 
In general, across all ages, there is a greater perspective resoonse when 
sUb.1ects are asked to choose the best picture. although the difference 
between the total percentage of response in each condition is only 0.8%. 
This will be discussed later. More important for the present argument is 
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the observation that from seven years up. KX~ tests fail to find any 
significant differences between the two tasks in proportions. with age. of 
obl1Gue (KX" = 4.59. df = 2. P > 0.05>, ground line (KX% = 4.77, df = 2. P > 
0.05>; ground plane (KX· = 1.75. df = 2, P > 0.05>, or partial occlusion 
(KX~ = 0.77. df = 2. P > 0.05>, This implies that the vast majority of the 
main effect is confined to the 2 to 7 age groups. 
Both tasks elicit the same types of response from 2 to 7 year 
olds. The quality is therefore the same across tasks. although the 
quantity d1ffers. The numbers of young subjects preferrlng a plcture wlth 
the top separate from the legs. with a round top. with a top in vertical 
obl1que projection. with no ground line. with a ground line. or with no 
cart ial occlus10n are much greater when children are asked whlch they 
~h:n~ 1s the best picture, All these are aspects of plctures drawn by 
~~1ldren of these ages. The only exceptlon to thls ls the no ground 11ne 
re5~~nse, but this res?onse 1s closely mirrored by that for 11ne drawings 
Wlt~ the tops se?arate from the legs. It can be argued that it 1s false 
':0 teparate the two. indeed. when the two are amalgamated K~" tests fail 
~!nd any significant differences between the two tasks 1n proportions 
:i ~espcnse. with age (KXla = 0.52. df = 2. P > 0.05 >. The difference 
:i": .... ·e<in the two tasks 1n quantity rather than quality is interesting. and 
wil: be referred to later when developmental trends in the data are 
examined. For the moment it is worth noting that young children choose 
more non-v1sually realistic line drawings when asked which they think is 
the bast p1cture of a table. 
An interesting aspect of these data is the comparative responses 
made to line drawings 7 and 14 <classed as 3h and 3j respectively). These 
two drawings both have the table tops in obl1que projection. but the inslde 
back leg is longer in drawing 14. Figure 7:6 shows the responses for 
these two line drawings across both conditions. In this figure the 
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proportion of responses obtained on 3j, at each age, is presented as a 
percentage of the total preference for an oblique table top shown by that 
age group. 
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There are s1gn1ficant differences between responses on all four 
cond1tions <3h SP '.Is. 3h ML. KX~ = 8.12, df = 2. P < 0.05: 3.1 BP vs. 31 ~1L. 
KX4 = 56.21. df = 2. P < 0.001; 3h BP '.Is. 3.1 BP. KX~ = 33.66, df = 2. p < 
0.001; 3h ML vs. 3j ML, KX2 = 207.81, df = 2, P < 0.001>. There 1s a 
general increase 1n proportions of response. with age •. on line drawing 7 
(3h), with more subjects preferring it under the ML task. The response on 
line drawing 14 (3.1> is, however, more complex. It can be seen that 
subjects between 5 and 10 years of age prefer it to the more accurate 3h 
response, however older subjects increasingly prefer table type 3h. This 
effect is accentuated when subJects are asked to choose the line drawing 
that 1s most like a table. Sub.1ects frequently took some time to decide 
between the two, and some reoorted that line drawin)t 14 (3j) 'felt' better. 
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but they appreclated that l1ne draw1ng 7 <3h) was a more accurate 
representat10n. therefore they chose that one. 
In conclus10n 1t would appear that the form of question 
sign1ficantly affects the response. Younger subjects choose more non-
visually realistic table types when asked which they think is the best 
picture of a table, and whilst this effect is less obvious in the older 
subjects, it 1s still apparent. 
Development 1n Preference. 
The last section addressed 1n th1s analys1s 1s whether the 
subjects preference changes w1th age. and 1f so how. The relationshlp 
between ~reference and product10n is examined directly 1n the next chapter 
where each subject 1s assessed on a var1ety of tasks. The proclem with 
that design is that sub1ects are no longer experimentally naive. Here the 
data are exa~inea for developmental trends. and are relatea to the 
a~al~acated data presented 1n the preceding Chapter. obtained when 
iub1ects c~ew a table from observation or lmagination. 
Figures 7:7 ana 7:8 show the cu:nulative proportions of response. 
w1t~ age. obtained under the three tasks <Most Like quest10n. Best Picture 
~uestion. ,nd amalgamated data from tables drawn from observation and 
imaginatlon). These are complex figures. A cumulat1ve analys1s is used to 
glve a picture of the general trends. For the same reason it is necessary 
to include 1nformat10n for each task 1n one figure. It 1s suggested that 
these figures are used as a reference. rather than a complex illustration. 
Figure 7:7 shows the responses classif1ed according to the type of table 
top. namely. round. vertical oblique, oblique, and perspective. The other 
types of top obtained when a table was drawn from observation or 
imagi~8tlon are not included 1n this analysis. Figure 7:8 shows the 
responses classified accordlng to the use of depth cues 1n the table legs. 
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In the previous chapter the use of depth cue was shown to be hierarchical, 
and so to clarify the figure only the cumulative totals for ground line, 
ground plane and partial occlusion are given. In both figures the diagonal 
line, marked AB, indicates the profile that would be obtained if a posit ive 
response were obtained from an equal proportion of subjects in each age 
group. 
The close similarity seen in Figure 7:7 between the cumulative 
totals for round and vertical oblique table tops with Most Like and Best 
Picture questions reflects the failure to find significant differences 
between them. Nearly all responses for these conditions occur before 7 
years old. The corresponding profiles for the oblique and perspective 
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table tops are Clore varied. The Most Like task encourages an earUer 
oblique top response than does the Best Picture task. with approximately 
two years difference between the two. The amount of variation in 
res?onses for the perspect1ve table top in both tasks prevents the draw1ng 
of clear conclusions. However. with minor variations. it can be seen that 
from about 7 years upwards the Best Picture task encourages an earlier 
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pers?ective choice than does the Most Like task. All four responses 
~losely follow the path of diagonal axis AB. lllustratlng relative lack of 
development. but the response for the obUque table top. Most Like task. 
snows virtually no development. 
Figure 7:7 shows that preference 1s well 1n advance of production 
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for vertical oblique, oblique, and perspective table tops. The reverse is 
true for the round table top, where production is in advance of preference. 
This seems counter intuitive, and whilst it shows up clearly here it might 
be a function of the stimulus. In each task the percentage of the total 
accounted for by the round response is very small (ML = 0.02%, BP = 0.13%, 
Production = 0.1%), but the difference between them is very definite. An 
examination of the age profiles given in Figures 7:2, 7:3, and 4:3 shows 
that whilst the majority of subjects drawing round table tops are three 
years old, with the response rapidly tailing off after that, the preference 
response obtained here stays steady until subjects are approximately eight 
years old. A table top frequently produced by younger children is one in 
orthographic projection, but this was not included here for the reasons 
given earlier. It is possible that if such a line drawing had been 
available subjects would have chosen that rather than the round table top. 
The cumulative age profiles for ground 11ne, ground plane, and 
partial occlusion shown in Figure 7:8 show very clearly that there is 
little development in the preference for ground plane and partial occlusion 
on the Most Like task, in that nearly all subjects at all ages choose these 
cues. It also shows that in each case the Most Like question elicIts a 
response at an earlier age than does the Best Picture question, and that 
in all cases preference is well in advance of production. 
Discussion. 
It has been clearly shown that adults prefer a picture of a table 
in oblique projection, using ground plane and partial occlusion. Not only 
is linear perspective not the form of projection commonly used by adults 
but it appears that adults do not think that it is the best way 1n which 
to represent a table. Indeed the response for a table top 1n perspective 
is hIgher when older subjects are asked which is the best picture of a 
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table than asked which drawing is most Uke a table. These findings 
support those of ~gen and Elliot (1976> and cast doubt upon the 
possibility that older subjects develop a preference for linear perspectlve. 
Very young ch1ldren do not show a strong preference for obUque 
project10n. but th1s does not support the suggest10n put forward by Hagen 
and Iones (1978) that such children have difflculty 1nterpreting the 
p1ctor1al stat10n polnt. The st1mul1 Hagen and Jones used gave the 
children no alternat1ve other than to choose between varying degrees of 
oblique pr01ectton and perspective. CIiven other alternatives young 
children do show a drop 1n preference for oblique. but do not 'Show an 
equlvalent increase in preference for perspective. as would be ex!'ected it 
preference for perspective was reflecting an inab1lity to take account of 
the 01ctor1al 'itatton pOint. This indicates that the very young .:nildren 
~lght nave been oaSing their choice on different criteria to those used by 
thE older sub1ects. 
it has ~~.:!n shown that the wordlng of the question does affect 
ne answer. Sub1ec~s at all ages make res~onses ~ore Similar t.o a :able 
:'n 'Jol!que ?roJJoi-:t len when ,,,iced which drawln~ ~ney thinK lOOKS most like 
a hole. as opposed to which is the best picture of a table. In the lat ter 
case there is more variation in response. particularly ior the younger 
sub1ects. ihere is also more variation in the resoonse ior the oersoect1ve 
. . . 
tl50le to? and ~n the differential response for 3h and 3j. This suggests 
that the way in which a subject interprets the question does affect the 
answer and has imp11cations for the assumption that the subjects preferred 
{ore of dep1ct10n 1s unchang1ng. Th1s links w1th the last top1c addressed 
which was whether or not the subject's preference develops with age. and 
if so. how. 
In the 1ntro~uct10n 1t was suggested that there were. broadly. two 
conf11ct1ng sets of findings about the relat10nship between preference and 
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production. The first found that preference was in advance of production 
for young children or that children of all ages preferred the most 
advanced drawing. The second was that children prefer drawings that have 
the most in common with their own drawings. Taylor and Bacharach (1981> 
obtained a combination of these results. The first set of findings 
reflects the data presented here more accurately. Here it has been shown 
that the majority of all children tested preferred a table in advance of 
the production of others of their age, and that subjects from seven years 
old upwards preferred the most advanced form of drawing (as measured by 
that produced and preferred by adults), However, this study also indicates 
a possible reason for the conflicting sets of findings. The form of 
question has a major effect upon the preferences shown by the younger 
children. The number of responses made on each condition appears to 
reflect children's own production more accurately when asked which line 
:irawing is the best pictUre of a table than when asked which is most like 
a table. As noted in the introduction. all the studies that found a close 
relationship between preference and production asked subjects which they 
:~ought was the best picture. It is possible that the use of this 
'~'Jestion biased subJects towards their own form of production. 'Best' does 
:lot have to imply the most visually realistic. or the one adults use ..... it 
could mean the most symmetrical. or the easiest to draw! 
This study indicates that whilst subjects of all ages have a clear 
idea of what sort of representation looks most like a table to them. this 
is not necessarily reflected in the productions of children of their age. 
The main questions left unanswered by this stUdy are: why 1s 
there such a strong preference for visually (as opposed to perceptually> 
unrealistic oblique projection, and why do subjects not depict a table in 
the manner which they think looks most like a table? The remainder of 
this chapter 1s devoted to examining the first question in greater depth. 
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In particular the remaining three studies are designed to examine the 
strength of the preference for oblique projection is the face of cues that 
accentuate its lack of visual realism. 
The second question forms the basis of the following chapters. but 
1t is worth pOinting out here that both views about the relationship 
between production and preference appear to be partially supported and so 
both assu:nptions mentioned in the introduction need to be examined. Is 
there something preventing the subject from producing the drawing that he 
or she thinks would look most like a table. or are subjects generally happy 
with their production. feeling ~hat it best represents what they want <:0 
decict? If that is the case. what is it that they are actually trying to 
depict? 
--~ 
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STUDY 7:2 
Preference for table type. with age. related to degree of shading. 
Introduction. 
Oblique projection is visually unrealistic in that it is impossible 
ever to see a table in this projection, yet in the last section it was 
shown that the vast majority of subjects thought that the line drawings 
that looked most like a table were those in which the table top was 
depicted in oblique projection. This study and the following ones were 
designed to investigate whether this strong preference for oblique 
projection can be moderated by accentuating its lack of visual realism. 
This study investigates the degree of preference for oblique projection 
when depth in the line draWings is heightened by the use of a secondary 
depth cue. namely the degree of shading in the stimulus. The nearer we 
are to part of an object the darker it appears. Normally this goes 
unnoticed. but does become evident under some circumstances. For example, 
!t .:an be seen out of doors in the early morning. before there is enough 
li~ht for the colour to become fully evident, and especially if there is a 
r.:1st. Under these circumstances the view appears to be composed of 
car1board cutouts, receding into the distance, the feeling of depth being 
given by the silhouettes becoming progressively lighter the further away 
that they are. 
It was decided to use a secondary depth cue to emphasise visual 
realism. because, as described earlier, the primary depth cues of ground 
plane and partial occlusion are CO-Variates of a table in oblique 
prOjection and so could not be used. Another secondary depth cue is that 
of texture gradient, in which nearer objects are seen to have greater 
texture. Rock et al (1973) presented subjects with pictures representing a 
----------....~ 
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scene in depth in which the texture gradient had either been eliminated or 
inverted. It was found that illusory size perception based on the 
localisation of objects in depth did occur. but only if the 4icene was 
recognised. Without recognition no impression of depth was achieved. 
Therefore they conc:luded that texture gradients were neither a necessary 
nor sufficient cue for depth perception. It is probable that the use of 
shading is also not sufficient for the perceptlon of depth. but lt was felt 
that whilst the use of shading is not particularly obvious to the sub1ect 
it might subconsc10usly affect the degree of perceived visual reallsm. 
Method. 
Sub.1ects. '7'he subjects were 210 children • ranging ln age from four to 
ten years old. taicen from a state prlmarv school on the outsk1rts of 
Leyl~nQ. '7'his age range was chosen because it was shown ln the ~revlous 
stUQ\' that :y ten vears of age there was little varlance in the data. and 
$0 there W5S no real need to extend the sub1ec:t populatlon upward;. Pre-
school c:'llld!"en were oiiKcluded because the lar«e amount of time neeaed to 
oo!a1."\ meaningful dat! from them was not balanced by trends in ~he data 
!!tr1:uta~le only to ch!l~ren of these ages. Teachers were asked to 
:ho~$e thirty chll~ren from each of the age groups who were representative 
of the school population. 
St1lDul1 E1ght line drawings were selected to c:>1ncide with the types of 
depiction chosen bv chlldren between four and ten years of age in the 
previous stUdy. Table tops separated from the legs were therefor& 
excluded. as were round table tops. A line drawing in orthographic 
pro1ect1on was included to investigate the response to thiS. and a variety 
of table tops in oblique projection were included for the same reason. 
Two groups of stimuli were used. In the first the line dr!wings 
were presented unshaded and in the second they were partially shaaed. An 
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example can be seen in Figure 7:9. Within each group the drawings were 
arranged in two different ways to prevent positional bias. 
n 
R 
=~;:Jrl 7:9. AfllxueJ, of till S/7dJIJ stlluJuS USIJ ifl Study 7:2. 
Procedure Each subject was seen separately. He or she was asked to sit 
cown and was then shown the stimulus. The choice of which stimulus to 
use '""as balanced across age. sex, stimulus group and positional group. 
The subJect was told that 'These are all tables drawn by children' and 
asked 'Which drawing do you think looks most like a table?' Once he or 
:he had left the room the choice made by the subject was noted along with 
a~e. sex. and type of stimulus used. 
Results. 
The data obtained in this study can be found in Appendix 7:B. 
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Figures 7: 10 and 7: 11 show, under both shaded and non-shaded 
conditions. that more subjects at all ages preferred a line drawing that 
showed the use of ground plane and a table top in oblique projection. The 
response for ground plane was higher than that for oblique projection. but 
this might be an artifact of the stimulus because all line drawings 
shOwing oblique projection also showed ground plane and the opposite was 
not the case_ 
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i<X2 tes:s on the proportions of response, with age. failed to find 
anv s1gnHicant dif'ferences between the two conditions for the obUque or 
ground plane responses <Oblique Shaded vs. Non-shaded. KX' • 3.96. df = 2. 
? > 0_05; Ground plane. KX2 a 0.49. df • 2. P ) 0.05). 
Because of the small numbers involved a similar comparison for 
the other responses was felt to be less valid. The KX2 test can be used 
----) 
l 
.' 
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for small samples (Siegal 1956), it identifies any differences in the data. 
When applied to the data given here it shows significant differences 
between all of the other groups (Orthographic. KX~ = 66.59, df = 2. P < 
0.001; Vertical oblique, KX~ = 24..98. df = 2. P ( 0.001: Perspective, KX4: = 
10.67. df = 2. P < 0.01) as might be expected when dealing with small 
numbers of subjects 1n a task which allows so much variation. The Fisher 
Exact Probability test is most sensitive to variation in central tendency. 
and was therefore felt to be most appropriate here. When this test was 
applied to responses obtained from subjects aged between 4. and 6 and 
between 7 and 10 years old it failed to find any Significant differences 
between the two conditions <Orthographic, AS = 7:0. CD = 3:0. p ) 0.05: 
Vertical oblique. AS = 12:2. CD = 10:1. p ) 0.05: Perspective. AS = 2:3. CD = 
3:2. p > 0.05). It can be concluded that there is very little difference in 
response whether the stimulus is shaded or not. The difference that there 
is may well be partially generated by random fluctuation due to such small 
numbers. 
Three forms of oblique table top were provided in the stimuli to 
enable the oblique response to be examined further. Two tables in true 
oblioue oro,1ect1on were included. one with the baCK extended dia~onally ~o 
. . -
the r~ght and the other with the back to the left. A K:e test failed ~o 
find any difference in response between the two CKX~ = 2.37. df = 2. P > 
0.05). The other variation on oblique pro.1ect1on is that of 3j mentioned 
in the previous study. A KX:2. test failed to find any differences in 
response between this and the 'true' oblique stimuli <KX 2 = 0.65, df = 2. ? 
> 0.05). 
Finally KX:.1 tests show few significant differences between the 
data obtained here and those obtained in the Most Like condition in the 
last study. Tests failed to find Significant d1fferences between either 
condition on the ground plane and the oblique top responses. Significant 
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differences were found between Non Shaded vs. Most Like on the vertical 
oblique tops, end between Shaded vs. Most Like on the perspective top, but 
these last two are based on small subgroups, hence it is difficult to draw 
a conclusion from these results. <Shaded vs. Most Llke:- vertical oblique, 
KX.2 = 1.28, df = 2. P > 0.05; oblique, KtO/ = 0.96, df = 2, P ) 0.05; 
perspective, KX2 = 11.93, df = 2, P < 0.01; ground plane, KXO/ = 1.9, df = 
2. P > 0.05; Non Shaded vs. Most Like:- vertical obl1que, KXz = 17.93, df 
= 2, P < 0.001; oblique, Kt~ = 2.65, df = 2. P > 0.05; perspective, KX..l = 
3.14. df = 2, P > 0.05; ground plane, KX.2 = 1.9, df = 2, P ) 0.05>. 
Discussion. 
The maln findlngs from thls study are the strong preference for 
oblique projection and ground plane shown. regardless of whether the 
stimuli are shaded or not, and the lack of difference between this study 
and the previous one 1n preference for these aspects of line draWings. 
Differences which were found between the two conditions presented here, 
and between them and the previous study, are not reUeble because of the 
small number of subjects. 
In the 1ntroduction it was stressed that degree of shading was a 
secondary depth cue and hence was not necessary, and probably not 
sufficient, for the perception of depth, but it was felt that its use might 
encourage preference for a more visually reaUstic form of depiction. This 
has been shown not to be the case. However, the shading used in this 
study was not particularly realistic, with sharp breaks in the degree of 
the shade, hence it 1s possible that the shading provided a distraction 
rather than an indication of depth. Alternatively, the subject's prefer&nce 
for an oblique form of teble might be sufficiently strong to override cues 
for greeter visuel realism. 
The following study investigates whether a stronger cue for 
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visual realism. presenting the line drawing against a background in linear 
perspective. can encourage a more visually realistic preference. 
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STUDY 7:3 
Preference for table type related to 8 background in linear perspective. 
Method. 
Subjects. The subjects were 833 children, from 4 to 14 years of age. 
taken from one primary school and one secondary school. in Blackburn and 
Leyland. respectively. As such the subjects form a representative sample 
of the school population of the area. All subjects were experimentally 
naive. The 4 to 10 year olds form one subject group (A), and the 11 to 14 
year olds form the other <B). 
StimulL Two forms of stimuli were used. one with line drawings of 
R 
Fi;urt 7: 12. £xilDJIl ci t.~I ItilllJi IIIId in Study 7:3, 
table; eacn enclosed within a square border, and the other similar to the 
first. but including: lines indicating the s1des of a room in linear 
perspective. The posit1on of the line drawings within each stimulus was 
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varied thus giving four main types of st1muli. The main types of st1muli 
are shown in Figure 7:12. The line drawings used in this study represent 
a table drawn correctly in orthographic. vertical oblique and oblique 
projection, and in linear perspect1ve <la. 2a. 3h. and 4k respectively>. 
Two common variations of the last two forms were included in the stimulus. 
A drawing in 'naive' perspective (4k[n]), in which the orthogonals converge 
but do not meet at one vanishing point, was included as was a drawing 
classed as 3j, in which the inner back leg of a table drawn in oblioue 
projection is extended. In both cases studies described earlier have shown 
tha! a large number of subjects draw in these forms when trying to 
produce pers?ective or oblique projection. However. a line drawing of the 
type 31 was not included on the stimuli given to subject group B. This 
omission is discussed later. 
Procedure. ::ac:: suo,iect was seen individual~:;. The ?ar~ !cular st imulu5 
sneet used was balanced across sex. age. and ability. The 5ub1ect was 
shc;.;n a sheet and was told 'These are all ~ables drawn by cr.1:dren' and 
tten asked 'Wh~ch drawing do you think looks most like a table'?'. 
G€neral~v sub~ects examined the sheet and then pOinted to their choice. A 
few suo~e.:ts. ?articularlv in the younger age groups. took some time in 
c!'ioosin~. If this happened they were prompted by 'Point to the one you 
think looks mest like a table'. The sub1ect's choice and age were then 
recorded. 
Results. 
The data obtained in this stUdy can be found in Appendix 7:C. 
Figure 7:13 shows the proportions of responses. with age. for the 
choice of oblique <3h & 3j) and perspective (4k & 4k(n]) table ~ops. It 
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can be seen that the majority of subjects at all ages chose a table in 
oblique projection, The proportions of subjects choosing line drawings 
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:n Study I: I. 
in orthographic or oblique projection have been excluded from this figure. 
because of the small numbers involved. From this figure it can also be 
seen that more subjects chose a line drawing in oblique projection when 
the background was blank. and more subjects chose a line drawing in 
perspective when the background was in perspective. However KX2 tests 
comparing the two tasks by examining the number of subjects. with age. 
choosing each line drawing failed to find any significant differences 
between the two tasks <A background in linear perspective as opposed to a 
blank background: lao KX2 = 0.96. df = 2. P > 0.05; 2a, KX:Z = 2.64. df = 2. 
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p > 0.05; 3h. KX.o:: = 0.19. df = 2, P > 0.05; 3j, KX" = 0.36. df = 2, P > 0.05: 
4k. KX'" = 2.37, df = 2, P > 0.05; 4k[n], KX~ = 1.62. df = 2. P > 0.05). 
A closer analysis of the oblique and perspective responses shows 
that approximately one third of the subjects who preferred an oblique 
table top chose a line drawing of the form 3j. rather than 3h. However. 
tests failed to find any significant differences in the number of subjects. 
with age. who chose each of these types {Perspective background: 3h vs. 3j. 
KX~ = 1.88, df = 2. P > 0.05: Blank background: 3h vs. 3j, KX" = 0.5. df = 2. 
o '\ 0.05}. An examination of the perspective responses (4k and 4k[n» 
shows that nearly three quarters of the subjects preferred a table in 
naive perspective to one i1'1 true linear perspective. but Similarly tests 
fai:ed to shew any Significant differences between the two forms of 
?-=rs?ect1l1e response. with age <Perspective background: 4k vs. 4-kenJ. KX~ = 
3.38. df = 2. P ) 0.05: Blank cackground: 4k vs. 4k[n). KX~ = 2.23. df = 2. 
P > 0.05). 
The data fer ~ho1ce of oblique or perspective table tops were 51so 
::::::ared with those obtained in Study 7:1 when subjects were asked which 
:":':-.~ draw1n5 they theu~ht leoked cost like a table. The paUCity in the 
:::.;:::~r of suc.1ects c~oosing tables in orthographic or vertical oblique 
::-c"~ction :neans ,:hat a ~i:n!lar comparison for these forms of projection 
1s i."'lappropriate. KX2 ~ests failed to find any significant differences 
between Study 7:1 (Most Like condition) and the two conditions presented 
here in the proportions of response. with age. for oblique or perspect ive 
~able tops (Study 7: 1 tMLl vs. line drawing with a background in 
perspective: oblique. KX~ = 3.88. df = 2. P > 0.05; perspective. KX.o:: = 1.71. 
df = 2. P ) 0.05: Study 7: 1 [MLl vs. line draWing with blank background: 
oblique. KX2 = 1.51. df = 2. P ) 0.05: perspective. KX2 = 2.61, df = 2. P > 
0.05). Because the 3j line drawing was only used with subject group A the 
r~soonses obtained for it were also compared with those obtained in Study 
--, 
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7:1. however tests again failed to find any significant differences between 
the proportions. with age. in each condition (Study 7: 1 CMLl vs. line 
drawing with a background in perspective: K;(': = 0.36. df = 2. P > 0.05; 
Study 7:1 [MLl vs. line drawing with blank background: KX"" = 0.65. df = 2. P 
> 0.05). 
Discussion. 
The most obvious aspect of these data is the failure to find any 
significant differences between the two conditions. and between the 
responses obtained in this study and those obtained under the Most Like 
condition in Study 7:1. The majority of all sUb.jects. of all ages, under 
all conditions. preferred a table presented in oblique projection even when 
this projection conflicted with the projection used on the surrounds. 
Increas1ng the visual realism of the stimulus does not significantly 
increase the preference for a more visually realistic line drawing. 
although there is some indication of a marginal increase. 
It is interesting to note the lack of age trends in the data. 
Lina drawings in the form of 3j and 4kCnl had been introduced because of 
the suspicion that the younger subjects might prefer an 'earlier' form of 
oblique drawing. 1n the case 3j. and/or a line drawing more similar to the 
one that 1s normally produced. in the case of 4kCnJ. Neither of these 
suspicions was supported. The number of subjects preferring 3j was steady 
across all age groups. and was not significantly different to that obtained 
in Study 7: 1. Similarly. the number of subjects preferring 4kCn] was 
steady across all age groups. thus showing no age trends. The strong 
preference for 4k[n] rather than 4k is. however, interesting. 
4k[n] is not visually realistic. Earlier it was suggested that a 
4k choice indicated a subject's preference for a more visually realistic 
table type. but. in earlier studies. 4kCnl was not offered as one of the 
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alternatives to 4k. Chase (1983) found that subjects generally perceive 
that objects are more rectangular than they actually are. and the 
preference {or 4k[n] rather than 4k. 1n the m1nority of subjects who choose 
a 'perspective' line drawing, supports these {1ndings. 
It is unclear what preference for a line drawing in linear 
perspective indicates. As shown 1n Chapter 3. a table drawn in linear 
perspective only approaches visual realism if the coordinates of the table 
ana its relationship to the eyes of the observer are known exactly. This 
1s not the case here. Further. Chapter 4 showed that one of the most 
sa~:~r.t differences between a table in oblique projection and one in linear 
pers?ective is the posit1on of the view point. Chapter 5 showed that 
=-:;: ~ ien of viewoo1nt was not a significant factor in the task dependency 
;i':o-.;n when a table is drawn from observation or imagination. but. this may 
~c: oe the case for oreference (as opposed to production) tasks. From 
:~~:~ OO!;.tE it :a~ oe ar~ued that by choosing 4k subjects might be 
~:-.::':~:in! a preference for' a central view pOint. rather than {or -! more 
~!;~3ily realistic depiction. 
7he t!nal studY in this chapter was chosen to examine this 
~·~:=:!cn. as well as pericrm1ng a further function. It is perhaps 
::~:~lsti~ to exrec: either a modicum of shading or a few l1nes indicating 
3 :!ckground in perspective to significantly aHect a sub.1ect's preference 
fer visual realism. and the stimulus itself. as a line drawing. is 
inherently visually unrealistic:. Therefore 1n the follOW1ng study a real 
!aole is 1ncluded as part of the stimulus to 1nvestigate whether this w111 
affect the degree of preference for a visually realistic depiction. 
-----~. 
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STUDY 7: 4-. 
Preference for table type when comparing the sttmulus with a real table. 
Method. 
Subjects. 384. subjects were used, 32 in each year from 4. to 14. years of 
age. and 32 adults. They were taken from one primary school and one 
secondary school on the outskirts of Blackburn and Leyland respectively. 
and from classes of Adult Returners in a Further Education College in 
Leyland. As such the children form a representative sample of the school 
population 1n the area. The adults are biased towards those interested 1n 
self improvement, and may be more able than the general population. All 
sub1ects were experimentally naive. 
Stimuli. One part of the stimulus consisted of twenty line drawings of Il 
table. selected from common forms of production to give a variety of 
examples of types of table tops and table legs. as can be seen in Figure 
7:14. Two forms of this were developed to prevent positional bias in the 
sub.jects' choice. The other part of the stimulus replicated the stimulus 
used 1n Chaoter 3 when sub,1ects drew a table from observation. A full 
description of the stimulus and the method by which it was used can be 
found i." that chapter. Briefly. the stimulus consisted of a real 
rectangular table placed with the long side directly in front of the 
sub.1ect with the subject seated as closely as possible to the position 
. . 
from which they would see the orthogonals converging at 115 degrees. One 
of the line draWings was designed to replicate as closely as possible the 
view each subject had of the table. 
Procedure. Each subject was seen individually. The particular stimulus 
sheet used was balanced across age. sex. and ability. Each subject was 
seated as accurately as possible without drawing their attention to the 
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table in front of them. Some subjects realised that the table was part of 
the experiment. Half the subjects in each age group were then told 'These 
are all tables that chUdren have drawn. look very carefully at them. 
Which do you think looks most like that table over there?'. The other half 
were told 'Look very carefully at the table over there. These are all 
tables that chUdren have drawn. Which of these do you think that table 
looks most like?'. These two forms of wording will be referred to as the 
two conditions Sheet First and Table First. Once the subject had left the 
room the type of stimulus sheet. type of question, and the sub,1ect's age 
a~d ~hoi~e were then recorded. 
, 
n 
• 
RA~R 
n •• .~ u 
Fi;urt 7: 1'. .4n lXil:JI cf th,.tjlUJUI .hllt 1I11~ in StudY 1:1. 
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Results. 
The data obtained in this study can be found in Appendix 7:D. 
Under both conditions and both forms of stimulus the majority of 
subjects chose a line drawing with the table top in oblique projection. A 
KXz test on the number of subjects in each age group choosing line 
drawings with an oblique table top failed to find any significant 
differences between the two forms of stimulus (KX2 = 0.42. df = 2. P > 
0.05). The small number of subjects responding on the other forms of 
table tops invalidated similar comparisons on these. It was. therefore. 
assumed that there was no significant positional bias and the results for 
both forms of stimulus were amalgamated. 
A series of KX:::: tests failed to find any significant differences 
between the two conditions (Comparison of the two conditions in the number 
,Jf 3ub,1ects in each age group choosing:- Orthographic table top, Kt~: = 
2.73. df = 2. P > 0.05. Vertical oblique table top. KX2 = 0.77. df = 2. P > 
0.05. Oblique table top. K:(2 = 0.24. df = 2, P > 0.05. Perspective table 
t':lj. KX2 = 2.22. df = 2. P > 0.05. Round table top. KX2 = 0.0. df = 2. P > 
0.05. Ground line. KX2 = 4.49, df = 2. P ) 0.05. Ground plane, KX:2 = 0.78. 
df = 2, P > 0.05. Partial occlusion. KX2 = 0.12. df = 2. P > 0.05). The 
j3.ta for the two conditions were. therefore, amalgamated. 
Kolmogorol/ Smirnov X2 approximation tests also failed to find 
siil:n:!.ficant differences between preference, with age, for line draWings in 
oblique projection that faced either to the left or to the right C KX2 = 
4·27. df = 2. P > 0.05) or for line draWings in oblique projection with an 
extended back leg that faced either left or right (KX~ = 0.24, df = 2. P > 
0.05). However. significant differences. with age. were found when the 
responses for oblique projection and oblique prOjection with an extended 
back leg were compared (Kt2 = 7.57. df = 2. P < 0.05). 
Figure 7: 15 shows that the majority of younger subjects prefer a 
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table top in oblique projection. This preference declines with age. 
however. whilst the preference for a table top in perspective increases 
with age. At all ages the vast majority of subjects prefer a line drawing 
of a table that shows a ground plane and partial occlusion . 
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Figure 7: 15 also shows that whilst the proportions of sub~ect s 
choosing the first type of line drawing remains moderately constant witr. 
6ge. choice on the latter form does vary with age. Until about nine years 
-:f age approximately a third of all children who prefer a table top in 
oblique ?rojection also prefer it with the extended back leg. This 
?reference increases to almost fifty percent for children between ten and 
eleven years old. and then drops away rapidly with increasing age. 
----, 
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It is interesting to compare these results with those reported 
earlier. obtained when subjects were just asked to choose which line 
drawing they thought looked most like a table. Figure 7:16 shows a 
comparison of the proportions. with age, of the oblique and perspective 
responses obtained in the two studies. It can be seen that there are 
major differences between the two studies in these responses. In 
particular the high oblique and low perspective responses obtained in the 
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~=rlier study are modified with age when subjects are asked to compare the 
:~e draWings to a real table. 1<>;:2 tests show significant differences 
between the two studies in the proportions of subjects. with age. choosing 
~ach type of table top. but failed to find such differences in preferences 
for ground plane or partial occlusion <Proportions of responses when asked 
:..rhich ~ine drawing looks most like a table vs. those obtained when also 
asked to compare the line drawings to a real table; Oblique: KX:a: = 39.7. 
df = 2. P < 0.001: Perspective: K;(:2 = 14.38. df = 2. P < 0.001; Ground 
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Plane: KX" = 3.34.. df = 2. P ) 0.05: Partial Occlusion: KX" = 5.01. df = 2. 
p ) 0.05). 
Data from the present study also indicate. as can be seen in this 
figure. that from about ten years of age subjects appear to be 
increasingly sensitive to the task constraints. This supports the findings 
presented in Chapter 5 which indicate that it is at about this age that 
subjects become sensitive to centrality of viewpoint when drawing a table. 
This study was also designed to investigate the extent to which centrality 
of vlewoo1nt and/or visual realism were preferred. Several of the line 
drawings l!s:d in this study presented a central viewpoint. yet only one 
~e?:!cated as accurately as possible the view of the table that the 
subiects actually possessed . 
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!t can be seen in Figure 7:17 that there are differences. 1n both 
de~ree and trend. between the proportions of subjects. with age. preferr1ng 
;ent:-ality of '/lewpoint rather than a vislJally realist1c line drawing (KX:l 
} 
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= 15.64, df = 2, P < 0.001). It can also be seen that whilst there is a 
minority of subjects of all ages who prefer a line drawing with a central 
viewpoint, the preference for visual realism increases steadily from about 
ten years of age. Figure 7: 17 also relates these findings to those 
obtained in Study 7:1 when subjects were asked which line drawing they 
thought was most like a table. An investigation of preference for visual 
realism is not applicable here, but the proportions of subjects. with age, 
preferring centrality of viewpoint are significantly different to those 
obtained in the present study (KX2 = 99.74, df = 2, P < 0.001>. When 
subjects are able to compare the line drawings with a real table. 
presented with a central viewpoint, fewer younger subjects choose a line 
drawing with a central viewpoint if they have no table for comoarison. 
This effect is reversed in older subjects. 
Discussion. 
In this study subjects were asked to choose which line drawing 
~hey thought looked most like a real table. A real table was introduced 
into the stimulus to enable an investigation to be made into the effects 
of increasing visual realism on subjects' preference for particular line 
~rawings. The effect upon the younger suo.1ects was possibly contrary to 
expectations. in that under these conditions a greater proportion of 
younger subjects chose a line drawing with non central viewpoint and a 
table top in obUque projection than when the subjects had no table with 
which to match the line drawing. At about ten years of age this effect !s 
reversed. An increasing proportion of older sUbJects chose a visually 
realistic description of the table they saw in front of them. although 47% 
of adults still displayed a preference for a line drawing in oblique 
projection. Tests failed to find any Significant differences between the 
two studies in the strong preference. at all ages. for ground plane and 
----------------------.... a~ 
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partial occlusion. 
Earlier the oblique table top with the extended back leg <3j) was 
described as a possible 1ndication of a develop1ng preference for visual 
realism. or at least an increas1ng ability to interpret a desire for visual 
realism with1n the task demands. It is interesting to note that the 
proportion of subjects showing a preference for this form of line drawing 
is at its highest between nine and eleven years of age. lending support to 
this suggestion. 
The increased visual realism involved in relating line drawings to 
the ~erce?ticn of a real table appears to encourage subjects to choose the 
n.Jn visually realistiC. but highly pervasive, oblique projection. A real 
~c~~ct ~roduces hi~her levels of conceptual awareness than do line 
·:r:iWlngs cr photo~rapns \;)avies -!nd Rushton 1980, Walker and Walker ! 988). 
:-~.:': su~ports argu:ne~'lts presented earlier that obl1~ue projection is the 
:-::: two dir:tens::.c:-:al re?r,=sei.tation of how we 'perceive' tableness . 
. .;.:::-•. :ugh subjects are ?resenteo with a real. and hence visually realistic. 
:::~~~U~. the data su!!est that ~hese subjects felt that oblique oro1ect1on 
:..-aE :he most conce?t:Ja!ly realistic description of the table. In Study 7: 1 
~ ~~eater pro?ort~on of 'Joun!er subjects chose line drawings with a 
:~~:~al Viewpoint. ~ut the ma10rity of these drawings were visually 
'J:-,r·i!l!st1c and resembled. or were slightly in advance of. the forms of 
pro=uct1on used by c.~ildren of these ages. It 1s suggested that the 
ma.1ority of subjects presented with line draWings to match against a real 
table were less concerned with how they themselves would like to draw it 
than with what they felt was a good match. Their criteria for a good 
mat:h was 1."1 terms of how well the line drawing accessed their idea of 
!ableness. and for only a small percentage of subjects in every age group 
was !his related to centrality of viewpoint. Parallels can be seen between 
~h!s finding and that of Light and Nix <1983> who found that. in a 
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perspective-taking task. young children chose the 'best' view, as opposed 
to their own view. if their own view did not represent the objects clearly 
and separately. Here subjects of all ages can be seen to be judging the 
stimuli according to criteria other than that of visual realism. 
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There appear to be no strong developmental trends in preference 
for part1cular depth cues. In all the studies presented in this chapter 
subjects of all ages show a strong preference for ground plane and partial 
occlusion. However preference for forms of projection is more complex. 
Generally. the majority of subjects. across all cond1tions. prefer a line 
drawing in oblique projection. This is the case even when older sub1ects 
are asked to match the line drawing with a real table viewed from the 
centre. However. there do appear to be task related developmental trends 
within this general rule. It would appear that the less salient the visual 
realism of the st1mulus. the more the younger subjects show preierences 
for line drawings similar to the production of others of their own age 
<going through Best Picture task. to Most Like task. to matching with a 
real table). In each case the sub,1ects were told that the line draWings 
were all draWings done by children. and it seems sensible to assume that 
th!s would encourage the children to compare them with their own methods 
of deplct10n and to judge them in the light of this comparison. It is 
therefore ?osalble that this aspect of the task becomes less im:.ortant to 
the sUb.1ect the more the task demands emphas1se visual realism. Within 
this argument is the assumption that it is the last of the studies 
presented here that contains the least number of cues for comparison with 
the subject '5 own form of production and the most for access in5/: how the 
'-' 
sub.1ect actually 'perceives' a table. The findings of this study indicate a 
developing sensitivity to visual realism. Both this and earlier studies 
<ChaDters 4. and 5) suggest that this sens1tivity develops from about ten 
years of age. Even so only 25% of adult sub1ects chose the visually 
realistic line drawing. and only 53% chose one with a central viewpoint. 
Taken together the studies in this chapter show that across all ages the 
----~----------------------------.. ~~ 
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vast majority of subjects prefer a line drawing of a table in oblique 
projection. The quality of the stimuli differed across studies. which 
might reduce the confidence we have in their comparability. For example. 
Itskowitz et al <1988> found that for children of all ages the inclusion of 
more features was the primary criterion in a preference task. but that 
younger children and artistically inclined thirteen year olds also attended 
to line quality. However, although the line quality of the stimuli differed 
across the tasks presented here. within each study the quality of the 
stimuli were similar. Further. the strength of preference for ground line. 
par~13l occl:Js1on. and oblique projection across all studies suggests that 
sU:',iects were indeed judging on form of depiction rather than quality of 
:ine. 
It would !:e unwise to assu:ne that preference in viewed depiction 
ne:essaril'l 1~p11es that the sub1ect would also prefer to draw 1n that wav 
:.f ?ossib:e. ":'he ;tudies presented in t.his cr.apter do ~ndic~te th~t t~sk 
re:a~ec variables. ~uch as form of question. aHect choice. However. the 
:!C~ of ~a;cr task related differences 1n the stron! preference for oblique 
?rciec:1cr.. ground plane. and partial occlUSion su?purt the idea that these 
rei~ec't. albeit !.n a two di:nens1onal wav. aspects ;:f perception and 
The diiparity in the findings of the two types of measurement 
stren!thens the argument put forward in Chapter 6 that analysis by 
projection system ~nd analysis by depth cue cannot be directly equated, 
They appear to reflect two different clusters of cognltive mechanisms. 
both i.wolved in the translation of three dimensions to two. and at tir.les 
CO-'laried. but having different effects on the final deplctlon. 
In Chapter 6 it was shown that development in the use of depth 
cues preceded development in the use of forms of projection. The present 
stuoles suggest that preference for more co:nplex depth cues is Invariant. 
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and, taking the argument further. indicate that all subjects would, if they 
could, use these depth cues. The preference for oblique projection appears 
to involve slightly different mechanisms. It could be argued that oblique 
projection is a default preference. one that the subject falls back on if 
the task constraints do not emphasise the need for visual realism. As 
discussed earlier, other researchers have also found a strong preference 
for oblique projection. It can be argued that oblique projection is the 
visual description that best preserves the most salient aspects of the 
table, and hence is the pictor1al representation that comes closest to our 
canonical model of a table. It can be argued fUrther that the majority of 
subjects would prefer to depict a table in this way, if there are no 
~ontradictory task constraints. This is supported by the findings 
..,res~mted in Chapter 4, that the vast majority of older subjects do use 
th1s form of projection when drawing a table from imagination. The fact 
<:hat younger subjects do not use th1s form of projection, whilst showing 
~o difference in preference for it relative to the older subjects, indicates 
::13!. as with the use of depth cues, for some reason they are unable to 
:raw 1n the way in which they would like to. 
This chapter has looked at preference in t.able draWing, and has 
~··j'.!nd that generally the vast majority of subjects of all ages prefer a 
~ ~b:e drawing which is in oblique projection and which shows the use of 
~round plane and partial occlus10n. It has been suggested that, g1ven no 
contrary task constraints, subjects would also prefer to draw in this way. 
The following two chapters explore further whether th1s 1s the case, and. 
1f so, why subjects do not succeed in dep1cting a table as they would wish 
to. 
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Cha.pt er- B. 
Completion of Une drawings of tables. 
SUlIlDlary • 
It is hypothesised that subject's inability to draw a table in the 
manner that they have judged looks most like a table, as demonstrated in 
the previous chapter, might be overcome by giving subjects substantial aid 
with the production of the line drawing. The study reported here was 
designed to investigate that hypothesis for various degrees of help and 
across a range of ages. Subjects were asked to complete a series of 
23 line drawings of a table, draw a table of their own, and choose which 
of the drawings, including their own, was most like a table. Some of the 
line drawings to be completed were ambiguous, allowing a wide latitude of 
response, whilst others approximated closely to tables in vertical oblique, 
oblique or perspective forms of projection. The number of lines required 
to complete these forms of projection varied. 
It was found that the majority of all subjects preferred a table 
in oblique projection, showing the use of ground plane and partial 
occlusion, but that subjects tended to complete tables in accordance with 
their own production despite the degree of help given. This effect was so 
strong that some subjects deliberately altered the stimulus, rather than 
adding the one line required to depict a table in oblique projection. 
The appendices for this chapter contain an enlarged version of Figure 8:1. 
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lntroduct ion. 
Previous chapters have shown that young children rarely think that 
the way in which a table is drawn by others of their age actually looks 
most like a table. The majority of young children prefer a table drawn in 
oblique projection, but do not draw in this projection. In the previous 
chapter it was assumed that, when subjects are asked to draw a table, they 
try to produce the form of depiction that they think looks most like a 
table. This leads to the conclusion that, generally, young subjects would 
prefer to draw a table in oblique projection, but for some reason do not. 
The situation is obviously more complex than this. As shown in 
the previous chapter, when young children are asked which depiction they 
think 1s the best picture of a table the majority tend to choose those 
that are slightly in advance of ones produced by others of their age. 
Even so, a large minority of such subjects still prefer a table in oblique 
projection. This emphasises the point that, in preference tasks, the 
nature of the question does have an effect upon the answer, and casts an 
element of uncertainty upon the assumption that subjects do wish to draw 
in the manner that they have judged looks most like a table. Many 
studies, including those presented earlier, have shown that subjects are 
not necessarily trying to depict visual reality. In order to further the 
discussion it 1s necessary to investigate what children are actually trying 
to depict at any age. Only once this has been assessed can we effectively 
start to investigate whether or not children do draw what they want to 
depict. and only then can we ask: if not. why not? 
As indicated above, there is no way of guaranteeing that children 
who say they prefer a table in a particular form of depiction would 
actually prefer to draw it in this way if only they could. There is 
similarly no guarantee that children who draw in a particular way do so 
because they really want to. They might be constrained by a variety of 
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product ion problems. and might even claim that they want to draw in the 
way that they actually do because of some form of cognitive dissonance. 
This study aims to partially overcome these problems by presenting 
subjects with a series of line drawings to complete. 
Firstly. the stimulus is structured to enable subjects to complete 
the line drawings in different forms of projection, and with varying 
degrees of constraint. Therefore the less constraint there is the more 
subjects will be able to use their own form of production, Because 
various different types of projection are included within the differing 
levels of constraint subjects preference for forms of projection can be 
identified. Secondly. because all the different forms of completion are 
presented on the one sheet subjects will not be experimentally naive. In 
that they may be able to use the other line drawings as gUides, and the 
close proximity of other forms of projection may accentuate discrimination 
between the forms of line drawing. The stimuli may therefore help 
subjects to overcome possible production problems. 
The inbuilt lack of experimental naivety is an important aspect of 
the stimulus. It enables a direct comparison between each subject's 
production. preference, and completions under these particular conditions, 
and production and preference can be directly compared with those made by 
experimentally nalve subjects of the same age. In the previous chapter 
preference was studied in isoletion in order to maintain experimental 
naivety, and so avoid the 'I drew this because I chose it I I chose this 
because I drew it' syndrome. Here subjects are asked to draw a table of 
their own, and then to choose the depiction which they think 15 Dlost 11ke 
a table. When drawing a table of their own subjects have the opportunity 
to simply copy the form of projection they prefer from the completions 
beslde it. Further, when subjects are asked to choose the deplcUon that 
they think 1s most 11ke a table they have already partially drawn all 24 
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tables. with varying degrees of constraint and in different projections. 
Each of these 24 tables has elements of the subject's own production 
within it. This means that the tables they produce and choose should 
enable an accurate analysis to be made of their degree of satisfaction in 
their own product1on and, if they are not satisfied with it, the form of 
table that they would be more satisfied with. 
The large number of different conditions means that analysis of 
the data is very complex. This degree of complexity makes appreciation of 
the main po1nts somewhat difficult, and so the results are produced in a 
highly structured way with 8 brief introduct1on and conclusion to each 
section, and appendices are used to contain the more detailed analyses. 
St 'Uciy B. 
Method. 
Subjects. Two groups of subjects were used. The first consisted of 210 
children aged between " and 10 years old, taken from two Primary schools. 
one in Leyland, Lancashire, and the other on its outskirts. The second 
consisted of 348 older subjects, from 7 to 64 years of age, taken from a 
Middle school on the outskirts of Hitchin, Hertfordshire. a Secondary 
school in Chorley, Lancashire, a Sixth form and Further Education college 
in Leyland, and youth clubs and adults' homes in Leyland. An attempt was 
made to balance ability and sex across all age groups and to ensure that 
the subject population was roughly eqUivalent to the general population. 
Stimuli. The stimuli were designed to cover a variety of condit ions. To 
aid understanding of this it is necessary to examine the way in which they 
were organised. A schematic representation of this is given in Figure 8: 1-
Here it can be seen that the stimuli are grouped according to the type of 
task required. Stimulus Groups A, B, C, and D, to which a 'variable 
response is expected' consist of stimuli that, upon correct completion. can 
eUcit a variety of responses. Correct completion of all the remaining 
stimuli entails the use of the projection system indicated by the stimulus. 
Stimuli in Groups E, F, and G provide the subject with the table top, 
whilst stimuli in Groups H and I also provide the table legs. 
Whilst the groups are presented in a hierarchical way in this 
figure, with those providing the least freedom of completion at the bottom, 
it can be seen that there are cross relationships between them. For 
example, 08, H4. and III only differ by one line. The full stimulus was 
prepared in two versions, one of which can be seen in Figure 8:2. To 
enable an examination of possible pOSitional bias, a further check, within 
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stimulus, was introduced by 1nclud1ng 021 twice on the second version of 
the full battery. 
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It was felt that the performance of the younger children would be 
adversely affected H they were given the full range of possible stimuli. 
and so two different forms of stimuli were constructed. Older subjects 
were given the full set of stimuli. whilst smaller versions were prepared 
for the others. A four year overlap in age group between the older and 
younger subject pools was designed into this study to enable a comparison 
of the efficacy of the two major groups of stlmulL 
Four dHferent sets of stimuli were designed for the younger-
subjects. Each contained F22 and G3 (to enable a comparison to be made 
between these sets of stimuli'. and three from the rest of the battery. 
chosen to be balanced across table type and degree of freedom of 
~----. 
\,Olpleuon, 
completion. Components of the four different sets are marked W to Z in 
Figure 8:1. 
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Procedure. The older subjects were given a sheet with one version of the 
full battery of completion tasks on it. Presentation of the sheets was 
balanced across age, sex, and ability. Each subject was either seen 
individually or, for secondary school subjects, within a class and was told 
'All these drawings are of tables. . Some are drawn in different ways. 
They all need finishing off. Could you finish them off for me now please?' 
They were allowed to work at their own pace, and when" they had finished 
they were asked 'Please would you draw a table of your own in the space?' 
if they had not already done so. They were then asked 'Now, I'd like you 
put a circle around the drawing that you think looks most like a table? 
You can circle your own drawing if you want, ... which ever one you think 
looks most like a table'. The repetition was included to avoid possible 
bias against circling their own due to a misplaced belief that what an 
----------------------------------------.. --, 
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&dult gives you must be best. They were then asked to put their age and 
sex on the beck of the sheet. 
The younger subjects were given one of the four versions of the 
reduced bet tery. Presentat10n of eech version was balanced across age, 
sex, and ability. Each subject was seen individually. and was given each 
completion to do on separate, previously prepared sheets. The order of 
presentat ion of each separate sheet was balanced across subjects. The 
task was explained as above. The completions, once done, were placed on 
the table beside the subject so that the subject was able to see his or 
her previous completions. Severel subjects felt that nothing needed to be 
done to some of the completions. When this occurred the untouched sheet 
was left on the table with the others. Subjects were asked to draw a 
table of their own, using the wording given above, but on a separate sheet, 
which was also placed on the hble. Each subject was then asked to 
choose, rather than circle, which of the draWings looked most like a table. 
The chOice was recorded once the subject left the room, as was age, sex, 
and subject number. 
Results. 
A) PREl..DCIHARY ANALYSIS •• 
Raw data is given in Appendix 8:A. 
All the draWings were classified according to the system given in 
Chapter 6, with one exception. In Chapter 6 table top type 9 indicated the 
use of a semi-circle. A table top of that form was never produced here, 
but it is used here to indicate drawings where, instead of completing the 
lines to produce a table top in perspective, subjects extended the obUque 
line and drew another crossing both ends of the two lines. thus producing 
an isosceles triangle to depict the table top. Very few subjects produced 
this form. In the analyses the data for the 'minor' forms of table top are 
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amalgamated with the major forms in accordance with the methods used in 
Chapter 6. Thus the few responses obtained that had parts of the stimuli 
completed in this way were amalgamated with the perspective response. 
Where there was little freedom in the stimulus the expected form 
of table top has been indicated at the head of the column, but some 
subjects altered the stimulus to give alternative forms of table top and 
table legs. Similarly, some of the younger subjects added lines across the 
bottom of the legs of the stimuli, clearly defining a ground line or a 
ground plane. This has been indicated in the raw data by placing a line 
under the response (for a ground line), and enclosing the response in a 
box (for a ground plane). 
The first concern was to evaluate the extent to which the 
different forms of stimuli produced equivalent results. A variety of 
comparisons were made, which are detailed in AppendiX 8:B. All comparisons 
showed little difference in proportions of response, with age, for identical 
tasks, measured between the two main forms of stimuli given to older and 
younger subjects, the four groups of stimuli given to younger subjects, the 
two groups of stimuli given to older subjects, within one stimulus sheet 
given to older subjects, and across sex. For this reason the data across 
all these categories were amalgamated and are given in Appendix 8:C. 
The next concern was to analyse the responses within each 
stimulus group. Full detailed analyses for groups C to I are given in 
Appendix 8:D. AppendiX 8:E contains the amalgamated data for each group. 
In these analyses, and from henceforth in the discussion, each item in the 
stimulus is referred to as if it were a separate stimulus. This change in 
nomenclature has been done to streamline the language used in these 
analyses, and does not indicate that each part of the stimulus was 
presented separately. Brief summaries of the findings presented in 
----------------------------------------------------------------------.. ~r_ 
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Appendix 8:D are given below. The analyses for each group are initially 
reported as individual units. Cross group comparisons will be made later. 
B) SUIIlMARY OF OORA-GROUP ~ALYSF.S. 
Group C. 
Group C contains two table types, n05. 12 [- ) and 17 [n) in 
Figure 8:1. The lDain areas of difference between the two stimuli are in 
the proportions, with age, of the vertical oblique and no ground line 
responses. Stimulus 17 elicited significantly 1D0re vertical oblique and 
no ground line responses from older chlldren than did Stimulus 12. the 
straight line. In the same way Stimulus 12 eliCited more orthographic and 
perspective responses 1n the same subjects than d1d St1mulus 17. Thus the 
inclusion of two lines at right angles to the top, wh1ch g1ves an 
essentially square shape to the st1lllulus, encourages subjects to draw a 
square table top and also discourages subjects from using a ground line or 
ground plane. This effect is evident in subjects between nine and f1fteen 
years of age. It 1s interesting to speculate that some of the subjects 1n 
th1s age group. who spontaneously produce 'plan' type of tables as 
identified in Chapters 3 to 6, do so because of the way in which they 
place the f1rst lines on the paper. 
The only table top measure on wh1ch no s1gnlficant differences are 
evident 1s that of oblique projection. This reinforces arguments put 
forward in earlier chapters about the uniqueness of the oblique response. 
Whilst there are significant differences in response to the two stimuli 
there are also similarities. The majority of younger subjects use vertical 
oblique projection, whilst the majority of older subjects use oblique. A 
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small, but relatively steady, proportion of subjects use perspective. 
Subjects show a steadily increasing preference, with age, for the 
production of ground plane and partial occlusion. Younger subjects prefer 
no ground line and ground line, and, whilst the strength of this preference 
declines with age, some subjects at all ages complete the stimuli in this 
way. 
Whilst there are significant differences in response to the two 
stimuli there are also similarities. The differences will be addressed 
later when further cross-st11Dulus comparisons are l1ade, but in order to 
compere the diHerent stimulus groups it Is necessary to examine the 
amalgamated data for Group C. Figure 8:3 shows that few subjects leave 
the stimuli unaltered or use orthographic projection. The majority of 
younger subjects use vertical oblique projection, whilst the Dlajority of 
older subjects use Oblique. A small, but relatively steady, proportion of 
subjects use perspective. 
Figure 8:4. illustrates the way in which depth cues are used In 
Group C. Subjects show a steadily increasing preference, with age, for the 
production of ground plane and partial occlusion. Younger subjects prefer 
no ground line and ground line, and, whilst the strength of this preference 
declines with age, some subjects at all ages complete the stimuli in this 
way. 
Group D. 
Group D contains three table types, nos. 23 (L 1, 5 (n 1, and 8 
[h ] in Figure 8:1. Stimulus 5 encourages a lower proportion of 
perspective response {rom older subjects than do the other .timul1. This' 
is counter-balanced by a higher oblique response, but the difference 
between the stimuli for the obUque response does not reach slgnificance. 
The amalgamated responses {or stimuli in Group D are illustrated in 
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Figures 8:5 and 8:6. They show that the majority of younger subjects 
complete the table tops in perspective, but, with age, an increasing number 
of subjects use oblique projection. The exceptions to this are the four 
year old subjects, the majority of whom alter the stimulus to provide a 
table top 1n vertical oblique projection. A small proportion of subjects 
between five and nine years of age, and a few fifteen year olds, also make 
this alteration. The majority of subjects between four and six years old 
complete the table legs to a ground l1oe, but after this age ground plane 
and partial occlusion are used . 
. Group E. 
Croup E contains four table types. Three of thelll, nos. 2. [ = 1.
9 [ C J. and 14 ( Olin Figure 8: I, form a subgroup, Ea. The fourth is 
stimulus 20 [ L]. Tests found significant differences at the p < 0.05 
level between the £a subgroup on the no ground line response, attributable 
to stimulus 2. The cause of these differences ls, however, unclear. 
Similarly, whilst there were significant differences between these three 
stimuli and stimulus 20 10 the perspective response the psychological 
significance of this ls unclear. 
The amalgamated data show that the vast majority of all table 
tops completed in Group E, for all ages of subjects,are in vert1cal obUque 
projection, as can be seen in Figure 8:7. Some older subjects altered ,the 
st1mulus to depict the table top in obUque project1on, but the number at 
each age group doing this was very small. Figure 8:8 shows the way in 
which the depth cues are drawn on the stimuli in Group E. A steadily 
increas10g proport1on of younger chUdren, with age, show a preference for 
using ground plane and partial occlusion. Correspondingly, a steadily 
decreasing proportion show a preference for no ground line and ground 
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line. There is. however. a reversal of these trends between ten and 
thirteen years of age. By adulthood the major1ty of subjects use no 
ground line and of the remainder equal numbers of subjects using ground 
line or ground plane. Decrease in the use of partial occlusion, with age, 
is even greater than that of ground plane. The no ground line response is 
further complicated in that 1t shows a secondary peak between eleven and 
twelve years of age, reaching approximately 30t. at this time. This 
complex response is eUcited by all four stimuli, and indicates an area 
which might reward further investigation. This will be discussed later. 
Group F. 
Group F is contains three table types, nos. 7 (= 1, 16 [C ]. 
and 22 [ CJ ) in Figure 8:1. The only s1gnificant differences found 
between the st1muli were on the oblique and perspective responses. The 
proportion of subjects responding in oblique project10n on the table top 1s 
a function of the number of table top lines given in the stimulus. If 
there are less lines in the st1mulus which encourage such a response then 
fewer of the younger subjects make that response. St1mulus 22 e11c1ted no 
perspective response at all. whilst the other two stimuli both elicited a 
11ttle. However, the main finding is that the Ilajority of all table tops 
completed in Group F, at all ages, are in oblique projection, as can be 
seen in Figure 8:9. A minority of subjects between 5 and 10 years old 
appear to be unhappy with the table top in oblique projection, and alter 
the st1mulus accordingly. The majority of these subjects alter it to form 
a table top in vertical oblique projection, although between four and ten 
percent of subjects between six and nine years old alter it to form 
perspective. Figure 8:10 shows that the proportion of subjects using 
ground plane and partial occlusion rises steadily from about ten percent 
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at four years of age to one hundred percent at eleven. This r1se 
corresponds to a steady decline, with age. in the use of no ground Une 
and ground line, the f1rst being less popular than the second. 
Group G. 
Group G contains three table types, nos. 15 [-=- 1, 21 [ ~ 1, and 
3 [ 0. 1 in Figure 8:1. The only signif1cant differences between the 
responses to the stimuli was with respect to perspective. The proportion 
of subjects responding in perspective on the table top was a function of 
the number of table top lines given in the stimulus. If there are less 
lines in the stimulus which encourage such a response then fewer of the 
younger subjects make that response. It is interesting to note that when 
the same phenomenon occurs in stimulus group F, on the oblique table tops, 
it results in significant differences in the perspective response. whilst 
the reverse 1s not the case here. Th1s d1fference will be discussed later. 
Figure 8: 11 shows that the majority of all table tops completed in Group 
G, at all ages. are in perspective. A minority of subjects between 5 and 
10 years old appear unhappy with the table top in perspective and alter 
the stimulus accordingly. The majority alter it to form a table top in 
vertical oblique projection, although between two and five percent of 
subjects between six and nine years old alter it to form oblique 
projection. Figure 8:12 illustrates that the proportion of subjects using 
ground plane and partial occlusion rises steadily from about four percent 
at five years of age to one hundred percent at eleven. This rise 
corresponds to a steady decline, with age, in the use of ground 11ne. No 
ground line is used by between eight and fifteen percent of 6ubje:ts 
between {our and nine years of age. 
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Group H. 
Group H contains four table types. Three of them, nos. 19 [n 1, 
10 [H 1, and 18 [A 1 in Figure 8:1, form a subgroup, Ha. The fourth is 
Stimulus 4 [M 11. A comparison of responses on these stimuli shows that 
a significantly greater proportion of the younger subjects are able to 
complete the stimulus correctly when it is the top beck line that is 
missing. The emalgamated data can be seen illustrated in Figures 8:13 and 
8:14. They show that the vast majority of all table tops, at all ages, are 
in oblique projection. However, between five and ten percent of subjects 
between the ages of four and nine alter the stimulus to depict the table 
top in vertical oblique projection, rather than adding the single line 
required to complete the stimulus. A smaller proportion of subjects <3 to 
5 percent) aged between seven and nine alter the stimulus to give a table 
top in perspective. The stimuli in this group give the depth cues of 
ground plane and partial occlusion, but between four and thirty percent of 
subjects from four to nine years of age deliberately alter the stimuli, by 
extending the legs, to give a ground line rather than accept the use of 
ground plane. 
Group 1. 
Group 1 contains four table types. Three of them, nos. 1 [Al, 
13 [A), and 24 [ ~) in Figure 8:1, form a subgroup la. The fourth is 
stimulus 11 [ r-, 1. The amalgamated data are illustrated in Figures 8: 15 
and 8:16 and show that for this group the majority of all table tops are 
completed in perspective for all ages of subject. There are two main 
exceptions to this. Until subjects are ten years old a small proportion of 
them in each age group alter the stimulus to produce a table top in 
vertical oblique projection. Secondly. from about six years of age a small 
but steady proportion of subjects in each age group alter the stimulus to 
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give a table top in oblique projection. The stimuli for completion in 
Group H use the depth cues of ground plane and partial occlusion. but, 
approximately twenty percent of subjects from five to nine years of age 
deliberately alter the stimuli. by extending the legs. to give a ground 
line rather than accept the use of ground plane. 
C) SUMMARY OF INTER-GROUP ANALYSES. 
This section looks at differences in the amalgamated proportions 
of response for each group. Firstly. the groups discussed above are 
examined. Secondly. responses on own production and choice of depiction 
most like a table (Groups A and B) are compared with each other, with data 
from Chapters 4 and 7, and with responses on the other groups. The 
detailed analyses are presented in Appendices 8:F and 8:G. with a summary 
of the findings presented below. 
Ca) Summary of differences between Groups C to I. 
This section summarises the findings presented in Appendix 8:F. 
Comparisons between the stimulus groups were structured by examining the 
relat:Lonsb:Lps between those groups that offered the least variab:Llity 
first, and then extending this examination to include the other groups. 
Some of the individual stimul:L had been designed to bring out further 
points, and these are compared where appl1cable. 
Cal) Diff.rlne,s in proportions of response, with age. between 6roups H and I. 
The table tops and legs are given in both of these stimulus 
groups, and the expected response is the addition of one or two lines to 
complete the table top. All table legs should show ground plane and 
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partial occlusion. and so the only expected variation is in the compulsory 
completion of the oblique or perspective table top. Significant 
differences between the two stimulus groups were found in the perspective 
table top and of ground line responses, but no s1gnif1cant d1fferences were 
found between the groups on the other responses. 
It is worth noting here firstly that there was a much wider range 
of response than expected, and secondly that no d1fferences were found in 
the oblique response. Subjects not only changed the stimuli, but did so 1n 
a particular wey. As expected, very few subjects changed the oblique 
st1mul1 to perspective. but, wh1lst only a smell number of subjects changed 
the perspective stimuli to oblique, the proportions of subjects doing so, 
at each ege, were not s1gn1flcantly different to those responding correctly 
to the oblique stimuli, as can be seen in Figure 8: 17 . 
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The other sign1ficant d1fference found between the two groups 1s 
in the ground line response. Wh1lst some younger subjects 1n both groups 
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alter the stimulus to provide a ground line response, the majority of such 
alterations attributable to Stimulus Group H are elicited at an earlier age 
than are those attributable to Stimulus Group I. 
Ca2) Differences in proportions of response, with age. between Groups Hand f. 
In both of these groups the expected completion is that of a 
table top in oblique projection, with table legs showing ground plane and 
partial occlusion. All Group H requires 1s the addition of one or two 
lines to complete the table top, as the table legs are already given. The 
stimuli in Group F only provide the table tops, again requiring two, one, 
or no lines for correct completion (the stimulus requiring no lines is 22 
in Group F). The only expected variation between the two groups is in the 
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way in which the legs are completed. Many mOre subjects used no ground 
line and Ground Line in Group F than in Group H, but tests faUed to find 
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any significant d1fferences between the two groups 1n profiles of the 
proport1ons of subjects doing so at each age. 
As expected there were major differences between the two groups 
in the use of ground plane and parUal occlusion, and these are illustrated 
1n Figure 8:18. The proportions of young children who del1berately alter 
the table legs away from ground plane and partial occlusion can elso be 
seen here. 
Significant differences found between the two groups in the use 
of vertical oblique and obl1que projection on the table tops is less 
expected. However, reference to the previous section shows that there 
were differences in the wey 1n which the hble tops were completed within 
Croup F. Stimulus F22 requ1res no lines to be added for a correct 
completion. and the majority of the variation found within Group F appears 
to be attributable to this. The statistical comparisons appl1ed here rely 
upon the amalgamated responses for both groups, and thus could be 
affected by a lack of direct comparability between the two groups caused 
by the inclusion of e completed hble top in Group F but not in Group H. 
Two individual stimuli. one from each group. are directly comparable, 
namely F16 and H18. Tests found slgn1ficant differences between these 
stimuli 1n the oblique response, but not in the vertical oblique response. 
From this we can conclude that the inclusion of the table legs results in 
a greater proportion of the younger chlldren completing the table top In 
oblique project ion. 
C13) Diff.renC.1 in proportionl of r.lponl., with ag., bet ••• n 6roupi lind 6. 
In both of these groups the expected completion Is that of a 
table top in perspective, with table legs showing ground plane and partial 
occlusion. All Group I reqUires Is the add1tion of one or two lines to 
complete the table top, as the table legs are already given. The stimuli 
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in Group G only provide the table tops, again requiring two. one, or no 
lines for correct completion (the stimulus requiring no lines is 3 in Group 
G). The only expected variation between the two groups is in the way in 
which the legs are completed. Figure 8:19 shows that. as in the previous 
section, stimuli with the table legs already given encourage many more 
responses that use ground plane and partial occlusion. Further, a greater 
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percentage of older children continue to extend the back legs of the 
stimulus to give a ground line when legs are included in the stimulus. 
Taken with the findings presented above about the comparison between 
stimulus groups H and I, this indicates that not only are the table legs 
deliberately altered to provide a ground line, but that this effect is 
greater when the table top 1s in perspective and is eUcited from older 
children than either when the table top is in oblique projection or when 
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no table legs are included in the stimulus. 
It is worth noting here that both in this and earlier chapters the 
use of ground plane has been found to be in advance of the use of partial 
occlusion. However both Figures 8: 18 and 8: 19 show that the opposite 
appears to be the case for stimulus groups H and I. Of the subjects who 
do decide to alter the legs of the stimuli in these groups. more are 
concerned with producing a ground line than are concerned with producing 
no partial occlusion. 
The significant differences found between the two groups in the 
use of vertical oblique projection and perspective on the table tops is of 
interest. The majority of variance in the perspective response appears to 
be at trlbuteble to the very small number of four and five year old 
children attempting to alter the table top away from perspective when 
pre5.ented with a table top on its own. The addition of legs appears to 
encourage alteration of the stimulus by very young children and so, if the 
statistical analysis is restricted to subjects from seven years of age and 
older, no significant differences are found between the stimulus groups on 
the table top responses. 
As in the previous section, there were differences in the way in 
which the table tops were completed within Group G. Stimulus G3 requires 
no lines to be added for a correct completion. and the majority of the 
variation found within Group G appears to be attributable to this. The 
shUstical comparisons applied here rely upon the amalgamated responses 
for both groups, and thus could be affected by a lack of direct-
comparability between the two groups caused by the inclusion of a 
completed table top in Group G but not in Group I. Two individual stimuli, 
one from each group. are directly cOllparable. namely G21 and 11. There 
are significant d1fferences in the oblique response. but none in the 
verUcal oblique and perspective responses. The inclusion of the table 
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legs results in a greater proportion of the younger children completing 
the table top in oblique projection, even though the table legs are 
presented in perspective. It is interesting that this effect occurs 
regardless of the way in which the table top should be completed, and 
regardless of the way in which the legs are presented. This suggests a 
link between the presence of the depth cues of ground plane and partial 
occlusion (regardless of the system of projection used) and the desire to 
depict a table top in oblique projection. 
C14) Differencts in proportions of rtsponse. with Ige. between Groups E. F, and 6. 
The stimuli in all three groups only provide the table tops, 
requiring two, one or no lines for correct completion. The groups vary in 
the form of table top expected. Group E expects a vertical oblique table 
top, F an oblique top, and G a top in perspective. Because no table legs 
are given it is expected that the table legs will be dralom in a similar 
manner across all groups. The comparison of responses for stimulus groups 
F and G produces the expected results. The only area of difference 
between the two is that of the forced response, oblique or perspective 
table tops respectively. This is attributable to the responses of a small 
proportion of older subjects who changed the perspective stimuli to form a 
table top in oblique projection. It is noticeable that no older subjects 
changed the oblique top to perspective. These findings suggest that older 
subjects prefer to complete a table top in oblique projection rather than 
perspective, and show that development in the way in which the table legs 
are depicted is not dependent upon whether the table top is presented in 
oblique projection or perspective. 
The stimuli in Group E force a vertical oblique response on the 
table top. This produces a complex effect upon all the measures of 
response. A small proportion of older subjects alter the stimuli in Group 
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E away from vertical oblique. thus providing subshntially d1fferent age 
profiles to those obtained {rom groups F and G. However, across these 
three stimulus groups the opposite eHect occurs (or oblique projection 
and perspective. In both groups F and G it is the younger subjects who 
alter the stimuli away {rom the expected table top to provide a table top 
in vertical oblique. Thus, of the small proportion of subjects at any age 
who alter the stimulus, it is the younger ones who alter it to provide a 
table top in vertical oblique projection, and the older ones who have been 
presented with a table top in perspective who alter it to one in oblique 
projection. However, these eHects fa11, marginally, to reach shUsUcal 
signi ficance. 
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None of the stimuli in groups E. F. and G include table legs. 
Whilst tests failed to find significant differences between groups F and G 
in the way in which table legs were completed, Group E was found to be 
significantly different from the other two groups on all table leg 
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measures, as can be seen in Figure 8:20. Until about ten years of age an 
increasing proportion, with age, of subjects in all three groups produce 
ground plane. This increasing use of ground plane continues in both 
groups F and G, until 100~ of subjects are using ground plane and partial 
occlusion at eleven years of age. It is mirrored by an equivalent decrease 
in the use of ground line and, to a lesser extent, no ground line. This 
pa t tern does not hold in Group E. Here, as was shown in Figure 8:8, 
between ten and thirteen years of age there is a partial decrease, low 
plateau, and then slight increase 1n the use of ground plane, mirrored by 
an increase and then decrease in the use of no ground line. From thirteen 
onwards there is a steady decrease, with age, in the use of ground plane, 
mirrored by an increase in the use of ground line, and no ground 11ne. 
Furthermore, in Group E the age profile for the use of partial occlusion is 
significantly different from that of the use of ground plane. 
Stimul1 1n groups E (vertical oblique top> and G <perspective top) 
all present the subject with a single line at the bottom of the table top 
from which to draw the legs. If subjects were not sensitive to the form 
of the table top one would expect similar development in the use of depth 
cues across all these stimuli, as appears to occur until ten years of age. 
Such development also occurs across the oblique stimuli, where the line at 
the bottom of the table top 1s the one which 1s nearly always used in the 
production of ground line. It could be argued that until this age subjects 
are just reacting to this bottom line. However, the vast majority of older 
subjects use the bottom line of the perspective table top, but use the 
bottom and side lines of the oblique top when producing a ground plane. 
The similarity between the age profiles of the ground plane and partial 
occlusion responses shows that very few subjects produced ground plane by 
extending the table legs from the back corners of the table. Thus older 
subjects do not respond to the vertical oblique stimuli as they do to the 
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perspective stimuli. The significant difference between the age profiles 
of ground plane and partial occlusion show that many of the subjects 
produce ground plane by extending the legs from the back corners of the 
table top. whilst an increasing proportion, ..,Uh age, of other subjects 
produce either a plan vie.., of a table (no ground line) or extend all the 
legs to a ground line. These subjects might be responding to figural 
biases caused by the square shape of the stimulus, but the lack of 
dif'ference bet..,een the responses to the perspective and obUque stimuli 
suggests that older subjects respond in this manner because they are 
attempting to match the table legs to the ..,ay in which the top is dra..,n. 
These findings reinforce earlier conclusions that development in 
the use of depth cues appears to be Independent of the form of projection 
used in the depiction. and that subjects appear to become sensitive to the 
nature of their depiction at about ten years of age. 
CaS) T~ •• ff.ct thlt the nu.~.r of l1n.s giv.n for cO.~l.tlon in 6rou~s E, F, Ind 6 hiS 
upon corr.ctn.ss of r.s~ons •. 
For this analysis the stimuli ..,ere grouped according to the 
number of lines required for completion of the table top. Stimuli E2. F7, 
and G15 all required two lines for completion, and so responses for these 
stimuli were amalgamated. Similarly, responses for stimuli E9. F16, and 
G21 were amalgamated to form the one line for completion group, and E 14, 
F22, and G3 formed the no lines for completion group. Whilst the number 
of lines for completion has no statistically significant effect it would 
appear that, to a certain extent, the more lines that reqUire completion 
the more errors the younger children lIake. as can be seen in Figure 8:21. 
·1 
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CaS) Differences in proportions of response, with age, bet~een Groups C, and D, 
None of the stimuli in these groups were intended to elicit only 
one form of response. The stimuli in Group C allow any form of response 
on either the table top or the table legs, and the stimuli in Group Dare 
designed to encourage either perspective or oblique responses on the table 
top and on the majority of table leg responses. Stimulus Group D does not 
allow an orthographic response and only a very few subjects deliberately 
altered the stimulus to produce this. Stimuli in group C encouraged 70~ 
of the four year olds to respond orthographically, and produced a low but 
steady response across the remaining age groups. The oblique responses in 
both stimulus groups increase steadily with age, and are significantly 
correlated, unlike the vertical oblique and perspective responses. Figure 
8:22 shows that the majority of younger children respond in perspective to 
stimuli 1n Group 0 (where they are provided with an oblique line upon 
which to construct their drawing), but respond in vertical oblique to 
CClplthon. 
stimuli 1n Group C <where only the front line of the table 1s provided). 
As with the obl1que responses. the Group 0 perspective response and the 
Group C vertical oblique response are also significantly correlated. 
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The stimuli in Group 0 provided subjects with complete freedom to 
complete them in either obUque projection or perspective. If the two were 
conceptually equivalent one would expect them to be used in equal 
proportions at each age group. but this did not occur. Whilst the younger 
subjects preferred to use perspective, the older subjects preferred to use 
obUque projection. It appears. to a certain degree. that under these 
conditions the younger subjects use vertical oblique projection and 
perspective equivalently. and that the use of these two is task dependent. 
but that the use of obUque projection develops with age independently of 
the task. 
There was very little difference between the two stimulus groups 
in the development of use of ground plane and partial occlusion. Relative 
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to the stimuli in group D, the stimuli in Croup C encourage a larger 
ground line response and a smaller no ground line response from the 
younger subjects. This effect does not appear to be related to the 
inclusion of the shortened table leg in stimulus DB. The only other 
difference between these stimulus groups is the inclusion of the oblique 
line indicating the side of a table top, and thus it must be presumed that 
it is the inclusion of this line that causes the difference. To summarise, 
development in the use of ground plane and partial occlusion appears not 
to be task dependent, but inclusion of a line that prevents the drawing of 
the table top in vertical oblique projection also significantly reduces the 
number of no ground line responses and increases the number of ground 
line responses. 
Ca7) A comparison of the proportions of response with age betwien stiMulus group C and 
groups 0, and E, F, and 6, 
The stimuli in Croup C were designed to allow any form of 
response on the table top, those in Croup D to allow either oblique or 
perspective responses on the table top, and Croups E, F, and C were_ 
designed to elicit vertical oblique. oblique, and perspective responses, 
respectively. Al1 these groups allowed any form of response on the table 
legs. Earlier, a large difference was found between the way in which 
depth cues were used in response to stimuli in Croup E as opposed to 
Croups F and C. The results presented here extend this finding, 
.. 
Development in the use of depth cues, and in particular those of ground 
plane and partial occlusion, appears to be similar across all the stimuli 
in groups C, 0, F, and C. This form of development is not related to 
whether or not there is an oblique line on the table top, nor to the 
inclusion of some table legs in the stimulus, either extended from the 
front or implicitly from the back of the table. The aspect of the stimuli 
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1n Group E that appears to be the prime cause of eliciting an unusual use 
of depth cues (as shown in Figure 6:6) appears to be the forcing of older 
subjects into the use of vertical oblique projection on the table top. 
To conclude, the main finding from these comparisons supports 
earlier findings that the stimuli in Group E elicit unusual use of depth 
cues, and extends these findings to suggest that 1t 1s the presentation of 
the vertical oblique table top. rather than any other aspect of the 
stimuli, that causes this. 
CIS) Th •• ff.et of the pOlition of on. tabl. It; tn Itt.ull 08. HA, and Ill, 
Stimuli De [fa l, H4 [M 11, and 111 [r-,) were designed to vary 
only in the posH ion of one table leg. Stimulus DB could be completed 
correctly either in oblique projection or perspective, whereas the position 
of the additional table leg means that H4 should be completed in oblique 
projection and 111 should be completed in perspective. 
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These findings support those presented earlier that development in 
the use of depth cues is generally stable across stimuli. The significant 
differences found on the oblique and perspective responses are illustrated 
1n Figures 8:23 and 8:24 respectively. Figure 8:23 illustrates that oblique 
projection is the preferred response, not only 1n stimulus D8 where either 
oblique or perspective could be used, but also, for subjects between eleven 
and thirteen years of age, on stimulus III where a perspective response 
was expected. 
Figure 8:24 illustrates that not only is the perspective response 
comparatively lower than the oblique response for all three stimuli, but 
that very few subjects make erroneous perspective responses on stimulus 
H4, where an oblique response is expected . 
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Cb) Swuary of differences between all Groups and deta froll Chapters 4-
and 1. 
This section summarises the fJ.ndJ.ngs presented J.n Appendix 8:G. 
Comparisons between the groups were structured by firstly examJ.nJ.ng the 
relationships between Groups A and B. Secondly, data for these groups 
were compared with some of those presented in Chapters " and 7, and 
finally this examination was extended to include the other groups. 
Cbl) SUAJllary of differences between Groups A and B. 
A1l subjects were asked to both draw a table of their own (Group 
A. stimulus 6> and to choose from a1l the represenhtions of a hble the 
one which they thought looked most like a table (Group B, stimulus 25). 
This design has several aspects worth re-emphaslslng. 
Firstly. when drawing their own table subjects had many depictions 
of tables, represented in various forms of projection. direct ly in front of 
them. Thus, although they were asked to draw their own table they were 
at perfect liberty to make an accurate copy of any of those that were on 
the sheet in front of them. 
Secondly. when subjects were asked to choose the representation 
that looked most like a table they were at perfect liberty to choose their 
own drawing. This design minimises the possibllity that subjects might 
not wish to choose their own deplction because of feelings of inferiority 
about their own production in relation to the other neatly printed stimuli. 
Subjects had added lines of their own to all the stimuli. and so whichever 
they chose had some aspect of their own work in it. This does create a 
further problem in that some of the younger subjects altered all of the 
stimuli. thus limiting the amount of choice avallable to them. 
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The design allows a direct comparison to be made between the 
manner in which each subject draws a table and the form of representation 
that the subject thinks actually looks most like a table. 
Figures 8:25 to 8:28 show the proportions of responses, with age, 
on the two stimuli. Significant differences were found between the two 
stimuli groups for all measures, apart from orthographic projection. In 
the subjects' own drawings there 1s clear development in the use of 
oblique projection, ground plane, and partial occlusion, whereas this is not 
the case in the subjects' choices. These three attributes are preferred by 
the vast majority of subjects at all ages, and show no development. It 
could be argued that marginal development in preference for ground plane 
and partial occlusion is apparent in the responses of the very young 
subjects, but, as discussed above, many of these very young children 
altered the stimuli to show a ground line and no partial occlusion, thus 
constraining their choice. 
A direct comparison between each subject's own production and 
their choice shows that very few subjects, at any age, chose what they 
themselves had drawn. A larger number of subjects chose depictions with 
table tops that were similar to their own, without chOOSing their own 
drawing. Nearly all subjects who drew a table top in oblique projection 
also chose one in this projection. The majority of younger subjects drew 
table tops in orthographic or vertical oblique projection, yet few chose 
them as representations most like a table. However, of those who did 
choose them, the majority also drew a table top in that manner 
(approdmately ten percent of subjects between the ages of four and six, 
and between nine and ten). This provides some support for the suggestion 
that some children do prefer their own form of depiction. The perspective 
response is more confused. It would appear, at first sight, that a small 
proportion of subjects at most ages both choose and prefer a table top in 
COlplttion. Page 8 - A2 
perspective, but this is not the case. The majority of these subjects 
either draw a table top in perspective but do not choose it or choose one 
in perspective but do not draw it. 
Cb2) SUUlary of differences between Groups A and B, and data presented in 
Chapters " and 7. 
Because of the design of this study it could be argued that these 
results have no real compatibility with those given in earlier chapters. 
This difficulty was examined by looking at the proportions of response, 
with age, both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, across 
group A, and group B, the Imagination responses from Chapter 4, and the 
Choice of depiction Most Like a table from the previous chapter. 
S1gnificant differences were found in the vertical oblique and no ground 
line respor.ses for Cholce of deplction, and for the orthographlc, 
perspective, no ground line, and ground line responses for drawlng the 
table. but tests failed to find any other slgnificant differences. 
There are very small differences between the cholce stimulus <B25) 
presented here and the choice of projection system other subjects made 
when they were asked which depiction they thought looked most like a 
table. There are two measures on which there were significant 
differences. The number of subjects using a no ground line response were 
very small in both cases, hence severely limiting the psychological 
significance of the differences found. The number of responses on the 
vertical oblique measure were larger. and, as Figure 8:29 illustrates. a 
larger proportion of subjects between the ages of four and nine make this 
response when presented with fully completed stimuli (see previous 
chapter) than when asked to choose from stimuli which they have to 
complete. However. this effect is reversed (or subjects between the ages 
of nine and eleven. These findings. taken in conjunction with those 
CI'.apter 8. Coaplttion, Page 8 - U 
discussed in the section above about the relationship in the vertical 
oblique responses between the subject's own production and the subject·s 
choice, strengthens the point that the choice of vertical oblique as the 
depiction most like a table may well imply different, age related, reasons 
for this choice. 
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no outside aid). Figure 8:30 shows that more of the older subjects use 
orthographic prOjection, and fewer of the younger subjects use perspective, 
on the table tops when they are drawing unaided. Figure 8:31 shows that 
more of the younger subjects use no ground line. and more of the older 
subjects use ground line when they are drawing unaided. Therefore. having 
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depictions of tables available for copying appears to encourage, partially, 
the production of the forms of response used by older subjects. ' This 
effect is not universal, because the development of oblique projection, 
ground plane and partial occlusion remains unaffected by the difference in 
the tasks. 
Cb3) Summary of differences between Groups A and Bt and Groups C to I. 
A comparison was made between the subject's choice of depiction 
(Stimulus 825, the depiction that they thought looked most like a table) 
and the responses made on stimulus groups C to I. Tests found significant 
differences in the majority of the comparisons, only failing to find 
significant differences on the ground plane and partial occlusion measures 
when 825 was compared with groups H and I. 
A comparison was also made between the subject's depiction 
<Stimulus A6) and the responses made on stimulus groups C to I. Tests 
found significant differences 1n the majority of the comparisons, only 
failing to find significant differences on the oblique, ground plane and 
partial occlusion measures when A6 was compared with stimulus group C, 
and on the ground line and partial occlusion measures when A6 was 
compared with group G. 
Figures 8:32 to 8:39 present these findings in a slightly more 
user friendly, if rather garish, manner. These figures are complicated and 
summarise most of the information given in Chapter 8 and the associated 
appendices. They are included here to give a clear overview of the 
developmental trends within the data. Each stimulus group is given a 
particular type of line, and these lines are used consistently in these 
figures:-
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response from most age groups, but the remaining stimuli encourage hardly 
any perspective response at all. 
Figure 8:36 shows that stimuli in Group E encourage the highest 
no ground line response, particularly from the older subjects. Stimuli in 
Group C encourage a small but steady no ground line response across all 
ages, whilst the remaining stimuli only encourage a no ground line 
response from the younger subjects. Very few subjects at any age show a 
preference for no ground line. 
The picture is slightly different for the ground line response, as 
can be seen in Figure 8:37. Here the majority of the stimuli encourage a 
high ground line response from the younger subjects. The strength of this 
I..' ._,Ai", 
response declines steadily from about slx~to twelve years of age. Stimuli 
". ... ~~. 
..II. ~ ~ 
in Groups H and I do not allow 8 ground line response, yet between ten and 
thirty percent of subjects from five to nine years of age alter the 
st imulus to provide such a response. Some of the younger subjects drew 
ground lines or ground planes onto the stimuli, as can be seen in Appendix 
8:A. The numbers involved are too small to carry much psychological 
significance, but the unexpected addition of these indicates that, for 
these subjects, an important aspect of the ~timulus is its perceived 
possession of a ground line or a ground plane. This indicates that 
extending the legs to produce a ground line, on stimuli that initially 
possessed a ground plane, is a deliberate action coinciding with the stated 
preference for ground line. 
Figures 8:38. and 8:39, _:, showing the ground plane and part ial 
. . 
occlusion responses, are very. __ simllar and. willd)e discussed together. The 
.;.~ .. 
~,.... I',~ot"""" 
majority of SUbJects' at ail ages think that a depiction showing ground 
plane and partiel occlusion looks most like a table, and subjects show a 
developing ability to use these depth cues from about four to twelve years 
of age. The use of ground plane and partial occlusion on stimulus groups 
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H and I, where these depth cues are already given, closely matches the 
subject's stated preference. although sOllie younger subjects do alter the 
stimuli in both groups to provide a ground 1lne, as discussed above. 
Responses or'\. ,sUmulus group~ C, 0, F. and G =atch those produced on 
. .... 
Stimulus 1.6, where each subject draws their own table. The only stimuli 
whlch have a sizeable effect upon the table legs are those in Group C. 
where subjects are forced into drawing a table. top in vertical oblique 
projection. Here subjects appear to match this with the production of 
·less advanced' depth cues. 
GENERJ.l. DISCUSSION. 
To summar1se. an analysls of the stimulus groups shows that the 
vast majority of subjects at all ages think that a table top in obUque 
projection and table legs showlng the use of ground plane and partial 
occlusion malees the depletion look most lilee a table. Subjects show a 
developing ~b1~1ty to use~bUque projection, ground plane and partial 
occlusion (from about four to twelve years of age). The provision of 
stimuU that atd the production of these measures encourage a similar 
response showing developmental trends at an earU.r ege. The obUque 
response on variable stimuli 'howl~the 'se.e developmental trend. Subjects 
prefer to use obUque projection. rat~er than perspective. end do so as 
soon as they become able to. The strength of preference for en obUque 
response is i11ustreted by the (act that a sllla11 proportion of subjects at 
. 
most eges deUberate1y alter the stimuli to prov1de oblique projection. 
Similarly. the strength o( preference (or ground plane and partial 
occlusion 1s shown by the feet that development 11'1 thel. mealures 1. very 
similar across all stimuli apart (rom those 11'1 stimulus group E, 
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The discussion at the beginning of this chapter pointed out that 
subjects had many depictions of tables to copy from, and that we might 
expect that presenting subjects with a completion task ought to help them 
overcome the majority of the production problems that they might 
experience which are related to the ordering of the drawing of the 
different elements and lines and the placing of these lines in position. 
However, this does not appear to have enabled them to complete the stimuli 
in the way which they think looks most l1ke a table. Similarly, subjects 
would not del1berately alter the stimuli to accord with their normal 
production, but at dissonance with their stated preference, if the 
mechanics of putting pencil to paper were the main problem. Hence the 
suggestion that subjects do not draw in their preferred manner because of 
production difficulties needs to be reviewed. 
Any theory put forward about how the representation of depth 
develops must both be able to account for this behaviour and for the way 
in which the use of oblique projection, ground plane, and partial occlusion 
develops with age in a relatively non-task dependent way. 
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CHAPTER 9. 
'Meaning', and the Copying of Line Drawings of Tables. 
'III rOfi flPOftlJ hili hu blln plJbJi,hlJ in thl Bfitish 10IJfniJ of f,y(h"JogYI f,brlluy 19891 ind 
is girln in ApplnJi>: 9:A. 
Summary. 
A series of studies shows that errors in copying line drawings of 
a table are directly related to the knowledge that the lines represent a 
table, and not to difficulty in drawing the lines themselves. When 
children copy the component parts of line drawings of a table the pattern 
of error is very similar to that obtained when the whole line drawing is 
copied or when a table 1s drawn from imagination. When the same 
component parts are copied without the knowledge of what they represent 
very few errors are made. This is seen as support for the view that the 
subject draws what is known and not what is actually seen. 
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lntroduct ion. 
Chapter 7 showed that, under a variety of conditions, most adults 
prefer a table drawn in obUque projection. Similarly, Chapter 4- showed 
that most adults prefer to use this projection when drawing from 
imagination. Chapter 7 also showed that even very young children think 
that a line drawing in this form of projection looks most like a table, 
even though they do not use it when depicting a table. Lastly, in the 
previous chapter, it was shown that when young children were given a 
completion task in which it was necessary to add only one line to the 
stimulus some went to great trouble to alter the stimulus so that it 
accorded with their normal, rather than their preferred, form of depiction. 
This chapter investigates possible reasons for the difficulty that the 
child has in depicting the table in his or her preferred form. 
There are several possible sources of difficulty. First ly, the 
difficulty could be related to the child's conception of a table as a three 
dimensional object and his or her inability or lack of experience in 
coalescing three dimensions onto a two dimensional plane. Theoretically, 
when a chUd 1s asked to copy a line drawing the problems of translation 
from three dimensions to two dimensions are removed, as the subject is 
presented with the solution to copy. Chen (1985) has shown that copied 
drawings are usually more advanced than drawings made from a real life 
model. 
Laszlo and Broderick (1985) state that five to six year old 
children "Lack the necessary developmental level in both perceptual and 
motor abilities accurately to copy simple figures", They examined 
perceptual-motor skills in copying diamond, square, and horseshoe shapes. 
and found that accuracy improved steadily with age, and partially with 
training. The performance of five and six year olds was poor, and children 
showed particular difficulty with the diamond and the horseshoe. Laszlo 
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and Broderlck argue that planning of actlon. error detection and error 
correction may be sources of diHiculty. The specHic problems shown by 
young children are 1dentified as inabllity to copy angles accurately and 
failure of closure. These errors occur more on the diamond than the 
square (ldentical in shape. but rotated through 45 degrees) which indicates 
that it 1s not solely the physical shape of the object that causes 
problems. 
Freeman (1980b) suggested that development in table drawing could 
be related to inability to overcome Hgurol biases. Bremner <1985b) 
discusses the problem of figural biases and suggests that there are three 
classes of bias: local bla5. Ugural eHects (such as sYClmetry), and extra-
Ugural effects (such 6S the edge of paper). TheSe! forels of bias mlght 
all be relevant here. The first 15 a 10co1 blas, called the perpendicular 
blas. in ",hlch the child sho"'s bias towards drawing one line at right 
angles to another. The second. related to the first. ls an extra- Ugural 
effect ident H1ed by Naeli and Harrls (1976) in whlch the ch1ld might align 
the vertical sldes of the square wlth the vertical sides o( the paper. The 
third 1s a bias towards symmetry around an axl&. A comblnat Ion of these 
might account for the greater difficulty experienced by the young ch1ld 
",hen copy1ng a d1amond rather than a square. 
A further source of dlfficulty, uhlch has been suggested by 
Phl11ips. Hobbs. and Pratt U97S), 15 that a Une drawing 15 seen as a solid 
object and the lnternal descrlption created by thls 1.1111 describe the (orm 
of that object ln three dlmenslonal space. Therefore, although the 
stimulus ls luo dimenSional, the chUd may stUI experience the problem o( 
translating three dimenSions to two. Chen (985) rejects thls view. She 
(ound that children do not necessarily produce the came dra"'ings when 
copying a line drauing or uhen drauing a soUd model. In particular she 
polnts out that older chlldren tend to produce more advanced drawings when 
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copying a two-dimensional model than when copying a three dimensional 
model. She defines more advanced as 'towards perspective representation'. 
Her criticism assumes that the only difference between copying from a two-
dimensional or a three-dimensional model is that of the extra dimension. 
This ignores any extra Ugural effects that might occur, such as the 
relationship between the model, either a piece of paper or a solid object, 
and the table upon which it is placed, or indeed the whole room. It leads 
to the assumption that children draw an object in a consistent manner, but 
this is not always the case (Golomb 1974). Nor is it the case that 
perspectiv~ is necessarily a more 'advanced' form of representation. For 
example, Chapter 5 shows that the form of projection used by subjects is 
partially a function of task demands, and that perspective is used as an 
alternative rather than as a more advanced system. It is quite feasible 
that extra figural effects might alter the task sufficiently to affect the 
form of prOjection used, independently of the dimensionality of the 
stimulus. 
To summarise, the four possible areas of error investigated here 
are:-
a) The problem of translating three dimensions to two. 
b) The problem of translating to two dimenSions the three dimensions that 
are implicit in a two dimensional figure. 
c) Problems caused by figural biases. 
d) Perceptual-motor problems. 
The rationale behind the experimental design 1s as follows. The 
manner in which a table is drawn from observation or imagination has been 
determined in detail in Chapters 3 to 6. These data are used as a base 
against which a subject's performance can be compared when copying line 
drawings of a table. 
In the first study reported here subjects were asked to copy line 
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drawings of a table in various projections and the data were compared with 
those obt6ined previously. This comparison provides 1nformatlon about the 
d1fflculty of translat1ng three dimensions to two, but suHers from the 
possibility of confound1ng extra-flgural .ffects and the three 
dlmenslonal1ty lmpUclt 1n a two dimensional f1gur.. It does. however, 
provide a baseline against which performance on the three following 
studies can be compared. In these studies the subjects wert asked to copy 
'mean1ngless' parts of the Une draw1ng. Comparisons with the f1rst study 
enable figural blases to be Isolated. as any similarities to the first 
study can be attributed directly to the form of the figure. The second 
study also 1nvestigates dlrectly the effect that symm.try might have on 
(lgural reproduction. The fifth study enables the eHect of lmpliclt 
dimenslonal1ty to be evaluated by glV1ng the 'mtan1nglus' parts meaning, 
and hence impUcit dlmenslonaUty. and then comparing the results with 
those ln whlch the It lmuU were meanlnglen <Studles 2. 3 and 4). Extra-
flgural effects wl11 have no net 1nfluence here because the task of 
copying a collection o( Unes Is the same 1n both cases. The only 
difference between the two tasks Is the way in which subjects Interpret 
the Unes. A final comparlson w1th Study 1. in which the Unes have 
meaning and the results can be used as a baseline of copying performance, 
enables the effect of 'meaning' to be investigat.d. 
In order to ensure experimental naivety no aubject was used for 
more than one stUdy. 
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STUDY ONE. 
The Copying of Line Drawings. 
In this study subjects were asked to copy line drawings of a 
tLJble shown in different forms of projection and the dLJta obtained were 
compared with those discussed in Chapter 4. 
Method. 
Subjects. The subjects were 795 ch1ldren from one secondary school and 
one primary school in Leyland, Lancashire. 
n 1 J 2 3 
4 5 6 
7 8 
9 
Figure 9: 1. Thl ninl .ti.uJi 1I.ld in Study I. SII tlKt lor dlt.iJ •. 
Task. The st imul1 used can be seen in F1gure 9: 1. Each chUd over the age 
of ten was given a sheet with either stimulus 1. 3. 4. 8. or 9 upon it. 
The sheets were distributed in a randolll lIIaMer balanced across age and 
sex. and each chUd was asked to copy their particular stimulus accurately. 
Care was taken to ensure that the chUd could not see what his or her 
neighbours were doing. 
The remaining 210 chUdren were seen individually. Each chUd was 
first asked to draw a table frolll imagination. The stimul1 used for the 
younger children were 1, 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7 and 8. The four -extra stimuli 
used were included to examine the way in which table legs were copied. 
Each chUd was asked to copy first one and then another of the eight 
poss1ble stimuli. The two parUcular stimuli each chUd was asked to copy 
were chosen randomly. balanced across age and sex. This task deslgn 
enables a check to be made on whether the younger chUdren were actually 
responding to the stimuli or to some preconceived graphiC schema related 
to Uble draw1ng St1mulus 5. identical to stimulus 4 except that impl1cit 
depth was enhanced by shading. was introdUced to investigate whether such 
enhancement affected depiction. Figure 9:2 shows the total number of line 
drawing responses in each age group. 
A5~ j 5 , 2 I ! U· ]J 12 J3 Ii 
Ua.;1us , , 8 7 , 
• • 8 : 32 33 30 22 5thulus 2 7 5 , , , • . : 5thul"s 3 7 , 8 8 8 7 , : 21 37 31 20 
SUlulus 4 7 11 , 7 • 7 S : 31 3~ U 14 Uhul". 5 , 8 7 , • • 8 : SUlul". , 7 , • • • 7 
, : 
SUlulul 7 7 5 , , , • . : SUlulul 8 7 11 , 7 • 7 
, : 27 17 37 11 
SUI~lli1l ! . 22 32 31 II 
TOTAL RESPO.SES 
'0 '0 '0 '0 '0 50 '0 : 147 17. 
'" 
'0 
Fagu,. 9:2. 'hi nu.blf 01 lin, dflrill9l ill '''"191 9'#IIP. 
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Results. 
All drawings were analysed in accordance with the system 
described in Chapter 3. 
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS. A) Each of the children between 3 and 11 years old 
copied two line drawings. Forty children produced the same response on 
both drawings. 13 children also used that response when drawing a table 
from imagination. These data are shown in Figure 9:3. 
9GE 4 5 6 Z e ~ 
RESPONSE Round 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Orthographic 0 3( I) 0 I 0 0 
Verticil-oblique 9(5) 7(5) 5 6(1) 2(1) 3 
eersp~~~he I I Q Q Q Q 
Percentage of year AO 31 17 23 7 10 19S (of total 
(17) (20) (0) (3) (l) (0) : 6S ,~spons~). 
Figure 9:3. Th~ nlJMbu of chiJdrin prodlJcing thrl W~rI responsi on both Jin~ dwlings. 'hi /iglJri 
in brid·~t5 indj(it~5 th~ nlJflb~r ~ho .150 IJs~d thrl 5JII~ resp~ns~ v/lin drJring i tabJ~ frolll 
J.aginJtion. 
Children who use exactly the same form of depiction for both 
stimuli nearly all draw in the vertical-oblique form and. as might be 
expected, are in the lower age groups. The numbers here are low. Only 6~ 
of subjects respond in the same manner across all stimuli, and 19% when 
copying a line drawing. These subjects were assumed to be making no 
attempt to follow the task as set, therefore it was deemed just Hied to 
exclude them. 
B) Each child between four and eleven years of age copied two 
drawings, and so the responses are not all independent of each other. 
However, no significant differences were found when Kolmogorov-Sm1rnov 
comparisons were made on the proportions of correct responses, with age. 
between the first and second drawings copied (Orthographic:- N = 7, 0 = 5. 
p > 0.05: Vertical Oblique:- N = 7, [l = 2, P ) 0.05; Obl1que:- N = 7, D = 
Pig. §. 9 
4., P > 0.05; Perspective:- N = 7, 0 = 2. P ) 0.05). Both sets o( data were 
amalgamated (or the remaining analyses. 
Ci A X; compar1son of the proportion o( correct responses 1n each 
age group fa1led to show a significant d1((erence between stimulus 4. and 
stimulus 5. as can be seen 1n F1gure 9:4. Because of the 6111all nUlllber of 
responses 10 this part icular analy&1s a response was taken to be correct 
if either the top or the legs matched that o( the stimulus. although 
normally both did. For this reason responses to the two stimuli are 
amalgamated 1n later analyses. 
eGE 
S\UJIUI , 
SU.,,}us 5 
, 5 6 7 e , 
012.5 '0 75 75 71 
o 2S 0 " n 75 
10 
100 
100 
X2. 8.0. dl • 5. p) 0.1 
D) The older children were given two di(fer~nt perspective tables 
to copy. or.e 1n true perspective (Stimulus 8; 115 degrees convergence) and 
one 1n naive perspective (Stimulus 9; 3& degrees convergence). The mean 
degree. of convergence for each age group on each type of st 1mulus 1s 
given in Figure 9:5. 
AC"- II n 1) It 
"' .... pcnpcni .. ~(II.S) 41(1"') 11('-') "(10.1) 
N .... ~' ,t Iw~j((" n 2311J 27 2J 
T,w. pcnpc";" ~(IS.7) Sl(ILI) !Jell.7) " (IU) 
N .... ~, " ... ~jccil "III 241ZJ )4 nlll 
Fi;lIr. 5:5. ThI.lln dI9f111 DI CDnYIf9In(l, ,Ith .;1. rIlln ccpylng , "H, In 11th" tfl/I Dr nlH'1 
PIfIPUt/YI. Till ItMJud dlriltiM DI till "In II girln In rCllnJ ~fI'litl ~"Idl lull "9"f1. Till 
"91111 in ,qUIll brlcklt. IIplISlnt. till nu.blf cl 'lib/utI rll~ (I/lid te g/rl I PUlputlrl 
fllp~nSl (J", tllln 2~ dlJ"1I t~nrIl9In"J. 
It can be seen that more accuracy was achieved when copying a 
table in naive perspective than when copying a table in true perspec:t 1ve. 
Although only (ive subjects (ailed to use perspective, the degree of 
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convergence in the stimulus only appears to have a minor effect upon that 
shown in the response. Because of the lack of difference in response 
between the two stimuli. responses to them are amalgamated for the 
remaining analyses. 
MAIN ANAL YSlS. 
A) Copying of the table tops. Figure 9:6 shows the responses analysed in 
relation to the type of table top given in the stimulus. This provided 
four classes of stimulus. orthographic (stimulus 1). vertical-oblique 
<Stimuli 2 and 3), oblique <Stimuli 4, 5, and 6), and perspective <Stimuli 7, 
8, and 9). 
A two sample x.:o: test failed to show a significant dif ference 
between the proport1on of correct responses. with age, for orthographic and 
vertical-oblique stimuli <X2 = 4.9. df = 10, P > 0.8). Similarly. a three 
sample X""' which included the correct responses for perspective stimuli 
failed to show a significant difference <X2 = 20.7, df = 20, P ) 0.3). 
However a four sample test including the responses on oblique stimuli 
showed significant differences <X2 = 198.4, df = 3D, P < 0.001). 
"C·M. • s , 1 • , 10 II 12 U 14 
No. .. "1' ....... so •• 60 GO sa 60 60 141 171 Ut to 0.,-,.,,.. .0.01. 
h ...... U 
Onhoc"phic 
" 
60 16 100 II 100 .. 100 100 100 100 
Vcnic .......... U to 14 11 U 
V<P,.J...oUt-.o.J 
Onhoc .. phic U 12 
V.niCl~~ ,. IS 100 10 100 100 .. 100 100 100 100 
P.nprai .. » 20 12 
C»Iif'" .; ... 
....... 17 
Oftho, nphic It 
" 
U 2 
V.nica~ .. n 
" 
,. It 20 IS 
0bIi<! ... • 22 n 46 10 U I~ 100 100 100 '~"pca;" , , 
f.iI .... II 2 2 • 
,<P,,.,... ...... 
, ..... 20 
Oft""C""" 1 
, I. 
V."ic~ 2S '1 21 II 1 21 
0bIi0t ... I 
,.npcal .. IS 56 64 as tl 
" 
100 100 ,. 100 100 
Figure 9:£. TIll p,~pc'tionl of fI.~nll, riM 19" fo, .ti.uJi rUh 1 tlbl, top in orthogrlphi(, 
v"ti(lI-oblJqlll, ObJiqlli 0' PlfSPIdivi P,cJl(ti~n (1ilSlIrld IS I plf(lntlgi of thl totll '"ponse 
flJr 'hit 191). 
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Figure 9:6 also shows that where errors do occur they rarely take 
the form of an obUque response. The majority of errors on orthographic. 
obl1que and perspective stimuli are caused by vertical-oblique responses. 
and on vertical-oblique stimuli they are caused by orthographic responses. 
Obl1que stimuli elicit a form of response that is qualitatively 
different from responses on the other stimul1. The simllarity in the 
proportions of errors from the other three forms of stimull lndicate that 
these errors might be related to developmental factors l1nked to sklll in 
copying. The obUque stimuli appear to present further problems that can 
only be related to either figural blases unlque to those stimul1 (such as 
in the drawing of two obl1que parallel lines). or to some form of 
'gestaltian' perception of the figure itself. 
B) Copy1ng of the table legs. 
Analys1s of the stimuli related to the way in which the table legs 
are depicted provides three stimulus groups:- no implicit depth (stimuli 
1. 2 and 7). implicit depth ln a perspective manner (stimuli 3 and 9>, and 
imp11Cit depth in an oblique manner (stimuli 4, 5 and 6). In this analysls 
a response was considered correct if the table legs were deplcted 
correctly. regardless of how the table top was drawn. Figure 9:7 shows 
the proportions of correct responses with age for each stimulus. 
A three sample X2 test faUed to show a 51gnlf1cant dHference 
between stimuli I, 2 and 7 ( X: • 7.1. df • 12, P > 0.8>. All age groups 
showed little difficulty in copying table l.gs which involv.d no depth. 
Similarly, a Kolmogorov-Smimov two sample test (aU.d to .how a 
s1gnif1cant difference between stimul1 3 and 9 CD • 0.09, P ) 0.05). Both 
forms of stimulus el1cit, with age. a steadily increasing abil1ty to copy 
table legs in perspective. Responses for table legs in ob11que depth show 
1nteresting variations. There are slgnificant dlffer.nces betw.en stimul1 
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6 and 4/5. as shown by a two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (D = 0.5, P < 
0.05), However, 43~ of errors on stimuli 415 take the form of the table 
shown in stimulus 6, with the back leg which falls between the two front 
ones elongated, whereas 20~ of errors on stimulus 6 take the form of 
tables shown in stimuli 4 and 5 (true oblique). When this form of error 
is included in the analysis (1.e. when those drawings in which the subject 
is showing depth. but has not depicted the table legs with the same 
relative lengths as shown in the stimulus, are judged correct), a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test fails to show any significant 
differences between the stimuli (D = 0.09, P > 0.05). Figure 9:8 shows the 
results obtained when responses are analysed in this way. 
Agc ••• 
No. of rcsponscs ... 
N. i_;/i,il ',}III 
Stimulus 1 
Stimulus 2 
Stimulus 7 
Avengc 
'Ob/i9"1 ' 't;11I (AJ 
S,imulus 4/5 
S,imulus 6 
Aven&c 
• Ob/i91<#' It;11I (DJ 
S,imuhu 1,/5 
Stimulus 6 
Avcnge 
'P,npllli,,' 'f)11I 
Stimulus 3 
Stimulus 9 
Avcngc 
4 S 
SO 48 
100 7& 
100 76 
100 SO 
100 67 
o 0 
o 0 
o 4 
6 32 
o 33 
3 33 
o 34 
20 38 
10 3& 
6 7 
GO 60 
100 100 
as 100 
84 100 
90 99 
41 18 
o 0 
20 9 
59 70 
14 60 
37 6S 
<C3 60 
I,() 2S 
42 1,3 
8 9 10 
58 GO 60 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 
2S 33 0 
63 67 56 
<C4 SO 2S 
82 87 100 
76 100 8S 
79 94 ~S 
63 S4 89 
63 57 80 
63 71 8S 
Figure 9:7. Thl proportions 01 corrlct risponSI', rith ~gl, lor lich stflulus ind lor lien stflulus 
group. 'ObJiqul' dlpth tS} ineludls lifgfnll "rors, Sil tlJc't lor dltiils. 
AGE 
Stilulus "5 
SthulU5 6 
4 S 6 
6 32 59 
o 33 ,. 
3 33 37 
789 
70 82 87 
60 76 100 
65 79 9' 
10 
100 
88 
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Figure 9:8. Thl proportions 01 ruponSi thlt shorld dlpth on obliqui dlpth Itf,uJi, ritn Igi. 
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Although even the youngest subjects made very few errors when 
copying a stimulus with no 1mplicit depth these stimuli were less complex 
than those with either perspectlve or obl1que depth, the copying of whlch 
produced clear developmental trends. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test 
falls to show any signif1cant dlfferences between these last two groups of 
stimuli <0 = 0.07, P > 0.05). These two groups of stimuli appear to el1cit 
s1milar forms of error, however, it is unclear whether the errors can be 
attributed to the greater complexity of the stimuli, Implicit depth in the 
stimuli, or a combination of the two. 
Development in the copying of a table top in oblique projection or 
table legs in oblique projection or perspective is Similar to development 
shown 1n draw1ng a table from imag1nation. The proportions of children 
responding correctly at each age are significantly correlated between the 
three groups <Table top and Imagination :- r = 0.93, df = 9, P < 0.001 i 
Table top end Table legs:- r = 0.93, df = 5, P < 0.01: Table legs and 
Imaginat10n:- r = 0.84. df = 5. P < 0.05). Having a stimulus to copy 
elic1ts more correct responses than if the subject were drawing a table 
from 1mag1nat10n. but the form of development is similar whether the table 
1s drawn from imagination. copied from stimuli with oblique table tops, or 
cop1ed (rom stimuli with legs in Implicit depth. 
Discussion. 
Th1s study establishes base lines against which future copying 
behaviour can be evaluated. The first question raised by this study is 
whether the form of the oblique table top itself causes the difficulty 
children have in copying it accurately. This question is examined in the 
next study. 
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STUDY TWO. 
The Copying of 'Table Tops'. 
The previous study showed that the majority of young children are 
able to copy a table top in perspective but not in oblique projection. 
This study is designed to discover whether the difference in rate of error, 
with age, between the two forms of stimuli is related to figural effects. 
The main figural differences between the stimuli are: a) symmetry around a 
vertical axis (in the perspective top), and b) parallel oblique lines (in 
the oblique top). 
Symmetry is an important aspect of a figure (Bremner 1985b). For 
example, Bornstein et a1 (1981) showed that babies of four months 
habituate more quickly to symmetrical patterns, and that a preference for 
symmetry emerges between the ages of four and twelve months and 
increases with age. Pomerantz (1977) showed a response bias towards 
symmetry in adults. Five to nine year olds judge symmetrical patterns as 
simpler than asymmetrical ones (Chipman and Mendelson 1975), and reproduce 
symmetrical dot patterns more accurately than asymmetrical patterns 
(Boswell 1976). Bremner and Moore (1984) showed that children copied non-
bisection figures as more symmetrical than they should have been, even 
though this meant shifting away from an existing perpendicular. 
Mendleson and Lee <1981> showed that oblique plane symmetry i5 
hardest to detect, and Mackay et a1 (1972) found that children were more 
able to place horizontal or vertical lines correctly within symmetrical 
shapes around the horizontal or vertical axes. Failure to copy an oblique 
table top may therefore be due to its perceived lack of symmetry or to its 
symmetry around the oblique aKis .. 
Similarly it 1s known that young children show difficulty when 
copying acute and obtuse angles <Bremner 1985b>. but in this study both 
forms of table top contain acute angles and children are able to copy 
those found in perspective stimuli. The main difference between the two 
(orms of stimuli is that the orthogonals in the oblique form are also 
parallel. 
This study was designed to find out firstly whether the e{(ect 
shown in Study 1 is still evident when only the table tops are drawn. and 
secondly whether this effect could be attributed either to the symmetry of 
form and/or to the parallel lines. 
Method. 
SubJect6. The sub.1ects were 171 children. between , and 11 years old. 
from a primary school on the outskirts of Preston. Lancashire. 
Task. The sub.1ects were sep.n as a class. in their classroom. The 
stimulus. which consists of four components. is shown in F1gure 9:9. The 
stimulus was drawn 1n large scale upon the blackboard before the class 
L 
B 
c o 
Figura 9: 9. ThI.ti.llill' "lid in Study 2. SII tlxt IDr dltlil •• 
entered. Each subject was given penc1l and paper. and care was taken to 
ensure that the child could not see what his or her neighbours were doing. 
q -10 
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The stimulus was revealed and the teacher asked the subjects to copy it as 
accurately as they could. When all the subjects had finished, name and age 
was put on the back of the paper, either by the experimenter, the teacher, 
or the child. 
Results. 
The stimulus can be analysed in four separate parts, marked A, B, C, and D 
in Figure 9:9. Stimuli C and D are identical to A and B but are rotated to 
give symmetry around a vertical axis in C and oblique parallel lines in D. 
as can be seen in Figure 9:9. None of these annotations were included in 
the original stimulus. Responses were measured in accordance with the 
classification of projection systems described in Chapter 3. Further, the 
response to stimulus C was only considered correct if it was symmetrical 
around the vertical axis, and the response to D was only considered 
correct if the two oblique Hnes were parallel. Stimuli A and B were the 
target shapes. As they were identical to the oblique and perspective 
table tops in Study 1. errors on C or D were not analysed if the subject 
copied A and B accurately. 
ME ~ 5 6 Z a ~ lQ II 
S~BJECIS 1 2 J • 1 2 J • 1 2 
STI~U1.US A • • • • • • • e • • • ELEI'IENT B • • • C • • • D I I I I I I I I I 
TOTAL S's 11 23 18 29 2S 23 3& 5 
Figur. 9: 10. Thl nu,b,r e! ,rrers, by lubj,et ,nd ~ith 'gl, ,.d, en "ch sti'u/us ,/",nt. 
Only 11 of the 171. subjects made errors on stimuli A and B. 
Figure 9:10 shows the errors made by these eleven subjects for each 
stimulus. Three 4 year olds made errors on each stimulus, and two 7 year 
olds made no other errors. The remaining six subjects, mostly five year 
olds. made errors both on stimulus A and stimulus D, but none on stimulus 
B or C. 
Discusslon. 
The most striking aspect of the results presented here Is the lack 
of error at all ages. Many stUdies have been done on the way 10 which 
children copy dlamonds (see Mltchelmore 1985) and the general consensus 
appears to be that young ch11dren have great difficulty with this 
con Ugura tion. The subject population used here did not appear to be 
unusual. belng the intake of a normal state primary school, although there 
are three aspects of the experimental method that may be relevant. 
F1rstly. because of the focus of the stUdy. errors on part C were only 
1ncluded 1n the analysls when subjects had hUed to copy A or B correctly. 
In all age groups there were a few children who failed to copy C 
correctly. but because of the above they did not fall within the scope of 
the analysis. Secondly. unlike most experiments the parts were presented 
as one un1t. Several studies have shown that children alter their 
draw1ngs in an attempt to differentiate between stimuli (see Light 1985). 
It is poss1ble that the presentation of all four parts together increased 
general accuracy as the children tried to clarify the differences between 
them. S1mllarly. Freeman (1983) and Freeman et al (1983) luggest that the 
prOblem in copying such figures might be related to picture plane bias. 
which implies that obliquity would have the same eHect whether it is in 
the frame or in the array. It 11 po.lible that the presence of all four 
stimuli in one block lessened this effect in sOlie way. Finally. the copy 
was judged to be correct if its classification. 8' determined by 
measurement. was that of the appropr1ate projection system. The,e criteria 
are less stringent than those that measure minute deviations from the 
form of the stimulus, and may well add to the surprising lack of error 
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found here. If this is the case it does not detract from the force of the 
argument presented here which is dependent upon a comparison between 
errors produced in this study and those from Study 1 rather than an 
absolute measurement of accuracy of copying. 
The sparseness of errors means that the information obtained from 
the few errors that did occur should be treated with caution. No subjects 
had difficulty with only A and C, the oblique top, nor with Band D, the 
perspective top. Therefore errors obtained in Study 1 on these stimuli 
are not directly attributable to the shape of the table top. Similarly, no 
subjects had problems with A, C and D, and so error is not attributable to 
oblique parallel lines. The errors that there were, mainly for five year 
olds, 1ndicate that the only parts subjects found difficult were those 
lacking symmetry. 
To summarise, low error at all ages leads to the conclusion that 
young children's inability to copy a table in oblique projection is not 
wholly attributable to figural bias related to the shape of the table top. 
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STUDY THREE. 
The Copying of 'Table Legs in Perspective'. 
Study 1 showed that the majority of young children are unable to 
copy a line drawing of a table in perspective, and that the majority of 
errors were made in the way in which the table legs were copied, This 
study was designed to discover whether these errors are related to figural 
effects. As has been shown earlier, young children have a tendency, when 
depicting a table, to extend the back legs so that they are level with the 
front ones. This occurs whether the table 1s drawn from observation or 
from imagination, or whether it is copied from a line drawing or is part 
of a completion task. There is more than one possible reason for such a 
bias. If it is caused by a desire for order or neatness of the figure, it 
should occur whatever the orientation of the figure. If it is caused by 
the desire to ind1cate the relationship between the figure and the ground, 
the effect should only occur when the figure is correctly oriented. This 
study, therefore, employed two pairs of stimuli (see Figure 9:11) which are 
mirror images. The prediction is that if the effect is related to the 
knowledge that the lines represent table legs in perspective, rather than 
being a purely figural effect, then few errors should be made. 
Method. 
Subjects. The subjects were 72 children, between 4. and 9 years old, from 
a primary school on the outskirts of Leyland, Lancashire. 
Task. The subjects were seen as a class, in their classroom. The st imulus 
used can be seen in Figure 9:11. The procedure was the same as that used 
in Study 2. It can be seen that stimulus elements A and C are identical 
except for a rotation, as are stimulus elements Band D. Stimulus 
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elements A and B are the target shapes. These annotations were not 
included 10 the or1gloal stimulus. 
I 1 
A B 
I , 
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Results. 
The stimulus can be analysed 1n four separate parts, marked A, S, 
C and 0 1n F1gure 9:11. A response was only considered correct if 1t was 
an accurate repl1ca of the part. S1x subjects either d1d not copy the 
figures 1n the correct or1entation or d1d not copy the number of legs 
correctly. These responses were not 1ncluded 1n further analys1s, as they 
d1d not reyeal anything about the child's strategy in relation to length of 
line. Only 5 subjects made any other errors. These are shown in Figure 
9:12. The nature of the error 1n each case was to complete the figure by 
extend1ng the legs. Two 'lve year olds cop ted both Band 0 inaccurately, a 
chlld of flve years and another of eight years failed to copy B. and a s1x 
year old fa lIed to copy O. 
E 
\,n.pur ~. \o"'lIf "'V. '·V· ~ .. , 
AGE , 5 6 Z 8 
SUBJECTS , :: :a 
STI"ULUS A 
B I I I I 
C 
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TOTAL S's S 28 13 IS 11 
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Discussion. 
As in Study 2 the most striking aspect of the results presented 
here is the lack of error at all ages. Once again the subject population 
used here did not appear to be unusual, being the intake of a normal state 
primary school. No subjects had difficulty with only A and C. Only 2 five 
year olds extended the shorter lines on both parts Band D, possibly 
showing a desire for figural coherence. One 5 year old and one 8 year old 
extended the lines on B, possibly showing a desire for a ground line, and 
one 6 year old extended the lines on D. This makes it difficult to draw 
strong conclusions about the pattern of errors as a whole. 
Many studies have shown the importance of ground line to the 
young child. For instance, Lowenfeld and Brittain (1966) used drawing to a 
ground Hne as a stage in the classification of children's drawings. The 
flat-bottom error in cube drawing 1s a good example of this phenomenon. 
In this the top surface of the cube 1s drawn correctly as a parallelogram, 
whilst the sides are extended to form a flat bot tom. In an ingenious 
pilot study Willats <1981a) asked subjects to draw a cube from a model. 
The model was either resting on a table below eye level, or resting on 
perspex above eye level. He found that in the second condition the 'flat 
bottom error' occurred at the top of the draWing. He concluded that the 
chUd is conveying the direction from which the object 1s viewed, not just 
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the surface upon wh1ch the object rests. The suggest10n that the error is 
caused by more than f1gural b1as 1s supported by Freeman's (1986) 
d1scuss1on of the subject. 
In conclusion, th1s study 1ndicates that young children's inability 
to copy a table 1n perspective 1s not wholly attributable to figural bias 
related to the shape of the table legs. 
STUDY FOUR. 
The Copying of 'Table Legs in Oblique Projection'. 
Study 1 showed that the majority of young children are unable to 
copy a table in oblique projection. Study 2 showed that this could not be 
wholly at tributed to figural biases associated with the form of the table 
top. This study was designed to discover whether the errors made by 
children in Study 1 were caused by figural effects associated with the 
form of table legs in oblique projection. Study 3 indicated that when 
table legs are drawn in perspective the lengthening of the back legs is 
not related to figural bias. However. it is possible that table legs 1n 
the form of oblique projection are influenced by such a bias. As 
discussed earlier. drawing a table in oblique projection involves the 
accurate depiction of acute and obtuse angles. Young children succeeded 
10 copying these when drawing the table tops, but the child also needs to 
use an acute angle when copying the 'exposed' back leg of a table 1n th1s 
form of projection. It 1s possible that children have difficulty with 
drawing an angle in this position and so make errors where they would not 
otherwise occur. 
Method. 
Subjects. The subjects were 170 children, between 4. and 11 years old. 
from a primary school in Leyland, Lancashire. 
Task. The subjects were seen as a class, in their classroom. The stimulus 
used can be seen in Figure 9:13. The procedure was the same as that used 
1n Study 2. 
& 
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Results. 
The st 1mulus can be analysed 1n six separate parts. marked A. S. C. D. E 
and F 1n Figure 6. Part A is an obtuse angle. In S. C and E lines are 
added progress1vely. such that E conta1ns all the 11nes necessary for table 
legs 1n obUque projection and 1s therefore the target stimulus. as it is 
1dentical 1n form to the oblique table legs 1n Study 1. Parts D and Fare 
the alternat1ves to C and E respect1vely, in which the table legs extend to 
a ground line. These annotat10ns were not 1ncluded 1n the orig1nal 
stimulus. A response was only considered correct if it was an accurate 
replica of the part. If a chUd copied the target accurately but made 
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errors on other parts, these errors were not included in the analysis. 
Figure 9:14 shows the errors, with age, for each part in the replication of 
the table legs. 
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Analysis was done 1n two parts. Firstly errors on the copying of 
the oblique angle were analysed, and then the length of the table legs was 
examined. Table 4 shows that only seven subjects in total had problems 
with the angle. Two subjects used straight lines (5), three subjects used 
right angles (r), and two subjects used a combination of the two on 
different stimuli. Only one subject had problems with all the stimuli." 
This subject started using a r1ght angle, but changed to a straight line 
on the last two stimuli. The other six subjects only produced errors as 
the stimuli became more complex. Twenty seven subjects made at least one 
error in copying the length of the lines. The criteria were, however, very 
stringent, and almost all of' these errors were only marginal, classed as Ij' 
in Figure 9:14. The errors occurred when subjects retained the relative 
lengths of' the Hnes but showed a tendency to extend the inside back leg 
slightly. Chapters 3, 4 and 8 have shown that this is a f'requent error 
when a table 1s drawn from a model, from imagination, or in a completion 
task. The error in copying legs that 1s being examined here, that of 
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extension of all the lines to ground 110e <g>. was made by eight subjects. 
but not in a consistent manner. For example. six year old subject 2 makes 
this error on an easy part but not on a more complex one. The errors are 
spread across the age range and do not appear to indicate a consistent 
figural bias. 
Discussion. 
As in the previous two studies the most striking aspect of the 
results presented here is the lack of error at all ages. Once again the 
subject population used here did not appear to be unusual. being the 
intake of a normal state primary school. but again the study was unusual 
in that the parts were presented as one unit. More errors appear to be 
made as the parts become more complex. but there appears to be no 
consistent pattern in the type of errors made. 
It is suggested that young children's inability to copy a table in 
oblique pro.1ect1on is not entirely caused by figural bias related to the 
shape of the table legs. 
u 
• 
• 
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STUDY FIVE. 
Copying and Knowledge of what the Lines Represent. 
This study was designed to discover whether the errors evident in 
Study 1 are caused by the knowledge of what the lines represent rather 
than by figural effects associated with the form of the line drawings. 
The target stimuli in each of the above studies were therefore presented 
again. together with an explanation of how they fit into a line drawing of 
a table. 
Method. 
Subjects. The subJects were 109 children. between 4 and 8 years old, from 
one infant school and one primary school in Leyland. Lancashire. 
Task. The subjects were seen as a class. in their classroom. The stimulus 
used can be seen in Figure 9:15. 
The stimulus was drawn in large scale upon the blackboard before 
the class entered. Each subject was given pencil and paper, and care was 
taken to ensure that the child could not see what his or her neighbours 
were doing. The stimulus was revealed, and it was explained how the 
perspective top fitted to the perspective legs. and the oblique top fitted 
to the oblique legs. The subjects were asked to imagine what they would 
look like if they were pushed together, and they were told that the 
draWings would both look like tables although they would be drawn in 
different ways. The teacher then explained that nobody was to actually 
draw a table, and asked the subjects to copy the lines on the blackboard 
as accurately as they could. When all the subjects had finished, name and 
age was put on the back of the paper. either by the experimenter. the 
teacher, or the child. 
. 
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Results. 
The stimulus can be analysed in four separate parts, marked A, B, 
C. end l\ in Figure 9:15. These annotations were not included in the 
original stimulus. A response was only considered correct if it was an 
accurate repUca of the part. Figure 9:16 shows the forms of response, 
with age, for each stimulus. 
These results show that the youngest children had difficulty with 
each part of the stimulus. In conjunction with the results reported 
earlier in this paper they also show that ch1ldren and adults extend the 
inside back leg slightly when drawing table legs in oblique projection, as 
in error type y. Although thls is not an absolutely correct response, it 
does accord with the spirit if not the letter of the law. Both here and in 
previous studies subjects of all ages appear to use this as an alternatIve 
method of deplction, hence this response is classed as correct for the 
purposes of comparison. 
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When the proportions of errors for each age are compared by a two 
sample one-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with those elicited by the 
target parts of the stimuli in stUdies 2, 3 and 4 a significant difference 
between the two is found for parts A, C and D, but not for B (the lines 
representing a table top 1n perspective). (Part A v. Part A: Study 2: 
D = 0.16, );::2 = 6.1, df = 2, p<0.02; Part B v. Part B: Study 2: D = 0.02, 
X~ = 0.25. df = 2. P > 0.7; Part C v. Part E: Study 4: D = 0.21. X;;' = II, 
df = 2. P < 0.001; Part D v. Part B: Study 3: D = 0.2. X;;' = 24.4, df = 2, 
P < 0.001>. However, Xolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample one-tailed tests failed 
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to find any signif1cant differences bet~een the proport10ns of errors ~1th 
age obtained 1n this study and those produced for either the table tops or 
the table legs on the appropr1ate stimuli 10 Study 1 <in which the 
complete line drawing 1s cop1ed>. <Part A v. The copy1ng of the top of the 
oblique table in Study 1: D = 0.13, X·' = 1.8, df = 2, P ) 0.2; Part B v. 
The copying of the top of the perspective table in Study 1: D = 0.02, 
X~ = 0.21. df = 2, P > 0.7; Part C v. The copying of the legs of the 
oblique table in Study 1: D = 0.09. X:' = 1.6. df = 2, P ) 0.2; Part 0 v. 
The copy1ng of the legs of the perspective table in Study 1: D = 0.04, 
X· = 0.54. df = 2. P ) 0.3>. 
Discussion. 
Sub1ects 1n either this study or 1n stud1es 1 or 2 showed little 
difficulty ~hen copying a table top in perspective. Each part of the 
stimulus presented 1n this study Was identical to one presented 1n either 
stue)' 2. 3 or 4. yet there ~ere signif1cant differences between the ~ay 
the subjects 1n this study copied parts A. C and ~ <table top and legs 1n 
oblique projection. and table legs 1n perspective) and the way subjects 
copied identical parts in the three other studies. 
Earlier it was argued that the ease with which the target parts 
of st1mul1 were copied could be related to the fact that they were 
presented 10 conjunction with similar line draWings which might increase 
the saUency of minor differences between them. In this study all the 
target parts of stimuli were presented together. It is possible that the 
stimulus used here differed suffic1ently to cause distraction rather than 
1ncreased discrimination. If that 15 the case one might suppose that a 
compar1son bet~een the responses obtained with the stimulus used here and 
those obtained with the more com pIe!\: stimuli used 1n in Study 1 would 
show th~ same effect. However. one-taUed tests failed to show any 
significant differences between the patterns of error obtained here and 
those obtained in Study 1-
An alternative, and more convincing, explanation is offered by 
another aspect of the results. In Study I, when subjects were asked to 
copy line drawings of a table in different projections, subjects showed 
difficulty with the top and legs of the table in oblique projection and 
with the legs of the table in perspective. These particular difficulties 
were replicated by the subjects in this study. The stimuli used here 
generally elicited slightly more correct responses than elicited by table 
tops or table legs in oblique perspective and by table legs in perspective, 
which may be attributable to the greater complexity of the stimuli in 
Study I, but the patterns of errors in the two studies are remarkably 
similar. The only feature shared by the stimuli in Study 1 and the parts 
of the stimulus used in this stUdy is the subject's knowledge of the 
object that is being represented. 
To conclude. the pattern of errors obtained for each part of the 
stimulus was more closely related to that obtained on the relevant part of 
the different, and more complex, stimulus presented in Study 1 than it was 
to that obtained on a stimulus identical to the individual part, as 
presented in studies 2. 3 and 4. The point of similarity between this 
stUdy and Study 1 is that subjects knew in each case that what they were 
drawing represented a table. This knowledge substantially altered the 
subjects' response on two otherwise identical tasks. Questions about why 
this effect is only apparent when table tops and legs in oblique projection 
and table legs 1n perspective are copied are examined 1n the general 
discussion that follows. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION. 
In the introduction to this chapter four possible areas of 
investigation were outlined: 
a) The problem of translating three dimensions to two, 
b) The problem of translating to two dimensions the three dimensions that 
are implicit in a two dimensional figure, 
c) The problems caused by figural biases. 
d) Perceptual-motor problems. 
These problems were examined by the five studies presented here, in 
relation to those described in Chapters 3 to 6. 
Chapters 3, 4. and 5 looked at the way in which subjects draw a 
table from observation or from imagination, and identified general trends 
in development independent of the task. These trends were from the use of 
orthographic to affine and projective systems of natural perspective. Data 
obtained in Chapter ~ were used as a baseline from which to judge the 
problems of translating three dimensions to two. 
The first study reported in the present chapter showed that if 
problems (a) and (b) above are avoided by presenting two dimensional 
stimuli, errors only occur when a table is in oblique projection or when 
the table's legs are in perspective, 
The next three studies examined whether these errors were caused 
by figural biases or perceptual-motor problems specific to the form of the 
error producing stimuli. In each study this was found not to be the case. 
The last study elCamined whether the errors were caused by the 
problem of translating to two dimensions the three dimensions that are 
impl1cit in a two dimensional figure. The stimuli were identical to those 
used in the previous three studies, on which subjects had produced very 
few errors, but subjects in this study were given the added information 
• 
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that the lines formed part of a table drawing. The pat tern of errors 
produced was the same as that in Study 1, when subjects also knew that 
the lines represented a table. and was totally unlike those elicited 1n 
Studies 2. 3. and 4. 
It would appear that when subjects appreciate that the stimuli 
might be more than a collection of lines and could represent part of a 
table they unwittingly attempt to represent the three-dimensionality that 
1s now assoc1ated with these l1nes. Their performance on the task 1s then 
similar that of subjects of their particular age in tasks requiring the 
representation of three-dimensionality. in that younger children no longer 
copy the st1mul1 accurately and produce the same errors that they would if 
they were drawing a three dimensional object. The ,ame argument 1s used 
by Deregowsk1 <1976 and 1978b>. Deregowsk1 and Strang (1986) used three 
dimensional stlmu11 to show that the diff1culty in representat10n might 11e 
in the confl1ct between the des1re to convey the overall appearance of the 
object and the attempt to depict its elements correctly. The degree of 
dimensionality of the stimulus is a different. though normally inseparable, 
variable to that of completeness of the stimulus. The stud1es reported 
here separate these two variables and suggest that the elementary parts 
are generally only depicted correctly if they do not have the 'meaning' of 
the whole. In conclUSion 1t is suggested that the knowledge that the 
lines represented a table, a three d1mensional object, caused the majority 
of errors obta1ned in Study 1. and hence that the hypothesiS put forward 
by Lazlo and Broder1ck (1985), that failure to copy simple Ugures 1s 
largely due to perceptual-motor errors, needs modification. 
If th1s 1s the case, why do subjects only have problems with table 
tops and table legs in oblique projection, and table legs in perspective? 
What is it about these that imp11es depth. that the other forms of stimu11 
used in Study 1 do not have? For example, a table top in perspective 
uz 
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might also be expected to imply depth. However, its trapezoidal shape, 
w1th the enlarged base, gives the appearance of sitting on a ground line 
rather than a ground plane. It looks like a balanced geometrical shape. 
Even with the knowledge that it represents a table top one can infer that 
it i!:> a complete object on its own. 
An oblique table top is unsymmetrical, and it has been shown that 
lack of symmetry does play a part in errors in copying this shape. 
However, it was also shown that this is not the whole reason. Mitchelmore 
(1985) suggests that an acute angle, in itself, might indicate depth, in 
that it is spontaneously interpreted as a representation of a perpendicular 
in three dimensions. The parallels in the oblique table top form one 
actual acute angle and one implicit acute angle. Wh1lst the shape itself 
is copied with little error. the added knowledge that it could be a table 
top might trigger a spontaneous interpretation of depth. 
It is easier to see how table legs in either oblique projection or 
perspective can have implicit depth. If the back lines are understood to 
be table legs then both forms of stimulus imply hidden line elimination, in 
that the legs that come from the back must be partially hidden by the 
table top. and subjects 'know' that table legs must be of the same length 
and thus they are reproducing an invariant at tribute of tables. As has 
been shown earlier, two common methods employed by young children are the 
drawing of all the table legs to a ground line or the showing of them 
radiating from the table top. This is also the explanation given for the 
partial extension of the inside back leg in a table drawn in oblique 
projection, a form of error to which even adults are very prone and one 
that is evident in the studies described here. 
It can be seen that implicit depth is apparent in each of the 
stimuli that children find problematical. The pOints raised here tie in 
closely with, and support. Mitchelmore's (1985) theSis which argues against 
.. 
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a close relatlonshlp between Isographlc and homographlc errors. 
Essentially. isographic drawings do not have Implicit depth whilst 
homographic ones do. The difficulty. as Mitchelmore indlcates. 1s in 
des1gning an experiment whlch Isolates the productive aspects of 
Isographic and homographic drawlng. The studies reported here attempt to 
do that. Studles 2. 3 and 4 can be considered as isograph1c whilst Study 
5 can be seen as their homograph1c equivalent. The findings reported here 
strongly support the v1ew that there Is not a close relationsh1p between 
the two. Freeman (1986). 1n summarising experiments on cube drawing. 
suggests that "what the children learned was how to relate l1nes on the 
page to their mental descriptions of the part.1cular object; they did not 
learn how to solve 'the problem of depth'. H Similarly Arnhelm. <1974.) 
argues that the simplicity of children's schematic representation does not 
reflect graphic lncapaclty so much as the baslc analytical categories 
through wh1ch the ch1ld organlses his or her world. 
There are notable exceptions to the general development in 
draw1ng ability that have been described throughout this thesis. Some 
aut1stic children show remarkable abllity at a very early age. deplcUng 
complex scenes from Imagination quickly and with photograph1c accuracy 
<Selfe 1977. 1983b. 1985). By contrast, even those normal chlldren who 
artist1cally gifted only show development a few years above their 
chronological age <Harris 1963>, and the drawings of other mentally 
retarded children are comensurate with thelr mental age <Stotijn-Egge 
1952). Further. the unusual draw.ing ability shown by these autistic 
children 16 not related to enhanced spatial ability, as th1s 1s usually 
found to be in keeping with their mental age Oiobson 1984). 
Some lower 1.0. adults a160 show remarkable drawing ability. 
O'Connor and Hermelin <1987> examined the relationsh1ps between 
Intelllgence and artlstlc ability on the one hand and skill at the 
a: 
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recognition, matching, reproduction and copying of two dimensional shapes 
with two levels of complexity and structure on the other. Their sixteen 
subjects were adults with an I.Q. of approximately 50, eight of whom were 
idiot-savant artists and the other eight of whom, formed a control group. 
Four sUb.1ects 1n each of these groups had been diagnosed as aut ist ic or 
showed autistic features 1n their behaviour. The remaining sixteen 
subjects were eleven to thirteen year old children of normal intelligence. 
eight of whom were artistically able. It was found that higher I.Q. groups 
were better at the recognition and matching of two dimensional non-
representational shapes, but 'idiot-savant artists were found to be as good 
as higher intelligence subjects and significantly better than I.Q. matched 
subjects when graphiC production was required. This was also the case 
when graphiC output was considered independently of any similarity between 
a drawing and a model. They concluded that "the difference between the 
level of performance in visual 8S compared with visual-graphic tasks is 
determined by a specific I.Q.-independent ability". 
What is this ability? The drawing ability of the idiot-savant 
artists was well above average. even though their reproduction and copying 
scores, and levels of motor coordination. were not found to be superior to 
those of normal controls. O'Connor and Hermelin suggest that the efficient 
accessing of graphiC motor programmes depends more on artistiC competence 
than on intelligence and the ability to evoke visual images. They suggest 
that drawing might be partially independent of visual memory, and related 
more to encoded motor programmes primed by the sight of the model. and 
comment that Hthe efficient use of domain-speclfic motor programmes by 
1diot-savant artists may indicate some sparing of cerebellar and/or motor 
cortex structures Jndependently of whether they are autistic or not". 
O'Connor and Hermelin also point out that their tasks are only tangentially 
related to artistic ability, as are the two-dimensional, non-relational 
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stimuli they used, because normally the artist is more concerned with 
depicting a three dimensional form in two dimensions. However. they do 
hypothesize that the idiot-savant might have " acquired his high level of 
skill in drawing familiar scenes and objects because these allow him to 
draw on his long- term visual memory as well as on well-practised graphic 
descriptions". 
Selfe <l983b) found that autistic children with anamolous drawing 
ability normally executed their drawings from memory. although they did 
not rely upon it entirely. It is worthwhile quoting her extensively as her 
work is very pertinent to the discussion. She states that: 
"All of the subjects had severe learning problems and had some degree 
of mental retardation. All had many of the features of autism (Rutter, 
1978,' Newson, 1979). In particular, all the children had suffered from 
delayed and deviant language development, and the majority still had 
very restricted or bizarre language. All sUb.fects had severe problems 
with social behaviour, and had had, or still had obsessions, rituals and 
bizarre m!J.''lnerisms. An analysis of their drawing habits showed that 
all the subjects had started to draw representational drawings at an 
early age and this had not been preceded by the usual stases of 
scribbling and experimentation. All the subject's drawings. from an 
early ase. had been fixed-viewpOint drawings of scenes or objects, 
frequently those objects that were of obsessional interest to the child. 
The draWings are therefore described as ana"olous. (p 142) ....... He (the 
chUd with normal, if accelerated, drawing abUity) represents those 
objects that have functional sign:lf1.cance for ha, The production of a 
character1.sing and lDean1ngful symbolic representation appears to be 
more iJlJportant than attention to ldlosyncratic detalls or to a sJngle 
view of an object. The autistic subjects. however, appear to be 
attendJng to non-symbol1c aspects of Visual experience. Objects are 
& 
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truncated or ~rt1ally occluded and represented w1thout the1r def1ning 
character1stics, as seen from one f1xed viewpoint. This type of drawing 
is necessarily autistic and asocial in so far as one single viewpoint is 
possible only to one single viewer at one fixed spot. It 1s therefore 
hypothesised that the autist1c child, in drawing, records objects in his 
optic array more as patterns - edges, contours and shapes - rather 
than as representat1ves of classes or symbols. It is perhaps 
coincidental that adult layman generally value photographic rea11sm in 
drawing and that this feature is the hall-mark in the draWings of the 
autistic group (p150)." (1985). 
She showed that such children do not appear to go through the same 
developmental sequence as normal children. In particular. they appear not 
to show a 'conceptual' phase 1n their development. Paine (1981) made the 
same point when discussing children with exceptional artistic ability. 
Arnheim (1980) suggested that Nadia (an idiot-savant artist) was 
not just 'copying' 8 form of eidetic imagery because she altered the scenes 
to accord with her own style. Baron-Cohen et al (1985) found that 
autistic children fail in conceptual perspective-taking skill, as opposed to 
perceptual perspective-taking tasks, in which they succeed. Baron-Cohen 
(1987) argues that H a symbol is interpreted as a representation of 
something else, then autistic children can create symbols. However, 
symbolic play involves second order representations in which the symbol is 
a representation of a concept, and it is in this area that autistic 
children fail. Thus they have a capacity to produce signs but not 
representations of concepts. Baron-Cohen et a1 (1985) conclude that this 
constitutes a specHic cognitive defect that is largely independent of 
general intellectual level and has the potential to explain both lack of 
pretend play and social impairment by virtue of a circumscribed cognitive 
failure. It must be emphasised that not all autistic children show 
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exceptional drawlng ab1lity. but it ls posslble that thls cognltive deficlt 
plays a part ln the drawlng of those that do. 
Thls chapter has shown that the ablllty of normal chlldren to copy 
lines ls affected adversely by the 'meaning' that these lines hold for the 
child. Unfortunately little work has been reported about the relative 
ab1lity of subjects with anamolous drawlng ability to copy isographlc and 
homographic drawlngs. Idlot-savant artists are relatively poor at vlsually 
matching or recognlslng abstract shapes whilst they are relatively good at 
copying. Studies of drawlng ln autistic children have investigated free 
drawlng. rather than the children's abllity to copy lines, although Selfe 
(1977) reports that Nadia showed ability at copying lines accurately. The 
except 10nal aspect of the drawlngs produced by both ldlot-savant artists 
and by aut lstle chl!dren with anamolous drawing ability ls shown ln the 
way 1n wh1ch they can dep1ct a three d1mens10nal scene in two dlmenslons 
w1th photographlc realism. Information on autistic children suggests that 
those with anamolous drawlng abillty are not limited by the symbolic 
importance of lines. It ls posslble that all exceptlonal artlsts share this 
feature ln some way. It is lnteresting to speculate that the cognitive 
defiCit in autistic children suggested by Baron-Cohen et. al. ls related to 
the children's lack of attendance to the symbolic aspects of vlsual 
experlence found by Selfe. and that the fal1ure to copy meanlngful lines 1n 
normal ch1ldren 15 related to a lack of thls deficit. 
An interesting line of research would be to investigate the 
patterns of error elic1ted 1f the studies reported here were replicated 
w1th autistic children with anomalous drawing abil1ty. 
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General Discussion of Findings. 
A) Overview of Findings. 
Chapter 3 investigated the way in which adults and children use 
projection systems when drawing a table from observation. It was found 
that different forms of projection were used. and that older subjects used 
more complex forms of projection. However. the data did not support the 
view that development is directly linked to the understanding of projection 
systems. The most complex form of projection studied. linear perspective. 
was used incorrectly by all subjects. Oblique projection was used by a 
steady minority of older subjects. even though this did not accord with 
the view that they had of the table. The majority of younger subjects 
used orthographic or vertical oblique projection. and there appeared to be 
little progression from the use of one to the Use of the other. 
Chapter 4. looked at the way in which adults and children draw a 
table from imagination. Here it was found that the majority of older 
subjects drew a table in oblique projection. Very few used any form of 
perspective. and the proportion of those doing so peaked at about fourteen 
years of age. This is the age at which linear perspective is taught in 
art lessons in the majority of schools from which the subjects were 
obtained. The majority of younger subjects used orthographic or vertical 
oblique projection. Little difference was found between these two systems 
in the proportions of subjects using them. with age. and hence it was 
concluded that they are used in an equivalent way. 
A comparison between this study and that discussed 1n Chapter 3 
showed that the use of oblique prOjection or perspective is dependent upon 
whether subjects have been asked to draw from imagination or observation. 
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This task dependency becomes more marked from about ten years of age. 
There is no task dependency with orthographic and vertical oblique 
projection. It was also shown that there is development in the depiction 
of depth that is not directly related to the use of projection systems and 
is independent of the task. 
Chapter 5 investigated the task dependency shown in the previous 
chapter. The older subjects· use of obUque projection when drawing a 
table from imagination and use of perspective when drawing a table fro III 
observation was found to be unrelated to saliency of background. knowledge 
of perspective, or level of artistic abllity. It was found that the most 
Important factor is the degree of centrality of viewpoint specified in the 
stimulus. When the stimulus specified a central viewpoint the majority of 
older subjects used perspective. and when no viewpoint was specified the 
majority of older subjects used oblique projection. 
These three chapters taken together showed that development in 
the depiction of depth is not uniquely related to development in either 
the understandlng or the use of projection systems. They showed that 
younger subjects tend to use orthographic and vertical obUque projection 
in an equivalent manner, whilst older subjects used either oblique 
projection or perspective depending on the task constraints. It wes 
necessary to make a more detalled analysis of the way in which tables 
were drawn. in order to identify developmental trends that ere not task 
related. but whose existence had been inferred from the above findings. 
Chapter 6 set out a formal classification system of table drawings. This 
system utilises the way in which both the table top and the table legs are 
drawn, and 1& independent of any previous theories about how the depiction 
of depth develops. The data presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were classified 
according to this system. It was found that the use of depth cues within 
the drawing of a single table could be Identified from the way in which 
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the relationship between the table top and each of the table' legs is 
depicted. The depth cues identified were partial occlusion and height in 
the picture plane. Use of the latter occurs in three stages: absence of 
ground line, use of a ground line, and use of a ground plane. Diminishing 
size with distance could not be identified by examining the' way in which 
the table legs were drawn, and could only be inferred from the depiction 
of the table top. An analysis of the developmental trends found in ·the 
use of depth cues identified in this way showed that such development is 
independent of task. It also showed that subjects· used the depth cues 
necessary for the production of a particular projection system before 'they 
used that form of projection. 
The studies reported in Chapter 7,used a series of,tasks in which 
subjects had to choose the form of depiction they preferred, from, a series 
of drawings. This was done in order to investigate whether children 
prefer tables to be drawn in the manner that they themselves would use, or 
if they are constrained by an inability to use more complex depth 'cues. 
It was found that the majority of all ·subjects preferred depictions 
showing the use of obUque projection, ground plane, and partial occlusion. 
These preferences held true across a variety· of conditions, and for all 
ages. It remained the case· even when a real table was placed. in front of 
the subjects and they were asked which depiction they thought looked most 
like it. Under these conditions the vast majority of subjects 'up to 'ten 
years of age chose a table depicted in oblique prOjection. After this age 
the proportion of subjects preferring perspective increased gradually, but 
the proportion of subjects preferring oblique projection did not drop below 
approximately fifty percent even for' the group aged thirteen and· above. 
The strong preference for the use of ground plane and partial occlusion 
was unaffected by this task.' These last findings support those presented 
earlier that suggest that sensitivity to centrality of viewpoint becomes a 
ssa 
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salient feature of the task at about ten years of age. 
In one study the wording of the question was altered and it was 
found that this alteration did have a small effect upon the response. 
This finding suggests that the assumption about a direct link between the 
stated preferred form of depiction and canonical representation needs to 
be made with caution. However, the strength of preference for oblique 
projection, partial occlusion and ground plane suggests that the majority 
of subjects would draw in this manner if they could. 
Chapter 8 started with the hypotheses that, firstly, subjects 
might in some way be prevented from producing a depiction in the way that 
they think looks most like a table and, secondly, this Inability might be 
overcome by substantial aid with the production of the line drawing. In 
order to investigate these hypotheses a series of completion tasks were 
used in which the number and the position of the lines to be completed 
were varied. Subjects were also asked to draw a table and to choose which 
depiction, including their own, they thought looked most Uke a table. It 
was Implicit that the drawing should be done from imagination, although 
subjects did have line drawings in front of them which they could copy. 
This design enabled a direct comparison to be made between each subject's 
completions, production and choice. It was found that, as in the previous 
chapter, the majority of all subjects preferred a table which wae in 
obl1que projection, showing the use of ground plane and partial occlusion, 
but that subjects tended to complete tables in accordance with their own 
production despite the degree of help given. This effect was so strong 
that some subjects del1berately altered the stimulus rather than add the 
one line reqUired to complete the table in obl1que projection. Similarly, 
some subjects del1berately altered the table legs to give a ground line 
rather than leave them showing a ground plane. Thus the data presented 
here supported the first premise but indicated that even with substantial 
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aid subjects showed a reluctance to alter their mode of depiction to 
accord with their stated preference. 
Chapter 9 extended this line of inquiry by examining which aspects 
of the line drawings presented most problems. This was done by using a 
series of copying tasks. When subjects were asked to copy line drawings 
of tables in a variety of different forms of projection the majority of 
errors produced were elicited by stimuli with a table top in oblique 
projection and/or showing the use of ground plane and partial occlusion. 
Even though fewer errors were produced, the pattern of error was similar 
to that obtained when a table was drawn from imagination. Thus oblique is 
the form of projection that most subjects prefer, but is also the form of 
projection that subjects find most difficult to copy. -However, very few 
errors were made when subjects were asked to copy parts' of these 'line 
drawings without reference to the symbolic' content of the depiction. 
Subjects who were only given parts of the line draWings to copy, but were 
told what they represented prior to copying, produced the same pattern of 
errors as was obtained when the whole line drawing was copied.' 'These 
studies showed that the production difficulties encountered by these 
subjects were related to the symbolic content of the stimuli and not to' 
figural biases. Finally, it was argued that the error producing aspect 'of 
the symbolic content was related to the implicit depth perceived within 
the stimulus. 
B) The relationship between the findings presented in this thesis and the 
theories of development in the depiction of depth discussed-in Chapter 1. 
In Chapter 1 it was suggested that theories about development in 
the depiction of depth could be roughly grouped into four areas, concerned 
with, respectively: stages in cognitionj visual realismj production errors; 
conceptual/perceptual realism. Little of the work reported "in the 
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literature is based on one theory only, and most of it examines a 
particular aspect of depiction without placing it categorically within the 
framework of a particular theory. However, a lot of work contains 
underlying assumptions and It was these assumptions that were examined in 
the first chapter. This thesis did not set out to test between the 
alternative theories, however, the main tenets of each of these groups of 
theories can now be examined in the light of the findings summarised 
above. 
1) Theories involving stages in cognition. 
These theories suggest that development occurs by stages linked 
to the understanding of depth, evidenced by development in the use of a 
serles of projection systems in which linear perspective is the final 
stage. Plaget (1977) has modified the original very close link between 
understanding of depth and use of projection systems by suggesting that 
some subjects, whilst in the stage of formal operations, might not use 
perspective because they lacked experience in depiction. However, his 
description still assumes that if a subject does use a projection system it 
is because the theoretical implications of that system have been 
understood, and so if subjects do use linear perspective he would expect 
them to use it correctly. The findings presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 
are incompatible with all of these suggestions. 
Firstly, although linear perspective was used by the Majority of 
older subjects when drawing a table frOID observation, it was not used 
correctly. That Is, subjects did not show a full understanding of how to 
use it. but used aspects of it without incorporating these aspects into a 
single system. 
Secondly. the results reported in Chapter 5 showed that the use of 
oblique projection rather than perspective does not show a less developed 
a 
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understanding of how to depict depth, but reflects the· task" constraints. 
Similarly, the age profiles of the proportions of subjects using 
orthographic and vertical oblique projection overlap to a large extent on 
all the tasks, which does not offer support for the suggestion that their 
use is directly related to separate stages in the understanding"of depth. 
These findings show that development in the representation of 
depth is not directly linked to development in the understanding of depth 
itself: stages of development are not directly linked to the use of 
increasingly complex projection systems, and when linear perspective is 
used it Is not necessarily 'understood'. 
2) Theories involving visual realism. 
These theories also suggest that deve1opment.- occurs in cognitive 
stages, but related to the. understanding of how to depict depth, rather 
than the understanding of depth itself. The stages are linked to 
development away from the use of an object centred method of deplction 
and towards view specific depiction. These suggestions are also 
incompatible with the findings presented here. 
Chapter 2 illustrated that view speciflc depiction, or drawing 
what we 'see', entails the use of perspective (be it linear, Oblique, 
hyperbolic etc.). When oblique projection Is used a view centred, rather 
than a view specific, depictlon is produced. It has been shown in Chapters 
5, 6, 7 and 8 that linear perspective is only produced when the task 
constraints emphasise Its importance and that oblique projection appears 
to be used as a default system even by older subjects. For: example, 
either oblique or perspective responses could have been made to some of 
the stimuli in the completion tasks reported in Chapter 8, yet the vast 
majority of older subjects used oblique projection. Slmilarly, a strong 
preference for tables depicted in oblique projection was shown by all" age 
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groups and across a variety of tasks. as reported in Chapters 7 and 8. 
Although most of the studies reported in this thesis have 
required subjects to represent only a single object. it has also been 
demonstrated that the preference for view centred depictions is not a 
product of this task constraint. For example. in Chapter 5 subjects were 
asked to represent a table within a scene. depicting it both from 
observation and from imagination. In Chapter 7 subjects were asked to 
choose a line drawing of a table that was depicted against a background in 
perspective. Finally. also in Chapter 7, subjects were asked to choose 
which of a number of line drawings of tables looked most like a real table 
that was placed in front of them. 
In conclusion, the data presented in this thesis do not support 
the idea of development towards view specific depiction. Instead they 
suggest that the predominant preference for, and use of, oblique projection 
arises from the drawer's preoccupation with object centred/object 
informative portrayal and that view specific depiction is only used when it 
is perceived to be necessary. Without such tesk constraints even older 
subjects would normally use oblique projection. 
3) Production error theories. 
These theories suggest that development in the depiction of depth 
reflects the chUd's gradual resolution of production difficulties that are 
unrelated to the understanding of how to organise and dep1ct depth. If we 
take a limited view of production errors as figural biases then this view 
is not supported by the findings presented in Chapter 9. in which it was 
shown that simple figural biases could not account for the level of error 
produced. However, it 1s possible to take a broader view of production 
errors as reflecting the gradual acquisition of a sk1lled behaviour that is 
influenced by general cogn1tive development. That is. the ability to plan 
.. 
r 
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and organise the process of depiction develops, irrespective of the way in 
which depth is depicted. Chapter 9 lends support to this wider view of 
production errors. The development.·in the ability to depict ,a. table in 
oblique projection found when drawing from .imagination was,similar to that 
found when a line drawing was copied. However. this development was 
shown to occur, at an' earlier age in the latter task. The copying of a 
line drawing involves less planning than is needed when drawing an object 
from imagination. With fewer planning problems the ability to depict depth 
is enhanced. This indicates that production difficulties, within the wider 
definition. do have an effect upon the depiction of depth that is not 
directly related to development in. the understanding of how implicit depth 
within a stimulus can be represented in two dimensions. 
In Chapter 1 it was suggested that children ·use graphic motor 
schemata as formulae for depicting objects, and ·that. these are used .as a 
method for reducing cognitive load. In Chapter 2 it was suggested that 
subjects might rely on these formulae to. such an extent < that they use 
them inappropriately, and that it was only with experience that subjects 
developed a wider range of formulae tailored to coping with differing task 
demands. The findings presented here do suggest that subjects become 
'rule bound'. On an individual level Chapter 8 showed that some subjects 
went to great lengths to alter the stimulus to accord with the way in 
which they normally depicted a table. even though the stimulus· was then 
altered away from the form that they thought looked most like a table. .On 
a more general level the analyses reported in Chapter 6 showed :that '. whilst 
development in the use of each depth cue, might· be gradual.' there are 
strong age related correlations between forms of depiction and these give 
the appearance of a stage like development. This stUdy was not 
longitudinal,. and therefore it cannot be. concluded that a. single child's 
depictions would develop along these lines. Howeyer,' the data indicated 
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that there were areas of transition in which some parts of the depiction 
would be represented in a way that anticipated a later form of depiction, 
This brings to mind the description of development in graphic motor 
schemata that suggests that new rules are incorporated as they are found 
to be appropriate, 
In conclusion, the findings presented here indicate that all error 
cannot be attributed to production difficulties, but that such difficulties 
do playa part in the subject's inability to represent the table in the way 
that he or she would wish to. 
4.) Conceptual/perceptual realism theories. 
These theories suggest, firstly, that development occurs in the 
knowledge of how to represent the salient aspects of a three dimensional 
stimulus (regardless of whether the third dimension is real or inferred) in 
a two dimensional depiction, and, secondly, that the end point of 
development can be view centred or view specific depending upon the task 
constraints. The second of these has already been discussed at length, 
and has been shown to be supported by the data presented here. 
Support for the first of these can be found in a number of the 
studies reported here. Chapters 7 and 8 showed that even very young 
subjects thought that the best depiction of a table was one in oblique 
projection, showing the use of ground plane and partial occlUSion, yet even 
with a great deal of help they found such a depiction difficult to produce. 
Chapter 9 showed that it was the symbolic element of the stimulus that 
elicited errors in copying line draWings of tables, and it was argued that 
the error producing aspect of this was related to the implicit depth 
perceived within the stimulUS. 
The object centred nature of our cognitive processes results in 
the high saliency of occlusion as a perceptual depth cue. The proportions 
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of subjects using occlusion shows a gradual increase with age, and no 
significant differences have been found in this across the various tasks 
reported here. These findings are not specific just to the tasks given 
here, as shown by the significant correlation between these findings' and 
those of Cox (1981). who examined development in the use of occlusion when, 
the relationship between two objects placed one behind the other was 
depicted (as reported in Chapter 4). 
The data presented here support this general approach as 
presented in Chapter 1, and it forms part of the basis for the model 
suggested in the following chapter. 
General conclusions. 
The findings presented in this thesis suggest that a combination 
of the last two types of theories best explain development in the way in 
which depth is depicted when a table is drawn. Development has been found 
to occur in the knowledge of how to represent the salient aspects of a 
three dimensional stimulus (regardless of whether the third dimension is 
real or inferred) in a two dimensional depiction. This has been shown to 
involve the ability to overcome the object centred nature of the relevant 
cognitive processes. The depiction of depth cues appears to be the 
underlying factor that develops. The most common end point of development 
is view centred and in oblique projection. From about the age of ten. 
subjects attempt to produce view specific depictions if this is perceived 
to be the appropriate response. but do not do so correctly. The depiction 
of depth is aided if the amount of planning required by the task is 
reduced, but production difficulties do not account for all errors. Finally 
it has been suggested that the data support the idea that subjects used, 
and were sometimes bound by, graphiC motor schemata, and that the use of 
these schemata might contribute to the appearance of stage like 
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development. 
The merits of both groups of theories have been considered on an 
individual basis, producing a rather disjointed account of what actually 
happens. The (ollowing chapter attempts to knit the strands together and 
so provide a coherent model of such development. 
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Ch~pte:r- 1 1. 
Development in the Depiction of Depth. 
This chapter examines the processes that are involved in the 
depiction of depth in the drawing of a table and presents a tentative 
model of these processes which is based upon the findings and conclusions 
summarised in the previous chapter. The model is applicable to the 
restricted task of depicting depth in the drawing a table. However, some 
aspects of drawing where the model may have wider applicability but which 
have not been covered directly in this thesis will also be discussed. 
Performance has been shown to be related to the task demands and 
to the level of symbolic content that has been attributed to the stimulus. 
Development has been shown to occur in the use of depth cues and in the 
subject's willingness, under certain circumstances, to accept the need for 
view specIf1city. These are, however, very general findings. In order to 
produce some coherence and to add structure to these findings it is first 
necessary to analyse the process of depicting a table. Once this has been 
clarified we can then use this structure to aid our examination of how the 
depiction of depth develops. 
A process model has been designed to describe and separate out 
the processes of depiction that have been found in this thesis. The first 
part of the chapter concentrates upon explaining the model and examining 
the routes through it in relation to the findings presented earlier. This 
suggests that the processes of depiction are interdependent, but have 
clearly defined roles. The second part of the chapter focusses upon 
development in the depiction of depth. The use of the process model 
enables other aspects of development in depiction to be identified, because 
development in each of the different aspects of depiction. shown in this 
-------~---------~ 
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thesls, can be allocated to dlfferent categorles within the process model. 
Hence development in the depletion of depth can be l60lated and examined 
in its own right. 
A) mE PROCFSS OF DEPICTION. 
Figure 11:1 illustrates the process model discussed above. The 
box labelled 'perception of task demands' represents all task demands as 
perceived by the subject, both stated and unstated. For example. the 
subject might be asked to draw the table in front of her. but she m1ght 
also be aware that if she want!; to get to lunch on time she had better 
draw it quickly. 'Perception of task demands' also includes the 1n1tiation 
of the generation of internal 'stimuU', as for example when a subject 1s 
asked to 1magine a table. That labelled 'stimulus' represents all forms of 
external stimu11 that the subject m1ght be presented w1th. The perception 
of the stlmulus is 6een to be 6eparate from the .timulus itself. Aspects 
of perception that are part1cularly relevant here are those relat1ng to the 
object centred nature of perception; thus each object within the stimulus 
1s perceived as separate and as having impUcit depth. Similarly. impUcit 
depth is perceived in the spatial relationships between the symbolic 
elements of the stimulus. 
mE FORMATION OF GENERAL GOALS. 
The box labelled 'conceptualisation of the task' indicates a 
decision-making area. Conceptual1aation is normally .een to be an object 
centred process. in which consideration of how to depict an object involves 
imbuing it with impUcit depth, and aight involve invoking the canonical 
representation of the object. It is here that general goall of depiction 
are formed. Such goals can include thoae of art1aUc intent, such as: Ia 
the depiction to be visually realistic? I. it to be an expre.sion of 
1 
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understanding? Is it to engender feelings in the observer? Is it to be 
balanced? Is it to be an abstract exploration o( lines and colours? Is it 
to display a particular message? Such goals are based upon the way in 
which both the task demands and the stimulus are perceived. 
In order to clarify this let us examine the routes that some of 
the subjects might have taken. Initially, let us assume that a subject is 
asked to draw a table (rom observation. The subject is aware that the 
demands o( the task are that she should deplct the table that is in front 
o( her. Her perception o( the stimulus may be affected by the way in 
whlch she has understood (conceptualised) the task demands. It can be 
seen that in thls model a degree of variability has been introduced into 
the task be (ore the subject has consldered the mechanics o( putting pencil 
to paper. The subject can interpret the task demands in many different 
ways, and (rom this many different general goals or strategies for the 
executlon o( the task can be formed. She might focus on the words 'draw' 
and 'table' and ignore the rest. In this case she will decide to 'draw a 
table' and although she might look at the stimulus briefly, she might well 
rely on her knowledge of tables, and therefore possibly use her canonical 
representation of a table as a source for her depiction. Alternatively, 
she might be aware o( the need to draw a table, but also be aware of the 
need (or vlsual realism, and decide to attempt this. She mlght decide to 
look carefully at the stimulus, but, under the.e CirCUmstances, her 
perception of the stimulus is most likely to be object centred and not 
actually visually realistic. If she is highly skilled she might initially 
percelve the stimulus in an object centred way, but might make a conscious 
decision to concentrate on the patterns of outline and light and shade 
presented by the stimulus. Another option is that ahe might feel that she 
caMot draw, and reject the task entirely, or ahe might be aware of 
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unstated task constraints, such as lack of time, and determine to produce a 
basic minimum response. 
Task demands. 
This indicates that there are a variety of task demands, both 
stated and unstated, that affect the way in which the task is understood 
and the general goals are formed. The object centred nature of the 
perception of the stimulus and the conceptualisation of the task implies 
that the subject will normally have to make a deliberate decision about 
how to approach the task if she does not wish to produce an object 
centred depiction. 
The way in which the task is conceived can affect the perception 
of the stimulus. The subject might choose which aspects of the stimulus 
to which she wishes to pay attention. Similarly the way in which the 
stimulus is perceived might affect the conceptualisation of the task. On 
attending to particular aspects of the stimulus the subject might find 
that the task, as it has been interpreted, is inappropriate and therefore 
she might redefine the task. 
Similar processes might occur in all the tasks presented in this 
thesis. When a subject is asked to draw a table from imagination there is 
no 'real' stimulus to perceive and so the need to imagine the stimulus is 
implicit in the task demands. This does not necessarily imply that she 
constructs a visual image of the table. She might try to do so if she 
feels that an attempt at visual realism 1s implicit in the task demands. 
However she might infer that the task demands require her to depict what 
she knows about 'tableness', and so she might incorporate aspects of her 
canonical representation of a table. 
When a subject 1s asked to copy a line drawing of a table, or to 
complete a line drawing of a table, her perception of the stimulus will 
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normally be object centred. She will see 8 'table'. She might well 
interpret the task demands as requiring her to depict this 'tableness' in 
some way. Thus although she has been presented with a two dimensional 
stimulus it is possible that when conceptual1sing the task she calls into 
play the same sorts of attributes (solidity, spatial relationship of 
symbolic elements, canonical representation, shape, size, and so on) as she 
would when drawing from observation or imagination. 
Chapter 9 showed that subjects have little difficulty in copying 
lines that are not seen to be symbolic elements of a table. It was argued 
that in this case perception of the stimulus did not trigger the idea of 
tebleness, nor involve implicit depth. It is possible that under these 
circumstances that the subject's conceptualisation of the task is very 
basic. Once the subject has formed the general goal of getting what is in 
front of her onto the paper, it is probable that the majority of decisions 
she has to make will occur in 'serial1sat1on of drawing'. 
Route '8'. 
The route between perception of stimulus and serialisation of 
drawing is marked 'a' in the process model. It is possible that this is 
also the path taken by skilled artists when drawing from observation. 
Skilled artists who were interviewed for this thesis report being able to 
look at an object and perceive it without apparent depth or meaning. but 
as a collection of contours and shapes with areas of contrast, colour and 
shade. When such artists draw from imagination they report the need to 
form the fundamentals of the scene into a clear image in their mind before 
depicting it. If this 1s the case it lends support to the idea that at 
times during the depiction a sk1lled artist acts almost as a transcr1ber. 
This is not to say that such an artist 'copies' her image. She is still 
lDaking decisions. For example, even linear perspective is not totally 
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visually realistic. She has to decide if she wants to approach visual 
realism and if so what is the best method of indicating this. In real 
life a colour gradient might be very gradual, yet it cannot be represented 
in this way: to indicate depth it might be better to blurr the background 
in a visually unrealistic way. What it does imply is that such an artist 
has evolved her skill to such an extent that, once she has conceptualised 
her task and formed general goals, she can sidestep the problems of 
translating implicit depth in the stimulus and can perceive the aspects of 
the stimulus that she is concentrating on in a two dimensional way. It is 
only when she wants to make a decision about the nature of the task that 
she re-conceptualises it. 
It is interesting to speculate that the processes that Nadia used 
when drawing (discussed in more detail in Chapter 9) also followed this 
route. Her drawing skill appeared to be related to highly developed 
perceptual ability, at the expense of conceptual ability (Selfe 1977). As 
she gradually acquired the ability to use more than a few words, so her 
drawing ability declined. Selfe (1985) suggests that "autistic subjects 
(with anomalous drawing ability> appear to be attending to non-symbolic 
aspects of visual experience. Objects are truncated or partially occluded 
and represented without their defining characteristics, as seen from one 
fixed viewpoint. This type of drawing is necessarily aUtistic and asocial 
in so far as one single viewpoint is possible only to one single viewer at 
a fixed spot. It is therefore hypotheSised that the autistic child, in 
drawing, records objects in his optic array more as patterns - edges, 
contours and shapes - rather than representatives of classes or symbols. II 
The converse of this 1s that it is the normal chUd's object centred 
conceptualisation of the task that interferes with his ability to depict 
depth in a manner approaching visual realism. 
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Redef1ning the task. route 'b'. 
When considering task demands and the formation of general goals 
within the conceptualisatlon of the task it would be unwise to assume that 
the subject develops an idea of what he or she is going to produce and 
then attempts to 'copy' it. The subject may well re-define the task 
several tlmes as the depletion progresses. All the following senarios were 
observed during the collection of data for this theSis. One young boy 
started to draw a table, but felt that his partial depiction looked more 
like a house, and so he re-defined the task into one of house drawing. A 
teenager started to draw a table from observatlon but enjoyed the process 
so much that she redefined the task to include the whole scene. A fifty 
three year old wanted to draw the table as she saw it (from centre front) 
but drew the table top as a square. After several trles she gave up and 
said that although 1t did not look like that she was going to draw a plan 
view. Thus the distinction between conceptuallsation of task and mental 
representatlon (the workbench) might be qUite blurred. as might that 
between mental representation and perception of depiction. In this way 
perception of depiction can be seen to have an effect upon the way In 
which the task is conceived, and vice versa (route b in the model). 
lIIpl1cit depth. 
The findings reported 10 Chapter 7 are perhaps the closest 
indication of the way in which most subjects concelve the deplction of a 
table. The preferred form of table is affected by the task demands. but 
in general the majority of subjects preferred a table 10 obl1que 
projection, showing the use of partial occlusion and ground plane, thus 
preferring a view centred rather than a vlew .peclfic depiction. It was 
suggested that this (orm of depletion is the two-dimensional 
representation closest to the canonical representaUon, wlth 1ts impliclt 
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depth, that most subjects have of a table. The virtue of this form of 
representation is that it preserves to a certain degree the cuboid shape 
of a table, and the spatial relationship of the symbolic elements of the 
table, whilst also implying depth. 
It has been suggested that when we identify an object, whether we 
perceive it, think about it, or try and build a mental representation of it, 
each symbolic element can be perceived as separate and as having implicit 
depth. However, we have to ignore the symbolic nature of the elements in 
order to make a visually realistic depiction of the object. The existance 
of shape constancy means that, regardless of the form in which we see the 
object, there are attributes that we perceive as part of the nature of the 
object (such 8S the handle on 8 cup). The operation of size constancy 
means that we perceive the object to be approximately the same size 
however far away it is. Not only do children have to overcome this in 
order to draw in a view centred way, but they also have to overcome the 
urge to exaggerate the size of the elements of objects that they perceive 
as having greater symbolic importance than other elements. Similarly it is 
necessary to overcome colour and texture constancies in order to be able 
to use these as depth cues. Therefore the subject's final production 
depends, partially, upon her ability to overcome the effects of perceptual 
constancies, the desire for separateness, and perceived differences in the 
importance of the symbolic elements. 
Mental representation of the task is the deCision making area in 
which these problems are addressed. 
'workbench' in which the subject 
It incorporates the idea of a mental 
forms specific goals about how to 
translate the symbolic elements of the conceived depiction (with their 
implicit depth and spatial relationships to each other) into two 
dimensional reality. If the subject is quite skilled, or the object to be 
depicted is quite simple, it is feasible that the subject could construct 
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qulte a clear mental representation of exactly what she wants to depict 
and of how it 15 to be done. Thus, in this case, conceptual1sing the task 
and forming a mental representaUon of how to proceed are part of the 
6ame process. However, lf thls ls not the case, the model suggests that a 
serles of sub-goals will be formed and, on completion of each sub-goal, 
declslons will be made wlth reference to the general goal and the state of 
the deplcUon itself: whether to continue as planned or to re-define the 
remaining sub-goals or to form new ones. 
THE FORMATION OF SUB-GOALS. 
The use of drawing schemata can be seen as part of thls process. 
The subject mlght have a highly developed scheme for depicting a 
parUcular type of symbol1c element. If he then sees the need to depict 
that element he mlght util1se the scheme, whether or not it is actually 
appropriate. For example, if a young child is asked to draw a table from 
observatlon and has a clear idea of how he draws tables he might call thls 
into play even though the resulting deplction does not resemble the table 
in front of him. Alternatively he might start to draw the table in front 
of hlm, but find that when he gets to areas of difflculty the way in which 
he percelves the deplcUon suggests solutions he has used previously. He 
knows they will not look exactly as he wants them to, but as he has used 
them to solve similar problems he believes that they are the best 
solution. This sort of behavlour was illustrated in Chapter 8 where 
subjects were asked to complete drawings of tables. The completion task 
removed potential problems related to the serlallsation of the drawing, but 
some subjects at all ages deUberately altered parts of the stimuli to 
make them similar to their own form of production, even though this did 
not necessarlly accord wlth their preferred form of deplction. 
It ls necessary to make a distinctlon between drawing rules 
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related to the planning of the depiction, such as 'always draw the whole 
shapes first', and rules relating to more conceptual problems of depicting 
the object in a view centred way. For example, 8 rule might be 'always 
draw the front face first to avoid the need for hidden line elimination'. 
The distinction between the two is that the former concentrates on the 
process of getting the lines on the paper, irrespective of any symbolism 
the lines might have, whilst the latter concentrates upon transforming the 
perceived symbolism into a depictable form. Although drawing schemata can 
encompass both sorts of rules, the rules are derived from different parts 
of the model. Rules that are developed to cope with the symbolic element 
of the task relate to the mental representation of the task, whilst rules 
developed to cope with non-symbolic elements of the task relate to the 
serialisation of the drawing. 
SerialisaUon of drawing. 
Serialisation of drawing involves the formation of specific 
planning goals and the drawing rules related to the planning of the 
depiction. Thus errors that occur irrespective of the symbolic nature of 
the task are attributable to this aspect of the process of depiction. This 
was examined in Chapter 9, where it was found that very few such errors 
occurred in the simple tasks given there. The incidence of such errors is, 
however, widely documented (see Freeman and Cox, Eds., 1985 for detailed 
analyses) and it is worth extending the discussion to include these if the 
model is to be seen to have relevance to other forms of depiction. 
Serial1sation of drawing assumes that the subject has a clear 
mental image of what he wants to put upon the paper. In the case of the 
skilled artist drawing from observation, discussed earlier in the chapter, 
he might only want to put a couple of lines on the paper, the position of 
which he has just examined and memorised. If he is drawing from 
--
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imagination it might be a whole series of lines representing a section of 
the imagined scene that he has analysed and planned how to depict. In the 
case of a young chlld it might be that he Is employing a famiHar drawing 
scheme and he has little planning to do and follows a well worn routine. 
Alternatively, he mlght have been asked to copy two Hnes joining at an 
angle. He might try to construct a vlsual 1mage of them and get both on 
paper without looking back at the stimulus, or he might carefully copy one 
and then work out where the other should go. The unlt of deplctlon that 
1s involved can vary from one line to a whole series of lines, but in each 
case the emphasis is upon memory, plaMlng, and the correct placement of 
lines. The slze of the unlt Is seen to be related to the complexity of 
task and the level of skill of the drawer. 
Feedback loop 'c'. 
Involved in this process Is the small feedback loop, marked c in 
the model. This 15 the area in which the depiction of the units 1s 
executed and the mechanical control of the units is monitored. Errors can 
occur both 10 the execution of the unit and in the way 10 which it Is 
monitored. For example, if the chUd Is attempt10g to copy two lines 
joining at an angle he mlght have poor perceptual-motor coord1oation, and 
therefore not place the lines as he wishes, or he might fall prey to an 
extra- or 1otra- figural bias. He lIight appreciate the error and try to 
correct it. or the error mlght originate from the way in which he 10ltially 
perceived the stimulus and hence he might not perceive the deplction to be 
erroneous. Therefore the final production 1s related to perceptual-motor 
coordination and the abll1ty to overcome extra- and 1otra- Ugural biases, 
whether they originate from the perceptlon of the atimulus, the process of 
depiction, or a combination of the two. 
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Feedback loop 'de. 
The second feedback loop, marked d in the model, indicates the 
route that the subject normally adopts on the completion of each unit. 
For example, when drawing from observation she may initially have planned 
how to draw the table top, decided to draw it as a square, and have 
executed that. The table legs were not included 10 her initial unit of 
depiction and she now needs to decide how she is going to draw them. She 
refers back to her mental representation of the task and decides that the 
front legs extend from the two front corners directly to the ground. This 
is moderately easy to plan and so she executes this in one unit, travelling 
through route c several times. She then needs to draw the back legs. She 
might have a clear idea of how she normally copes with the problem of 
showing them behind the others, and so she executes this, travelling 
several times through route c, and finishing her depiction. Alternatively. 
she might know how she would like it to look, but does not know how to 
achieve this. She has gone through route d again to her mental 
representation of the task. She might alight upon a solution and so 
return to serialising the drawing. Alternatively. she might return to her 
conceptualisation of the task. review the task demands. or even have 
another look at the stimulus before deciding on what to do and travelling 
through loops c and d <possibly several times) and finishing the depiction. 
This description of a route through the model highlights the fact 
that depiction is not a single process in which the stimulus is examined 
and then copied onto paper. The process of depiction is one requiring 
many decisions at different levels. The model emphasises the cyclical 
nature of depiction, and the frequency with which skilled depictors check 
on the progress of the depiction. Failure to make the 'correct' decision 
at any part of the process will influence later decisions, and affect the 
final depiction. 
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B) DEVEl..OPMEHT IN DEPICTION. 
The model has allowed us to separate out the various processes 
involved in depiction. Having done this, we are now able to examine the 
development in depiction that has been shown in this thesis by allocating 
it to various categories. Three main areas of development can be 
identHied: development related to conceptualisation of the task; mental 
representation of the task; ser1alisation of drawing. We are assuming that 
development of perception also occurs, but this 1s not addressed by the 
model which is specifically 1dentifying development in the draw1ng process. 
Development related to conceptualisaUon or the task. 
Development related to conceptualisation of the task refers to 
development associated with increased abUity to understand task demands 
and to form general goals that concur with the task demands. In Chapter 7 
it was shown that the majority of subjects preferred a table in oblique 
projection, showing the use of parUal occlusion and ground plane, thus 
preferring a view centred rather than a view specific description. 
The preference for this form of representation remained strong 
across all ages and both Chapters 5 and 7 showed that the majority of 
children younger than ten years of age dld not modlfy thelr performance lf 
the task demands emphaslsed villual realism. In contradlction to thls, as 
discussed in detal1 in Chapters 1 and 2, Ilany r ••• archers have found that 
very young children are able to modlfy their depictions in relation to the 
task demands. It may be pos&1ble to reconcUe these two points. Barret t 
at a1 (1985) suggest that -the acquls1t1on of the flex1bl1ity which 
characterilles the drawing behav10ur of older children should be attr1buted, 
at least in part. to the acqu1sltion of a greater sensitivity to the 
var1able task demands whlch can be implied by d1fferent verbal 
instructions, and not solely to the acquisition or add1t1onal drawing 
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devices for depicting objects in depth." The studies that showed young 
children's sensitivity to task demands all placed strong emphasis upon 
their appreciation of the need for view centred depictions, thus possibly 
increasing the salience of this aspect of the task. The studies reported 
here did not explicitly emphasise visual realism. When subjects were asked 
to draw a table from observation they were asked to draw a particular 
table but they were not primed to observe the table closely, to identify 
exactly what they could or could not see, or to explore the exact outline 
of the table. Similarly, when subjects were asked to identify the 
depiction that looked most like the table placed in front of them they 
were not asked to analyse exactly how that table looked. It could be 
argued that an awareness of the salience of visual realism occurs 
'naturally' from about ten years of age, but that individual aspects of 
this, such as height in the picture plane or partial occlusion, might be 
elicited at an earlier age if the need for them is perceived in the task 
demands. 
The model identifies one potential area of development in the 
manner in which the task demands are interpreted. It suggests that young 
children are normally insensitive to the need for a view centred depiction, 
although they prefer it and can produce aspects of it if the task demands 
make it salient. From about the age of ten, subjects begin to show <under 
certain circumstances) increased awareness of specificity of viewpoint. 
This does not, however, translate itself directly into their depictions. 
Their draWings become more view centred, but a specific viewpoint (linear 
perspective) 1s only attempted or chosen when it is seen to be a necessary 
part of the task. 
Development related to mental representation of the task. 
The second main area of development is that associated with 
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mental representation of the task. It is here that the model suggests 
that we form goals about translating the depth impllcit wlthin our 
conceptualisation of the task into two dimenslons. To be effective we 
have to overcome the effects of perceptual constancles, the deslre for 
separateness and perceived differences in the importance of the symbolic 
elements, and draw in such a way that others can infer three 
dimensionality from the deplction. Plctorial depth cues, which were shown 
earlier to be linked to the way in which we percelve objects in the visual 
scene, are the most effective representational devlces to use. It follows 
from this that the ability to use depth cues correctly is linked directly 
to the ability to depict implicit depth withln objects and to the ab1lity 
to overcome the effects of perceptual constancles. 
The relatlonshlp between overcoming perceptual constancies and the 
use of depth cues is an important one. The object centred nature of our 
cognitive processes renders occlusion highly sa11ent as a perceptual depth 
cue, yet in order to use it as a plctorlal depth cue we have to accept 
shared and dlsrupted boundaries. The strong correlations found between a 
wide variety of tasks <both in studies reported in this thesis and in 
other studies) in the gradual increase, with age, in the proportions of 
subjects using occlusion indicates the strength and importance of the 
relatlonshlp between the use of occluslon and development in depletion. 
Helght in the plcture plane can be seen as a precursor to the use 
of occlUSion when it is used in the deplction of two or more objects. It 
maintains the object centred nature of the depletion Whilst, in an 
approximate way, indlcating the relative podtions of the objects to the 
viewer. It can be argued that the lame thing happens when 1t 1& used in 
the deplctlon of a single object. The drawer 1s indicating that some parts 
of the object are further from the viewer than other parts. The use of 
helght in the picture plane within a single object prellnts the drawer 
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with the problem of indicating the relationship between the parts of the 
object, which leads to shape constancy being compromised. As was 
explained in Chapter 2, the use of a table as a single stimulus object 
should provide fewer such problems than would the use of other stimuli. 
Unfortunately, because it is an atypical stimulus in this respect, we 
cannot assume that the results found here are directly applicable to the 
depiction of other stimuli. Similarly it is difficult to make comparisons 
between findings presented in this thesis and those of other studies in 
which the use of height in the picture plane has co-varied with the use of 
other depth cues. However, throughout this thesis the proportions of 
subjects use ground plane have been shown to increase gradually with age, 
and in Chapter 6 it was demonstrated that, in the drawing of a table, the 
use of ground plane develops before the use of occlusion. Therefore the 
findings presented in this thesis suggest the need for further research 
into the use of height in the picture plane as a depth cue in its own 
right. 
The perception and recognition of an object invokes the use of 
size, colour and texture constancies, yet a visually realistic depiction of 
such an object within a scene requires the ability to overcome such 
constancies and use the depth cues of diminishing size with distance and 
texture and colour gradients. These depth cues can all be applied in a 
view centred rather than a view specific way. For example, objects in the 
distance can be represented as smaller than those nearby, without 
necessarily specifying the viewpoint. These depth cues can also be used 
in the depiction of a single object, and, if diminishing size with distance 
is used conSistently within an object, it can indicate a specific view 
point. However, in Chapter 3 it was shown that, whilst an increasing 
number of subjects, with age, used diminishing size with distance 1n the 
depiction of the table top, it was not used when the table legs were 
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depicted. Thus subjects who were using it did so in a view centred rather 
than a view spectfic way. 
These findings suggest that within the subject populaUon 
development in the use of each individual depth cue is gradual and 
involves a shift away from an object centred depiction to a view centred 
depiction. Therefore. whilst even very young subjects prefer deplctions 
that use plctorlal depth cues. they do not use them themselves because 
they are constrained by the object centred nature of their cognltive 
processes. Development in the use of depth cues reflects the learning of 
methods by which implicit depth can be represented in two dtmansions. 
It can be argued that there is a continuum between vlew centred 
and vlew speclfic deplction. in that wlthin a scene the greater the number 
of depth cues used in conjunction with each other the greater the degree 
of view specificity. However. as has been shown repeatedly in this thesis, 
adults generally use a combination of occlusion and helght in the plcture 
plane to produce a depletion in oblique projecUon that they are happy 
with and believe satisfies the requirement of an accurate depicUon of an 
object. It ls only when they perceive the need for a view specif1c 
deplcUon that they also attempt to use the depth cue of diminishing size 
with distance. The findings presented above show how difficult a cue this 
ls to use within the depicUon of a single object. Thus, when it was 
salient to the task demands, subjects from about ten years old showed 
increasing sensltivity to view specific task constraints and produced a 
greater degree of view specificity within their depictions, although 
correct vlew specificity was never produced. 
Development 1n each of the above depth cue. has been found to 
occur across the subject populaUon in a gradual manner. However it was 
suggested in the last chapter that development in drawing schemata might 
occur in a stage-llke way for each individual subject. Part of the problem 
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of determining exactly what happens is the difficulty of separating ability 
from performance. 
but not normally 
For example, the child might be able to use occlusion, 
see the need for it. She might be 'hooked' into a 
particular form of drawing scheme that does not include the use of 
occlusion, and it is only as she is forced to abandon that particular 
scheme, or to develop a wider range of schemes,that she gradually 
incorporates occlusion into the way she normally draws. Alternatively she 
might appreciate that occlusion is a useful general rule, and she might 
decide to apply it wherever possible. Therefore it is quite probable that 
the ability to use one particular depth cue develops in a stage-11ke way, 
but that the frequency with which each subject uses it increases gradually 
with age, experience, and the complexity of the depiction. These 
speculations cannot be addressed in this thesis because no longitudinal 
data were obtained but they do emphasise the need for such investigations. 
A variety of groups of table draWings were identified in Chapter 
6 and it was suggested that development between these groups might occur 
by the additive use of depth cues in the depiction of the symbolic 
elements of the table. It is worth examining ways in which this might 
occur. The subject might make an error· when serialising the drawing but 
perceive that the depiction now accords more closely with the intended 
form of representation. The same process might occur if she attempts to 
draw a new object. She cannot rely on one particular drawing scheme and 
so she is forced either to look at the object closely, to combine parts of 
different drawing schemata, or to plan the depiction carefully and to 
construct new solutions. In each of these cases she might incorporate the 
mode of action into the drawing scheme for that particular object. 
However, if she apprec1ates the significance of what she has learnt she 
might try to remember it as a general rule of depiction, that is, as 
another tool to be placed beside her workbench. 
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A further source of learning might be external. The subject might 
have been actively 'taught' how to use a particular depth cue, or he might 
have del1berately observed how other people cope with the same problem. 
Chapter 5 showed that the teaching of the rules of linear perspective i& 
not a particularly e((ective method of encouraging view specificity. An 
interesting line of research would be to investlgate the effects of tuition 
of young children in the use of individual depth cues and their importance 
for a view centred depiction. 
Development related to seriaUsaUon of drawing. 
The thlrd main area of development is that related to the 
ser1al1sation of drawing. The focus of attention here is on speclHc 
planning goals involving the non-symbolic elements of the task. 
Development occurs in perceptual-motor co-ordination and in the ability to 
overcome extra- and intra- figural biases. This development Is related to 
that of memory and plaMing abilities. Development In perceptual-motor 
coordination could be purely physiologlcal, involving, for example, the 
abil1ty to put a line where you want it to go, or it could be partly 
related to plaMing, knowing exactly where you want the line to go in the 
flrst place. for example, Rand (1973) showed that accuracy is improved If 
children are taught to mark the end points before they draw lines. 
S1milarly. the young child's lack of ability to overcome extra- and intra-
figural biases mlght be perceptual, in that ahe m1ght perceive the 
stimulus in a bland way and ao not appreclate the error introduced into 
her depiction. However, this lack of ability might also be related to 
planning problems. If ahe forms a general rule to draw one aide of the 
object the same as the other (symmetry> her cognitive load will be 
reduced, and she will also find symmetrical objects euier to draw than 
others. In this case the symlDetry would not be an artistic desire for 
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balance, but a method of reducing cognitive load. Other general rules to 
reduce cognitive load might be 'always use the sides of the paper as a 
gUide when drawing vertical lines', or 'always draw the angle where lines 
meet as a right angle'. These rules are perfectly adequate for most of 
the spontaneous depictions that young children produce. 
The model indicates that the rules made by the child only become 
inadequate when the task demands specify a form of depiction that is not 
covered by them. In this case the form of the final depiction is partially 
a function of the child's ability to handle the increased cognitive load 
necessitated by the abandonment of the rules, the perceived importance of 
the unwelcome task demands, and the ability to develop other coping 
strategies. For example, in Chapter 9 it was found that very little error 
occurred when young children were asked to copy diamond shapes. This is 
at variance with the findings of Nael1 and Harris (1976), who placed the 
development of this ability at a greater age. It is possible that the task 
demands presented in Chapter 9 were sufficient to enforce the abandonment 
of inapplicable rules of depiction and to highlight the need for extra 
cognitive load. Presumably those subjects who felt unable to handle the 
extra cognitive load would employ inflexible drawing strategies. 
Part of the stage-like nature of a child's development in 
depiction could be attributed to the way in which development occurs in 
the rules of depiction upon which drawing schemata are based. It follows 
that the arguments presented above about development in drawing schemata 
also relate to the non-symbolic aspects of drawing schemata. In order to 
reduce cognitive load subjects might develop rules about how particular 
clusters of lines should be placed upon the paper. These rules might 
normally serve their purpose well, but could be inappropriate to certain 
task demands. 
As the child's ability at general cognitive processing develops, so 
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he is able to develop a wider range of strategies for dealing with 
planning problems. Development occurs in the necessary problem solving 
slcUls, in particular those related to memory and planning. Past 
experience of plaCing lines on paper will enable the subject to gauge more 
accurately the size and complexity of unit he i& capable of depicting 
accurately, and the circumstances under which he needs to check his 
progress. Experience will also enable him to gauge the effectiveness of 
general planning rules that he might develop and will enable him to extend 
his repertoire of such rules. This view of the serialisation of the task 
assumes that each subject can only cope with a particular level of 
cognitive load, and leads to the supposltion that development can be aided 
by explicit tuition in methods of reducing cognitive load. 
Concluslons. 
This chapter has presented a model of the processes involved when 
a table Is deplcted. The model Dlay be appl1cable to other forms of 
depiction, but the reason the model is presented here 1& to enable the 
processes involved to be categorised and so to isolate the dlfferent forms 
of development that have been shown in this thesis. The model has shown 
that there are several factors to take account of when we wish to explaln 
how the deplction of depth develops. The ability to depict depth depends 
upon the subject's ability to place lines on the paper in the way he or 
she wishes them to be, upon the ability to use appropriate depth cues, and 
upon the ability to perceive the need for the depiction of depth and the 
form that thls should talce. Each factor plays an important part in the 
final depiction. The results reported in this thesis .how, however, that 
an analysis of development in terms of the use of depth cues is central to 
our understanding of the child's progreSSion from an object centred to a 
vlew centred depiction. 
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A) WHAT WE 'KNOW' OF THE OB.TECT: PERCEPTION. 
Marr (1982) proposed a three stage process of visual perception. 
He suggested that firstly a point by point representat10n of 1mage 
intensities occurs, from which a primal sketch is computed. Th1s makes 
explicit only changes 1n local intensity values, such as edges of objects 
or surface markings. A grouping process then occurs in which locally 
adjacent pr1mitives are grouped into small 'edge segments' and assigned an 
or1entation, thus producing an explicit description of local image intensity 
changes called the raw primal sketch. Finally local information 1s grouped 
into large scale contours or regions to form the full primal sketch, on 
principles of continuity, proximity and s1m11arity. This 1nvolves the 
princ1ple of 'least commitment' in wh1ch grouping does not occur in a 
single pass but 1nstead utllises several stages that are character1sed by 
the progressive relaxation of the requirements for joining elementary 
descriptions. Such a grouping mechanism can be used to explain subject1ve 
contours (Kennedy 1979). At this stage the attributes of the image are 
described without forming any hypotheSiS of what things might be, in the 
associated sense. Whilst some knowledge of the visual world is needed at 
this stage, the knowledge 1s of a very general kind. Mayhew and Frisby 
(1984) state that "impl1c1t J.n the way we represent an occluding contour 
there are the a priori assullpUons that where the occluding contour looks 
contJnuous 1t really 1s, and the convex/concave segllents of the contour 
reflect sallar properties of the generatJng surface, and that the 
generating surface is a generalised cylinder/cone". Thus a single line can 
be seen to have depth <Marr and Nishihara 1978) and Ilay be aeen to have 
many functions. For example the simple closed form of the circle on an 
otherwise blank background can depict a flat disc, a hole, a wire hOOp, or 
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a ball (Kennedy 1974). Other pictorial alternatives are possible, employing 
transparency (Metell1 1974). 
The intrinsic iaage. 
A central part of Marr's theory, and of some computer vision 
systems, ls that of the intrinsic image, which i& an intermediate 
representation that makes explicit varlous aspects of visible surfaces. 
This is Marr's 216 0 sketch which ·provides a representation of objecUve 
physical realUy that precedes the decomposition of the scene into objects 
and all the concomlD1tant difficulties associated with object recoB1l1Uon" 
(Harr 1982). For example, Mackworth (1976> argued that intelligent vision 
systems need an a priori knowledge of objects when interpreting line 
drawings. 
It 15 thls aspect of his theory that some ruearchers, such as 
Glbson, have found to be most contenUous. Gibson's views are discussed 
more fully in section c of this appendix, but it is worth noUng here that 
recent research in artiflclal intelligence has relaxed the need for an a-
prlorl knowledge of objects. Fisher (1982) suggested that we decompose 
objects into symbolic elements. For example, the perception of a table 
would involve the perception of the table top and the table legs, each as 
separate symbolic elements. He showed that a computer could identify 
tables in this way, even if the edge data and boundary connections were 
mlssing. In 1986 he proposed that an object recognit1on .ystem first 
needs a Ugure ground separation mechanism, and then explicit information 
in the surface laage 1& used to group .urface. to form a 'blob' level, 
identity independent, repre.entation of three dimensional .0Uds in the 
seine. Thus he .Uggl.tl the use of an intermediate repr .. entaUon, that 
falls between the 2"0 .ketch and the model baled object hypothuis. 
Pentland (1986) producld a .iailar euggestion. He argued that the 
-
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perceptual systems are, at least parUally, organ1sed to extract 'lumps' 
from the env1ronment, and that we deduce the parameters of the 'lumps' 
from loformation about surface t11t. In 1987 Fisher proposed S. M. 5 .. 
Th1s is a suggestive modelllog system for object recognition, in wh1ch 
integrated multiple alternative representations use symbolic pr1mitives to 
suggestively characterise the object and its shape. These v1ews are in 
accordance with Roth and Frisby's (1986) discussion of Marr's theory. They 
suggest that wh1lst Marr's theory 1s essenUally one involvlog 'bottom up' 
processlog, it also lovolves knowledge. However. th1s is not knowledge of 
objects or thlogs, or of the world as such. but is ·procedurally embedded 
knowledge' 10 wh1ch perception 1s guided by general rules about the way in 
wh1ch the world is organ1sed. 
It 1s, perhaps, unw1se to base a theory about human percept10n too 
firmly upon work done 1n artific1al 1ntelligence, although Pylyshyn (1980) 
suggests that the two can be linked under certain c1rcumstances. He 
argues that both computation and cognition are governed by rules actlog on 
symbolic representations. Thus. under clearly defloed cond1t1ons, in 
particular for areas that cannot be influenced by purely cognitive factors 
such as goals, beliefs, inferences and tacit knowledge, there are great 
s1milariUes between the processes 1nvolved in computation and cogn1tion. 
Unfortunately 1t 1s diff1cult to be clear about the extent to which 
cogn1tive factors. as defined by Pylyshyn. do influence perception. Marr's 
work suggests that, under this definition, cogn1tive factors are not 
directly involved 10 percepUon. and so work 10 artificial inte1l1gence 
might be relevant to our understand10g of the processes of human 
percepUon. Recent work by Kestenbaum et al (1987) on infant percepUon 
reinforce. th1s. They found that three month old bab1es perceive object 
boundaries by detecting the arrangement of surfaces in depth. 
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Properties of the system. 
Marr suggests that the representation system for a three 
dimensional shape needs to be:- a) Object Centred. A viewer centred 
system would be more accessible for description but, when used for 
recognition, would be non-canonical and more costly in storage. b) 
Volumetric. A volumetric system can explicitly carry information about the 
spatial disposition of the parts of an object that are only implicit in a 
surface based representation. c) Modular and Hierarchically Organised. If 
all the prim1tives were at the same level the lower order descriptions 
would capture too fine a detail, whereas hierarchical descriptions are 
intrinsically stable. Thus "To recognise a visual object is to extract 
from the image a (hierarchically organised) description of the orientation 
of its principal and component axes, their adjunct relationships and 
rela tive lengths. Then with the principal axis as the basis of the object 
centred co-ordinate system, the description is matched to a canonical model 
that is held in memory" (Harr and Nishihara 1978). Allik and Laak (1985) 
suggest that a canonical model is a central requirement of Marr's theory. 
Canonical models, as such, will be discussed later, but it is worth 
highlighting one aspect of the above paragraph. Marr has been accused of 
proposing an 'image-based approach to perception' (Costall 1985), the 
implication being that these 'images' are static visual percepts. However, 
whilst Marr uses the term limagel he does not suggest that, in his 
taxonomy, the word 'imagel has these attributes. The links between imagery 
and perception. and the view of imagery as dynamiC and modality free, are 
discussed in section c (What we 'know' of the object: Nental 
Representation). It ls worth noting that a perceptual theory based on the 
gradual extraction and grouping of knowledge of the environment, and the 
2" 0 representation of this knowledge, is not specific to the visual 
modality. Key relations can be obtained from a given object through other 
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perceptual systems (Kennedy 1980), This is demonstrated by a study of 
sixteen week old bl1nd children, who, once they had been provided with 
ultra-sonic spectacles, developed and acted as if they were sighted <Bower 
1978), 
Development in perception. 
Perception is 1nfluenced by general cognitive development, 
Children are better able to organise their attention as they grow older, 
and the length of exam1nation is extended CZaprohetz 1969, Vurpillot and 
Ball 1979), Information pickup 1& more economical, necessary redundancy 
decreases with age (Spitz and Borland 1971, Sudipatik 1972), and 
selectivity becomes more skilled <Bruner et al 1966), It follows that 
perception becomes more analytical' <Kemler 1983, Shepp 1983, Medin 1983, 
Rock et al 1972, Elk1nd 1970), 
B) WHAT WE 'KNOW' OF THE OBJECT: CONCEPTUALISATION, 
The views expressed above, that objects are perceived in an object 
centred, hierarchical manner and then identified accord1ng to the person's 
conceptual knowledge, lead naturally to theories about how we 
conceptualtse natural categories of objects. Thus "Basic objects are seen 
to be the most mclus1ve cate80r1es for wh1ch a concrete 1mage of the 
category as II whole can be formed, to be the 11rst categorisations to be 
I/Jade during the percept10n 01 the anvlronment, to be the earllest sorted 
and the earllest named by chlldren, and to be the categorles 1I0st codable, 
coded, and lIost necessary m language" <Rosch et al 1976). ''Natural 
categories are mternally structured mto a prototype (Clearest case, best 
example) 01 the category with non-prototype lIembers tending towards an 
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order from better to poorer eXlJmples ... best eXlJmples serve lJS reference 
points in relation to which other category members lJre Judged" (Rosch 
1976). Categories have the advantage that they yield the most information 
for the least cognitive load. 
Canonical orientation. 
Rosch (1975) suggested that '~ictures IDlJY be closer to the 
underlying representlJUon thlJn are words'~ It would be unwise to assume 
that basic level categories have a strongly pictorial nature, but the 
discussion in the following section, about mental representation, indicates 
that part of their nature might be imaginal. The use of canonical 
orientation is widely documented and supported by cross-cultural research 
(see for example Ives and Houseworth 1980, Ives and Rovet 1979, 1981, 
Harris and Strommen 1972, Freeman and Janikoun 1972, Reynolds 1981, 
Arnheim 1974, and Freidman and Stevenson 1975). As Rosch et al (1976) 
suggest "the high agreement on clJnoniclJl orientation :is :itself of :interest: 
one may speculate that the canonical ilDagined orientation represents the 
most informative perspective in which to view the object" 
In the previous section it was suggested that the very strong 
preference for oblique projection indicates that it holds a special 
position in perception and that this might be because oblique projection 
offers a non-specific view point. If so it may be the form of projection 
that most closely approximates to a canonical representatIon of depth. 
C) WHAT WE 'KNOW' OF 11£ OBJECT: MEHTAL REPRESENTATION. 
Both perception and conceptualisation can be seen as aspects of 
mental representatIon, therefore in order to avoId confusion, qUite a close 
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definition will be applied here. Perception can be seen as the process of 
input, conceptualisation as the process of storage, and mental 
representation as the process of preparation' for output. Thus mental 
representation indicates the 'workbench' area of information processing. 
The term 'mental representation' rather than 'mental image' is used to 
reduce any unwarranted assumptions about its pictorial nature. 
Before looking at mental representation it is worth taking a side 
step to examine a theory of perception proposed by Gibson. It was only 
briefly discussed in the earlier section on perception for reasons that 
will be outlined below, but aspects of his theory that he relates 
particularly to depiction are addressed more fully here. 
Gibson's account of percept ton and depiction. 
Gibson (1978) argues that the information in ambient light 
consists not of form and colours but of invariants, and so perception of a 
detached object is not compounded from a series of detached forms but 
depends on invariant features of that family of forms over time. 
"It is not th~t he (the child) sees ~n abstract cat, or a conceptu~l 
cat, or the common features of a class of cats, as some philosophers 
would have us believe: what he gets is the information for the 
persistence of that particular, furry, mobile, layout of surfaces. When 
the young child sees the cat run away, he does not notice the small 
image, but sees a far-off cat. Thus when he sees two adjacent pictures 
of Fellx in the comic book, a large Felix at the bottom of its picture 
and another small Felix higher up in its picture, he is prepared to 
perceive the latter as further off. When he sees the cat half hidden 
by the chair, he perceives a partly hidden cat, not a ha,lf-cat, and 
therefore he is prepared to see the same thing in a drawing. 
The child never sees a man as a' Silhouette, or as a cut-out like 
Chaphr 1. 
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a paper doll, but probably sees a sort of head-body-arms-legs 
invariant. Consequently, any outline drawing with this invariant is 
recognised as a man, and the outlines tend to be seen as the occluding 
edges of a man with interchangeable near and far sides. Even when the 
outlines give way to line segments, as in so-called stick figures, the 
invariant may still be displayed and the man perceived" (pp. 271-272). 
Gibson argues that neither 'concepts' nor 'images' are applicable. 
"The invariants are not abstractions or concepts. They are not 
knowledge, they are simply invariants ... (traditional theory) says that 
drawing is either from 'life', from 'memory' or from '1lIJaginat:1on ': 
Drawing is always copying. The copying of the perceptual image is 
drawing from life. The copying of the stored image is from memory. 
The copying of an image constructed from other memory images is 
drawing from imagination. This theory is consistent with the 
mentalistic doctrine that assumes an optical 1lIJage on the retina, a 
physiological image on the receptors, a transmit ted image on the nerve, 
a cerebral image in the brain and finally a mental 1lIJage in the mind 
that is subject to all sorts of creative transformations I insist 
that what the draftsman, beginner or expert, actually does is not to 
replicate, to print, or to copy in any sense of the term, but to mark 
the surface in such a way as to display invariants and record an 
awareness ... When (the young child) fjrst draws a lIIan or a truck or a 
table, 1 suggest, he depicts the invariants that he has learned to 
notice. He does not draw in patchwork perspective, for he never had 
the experience of a patchwork. He I/Jay not yet draw in edge 
perspective because he has not noticed it. Hence he I/Jay draw a table 
with a rectangUlar top and four legs at the corners because those are 
the invariant features of the table he has noticed. This is a better 
explanation than saying that he draws what he knows about the table, 
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his concept, instead of what he sees of the tlJble, his sensation" (pp. 
278, 279). 
Perception and mental representation have traditionally been 
discussed as separate entities. The beauty of this account is that Gibson 
minimises. the difference between them: his work suggests that he believes 
that mental representation is perception, although he would not agree with 
this terminology. For example, he is saying that linear perspective is 
inappropriate as we do not perceive an object in this way and it should 
not be expected that we would draw it in this way (Costall 1985). 
Similarly, Bremner and Moore (1984) suggest that we draw what we see over 
time, rather than at a particular time. 
Gibson's theory and mental representation. 
Gibson's account is often held to contradict the theories of 
perception presented above. It is therefore worth considering the extent 
to which this is indeed the case in terms of practical outcome and 
testable hypotheses. Whilst Gibson argues against the idea of concepts, 
the way in which he discusses invariants suggests that he sees them as 
structures similar to Marr's 2~ D sketch, prior to labelling (albeit 
structures that exist in the environment rather than internal structures). 
Gibson's invariants are ecological, not mental. However, ultimately, we 
only believe that they might be 'out there' because our brain tells us so. 
Whilst his discussion of their properties and hence their implications for 
drawing is unclear it would appear from the description above that the use 
of invariants produces the same results for depiction as would the 2" D 
sketch. In particular he uses the idea of invariants to explain size and 
shape constancies and the importance of occlusion. It is therefore 
difficult to isolate instances in which the two theories would predict 
different behaviours. 
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Further, Gibson's cat is a very conceptual one. He does not agree 
with the idea of 'image', yet he does accept visualisation of the object 
(pp. 284). To be able to visualise an object one must have some form of 
constructible internal representation of that object, which does not appear 
to be too dissimilar from the arguments discussed above. Similarly he 
defines drawing as displaying invariants and recording an awareness. Yet 
presumably, when draWing, some of the ecological invariants become more 
salient to the task than others. For example, a child cannot draw his 
mother's voice although this might be one of the invariants that he is 
aware of. In order to be able to draw his mother he must be able to 
ignore non-visual invariants hence performing operations upon his 
awareness of 'mother'. Gibson does suggest that the child displays those 
invariants he has noticed, thus he could be saying that the child has 
modality specific invariants, and so only displays visual invariants when 
draWing. However, modality specific invariants would lead to a very 
cumbersome mechanism of perception. Finally, G1bson implies that the child 
learns which invariants are appropriate to notice and so display. Thus, 
for Gibson, development 1n depiction appears to occur through a process of 
selection. This account, 1nvolving constructible internal representations, 
differential saliency of parts of these representations, and development in 
terms of selection of the appropriateness of parts of these 
representations in order to ach1eve the god of depiction (as defined by 
the child) does not differ greatly from the generol assumptions of the 
information processing approach. 
Developllent in .ental representation. 
The developing ability to form a mental representat10n appropriate 
to the task demands can be seen to be dependent upon several factors. 
Ch11dren are less able to manipulate mental representations than are 
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adults, although their image space and its properties is similar to those 
of an adult (Marmor 1975, Smothergill et a1 1975). Development in the 
child's ability is not related to the number of knowledge chunks used, but 
to the appropriateness of these knowledge chunks. With age knowledge 
chunks become more accessible and more specific. Compared to the adult, 
the young child uses a greater proportion of literal knowledge structures 
which are, by their nature, unique and less manipulable than propositional 
ones. Hence the child is less able to manipulate his or her mental 
representations (Kosslyn 1978a). 
The construction of a mental representation can be seen as a 
problem solving task, and children have been shown to become more able to 
adopt a systematic mode of problem solving as they grow older (Spiker and 
Cantor 1983). Mental representations are constructed, in part, on a basis 
of encoded perceptual information. Because experience alters the saliency 
of various cues, and children lack experience, cues that are actually 
salient to the task in hand may not be seen as such and may not have been 
encoded. Thus fixation onto a single, irrelevant, dimension might mask 
problem solving ability (Kosslyn 1978b, Moar 1977). 
The ability to encode knowledge and the ability to form mental 
representations depends in part upon the child's knowledge structures. A 
cyclical method of development can be postulated in which improved 
encoding contributes to an improved ability to learn, which 1n turn 
contributes to an improved level of existing knowledge. Hence the use of 
appropriate mental representations will increase with age and ability 
<Siegler 1978, Brainerd and Heuvel 1974). 
As Neisser (1982) suggested, drawing is a skilled behaviour which 
involves the ability to construct appropriate mental representations and 
utilise appropriate knowledge structures. Before the child can draw he or 
she already has a well formed body of conceptual knowledge, but this does 
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not contain much information about how to depict objects. Thus ''Drawings 
of objects are based on concepts; concepts are based on experience w1th 
objects. Experlence increases the aspects of objects to be reacted to, 
understood and incorporated in drawings" (Harris 1953). 
D) GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 
The arguments presented here suggest that, regardless of how 
'knowledge' of the object is stored or operated on, it appears to have an 
object centred nature. The overall picture suggests that the form of 
projection that best reflects this is oblique projection. It also appears 
that the depth cue of occlusion is directly linked to the object centred 
nature of this 'knowledge'. and that the use of height in the picture plane 
and relative size with distance will increase as shape and size constancies 
become less salient. It was also suggested that the child gains 
experience of the aspects of objects that are relevant to the process of 
depiction. These pOints are all consistent wlth the vlew that development 
in deplction indirectly reflects the child's developing cognitive abilities. 
Horowitz (1970) suggested that development is cyclical, in that 
lIlore knowledge leads to new plans of action and new perceptual 
descriptions. which in turn lead to more knowledge. One might expect 
development in depiction to be affected by development in the ability to 
extract essential organising features and crucial elements of the taski in 
the ability to control and co-ordinate visual scanning, making it a 
strateglc action based on task demands; and in meta-cognitive control, 
including planning ahead to facilitate later retrieval and executing a 
search according to a logical plan (Johnson-Laird 1972, Wood .t al 1974, 
Chi 1978). 
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D~ptI,_, til p~, UftCDSler U"iv,ni'Jl. U.K. 
WillalS (1971) _1)"'Cd dcnlopmalu in the dnwill, of a tablc in IcnnJ or 
die projcc:Uoa SYSlaD ill wIaida die table lOp _ rqH'CSCllIed, and 
cooduded WllqlracDtariola or dcptb in dnwill, con d1rou&h • senft of 
dita'Clc .Ulla. ada of wbicb CIA be idcsnificd with I proicaioo system. A 
putiallqIJjaIioft of Willau' study i. pre_lied here. usiD, I much wlcr 
sample. The rclariooship bccwcaa I,C aod usc of proicaioa systan found 
by WillaCl _in cacnI.upponed. Hoc all &he ··,a,n" WCR fouud 10 be 
dita'Clc, bOWCYCr, andlD aamiaati_ of &be _, ill wbicb the table lOP' 
were dn_ allows thai wbibc &be majority of older chiJdraa Ippeared to 
we pcnpcctift. dley did DOC we it correaIy. A mctbod II pwca by whicb 
tables chat 1ft dn_ a. II (ram I ccoual viewpoint CID be fonnan,. 
classified. It Is CIOadudccl dllt dcyelopmcDl in the WldenWldiD, of the 
rqll'CSCIlutioa of dcptb II DOC Ya'J' dosel,. link'" 1o dC'YCIoplDcut ID lIIe 
we or ........... .,-sIems. 
Introduction 
The we,. in which objectS ace drawn. and depth represented. ditren with 
the subject's ace aod appean co develop with ace in I spcci1ied DWUler. 
'WiUau (1917) cumined this Iwarmt dcvelopDlCllt by Iookingac the 
_,. in which children used projection s)'Stem. wben ther were drawing 
tables. A lacee pact of this piper is devoted to roUowin, up poinu aude 
~ (or npriaa ........ be _ to: M-ica Lee. 16 LqIaDd lAM, Ley .... d. 
l..MauIUn I'1lS 'HO. U.K. 
Tbc ........ witIo. dIoBt J .... ~ Cbor\a lAc and Paul .......... few uaiatial 
with abc iDIapftD .... ." die rmoIa. 
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and questions nised in Willau' work. The projection S)'StCD1 bein, used 
by the subject is detennined by cumining the lines in the pictUre mat 
represent the edges or me solid nonnal to me pictUre plane. Thcse ace 
usually tcnned the ··orthogonals". Ir the onhocoaaJt ace depicted IS 
points, the drawing is said to be in orthographic projcctioa. The use of 
parallel lines indicates oblique projecaon. Ir the onhoconals ace 
depicted IS YCrtiaJ lines, whilst Still ranaininc parallel, the projcaioa is 
leen IS I special fonn or oblique and is called venicaklblique. If the 
orthosonals Ippear to conyerSe to I poiDt, the solid is said to be drawn in 
penpcctiye. Willits (1977) diyidcd pcnpcctiye into twO CltqoriCS, 
naiye and uue, depending upon the .mount or CODycrgencc IhOWD by 
the orthoCOnals. 
This method or analysis is more fonnal than othen proposed. For 
instance, Lowcnfcld and Brittain (1966), Wtchelmore (1978; 1980), and 
Willats (1981) hue c1assilied dcyc\opment in the depiction or depth in 
lenni of suses in the amount of rcaJism that the anin is Ible to achieye. 
Mirchebnore dassilied drawings of a cuboid, I cylinder, a pyramid, and 
• cube in this WlY and found the ume developmcow ScqUCDCCS for each 
solid. From this he wu able 10 predict, correctly, the way in which 
developmenl would occur in the drawin, or I trapc%oid. HoweYer, 
analysis of the drawing depends to some ClItcot UpeD the cxpcrimcruer·. 
intcrpmllion both of the drawinc itself, and or the airuation. The 
bcaury or an ICCOUDI or the represenution or depth directly related to the 
usc of projectioD systems comcs pardy from me ronnaliry of the system. 
By asccn.aiDin, the rorm of projccOon that is used by the child, the 
experimenter CIIl idcotiCy the "sule" of depth depiction the child has 
achieved. The thcory assumcs that when c:hiIdrCD draw. they Inempt to 
depict exactly what they see, and that IS pcnpective is Dormall, 
considered the ben Dlcthod of IcbiCYiDC this. childrca ace werkin, 
towards drawing in pcnpcaiye. Wilbu round that the _,. I able top is 
depicted Ippears 10 develop rrom the usc or onhocnpbic projcctiol'l, 
throueh vcrtic:al-oblique. to oblique. and bin,. co the usc of aaive or 
uue pcnpccOvc. 'WiUatS dcsaibed what children do. but this docs not 
&iye acccss to what they intend co draw, Dor 10 rules eovcrainc the 
transition bcnRCll systans. Frccmaa (1980) has IUCCCSted that what 
underlics transitions weht be ootbiDC more th.aa the dcvdopDlent of 
abiliry 10 produce fint. I pair of rieht lDeJCS.1CCODd. • pair of oblique 
lD&les. aad 6naJ1,. one oblique IDd one obcusc meJe. la hi, view it II the 
usc or these "local decisions" that dctcnniDes the Wl1 ia wbich the table 
is drawn. DOt the dCJfCC of undcnandiDc of bow co represent ID object 
in depth. 
As 'WiUacs (1985) discusses It length. ODe coajor problem with his 
1977 ICCOunt is that it docs not apply 10 aU forms or drawing. For 
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Dcpda ill Table DrawiD, .. 
cumple. Mhchcbnore describes I lta,e in children's dnwinp (StI,e 3. 
prercaJistic) ill which objcca arc dnwn .1 if fl'Olll ODe YicwpoinL Within 
this stl,e there Is • prolf'CSSioo from the use of one base line. through 
the usc of scyenl. to the UK or I base plaDc. Depth is depiaed by 
oyeriappin, and size dift'eraICU. Dnwmp in this sUle do nor fir 
com(orubl, uno an, of Wil .... • clusifiarions. Similarl,. Hagm (1985) 
identifies IOIDC fonDt or projcctioa. such II dinflCDt pcnpccUye in 
which the Of1ho&onaIs arc tqnCaC:Ured II diyCTcia, rather than connre-
in,. which Ire used by children but hayC no basis iD realiry. Thne poinrs 
all inro question whether anaI"il purel, in renns o( projection systems 
uncoYen all dlle is ukia, place ia developmeoL 
The ISSumption th.e the pro;cctioa IYSlem in use C2Q be derived (rom 
• tablc rop alone II noc free from doube. The fonnaliry of ws form of 
classification comes frona die liapposirion thar the projection s"rem can 
be identified by , •• ~ .. ~:-licarion or twO fonnulae upOD the angles 
..."iWnCd In the dcpiccion 01 ."c taW. lOCI. These (onnulae isolne the 
decren or con"cracncc and obIiquiry shown by the onhOlOn .. ~ in the 
dcawin,. Howenr. COOftflaICC of onhocooaJs is directl, rdared eo Ihe 
heighc or thc subject'l cyc-IeYd. A lubject Jooltin, edge~n Ir I table rop 
will ICC ie in onhoanphic proiccdon. At the eye-Inel riSCl, the table top 
will Ippear in lrue pcnpccU"e, and thm naiye pcnpecUft, and finall, as 
if in YCrtia~lique projccrion. Hence thc decree or con .. erecnce docs 
nor uniquel, define the projccrion I",em in usc. In order to minimize 
ambicuiry. it II ncccuary 10 amsinc the WI, in which the whole lable is 
projected. n.crefore when anal"is of the dr.win, is confined 10 the way 
in which the table cop it depicted, the ""choIOlial rclennce of the wa, 
in which the projection IYSlems arc classed becomes less clear. Onho-
lraphic or "cnia~liquc pro;caioa, I. inferred b, the fonn of the 
table tOP. mi&hc in rcaliry represenc I t:able dnwn in linear penpcaiYe 
rrom ID aucmc "icwp»inL Similarly •• distinction berween naive and 
U'Ue pcnpccUYC is noI inherent in 1ft, formal method of classification. It 
is necessary to ~ 1OmCdlin, lbout the posilion or the child's eyes 
before one can with an, nlicliry make I distinction based onl, on the 
dnwinl or the table top. In ract Ibis can onI, be m:ade if the dnwinl h:as 
been done from obtcrnrion and with I fixed eye-level. as WI. the case in 
Willao' ,rud,. aacI .... ,. widl die llIUI1IPUon that the child inrends 10 
dnw cucdJ .... he or the CIa ICC. 
Noricc that Ia ddl ICCIWict cbc obicct il never scen ia oblique 
projccUoa. For this co happen. dac ob;cct would need ro be "iewed from 
die side. ROC the rroaL The implic:arion of ws point is thae children 
3PPCU to &0 duouCh I period durin, which they no Ioneer represent the 
tlble I. if from the position in which the, .ee it-the Cront-something 
die, havc bem quite apable of doin, beCore. Instead, the, Idopt an 
..... , .... 
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imaciDuY side new ror • whUe. before f'C'YcniDa ID Ihcit oricioal 
pncticc or rcprcscntio, the cable (~ the correct side. Alecmad"d,. It 
could be arcucd thac developmmt is rebted co abirts ill dac ricwpoint, 
fint throucb I "ertieal rotation, tbca boriJaaraJ. lad cbcD beck 10 
.. cmeal. If this were reall,the OK, the onboaoula IhouJd coa"CfI'C in 
the oblique dnwiop. produdn, oblique pcnpcctift- UaCommatd, the 
method or dassificatioa used b, Willats _ DOt of I\dtideat delicacy to 
pick up possible smaU COIl'lt:f'leacct In the oblique dnwiqs. 
Thne poino OIl be addressed by ...... m;n;n' cbc IDIIIIIct in wbic:b the 
table Icp u well u the table top arc depicted. 'llU. is I major depamue 
rrom urlia pnctice IDd makcs ic pos.;ble 10 ICC wbcthcr the lub;ect 
usn I cohereDe unified projection Iystem.. For example, Fipn: Ia shows 
I table dnwo corrcctly ia pcnpccdYC. "lbe cable top in F1CU1'C I b i. 
idendeallo that of Ficurc Ia. aad classification based on die mcuurc-
mCDt of the cop alone would place Ie II true perspective. ,cc ie OIl be ICCD 
thae •• incJe, UDified form of projccdoo b DOt in usc.. 
These poiDo SU"CSI that the belie! ia I ltacc-like procrcs.ion Crom 
oMol"phic projection co pcnpccti"e. which Ii"" I ccuuine inacue in 
complca.iry bued 001, on an aaaI,.is of die Wly cable topS arc dnwn. 
merits further ClWIainarion. Funhcr, enminalion 01 CDe table clrawin, 
a •• whole. ndlCT than onl, one ISpect or II. will darif)' the po.sibili" 
thae apparene chanin in proiccUOIl '"Ian ma, rail, be .hiro iD 
imalined or coasUUCted "icwpoinL 
There arc ducc areas in which Willao' apcrimcDtaJ IDCthod miahe 
benefic from rcYisioa. Fint. his coadusioa. were baed _ data dnwn 
Crom I sample of onl, cichl or lea subjects oC each ICC. and Cor each 'ie 
these dnwinp arc plattd inro one of liz dusa. A4 elbow ;oaed It the 
wronl time would make a brcc c1ift'UCIlCC co hil rcsulo_ WIIm • 
Kotmocoro.-5mirnoY cwo-umple Inl it Ipplied 10 the &cqumcics 
(with lie) thae Willars obrained for either the usc of ave II opposed to 
nai"e pcnpcctift, or 10 the use or true pcnpcctift U opposed co the use 
of oblique, ie an be Seal thae there arc no lipWiane cWfcrmcz:s bcrwccn 
eilber pair. They could hue ocaarrcd b, dwIcc-naiyc YCnUI UUC 
pcnpcctin: D-0.24,1I-28, ,>O.05i true pcnp«dfc YCnUI oblique: 
D-0.26. _-20. ,>0.0'. GiYCII the amouae of YU'iatioa found ia 
childrcD·, dnwinp. this .ubject popubdoa it coo small ... aupporc .uch 
I IcacnI a.xIusioII. 
The sccoad di!5culry i. thae w"alJacs' apcriawataJ wit - dcsicnccl 
10 IlUd, limulODCOUSI, both the usc of ptVjccdoD 1fIUIDI- the UK of 
partial ocdusioa. This was achiCYcd b, requiria, chiJdrca 10 dnw • 
campliared un, or objectS upon cbe uble lOP whilsc "so dnwinl the 
table. "lbe complairy of the lask may haYC dctnaed from the rcprncn-
tatiyennl of his mules.. 
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48) 
Fipre I. The rcbtiollship bcrweea coned and Calse pcnpccUve. aod a 
lrilonom~aie analysi. or I uble drawn ill pcnpecti.e. 
ThinS, allhoup Wall.u controlled die ovcnll dimCOSiODS or die 
ublc. there WII .. rietY in the shape and positiOll or the table ICls 
presented to the subjects. The method Willa" used for dassifyiD,die 
dnwinp .ccordiDl to the projection systems used wu bued wholly on 
the way the table top. were drawn. There was no apparent Deed ror 
conaol ovcr the IeI' or the stimulus table. but belt or conao. presup-
poses thaI any dilIatDccs in the leIS or die tables used :as .timuli would 
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not a1l'cct die danmds or the task. and that the lep WOIIId be dnWD in 
the same form or projection u the lOp. These UNDlpdoDs were DOt 
verified. 
Wilhu' ,tudy made I major coDaibution to the UDdcntmdiD, or bow 
dqnh it represmted and also iu formal chssifiClOoa. It has bcc:o 
I"cplialed bae ID I modified Corm. bcause or the douba discus,ed 
aboYe. The ,timulus able used 1D the prame ,tudy_ the same Cor all 
subjcco. thu, mablio, cllrcct Comparison oC die WI, iD wbleb the uble 
Ices wac depicted.:and the sample.ize was Wier. The raula baYe been 
c:nmincd both iD terms or the projection .ynan used :and in tcrmJ or the 
undcnWldial shown in its use. 
Method 
Suhjccu 
Subjccu consillcd oC 789 children. rcpracuUnI die lOW make or _ primary 
and ooe sccond.uy school ill Leyland, ~rc. The Dumber oC lubjccu in 
each a,e poup an be ICCD ill Table I. 
Table I 
Numb,r 0/ SoJij,cu ill Eod At, Or .. , 
Ale .. , 6 7 1 9 10 II 12 n 14 
Subiccn )0 30 30 30 30 JO JO 147 171 164 90 
TAlA 
E2ch child W1II Scaled lIa uble Cadnl die Jonl side oC a,ecood uble masurin, 
II Z • 56 em.. The child's eya were approaimaldy 32 em .bo .. the uble lOp and 
300 OIl 'WI, rrom the C.cin, ubI .. Once IHdcd. the child WlS cina paper and 
pencil aod .sked 10 uamine the SWTOIIIIdinp oC die uble arcIully. Tbe child 
was thco ask~d 10 make the ben drawin, he or the could oC the uble. No lime 
limil was PYas. Thne conclitiOD' arc YCI"J .imilar to those used by WiUau. 
Ficure Ia shows the .ic. oC the stimulu ... leea by the subjen.. If. child drew 
more thaD ODe uble, it was the fint drawn thll ... measured.. 
Results 
GennoJ AMlyn. 
The dnwinp were usicacd to dasscs .ccordinl to the projection 
systaD in which the able top wu depicted. The projection system is 
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paniall, detcnniDcd br the IIIcle or coDycrlmcc: or lbe onho&oaals. 
11Ie same nIuc aD be obWacd b, dnMnI suaishe lines GO lbe 
.ubject's pictUl'e alO!'I the liae "Prncnbnl the Cront oC the uble IIld Ibe 
liael reprcscntinl the onhopaab of the uble. The IIIlles bclWcm thne 
liact arc mcaJW'ed aDd used to uccna1a the decree oC CODycqCDee by 
bkial the sauller from the 1arJcr. For cumple, the C2ble lOp ill Ficure 
Ia aD be lem to b .. elD &DaJe oCCODycrlmCe oC 147."-3%."-115'. 
This Is the same .. ethod as thae used by Wilbu (1977). Fieure la 
illustrates thac what I. bdDI ascau.ined is the anile , made by the 
onho&OU!s as ther CODYCfIC to the YaOishial poiaL In accorchDcc with 
Wilhlt' d ... ificalioa. aU rapoDlct with a COnyH'lCDCC oC lest than 20' 
wac dusiJied at DOII-~ 
All DOO-pcnpcctiye rnpoGIC' wac cbssified IccordiaC 10 Ibe decree 
oC obliquity ,hown. which I. lbe mcaD oC the two IIllld made by the 
onhoaooal., and the line rqIfCImtinl the Crone oC the uble. For 
example, ill FiJUre la the dqrce oC obliqwar i. 
'2.' + 141.'_90 
1 
Orawinl' with O' obliquiar "'CrC cb,sed as onholraphic, those belWren 
O' and 110" were datsed •• oblique, those between SO· and 100· yen.icaJ-
oblique. and those OYer 100" oblique. The mulins used by Willies Cor 
Yeniakblique _rc 70'" UId 110'". The ruson. Cor dcpartiol Crom 
Ibe.e msrcins are discussed bIer. Table II lint the mean lie and 
sundud dCYiation lor nc.h dall 01 projection. 
FiCUrc 2 show. the dism"budoa of different fJpct 01 das. KC'OrdinllO 
ale. The orthocraphic and YCnial-oblique classe, ,how .imilar pillem. 
oC disuibution. These CWO 1fPC' or "'ponn, with IIC, _re sicnificantJy 
conebled, ,-0.67. tll-9, ,<0.05, whilsl llso .howinl .icniiicani 
dilfumcct.r-".I'. tll-IO.,<O.OC)J. Whu these findinp "presenr 
i. unclear. and the impliationt are discussed later. The proportion or 
children that U'ed onhoanphic projection dcclined II the lie oC 7. 
coincidinl with I rise in the usc or Ihe oblique responlC, bul die use oC 
both onhocraphic and ycnicakblique projection rcm3ined Jimibr, 
·Table II 
T.,.t N.-Mr ., S"jjm., Awnt- Ap, .J S.1IIIIIlM4 D,.,; ..... ., Att lor 
LeA a.w., ""in,. 
p~ 
No.sub;cca 
Ann .. , •• 
SId. dnilrioa 
Onhotnphic Vcnic:aJ-Obliquc Oblique P~pcai"c 
" 7.26 
1.48 
" 
196 
9.0S 
2.97 
lit 
11.12 
1.61 
3l1S 
I1.U 
1.06 
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FieuR 2. The proporUoa. or UH, wida IIC, 01 acb dall 01 ".;caioa. 
dccliDincuadily bclWrcn the II" or 10 and II. The number oC subject. 
in a plmcuJar lIe croup usin, pcnpcctiYe iDcrcatcd Crom J% It 10 
yeus old to 80% by the 'ie oC 14. whilst rrvm a Jcan old to .dulthood 
lbe use oC oblique ranained at bclWem 15% and 25%. 
P,rJ,'Cliw RulflllU 
Warba arbitnrily c1iyided the penpect.iyc rapoa.c ano uin and UUe 
pcnpcctiyc at 55' CODYCfICDCC. A c1istiDaioa belWCCD DaiYe aDd tnle 
pcnpectiye 011 only be made if the drawiDl bas bccD doac !rom 
obscrration. with • fixed eye-Ieftl, u i. the calC both here aDd ill 
Wiltalt' srudy. For dU. spcci21 case such a diYi.ioa would Dced 10 be 
supponcd by bi-modaliar ill the daC2. or a relationship berwcm the 
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amount or coDyerlCDce aod the lie or the child. Figure 3, iD which 
rrequCDCJ ,corn or the cbta It mtanJ, or 5· CODYCl'lala: arc pym, 
,bows DO apparent bi-mocWity. Funhcnnore,l ODC-WIY /.NOVA usinl 
lie (ill fCUI) II I croupiDI racmr aod dell'eet or CODyerlcoce II a 
dcpClldmt nriablc railed to show thae the decrcc or coaYUlcoce in 
which the table top wu drawn was atrected by Ige, £(3,321)-2.3, 
,>O.~. Wilbu (1971) round DO lipWiC1Dt coITcbdoa bctwCCll the 
anile or coanrlCDa: aod Ice ill hit cbu. Ie C1D be coadudcd thn thcre 
it no nidmce to suppon I dear-cue distinctioa bctwcca cWYC aod uuc 
penpccti"e. 
The "iew or the stimulus table that the subjects had was It 115' 
(1)nycrcence on the top. All except twO oC the subjects produced 
drawinlS wfeh a coaYUlcoce on thc table top oC less dun this. None oC 
the subject. used linClt penpecUYe that was coITect Cor their yiewing 
position. 
AI mmtioned prniously, IIthouch Wilbu imposed suict control 
oyer the position rrom which the subjects drew the table and the size of 
table top. the 'els oC the tables he uscd "aried.ln this study each subject 
WI. presented with the same stimulus table, and so the depiction oC the 
lable 'elS can be complred IcroSS dnwinlS. The delree oC conycrlence 
shown by the leIS in the dnwinl WlS masured by joininl the drawn 
base or each rront leI with ISlniChe line, and by joining the bue oC each 
Croat leI to the bile oCthe ICI"behind" it by I slnight line. The degree 
or (1)nyerlCDce ror the leIS could then be calculated in the same manner 
-
,. •••• c"". 
.... ,.,.. 
_0-
T 
DEGREES •• CONVERGENCE 
., .... 
T 
_ ,......... _ , ..... ,1C8.. .......... ___ ... _ .......... 
Ficure ,. "lbc disaibuooa or chIS ICCDrdilll to me depcc or COD"IUICDCt. 
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as Cor the top. Ficwe I I illuSlnlcs wt what Is beinl ascauiaed is the 
anile , DUde by the iaCetTed orthogooaJs u they COQyerce to the 
nnishing point, 62.S· ill this esse. Whco I table ia this posidoo Is dnwa 
conectJy in pcnpcctiye (Fieure la), the CODyercCDCC DC the leIS should 
be less than that oC the top. A drawial or • table ia which the 
coaycrlCDce oC the legs is the same u or larcer than that oC the lOp 
(Figure I b) is ao obYloUS usc oC Calse penpcctiye. Ia other words, WhCD 
the table is dnwa iD conca pcrspecUYe, the Ie£, should be scaled 
according to the same size-disuaee rule. 
Fieure 3 shOWl wt the conycrccnce oC the Icp or those dcawincs 
whose lOpS were iD penpcctiye was sigaifiC1Dtly rr~tJrcr than the 
convergcace shown by the lOP', ,-21059, el/-331, ,<0.05. Ia thrcc 
asu angle, wu ISO'-in other words, the blck leIS wue atcnded so 
(u that the table pye the appannce oCbang Oft .sincJe ground 01' base 
line. Young childrm do dnw to I crvund line; bowner. there was no 
significant dilf'erCDC'C, with ace. in the decree o( conyercence used to 
depict the I2ble Icl', as shown by I one-WlY /.NOVA usinglge IS the 
Irouping (actor. and decreet oC eonvuccnce II • dependent uriable. 
F(3, 327) - 1.5.,> 0.05. 
Table III 
M'G" DI,rn 0/ Corrwr,nou. ~ A,~.lor .A, ToM. To,. (1)..4 W T.'.u,. 
(,) 
, del·eet 
,drcrcn 
II Yan 
47.08 
84.86 
IZ Yean 
47.36 
17.19 
IlYan 
.... 41 
81.16 
14 Yean 
54.26 
80.65 
Table III sho.., I comparison oCthe mans obtained In the lut two F 
lests. A penpcctiye response WlS only produced by two subjects who 
were less than II yt1n oC Ise (8 and 10. rcspcctiycly). The resulu Cor 
these two children are IIOt induded iD this table. A posteriori tests 
showed no significant differences either beCWCCll the means ror the table 
tops 01' (01' the table legs, Tukey> 0.05 in each ase. It is possible that 
whilst the decrees o( converccnee shown both on the tops and by the lecs 
are not age-related sepanlcly, there micbt be ao Ige-related trend in the 
difference betweCD the two. 
A significant dilI'ermce with Ige is found bctwcea the scores (or 8 and 
" wheD a ODe-way /.NOVA is done with lIe II the IJ'OUpinl (actor and 
the individual differences between 8 and , IS the dependCDt nr1able, 
F(3,327)-3.78, ,<0.05. The UlUD differences bctwcca " aod 8 (or 
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ach IICP'OUP arc: II-JaMtIcb-37.67.12'JCU~Icb-39.89.I3-)'eu-
0Idl-]].7. I4-Jaf4lda-26.37. Ie -.Jd appe:u that older cbildtal 
haYe I sipUScant IaIdcacy 10 use similar aa,ln 01 COIlftrlClJce (or both 
the table top aad the table Ie"" Ae Ilne slche thil Ippan pU'ldoxical. 
because p aacI , arc dlnimiJu .mea I table II dnwu Ia conca 
pcnpccdfti ~. thb tnDcI showa lit the olda children only 
p.roall)' RC1i!et • larce Imown or error In the ule or chne anclu. 
The problem II cOmplicated by the (act that the rebdYe dimension' 01 
the table III8J DOt haYc been "presented Iccuntel),. Fol' Instance. the 
Conn of pcnpea;yc the child Is usin, micht be COI'tKt (01' the shape o( 
the table dnwn. CYCD It that table is not au accunte represenution olche 
"real uble" In lront ot the child. The picture INcht be internally 
conslscmt, but be I bad rcpramubon. The mcasurn used 10 lu rdy 
upon the chilel", IbilitylO depict. COITCctI)', the rebuYe dimensions 01 
the table. Fipre Ie shows I l~uk:aI anaI,sis or haI( 01 I uble in 
COnKt pcnpccdYC. Ie an be ,een th.C cwo .utical pan.llcl linn Ire 
CI'OIscd II rilhc an,la b, three ... nllel borizoauJ linn. The ral 
onhoJonal of the table top and the implied onhoconaJ 01 the uble leis 
combine with thne panllels 10 liYC twO riche-m,led manlles. A 
ml0'-tric _pari_ o( these tn.nlles li"n • measure 01 che 
correctness 01 ~npcctiy. u,ed. The Iotie (01' this is IS lollows: In a uble 
in true paspcctift • .mere _ is the widda or the table and;,-. is the 
Icnlth 01 the Ie, (both ., measured Oft the dn-inc). then 
cocCI) -coc(;)-!:-!: 
2 
-;<r-.) 
_,=2;.. ... I1.;,;t~ • ..::lm=«th=1 
u 
bell cIrawin, can therelore be ciYCn twO .... Iues: OQ the lelt-hand side, 
I value showin, the relationship bctwftIl the IIftlln or CODftrICI2ce in 
which the table top and the table 1cp Ire rcprncoted. and on the richt a 
nlue 101' the rebtiYC dimension. of the table. In pncticc. the uble Icp 
Ire rarclr drawn the same Icnp: thcre(ore. heilht or uble i. taken 10 be 
the maa Icncth oC both Crone Icp. 
Oa the basis or the lboYe equation. Fiprn Ja and Ib -wd be 
worked as Collows: 
FilUR Ia: 
(62.1) (115) cot T -cot T -1.64-0.64 
-1.00 
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Fiprc Ib: 
(130) (115) cot T -cot T -0.47-0.64 
--0.17 
For boda Ficurcs II aad Ib: 
!<1-.)-~ 
.. 112 
-I 
Fm.aJI,. a nJue P can be obtained (or each dnwinl. Tbll rcprncnu 
the diJfCralce between whal , and ~ should be. cifttl the dimcnsioal or 
the picture or the uble. and what the, Ictuall, Ire. Tbus It II I direct 
mcasW'e of die burmaJ consistency on the pic:tun: plmc: 01 the projection 
system used (pcnpccd"e). Thi. I. I (ormailftCthod o( dassiC,m, ublcs 
that arc nprnmtcd u if (rom I central viewpoint (Fiaum II and Ib 
would baYC P".lucs 011.00-1.00-0, and -0.11-1- -1.I1,l'CIpcct-
iyel,). A uble down in conKt pcnpcctiYC should haye I Pnluc u neal' 
to zero II possible. coasuaincd b), the limits or the 1IICUUria, equip-
malt. The more the P value ditren rrvrn this. the brlCl' the ~npcctiYe 
enor. Variation 01 P v.lue within the ebu was lrotn 0.0] 10 -5.6S. A 
one-_, ANOVA usin, ICC (in )'ean) II the croupin, (actor and yaJue 
or P as the dcpcndast unable shows that the absolute corrccmess or 
pcnpca:iycuscd is related to I,C, F(3.321)-6.17,,<0.01. Tbemcan P 
(01' each lie was: I1'JCU'~lds-·-I.I. 12·,CU'~IeII--1.9, 13-)'Cu-
olds- -1.l.I4-,cu~ld,- -1.5. An examination olthe maD nlueor 
p ror c.ach 'ie IrouP indicates thae all children rill to usc penpccdve 
COl'tcctl,. but the pcnpcctin used b)' che oleiCI' chiJdrcD is IOOrC in 
kcepiol with the dimensions oC theil' own dn_inp than is thai or the 
)'Ounlcr children. . 
Fiaure 4 shows the data plottccl Iccordinl to the cwo nIuct used to 
obuin P. The dia,onaI C/O III this ficurc iDdicates IU possible positions 
or dnwin,s in concct pcnpcct.iyc, ,iven ....nations iD the dimensions or 
the do_ ublcs. /u lon, u it is thc uppermost l1Iri'acc or the table that 
is beinl depicted, the onI; possible COnKt rC1ponscs (or aa, shape or 
sizc or rcamcuJu table arc those 10 the ricbe or the ftrdcal ws. i.e. 
those in wbich cot (p/2) Is IlUtCl' thaD cot ('(2). Uock:r the prncnt 
expcrimmul conditions poiDe X Is the oatr possible posidoa or the 
COl'tcct response. No subjccu achJCYed Ie. A. pnrnd lbove. ;e em be 
seen that subjccu do noe produce COnKt penpccdft. aad that the 
dClTce or inconcct pcnpcct.in produced is relatcd 10 ale. It is also 
CYidan ira Fiprc 4 thae thne chiJdras. all o( whom ru1cd 10 dnw 
pcnpcctiye correctl" wen: rcasonably ,ood It dcpicdD, the reladye 
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Acurc 4. The relationship bnwcm .,c and the ability to nproduex ~pK' 
uYC IOd the relative dimcn.ioa. or die uble correctly. 
dimension. o( the uble. a. an be seen in the way mon data cluller in • 
venial band neu to 1.0. There is It DIOst a mild tendency to under"ti· 
mate the Imrth oC leI in rebtioa to uble width. 
To summarize, those: subjects producing a perspective r"ponse did 
not use corrut perspcctin. In no Ice IfOUP is there a distinction 
between naive and true perspectiye. The uble legs are drawn with a 
grc:uer deBTee o( conyercence than are the tops. No subject produced II 
(orm oC pcrspectiYe that was correct Cor IIrry shape o( table, let alone one 
with lhe specific measurcmc:nu discussed here; however, the older 
children were more accurate man me )"Ounger ones in their use o( 
perspective, 
NtIfI·pu.p.criw R~.poru" 
Those c1nwincs with lesl man 20· or conyergmce on the cable top were 
termed non-pcrspectiye and were classified accordinc to the deBTee o( 
obliquiry shown. as dncribed earlier. Ficurc 3 shows that in IPProxima. 
tely 5% o( the dnwinp me oMolOnals diverged, nther than con-
yeflcd. Beause oC me small number or such responses, they were not 
ueatcd II a leparate class or projection, eYeD though physicall, impos. 
sible in the Ibsence oC a model whose back is longer than the Cront 
(Hagen, 1985), but were included with lhe other DOD·perspectiye 
responses, 
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Ficure S. The disuibulion of data Iccordinl to the de,," or obliquilY. 
The diuribution o( non-penpcctiye responses CUI be seen in Ficurc: 
5. The margins used by Willats were 70' and 110', Howcycr. II CIII be 
seen in Firure 5. the limits o( SO· and 100' rdlcct more ac:curatel, lhe 
discontinuities in me distribution obtained here. This bu the dfcct or 
marginally incccasinc me oblique response at the expense DC abe yerb' 
c3l-oblique. However, as FiCUre 2 shows, the yeniaJ-oblique response 
was found to be: much IUler than thar oC lhe oblique. and so IUch • 
narrowinc oC lhe class limitS docs not alter conclusions drawn Crom an 
examination o( abe response: in these classes, 
Ie is possible to draw I uble in oblique-pcnpcctiYe, in which me ubJc 
is shown as i( yiewed (rom me side. but with onhogonall that conycrce. 
An oblique-perspectiye drawinl with less than 20' conyeflc:ncc: would 
be classed II non·perspectiye in this. srudy. Thil means ahat some 
drawinp, classed IS non-perspcctiye, mly acrually be in pcnpcctiyc. 
Ilmough drawn II iC riewed (rom the side instead 0( the (fOOL 
Theoreticall" mere should be: no conyercencc o( the onboconab ia 
oblique projection. ThIs was not abe case (or any lie IP'O'Ip. The InCIll 
convergence o( the oblique r"ponse (or each age croup _s: a·year. 
olds - 4.6, 9·yeu-olds -3.57. 10·ycar-oJds - 2.33, II·year-olds - 2.9, 
12·ycar-olds - 4.82, l3-yc:ar-olds - 1.46, 14·ycar-olds -1.5. A one-way 
ANOVA using age (in years) IS a lfOuping Caccor and degrees conyer· 
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Dcpda .. Table D ...... I 49) 
1_ II dcpcocIcal nrbble ,"als 110 ,ip.i6an1 dift'craKe with lie 
befWCCII thctc fiaura, 1(6,106)-0.6', ,>0.05. These 'cum do DOl 
rule OUI lhc possibiliry thaI III chiJdrca who produce oblique act\W1, 
usc obliqu~pccQft; boWCYCf, thil would .ppcar wWkd,. fa thi. 
.Ndy onI1 two childtal taadtt eleyen ulCd ~"pcctin, Jet ei,lnecn 
u.ed oblique. ThIs it DOl CIOCUillCIII wida I &heory &hal relalrt dnodop-
menl in thc rqll'CSCDllt1oa or drpth 10 complWtf or &he projrctioa 
I,ltaft UKd. Funbermore, lI&houcb &herc was no licamQDI djlfercnce 
betwftn the mcaa •• il would appear thaI the older dUldtcn produce len, 
not more, C'OIlftracacc. nul '"enal cannot asil, be npbined in lenn. 
or thc UK or oblique-pcnpcajye bultal1 be Iddtascd more plausibl, 
b, Freeman', &hcorirt or 6cuiaJ bil'. or b, IoaI decisionl. YOWller 
children IrC Ie .. able than older 10 produce two oblique plrallel Ii DC' 
(sec Mltchelmore, 1985), and the CYidmcc prc1Cllled bere ,ullnl.thu 
ir I fil'lral bias is prcs~1 il will lad 10 lhc depiction or IUch plnllel linn 
II C'OIlYerp,. 
Discussion 
Thil .rud, pamlll, replicaled WI or Willa" (1917) and found. II he 
did. Ihll children depict • IJblc lOP in I Ylrictf 01 WI,I mil an be 
idenlified with dae projection 1"lcmt of onhocnphic:, yenia~blique, 
oblique and pcnpcctiYC. The major clcpururc from lechniques used 
carlier h21 been Ihe examinalion of the WI, in which the lable lei' hue 
been depicted. II _II II, and in coniunction wim,me WI, mc tablc lOP' 
han bem dnwn. III thil WI, il il pos.ible to Ke whether lIIe subject 
USCI I coherenl, unified projeaion S"IC1ft. Thil h .. enabled carlier 
rCluh. 10 be e,,,ended Ind earlier IIIUmPlionllO be queried. Funher, 
this .rud, used I lurfic:ienl number or subiectl 10 obuin a reasonable 
distribulion. This made il pos.ible to discoy« in dCl2il how me drawin, 
or I Ilble lrom obsc ... ation efunlCl with ale and showed mil some 
distinction. pmriousl, IUunled disappc2r. 
Thc result. pfC1Cllled here .uuest two Irca in which Ihe dns limin 
used b, Win~1 require modifiation. The 1e2.1 imponanc is me narrow. 
inl of me band in which I uble top would be classed .. Yenia~blique. 
II WII shown arlier WI luch I nlnowinl or me cbSi limin doct nol 
aher c:onclulionl dnwn Crom 2ft c:samination or the IClpor1lC in these 
cla.SCI. The ICcond rc"sion. mil or amall~2linl nain and lrue 
penpcctiYe, h21 dccpcr impliation •• Theoric:1 oC dnwinl Ihn I"wne 
mil the .ubject il urinllO depict WMI it seen also Illume mal me besl 
WI, oC doinl mis is penpcctiYC. and chiC me subiect is Incmplinl 10 
achine. penpcctiYe rnult. Most imponand"mcy Inume WI Idult. 
do dnw in correct pcnpcctift. II hn been .hown here that I distinction 
494 M. Lee ud G. 8raIIIIU 
bctwcca DaiYC aod ave ~pcctiYe QIIDOC be I1Ippomd tbeoRUaU, or 
anpiriaIJ,. lbc rcprctCIIulioa 01 ckptb doa DOC cIcYdop Croaa DliYC 10 
lnIe pcnpectift. aod thu illDl, be Ippropn.lC 10 ab.doa tb.Ia cllriJloa 
in ImenI, aod c:auinI, in tJW 'pcci6c cue. It hu Ibo bca ahowa &hal 
me VUI majoriry or subiccu who dtcw a Clblc Ia oopa'lpeaiYC" drew &he 
let. with more. nther thin lest, CIOOYCI'I_ dwa tbcr bid ucd ror thc 
uble IOpl. Thil i. the QlCI oppositc or thc rcspooac due -'d be 
Dpccted rrom I lI'\Ie u.odCl'1WJdial or thc projccdoa I)'ItCID. The ronn 
or pcnpcctiye thCT atcd WII Ycri6abl, IacDrRCt, DOC tnac. pc:npeajye, 
acmrdia,lo the roraW method or mCIJuriol pc:npcaift ucd bere. the 
P ylluc. The P n1ue ill I measure oC the CIOOIiIlCDCJ 01 pc:npcain wed 
b, the .ubject in rclatioa 10 the Iubjca'i OWD dnwia .. DOC II IaIcrrcd b, 
me upcrimmler rrom the ltimulul. Whca &he dall U'C cumiacd in &hi. 
lighl, • dnoelopmmul aCDd I. ICeD, CroaJ lamrTCCIlO InIC pc:npcctiye, 
iecordial 10 ailaia inlero" 10 mc dimmlioos or the dnwia,. The 
oldal lubjccu in thil.rud, Wft'C leu &baa I' ,an oId,iaYia, open thc 
pouibiliry WI aduilS do achiCYc InIC pc:npectift. Howner, Lee 
(submined) rou.ud WI me penpcaift rnpoaK pab 1114, aller which 
alc most childraa lie DO Jon1ft' rcquUcd to UK il II 1Cboo1. These 
findirl ... Itronll, IUpport mc Yicw thaI IItboucb _I people would 
ueuc thll pcnpcctiye is mc Ihcorctiall, conca nxtbod b, which 10 
dtpict dtpm in cwo dimCDsions. il is DOl ncccssaril, lhc most chosca wa, 
ps ,choJoaic:aJI,. 
hi thil srud, the oblique lorm or projcajoa Ippcan to be quaLiut1ul, 
differCDI rrom the omen. ID lIIe oblique 1"lcm the IIb1e it dnwa II iC 
lem rrom the lide. nmer dun .. lhc upcrimcaai ClDlldicion, "cor-
reed," rrom the (ronl. Yel in nc.b croup lrora eillal ,can old 10 
Idulmood berwttJI 15% and 25% oC me IUb;ccu drew • table in WI 
form. Subjcm in mi. lie ranee Ire noc IIOrmall, coasidcftd 10 inscnsi-
bye to thc ICme IS 10 be inapable 01 showin, me .ide rrora which they 
are in lIIe proccs. of ¥iewin,me table. Such • pc:nillCDI usc 01 oblique 
WII llso round b, Dulhic (1985), HalCD (1985) IDd Lee (.ubmined) and 
be ... ror .ome (onn o( expJanaIion. The InCIII decree or CIOCIftqCIICC ror 
each I,e croup or me oblique rClponK wu posiOft, whcrcu theoreti-
all, il should lulu bcm zero. Howcycr, it hu bcca arcucd WI &hi. docs 
not impl, thaI .ubiC'Cls were usinC some form 01 obl~pcctin. 
r nSlud. il has bcm IUlleSled thll thll IIPCCC or &he oblique rcspoaIC il I 
lieunl bi .. or mc son discussed b, FrccmtII (19110). Thil Jc.d. 10 I 
ICsuble bypochClil in I prediaed dircctioa aad leada iudC 10 further 
rcsurch. Howner. it docs nol IOlyc mc problaa of wh, such a br,e 
percenule or older .ubjects choose 10 clcpia the uble the)' can ICC in 
front oC lIIem in a _, WI it inconsi.lenl with whac the)' an ICC. 
A lUBe 1m0UD1 of onrbp Wli rou.ud in thc usc oC onhocnphic IUd 
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ycnic:al-oblique projection, and the panerns of respoose for these twO 
clasSC1 ~rrclated sisnifiondy. Serious doubt is ou upon the supposi. 
tioa that the use or these twO classes indicates sepante developmcnul 
sales. nus doubl is supponed here by the obserntion that those 
children who did dnw more dwl one able rrequcndy produced abIes 
ill both onholf8phic and YCnical-oblique projection side by side on the 
same p8le. The ambipOUI position oC mese (wo Corms oC projection is 
anplwized by Lee (submined) who Cound mat a sizeable minority oC 
subicas who drew • able in nniaS-oblique depicted objectS alool its 
top ed,e. DuthIe (1985) reponed that mere were considerable .. riations 
between dnwinls oC the same objca by me same child when a child was 
rcpc:atedly tested. He rejects the new that a child attempts to represent a 
scene ill one panicular form oC projectiOll. nus is supponed here by the 
lindinl that when a table dn1lrin1 classed as ycnical-<lblique on the basis 
oC the Wly in which hs top is dnwo is cwnined, it is frequently found 
mill the leIS arc depicted in a manner inconsisrent wim ycnic:aJ...oblique 
projection. As both Phillips, loall and uuder (1985) and Michelmore 
(1985) sUliest, it would appear more likely that deYelopment is related 
to abe lindinl and rcmembcrinl oC Ippropriate Inphic descriptions 
nther than some Icnen.J and slowly eYolyinl conception oC space. 
Ccnainly me fact chat an experimenter is able to classify a dnwinl in a 
panicular projection system docs DOt necessarily indicatc lh:n the anist 
iIltendcd to usc that system. 
10 conclusion, mis sNdy hu shown that no subjects drew in correct 
pcrspcctjn, that there is no clear-cut distinction hcrwecn D2iyc and true 
pcnpcctjn. that oblique projection is qualiutiycJy different Crom the 
other systems. The sNdy has also an doubt upon the supposition that 
onhopapbic IDd nroca1-<lbliquc projection represent sepante deye-
lopmastal Stales. These 6ndiDp sUliest that Willacs' conclusion that 
the rcprcscataoon DC depth in dnwiDllOCS through a series DC discrete 
stiles. each or which an be identified with a projection system, cannot 
be supponed. They also suuest that the developmental processes or 
deawin, • table are benrr studied in tCS"DlS oC skill acquisition, u the 
findiDllDd rc:mc:mbcriDl or Ippropriate C"pbic descriptions. 
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Introduc tion. 
Table 1 presents a system by which draWings of tables can be 
classified. The form of projection used upon the table top is given along 
the horizontal axis and the way in which the table legs are drawn is given 
along the vertical axis. Therefore a table drawn like this: r-1 would be 
placed in cell 1 a. 
Table 2 has two functions. Firstly the data discussed in Chapters 
3 and 4- (and given in appendices 6:1. and 6:8 respectively> are presented 
for each cell. Underneath the drawing within each cell there are three 
columns. The first column gives details for tables drawn from observation 
(Chapter 3), The second gives details for tables drawn from imagination 
(Chapter 4-), and the third gives details for both sets of data amalgamated 
together. Within each column, hence for each set of data, the total 
percentage of responses accounted for by that cell is given, as is the 
mean age and standard deviation of age of subjects responding in that 
cell. 
The second function served by Table 2 is that of classifying the 
form of depth response indicated by the way in which the table legs are 
drawn. This is shown by the figures to the right of the picture in each 
cell. Thus each cel1 contains a rating for height in the picture plane (H>, 
partial occlusion (0), and diminishing size with distance (D). The depth 
cue of height in the picture plane is divided into four categories, 
namely:- no ground line (HU, plan view (H2), ground line (H3) and ground 
plane (H4.). The depth cue of occlusion is divided into three categories,. 
namely:- no occlusion (01), lack of hidden line elimination (02) and partial 
occlusion (03). No subjects used diminishing size with distance on the 
table legs therefore the only category for this depth cue is no 
diminishing size with distance (01). Some cells present problems when 
categorised in this way. In those instances both possible categories have 
been given, but it is the one presented in brackets that is adopted for 
later analysis. 
TABLE 1. Classification system for table drawings. 
TABLE 2. Classification of data discussed in Chapter 6. 
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TABLE 1. Continued. 
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Appendix 6:A. 
Data for tables drawn frotJl observation. 
This appendix presents the data discussed in Chapter 3, classified 
according to the method given in Table 1. The total subject numbers, 
average age, standard deviation of age and percentas-e of the total 
response, summed over age, are given for each cell. The percentage 
response for each age group, is then given. 
Ap.6:Aa. Subject totals for tables drawn from observation. 
Ap.6:Ab. Average ages for tables drawn from observation. 
Ap.6:Ac. Standard deviations of age for tables drawn from 
observa t ion. 
Page Ap.6.13 
Page Ap.6.13 
Page Ap.6.14 
Ap.6:Ad. Percentage of total response, summed over as-e, for tables 
drawn from observation. Page Ap.6.14 
),p.6:Ae. Percentage response for each age group for tables drawn 
from observation. Page Ap.6.15 
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Appendix 6:Aa. Subject totals for tables drawn from observation. 
Appendix 6:Ab. Average ages for tables drawn from observation. 
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Appendix 6:Ac. Standard deviations of age for tables drawn from 
observation. 
Appendix 6:Ad. Percentage of total response, summed over age, for tables 
drawn from observation. 
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Appendix 6:Ae. Percentage response (or each age group (or tables drawn 
from observation, 
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Appendix 6:B. 
Data for tables drawn fTWI :iJJJJagination. 
Page Ap,'· 21 
This appendix presents the data discussed in Chapter 4, classified 
according to the method given in Table 1. The total subject numbers, 
average age, standard deviation of age and percentage of the total 
response, summed over age, are given for each cell. The percentage 
response for each age group, is then given. 
Ap.6:Ba. Subject totals for tables drawn from imagination. 
Ap.6:Bb. Average ages for tables drawn from imagination. 
Page Ap.6.22 
Ap.6.22 
Ap.6:Bc. Standard deviations of age {or tables drawn from 
imaginat ion. 
Ap.6:Bd. Percentage of total response, summed over age, for tables 
drawn from imagination. 
Ap.6:Be. Percentage response for each age group for tables drawn 
from imaginat1on. 
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3 
1 
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730 
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73 
10 
24 
44 
34 
2 
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45 
19 
32 
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a 
b 
AVERAGE AGES 
1 2 3 4 ~ o 
7.45 7.72 12.18 11.92 5.52 7.77 
7.04 8.18 11.00 0.00 4.50 11.38 
7 8 o 
7.00 0.01 0.00 7.03 
0.00 0.00 0.00 7.38 
c 0.00 0.00 8.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.33 
d 14.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 
• 
t 
g 
7.00 10.45 12.28 10.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.98 
0.00 0.7~ 10.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.81 
7.49 7.20 10.58 11.57 0.43 7.07 7.50 0.97 8.33 7.43 
II. 0.00 10.20 13.73 12.00 9.00 9.00 9.13 0.00 0.00 13.47 
1 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 
J 12.00 10.84 12.15 11.00 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.01 
It 0.59 10.07 11.50 12.41 10.29 10.S7 9.50 7.20 0.00 10.80 
1 0.00 0.31 0.00 11.00 8.00 8.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 
• 0.00 8.05 11.48 11.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.97 
D 5.33 5.35 0.00 0.00 4.40 7.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.28 
o 0.00 8.11 10.00 0.00 3.70 5.00 8.00 0.00 4.00 0.18 
P 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 
q 8.00 10.'3 9.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.25 
r 0.00 4.43 0.00 0.00 4.72 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.04 
• 13.00 0.00 17.50 0.00 0.00 11.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.05 
t 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 
u 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 10.50 
• 0.00 7.03 0.00 0.00 8.43 9.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.01 
v 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
x 
y 
0.00 7.88 0.00 0.00 5.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 7.20 0.00 0.00 '.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
z 10.00 10.10 11.00 0.00 9.'" 1'.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7.81 8.2~ 12.88 12.28 5.70 9.3' 8.74 0.79 5.83 
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Appendix 6:Bc. Standard deviations of age (or tables drawn from 
imag ina t ion. 
Appendix 6:Bd. Percentage of total response, summed over age, for tables 
drawn from imagination. 
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Appendix 6:Be. Percentage response {or each age group (or tables drawn 
from imagination. 
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Appendix 6:Be. Continued. 
~ ~ g g t g : ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ t g g ~ ~ g g ~ g ~ ~ g 
" 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
g g g g g g ~ g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 000 0 0 0 
~ g g g g g ~ g g g g g g ~ g g g g g g g g g g g g 
0000000 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 
000000., 0 0 0 0 III 0 0 III 0 0 0 III 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 
t ~ g g g g ~ g g g g g g ~ g g g ~ t g g t g ~ g g 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
0000111 0 0 III 0 III 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
~ ~ g g ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ g g g g g g ~ g S ~ g 
000 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 0 
~ t g g g g ~ g g g ~ g g t g g g g g g g g g g g g 
N 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
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g t g g g g t g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
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~ g g g g g ~ g g g t g g t g g g g g g g g g g g g 
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g g g g g g g t g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
o 0 0 0 000 0 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 0 
t g g g g g t g g g g g g ~ g g g g g g g g g g g g 
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Percentage of grand total. lose. '1 
1 2 3 4 , o '1 IS I> 
2.57 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.00 
0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 
0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.07 1.07 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.25 0.0'1 0.20 0.00 
0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.17 0.21 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.00 
0.00 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.89 4.24 0.27 0.05 0.'7 0.32 0.10 0.3'1 0.02 
"~~~''''' ~"~'~ _A'" 
3.32 
0.07 
0.05 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
4.39 
0.10 
0.05 
0.0'1 
0.51 
0.42 
0.02 
0.22 
0.15 
0.12 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.00 
0.02 
0.52 
0.00 
0.20 
0.20 
0.07 
10.75 
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Percentase of Brand total. Age. II 
1 2 3 4 5 o '1 II 9 
1.80 0.82 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.07 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0'1 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.15 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.3'1 0.00 0.10 0.02 
0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.07 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.21 0.42 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.92 3.59 0.50 0.12 0.35 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.02 
",,".~,",_~, ~_'"'>...;;...:& __ '~' ____ ~'. ___ "'-'~'" ,_ ~"".,~. _"'" ...",_ J_~'_'~""~_ ~ 
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P.rc •• tas. of sraad total. lS.. 9 
I 2 3 • 5 8 'I 8 
9 
I.O~ 0 .• ' O.~ 0.10 0.02 O.~ 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.02 O.~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.20 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 O.~ 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.02 0.82 0.05 0.0'1 0.12 O.~ 0.02 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.~2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.0'1 0.82 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.3~ 0.90 O.~ 0.40 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.02 0.00 
0.00 1.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.10 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 O.~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.2~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.49 4.44 1.8' 0.~'1 0.32 0.&0 0.17 0.07 0.00 
1.77 
0.10 
0.00 
0.00 
0.!52 
0.21 
2.39 
0.81 
0.00 
0.'12 
1.92 
1.15 
0.05 
0.05 
0.12 
0.00 
0.12 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.2~ 
0.00 
0.2!5 
0.02 
0.07 
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Pare.atasa of sra.d total. AS.. 10 
1 2 3 4 5 8 'I e 9 
0.'15 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.15 1.21 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.~1 0.&0 0.02 O.O~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.O~ 0.00 
0.00 0.07 1.80 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.1~ 1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.~2 0.92 0.0!5 0.42 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.S7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 O.O~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 O.O~ 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.12 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.92 3.39 4.S4 0.50 0.20 0.22 0.12 0.05 0.00 
1.20 
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Percentas. at STaDd total. AS •• 11 
1 2 3 
" 
!S e ., 8 o 
o.eo 0.25 0.0' 0.1!S 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.35 1.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.25 0.20 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.0" 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.12 2.!S0 O.O!S O.O!S 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.1" 1.90 0.0!S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.15 1.0!S 0.10 0.82 0.10 0.1" 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.3" 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.0" 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0' 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 O.O!S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.0' 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.10 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.10 2.82 8.01.1 1.02 0.20 0.42 0.02 0.02 0.00 
1. 07 
0.02 
0.02 
0.00 
1.47 
0.12 
0.10 
2.84 
0.00 
2.12 
2.1Q 
0.40 
0.12 
0.0' 
0.05 
0.00 
0.02 
0.00 
0.07 
0.00 
0.00 
0.12 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.22 
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P.rc.ntag. of srand total. Ase. 12 
1 2 3 4 !S e ., 8 9 
0.30 0.17 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Appendix 6:Be. Continued. 
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Appendix 6:C. 
balglUllated data For tables drawn FroIIJ observat:lon lJIld hIlag:lnation. 
This appendix presents the data discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. 
These data have been amalgamated and classified according to the method 
given in Table 1. The total subject numbers, average age. standard 
deviation of age and percentage of the total response. summed over age. 
are given for each ce1l. The percentage response for each age group. is 
then given. 
Ap.6:Ca. Subject totals for tables drawn from observation and 
imagination. Page Ap.6.32 
Ap.6:Cb. Average ages for tables drawn from observation and 
imagination. 
Ap.6:Cc. Standard deviations of age for tables drawn from 
observation and imagination. 
Ap.6:Cd. Percentage of total response, summed over age, for tables 
drawn from observation and imagination. 
Ap.6:Ce. Percentage response for each age group for tables drawn 
from observation and imagination. 
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Appendix 6:Cc. Standard deviations of age for tables drawn from observation 
and imagination. 
Appendix 6:Cd. Percentage of total response, summed over age, for tables 
drawn from observation and imagination. 
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Appendix 6:Ce. Percentage response for each age group (or tables drawn 
from observation and imagination. 
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Appendix 6:Ce. Continued. 
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Pareantaga of grand total. Aga. 11 
1 2 3 4 , & 7 8 9 
0.'8 0.23 0.0& 0.23 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.33 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.21 0.21 0.08 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.00 0.19 2.33 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.19 1.7~ 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.11 1.21 0.10 2.08 0.08 0.1' 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.3~ 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.04 o.oe 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.08 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.10 3.00 ~.~2 2.&3 0.11 0.3' 0.02 0.02 0.00 
1.13 
0.02 
0.02 
0.04 
1.31 
0.13 
0.73 
2.01 
0.00 
2.00 
3.77 
0.38 
0.13 
0.04 
0.04 
0.00 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.10 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.21 
12.82 
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P.reantaga at graD4 total. Asa. 12 
1 2 3 4 ~ & 7 II 9 
0.27 0.21 0.10 0.1' 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.08 0.02 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.13 0.11' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.23 0.04 0.011 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.08 2.40 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.13 1.1' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.29 0.73 0.13 2.09 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 o.oe 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.19 
0.08 
0.00 
0.33 
0.98 
0.10 
0.40 
2.60 
0.00 
1.29 
3.68 
0.13 
0.10 
0.00 
0.04 
0.00 
0.10 
0.00 
0.13 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.00 
0.85 1.79 4.92 3.21 0.13 0.11 0.02 0.02 0.00 11.11 
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Appendix 6:Ce. Continued. 
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g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
o 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 
o 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 
o til 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 til 0 0 0 0 til 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 000 0 0 
.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 til 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
til 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 N 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 ~ 0 til 0 0 0 coo 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 N 0 ~ 0 0 N ~ N 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Perc_lIt_e;_ of p;ralld. total. Ae;_· l' 
123456'1 e 9 
0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1'1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.1? 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.15 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.13 
0.02 
0.00 
0.40 
0.00 
0.21 
0.11 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1. 1'1 
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Percentllt;ot of grand. total. Ag.· 16 
1 2 3 4 5 0 'I 0 9 
0.04 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.2~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.04 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.04 0.00 2.23 0.13 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
0.2~ 
0.02 
0.02 
1.00 
0.00 
0.31 
0.19 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.00 
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0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
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Appendix 6:0 
Venn diJJ8rlUlls and dendrogrlUlls for tables drawn fT'OllJ observat1on, and the 
lnformation upon which they are based. 
This appendix is presented in two sections. It contains an analysis of 
data by cell type for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation as well as an analysis of all the data. 
This has been done to enable trends shown in the data to be more easily 
assimilated. Similarly, each dendrogram has been presented twice. A 
reduced version has been produced to facilitate an overall view of the 
data. This is followed by a larger, more readable. version 
The dendrograms are constructed by comparing the age profiles for 
each cell <given in appendices d) using a series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
comparisons. On each pass the two cells with the smallest maximum 
difference (SMD) are identified and the data in these cells are 
amalgamated. Appendices e give the series of amlagamations and smd's. 
1) Breakdown of data by cell type for cells accounting for more than 0.5 
percent of all tables drawn frail observation. Page " 
Ap.6:D.la. Venn diagram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.42 
Ap.6:D,lb. Reduced dendrogram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent 
of all tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.43 
Ap.6:D,lc. Dendrogram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.44 
Ap.6:D,ld. Age profiles for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of 
all tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.45 
Ap.6:D,le. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells accounting 
for more than 0.5 percent of all tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.46 
Chapter 6. Appendices. Page Ap.6 - 1.1 u~t-· 
2) Breakdown of data by cell type for cells of all tables drawn froa 
observation. 
Ap.6:D,2a. Venn diagram of cells of all tables drawn from 
observa t ion. Ap.6.47 
Ap.6:D,2b. Reduced dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from 
observation. Ap.6.48 
Ap.6:D,2c. Dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.49 
Ap.6:D,2d. Age profiles for cells of all tables drawn from 
observation. Ap.6.50 
Ap.6:D,2e. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells of all 
tables drawn from observation. Ap.6.52 
, ',~ 
Chapter 6, Appendices, Page Ap,6· '2 
Ap.6:D.la. Venn diagram of cells accounting for more than 0,5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation, 
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Ap.6:D,1 b. Reduced dendrogram of cells account ing {or more than 0.5 percent 
o( all tables drawn (rom observation. 
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Chapter 6. Appendic ... Pig. Ap,6· AS 
Ap.6:D.ld. Age profiles {or cells accounting {or more than 0.5 percent o{ 
all tables drawn from observation. 
(.11.1,",. ,.,_w, 
2- i. !t 6 i 7 I If to 
" 
It.. 
'i. 
h lb Ig It 2a 2b 21 29 2h 2; 2t 2. 20 
25 3.57 21.n 10.71 21.n 3,57 
.3.75 3.13 6.25 12.5 6,25 21,88 3.13 3,13 
3'.38 25 12.5 15,63 
21.88 15,&3 12.5 37.5 3,13 6.25 
3.33 3.33 16.67 6.67 23.33 6,67 16,67 
12.5 9.38 3.13 6.25 3.13 21.88 6.25 6.25 . 
9.38 3.13 9.38 6.25 3.13 12.5 6,25 3.13 6,25 3,13 
2.72 2,04 1.3& 0,68 1.36 1.36 2,04 1.3& 11.56 0.68 
0.56 0,56 1,12 2,25 0,56 0,56 1.12 10,11 
0.63 0,63 0.63 0.63 7,55 
1,09 1.09 4.34 
153.5 6,'601 82.23 15.62 82.75 17.52 8.2501 157,23 24.9 5.6101 65,86 10.06 6.7001 
13.955 0.5373 7.4755 1.42 7.5227 1.5927 0.75 14.294 2,2636 0.51 5.9873 0.9146 0.6091 
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2v 3f 3h 3 - lk h .d 'h n total obtttl-slall-(0.5S 
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100,02 5 
3.13 3,13 '3,77 6 
3.13 100.02 7 
6,67 10 3,33 3.33 100 8 
3,13 9,38 ',25 12,5 100,03 9 
9.l8 3,13 21,88 3,13 100,OS 10 
1.36 0,68 5,U S," 1.36 3,' 1,36 1.36 49,66 9S,22 11 
1,12 8,43 1,12 3,37 1.69 6,18 2,81 53,37 ",93 12 
1,89 7,55 8.18 5,66 2,52 1.26 0.63 61,U 99.4 13 
8.1 1.09 2,17 3,26 1,09 76,09 98.92 U 
o IS 
. U.17 10,06 '6.37 56.67 12.56 5,8901 2(7,22 1082,' totah 
3.0055 1.2882 0.91'6 '.2155 5.1518 1.1418 0.5355 22."5 98.l97 percentage totals 
, 11,1 9,61 12,13 11,31 12.71 , . • • lun age 
2.71 1.91 l.15 I.AS 1.81 0.77 1.18 0.53 0,93 1.08 standard deviation 
9 10 3 U 35 17 15 15 9 3&2 subject nUlbers 
Chlptlr 6, ApPlndlcll, 
Ap.6:D,le. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells accounting 
for more than 0.5 percent of all tables drawn from observation. 
coluln 13 idded to coluln 6 with in scd of 7,84£SS8E-02 
coluln 23 idded to coluln 20 with in Sid of 8,578321E-02 
coluln 5 idded to coluln 1 with in Sid of 0,110769 
coluln 18 idded to coluln 7 with in Sid of 0,1139933 
coluln 20 idded to column 19 with in Sid of O,13AE802 
coluln 7 added to colutn 4 with in Sid of 0,1398809 
coluln 8 Idded to coluln 3 with In Sid of 0.1560352 
coluln 22 Idded to coluln 21 wilh In Sid of 0.1850595 
coluln 17 idded to coluln 11 with in Sid of 0,1981987 
coluln IS idded to coluln 9 wilh in Sid of 0,2039804 
coluln 14 idded to coluln 1 with in Sid of 0,2357153 
coluln 3 added to coluln I with in Sid of 0,2284812 
coluln 2 added to coluln 1 with in Sid of 0,2110777 
coluln II idded to [oluln 4 with in Sid of 0,3075353 
[oluln 9 idded to coluln 4 with in Sid of 0,2605191 
coluln 16 idded to coluln 12 with in Sid of 0,3111332 
coluln 21 idded to colutn 19 with in Sid of 0,3563133 
coluln 12 added to coluln A with an Sid of 0,387605 
[oluln 10 idded to coluln 4 with in Sid of 0,&201857 
coluln 19 added to coluln 4 with In Sid of 0,606898 
[oluln 6 added lo [oluln 1 with an Sid of 0,6406599 
[oluln A Idded to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0,6972582 
Chapter 6, Appendic.s, Page Ap,6 - '7 
Ap.6:D.2a. Venn diagram of cells of all tables drawn from observation. 
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Ap.6:D.2b. Reduced dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from observation. 
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App.ndices, Pig. Ap,'· SO 
Ap.6:D.2d. Age profiles for cells of all tables drawn from observation. 
c..tc..,..;\. "IL,"~" , 3. ~ !t II , 1 1! ~ Ie 
" 
Hl '3 
II Ib Ig It 21 2b 2d 2e 21 2g 2h 2i 2j 
25 3,57 21,U 10,71 21,43 
43,75 3.13 6.25 12.5 6,25 21.88 3,13 
34.38 25 12.5 3,13 15,63 
21,88 15,&3 12,5 37,S 3,13 
3,33 3,33 16,67 6,67 23,33 6,67 
12,5 ',38 3,13 6,25 3,13 21,88 6,25 
',38 3.13 9.38 6,25 3,13 12,5 6,25 3,13 
2.72 2.04 1.36 0.£8 1,36 1.36 2,O( 1,36 
0,5& 0,5& 1.12 2,25 0,56 0,5& 1,12 
0,63 0,&3 2,25 0,&3 0,63 
1.09 1,09 
82.75 17 .52 2.2501 8.2501 3.1301 157.23 24.9 3.1301 5.6101 
7.5227 1.5927 0.2046 0.75 0,2846 14.294 2 2636 0.2846 o 51 
. . . 
6.0 12,0 10.8 6,0 7,26 9.92 6,0 11.2 
2,3 2.12 2,08 1,31 3,39 0,0 1.48 0,0 2,32 1,61 0,0 0,84 
52 2 27 B 5 • 5 I 53 13 1 5 
'If. lS I' 11 I~ ., 2D 11 ~1 1J ~It as ~, 
Zt 21 21 20 2v 2% 31 3d 3e 31 3g 3h 3j 
3,57 JA.29 
3.13 3,13 
3,13 3,13 
',25 3.13 
".£7 6.67 10 3.33 
6.25 3.13 9.38 6.25 12.5 
6.25 3,13 9.38 3.13 21.88 
11.56 1,36 0.68 0,£8 0.68 1.36 0.£8 0.£8 S.U 5.U 
10,11 1.12 0.56 1.12 0,56 8,'3 1.12 
7.55 1.89 7.55 8.18 
.,3( 1.09 8.7 1,09 
65,86 1,3601 10.06 6,7001 33.06 0.6801 2.8901 0.5&01 14,17 10.06 1.2(01 (&.37 56.67 
5.9873 0.1236 0.91(6 0.6091 3.0055 0.0618 0.2627 °1°509 112882 0,914' 0.1127 '.2155 511518 11.34 11.0 9.75 ',S 7,11 11,0 12,25 12.0 11.1 '.67 11,5 12.13 11.31 
1.9 0.0 0.96 0,71 2,71 0,0 1.26 0.0 1.91 1.15 0.71 1.48 1.81 
£2 2 • 2 9 1 ( 1 10 3 2 n 3S 
Chapter 6, 
Appendix 6:D,2d. Cent 1nued. 
if 
1.36 3.' 1.36 0.68 
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12.71 12.33 . 
0.77 1.18 0.53 1.'1 
17 15 15 2 
AppendiclI , 
3.33 
3.13 
1.36 0.68 49.66 
2.81 53.37 
0.63 61.U 
1.09 76.09 
5.8901 0.6801. 241 .22 
0.5355 0.0618 22.47S 
. . 
0.93 0.0 
9 1 
0.56 
0.5601 
0.0509 
. 
0.0 
1 
Page Ap,'· 51 
total obttti-large 
years 0 
100 , 
103.15 5 
96.9 6 
100,02 7 
100 8 
100.03 9 
100.05 10 
99,98 11 
97.17 12 
102.28 13 
100.01 1l 
o IS 
o adult 
1100.2 tohls 
100.01 percentage totals 
llein ige 
stindar~ deviation 
subject nUlbers 
Chapter 5, App.ndiclS, Pag. Ap,5 - 52 
Ap.6:D.2e. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles {or cells of all 
tables drawn from observation. 
(oluln 19 added &0 coluin 15 with an Sid of 0 
(oluln 32 add~d to coluln 15 with an 'Id of 0 
coluln 34 added to coluln 21 with an 'Id of 0 
coluln 17 add~d to (oluln 6 with an Sid of 7,84&558£-02 
(oluln 33 added to colutn 28 with an Sid of 8,578321E-02 
coluln 5 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0,1107£9 
coluln 26 idded \0 coluln 8 with in Sid of 0,1139933 
colUtn 28 added to coluln 27 with an Sid of 0,134£802 
coluln 8 added to coluln 'with an Sid of 0,1398809 
coluln 29 added to coluln 21 with an Sid of 0,15'5'55 
coluln 10 added to colutn 3 with an s~d of 0,15&0352 
coluln 27 idded to coluln 20 with in Sid of 0,1820097 
coluln 31 idded to column 21 with in Sid of 0,185059' 
coluln 25 added \0 coluln I' with an Sid of 0,1981987 
coluln 22 added to colu.n 11 with an Sid of 0,203980' 
(Dluln 18 added to coluln I with an Sid of 0,2357153 
coluln 3 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0,2284812 
(oluln 2 idded \0 celUln 1 with an Sid of 0,2110777 
coluln 30 added to coluin 20 with an Sid of 0,302003' 
coluln I' added to coluln 'with an Sid of 0,3075353 
coluln 11 added to coluln 'with an Sid of 0.2605191 
colUJn 23 added to colUJn 16 with an Sid of 0,3111332 
(oluln 21 added to coluln 20 with In Sid of 0.3£83973 
celuln 16 added to colUin 'with an Sid of 0,387£05 
coluln 13 added to colula • with In Sid of 0.'201857 
celuln 2' Idded to coluln 15 with In Sid of 0.'516129 
coluln 20 added to coluln 7 with In sid· of 0,"31528 
(olUin 'added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.'878598 
celuln 12 Idded to celula 6 with an Sid of 0.589595' 
celuln 7 added to colula 'with In Sid of 0,607'831 
coluln IS added to colula 'with an Sid of 0,3891955 
coluln 6 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.6'53361 
coluln • added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.70260£6 
Chapter 6. App.ndiclS. Pag. Ap,6· S3 
Appendix 6:E 
Venn d1agra.s and dendrogra.s for tables drawn frollJ aasinaUon, and the 
1.nfOl"1llaUon upon wh1ch they are based. 
This appendix is presented in two sections. It contains an analysis of 
data by cell type for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from imagination as well as an analysis of all the data. 
This has been done to enable trends shown in the data to be more easily 
assimilated. Similarly. each dendrogram has been presented twice. A 
reduced version has been produced to facilitate an overall view of the 
data. This is followed by a larger. more readable, version 
The dendrograms are constructed by comparing the age profiles for 
each cell <given in appendices d) using a series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
comparisons. On each pass the two cells with the smallest maximum 
difference <SMO) are identified and the data in these cells are 
amalgamated. Appendices e give the series of amlagamations and smd's. 
1) Breakdown of data by cell type for cells accounting for more than 0.5 
percent of all tables drawn frail imagination. Page 
Ap.6:E.la. Venn diagram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from imagination. Ap.6.54 
Ap.6:E,lb. Reduced dendrogram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent 
of all tables drawn from imagination. Ap.6.55 
Ap.6:E,lc. Dendrogram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from imagination. Ap.6.56 
Ap.6:E.ld. Age profiles for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of 
all tables drawn from imagination. Ap.6.57 
Ap.6:E,le. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells accounting 
for more than 0.5 percent of all tables drawn from imagination. Ap.6,59 
Chapter 6, App.ndiclI, Pig. Ap, 6 - 13 ,eltt . 
2) Breakdown of data by cell type for cells of all tables drawn froll 
:1magmaUon. Page 
Ap.6:E,2a. Venn diagram of cells of all tables drawn from 
imagina t ion. 
Ap.6:E,2b. Reduced dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from 
imagination. 
Ap.6:E,2c. Dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from imagination. 
Ap.6:E,2d. Age profiles for cells of all tables drawn from 
imagination. 
Ap.6.60 
Ap.6.61 
Ap.6.62 
Ap.6.63 
Ap.6:E,2e. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells of all 
tables drawn from imagination. Ap.6.67 
Chaptlr 6, AppendiclI, Page Ap,6 - U 
Ap.6:E.la. Venn diagram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from imagination. 
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Chapter 6, App.ndiclI, Pig. Ap.6· 55 
Ap.6:E.lb. Reduced dendrogram of ce1ls accounting for more than 0.5 percent 
of all t8bles drawn from imagination. 
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Ap.6:E.ld. Age profiles for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of 
all tables drawn from imagination. 
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Appendix 6:E,ld. Continued. 
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8; iltttlsi )0.510f tot 
• Inn age 
1.55 standard deviation 
29 nUlber of subjects 
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Ap.6:E,le. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells accounting 
for more than 0.5 percent of all tables drawn from imagination. 
[oluln 19 added Lo [oluln 16 with an Sid of 5.879t82£-02 
[oluln 26 added to [oluln 22 with an Sid of 7.295358£-02 
[oluln 21 added to coluln 20 with an Sid of 7.6219&~£-02 
coluln 8 added to coluln 2 with an Sid of 7.911112£-02 
coluln 14 add~d to coluan 1 with an Sid of 0.1101591 
coluln 11 added to coluln 3 with an Sid of 0.1205912 
[oluln 29 added to coluln 2 with an Sid of 0.121£875 
[oluln 2 added to [oluln 1 with an Sid of 0.12.2957 
coluln 5 added to coluln I with an Sid of 0,12£8891 
colUln 17 added to coluln 16 with an Sid of O,13930~5 
coluln 10 added to coluln 7 with an Sid of 0,1515533 
coluln IS added to coluln 13 with an Sid of 0,158176. 
coluln 16 added to [oluln 9 with an Sid of 0.1£11167 
coluln 2S added to coluln 24 with an Sid of 0.16336.1 
coluln 23 added to coluln 6 with an sad of 0,1£38376 
[oluln 22 added to coluln ~ with an Sid of 0.1662454 
coluln 20 added to coluln 9 with an Sid of 0,1699065 
coluln 18 added to [olUin 9 with an Sid of 0.1541233 
coluln 13 added to colul. 1 with an Sid of 0.17817'3 
[olUin 7 added Lo coluln 3 with an Sid of 0.1930026 
coluln 12 added Lo colula 'with an Sid of 0.210'518 
colUin 28 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.220868 
coluln 27 added to [olula 2' with an lid of 0.27058&5 
colUin 'added to coluln • with an lid of 0.3.261~' 
coluln 3 added to coluln 1 with an sad of 0.50&4165 
coluln 2~ added Lo coluln 4 with an Sid of 0.5404682 
coluln 4 added to colUin 1 with an Sid of 0.'.00'66 
colUin , added Lo coluln 1 with an Sid of O.7~92217 
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Ap.6:E,2a. Venn diagram of cells of all tables drawn from imagination, 
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Ap.6:E,2b. Reduced dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from imagination . 
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Ap.6:E,2d. Age profiles {or cells of all tables drawn from imagination. 
c..I~"''' ..... ,.6c·s. 
flo ,,, ,,, ~~ 
" 
~7 i' r-. '0 " U tJ ,,, II Ib Id 
" 
II 1 i It 111 lq Is Iz 2_ 2b 
'," '," 27,88 0,61 "67 5,'5 ','8 1,82 
23.' O,U 9,29 ',17 £,ll 2,U 
24,87 0,77 14,87 1,5' 0,26 ','1 1,03 
23,9 0,23 0,23 lB,33 1,£2 0,93 0,23 5,8 0,23 
11,99 0,89 10,£& 3,26 0,59 0,3 ',79 1..8 
9,93 0.24 9.t9 3,31 0.24 O,ll '.n 0.47 
6.77 0.23 5.19 ',7' 0.23 0.23 3,£1 
5.13 2.14 1.28 0.85 2.14 
3.38 0.28 2.82 0.28 3.38 0.28 I." 
6.54 0.38 0.77 1,15 1.54 
5.05 0,51 0.51 1,01 0,51 0,51 
5.3£ 1.79 
1157 
167 .21 80,96 0.2801 21,29 16,31 0,3001 0,7901 1,5501 52,9' 7,2701 
11.944 5.7829 0.02 1,5207 1.1£5 0,0214 0,05£' 0.1107 3 7814 o 5193 
. ,49 12.0 9.59 5,33 8.0 13,0 10,0 7,72 6,IS 
0.0 1.95 0,0 1. 97 1.67 0,0 1,41 1,53 2,38 1,£5 
1 300 1 82 33 1 2 7 175 22 
-!L 
" 
U 6i ,9 ZD '7' 71 71 ,~ '7C ." 71 
2, 21 Zg 2h 2i 2; 2t 21 2. 2ft 20 2p 2q 
2.22 
(85 0,61 5,'5 2,'2 
12,82 1,28 0,32 0,'4 5,77 1.£ 1.28 
0,51 17.44 0,2£ 0,26 0,26 1.79 0,51 1,03 2,56 0,51 
15.55 0,'6 O,C6 2.55 3,71 0,23 0,93 1.16 0,93 
0,3 8,9 0,89 5,04 5,34 0,59 0,59 2,67 0,3 0,59 
1.89 0,47 7,8 0,24 0,71 8,51 10,A 0,41 0,95 0,95 
1.35 0,23 5,42 0,68 1,35 8,35 6.09 0,23 0,'5 1.13 
2,99 0,21 1,71 1,07 1,5 8,97 3,21 0,21 0,43 0,21 
1.69 0,56 0,56 1,13 ',51 1.69 0,28 0,5£ 1.13 
0.77 0,77 1.92 5,38 1.54 1.15 0,38 1.15 
0,51 0,51 0,51 2,02 0,51 
1,79 1. 79 1,79 
1.57 0.79 
10,01 0.9101 76,33 5,0601 0,7201 10,06 50,58 35,11 ',8301 15,3 14,14 2,5101 5.1601 
0,715 ~,06S 5,4522 0.3614 0,0514 0.7186 316129 2,5079 0.345 1.0929 1.01 0.1793 0.3686 
10,lS ',75 7,2 10,2 ',n 10,84 10,07 9,31 8,65 5,35 8,11 ',22 10,53 
1.6& 0,96 1,85 2,27 0,58 1,98 2,78 1.66 2,89 1,07 C,' 1,2 1.68 
40 C 283 15 3 31 UI 135 17 43 38 9 
" 
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Appendix 6:E.2d. Continued. 
~, ~, i'o II q1 Irs .11- B~ 
'" 
81 8~ i9 90 
Zr 2t Zv 2x 2l 2% 3a 3b 3c 3e 31 3g 3h 
2.22 2,22 
2.~2 1,82 
0.96 0,32 5.77 0.32 
5.38 0.51 1.28 0.26 0.26 
~.87 0.7 1.39 0.~6 0.'6 O,~6 0,23 0.46 
0.3 2.97 2,37 0.59 1.19 0.3 1.48 
1,89 2.36 0.2' 0.24 0,47 3.07 2.13 0.'7 ~.96 
0.9 0,23 0.68 0.23 0,23 11.51 1.13 0,23 16,25 
1,07 0.21 0,21 O,ll 0.21 0,21 9.62 O,e5 0.'3 22,22 
0,85 0,56 0.85 0.28 10,99 UI 0,56 28,17 
0,38 0,38 8,85 l,ls 33,85 
0,51 13,U 1.52 0,51 39,39 
1,79 10.71 1.79 3S.29 
0.79 9.45 0.79 60.63 
3.3801 0.6201 27.7~ 8,7101 3.7101 2.5301 5.~501 0,7201 0.6701 79.75 11.07 2.nOl 2'6,96 
0.2414 0.0~43 1,981~ 0,6222 0,265 0,1807 0,3893 O,OS14 O,GH9 5,6964 0,7907 0,1736 17.64 
'.£3 6.5 7,03 7,88 7.2 10.1 12.1a 11.0 8,33 12.28 10." 10.S6 13.73 
0.53 2.12 1.99 1.53 1.37 2,02 2.23 1.0 2.31 5,15 2.38 2.07 6,02 
7 2 94 :!6 15 10 11 3 3 223 33 9 570 
, 2. 3 G 
3j 3k 3. 30 3q 3s 3% l; lh 'i 
0.26 
0.7 0,23 0.23 0.23 
2,67 0,3 0,3 0,59 0.59 
5,91 0.~7 0.2~ O,9S 0.71 3.78 
11.29 0.45 O,~S 0,23 0,23 0.23 0.45 3,84 
16.24 0.85 0.£4 0,21 1.28 0,85 O,U 0.l3 5,34 
14,93 0.28 0,85 0.28 1.13 0.28 9,58 
12,31 1.15 1.54 0,38 1,15 0.77 13.85 
9.09 1.01 3,54 16,67 
16.07 1.79 14.29 
11,81 0,79 0.79 3,94 
101.28 4.2101 3,7801 0.2301 0.9801 1.1701 0,2101 lo.u 0,2301 3,9001 1.2001 0.4301 72.11 
7.2343 0,3007 O,n 0.0164 0.07 0.0836 0,015 0.7243 01°164 0,2786 0,0857 0,0307 ~,1507 
12,15 11.5 11,46 10,0 '.5 U.S 11.0 11.92 10,0 11.75 12.0 11.0 12.~ I 
5.02 1.7 1.51 0.0 2.08 £.36 0.0 1.98 0.0 7.18 1.15 0.0 3.03 
291 14 13 1 4 2 I 26 1 14 4 2 177 
&C- __ ~ __ Z 
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Appendix 6:E,2d. Continued. 
, 7 S .. '0 
" 
,1 IS I. IS ,~ 
" 
If 
.1 h 51 Sb Se Sg 5h Si Sk 51 5. 5. 50 
8,89 2,22 13,33 .0 
',8S 2,'2 3,03 2,'2 ',8S 
2,56 0,32 2,2' 2,56 0,32 
0,77 0.2S 1.79 0,26 
1,62 0,23 0,23 0,23 
0,59 0.3 1.19 0,59 0 0 
O,ll 1,18 0,2' 0,2' 0,29 0,2' 0,2' 
0.23 0.23 0,23 
0.21 0.21 O.U 0,85 
0,56 0,28 0,28 0,28 
0,2101 0,2101 18.69 3,0001 0,3001 13,55 1,2501 0,2'01 1,6001 0,5201 0,2801 18,81 '5,87. 
0,015 0,015 1.335 0,21'3 0,021' 0.9&79 0,0893 0,0172 0.11'3 0,0372 0,02 1,3'36 3,2764 
11,0 11.0 5,52 '.5 8,0 6,'3 9,60 9,0 10,298,0 12,0 ',' 3,7 
0,0 0,0 2.5' 0.84 0,0 1.92 1.52 0,0 1.7 1..1 0,0 1.5 1.9 
1 1 29 6 1 37 5 1 7 2 1 20 30 
14 ~O 2.' .~ 3J 1.~ 2.~ H 2.' 1., a2 i O 31 Sp Sr 5s 5v 5x 5y 5z h 6b 6g &h ~t §l 8.89 6.67 2,22 
6,67 1.82 2.'2 0,61 0,61 
','9 1.6 O,U 0,32 0.32 0.96 1.28 0,26 0,26 1.79 1.03 3.59 0.26 0,23 0.23 1.16 0.'6 0.23 2.32 0.23 0.3 0.3 0,3 0.3 0,3 0,3 0.89 ~.t5 0.3 0.59 0,3 
0,2' 0.2' o,n O.U 2.36 l.n 0,2' 
0.'5 0,23 o,es 0.23 0.23 0,68 0,68 0,21 0,21 0,21 O.U 1.5 0,28 0.28 0,28 0.28 
0,38 0.38 
0.51 
1.79 
0.79 1 57 
0,2301 21,86 10.01 2.8501 6.3101 1.3901 0.9601 6.8001 3.3201 Ie,,, 0,5301 6.6501 1.'801 
0.016' 1.561' 0,715 0,2036 0,'507 0.0993 0,0686 0,'857 0,2372 1,07 0.0379 0,'75 0,1057 
1,0 '.72 6,6 £,'3 5,8' 5.75 9,75 7,77 11.38 1.'1 ',0 10,87 8,83 
0,0 1,16 3,16 2.57 1,21 1,5 1,26 3,09 7,35 1.71 1.'1 3,35 1.' 
1 36 15 7 19 , , 13 8 57 2 23 6 
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lit 1£ 31 I.tf 
6n 6r 6s 6u 6v 7a 79 7h 
2.22 
0,61 0,61 
0.64 0,32 
0,26 0,26 
0,23 0,23 0.7 
0,59 0,3 0,89 
O,H O,2l 0,24 O,2l 1.18 
0,23 0,9 
0,43 0,43 0,43 0,21 
1,13 0,28 0,28 
0,51 0,51 
1,57 3,15 
1,£801 0,8701 2.2201 4,9101 0,5101 0.2401 4,9101 0.2301 1.8301 2,8901 
0.12 0,0622 0,1586 0,3507 0,0364 0,0172 0,3507 0,0164 0,1307 0,2064 
7,2 5,0 3,0 11,2 14,0 9,0 15,7 7,0 7,5 
3,49 1,41 0,0 4,57 0,0 0,0 10,07 0,0 1.0 
5 2 1 IS 1 1 10 1 4 
ea at en Bu 9b 9g 90 iltttllg 
13 yeus or age 
0,61 4 
1. 29 0,32 0,32 0,32 0,32 5 
2,31 0,51 0,26 6 
1.86 0,23 0,23 0,23 7 
1.19 0,3 0,3 8 
0,24 0,24 9 
0,45 10 
0,21 11 
12 
13 
U 
15 
adult 
9,13 
1.& 
15 
7,5501 0,8601 1,0601 0,2301 0,5501 0,8801 0,6101 totals 
o 5393 0,0614 0,0757 0,0164 0,0393 0,0629 0,0436lpercentage of total 
6.97 7,2 6,0 7,0 6,0 6,33 4,0 Inn age 
1,55 1.48 0,82 0,0 1.41 1,53 0,0 standard deviation 
29 5 4 I 2 3 I nUlber of subjects 
7t 
0,24 
0,23 
Page Ap ,6 - &6 
70 Sa 
2,56 
2,05 
0,7 
0,3 0,3 
0,2l 
0,28 
0,51 
O,nOl 0.3001 6,6401 
0,n43 0,0336 0,0214 
9,5 8,0 
0,71 0,0 
2 1 
~_A4.. __ "'". L 
--A ••.• J. ..... _ tJ 
Applndicls. Pigi Ap.6 -
Ap.6:E,2e. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells of all 
tables drawn from imagination. 
coluln 9' Idded to coluln 1 with an sid of 0 
(olUJn 6 added to coluln 'with an sid of 0 
coluln 7 added to coluln 4 with an Sid of 0 
coluln 97 added to coluln 4 with In Sid of 0 
coluln .3 added to (oluln 10 with an Sid of 0 
(oluln 60 added to (oluln 10 with an Sid of 0 
coluln 37 added to colUln 13 with an Sid of 0 
colUln 57 added to coluln 16 with an Sid of 0 
coluln 39 ldded to coluln 19 with an Sid of 0 
colUln .8 added to coluln .9 with an Sid of 0 
(oluln 55 added to coluln .9 with In Sid of 0 
colUJn 5. added to (oluln 36 with an Sid of 0 
coluln 91 added to coluln 87 with an Sid of 5.879&22E-02 
coluln 63 added to coluln 53 with In Sid of 7.072565£-02 
coluln 20 added to coluln 8 with an Sid of 7,295358£-02 
coluln 98 added to coluln 5 with an Sid of 7,62796'£-02 
coluln 67 added to coluln 56 with an Sid of 7.917112£-02 
coluln 30 Idded to colUln 2 with In Sid of 9.0t&90.£-02 
coluln 78 added to coluln 9 with an Sid of 9.0&9031£-02 
coluln 90 added to coluln 84 with an Sid of 0.1005512 
coluln 95 added to coluln 58 with an Sid of 0.101'56 
coluln 66 added to coluln .1 with an Sid of 0.11072&& 
coluln eo added to coluln 52 with an Sid of 0.1107591 
coluln 83 added to coluln 71 with an Sid of 0,11.3838 
coluln 76 added to (oluln .9 with an Sid of 0.1195219 
coluln 72 added to coluln 58 with In Sid of 0,1195979 
coluln S6 added to colUtn 53 with an Sid of 0.1216017 
(oluln 53 added to coluln 52 with an Sid of 0.10'1055 
coluln £S added to colUtn 1. with an Sid of 0.1278722 
coluln 3. added to (oluln 18 with an lid of 0,1279703 
coluln 52 Idded to (OIUII .5 with an Sid of 0.1391379 
colUin 88 added to colUin 87 with an Sid of 0.13930'5 
coluln 79 added to colult 50 with an Sid of 0.152'927 
colUtn 8\ added to coluan 75 with In Sid of 0,158176' 
coluln 25 added t. colUtn 12 with an Sid of 0.15"999 
colUtn 87 added to colutn 70 with an lid of O,16tlt67 
coluln 77 added \0 COIUII I. with an Sid of 0.1'1929' 
colUtn 71 added to colutn 1. with In Sid of 0.t26897' 
coluln .9 added to coluan I. with an Sid of 0,15'8399 
colUtn 23 Idded to coluen 11 with an Sid of 0,1638376 
coluln ,. added to COIUII It with an Sid of 0.1358595 
coluln 59 added to colusn 8 with an Sid of 0.1662.5. 
coluln 18 added to COIUII t7 with an Sid of 0,1692716 
coluln 70 added to colUin 5 with an Sid of 0,16990&5 
coluln 8. added to (olulft S with an Sid of 0.1519521 
[oluln .9 added to coluln •• with an Sid of 0.171'013 
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Appendix 6:E.2e. Continued. 
coluln 47 added Lo coluln "wiLh an Sid of 0,1&80412 
colUin 7S added to coluln '5 with an Sid of 0,1783395 
[oluln 24 added Lo colula •• with an Sid of 0,1806118 
coluln '2 added to coluln 4' with an Sid of O,t842105 
coluln 31 added to coluln 29 with an Sid of 0,1876594 
coluln 74 Idded to coluln 11 with In Sid of 0,1941318 
coluln 58 Idded to coluln 12 with an Sid of O,19780{1 
coluln "added to coluln 2 with an Sid of 0,2019846 
coluln 12 added to colula 2 with an Sid of 0,2101681 
coluln 45 added to coluln 28 with an Sid of 0,2209436 
coluln 35 added Lo colula 27 wiLh an Sid of 0.231848 
coluln 73 added Lo coluln 28 with an Sid of 0.2333453 
coluln 93 added to coluln 3 with an sad of 0,2342593 
coluln 41 added to coluln 2 with an Sid of 0,2348722 
coluln {6 added to coluln 28 with an Sid of 0,23620'4 
coluln 92 added to coluln 3 with an Sid of 0,2399051 
coluln "added to coluln 28 with an Sid of 0.240656& 
coluln St added to coluln 9 with an Sid of 0,241379' 
coluln £2 added to coluln 2 with an Sid of 0,2450246 
coluln 32 added to coluln 11 with an Sid of O,2{95625 
coluln 50 Idded to coluln 28 with In Sid of 0,2500213 
coluln 96 added to coluln 38 with an Sid of 0,2545825 
[oluln 33 added to coluln 9 with an Sid of 0,261&544 
coluln 21 added to coluln 17 with an Sid of 0,272679& 
coluln 27 ad,jed to coluln 2 with an Sid of 0,2793912 
coluln 82 added to coluln 28 with an Sid of 0,2800669 
coluln £8 added to coluln 5 with an Sid of 0,283'029 
coluln 22 added to coluln 11 with an Sid of O,283~317 
coluln 28 iddid to coluln 26 with in Sid of 0,3031753 
coluln 86 added to coluln 15 with in Sid of 0,3134328 
coluln 40 addid \0 coluln 15 with an Sid of 0.2890205 
coluln 61 added to coluln 5 with in Sid of 0,32&1238 
coluln 26 added to [oluln 11 with an Sid of 0,3377278 
(oluln 69 added to coluln 19 with an Sid of 0,3611111 
coluln 19 added to coluln 11 with in Sid of 0,36.0621 
colUin 5 added to coluln 3 with an Sid of 0,3730803 
coluln 29 added to (oluln 15 with an Sid of 0,3831999 
coluln IS added to colUin 10 with an Sid of 0,3757455 
celu.n 85 added Lo coluln • with an Sid of 0,3888889 
coluln 9 added to coluln 8 with an Sid of 0.39078.' 
coluln 2 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0,428115 
coluln 11 added Lo colUin 10 with an Sid of 0,4348718 
coluln 17 added to coluln 8 with an Sid of 0,4&56723 
coluln 4 added Lo coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.4689644 
coluln 3 added to celuln 1 with an Sid of 0,4880892 
coluln 16 added to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0,5121447 
coluln 38 Idded to coluln l' with In Sid of 0.51'2697 
coluln 36 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0,6086247 
coluln to added to coluln 8 with an Sid of 0,65.3 
coluln 8 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0,7443892 
coluln 13 added to coluln 1 with aa Sid of 0.5005503 
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App.ndix 6:F 
Venn dlagralls and dendrograas for tables drawn fro. observatlon IJIJd 
uag:JnaUDn, and the Jnformatlon upon whlch they are based. 
Th1s appendix 18 presented in two sections. It contains an analys1s of 
data by cell type for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation and imagination as well as an analysis of 
all the data. This has been done to enable trends shown in the data to be 
more easily assimilated. Similarly. each dendrogram has been presented 
twice. A reduced version has been produced to facilitate an overall view 
of the data. This is followed by a larger. more readable. version 
The dendrograMS are constructed by comparing the age profiles for 
each cell <given in appendices d) using a series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
comparisons. 
difference 
amalgamated. 
On each pass the two cells with the smallest maximum 
(SMO) are identified and the data in these cells are 
Appendices e give the series of amlagamations and smd's. 
1) Breakdown of data by cell type for cells accounting for Ilore than 0.5 
percent of all tables drawn froll observation and iaagination. Page 
Ap.6:F,la. Venn diagram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation and imagination. Ap.6.70 
Ap.6:F,lb. Reduced dendrogram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent 
of all tables drawn from observation and imagination. Ap.6.71 
Ap.6:F,lc. Dendrogram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation and imagination. Ap.6.72 
Ap.6:F.ld. Age profiles for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of 
all tables drawn from observation and imagination. Ap.6.73 
Ap.6:F.le. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells accounting 
Appendices. 
for more than 0.5 percent of ell tebles drawn from observation end 
imagination. Ap.6.75 
2) Breakdown of' data by cell type for cells of all tebles drewn froa 
observetion and ~1nat1on. 
Ap.6:F,2a. Venn diagrem of cells of ell tebles drewn from observetion end 
imagination. Ap.6.76 
Ap.6:F,2b. Reduced dendrogrem of cells of all tables drewn from observation 
end imagination. Ap.6.77 
Ap.6:F,2c. Dendrogrem of cells of ell tables drewn from observetion end 
imagination. Ap.6.78 
Ap.6:F,2d. Age profiles for cells of all tables drewn from observetion end 
imagination. Ap.6.79 
Ap.6:F,2e. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells of all 
tables drawn from observation and imagination. Ap.6.83 
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Ap.6:F,la. Venn diagram of cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of all 
tables drawn from observation and imagination. 
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Ap.6:F.ld. Age profiles for cells accounting for more than 0.5 percent of 
all tables drawn from observation and 1Ilagina tion. 
Ce'''~ 'I104,..Le.t. 
1 1- 3 !t ( , , w .. '0 .1 .L 13 
II 19 It 11 21 2b 2, 2g 2h 21 2t 21 2n 
1. Ai 0 ... ~ 
28,72 ',IS 4,62 10,26 2,56 7,69 0,51 4,62 
2~,85 9,06 3,8 7,02 2,63 13," 1,46 0,29 5,26 
25,48 15,~8 l.U 0,24 6,9 0,95 0,48 17,38 0,24 0,24 1,67 0,48 2,38 
23,86 18 1.52 0.87 6,07 0,22 17,U 0.65 2.82 3,47 0.87 
17,71 1l,17 3 0.54 9,$4 1.36 0,27 10,08 0,54 0.82 ',27 4,9 0,$4 
10.15 '.71 3.31 0.22 4.EA 0.44 1,99 8.83 0,66 0,66 7,95 9,71 
6.98 5,07 4.86 0.21 3,81 1.58 5.92 1.06 1.48 8,25 5,71 
~.55 2.11 1.3 1.79 2.6 I.n 1.46 1.46 9.43 2.76 
2.U 2,06 2.£3 I,es 0.19 1.13 0.38 0,75 1,13 6.57 1.13 
',01 O,U 0,94 1.18 0,71 0,71 1.18 6,13 99' 
3.41 0.35 0.£9 0.69 0.35 0,6' 0.35 2,78 0,35 
5,36 0 1,79 1.79 1.79 1,79 
1.57 0 ],51 
163.59 79.63 19.68 14.94 55.57 8.3501 9.1101 84.19 7,1501 9.1101 55.41 1024.6 13.67 
11,£aS 5.£179 1.4057 1,0£72 319£93 0,59£4 °16507 '1013£ 015107 0,6507 ),2~Z~ l),125 Q ~ZQ~ 
7.36 7,5 9,71 5,33 7.69 6,15 10.49 7,21 10,07 10,89 10,38 9,3' 5,35 
2.7 1.96 I." I.U 2." 1,99 1.63 1.93 1.96 1,86 2.65 1,66 1.07 577 327 90 33 20~ 27 45 336 28 36 253 137 43 
" 
'i! 17 '1 " lO I.' 22- n 'I, 
c, 
'U 
2v 2x 3, 31 3h 3; 3t h n 51 59 Sn 
2,22 2.22 2.22 8,89 2.22 13,33 
2,56 3,08 4,1 2,56 2.05 
1,75 5,26 0,29 0,29 2,34 2,05 2..34 
0,'8 5,2' 0,41 0,24 0,24 0,&8 0,71 1,67 0,24 
1,08 4,77 0,65 0,&3 0,'3 0,65 0,22 1,52 
2,'5 2,72 2,18 1,~ 0,27 1,91 2,72 0,27 ',82 0,5' 1,09 0 
',88 I," 2,21 2,87 2,&3 5,08 ',18 0," 0,88 3,53 0,22 t.1 0,22 
0,'2 I,U 0,21 10," 1~06 15,22 11,8& o,n 3.11 0,21 
0,33 0,81 7,63 0.81 11.21 13,66 0,81 1,79 16,1 
0,38 0,56 7,£9 t,94 21,5& 10,32 1,13 1,31 2'.2 0,38 0,19 
0,2' ',13 0,71 23,58 1O," 2,83 1,65 32,78 
',38 1,04 29,86 
'"' 
1,39 3," 35,07 
10,71 1,79 3!,29 16,07 1,79 U,29 
0,72 ','5 0,79 '0,63 11,81 3.'4 
13,58 28,13 1.2.01 
" ,IS 10,13 216,03 '0,94 7,0201 11,16 13~,76 17,39 12,4 18,18 
0,97 2.0093 0,5886 '.796~ 0,7236 15.&31 6,U57 0.5014 0.7972 9.6257 1,2'22 0.8857 1.2986 
7.'3 7,0& 7.88 12.23 10.83 13.£1 12,06 12.16 12.07 12,45 5,52 6,43 
'.' ',36 2.05 1.53 5.05 2,32 5.82 A,79 1,39 1,72 1,97 2.5. 1,92 1,5 
40 103 26 233 36 617 326 31 
" 
519 29 37 20 
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Appendix 6:F.ld. Continued. 
1'7 
So 5r 5s 69 obiltotal-slall,)O,S 
'0 8,89 6,67 13 run Of age 
401 5,64 4 
0,29 4,09 1," 0,88 5 
1.19 0,24 3,33 £ 
0,22 0,22 2.17 7 
0 0,27 0,27 4,09 8 
0,22 0,22 2,21 9 
0,21 0,42 10 
0,16 o,n 11 
0,19 0,19 12 
0,24 13 
U 
15 
adult 
45,0' 20,3 9,6301 13,6 totals 
3,2172 1.4S 0,6879 0,9714 percent~e of total 
3,7 4,72 &,6 7,67 Inn age 
1,9 1,16 3,16 1.71 standard deviation 
30 3& 15 57 nUlber of subjects 
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Ap.6:F.le. Smallest maximum differences of age profiles for cells accounting 
for more than 0.5 percent of all tables drawn from observation and 
imagination. 
(oluln 20 Idded to coluln 17 with In Sid of 6.07595'E-02 
(oluln 28 Idded to colUin 24 with In lid of 7.328233E-02 
(oluln 8 Idded to (olUJn 2 with an Sid of 7.S57362E-02 
(olUtn 23 Idded to (oluln 22 with In Sid of 8.178461E-02 
(oluln 15 added to coluln 1 with In sad of 8.808625E-02 
coluln 5 Idded to colutn 2 with an Sid of 0.100149 
eolutn 2 added to tolusn I with an Sid of 0,11188'& 
tolutn t8 Idded to coluln to with an Sid of 0.1224A7& 
colutn It added to coluln 7 with an Sid of 0.1&7&1'8 
coluln 17 added to coluln to with an Sid of 0.IA8&5&7 
coluln 29 added to coluln 26 with an Sid of 0.153357& 
toluln 2& Idded to coluln 'with an Sid of 0.17'5543 
(olUln 16 added to colulft l' with an Sid of 0.1762'26 
(oluln 25 added to coluln 6 with an Sid of 0.1790323 
coluln 27 Idded to coluln 26 with In Sid of 0.18£2493 
coluln l' Idded to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0.187283 
(oluln 13 added to eolUtn 6 with an Sid of 0.191312& 
(oluln 22 added to (oluln 10 with an Sid of 0.2002916 
coluln 7 Idded to coluan 3 with an Sid of 0.2021356 
colUtn 21 Idded to coluan 10 with In Sid of 0.22'068 
colUln 9 Idded to colUtn 3 with II sad of 0.2317036 
(olutn 30 Idded to (olUtn 1 with In sad of 0.2391077 
coluln I' addtd to colUi. 10 with In lid of 0.243223 
colUtn 6 Idded to colUtn 1 with an Sid of 0.3397269 
coluan 25 added to colula • with 1ft sad of 0.'01'173 
coluan 10 Idded to colvan 3 11th an lad of 0.'60"7 
coluln 12 Idded to colueQ 3 _ith In sad of 0.'17163' 
colUin 'added to cotUin 1 lith In lid of 0.6491983 
coluln 3 added to (olUin 1 with an lid of 0.8378735 
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Ap.6:F,2a. Venn diagram of cells of all tables drawn from observation and 
imagina t ion. 
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Ap,6:F.2b, Reduced dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn froll observation 
and imagination, 
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Ap,6:F.2c, Dendrogram of cells of all tables drawn from observation and 
imag ina t 10n, 
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Ap.6:F,2d. Age proflles for cells of all tabl •• drawn from obaervaUon and 
imagination. 
C.'u.Mn " .. ",'us 
I !. ~ i ~ , , .. • ,. 
" 
l"" IJ 
II Ib Id It Ii II It In Ig Is II 21 2b 
',U 0 0 
'," 28,72 0,51 6.15 A,62 10.26 2.56 
2'.85 0.88 '.06 3.8 7.02 2,63 
25,'8 0.71 15.'8 I,U 0.2. ',9 0.95 
23,86 0,22 0.22 18 1.52 0,87 0.22 '.07 0,22 
17.71 1.09 11.17 3 0.5' 0.27 '.SA 1.36 10,15 0,22 9.71 3,31 0,22 0.22 '.EA O.U 6,98 0,21 5.07 ',86 0,21 0,21 3.81 
',55 0 2.11 1.3 0.65 1,79 
2.U 0.19 2,06 0.19 2,63 0.19 1.88 0.19 
'.01 0.2' 0,47 0," 1,18 
3.41 0 0.35 0,35 0,69 0.35 0." 5.36 0 
° 
1.79 
1157 
° 
0 
"3.59 '.2701 0.3501 0,220) 79,63 0,1901 \9.&8 U.9. 0.2701 0,S.01 i ,3001 55.57 8.3501 
11.685 0.305 0.025 0.0157 5.6879 0.0136 1..057 11°672 01°193 0.0386 0.0929 ~,2623 2,~2~' 
7.36 7.5 te,O 7.0 7.5 12.0 '.11 5,33 8,0 13,0 10.0 7.69 '.15 
2.7 2.56 0.0 0.0 1,96 0,0 1." 1,£7 0,0 1.41 1.53 2." I." 571 16 1 1 327 1 90 33 1 2 7 20. 27 
't. .s 
" 
,'I ICI' ., "0 a, ~L U ,,'- &C' ., 
2d 2. 2r 29 2h 21 2j 2k 21 21 2. 20 22 
2.22 
7,69 0,51 '.62 2,56 
13,lA I," 0,29 0,58 5,2' 1,75 1.17 
O,AS 0.2' 17.38 0.2' t.AS 0,2' 1.'7 t," 0.95 2.38 O.AS 
17.lA 0,'5 o.n 2.12 3.U 0.22 0.'7 1.08 0.87 
0.27 10.08 O,SA 0.82 '.27 A.' 0.5' '.SA 2.'5 0,27 I." O,U 1,13 0." 0.66 7.'5 '.71 0.88 0,88 1.58 '.21 5.92 1.06 1.'8 1.25 5.71 0.'2 0.'2 
2,' 0.16 1,n 1,&& 1.&& 
' •• 3 2.76 0.33 0.33 
'.75 1.13 0.38 0.7S 1.13 '.57 1.13 0.19 0.38 
0.71 0.71 1.18 ',13 0.9' 0.71 0.2' 
0.35 0." 0.35 2.78 0.35 l.n 1,79 1,79 
Li7 g 25 
0.7501 '.1101 1.0501 U.19 7.1501 0.,.01 '.1101 55." 31.53 ',1201 13,67 13,SS 2.3101 0,053£ 0,6507 0,075 '.0136 0IS107 0.065 0,'507 3,9579 Z,Z~ZZ 0.3U3 2,27" t,2l ~,)n 
12.0 10." 9.0 7.21 10.07 '.5 10.19 10.38 ,,3' 1.16 5.35 7.'3 6.22 0.0 1,63 1,87 1.93 1.96 0.58 1,86 2.'5 I," 2.'5 1.07 A.36 1.2 
• .5 5 336 28 • U 253 137 21 n AD 9 
',1 
. f 
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Appendix 6:F,2d. Continued. 
U L, 1'f 3D 2' .n. IS ,,.,, ss " 37 ,. " 2q 2r 2' 2, 2x 2( 2% 3a 3b 3c 3d 3t 3. 
2,22 2.22 
2.05 3.08 
0.88 0.29 5,26 0.29 0.29 
5,24 O,lS 1,19 0.24 
4,77 0.65 1.3 0.43 0.43 0.43 
0,54 0.27 2,72 2,18 0,54 0 1.£3 0,27 
O,B8 1.99 2,21 0,22 0.22 O.U 2.87 2.43 
1,06 1,48 0,21 0.63 0 0.21 10.99 1,06 
0,16 0.81 0,16 0.33 0.49 0,16 0,1& 0 7,63 0,81 
0.75 0.56 0.38 0,94 0,19 0.19 7,69 0,94 
0,71 0.24 O,2l 6,13 0,71 
0.69 9.38 1.04 
1,79 10.71 1,79 
0.79 9.45 0.79 
4.1001 2,'301 0,5601 28,13 8,2401 3.4101 2,2301 5,3801 0.5601 0,5901 0,1901 67.15 10,13 
0.2929 0.2093 0.04 2.0093 0.588£ 0.243£ 0.1593 0.3843 0.04 0.04" 2,g13~ ~ 1~~~ o 723h 
10.53 '.41 6,5 7.04 7,88 7.2 10,18 12,20 11,0 8.33 12,0 12.23 10,83 
1.68 0,53 2,12 2,05 1.53 1.37 1.94 1.97 1.0 2.31 0,0 5,05 2.32 
19 7 2 103 26 15 11 IS 3 3 I 233 36 
z..o .. , (l.t ,,'I .... .4.S ¥' ffl ¥f 
... ' 
~Il 1" $2-
lSI 3h 3j 3k 3, 30 39 35 3% h 'd h 'g 
0 0 
° 
0 
0 0 
0,2' 0,48 0 
° 0.22 0,43 0,65 0,22 0 0,22 
1,91 2.72 0.27 0.27 0 0,54 
0.'" 5.08 6.18 0,'" 0.22 0.88 0 0,66 
0,21 15,22 11.84 0.42 0.'2 0.21. 0.21 0.21 o,n 
0.49 18.21 13.66 0,81 0,'9 0,16 1,79 0,33 0 0,81 
0,56 21,S8 10.32 1.13 0.56 0.19 1,31 2,06 0 0,19 
23,58 10.61 2.83 0.9' 0,24 1.65 0.47 0 0.2' 
0.35 2'.86 i,6 1.39 3,47 
° 
0 
39.29 16.07 1,79 0 0 
U.63 11,81 0,79 0 0,79 
2.2701 216.03 90.9' 7.0201 2.6801 0,2101 O,UOI 1,0301 0.1601 11.16 2.8601 0,2101 3,8701 
° .1622 15.'31 '.4957 0.50" 0.19" 0.015 0.06 0.0736 0.0114 0.7972 0.2043 O.OlS 0.27U 
10,73 13,61 12,06 12,16 11,4' 10,0 ',5 U,S 11,0 12,07 12,0 10,0 11,63 
1.9 5,82 4,79 1,39 1,51 0,0 2,08 6,36 0,0 1.72 0.53 0,0 6.69 
11 617 326 31 13 1 4 2 1 41 15 1 1£ 
ClIJptlr 6, Appendictl, 
Appendix 6:F.2d. Continued. 
~5 
'b 
0.'5 
0." 
0.71 
0.35 
2.6501 
12,08 
0.95 
5 
" 51 
0,22 
'.22 
O.UOI 
O.U 
,1 
51 
0." 
0.1901 
0.22 
0.82 
3,53 
3.81 
l' .1 
2'.2 
32.78 
35.07 
14.29 
3," 
13,.7£ 
'.5257 
'I Sa 
1l,33 
2.05 
2,3' 
0,2' 
0 
'.22 
11.18 
"t 60 " &, Sa 5b 5. 
',89 
',I 2.05 
2,lA 0,29 
0,71 0.2' 
O.U 0,27 
0.22 
0.21 
0.1& 0.16 0.16 
0.38 
0.1£01 0,1£01 0,1601 17,39 2,5801 0.2701 
. , . 
0.0 O.t 0,0 
1 1 1 
,. 7" 71 7&. 
S. 5p 5r 5, 
.0 I," ,." 
'.1 5.64 
O,~ ',09 1,46 
1.19 O,U 
0,22 0.22 0,22 
0 0.27 0,27 
'.22 '.22 
'.21 ','2 
0.16 
0.19 
U.O' 0.2201 20.3 ,,6301 
71 
5, 
8,0 
0.0 
1 
71,. 
5x 
l.U 2,05 
0,58 
0.24 1,67 
1,08 
0.21 0.21 
0.22 
'.21 
2.4801 5.6501 
,ag. Ap,6 - 81 
59 '" 
75 
5r 
2.22 
2,56 
2,05 
1.67 
1,52 
1,09 
1,1 
0,19 
0,51 
0,29 
O,U 
7' 
51 
o,~ 
0.21 
0,33 
0,21 
0.'2 
0.16 
1.2301 ',8501 
51 
0,22 
71 
£a 
2.22 
0,29 
0,'5 
0,22 
0,27 
O.U 
0.21 
0.16 
1.79 
'.5501 
5t 
0,22 
0,22 
0.65 
0.19 
7W' 
'b 
0,51 
0,82 
0,22 
0.19 
0.35 
0179 
2.8801 
0.031' '.0136 1.~86 3.2172 0.0157 1.'5 0.£879 011772 °14036 0.0879 0lOG07 0,4679 0.2057 i.6 (to 3.7 4.4 7,0 4.72 
',' '.43 5.84 5,15 '.75 7.77 11,38 1.41 0.0 1.5 I,' 0.0 1,1' 3,1£ 2,57 1.21 1,5 1.26 3.09 7,35 
2 1 20 30 I ~ 1$ 7 l' , , 13 8 
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79 
6g 
0,88 
3.33 
2.17 
(09 
2.21 
0.49 
0.19 
0.2' 
13.6 
0,9714 
7,67 
1.71 
57 
0.29 
0,82 
1.1 
0,85 
0.16 
0.19 
~o III gl. K~ gt.,. tS 
" 
,., W 
" 
90 9( 
6h £t 61 6n 6o 6r 61i 6u h 6z 71 79 
2,22 
0,51 0,61 
0,58 
0.24 0,26 O.U 
0,22 0,22 0.22 0.t5 
0.27 0,5.& 0.27 0,54 0.27 0 
1.32 0,22 0.4' 0.22 0,22 0,22 
0.21 0.63 0.63 0.21 
1.14 0.33 0.33 0.33 
0.19 0.75 0.19 
0.2' 
O,3S 0.3S 
1.57 1.57 3.IS 
O,~801 5,8501 1.3&01 1.1201 0,8701 2.2201 1.3001 0.3501 O,220t 1,5101 0.2201 0.8701 
0.03(3 0.4179 0,0972 0.10U 0.0622 o .ISS6 0.3072 0.025 0,0157 0,3222 0,0157 010622 
9.0 10,87 8,83 
UI 3.35 1.6 
2 23 6 
70 8, 
2.:U 
1,9 
1.65 
0,27 0,27 
0,22 0.22 
0,21 
0,19 
0,35 
7,2 5.0 3,0 11,2 14.0 9.0 15.7 7,0 7.5 
3.n 1,41 0.0 4.57 0.0 0.0 10.07 0.0 1.0 
5 2 1 15 I I 10 1 4 
96 " 98 ,., 100 III fa 2. 
89 at 8n Bu 9b 9g 90 obhtohl-hrge 
yurs 0 Ige 
0,51 ( 
1,17 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 5 
2.14 0.48 0.24 6 
1,74 o.n 0.22 0.22 0.22 7 
1.09 0.27 0.27 8 
0.22 0.22 9 
0.42 10 
0.16 11 
12 
13 
U 
15 
adult 
.4301 0.2701 6.9201 6.9401 1.2101 0.9901 0,2201 0,5101 0,8001 0.5101 totalli 
0.2436 0.0307 0,0193 0,4943 0 4957 0 0864 0 0707 0 0157 0 0364 0.0572 0,0364 ereentl e of to\ll 
9.13 9.5 8,0 6,61 '.97 7,2 6,0 7,0 &.0 6,33 4.0 lun age 
1,6 0.71 0,0 2.n 1.55 1,48 0.82 0,0 1,41 1,53 0.0 standard deviltion 
15 2 1 23 29 5 4 1 2 3 I nYlber of subjects 
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Ap.6:F.2e. Smallest max1lllum differences of age profil.. for cells of all 
tables drawn (rom observation and 1magination. 
coluln "added t. COIUlI 3 with an sad of 0 
coluan 69 added to coluan • ,lth an 'Id of 0 
coluln 8' added to COlUl1 • with an Sid of 0 
colUin '8 Idd.d to colUin • ,lth an lid of 0 
coluln I. Idded to COIUlI ',ith an lid of 0 
colUin 37 added to colUin ',lth aD lid of 0 
coluln "added to COIUII 'with an lid of 0 
colUin '0 added to coluln , lith In Sid of 0 
coluln '3 added to COlUl1 ',ith an Sid of 0 
coluln 51 added to coluln .5 ,lth In lid of 0 
coluln S. added to coluln .8 with an Sid of 0 
coluan S6 added to coluln '8 ,lth In Sid of 0 
colUln 57 added to COIUII .8 ,iib an Sid 0' 0 
coluan 87 added to coluln 63 ,lth In Sid of 0 
colUln '2 added to colul. 38 with In lid 0' 6,07595.£-02 
coluan 80 added to coluln 52 lith an Sid of 6,6.6791£-02 
coluln 70 add.d to coluln 58 wilh an Sid of 7,328233£-02 
coluln 17 added to colUin 5 lith an Sid of 7,557362£-02 
coluln 33 added to colul. 21 with In Sid of 8,173802£-02 
coluan 55 Idded to coluln '9 with an Sid of 8,178'61£-02 
coluln 12 added to coluln 2 ,lth an Sid of 8,256102£-02 
coluan 30 added to coluln 1 lith In Sid of 8,808'25£-02 
coluln 59 added to COIUID 28 lith In Sid of ',.91.97£-02 
colUin 5 Idded to coluln 2 with In Sid of ',5'9'98£-02 
coluln 2 added to coluan I lith an sad of 0,1103619 
coluln '1 added to coluln 81 ,lth In lid of 0,1113291 
coluln ., added to coluan 68 with an lid of 0,111900£ 
colUin "Idded to COluaD 7 with In Sid of 0,11200£' 
coluln "added to COIUII 26 ,lth In Sid of 0,1168831 
coluln .1 Idded to colUin '6 lith In Sid of 0,117'£03 
coluln 27 added to colul. 21 ,lth In Sid of 0,11'535 
colUin 39 Idded to colUin 20 'llh an lid of 0,12244" 
coluln "Idded t. COlUlI IS ,1th al Sid of 0,130'SA2 
colUin 21 Idded to colUin 15 ,1th In lid of 0,1285393 
coluln .1 added t. co lUll 3A ,1th an lid of 0,1338153 
cohan .0 added to COllll1l 15 ,lUI II Sid of 0,1359415 
colVin 31 Idded t. 'OIUlI 20 'ilh 1ft lid of O,I.t65A7 
colUin '5 Iddtd to colUin 1 ,1th In lad of 0,15183£9 
coluln 71 Idded to COIUlI '7 ,It' 1ft lid of 0,153357' 
cehan 100 added &0 coluan ~ ,UII In Sid of 0,1553572 
coluln 58 Idded t. COlUlI ',lth aa Sid of 0,16'3356 
coh •• "added to collan fA ,lUI In 'Id of 0,1650&1 
ClIUln 58 added to COIUlI 8 ,Uh II SId of O,IlA5SA3 
coluan " add.d to colUin 78 lith In Sid of 0,17"£35 
coluln 31 Idded t. colual 25 ,1th In Sid of 0,1762'26 
clluan 'lidded to colUin 13 ,1lh .n Sid of 0,1790323 
coluln 73 added i. eolual 13 .1lh an lid of 0,1'281" 
colUin 7. Idded to colUin 13 ,lth In Sid of 0,1757575 
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coluln 75 Idded to colul. 62 with In sid of 0.1823529 
cOlutn 2' Idded \0 cOlutn 13 with In Sid of 0.182'137 
coluln ,. Idded to colut. 26 with In Sid of 0.1852399 
colUtn 68 added to coluln 67 with In Sid of 0.1872298 
coluln 25 Idded to colul. 1 with In sad of 0.187713 
coluln 16 Idded to colutn 7 with In Sid of 0.1925855 
coluln 62 Idded to coluln 7 with In Sid of 0,176158 
colutn '9 Idded to coluln 20 with In Sid of 0.2002916 
coluln 53 Idded to colul. '3 with In Sid of 0.2011396 
coluln ., Idded to colutn .3 with In Sid of 0.2003812 
coluln 85 Idded to coluln 52 with an Sid of 0.2082591 
coluln 78 Idded to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0.2229086 
coluln 82 Idded to coluln 13 with In Sid of 0.223193' 
coluln 88 added to coluln .7 with In Sid of 0.2239468 
coluln 18 Idded to coluln 15 with In Sid of 0.2292'76 
cOlutn 29 Idded to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0.23'3392 
coluln 3. Idded to coluln 20 with In Sid of 0.23887'1 
coluln 23 Idded to coluln 7 with In Sid of 0.239606' 
coluln 79 Idded to coluln 7 with In Sid of 0.2'11605 
coluln 90 Idded to coluln 6S with In Sid of 0.2'7126' 
coluln 26 Idded to coluln 1 with in Sid of 0.2'92033 
colutn 15 Idded to coluln 7 with In Sid of 0.2537653 
coluln 83 Idded to coluln 28 with an Sid of 0.255293' 
coluln 101 Idded to coluln 28 with an Sid of 0.2617555 
coluln 11 added to coluln 7 with an Sid of 0.2£.9.09 
coluln 52 Idded to coluln 7 with an Sid of 0.2£68282 
coluln 72 Idded to COIUII 13 with In Sid of 0.2691'19 
coluln 32 added \0 coluln 19 with an Sid of 0.26979'8 
coluln 65 added to coluln 36 with In Sid of 0.271186' 
coluln 19 added to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0.2970661 
coluln 77 added to coluln 7 with In Sid of 0.3079769 
coluln 76 added to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.3155806 
coluln 36 added to coluln • with in Sid of 0,3157895 
coluln 20 Idded to coluln 10 with In Sid of 0.3211728 
coluln 13 Idded to coluln 1 with an Sid of 0.3230102 
coluan .3 added to coluan 10 with In Sid of 0.33919 
coluln '8 added to coluln 35 with In Sid of 0,375 
colUin 67 Idded to coluan 8 with In Sid of 0,'066336 
coluln 35 Idded \0 coluln 7 with In Sid of 0,'287518 
coluln 'S added to colUin 7 with In Sid of 0.'388579 
coluln 92 Idded to colul. 7 with In Sid of 0 •• 37.953 
colUtn 10 Idded to colusn 7 with In Sid of 0.'689219 
coluln 7 Idded to coluan 6 with In Sid of 0 •• 17.697 
coluln 22 Idded to coluln 6 with 1ft Sid of 0 •••• 825 
coluln • Idded to colUin 1 with In SId of 0.'935782 
colUin 28 Idded to colusn I .ith 1ft Sid of 0,60585'9 
coluln 8 Idded to (olUin 1 .ith In Sid of 0.6.£5807 
co~uln 47 Idded to coluln 6 .ith 1ft Sid of 0.6567785 
coluln 9 added to (oluan I with In Sid of 0.7187575 
coluln 63 Idded to coluln 1 with In Sid of 0,823'605 
(oluln 'Idded to (olUin 1 with an Sid of 0.8298217 
colUin 3 Idded to coluen 1 with In Sid of 0.87'9169 
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Appendix 6:G. 
Analysis of depth cue by proJectlDn systa. 
This appendix has three parts. In the first part the amalgamated 
data are grouped according to system of projection used on the table top 
and combination of depth cues used on the table legs, as identified in 
Table 2. The percentage of total data, summed across age, number of 
subjects, mean age and standard deviation of age are given for each cell. 
The second and third parts give progressively shortened versions of this 
table. 
Ap.6:Ga. Form of projection (types 1 to 9) by combinations of depth cue 
usage as classified in Table 2. Page Ap.6.86 
Ap.6:Gb. Form of projection (types 1 to 9) by use of depth cue. Ap.6.87 
Ap.6:Gc. Form of projection (types 1 to 4) by use of depth cue. Ap.6.88 
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Ap.6:Ga. Form of projection (types 1 to 9) by combinations of depth cue 
usage as classified in Table 2. 
DESCRIPTION FORII or PROJECTION ON tABLE tor : tOTAL 
Dr DEPTH CUE 
tlASSlFICATlOH: 2 3 • 5 
, 7 I , 
• I 1.0 0 I.' 0.1 • • 0 : 2.S s • n.o 1.0 • ".0 U 1.0 0 1.0 : In. 0 HI. 01 IIA I 7._ I. 10.' _.U '.33 I.' _.0 s.n so '.22 0 1.51 1.13 0 0 '.'1 
I I 0.2 0 0.' 
s 0 II.' 0 0 1.0 • • 0 0 12.0 liZ. 01 IIA 1.27 7.0 '.33 
luillplt SO 1.27 0 1.23 
h~s 
C I 3.0 • G.5 0 · 3.7 · S • W.O 0 1.0 30.0 1.0 0 0 0 : 171.0 H2. 01 IIA 7.21 12.0 5." '.0 7.03 SO I." 0 "'I 0 I." 
D I 0.7 : .., 0._ 0.1 0.1 • 2.2 
· S 33.0 U.O 0 0 20.0 5.0 0 '.0 0 : 105.' 
113. 01 IIA S.33 s.n 
-.-
7.2 U : S.21 
lulllph SO 1.57 1.07 I S : , . ., : 0.12 I 1.' 
h21 
[ I U.2 11.' U 1.2 1.' I.' O. I : 1.1 1.1 37. , S m.o 561.0 31.0 57.0 17.0 'l.O S.O n.o s.o tln.o 
H3. 01 IIA 7.U 7.33 11. , 11. ts 5.02 '.57 7._ 5.11 I U 7.n leg. so 2.n 2.17 2.'1 3." 2." 3,57 0." I. , I.' 2.1 hal fucl , I 0.1 0.1 0.1 
S 0 '.0 3.0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 7.0 
Ill. 01 IIA U '.33 7.2' 
leg. SO 0.51 2.31 1.1 
1m htl 
• I O. I 0.1 M S 0 5.0 36.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CI.O 
Ill. D3 IIA '.0 10.13 10,51 
SO 1.17 2.32 2.'3 
II I 0.2 .. , S.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 : 1'" 
s .U 231.0 251.0 I U 1.0 15.0 0 0 • 520.0 IU,OI IIA 
'." 
US 12.U lO.n ",. 13.13 10." 
SO I.U 1.1S 
'.' 
o.n 1.1, I.n ',12 
I ',. '.) : '.2 '.2 I lI.7 S : • 21.0 lU 1.0 1,0 · 0 0 0 I 0 n.' 
· 11',02 IIA I.' I 11.0 I 11.0 12.0 12.20 
SO 2.7 I.S 0.0 0.0 ',25 
J I .., I 1.7 : 20,3 I II.S ',3 0.5 
'.' 
'.1 ".7 
S 12.0 : 321.' I '7S.0 I ISO,O n.o 21.' 17.0 I.' • :2000.0 H_. OJ IIA 1.71 I lO.n : 13." '2.n '.n 1"'5 '.11 : 7.17 , 12.20 
· ~ 2.' • 2.11 • I.U I I.n I,SS 2.21 I,SI 1.33 , '.n , . , 
TOtAL I ! 21.0 I 2'.7 : 27,0 , 12,7 , '.7 , ',0 O.S 1,3 O. I 
, 
. . 
· 
, 
S : 105c.o :1375,0 :1",.0 : 511.0 : m.o : IU,O 23.0 12,0 1.0 : 41".0 
IIA I 7.St I.n 12.77 12.n 5.7 US I." ,." S,83 SD 2.53 2,n S.25 2. " 2.es 4.51 I.se I. I 1.'7 
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Ap.6:Gb. Form of projection <types 1 to 9) by use of depth cue • 
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Ap.6:Gc. Form of projection <types 1 to 4) by use of depth cue. 
DESCRIPTION FORK OF PROJECTION ON TABLE TOP TOTAL 
2 3 A 
S , 6,3 0,0 0, 1 6,. , 
NO S 0 : 300,0 2,0 5,0 307,0 
6ROUND ptA 6,.3 7,0 6,8 6," 
LINE SO 2,62 A,2. 3,7 2,U 
s , 1~,~ 16,' 1.6 3,2 '1.1 , 
S : 955.0 787.0 75.0 155.0 :1972,0 
GROUND KA 7.35 6.97 10.87 9,77 7,52 
LINE SO 2.lB 2.22 2,81 3.99 2,73 
S 2,6 12.5 25,S 12.A 52,S 
S 101.0 598.0 1226,0 : 595.0 :2520.0 
GROUND ptA 9.75 10.03 12,86 12.36 11.9. 
PLANE SO 1. 98 2,26 5,35 2,'2 '.26 
S • 20.1 27.6 6.1 '.1 • 57.5 • • NO S : 90..0 1323,0 292.0 197.0 :2758.0 
OCCLU- itA 7,37 7.33 11.9. 10,0 8,01 
SION SO 2,'8 2.52 A,73 A,63 3,3. 
I 1,9 7.5 21,1 12,0 n,5 
PARTIAL S 92,0 362,0 1011,0 .: 576,0 '20.1,0 
OCCLU- ItA 9,78 10,28 12.96 12.35 12,17 
SION SO 2,0 2,41 5.38 2.03 A,24 
S , 22.0 35,1 27,2 15.7 • TOTAL S :1056,0 1683.0 : 1303,0 : 755,0 "99.0 
itA 7,58 7,96 12,73 11.79 
SO 2,53 2,78 5,26 3,03 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER 7, 
Preference in representation of tables. 
Ap.7:A. Data for Study 7:1. 
Ap.7:B. Data for Study 7:2. 
Ap.7:C. Data for Study 7:3. 
Ap.7:D. Data for Study 7:4. 
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Ap.7. 2 
Ap.7. 3 
Ap.7. 4 
Ap.7. 5 
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Appendix 7:A. Data for Study 7:1. 
IU OUI I., MSI lirE ~IUOft. 
"Jf 2 3 • S C , SUlullll 10 II 12 I' It IS • .,It tolll 
I 
'.00 '.00 1.00 '.00 1.00 ... , 1.00 '.00 '.0' '.00 '.M "'0 '.00 '.00 '.00 ,"00 2 
'.00 '.00 I." '.to I." '.00 0.00 0.00 .... '.00 '.00 
'." 
.... '.0' '.00 2.01 J 
'.0' 1.00 "'0 I." 2." '.00 I." '.Ot '.Ot '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 1.00 1.00 11.00 , 
1.00 '.00 .... '.00 I." '.Ot '.00 0.00 '.Ot '.00 '.00 .... 
'." 
'.01 '.00 %.0' S 
·'.00 2.00 I.M '.00 "'0 1.0' '.00 '.00 t.oO '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 t.Ot e.OO , 
'.00 '.00 .... I." .... I." 0.00 l.eO '.00 '.00 '.00 '." .... 0.'0 '.00 2.00 r 
• 
'-00 11.00 IUt 1.00 S ... 11.00 '.00 II ,to n.oo lUO 20.00 n." 23.00 21.00 "." 212.00 , 1.00 2.00 '.00 1.00 1.00 0,0' 0.00 0,00 0.00 '.00 •• eo .... '.0' 1.00 '.00 6.0' 
10 '.0' 
0.00 ., .. 0.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 0.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
II 1.00 2.00 !.to UO 0.00 Uo 0.00 0,00 0.00 '.00 e.G0 .... '.00 0.00 0,00 6.00 
12 2.00 2.00 1.C4 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '.00 '.00 '.0'1 '.00 ',00 0,00 0,00 J.OO 
Il '.00 '.00 1.00 tu 2.00 UO 0.00 0.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 t.OO '.0' 0.00 '.00 UO 
.. 
'.00 '.00 UO UO '.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 ,"DO C.OO '.00 UO 3.00 5.00 11.00 
IS I.M C.OO r.oo n.oo IUO 11.00 It.GO 12,00 13.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 .... 1.00 3.00 10'.00 
" 
'.00 1.00 1.00 UO '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 Uo '.00 "'0 '.00 '.00 '.00 too 2.00 Uo 1.00 1.00 I.U 0.00 0.00 O.tt 1.00 '.00 '.00 .... 0.00 0.01 0.00 7.00 tohll 21.00 21.00 ".00 21.00 27.00 1"00 n.oo n.oo JUO ".00 21.00 2J .00 2'.00 2UO 25.00 121.00 
laW DATa II, CUT IICTu5( ",HIU?. 
'1' 2 2 I , , • 10 1\ n U .. IS .Mt t4UI Sthvllll 
I '.00 '.00 1.00 2.00 UO '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 
2 '.00 2.00 '.00 '.00 1.00 J.DO 0.00 0.00 1.00 ',00 '.00 '." '.00 '.00 '.00 Uo , 
'.00 '.00 1.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 0.00 UO 1.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 '.00 2.eO 
• '.00 '.00 3.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 O.co 0.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 '.00 '.00 5.00 S '.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 '.00 1.00 UO '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 '.00 0.00 &.00 , 1.00 too 1.00 UO 5.00 2.00 I.CO 0.0' '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 0.00 UO 25.00 
J I." 2.00 S.OO Uo 7.00 C.OO 7." 12.00 Il.OO IS." n.oo 12.00 20.00 ".00 \C.OO 15l.O0 I 1.00 1.00 '.00 2." I." '.00 '-00 '.00 '.00 '.00 .... .... '.0' .... '.00 5.00 , 1.00 .... '.00 .... .... I." '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 .... .. " '.00 '." 0.00 2.00 It 2." uo 2." I." 2." U. '.00 '.00 '.00 '." .. " .... •••• .... ...,4 13.01 II I.~ 2." I." .... UO '.00 1.00 Ut .... UO .... '.00 .... '.00 '.00 C.OO 
n uo S ... 
'." I." .... 1.01 I.U 0." '.00 1.00 .... ",0 '.00 .... I." '.0' U 2.00 I." 2. .. 1.10 Uo f.M '.00 •••• '"'. 13.00 ,",' C.OO 1.00 "OO '.00 71.00 II 1.00 2." I." t." U. .... 12.00 S.OO 7." II." I." I." •••• S." S.OO aUt 
n 2.00 2.00 I." Z ... 1.00 '." '.00 '." UI '.00 .... '.00 '.00 '.00 '.00 11.00 
" 
'.00 I." '.00 2." I." 1.00 0.00 .... '.00 .... ",0 .... '." '." '.00 5.0' 
ttta" 12." 27.00 :t ... 21." 27." 2'." 21.00 n.oo 20.00 3,,'0 2UO H.OO H.OO H." 27.00 .07.00 
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Appendix 7:8. Data for Study 7:2. 
Rew dlJh (or shlJd~d end n~n-$hlJd~d con~ltlons. 
SHADED STln!)LI. 
&~f. __ ~ L-_L---L.---1 ~ 12 hhL 
Sthulus. 
I l 2 • 
, 6 6 S 30 
2 0 2 I 2 0 0 0 5 
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
• 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 6 5 l 6 2 3 5 3 , 26 
& 2 I 2 0 0 0 0 5 
1 0 0 1 I 0 1 0 3 
8 2 2 l 5 • 5 € 21 t~hl 15 IS 15 15 15 IS 15 105. 
NON-SHADED STl~ULl. 
e~~ . ____ C __ L ___ ~_ 
. L_ e ... __ . '. __ .IL--I1\1.L 
Stil:Jlus. 
1 1 2 2 , 6 , • 28 2 1 0 I 0 2 0 I 5 
3 3 3 I 0 0 0 0 7 , 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 
5 2 3 3 3 1 5 , 21 
6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
7 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 , 
8 3 2 8 3 5 , , 33 
tohl 15 15 IS 15 15 15 15 lOS. 
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Appendix 7:C. Data for StUdy 7:3. 
lAW DATA '01 CHOICE .,A1lE filii IAmRGUIID \1 PlRSPtC1lvt. 
I,. 4 I , 7 , II II \2 12 U 10hl 
Sthu!", 
II I , , • I 
, , 
• 
, 
• • 
" 21 I 2 , • • \ 0 0 I • 0 
, 
311 
" 
\I \I U IS 17 U U 
" " 
\2 227 
31 I , , , , 7 10 • • • 0 It n • 
, 
• • • • 3 • • 
, , 2. 
Uluh.1 J • I I 
, 2 • 
, IS IS IS .. 
10ta1l n 32 32 22 32 32 32 52 
" 
IJ 30 an 
lops 
I S 3 • • I I I • I • • " 2 2 2 3 • 0 I • 0 I • • 
, 
, II 20 17 2J 21 2' 2& 13 1\ 33 U m 
• J J • 
, 10 , 7 , IS 20 \I 
'" 
IAV DATA '01 CHOICt OF 'AIlE V1TM IUM' '.CURDUIO 
Ig. 1 , 7 • 
, 10 
" 
12 13 U 'otal 
$Ilavivl 
II S , • 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 12 21 \ 0 0 \ 0 0 I 0 0 • 0 3 3h IS IS 13 17 
" 
2\ \I U 52 27 2\ m 
U S , 7 , 10 1 11 • • • • 10 n 2 4 S • 3 4 2 0 I • 2 " malin) • , 3 • 3 2 0 
, S 11 \0 54 
tolill 32 32 3Z 32 32 3Z n U II 52 n m 
lops 
0 • • • • • n I S I • • • 2 I • • I • • 1 • • • • 
3 
3 2t 21 20 2J 2' 21 2t 13 '2 J7 21 3\1 
• 
, 
" 
I I , , 2 , , IS 12 IS 
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Appendix 7:0. Data for Study 7:4. 
aaw OAU '01 CIIIIIC[ VIIIUI LOOJI~' .1 • ItAl 1lCLl 
CCllDI1IOlI AI VI!' S1IIM.US urDU TAm. 
.~. 5 , • 
, ,. II 12 U U 141111 hhl. 
Sill. 
, 1311 , , • • 
, 
• • • • 
, 
• 21411 • I I • • • I I • I II , nlll I I 2 2 2 2 • 2 I • II 
• 12~1 0 • • • • • I • • • I , IlII 
• • • 0 • • • • • • • , ()hll 3 , J , I • 3 2 2 , '0 7 11,,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • I I I 1111 0 0 • 
, 
• • 0 • I , 1211 0 I I 0 0 I Z Z 10 
101511 0 0 0 , • 0 • • • II I2hl • 0 0 • 0 • • • I n 13J1 I I 2 2 I 2 I I 0 13 
13 1211 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • • U IItI 0 0 I 0 • 0 I • 
,
IS /lhl I 3 3 5 5 • 
, 2 , 51 
" (III 1 0 • I 0 0 
, 
• 
, 2$ 
11 1)" 1 3 0 , • 2 I • • 11 /I 12. I 0 • 0 • • 0 • • • • 
" Ihl • I • 
,
• I • • • 3 20 IS; I 0 0 • • • 0 • • • I 
CC~DJIIDN II. vm lAm mm STlftlJ\.US. 
19' • S 
, 7 I 10 II 12 U U aMI 10111. 
S iii, 
I 1311 0 I I 3 • 0 0 • • • 
, 
21hl 1 2 I I 2 I I 3 I 2 It 
313irl 3 I I I 3 3 2 • I I " • U~l 0 • • • • • • • • 0 S Ilil • 0 • , • • • • • I , t3/l11 J 3 , 2 2 I 3 S , n 
7 "~I • 0 • • • • • 2 
• UII • 0 2 • • • • 2 , n.1 • I 
, ,
• I' I 7 10 ISrI , • • • • • • • II I%hl • • • • • • • • I2UJ\I I • 2 3 • I • 2J U WI • • • • • • • I U 1111 • • • I I I 
,
• 15 Ilhll S 2 J • J I I 3' 
" UII • • • • 2 2 I J 20 17 12,1 J 2 I I I I • • II II (hi • • • • • • • • • It 1111 • • • • • • • • I 20 U,I • • • • • • • • I 
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER 8. 
Completion of l1ne draw1ngs of tables. 
• In troduct ion. 
Ap.8:A. Data for Study 8. 
Page Ap.8 -
Page Ap.8. 2 
Ap.8. 3 
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of stimuli. Ap.8. 14 
Ap.8:C. Amalgamated data giving proportions of response for each age 
group, for each 1ndividual stimulus. Ap.8. 17 
Ap.8:D. Detailed analyses of proportions of response, with age, of 
stimuli in Groups C to I. Ap.8. 81 
Ap.8:E. Data amalgamated across each stimulus group, giving proportions 
of response, with age for each group. 
Ap.8:F. Detailed analyses of proport1ons of response, with age, 
of differences between Groups C to I. 
Ap.8:G. Detailed analyses of proportions of response, with age, 
of differences between Groups A and Band C to I. 
Ap.8.102 
Ap.8.ll1 
Ap.8.131. 
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Introduction, 
Each subject was asked to respond to 25 stimuli. Table 3, given 
below, illustrates both the links between the stimuli and the stimuli that 
the younger subjects responded to <marked w, X, y and z). 
TABLE 3. The structure behind the stimuli used in Study 8. 
YARIABLE RESPONSE EIPECTED GROUP C. 6ROUP D. 
All responses possible. Oblique or Perspective responses. 
GROUP A. [6]··'· 
Own depiction. 
6ROUP B. [251·· r -
Preferred representation. 
TABLE TOPS ONLY GIVEN. 6ROUP E. 
Vertical Oblique. 
Two lines to cOlplete on top. 
Two lines to cOlplete on top. 
One line to cOlplete on top 
No lines to coaplet. on top 
TABLE TOPS AND LEGS GIVEN 
Two lines to coaplete on top. 
One line to cOlplete on top 
One line to coapl.t, on top 
One lin' to coaplet. on top] 
One line to co.plete on top 
[20] L 
(2) 
[9] C 
(141 0 
Reverull. 
E, 
[12] [23] L 
[17]- 11 [51- n 
[S]" n 
6ROUP F. 6ROUP 6. 
Oblique. Perspective. 
[7J [ISJ 
[161 .c= (21) ~ 
t22]--"- c::J (31""-~ 
6ROUP H. GROUP I. 
tAl nl tlll- n 
[191- (.(I (2U- 0) 
tIO]- H 
"' 
rill- A 
• rl .. r=1 
(18]" A Ul" F, 
I, 
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Appendix 8:A. I 
Data for Study 8. 
Appendix 8:A contains the raw data discussed in Chapter 8. The 
responses were classified according to the method set out in Chapter 6. 
Each subjects responses on each of the stimul1 are given below. however 
the data are presented in three parts. Ap.8:Aa and Ap.8:Ab give the data 
obtained on two different stimulus sheets (Stimulus sheets A and B 
respectively. discussed in Chapter 8) from the older subjects. Ap.8:Ac 
gives the data obtained from younger subjects who were presented with one 
of four different versions of a truncated stimulus sheet <Stimuli W. X. Y 
or Z). 
In each part of this appendix the form of stimulus that the 
subject responded to is given at the head of the column. If there is a 
figure directly underneath this, it indicates the form of response that was 
expected. Extra lines have been added to some of the responses in 
Stimulus sheets W. X. Y and Z. A single line underneath the response 
indicates that the subject added a ground line to his or her completion. A 
square around the response indicates that the subject added a ground 
plane. 
Ap.8:Aa. The raw data obtained on Stimulus sheet A. 
Ap.8:Ab. The raw data obtained on Stimulus sheet B. 
Ap.8:Ac. The raw data obtained on Stimulus sheets W. X. Y and Z. 
Page Ap.8 .... 
Ap.8. 8 
Ap.8.12 
Chlpttr 8. Apptndictl, Pagt Ap.B· • 
Append1x.8:Aa. The raw data obtained on Stimulus sheet A. 
SUaul." A COlpllllon Tut. 
.- M = ~ fl' A-"': M c M1 M -P\ C .::. J: n M1 f.i' L..;::a.D k A c,...~ •• W A)' 4 l. a 3 323 • C 2 C 3 332 .3. , I 2' It 2q It 311 311 311 3h 311 2q 311 30 10 It 2~ n 311 II 311 311 I_ It 311 311 It 3h 2 f 2' 3t 20 It 311 311 311 311 3h 20 311 .t I- At :0 &t 311 h 311 3h 20 It 3tI 311 It 3tI 3 r 2' It 21 at 311 ~ ~ 311 )II 30 ~ ~ 31 at h It )II 3J 31\ 31\ h ct 31\ ~ n 31\ 4 f 32 3t 20 It 311 311 311 311 311 20 311 30 311 It 20 U 311 2. 311 3tI 20 It 311 311 It 3h 5 f 
" It 2q It 311 311 311 311 311 21 311 .t 311U2tlt311 3. 311 311 2Q It 311 311 It 311 , 
• '0 .t 2q u 31\ 311 31\ 311 311 2q 311 .t Ig It 2q It 311 II 311 311 11 It 311 It It 311 7 • " 
.t 20 n 311 311 311 311 311 20 311 .t It .t 20 It 311 II 311 311 20 It 311 311 It 311 
• • 
" 
.t 21 n 311 311 .t 311 .t 2. 311 It 2t It 2. It 311 II 311 311 21 .t 311 3J It 311 , I 17 3t 20 u 311 3. 3J 311 311 20 311 3t II It 20 It 311 I. 311 311 20 It 311 3J It It 1O I 
" 
311 21 It 311 311 311 311 311 2x 311 311 3; It 21t It 311 311 311 3h 21t It 311 311 It 311 11 I 17 It 2. It 311 311 311 311 311 2. 311 311 311 It 21 It 311 311 311 311 21 .t 311 It It It 12 • 17 It 2q .t 311 311 311 311 311 2q 311 It It It 2q It 311 It 311 311 2q It 311 It It 311 13 I 17 It 2q It 311 311 311 311 311 2q 311 .t 311 It 2q It 311 It 311 311 2q It 311 311 It 311 11 I 17 It 20 It 311 311 311 311 311 20 311 It 311 It 20 It 31\ 311 311 311 20 It 311 311 It 311 IS I IS It 21 It 311 311 311 311 311 2_ 311 It 311 .t 21 It 311 311 311 311 311 .t 311 311 It 311 
" 
f IS 311 311 It 311 311 311 311 311 311 311 It 311 It It It 311 2x 311 311 20 .t 311 311 It 311 17 • IS It 21 It 311 311 311 31\ 311 21 311 311 311 It 21 It 311 311 311 311 2_ It 311 311 It 311 18 • IS It 2q It 311 3h Sg 311 It 2q 311 It 311 It 2q .t 311 2q 311 311 2q .t 311 It At 311 19 I IS 4t 21 .t 311 311 311 311 311 2q 311 It It It Zl It 311 311 311 311 II It 311 311 It 311 20 f 
" 
.t 20 .t 311 311 " 311 311 20 311 .t 311 It 20 H 311 It 311 311 20 It 311 311 It It 21 f IS Ii 2t It It 311 3J 311 311 20 311 It 311 It 2t It 311 311 311 311 211 .t 311 311 It 311 22 f IS It 2. It 311 3t 311 311 311 2. 311 311 211 It 211 It 311 3. 311 311 2. It 311 311 It 311 23 I IS 311 2g .t 311 It It 311 311 211 311 It 311 It 211 311 311 311 311 311 211 I. 311 Ig It It 21 I IS It 20 It 311 311 la 311 311 20 311 .t 311 It 20 It 311 3j 311 311 20 It 311 It It 311 25 f IS It 20 It 311 311 3J 311 It 20 311 It 311 It 20 It 311 311 311 311 20 It 311 3J It 3J 26 • IS It 2. n 311 311 .. 311 It 2. 311 It 311 It 2, It 311 311 311 311 2, It 311 311 It It 27 • IS It 311 It 311 3. 311 311 It 311 311 It 311 It 2q It 311 3J 311 311 311 It 311 3J It 311 28 r IS It 21 It 311 3J 3J 311 It 2. 311 ct It It 21 't 311 311 311 311 2, It 311 311 It 311 29 f IS It 21 at 311 3. 311 311 311 2. 31\ It 311 It 21\ It 311 311 31\ 311 2, .t 31\ 311 It 311 30 f IS It 21 It 311 311 311 311 311 21 31\ It 311 It 21 It 311 It 311 311 2, At 311 It It 31\ 31 f IS It 2. It 311 311 311 311 It 2. 311 It 3J It 2. It 311 311 311 311 2. It 311 311 It 311 32 f IS It 2t It 311 3J 3J 311 It 2t 3h At 311 It 2t It 311 311 311 311 2t I. 311 at It 3J 33 f 11 It 4t It 311 311 31\ 311 It 2t 311 ct 311 It 2, It 311 3J 3h 3h 2_ It 31\ 311 It 311 U f 11 It 2q It 311 311 3. 311 311 2q 3h I. 3. It 2q at 311 3. 3h 311 2q It 31\ 3t It 3h 3S f 11 It 2q It 311 311 311 311 It 2q 3h It 311 It 2q It 311 311 311 311 2q It 311 It It 311 36 f 11 It 2t It 311 3J 311 311 311 311 31\ .. 311 It 2J at 311 311 3113112 ... 31\ 311 It 3tI 37 f H It 2. It 3tI 311 311 311 311 2. 311 It 11 at 2. It 3h 311 311 311 21 at 311 311 It 311 38 f U It 2t It 311 311 It 311 311 2t 3h 311 It It 2t at 
'" 
311 311 3h 2t It 311 It It 311 
" 
f 11 It 2t at 3h 3t\ 3h 311 311 2t 3h ct 3h at 2. It 311 It 311 3h 2t It 311 It It 3h 10 r 11 It 2t It 3h 3h at 3h It 2t 3h It 311 It 2. It 311 It 3h 3h 2t ct 31\ at It 311 11 f 11 3h 2t It 31\ 31\ 3h 31\ At 2t 3h 311 3h It 2t at 311 2t 311 3h 2t It 311 311 It 3h A2 f 11 It 2q At 31\ 3. 3f 311 3. 2, 3h It At It 2, It 3tI 3t 311 311 2q It 311 311 It 2q 13 f IS It 2. Ik 311 3t 3J 3h 311 2, 3h It It At 2, at 3tI 3f 311 311 2, at 311 3h It 311 U f 11 It 21 at 311 3J 311 311 311 21 3h It It It 211 at 311 at 3h 3h 21 At 311 3tI It It IS f 11 It 2t It 311 311 3J 311 At 2t 311 At 311 It 2t It 311 20 3h 311 II At 311 3h at 3tI 
., 
• 11 It 2t It 311 311 311 311 311 211 3h 311 311 It 2t It 311 311 311 311 311 at 311 311 It 311 &7 f U It 2. It 311 311 31\ 311 •• 21 3h at 311 It 2J It 311 311 311 311 21 a. 31\ It It 311 II f IS It 2. It 311 311 3J 311 311 21 3h It 311 at 21 at 311 II 311 3h 21 It 311 311 It 311 
" 
f U It It It 311 311 n 311 311 20 3h at 311 It 2q It 311 311 311 311 311 't 311 311 It 311 SO f U It 2q It 311 It 3J 311 At 211 311 It It at 211 It 311 21\ 311 311 21\ It 311 at It 311 51 f II It It It 311 3J 3J 311 3J 2J 311 It 3J It 2t It 311 3. 311 311 2t It 311 3J It 311 
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Appendix.8:Aa, Continued. 
Stllulul A COlphtlon Tut, 
~ ~=~WA~~hC~k-AC~& n M' (.71 L.. ~ .0- ~ A CII .. 't 
... JIK Its' • l. • 3 3 2 3. • 2 • 3 3 3 2 • 3 • $2 , 13 At 2x At 31\ 31\ 31\ 311 At 2x 311 At 311 At 2x At 311 2x 311 311 2x At 311 311 At 311 53 ( 13 At 2t At 311 311 3. 311 311 211 311 311 311 At 2. At 311 II 311 311 2q .t 311 311 At 311 
54 ( 13 At 2; .t 311 311 211 31\ At 211 311 311 2t At 211 At 311 2t 311 311 2t At 311 311 At 311 55 , 13 At 21 At .t 311 311 311 311 2t 311 At 3. n 2k At 311 3J 311 311 2. At 311 3. At 3. 56 , 13 At 2t At 311 3J 31 311 31\ 2t 311 At 2t At 2t At 31\ 2t 31\ 31\ 2k At 31\ 31\ At 3t 57 , 13 At 2x At 311 3J 3J 311 311 211 31\ At 3J At 21\ U 31\ 21\ 31\ 31\ 211 At 311 311 At 311 58 , 13 At 2q At 31\ 3J 3j 311 3J 2q 31\ At 3J .k 2q At 31\ 2. 311 31\ 2q 2q 31\ 3J At 31\ 59 1 13 At 2t At 31\ 31\ 3J 311 311 2t 311 At 311 .t 2t At 311 3j 311 311 2t At 311 311 At 311 
60 f 13 311 2q At 2g 3' 31 311 3' 2q 311 311 3t '0 2q 2q 311 3t 311 31\ 2q .q 311 31 At 31\ 61 , 13 At 211 At 31\ 3g 3J 311 31\ tt 311 At 3t At 211 At 311 311 311 31\ 2t At 31\ 3j At 31\ 
62 , 13 At 21 At 311 3. 31\ 311 .t 2q 311 At 311 At 2q At 31\ 3j 311 311 2q At 311 At At At 53 f 13 At 2q Ak 31\ 3. 3. 311 At 2q 31\ • t 3 • 'k 2q U 31\ 31\ 31\ 31\ 2q At 31\ 3. 't 3j 
" 
f 13 At 2t At 31\ 3J 3J 3h 3J 2t 311 3t 311 Ak 2t At 311 2t 311 311 2k At 311 31\ n 311 65 , 13 At 2t .t 311 3. 3t 31\ 31\ 2t 31\ 3t 311 .t 2k At 31\ 31\ 31\ 311 2t At 31\ 31\ At 31\ 66 , 13 3t 2t At 311 31\ 21\ 311 311 21\ 31\ 3t 31\ At 21 At 311 At 311 31\ 21\ At 31\ 311 At 31\ 
67 f 13 At 2t At 31\ 311 3J 311 .t 2k 31\ 311 31\ At 2k At 311 31\ 311 31\ 2t .t 311 31\ .t 31\ 
n , 12 At 211 At At 311 311 31\ 311 20 311 311 311 .t 211 At 31\ 21\ 311 31\ 211 At 311 311 At 311 69 f 12 At 2& At 31\ 3. At 311 3J 21 311 At .t At u At 311 AI 311 311 21 At 311 3t At 311 70 ( 12 At 2q At 311 311 311 311 311 20 311 3t 311 At 20 At 311 20 311 311 20 n 311 311 At 311 
71 ( 12 At 2t At 311 311 311 311 311 211 311 At II At 2x At 311 It 311 311 2x At 311 3( At 311 
72 ( 12 At 2& .t 31\ 31\ 311 31\ 311 2. 311 At 311 .t 2k At 311 It 311 311 2g At 311 311 At 311 73 ( 12 ct 21 At 311 311 311 311 3h 20 311 At 311 Ak 21 n 311 3. 311 311 20 It 311 311 At 311 
7' f 12 At 2k .t 31\ 31\ .k 311 At 2k 31\ At 31\ Ak 2k At 31\ 311 31\ 31\ 2k n 31\ 311 At 311 75 , 12 311 211 At 311 311 3j 311 311 211 311 311 3; 'k 211 At 311 211 311 311 211 At 311 311 At 311 76 ( 12 At 211 At 311 311 3J 311 .t 21\ 311 At 31\ At 211 At 31\ 311 311 311 21\ At 31\ 31\ At 311 
77 11 At 2t At 311 3. 'g 311 .t 2t 311 3t 211 At 2t At 311 2J 311 311 2t At 311 311 At 311 
78 11 At 2q At 311 3. S. 311 311 2q 311 3t 311 At 2q At 31\ AI 31\ 311 2q At 31\ 3. n 51 
79 11 At 20 At 31\ 311 So 31\ At 20 31\ .t 20 At 20 At 311 20 31\ 311 20 At 31\ it At 5& 
80 11 At 20 At 311 311 At 31\ ct 20 31\ .t II At 20 At 31\ 20 31\ 31\ 20 At 31\ .t At 311 
81 11 At 20 At 31\ 31\ .t 3h ct 20 311 At 311 .t 21\ At 31\ 311 311 311 20 At 311 At At 311 
82 1\ n 2t At 31\ 311 31\ 31\ 3h 2t 31\ 3t 2t At 20 At 311 21 311 31\ 21 At 31\ AI At 31\ 
83 12 At 2t At 31\ U 2J 311 At 2t 311 At 2t At 2t At 3t 2t 31\ 31\ 2t At 31\ At At 31\ 
SA II At 3t At 311 311 At 311 At 20 311 At 2J At 2t At 311 2t 311 311 31\ At 311 311 At 31\ 
85 11 At 20 At 31\ At 311 311 3t 20 311 At 20 At 20 At 311 2t 311 31\ 20 At 311 3J At At 
66 1\ At 2q At 31\ 3h At 311 3t 2q 31\ At 31\ At 2q At 31\ 2q 31\ 31\ 2f At 31\ At At 311 
87 II At 2t At 311 3. At 311 At 2. 3t 3t n At 2t At 31\ 2t 3t 3t 2t At 3t At At At 
88 12 At 211 At 311 3. n 311 At 211 3t At .t U 211 At 31\ 311 311 311 2J At 311 At At At 
89 1\ At 21 At 31\ 311 311 311 311 2& 311 3t 31\ At 21 At 311 At 31\ 31\ 21 At 311 311 .t 311 
90 II At 2t At 311 3. 311 311 n 2q 3t At At At 2q At 311 311 3t 3t 2q At 311 U At At 
'I • 10 3; 2x At 311 311 2x 311 At 2. 311 At 21 At 21 U 3& 21 311 311 2a 31 31 31 U 3"-92 , 10 At 21 .t 311 AI '1 311 At 2. 311 At 21 At 2t At 311 2. 311 3t 211 U 311 311 At 311 
93 , 10 At 2t .t 311 3t 21 311 3h 2t 311 .t At At 211 At· 311 2q 311 311 2q At 3q At At 3h ,. f 10 3t 2t At 311 3t 3J 311 311 2t 3h 3t 3J At 2t At 311 3J 311 311 2t At 311 3J U 311 95 , 10 At 2t At 311 3h 2t 311 311 2k 3h 3t 31\ At 211 n 311 2t 311 3h 211 At 311 3J n 2t 
'6 • 10 At 21 At 31\ at 21 311 At 21 31\ .t 4& At 21 At 311 21 31\ 311 21 At 311 At At 31\ 97 , 10 At 2t At 31\ 311 At 311 311 2t 31\ At 3J At 2t At 311 3J 31\ 311 2t At 311 3J At 311 
" 
• 10 At 2t At 311 n 3, 311 At 2t 311 .t .g At 2t U 311 2x 311 311 21 At 311 .g At 3. 99 I 10 At 2t At 311 311 3J 311 311 2t 31\ At 2t .t 2t 2t 31\ 3J 31\ 311 2t At 311 3t n 31\ 100 I 10 At 21 At 311 311 311 311 311 21 31\ .t 311 At 2k At 31\ 311 311 311 21 At 311 311 .t 311 101 , 10 At 2t At 311 311 511 311 3t 2t 311 At 2t At 2t At 31\ 2t 3h 311 2t At 311 3J At 2t 102 , 10 At 2g At 311 311 3J 311 At 2g 311 .t At At 2g At 311 2t 311 311 2t At 311 .g At 3J 
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Append1x.8:Aa. Continued. 
SttIW\YS A COlpl.tten Tast. 
.... M = ~ N' f, .w".:- M C h1 M - ~ C ,::.. C n ~ (oJ'\ &.. ~ ttI7 "'- AU.',. 
... Ip,,~ • ~ • 3 3 2 3. • i 2 • 3 3 3 2 • 3 • 
103 • 10.t 2t .t 3~ 311 lJ 311 .t 21 3h 3t 31 .t 2g .t 311 211 3h 3h 2t .t 311 311 .t 311 
10. • to 3t 2; .t 311 3. 311 311 311 2; 311 .t 311 .t 2; .t 3' 311 3h 3h 2t .t 3/1 3. .t 3/1 
105 • 10 .t 2; .t 311 3. 2q 2t .t 2t 3ft 3t 2t .t 2; .t 3/1 2. 3h 3h 2t .t 3/1 .t .t 3/1 
10& , 10.t 2t .t 311 311 .t 311 311 2t 3h .t 3J .t 2t .t 3h 2t 3h 3h 2t .t 3/1 3/1 .t .t 
107 • 10 At 21 At 3t At 4t 3/1 At 2t 3t 4t 2r At 2, U 3t At 3t 3t 2, At 3t 3t At 3t 
108 • 10 3t 2; " Ax hO 2/1 2; .g 2g 3h '; 2; .g 2; 2; 31 21 31\ 31\ 21 At 3h h 'D .3h __ 
1o, I , .t 2t .t 311 3J 3J 21 3t 2t 3/1 3t 2/1 .t 2/1 211 3J 21 3h 31\ 2/1 2/1 3h 'h .t 3h 
110 , , at 2t At 3t 't 3t 3t 't 2; 3t 't 2t At 2t At 3t 2t 3t 3t 2t At 3t 't At 3t 
Itt • , .t 2t .t 3t 3. 21 311 3t 21 3ft .t 21 .t 21 .t 3/1 2x 3/1 3/1 2t .t 3t 't .t .t 
112 • , At 2t .. 3t 9k 3t 311 At 20 3t At At at 20 At At At 3t 3t 20 at 3t At At 3t 
III , , 3t 2t .t 3/1 311 .t 3/1 311 2/1 l/l 3t 2. .t 2/1 .t 311 311 311 3h 211 .t 311 311 .t 3/1 
1 14 • , At 2t At 311 It 311 3t 3t 2t III 3t 2t At 2t At 3t 2t 311 3t 2t at 3t At n 31\ 
ItS • , .t 2x 'x 311 3. 2. 3. 3t 2. 3t 3t 2. .t 21 .t 31 21 3t 3t 21 .1 31 .1 .t 31\ 
116 • , At 2t At At ,. 211 31 n 2t 311 At 2k At 2k At 31\ 211 311 311 2t n 311 U n 311 
117 , , n 2t n 311 311 2k 3) 311 2t 311 3k 2k At 2t At 31 2t 3/1 311 2t At 311 311 At 31\ 
118 f , '; 2; .g .g 2. 2t 2) 311 2t 3t At 2t At 2k 2t 2t 2t 2t 3t 2t 2t 3t 3t At 3t 
In f , At 2t At 311 3t 211 3t 3h 2; 3t at 2; 2g 2; '; 3; 2; 21 U 3; 3; • 3t 
120 • , .t 2x .g 3' 'Q 21 3J 'Q 2; 3/1 .t 21 .t 21 '0 31 21 3/1 311 21 '; 31 '; .t 311 
121 , , .t 2; .t 311 .t 211 30 .t 2; 3h .t 2; .t 2g 2; 3; 21 3/1 3h 2g 3; 3J 2g .t 311 
122 , , .t 2g '0 311 311 2; 3; 3t 2; 3h 3t 2; .t 2; '; 3; 2; 3/1 311 2g '; 3g .g .t 311 
123 , , 3t 2t At 3/1 3t 2t 311 .t 2t 3/1 At 2t At 2t At 311 2g 3/1 311 2t At 311 311 at 3h 
12' f , 3t 2t .t .t S, 211 3q 3h 2, 3k .t 2. .t 2. •• 3q 2. 311 3t 2. •• 3q •• .t 3t 
125 , , .t 2; .t 3/1 .t 2; 3t At 2; 311 .t 2; .t 2t .t 3g 2g 311 311 2; .t 3t .t .t _3~ 
m , • 3t 2, .t 3t 3k II 2t n 2t 3k 3t 2. At 2t At 3a 2t 3k 3t 2t 2t 3t 3t n 3t 
127 • 8 .g 2g Ag 311 311 2x 311 29 2~ 311 .g 71 .g 2g .g 3g 2t 311 311 2. .t 311 .t '; 71 
128 , • 3t 2t It 311 31\ 3l 3t 3t 2t 311 n 2t n 2t 3q 311 2t 311 311 2. .. 3. n At 311 
12' , • '2 2; '2 2g 3; 2; 31 '; 3; 3J Ig 2; 19 2; '9 31 2; 3) 3J 2; .g 3g .g '; 31 
130 I 8 .g 22 I; 3k &k 2t 2t H 2t 311 .g 2k At 20 At At 2k 311 3t 2t n 3k At At 31\ 
131 r 8 3; 2. 2g 3J 'g 2; 2; 'g 2; 311 2; 2g Ig 2; 2g 2; 2g 31 2g 2; 2; 3; 'g '; 31 
132 , 8 .g 2; '; 2; 3' 2g 3; 2; 2; 3' .g 2; .g 20 '0 3; 2; 3. 3J 2g '0 3g .g .g .g 
133 f • .t 2. •• 3. ,. 2. 2a 311 2. 3h .t 2. .t 2. 2. 3. 2. 311 311 2. 2. 3. ,. ,. 3h 
13' • • At 2t At 3t At 3k 2t It 2t 3k At At n 2t At At 2t 3t 3k 2t At 3k At 4t 3t 
135 • • .t 21 .t 3J 3h .t 3h '; 2. 3J 3; •• '; 2. •• 3. 2. 311 311 2. •• 3. 3. .g 311 
13& • • .t 20 .g 3/1 •• 2. 2, .t 2t 311 .t 2. .t 2. 2. 3. 2. 311 3t .t I. 3. •• .t 311 
137 , 7 At 2t .g 3t 3t 21 3. At 21 3t 3t 2; It 2g 2g 3. 2. 3t 3t 311 At 311 3J At "3l-
138 • 7 At 2v At 311 h 2t 2t At 2, 3/1 3t 2g It 2v 2v n AI 3t 3t 2t At 3t At At At 
13' , 7 .t 2g '; 3/1 3t 2; 2; .t 2g 3t 3t 2; .t 2g 2g 2g 2g 3h 3h 2g .g 3g .g .t 311 
1.0 , 7 '1 2x 'x 311 3; 2; 3, '1 2x 3h .t 21 .t 2t .t 3g 21 3h 3h 2t .g 3; .g .t .t 
U1 • 7 AI 20 Ig 20 't Ik 3x AI 20 311 " 2t At 2t 2t 3t 2t 3h 3h 2t At 3t 3t '; 311 
112 f 7 At 2t At At At 2; 3t 2t 2t 3t 't 3t At 2t At 2t 2t 31 31 2. 2t 3t 3t 4t At 
113 f 7 It 2. 20 31 At 2. 20 '; 2. 3t At 2. .. 2. 2. b 2, 3t 3t 2a .. 3. At At 3t 
lU r 7 It 3t At At At 2t II: '; It 3t At 2, At 2t &t 3t 2t 3t 3t 2; 2; 3t At At 3. 
I.S f 7 2t 2; .g 311 3f 2; 2, 3J 21 3h At 2, .t 2; 19 2g 2~ 3h 3h 20 2~ 3g 2g 2g 311 
14' f 7 It h It 3tI 3t 2t 2t 3h 2t 3tI 3g 2t &k 2t 2t If 2g 3h 3h 2t at 31 3; &g ,3/1 
1&7 f , .t 2. .a 311 t& 3t 7. •• 2. 3h at 2. .t 2. a. 3. 2. 3h 3h 2a a. 3. •• at Sh 
,.. I , '1 2x 'X 2h 31 21 21 3' 2h 3h 3t 21 at 211 2h 3' 2, 3h 3h 2. 2. 3' 31 'x 3h 
In , 2a It 20 &k 3h 311 3h 311 3h 20 3h At 3h 4t 20 At 311 311 31\ 3h 20 At 3h 311 At 311_ 
ISO ft.; 2l Ax 2l 2. 2x 21 2. 2x 3J 2. 21 2x 21 21 2. 2x 3h 3J 2x 2x b 3x 2l·311 
1$1 f • At 2t At at At 2t 3t At 2g 3t at 2t It 2t At 3t 2. 311 311 2t At 3t At At 3h 
lS2 f 8 At At &t 31\ 3t 3t 3t At 3. 3ft At At It 2t At 3t 2t 31\ 3h at 3t 3. 31\ At 311 
153 f • 31 2a '; 3/1 '; 2g 3J 'g 2g 3J '; 2. '0 2; 2g .g 20 3J 3J 2; '0 3; 3; .g 311 
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Appendix.8:Aa. Cont inued. 
Sthulus A COlphtlon Tut. 
.... PI = .l:. r,1 A·""'.::' Me (.to. M - A c.;:.. r" ~ ~ I-~ 0 ~ (.:\'''OICI 
... SUI A~~ • 2. '3 3 2 3. • 2 • 3 3 3 2 '3 , 
IU r 8 .t 2, n it At 21 3, n 2t 3k n 2, ., 2k n 3k 31 31 31 21 It 3k U U 3k ISS r , n 21 n 311 At 3J 311 311 21 311 n 2, n 21 U 311 21 311 3h 21 At 3h 3h U -)1\-15& r 7 n 21 It 311 311 2k 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, At 2, 2t n 2t 3h 3h 21 
" 
3h At n 3, 157 r 7 n 2x At It 
" 
2q 3h n 2q 311 n At At 2& At 3h 3h 311 3h 21 At 3h 
" 
U 3h 158 I 13 At 21 n 3h 3h So 3h 3h 21 3h n 3. lh 21 n 3. 20 3h 3h 20 lo 30 9, At So 159 I 3' 21 h 311 311 6t 3h 311 21 3h 4t 3J At 3J At 21 n 3h 3h 311 2a At 3h 3h 
" 
21 1&0 I 37 n 20 AI 3h 311 311 311 311 21 3h 4k 11 4k 21 II 311 h 3h 311 21 h 3h 311 
" 
3h 1&1 r 16 n 21 At 3h 3h 3h 3h At 21 3h n It At 21 At 3h 311 3h 3h 21 It 3h At At 3h 1&2 f 16 4t 21 It 3h 3h 3J 3J 3j 21 3h 3k Ia 4k 21 n 3j 21 3h 3h 21 At 3J At At 3h 1&3 I 16 n 21 n 3h 3h 3h 3h At 21 3h At At lk 21 n 3h At 311 311 21 It 3h U n 3h 164 f 17 
" 
21 n 311 311 3. 3. At 21 311 Ak 3h n 2k At 311 311 311 311 21 At 3h 3h 4t 311 165 I 18 4t 20 4k 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h 20 3h At 3h n 20 At 3h 3h 3h 3h 20 n 3h 3h At 311 1&& • 17 U 21 It 311 311 311 311 3h 21 3h n 3. n 21 At 311 At 3h 3h 21 n 3h 3h n 3h 1&7 I 11 31 3j At 3h 3h 31 3. 31 2q 311 3k 3h n 2q 4k 3h 311 311 3h 311 lk 3h At 
" 
3h 168 I 18 n 20 At 3h 311 311 311 311 20 311 At 311 At 20 At 311 311 311 3h 20 At 311 3h At 3h 
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Appendtx.8:Ab. The raw data obtained on Stimulus sheet B. 
Stllulus at COlpl.tlon Tast, 
.... M ~I A ::. F\ - M (.-It C M or ." n &" ~ a A A ~ .#:::.. L. (o7J C II flU 
"., $if ~e ... ., A 2. A 3 2 3 3 A 2 A A 3 , 2 3 . 
169 I 31 3_ 3h 3h At 3h At 3h 3t 3h 20 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h 20 At At 3h 3h 3h 20 3h 3_ 170 f 33 3h 3h 3h At 21 At 3h At 3h 21 3h 3h 3h 'I 3h At 21 At At 3h 3h At 21 3h 3h 171 f 38 Sh 3h 3h At 3h 3t 3h 3t 3h 20 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h At 20 At At 3h 3h At 20 3h 3h 
172 f 57 At At 3h At 20 At &t At 311 211 3h 311 311 311 311 At 20 At At 311 311 At 2k 3h At 173 f 16 311 311 311 At 2q At 3h At 3h 2q 3h 3h 3h 311 311 At 2q At At 3h 3h At 2q 3h 3h 
m f 17 311 311 3h At 2q At 3h At 311 2q 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h At 2q At At 3h 3h At 2q 311 311 
I7S • 16 3, 3, 3h At 2t At 3. 3t 311 2t 3h 3h 3h 3h 311 At 2t At At At 311 3h 2t 311 At 
176 I 16 311 311 311 At 20 At At 311 311 2q 311 3h 3h At 3h At 2q At At 3h 3h At 20 311 3h 177 f 16 3h 3h 3h At 3h At 311 At 311 2q At 3h 3h 3h 3h At 2a At At 3h 3h At 2a 3h 3h 178 f 17 311 At 311 At 2q At 311 At 3h 2q At 3h 3h 3h 311 At 2q At At 311 311 At 2q 311 At 179 f 17 3h 311 3h At At At 311 At 3h 3h 311 3h 3h 3h 311 At 2q At At 3h 3h At 3h 3h 3h 180 I 17 3h 3h 311 At 20 At 311 At 3h 20 3h 3h 3h At 311 At 20 At At 3h 3h At 20 3h 3h 181 • 17 3h 3h 3h At 2q At 311 At 3h 2q 3h 311 3h 311 3h At 2q At At 3h 3h At 2q 3h At 182 • 15 3h 3h 3h At 21 At 3h At 311 21 3h 3h 3h 311 311 At 21 At At At 311 At 21 311 3h 183 I IS 3h 3h 3h At 2a At 21 3h 311 2q 3h 3h 3h 21 3h At 21 At At 3, 3h At 21 311 3h IU • IS 311 3h 3h At 2k At 311 At 311 21 At 3h 3h At 311 At 21 At At At 311 At 21 311 311 18S f IS 311 3h 3h At 20 At 311 At 311 20 3h 3h 3h 311 311 At 20 At At 3h 3h At 20 3h 3h IS6 f IS 3h 3h 3h At 21 At 3h 3h 311 21 3h 3h 3h 21 311 At 21 At At 3h 3h At' 21 3h 3h 
IS7 f 15 At 3h 3h At 2q At 3h 311 311 20 3h 3h 3h 20 311 At 20 At At 3h 311 At 20 311 3h 
1S8 , 15 2, 311 311 4t 2. At 20 At 311 20 At 3g 311 311 311 At 20 At At At 311 At 20 311 311 
189 f 15 3J 3h 311 At 2k At 3 J 3t 311 2t 3h 3h 311 2k 311 At 2g At At 3J 3h 3J 2t 3h 3h 19O , 15 3J 3h 311 At 20 At 3J At 311 20 3h 311 3h 3h 311 At 20 At At At 311 At 20 311 3J 
m I 15 2t 2a 311 At 2k At 711 3t 311 2t 311 311 311 2t 311 At 2t At At At 311 At 2k 311 311 
192 • 15 St 311 311 At 2& At 311 At 311 20 3h 311 311 3h 311 At 2Q At At 3h 311 At 2Q 311 311 193 • 15 3h 3J 3h At 311 At 311 311 311 3h At 3h 3h 311 311 At 2q At At 311 3h At 311 311 3h 194 • IS 311 311 3h At 311 At 311 At 311 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h 311 At 3h At At At 311 At 3h 3h 311 195 f 15 3h 3h 3h At 2& At 3h At 311 2& 3h 311 3h 3h 3h At 2& At At 3h 3h At 21 3h 3h m f 15 3h 3h 3h At 2t At 2t At 3b 2t 3h 3h 3h 2t 311 At 2t At At At 3h At 2t 3h 3h 197 f IS 3h 3h 3h At 2t At 3h At 3h 2t 311 311 311 3h 3h At 2t At At 311 311 At 2t 311 At 
198 f 15 3J 3h 311 At 2k At 3h At 3~ 2t At 3h 3h 3h 311 At 2t At At 311 311 At 2k 311 At 199 , U 3, 3h 3~ At 21 At 3h At 311 21 At 311 311 91 3h At 20 it 4t At 311 At At 311 311 
200 , U 3h 311 311 At 2q ,t 311 At 311 3h 311 311 3h At 3h At 2q At At 3h 3~ At 2q 3h 3h 20t r u 311 3h 311 At 2q At 3g At 311 2q At 3g 311 2q 311 At 2q At At 3g 311 At 2q 3h 3g 202 , U 3, 3h 3h At 2. ,t 311 At 3h 2. At 311 3h 3. 311 At 2t At At 3e 311 At 21 311 3h 203 , U 3h 3h 311 At 21 At 3J 3h 3~ 2g 311 3h 3h 2g 311 n 21 At 4t 3, 3h At 31 3h 311 204 f U 3_ 311 3h At 21 At 1& At 311 2a 3J 3h 3h 2k 3J At 21 At At 3h 3h n 21 3h n 205 , U 311 3h 311 4t 2tU3hAt3h21 3h 3h 3h 311 311 At 2J At Ck 311 311 At 2J 3h At 206 f U 3J 311 3h At 2tAt 3hAt3112t n 3h 311 3h 3h At 2t At At 311 3h At 2t 3h 3h 207 f 15 At 311 311 n 2t At 311 311 3h 2t 3h 3h 3h 3h 3h At 2t At At 3h 311 lk 2t 311 At 208 f U 311 311 3h At 2. At 3. At 311 2& At 3h 3h At 311 At 2, At At 3e 3h At 21 3~ At 209 r U 31 3. 311 n 21 At 3e At 3h 2q 311 3h 3h 3. 3h At 2, At At 3. 3h At 2Q 311 At 210 f U 311 311 3h At 311 At 3h 311 311 2x At 311 311 At 311 At 2x At At At 311 At 2x 311 311 
211 r U 311 311 311 n 2& At 't At 3h 2. 3h 3h 3h At 3h At 2. At At 311 311 At 2& 311 At 212 • U It 3h 311 At 2v At It 311 311 2v At 3h 3h 3h 311 4t 2v At At 311 311 .t 2v 311 311 213 f U 3h 3. 3h At 2. ,t U At 311 21 At 311 311 2. 311 At 21 At At At 311 At 2q 3h 311 2U , U 311 3. 3h At 3, At 3. &t 311 3. 311 3h 311 3, 3h At 3, At At At 3h n 31 3h 311 21S r U 3h 3h 311 At At At 3g At 3h 2t 3h 3h 311 3h 311 At 2h At At 3h 3h At 2h 311 3h 
216 f 15 311 3h 3h At 2. At 311 3b 3h 21 3h 311 3h 3h 3h At 21 At At 311 311 At 21 3h 3h 217 • 23 3. 311 311 .t 2. At 311 h 311 21 311 311 311 3h 311 30 20 At At 3, 3h At 20 3h 3_ 218 f 13 2J 3h 3h At 2J .t 2J 3k 3h 2J 311 311 3h 311 3h At 2J At It 3h 311 At 2J 311 3h 
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Stl.ulul I, Co.plltlon T.lt. 
.... n b' ~ = M - M ff r:. M': ~ n,&' ~ a A A ~ .#.:::.. a.. fl1 "'Of'. 
-. 1411 lUI • .,., 3 4 2 4 • 2 3 3 • 2 4 4 3. 2 3 
2U f 13 Sg 311 311 At 2q At 3. It 311 2q 311 311 3tI 2q 3tI .t 2q n n 3. 311 n 2q 3h 311 
220 f .3 311 311 311 At 2t At 311 3t 311 2t 311 311 311 3. 311 At 2t At At 311 311 At 2t 311 3h 221 f 13 311 3h 311 At 2t At 311 3t 311 2. 311 311 311 20 311 At 2. At At 3J 311 At 2. 311 311 
m f 13 311 311 311 At 2a At 311 311 311 2. 311 311 311 311 311 At 2t At At 311 311 n 2. 311 311 
m f 13 31\ 311 311 At 2t 4t la 31\ 3h 2a 311 311 31\ 311 311 At 2t At At 311 311 At 2. 311 311 
2U f 13 'I 31\ 311 't 31 't 31\ 't 31\ 311 .t 311 31\ 31\ 311 4t 2q At At 31 311 At 31\ 31\ 311 225 f 13 31\ 311 31\ .t 2t ,t .t At 31\ 2q 31\ 31\ 31\ At 31\ At 2q At At At 311 At 2Q 311 31\ 
22& f 13 31\ 31\ 311 .t 2q 31\ 3, 311 31\ 21 311 311 31\ 3. 311 At 2. At At 3. 311 At 2t 31\ 31\ 
227 f 13 At 31\ 31\ At 2t At 311 31\ 31\ 2. 31\ 31\ 31\ 311 311 At 2t At At 311 31\ At 2t 31\ At 
228 f 13 2J 31 3h At 21 At 2J 31\ 311 21 31 311 311 2J 31\ At 2. At At 3J 31\ At 21 31\ 311 229 f 13 3. 311 311 4t 2. At 10 At 311 2. ,t 311 311 2. 311 At 2. At At At 311 At 2. 311 311 
230 f 13 3. 311 311 .t 2t .t 3. 31\ 311 2t 311 311 311 3. 311 At 2. At At 3. 311 At 2. 31\ 311 
231 f 13 31 311 311 At 2. At 3. 311 311 2q 31 311 311 3. 311 At 2q At At 3. 311 At 2q 311 311 
232 f I' 31 311 311 ,t 21\ ,t 311 311 311 211 3t 311 311 311 311 At 211 n At 311 311 n 211 311 311 
233 f 12 211 ,. 311 .t 2. ,t ,. At 311 2. 311 311 311 2. 311 At 2x n At 't 311 At 2. 311 At 
23' f 12 311 311 311 ,t 2q ,t 311 311 311 2q 311 311 311 311 311 At 2q At At 311 311 At 2q 311 At 
23S f 13 311 31\ 311 At ,. .t 31\ 3t 311 20 311 311 311 2t 311 At 2t At At .t 311 At 2t 311 311 
m f 12 31\ 311 311 .t 2q At 31 At 31\ 2q ,t 311 311 311 31\ At 2q At At At 311 At 2q 311 311 237 . f 12 211 31\ 311 .t 2t U 3J 31\ 31\ 211 31 311 311 31 31\ At 211 At At 31 311 At 211 311 311 
238 f 12 311 311 311 .t 2x At 31\ 3t 31\ 2x .t 311 311 311 311 At 211 At n At 311 At 21 311 311 
m f 12 3J 311 311 't 2t At 31\ 3t 3t 2g 31\ 311 3t 2g 31\ At 2g At At 311 311 At 2g 31\ 31 
2'0 f 12 31\ 3J 31\ .t 2t At At 3t 31\ 211 311 311 31\ 2t 311 At 211 At At 3. 311 At 2g 3t 31\ 
W f 11 31\ 3h 31\ 't 2. At 31\ 3t 311 2. 3t 311 31\ 2. 311 At 211 At At 't 311 At 211 311 311 2'2 • 12 2g 3t 31\ At 211 At 31\ 3t 311 2k 3t 311 311 211 311 n 2t It At 311 311 At 211 311 311 243 
• 
12 3. 3t 311 At 2. It 3. 3t 311 2t 311 311 311 311 311 It 2t At At 3. 311 At 2t 311 311 
2U f 12 311 311 311 't 2t At It At 311 2q 311 311 311 311 311 n 2. At At At 311 At 2. 311 At 
2AS f 12 It 3t 311 .t 2x 3t 2y 3t 311 2x 311 311 311 311 311 h 2x At At 31 311 311 2x 311 3. 
2.6 f 12 311 311 311 ,t 20 At 311 3t 311 20 311 311 311 311 311 At 20 At .t 311 311 n 20 311 311 
247 • 12 311 311 311 ,. 2. At h 3t 311 2. 311 311 311 311 311 At 2. At At 311 311 At 2. 311 311 248 f 12 311 3. 311 .t 20 At 3. 3t 311 20 311 311 311 3. 311 311 20 At At 3. 31'1 At 20 311 3. 
2" f 12 311 311 311 4t 2h At 3. At 311 2t 311 311 311 311 3h n 211 At n 3J 311 At 2. 311 311 
250 
• 
12 2q 3h 311 4t 211 It 311 At 311 20 At 311 311 20 31\ At 20 At n 311 311 At 20 311 311 
251 f 12 3. 311 311 4t 2x • t 3. U 311 2x 311 311 31'1 3 • 311 At 2x At n 311 311 n 2. 311 311 
252 12 311 311 3h 4t 24 U 2q 3t 3h 2Q 311 311 311 2q 311 At 2q At At 311 311 At 2q 311 3h 
253 II 3h 3h lh 4k 2. It 31\ 3t 311 2. 31'1 31'1 311 2q 311 At 2. At At 311 311 At 2. 311 3h 
2SA " 3J 31\ 311 At 20 At h 3t 31'1 20 311 311 311 20 311 At 2. At At 't 311 At 20 311 31'1 255 II 31\ 311 31\ n 2g At 311 3t 311 2; 31'1 311 31'1 At 311 At 2; At At 4t 31'1 At 2g 311 311 
25' II 311 3. 3h At 2q At 3. 3t 311 20 At 3h 311 3. 31\ At 20 At At n 3tI At 20 31'1 311 
257 .1 A. 3. 311 .t 211 At AI At 3h 2. At 311 311 2. 3h At 2. At n 3t 3h At 2. 311 31\ 251 II 311 3. 31\ At 2. At 3. At 3h 2. .b 311 3t 3. 3h At 21 .t 4t .t 3tI At 21 311 3. 259 11 31'1 3t 311 n 24 At 3t 3t 3h 24 311 3h 311 3t 311 ,t 20 ,t n 3t 3tI At 2q 311 3h 260 12 At .t 311 At 2t it 3, At 311 2t At 311 311 At 3tI At 2l At 't n 3h At 2t 311 311 Ut II 21'1 3h 311 At 211 At a 3t 311 2h 31\ 311 3h 2tI 3h n 211 At At 3J 3h At 211 311 311 262 I I 31'1 311 3h At 2t At 311 ,t 311 2a 3b 311 311 2t 3tI At 2t At At 3h 311 At 2t 311 At 
2U II 2; 3. 311 4t 2g At 211 3tI 3h 211 3h 2h )II 211 311 At 29 At At '9 3h At 20 31\ 311 26' It 311 311 3h n 2g At 3J At 3h 211 .t 3h 3h 211 3h At 211 At At At 311 At 211 311 3h 
26S " 2q 3t 311 At 21 At AJ At 311 2J 31 3h 311 3' 311 At 211 At At A, 311 At 211 311 At m .1 311 3h 3h At 211 At 311 3t 3h 2. 311 3h 311 2. 311 At 2. At At At 311 At 21 311 3h 267 t1 3t 3t 311 At 20 At II At 311 211 3h 3k 311 20 31'1 At 2. At At 311 31'1 At 2. 31'1 311 2£8 II 31\ 3h 311 4t 20 At 3h 3t 311 20 311 311 311 311 311 At 20 At At 311 311 At 20 311 311 
m • II 4t 311 311 At 2t At 31 3t 311 2t 311 311 311 3' 311 At 2t At .t 311 311 At 2t 311 At 
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Appendix.8:Ab. Continued. 
St11ulul 8, Coapl.llon T'It, 
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.... .", "it.... • 2. , 2 3 3 3' 2-' , ) , 2 3 -270 • 10 At At 311 At 2q At At At 311 2t At 311 311 .t 3J At 2q At At ,t 3h ,t 2q 311 ,t 271 , 10 3h 311 3t At 2t At At 3t 3t 2t 311 311 311 311 3t At 2t At At 
.t 311 .t 2t 311 311 272 • 10 2q 311 3h .t 2t .t .t .t 311 2q .t 3q 311 .t 3h .t 2q .t .t 311 3h .t 2q 311 3h 273 , 10 At 311 3h At 2t At At .t 311 2t 311 311 3h 2t 311 At 2t At .t 3h 3h .t 2t 3h 211 27A , 10 2q .t 3h .t 2q 3t 2q 3t 3t 2g 'h 311 3t 2q 3. 2q 2q .t .t At 311 .t 2q 311 2q 275 • 10 2q 311 311 .g 2g .t 2g .t 311 2g 3t 311 311 2g 3J 3g 20 .t .t 3J 3J At 211 311 311 27& • 10 60 311 311 .t 311 .t 311 At 311 311 At 3, 311 311 311 At 311 .t .t 3h 3h .t 20 3h 311 277 f 10 311 U 3t n At 
.t 311 .t 311 2t 311 311 311 .t 311 .t 2t .t .t '311 311 At 2t 311 311 278 • 10 3J 3J 311 n 2t .t 3J 3t 311 2t 3J 3J 311 2t 3j .t 2t .t .t 3J 3J .t 2g 311 311 279 f 10 2t At 311 At 2t 
.t .t .t 311 2t .t 3h 311 .k 3J .t 2t .t .k 3h 311 At 2k 311 3h 280 • 10 31 At 311 At 2k At 311 At 311 21 .t 31 3k At 31 .g 2q At At .g 31 .g 2J 3t 3h 281 1 10 2t At At At 2t • t 2t .t 3t 2t At 3t 311 2t 3t U 2t At At 3t 3 • n 2t 3t 311 282 • 10 2t At 3t At 2t At 2t 9t 311 20 9t 3t 3t 20 3t At 2t At At At 3t At 2t 3h 3h 283 • 10 2t 311 311 At 2t At 2t 3t 3h 2t 3h 3h 3h 2t 3h At 2t At At 3h 3h At 2t 3h 3h 2eA , 10 AI AI 3t h 21 At h .t 3t 2. 3t 311 311 AI 311 h 2. At At AI 3. h 2. 3t 3h 285 , 10 311 3h 3h 3h 311 At 311 3t 311 3h 3h 3h 3h 311 311 .11 211 At At '11 311 .h 2h 311 3h 28& • 9 2t At At At 2t 2t 2t At 3h 2t 2t 3t 3t 2t 3t At 2t .t At 3t 3t At 2t 3t 3t 287 , 9 At 311 311 n 3h At 311 .t 311 2q .t 311 311 311 311 311 2q At At 3. 311 3h 2q 3h 3h 288 • 9 
" 
9. 3& AI 21 AI 2& 9& 31 2. ,. 3. 311 2. 3. .& 2. .... ,. 3& AI 2. 3. h 289 f , 211 3& 3h At 20 At 20 3t 3h 2t ,. 30 3h 20 30 '0 2t .t .t 9t 3t '0 30 3h 3h 290 , , 21 3t 3h &l 2x At 2x .t 311 2x .t 2x 3h 2x 31 Ax 2x At .t 3J 3x Ax 2x 3h 311 291 , , 2t n 3t At 2k At 3t .t 311 2t At 3g 311 2t 3& .g 2t At At 3t 31 At 2t 311 At m • 9 311 3t 3t .g 2g At 211 At 311 2t 3t 311 3t 211 3J .g 2q At At 3J 3j .g 2q 3k At 293 f , 2t 3g 31 h 2t At 2t AI 311 2t 9t 3k 3h 2t 3t At 2t At At 9k 3t At 20 3t 311 29' • , 311 311 311 h AI AI 311 3t 3t 20 3& '0 3t II 30 h 2q At At At 31 '0 20 311 311 295 • 9 311 311 311 At 21 3t 2& 3t 311 2& 3h 2& 3h 21 3. 3. 21 At h AI 3t 3, 2& 3h 3h 29& f 9 2g At 3t At 2t At 2t At 3t 2k 9t 3t 3k 2k 3t At 2t At At At 3t .t 2t 3t 3t 297 • 9 2g At 3t At 2t At 2g .t 3t 2t 3t 2t 3t 2t At At 2t .t At At 3t At 2t 3t 3t 298 • 9 311 311 311 At 2t .t 3J .t 3h 2t 311 2t 3h 3h 3h At 2t At At 3h 311 At 2t 3h At 299 , , 2. 3, 311 
" 
2h At 2& 3t .11 2h 311 21 3h 211 311 AI 2. .t .t 3h 3, 3. 2, 3h 3t 300 • 
, 311 At 311 At 2t .t 3J .t 311 2t 3h 3h 311 At 3h At 2t .t At .t 3J At 2t 311 311 301 , , .g .t 311 At 2k .t At .t 3h 2g At 311 3h 2t 3h .t 2t At .t At 311 At 2g 3h 3h 302 • 8 311 311 311 At 2q At 2q At 311 2q 3j 3f 311 2q 3q At 2q At At 3q 3q .t 2q 3h -311 303 • 21 311 311 At 2q At 2t .t 311 2t It 3t 3h 211 3J At 21 At At 3h 311 At 211 311 311 30' • 2v 3g 3t Ig 2v At 2v .t 311 2v .t 2v 311 2v 3J 2v 2v At 2v 3v 3v Iv 2v 3h 3h 30S • 31 31 311 At 2x .t 2x 3t 3h 2x 31 31 311 31 31 At 2& At At 31 31 At 2x 311 311 306 , 2t 3t 3t At 2t .t 2t 3t 3t 2k 3t 2t 3t 2t 3t 3t 2t At At 3t 3t At 2t 3t At 307 • 31 
" 
31 .g 2g .g 2g Ig 31 2g Ig 3f 3f 2g 3f Ig 2g .g Ig .g 31 .g 2g 3f 3f 308 f 2; .g 3t .g 2g At 2g .t 3t 2g 3t 3g 3h 2h 3g .g 2g At At 31 31 .g 2g 3h 3h 309 , 2g 3h 311 At 2h At 21 3t 311 2h It 3J 3h 2t 3h At 21 At It 3g 31 .g 21 3h 3h 310 , 2t 3h 311 At 2t At 3t 3t 311 2t 3t 3t 311 2t 3t At 2t .t At At 3t At 2t 3h 3h 311 • 21 .g 31 '1 21 .g 21 Ig 31 2g '1 21 31 2g 31 .g 2g '; '1 '1 39 3; 2g 31 3J 312 • 211 3. 311 A; 2v At 211 At 3h 21 3t 3; 311 2; 3t It 2g At At At 3t At 2; 311 311 313 • 3h 3f 311 .g 2v At 2. It 3h 2v 3h 311 311 311 3h At 2v At At At 31 At 2v 311 3J 3U • 2v 31 311 h 2v At 2. 't 3h 2. at 3. 311 2. 3. Ii 2. At At 3& 3, AI 2& 3h 3h 31S , 7 2v 31 3h Iv 2g At 2g 
.t 3t 2k At 2g 3t 2; 3g 3g 2g At At .g 3; 31 2t 3t 3t 316 • 7 2v At 311 b 2x At 2x It 311 2v 4t 2v 3h 2x 3x 4t 2x 4t 4t 4t 31 At 2x 3h 311 317 • 7 2v 3t 311 b 2x 3t 2x 3t 311 2x 3h 2x 3h 2x 3'x 3x 2x At At 3x 3x 3x 2x 3h 311 318 , 7 2t 3t 3t '; 21 At At It 3t 2t It 21 3t 21 3t '; 21 At At At 31 AI 21 3t 3t 319 • 7 I. 9g 3& • g 2 • At h ,. 3_ 2. 9a 2. 2a 2a 3& 3a 2a 9a AI Sa 3g 3& 21 3a 3_ 320 • 7 211 At At At 211 At 2t .t 3h 2h At 3h 3h 3. 3f At 21 It It 3' 311 At 211 311 311 
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321 • 7 2. 31 311 h 2. 31 2. 31 311 2. 31 3. 311 2. 311 •• 2. .t .t 30 3. .& 2& 311 311 322 , 7 2. h 3' AI 21 .g 21 .g 311 2v .g 2v 31 21 h 'v 2. .g .g 'v 31 '1 21 31 3' 323 , 7 2t 3. 311 AI 20 At 20 At 31\ 20 At 30 311 20 30 h 2t At .t 30 3t h 20 31\ 3h 
32' , 7 h AI 31\ AI 2& .g 2. .g 31 2v '; 2& 311 2v 3x 'v 2v .g •• •• 3. h 2. 311 311 
32S • 7 2g 3g 31 .g 2g At 2g At 311 2g At 3g 311 2g 3g .g 2g .t .t .g 3g .g 2g 311 2g 32& • , 31 3. 311 AI 2. At 2t At 311 2. At 3g 311 21 3g '1 2t .t '1 'g 3g 'g 2g 3g 21 327 , , 2. 2. 31\ .g 2. At 2. At 311 2. At 2. 311 2. 3. 3. 2. At At 3. 3. 3. 2. 31\ 31\ 
328 • 27 31\ 31\ 31\ At 2. At 31\ At 311 2. 31\ 311 31\ 31\ 3. 't 2. At .t 3. 3. At h 31\ 31\ m I 36 311 311 311 At 20 At 3. At 31\ 20 31\ 311 311 II 31\ .t 20 .t .t 31\ 31\ At 20 311 At 330 , , 311 311 311 
'" '" 
'1\ 
'" 
'1\ 311 311 .11 
'" 
311 311 311 
'" 211 .11 .11 .11 311 .11 .11 311 311 331 , 7 211 311 311 At 2g At 2g At 31\ 2; 3k 3' 31\ 2g 31 .g 2; At At 3J 3J .g 2; 31\ 311 332 , • 3k 3t 311 At 2t At 3t 3t 31\ 2t 3t 31\ 31\ At 31 At 2t At At 3t 31 At 2t 31\ 311 333 r • .k 2. At At 2x .t 2x Ax 31\ 2x h 2x 31 2x h Ax 211 At At 2x 3z ax 2x 311 31\ m r , 311 At 31\ At 2. At At At 3t 20 At 2. 3t 21 31 U 2t At At At 31 At 2a 31\ 311 
335 , 10 2t At 3t .g 2. At 3J At 3h 2. At 3k 311 21 3J 3J 21 At At At 3J AI 2t 31\ -31\ 
33& • 23 311 311 31\ At At n 3J At 31\ 20 31\ 31\ 31\ 311 31\ 4t 20 At At 31\ 31\ At 20 31\ 31\ 337 • 
" 
3J 3. 31\ At 2. 3k 3. 3k 311 2. 3J 3e 311 31\ 3t 3. 2. 4t At 3. 3. 31 2a 31\ 31\ 
338 • 17 311 3. 31\ At 2t At 3J 3t 31\ 31\ 3J 31\ 311 3J 3J At 20 At At 3J lJ At 2. 311 h 339 , 7 2t n 3l' ~t 2k Ik 2k .t 3t 2t At 2t 3t 2t 4t 3t 2t At At At 3t At 2t 31\ 31\ 
31O • 31 't 31'1 311 At 20 At II At 311 20 31\ 311 311 31\ 3. 31\ 20 4t At 31\ 3/\ At II 31\ 31\ 311 • 17 'l. 3h 311 I. 2q At 2q At 311 2q 3/\ 3. 3k At 311 311 2t At At 3. 311 At 2q 311 At 3.2 , 17 3, 311 311 At 2. At 3. It 31\ 21\ 311 3. 311 311 311 At 2. At At At 31\ At 2. 31\ 311 
3'3 I 17 311 311 311 U 2& It 311 3k 311 20 3/\ 311 31\ 311 31\ At 20 At At 31\ 31\ At 20 311 31\ 
3U • 18 311 311 311 At 2. 4k 3. 311 311 2. 311 30 31\ 3t 3. AI 21 AI At 3. 3t h 2. 311 311 315 • 17 311 3. 311 At 2. It 311 At 311 2. 311 311 311 311 311 At 21 At At 311 31\ At 21 31\ 311 
31' , 17 211 311 311 It 2g 3t 21 3k 311 21 31\ 3J 311 3J 3J At 21 At At 311 311 At 21 311 31\ 
3A7 • 51 At n 31\ At 20 At At At 311 20 At 31\ 311 .t 3h At 20 At At 31\ 311 At 20 311 at 3.8 r 2' 31\ 31\ 311 At 20 at 31\ .t 31\ 20 311 31\ 31\ 3h 31\. At 20 At At 31\ 31\ At 20 311 311 
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Append1x.8:Ac. The raw data obtained on Stimulus sheets W, X, Y and Z. 
Stlaulus V. Coaplatlon Tast. 
.... 
.... It" .. ,. A ~ n M (071''''~ UOICO 
3U • A Ai 3a 2x At JL 2. 2a 
350 • A A; 3; I; 2t • 2v 3g 
35 I • A '; 3; I; At • 2g 3; 
352 a A ,. 3. I. ,t 311 I. 3h 
353 a A AI 3. I v 2; 3& 
3S' 1 A 'Y 3y I. Ay • 2. 2. 
3SS 1 , h 3v l!. .2t...:. 2v 3v 
35& 1 5 '0 'g 21 Ag 3g 20 39 
357 1 5 lr 31 • 2. 31 
3S8 • SAg 30 • • • 2b 2b 
359 I 5 Ab 3c 2. 2g 3g 2b 3g 
3&0 • 5 Al 3h A. 2k 3h la 3h 
3&1 , 5 JJ. 3a .It. It .h 21 21 
m , 5 .La. 3x .2.t .!1. t:J 21 3le 
3&3 1 S AI 31 AI 2t o:u I. 3a 
3&' 1 5 It 3t 2k At 3j 2t 3j 
36S , 5 Ale 3y • ,. 3h 29 311 
36& • 5 'g 39 A; '; 31 la '9 
367 • , It 3J J.L 2t 311 '9 311 
368 I , h 3c lL Ak mI I. 3j 
3&9 1 , Iv 3le 2y 11 em 10 3j 
370 • , A9 31 2a A9 31 1& 31 
37\ 1 , h 3j 2k 2t 3' 1& 31 
372 I , A9 3v 1& 2t 3j Ia 2k 
373 • 7 '9 3J 2le ,t 311 29--311 
371 • 7 ., 3t 1& 2k 311 21 311 
375 I 7 h 3j Ia At 311 19 311 
376 ( 7 .g 3; II 2; • la 3g 
377 • 7 .b 3n I; '9 3J 19 3j 
378 • 7 '9 3( 19.11 3J 1& 3) 
379 f 7 Iv 3. '; 29 3J 29 3) 
380 • 8 Ik 3J h U 311 21 311 
381 f 8 ,t 3n 21 ,t 311 3x 311 
382 ( 8 J.L J.L J1 J1 JL 2t 31 
383 • 8 'g.1L 29 2t 311 II 311 
38A ( 8 It 31 29 2k 3 ( 2k 311 
385 • 8 Ik 3g 2k 2k 311 3t 3t 
38& f 8 'II 3h 3t 3t 311 3. 311 
387 I 8 2; 3v JJ. At 3J I; 3J 
388 • , .t 311 29 2t 311 21 311 
389 I , '0 30 J.l l1. l1. 21\ 3. 
390 f , AJ 31\ 2; 2t 31 2; 3h 
391 • , at 31\ 31\ n 31\ 3J 31\ 
392 • , '9 39 29 .t 3h 2; 2; 
393 • , ,t 3J 311 At 311 II 31\ 
39& f , 'X 3x 2x 2k 3( 21\ 3' 
m ( 10 At 3j 2x At 31\ 2j 3j 
39& • 10 AI 311 h At 311 2. 311 
397 ( 10 At 3J 2x .t 31\ 2t 311 
398 ( 10 At 3J 19 At 311 3J 311 
399 ( 10 It 311 2x At 311 2v 311 
Stlaulul I. COlplatlon Task, 
. ... 
••. Sf1 ",S! .0 ~ M ~ M'!,,,. '~O,(t 
'00 • & 'I 3g 21 't 31\ 21 311 
'01 , , '9 39 29 At 29 29 2; 
A02 • , ,. 3. ,. 't 211 II 'a 
'03 ( , '9 3v 2, 't 2d II 3v 
'0& • , '9 3. 21 ,t 211 2g 31 
'OS f , 'g 3g 2g • • II 3g 
'06 • , ,. 3v 29 .t 3J • 3J 
'07 as.. 3t " .t 311 II 311 
'08 , 5 'I 3c ,. .t 211 II 3c 
'09 1 5 .g 3g •• • 311 I; 311 
.10 1 5 Al 3. .g Ab 39 Ib 3g 
111 • 5 h 3J h At 211 1& 31 
'12 • 5 A. 3a 3. ,t 211 I. 31 
1I3 • , .!!. 3c h.,!g. 211 I. h 
'I' • , 'x 3x 21 ,t 311 19 311 
lIS • 6 AI 31 .h. At 211 2v At 
m ( 6 h 31 J.i. At 3J 2. 3J 
m • , At 311 2. lk 311 Ig 311 
.18 , 6 't 3le ,. .t 211 Ig 2h 
m • 6 h 3. 'g J.g. 311 29 311 
'20 ( 6 h 3. .!l Jl 29 1& 3t 
'21 ( 7 AI 31 Ji. A9 3h 29 -31\ 
'22 • 7 '0 3J ,. .k 211 20 3J 
'23 , 7 .g 3x '1 't 3h 29 311 
'24 • 7 '0 3s.!1 .t 2h 29 2h 
'2S ( 7 'v 3v 3g ,t 2h 2g 3g 
A2& • 7 .. 311 .. A 3n 21 311 
'27 • 7 ,. 3h ,. ,t 3h II 311 
l2B • 7 ,. em 311 211 311, 
m I 8 't 31 3' At 3h - 29 311 
'30 f 8 ,. 31 J1. jg. 211 2t 3. 
'31 f 8 'I 3t 'I ,t 3h 2g 311 
'32 • 8 .t 3c ,t .t 3h 10 3h 
'33 • 8 .t 3h 3J ,t 3h 2g 311 
'3' • 8 't 3J ,t .t 3h 2g 311 
US f 8 At 3J At .t 3h At 311 
'36 f 8 't 3J 3t ,t 3h 3h 3n 
&37 • , ,t 3h '1 At 3h 29 311 
'38 ., 't At 3h 311 311 
'39 f , 't 3h 2t ,t 311 311 3h 
"0 f , 't 3h 3g .t 211 2. 311 
"I • , '; 3v J.I. At 211 Ig 211 
"2 I , 't 3. 3. 't 3h 3. 311 
"3 f , 't 311 ,. ,t 311 3J 3h 
'" • 10 At 3J 3J At 3h It 311 
'A5 I 10 't 3; 3g .t 31\ 20 311 
'A6 f 10 'x 3x 3x 'k 2n 2v 3x 
'.7 f 10.t 3h 3. ,t 31\ 3J 31\ 
"8 I 10 '0 '( '0 't 311 II 311 
"9 f 10 't 311 'I 't 311 2g 311 
'SO • 10 'x 3x ,. 't 3n 2v 3h 
'51 ( 10 ,t 3j At 'k 3h 2k 311 
lS2 • 10'0 3g 31 '0 39 3J 3j 
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Appendix.8:Ac. Continued. 
Stilulus " COlpl.tion T,st, 
.... 
••. S~ "jf A ~ fa tfi ~ 0 • .., ''''et 
453 f 4 '; 3; 'e 4t 3h I. 311 
45' f 4 'x 3x - 2t - I. 3x 
45S • , '0 3; 4d .t 311 2; 311 
'56 • , ,. 3x .g 4t 311 I. 311 
457 • • .t 3t 2b 2t 2c I, 3k 
458 f , 'b 31 .b 4t 311 2g 3h 
459 f , 'g 31 'd ,t 3j Ig 3j 
"0 f , ,. 3v 'd 2t 311 2. 3h 
"I f , 4. 3v 'd ,t 311 1; 3h 
"2 • 5 •• 3. - 10 ,. 
"3 • 5 'g 3; 4b ,t 3h 2; 3h 
4" f 5 4; 3; 'b 't 3h 2; 311 
m • 5 4; 3; 'b 2t 3h 2; 311 
m f 5 h 3. 2d 2t JL 2; 2t 
467 f S • 3; 'b 4; 3b 2; 3g 
'68 f 5 " 3b 'x 4t 31 2; " 
'" • S " 3. I; '; 3; I. 3; 
470 • , ., 3x 'x 2t 3/ 2, 3J 
'71 • , '; 3n '; '; 3J I, 3J 
'72 f , '; 31 .11 3t 3h 2ft 3h 
m f , 2v 31 '; 3t lm 2. 3h 
m • , U 3. '; n 3J 11 3J 
'75 • , 'n 3/ 31 3k 3h 3J 3h 
.76 f , 4. 31 3b 2t 3h I; 3h 
477 f 1 .g 3; 4t 4t 3h 2; 3h 
He f 7 .!1. 3' 1m r.m mt I; 3h 
.79 , 7 " 31 'd 't 3h I. 311 
'80 • 7 4; 3; 3; '; 3J 2; 3j 
'81 • 7 4; 3x 3; .t 3h 1; 3h 
'82 • 7 2t 3; 3g 31 3h 1; 3h 
483 f 7 •• 3J .t 4t 3h 2t 3h 
'8' f 7 .t .t '; .t 3h I, 3h 
.85 f 7 'v 3x 'b 3t 3h 2, 3h 
486 f • 4; 3/ .t 4t 3h 2t 3h 
m f • .!1 Jl Jl. JJ. Jll. 2t 3h 
488 • • .t 3h .t .t 3h 10 3h 
489 • • '; 3' 31 2t 3h 2; 3h 
m • • 4t 3h n U 2; 2t 3h 
491 • • '; 3h 3t 't 3h 3J 3h 
m f • '; 3ft J.&. it. 3' 2; 31 
"3 f • 't 3x 'd 2t 3h 2; 3h 
"~A f , •• 3J 2, 2; 3h 20 3h 
"5 I , 'g 31 31 3t 3h ,. 3h 
." f , 't 3J 't At 3tI h 311 
U7 f , Ix 3x 'X ,. 3tI 2v 31\ 
.,8 • , 'e 31\ .e at 3h II 3h 
At! I , n 311 3h 3t 3h 10 3h 
500 • , h 31 3J .t 3h 211 3h 
501 I , 4; 3J 3j 2t 3h 2g 3h 
S02 I 10'1 3h .t ,t 311 3j 311 
S03 • 10't 3h 31 .t 311 3. 3h 
SO, • 10't 3h 311 't 311 I. 3h 
SOS • 10 .t 3h .t .t 3h Ig 3h 
S06 f 10.t 31 3; 2t 3h 2h 3h 
507 f 10 .t 3J 3c 3t 3h 2x 3h 
508 1 10.; 3J .t .t 3h 2; 311 
S09 • 10 .t 3h 3h .t 3h 2. 3h 
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SttlulUI %, COlpl"ton T'lt, 
.-
••. "" AJ. .0. ~ ~ (:\ r'11"'" ,"I" 
S'O f , .t 3h .t .t 3h 2. 3h 
SI1 • , .. 3. - - - 2b 3. 
512 1 4 '0 3; 2t • 3h 2, 3h 
5'3 1 • ., 3r 3t - 3h 2; 3h 
S" • • - - - - - 21 21 
SIS • , 'r 3v .t .t 3h I. 3h 
51& • • 4t 3x 2t It 3h I. 3h 
517 • 5 •• 3. 2t • 3h 2. 311 
518 1 5 .. 3. .!1.u J1 II 31 
S'9 f S •• 3. • .g 311 I. 311 
520 I 5 •• 3; .t It 3h I. 311 
521 • 5 .g 3x At It 3J II 3J 
S22 • , •• 31 2t It 3h 21 .3h 
$23 I , •• 31 .t .t 311 2. 311 
S2' I , '; 31 .t .t 311 2; 3h 
$25 f , 4, 3v 2k .t 311 2; 3h 
52& • , •• 31 4k .t 3h 1; 3h 
527 , , 'x 31 .t • 3h I. 311 
528 1 , 4x 3. ,t .t 3h I. 3h 
S29 1 , " • IE an em 2. 311 
530 f , ., 3. At .t 3h I. 311 
531 f 7 .t 3J .t .t 311 2g 3h 
532 • 7 'X 31 3t .t 311 2v 3h 
U3 I 7 '; 3h J1. J.L 3j 2g 3h 
53. • 7 'f 3, 20 2; 3j II 2; 
53S 1 7 211 • .t 4t 3J 2; 3J 
53& f 7 'k 311 't .t 311 2t 3h 
537 • • '1 3. 4; '1 31 21 3. 
$38 1 • .t 3J .k .t 3h Ib 311 
U9 • • h 3r 2t ~ 3t 11 3. 
5'0 f • Ix 31 JJ. J.l mil 2h 3h 
'AI f , '1 3h It It 3h 2h 3h 
In I • '1 3t\ J1 !l 3h 11 3h 
,.3 I , '0 3J .t .t 3h 3j 3h 
,U • , .t 3J 3t At 3h It 3h 
,.S • , .t 3t 3t 4t 3J 2g 3 j 
'" • , 'd 3t JL J1. 3j to 3J 
sn f , .t 3h III mJ ml 2; 3h 
,AI • , 't 3. At At 311 211 311 
'n I , 4. 3J At 4t '11 31 311 
SSO f , .. 3h JL J.L. 3h 1 a 311 
SSt I 10 " ,j .!L JL 311 20 'h 
m f 10'k 3h It It 3h It 311 
m f 10.. 3. It It 311 2v 311 
151 flO It 311 It It 3h I. 3h 
SSS f 10 AI 3h 3t It 3h 3J 311 
m I 10 AI ,. At At 3h 2. 3h 
milO .t 3h At At '" It 311 
558 I 10 .t 3h .t .t 311 3j 3h 
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Appendix 8:8. 
Stat1st1cal tests 1nd1cat1ng that the data should be amalgamated. 
This appendix contains a series of statistical analyses. performed 
to investigate the possibility of significant differences in the data 
attributable to sex of subject. positional bias. and type of stimulus sheet. 
These investigations failed to nnd any significant differences that were 
attributable to these measures. and so the data were amalgamated. 
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Appendix 8:B. 
Statistical tests showing little difference between stimuli. 
Sex. X:Z tests failed to find any s1gn1ficant sex differences 1n the 
proportions of response, with type of table top, drawn for stimulus C[ 17] 
<X::Z = 1.7, df = 3, P > 0.5). This stimulus was chosen because it allowed a 
wide range of response. Examination of the raw data suggested that if any 
variati~n with sex was to be found it would show in the responses for ten 
year olds, however a similar test, just for this age group, also failed to 
show any significant differences (X::Z = 0.1, df = 2, P > 0.9). 
Within Sheet. Within sheet variation was examined by looking at the 
proportions of correct (ie in perspective) responses, with age, for 
stimulus 0[21l, on the second stimulus sheet given to the older subjects, 
where GC21l was included twice. A KX:Z test failed to find any significant 
differences between the two presentations (Kto: = 0.03, df = 2, P > 0.05). 
Between sheets. older sub1ects. Between sheet variation was examined 
by. looking at proportions of responses in different project1ons as 
specified below, with age, for various stimuli, as specified below, across 
the two sheets given to the older subjects, The st imuli chosen for 
comparison were those that gave most chance of variation, however x::Z tests 
failed to find any significant differences between the two sheets 
<Stimulus 0[23]: oblique response, x::Z = 5.1, df = 9, P ) 0.05. perspective 
response, X::Z = 10.3, df = 9, P ) 0.05j Stimulus 0[5]: oblique response, x::Z = 
4.3, df = 9, P ) 0.05. perspective response, r = 4.4, df = 3, P > 0.05. 
Stimulus 0[8]: oblique response, x::Z = 4.6, df = 9, P > 0.05j perspective 
response, x:Z = 6.5, df = 9, P > 0.05; Stimulus C[12]: vertical oblique 
response, x:Z = 3.3, df = 7, P )0.05; oblique response, r = 2.8, df = 7, P ) 
0.05; perspective response, x:Z = 6.6, df = 7, P ) 0.05; Stimulus C[17]: 
vertical oblique response, x:Z = 5.2, df = 9, P )0.05; oblique response, x:Z = 
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9.5, df = 9, P > 0.05; perspective response, )(2 = 1.5, df =- 7, P ) 0.05j 
Stilllulus A[6lCown): vertical oblique, X2 = 3.9, df = 7, P > 0.05, oblique 
response, )(2 = 4.1, df = 8, P ) 0.05; perspective response, )(2 = 7, df = 8, 
P > 0.05; Stilllulu6 B(25) (choice): oblique response, )(2 IE 6.8, df = 9, P ) 
0.05; perspective response, )(2 a 4, df a 8, p ) 0.05) 
Between sheets. younser sub1ects. 
These were compared across the two cOlllmon tasks that gave 1II0St variation, 
namely, choice, and own production. In each case the proportion of oblique 
response with age was chosen for the comparison. Stimulus 8[25) (choice):-
W vs. X: XX; = 0.2, df = 2, P ) 0.05; W vs. Y: K)(z = 0.05, df c 2, P ) 0.05; 
W vs. Z: KX~ = ).46, df = 2, P > 0.05; X vs. Y: K)(z = 0.21, df c 2, P ) 
0.05; X vs. Z: K)(2 = 0.21, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Y vs. Z: K)(z • 0.21, df = 2, P 
) 0.05. Stimulus A[6) (OWO):- W va. X: KX2 = 3.33, df = 2, P ) 0.05: W 
Vi. Y: Xx~ = 1.12, df = 2, P > 0.05. W vs. Z: KXZ Ii: 4.19, df Ii: 2, P ) 0.05. 
X vs. Y: XX~ = 1.76, df = 2, P ) 0.05; X vs. Z: K:e = 1.04, df c 2, P > 
0.05; Y Vi. Z: KX2 = 1.75, df = 2, P ) 0.05. 
Continuation of page Ap.8 - 16 
Between sub1ect groups. 
Different experimentai methods were used with older and younger subject 
groups. Subjects of seven to ten years of age were included in both 
groups in order to investigate whether the different methods of 
presentation had an effect upon the form of response. The patterns of 
responses obtained for four stimuli <A6 (own]. B25 (choicel. F22. and 03) 
were compared using a series of KX2 tests. These tests failed to find'any 
_ significant differences between the two subject groups in the patterns of 
response. with age, ~o these stimuli. Stimulus A6 [own]:- Orthographic: KX2 
:: 2.12. df :: 2. p > 0.05; Vertical oblique: KX2 :: 0.36. df = 2. P > 0.05; 
Oblique: KtZ = 0.01. df :: 2. p > 0.05: Perspective: KX2 = 0.59, df = 2, P > 
0.05. Stimulus B25[choice]:- Oblique: KX2 :: 0.56, df = 2. P > 0.05. 
Stimulus F22:- Oblique: KX2 = 0.88. df :: 2. p )' 0.05. Stimulus 03:-
Perspective: KX2 = 0.6. df = 2. P > 0.05. 
A KX2 test did find significant difference between the two groups of 
subjects when the, total responses. amalgamated across the seven to ten age 
groups. were compared 'for Stimulus A6[own] (KX2 = 15.94, df = 2, P < 
0.001>, The 'younger' subjects group, who had been given the shortened 
version of the stimuli. produced significantly more orthographic and fewer 
perspective responses, in total, than did subjects from the other group who 
had received the full battery of stimuli. 
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Appendix 8:C. 
Amalgamated data giving proportions of response for each age group, for 
each individual stimulus. 
The amalgamated data discussed in Chapter 8 are presented in this 
appendix. The first part of the appendix gives, for each stimulus, the 
proportions of response, with age, classified in full by the system 
described in Chapter 6. The second part of the appendix gives the same 
data classified according to the projection system used. The third part 
presents the data classified according to the form of depth cue used. 
Ap.8:Ca. Analysis of amalgamated data, classified in detail by form of 
response, stimulus and age. Page Ap.8.18 
Ap.8:Cb. Analysis of amalgamated data, classified by projection system, 
stimulus and age. Ap.8.43 
Ap.8:Cc. Analysis of amalgamated data, classified by depth cue, stimulus and 
age. Ap.8.56 
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Appendix 8:Ca. Analysis of amalgamated data, 
of response, stimulus and age. 
classified in detail by form 
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Appendix 8:Cc. A.nalysis of amalgamated data, classified by depth cue, 
stimulus and age. 
AnllIll1 of hblt Itgll glvtn .. 2'220[tlonl of th! tohl 'I. mb m g.m, 
(ty:- I • sUlulus unlltt,td. 5 • 'round plant, 110 partial occlullon, 
% • No G.ound lin., 10 partial occlusion, , • ',ound lin., partial occlullon, 
3 • a,ound lint, l.gl frOI bact, 110 partial occlullon, 7 • ',ound plant, partial occlullon Iptrlp.ct"." 
• • around lint, ltgl frOI front, 110 partial occlullon, •• ',ound pllnt, partial occlullon (obllqu.', 
A • Stllulus unaltt,td, • • 10 G,ound 11 n., C • 'round lin., D • ',ound plant, [ • Partial occlusion, 
Analysis of hblt Itgs, Coluln I, h 
hblt Leg Ag. In Yun, 
Igg Eg I 5 6 Z I ! Ig II 12 13 II 15 15 l2g 
0 I £.3 IS,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
1 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 I, , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 , 0,0 5,3 0,0 7,3 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 7 31,3 21,1 27, • 
',' 
II, • ". 2,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.C 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 2.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 7 0,0 0,0 1&,7 .., U 13,2 12,5 0,0 3,3 3,1 0,0 0,0 II,' 5,0 
3 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,3 U 2,' 5,3 2.9 10,0 
2 U 0,0 S,5 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
4 0,0 3U 16,7 12,2 20,S 7,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 5&,3 26,3 33,3 63,4 n,l 61,2 85,4 100.0 '3,3 90,6 97,1 9C,7 8S,7 85,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1.9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Analysis of Cahgorln of hblt ltgs, Coluln I, 
Ltg Agt In YUfI, 
tlllgm I 5 , 2 I ! IQ II 12 13 II IS 1& lZQ 
I U IS,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 '.3 0,0 U .., 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 
0.0 3'" 16,7 lU 22.7 11,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' %,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 17,5 ",' 77,' 73,2 75,0 .u 100.0 100,0 ",7 S3,8 97,1 ",7 91,1 '0,0 I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1.9 0,0 0.0 3.3 6.3 U 5,3 2,9 10,0 
analysis of list ., Dtpth Cu", Coluan I, 
Depth Ag. 'I Yun, 
till I 5 , Z I ! IQ II 12 13 If U U m 
A U IS,I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 
• U 0.0 U 
.., 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 
C 0,0 3&.8 1"7 21.' 25.0 11,3 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
D 17.5 n.' 77,' 73,2 75,0 '1.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100,0 £ 11,5 47,' 77,' 75.5 77,3 
'5.1 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 
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Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
..al,111 ., , •• 1. 1.,1. C.lUlft 2. 
-
Tlbl. Llg At. la Tutl. 
Ia; b 
• 
I , Z I ! II II JZ 13 U IS II U~ 
0 I '.0 '.0 ••• 0.0 U 1.0 0.' '.0 '.' '.0 '.0 '.0 
1,0 ',0 
2 2 '.0 0.0 20.0 U.O 22.1 n,l II,S 25.0 I'" U U 10.1 II.' 15,0 2 • ••• ••• 1'.0 2t.O 21.5 23.7 22.1 17,' IU 11,5 n,' U,7 21.5 JO,O 2 I 0,0 0,0 .,. ',0 7.1 I.' S.7 17.' 20,0 21.' 2o.s 10,S 22.' 10,0 
2 , 0.' 0,0 0.' 20,0 2S,O IU II •• 21.& 25.1 &0,5 2'-1 23,7 I.S .,. 
2 • ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 U U 0,0 U,2 23,3 12,1 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 3 5 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 .,. 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 '.0 2.t 0.0 0.' 0,' 
3 , 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0.0 '.0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 '.0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 
0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 U 1.7 ',0 0,0 3.1 3,0 IO.S S.7 10,0 , , 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 U 
',' 
0,0 '.0 0.' ',' 0,' ',' 
0,0 
, 7 0,0 0.0 0,' 
'.' 
U ',0 2,' 0,0 ',' 0,0 II,' 0,0 U ',0 , 
• ',0 ',0 ',0 
0,0 
••• U ••• 0,0 0.0 ',0 
.,. 0.0 to s.o 
IMlrlh 01 Clt'gortn of table hgl, Colulft 2, 
Ltg 10' t. Ytm, 
CIU::·I 
• 
I , Z I ! IQ II 12 13 U IS IS m 
I .,. 0,0 '.0 0,0 ',0 .,. ',0 ',0 ',' 0,0 ',0 ',0 ••• ',0 2 0,0 0,0 20,0 ",0 32.1 \3,1 II,S 25,0 1£,7 U 2.t IO,S ",' n,o 
• 0,0 0,0 '0,0 2',0 21.5 2'-3 22.t 11, , 13,1 II.' 2',' ",7 21.5 30,0 ,
',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',I 0,0 I, , I',' 20,0 21,' 23,' 10,5 2U 10,0 , 
',0 0,0 '.0 2&,0 21.5 52.6 IU 25,0 25,7 
'''' 
'1,2 23,7 II. , ',0 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 U 7, , U ",2 23.3 IU U 10,1 5,7 IS,O 
balrlll of U ... f D.pth CUtl, CGIUln 2, 
Dlpth .0' .. Tutl. 
C~I 
• 
I , Z I ! IQ II 12 U U IS U m 
I ',0 ',0 '.0 ',0 .,. 
'" 
',0 ',0 ,,' ',0 ',' ',' ',' 
',0 
I '.0 ',0 20,' U,. 22,1 12,1 II.S 2s.o 11,7 U 2.t 10,1 JI.' 15.0 
C ',0 ',0 10,' 21,0 21.5 2U 22.' IU 13.2 11.5 n,' ",7 21.5 10,0 
0 ••• ',0 0.' 21,' I", '0.1 ",7 17.1 7 ... 71,1 ",' ",7 40,' 
21,0 
I .,. .,. ',' 21,' n., ",S ",0 3'-2 ",' U,I ",7 14,2 17,1 II.' 
Chlpter 8, Append ic .. , Pigi A8 - 58 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued, 
AnalYlls of 'ablt Itgl, Coluln 3, ~ 
Tabl. Ltg Agt 1ft Ytln, 
IDa Sa j 5 , Z I ! U II 12 13 It 15 1& m 
0 I 3,3 0,0 U I,' 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 0,0 0,0 U I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 2 13,3 1',3 20,0 21,' 5,1 7,3 ',' 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,0 
, , 73,3 80,0 n,' .,,'1 37,' U,S 1',' 0,0 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 10,0 
• 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 7 10,0 3,3 11,' 2l,1 51,7 U,3 75" 100,0 ",7 100,0 100,0 100.0 n,l '0,0 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,7 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Analylls of Cattgorl .. of lIbl. Itgl, Coluln 3, 
L.g Ag. In Tun, 
tlWm I 5 , Z I ! la II 12 n U 15 U m 
1 3,3 0,0 U I,' 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 13.3 15,3 22.' 230' 5,1 7,3 
',' 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 I, S 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 73,3 
10,0 n,' 19,1 'I, , 26.5 1',' 0,0 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 10,0 
5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
·7 10,0 3.3 II, , 23,5 51,7 50,3 75,' 100,0 ",7 100,0 100,0 100,0 '7,1 '0,0 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 1.1 1,7 2,' 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 
AnalYlls of VII of Depth CUtl, Coluln 3, 
Depth Agt In Yurl, 
tWI • 
5 , Z I ! la II 12 13 Ii n Ii m 
A 3,3 0,0 U I,' 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 13,3 16.3 22,' 23.5 5,1 7,3 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 C 73,3 ., ',0 n,' ",1 II" 25,5 IS,' 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 10,0 
0 10,0 3.3 II, , 25,S 53,' U,2 78,5 100.0 ",7 100,0 100,0 100,0 n,l '0,0 
E 10,0 3.3 II, • 25.5 13,' U,2 77,0 100,0 ",7 100.0 100.0 100.0 ",1 '0,0 
Chapter 8, Append i ClI, Page A8· " 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued, 
allllYlll ., taUe Itgl, Cellllft., hi 
hblt Ltg Ate .1 Yurl, 
lID I; I S , Z I ! IR II 12 13 II IS JS 12a 
• I 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 
.,. 
',0 D.D .,. .,. ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 
2 2 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 I.' ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
2 , ',0 ',0 0,0 1,0 1,1 ',0 ',0 0,' . ,. ',0 ., . ',0 ',' 
.,. 
3 , 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 I.' U ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 20,0 1,0 U U 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 
3 1 0,0 0,0 0,0 12.0 IU 23,1 11,1 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 .,. 0,0 
3 I 0,0 0,0 10,0 55,0 53.5 57,' 77,1 lOO,O ",1 n,' 100,0 n,' 100.0 100,0 , 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 .,. 0,0 0,0 ',0 
• • 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 U 0,0 0,0 0,' ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1 0,0 ',0 0,0 ",0 10,1 U U 0,0 U 3,1 ',0 U 0,' ',0 
Anllylll 01 Clttgorltl 01 tabl. Itgl, ColUlft " 
Ltg age lITem, 
CI SI~~"X I 5 , Z I ! la II IZ 12 II IS U m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,' .,. .,. ',0 
2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 , 
',0 0,0 .,. ',0 10,7 5.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 0,0 0,0 20,0 ',0 U 5.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 
1 0,0 0,0 ',0 2',0 21.5 31.' 20.0 0,0 U J.I 0,0 U ',0 ',0 , 0,0 0.0 10,0 ",0 n,' 57,' 77,1 100,0 ",7 U,I 100,0 n,. 100,0 100.0 
baly," 0' VII 0' Depth CUtI, Coluln ., 
DI~tll agt .ft 'tm, 
C~I I 5 , I I ! IA II 12 13 II IS II m 
• 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U ',0 2.t 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 
C ',0 ',0 10.0 IU U,' IU ',0 ',0 0,0 3.1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
D 0,0 0,0 10,0 ",0 12,1 au n,I 100,0 100,0 ",' 100.0 
100,0 100,0 100.0 
[ 0,0 0,0 100,0 12,0 1S,1 U,I '7,1 100,0 100.0 ",' 
100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 
Chapter 8, Appendicll, Plge A8 - 60' 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
AlIllylil 01 tabl. IIgl, COIIliI I, n 
Tab II Ltg Ag. In Yurl, 
lag h 
• 
5 , Z I 2 IQ II IZ n If 15 16 120 
0 I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 1£,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 71,' 0,0 23,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 2 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 7,7 ',I 0,0 2,2 2,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 1',7 30,1 0,0 1.3 ',7 2.3 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',I 0,0 ',' 2,3 32.1 16.7 ". 11,1 10,5 II,' 
0,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,3 2,2 U U 0,0 3.1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 5.0 n,' 22,3 .a,' 57,2 70,0 ",2 15,3 1',2 11.' '0,0 
3 I 0,0 ",7 0,0 3,0 0,0 0,0 2.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 2 1£,3 ",7 38,S 33,3 25,0 13,3 11.' 0,0 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• • 0,0 0,0 0,0 21.2 n,' 21,' 27,3 U ',7 0,0 U U U 10,0 
Allalydl 01 Cattgorln of tabll ltgl, Coluln 5, 
Ltg Agt In Yun, 
Clh~m , 5 , I I 2 IQ II IZ n U 15 Ii m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 U,3 15.7 7,7 12,1 5,6 
',' U 0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• BU 83,3 '2,3 33,3 33,3 20,0 13,6 0,0 3,3 3,1 0,0 U 2,' 0,0 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',1 0,0 ',' 2,3 32,1 16.7 ". 11.1 
10,5 II, • 0,0 
, 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',3 2.2 ',I 3.' 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 3'" 33,3 ",' 31,' 
7,1 10,0 0,0 2.9 U 2.' 10,0 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 6,0 n,' 22,3 . .., 57,2 70,0 1',2 15,3 U,2 n,' '0,0 
Analysll of Un of Dlptll Cun, Coluln 5, 
Depth Ag. 1ft Yurl, 
CII~ , 5 , I I 2 Ig ]] IZ 13 U 15 Ii 2Zg 
A 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 11,3 1£.7 7,7 12,1 U 
',' U 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 85,7 83,3 92.3 33.3 II,' 22.' 20,' U 3.3 5.2 0,0 2.6 2, , 0,0 
0 0,0 0,0 0.0 ",5 52,8 71.\ 75,0 
'''' 
".1 93.8 100.0 n.' n.1 \00.0 E 0,0 0.0 0.0 12,' 61.\ 51.' n,s ,,,, 10,0 17.3 11.2 I'" 15,1 100.0 
Chlpt.r 8, App.ndicel, Page A8· '1 
Appendix 8:CC. Continued. 
"aIYIII ., 'a'l. h,., C.llllft " ~". 
hUt Ltg Agt 'I Ytm. 
I;; I; 
• 
I I I I 2 II II 12 II U IS II 12A 
• I U '.0 '.0 0.0 '.' 
1.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 1,0 0,0 0.0 1,0 0,0 
I • 3'.1 50.0 .. ,' 23.5 12.1 II.' U 0.0 0,0 1.0 0,0 U I.' '.0 I 7 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.' ••• I.S 3.1 0.0 U '.0 2.t d •• 1.0 0.0 2 2 10,0 U U U,S U ... 10.1 0.0 0.0 1,0 1,0 0,0 1.0 o.s 
2 • 50.0 n.3 31.5 u.e 31.' n.l 10.' 7.1 U 3.1 0.' U '.0 '.0 2 , 0,0 D,O D.O 1.1 0.0 U 7.7 7.2 U 1.0 0,0 U '.0 0.0 
2 , 0.0 D.O 2.t 0,0 1,0 ••• 0,0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0,' 1,0 '.0 '.0 2 7 0,0 3.3 0.0 15.1 n.2 ... 12.3 ',0 0,0 ,,1 0,0 $,I 0.0 ',0 
2 • 0.0 0.0 '.0 U 1,2 13,3 ',I U 10,0 12.5 0,' 0,0 z.t 10,0 3 2 0,0 0.0 2.t 0.0 1.7 0.0 I,S 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 
3 , 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3,1 0,0 0.0 U 0.0 
3 , 0,0 0.0 U 0.0 1,2 0,0 3,1 U '.7 \2,1 \7,' 0,0 11. , 15.0 
3 , 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 1.7 2.t 1.S 0.0 0.0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
3 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'" 
2.t 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 2.t 0.0 0.0 U 
3 • 0,0 0.0 U 0,0 '" 
22,1 2'.' 10,0 ".0 n,e '0.5 15.3 '0.0 55,0 
• • 0,0 0,0 2.t 0.0 ',0 U 2.1 7.1 0.0 0,0 0,0 U '.0 '.0 , 7 0,0 0.0 0.0 1.1 1,2 U ',2 21,' IU 3.1 
'" 
7. , 2.t 10.0 
Analyl'l 0' Caltgorltl 0' hblt Itgl, Colllln C, 
Lt; A~ IA Yurl. 
tUWtl I 5 , I I 2 IQ II 12 U U IS II m 
I 3.3 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 D.O 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 
2 10.0 3.3 1.7 U.S U ... \2,3 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 1,0 , IU n.3 '1.1 U,O n.l 33,' 20,0 U.3 3.3 U 0,0 7, , 2.t 0.0 
S 0.0 0,0 U I.' 5.2 U 10.' 10.' 10.0 12.1 \7,' U 11.' IS,O , 0,0 0.0 2.9 0.0 1.7 2.t I,S 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 1,0 0.0 
7 0.0 3.3 0,0 11.2 2'-3 \C,2 2'" 21,' 16.1 U 11 •• \3,2 2.t \J,O 
• 0.0 
0,0 2,' 1,5 12.1 2$,e 30,7 U,S 70,0 71,' '0,' 7'-3 .U '5,0 
'nalylll ., Uta .f Olptb Cutl, Coluan '. 
D.pth Agi In 'I.,.. 
till , 5 , Z I 2 II II 12 13 U II II m , 3.3 0.0 0,0 0.0 ',0 1,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 1,0 ',0 '.0 0,0 0.0 
I 10,0 U '.7 U.I '.1 ... 12.3 0.0 0.0 1.0 '.0 1.0 1.0 s.o 
C ",7 '3,3 .... CO,O .... U.7 21.S 1'-' U '.' I.' U U 1,0 • ',0 3.3 1.1 2U ".' ",e ".2 15.7 1'.7 to.& 100.1 t2.1 ",I n.' I '.0 U '.1 2U ",1 ".e ".' 7'" ".7 11.2 t2.' ".1 15,1 10.' 
Chaptir 8, Appendicel, Pag. A8· 62 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
ArldYlh of bbl. Ifgl, Colun 7. .-
-
lIbl. Ltg Ag. III , .. ". 
lag §g & 5 , I I ! IA II 12 13 U U 1& m 
0 I 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 0.0 0,0 20,0 IS,O 10,7 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 20,0 20,0 1&,3 7.t 2.9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 15,0 10,7 7,' 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3.C 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 20,0 0,0 5,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 
3 • 0,0 0,0 '0,0 to 10,7 10,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.9 U 0,0 0,0 3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 2.6 5,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1&,3 0,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 7,1 0,0 2,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 8,0 25,0 I'" 8,6 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 8,0 21, • 3U 77, , '2,' 100,0 100,0 ",1 97,' 12,1 100,0 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 0,0 0,0 20,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
AnalYIl1 of Cat.gorln of tabl. Itgl, Colutn 7, 
Ltg Ag. In Ttm, 
CI!r~m & 5 , I I ! IA II 12 13 U 15 U m, 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 20,0 36,0 10,7 1S,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.9 0,0 
• 
0,0 0,0 80,0 2',0 25,0 11,' 2.t 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 2.6 0,0 0,0 
5 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 2.' 5,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1&,3 0,0 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 7, I 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 2',0 35,7 26,3 11, • 3,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 
0,0 0,0 0,0 I,D 21,' 36,' - 77,1 ",' 
100,0 100,0 ",I 97,' 12.1 100.0 
AnalYIII of Ust of Deplh Cun, Coluln 7, 
Depth Agi In Yurs, 
elll • 5 
, 2 I ! IQ II 12 13 It 15 1& m 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 8 0,0 0,0 20,0 36.0 10,7 15,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.t 0,0 
c 0,0 0,0 10.0 28,0 32.1 II,' 5.7 0,0 0.0 0.0 U 2.6 0.0 0.0 
D 0,0 0,0 0,0 36,0 51.1 '5,' ".3 100,0 100.0 100.0 97.1 ",' 97,1 100,0 [ 0,0 0.0 0.0 3&,0 U.2 53.3 'I.' 100.0 100.0 100,0 ".1 t7 •• 82.1 100,0 
Chlpt.r 8, App.ndiClS, 'Ig. A8· '3 
Appendix 8:Cc, Cont inued. 
AulY111 ., hbl. Itgl, e.l .... , h 
labl. Ltg Ate II Yun. 
1l1li la I I , Z I ! II II IZ U II II I' m 
• I 11.1 12.5 '.0 0,' ••• ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 I , 
',' 
12.5 ',0 ',' ',0 ',0 ',0 0,' 0,0 ',0 ',0 
0,0 ',0 ',0 
2 2 . . ',0 ',0 ',0 U ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
2 3 11,1 11.5 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,' ',0 
2 , .,. ',0 ',0 0,0 U U 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 . 0,0 ',0 ',0 
2 7 0,' 0,0 0,0 5,' 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 
3 3 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 U 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',' 0,0 
0,0 ',0 
3 , ',0 0,0 U 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 
3 5 ',0 ',0 ',0 ... ',0 2,2 U 0,0 ',0 ',0 U ',0 0,0 ',0 
3 , 0,0 ',0 1&,7 0,0 2,' 2,2 2,3 0,0 0,0 1,1 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 
3 7 ',0 ',0 .,. I.' 22,2 11,2 7,0 7,1 ',7 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 , 0,0 ',0 ',0 U U 21.3 37,2 53,' ",7 75,0 SO,O 71,1 120' n,o , Z 0,0 12.1 1.3 U U 2.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0.0 , 3 5ts 37.S ',0 U 2.1 2.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 '.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 , , 11,1 U,S 23,3 Zo.& 22,2 U 2.3 U 0.0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 , S 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 7 11,1 0,0 25,0 3',2 33,3 32,& H.2 35,7 2U 21,' '1.2 2.., 17,1 5.0 , 
• 0,0 ',0 1.3 ',0 0,0 2,2 Z,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 
Allllyill .f CII.gorltl .f tabl. l.gl, C.lulft I, 
L.g Ag. ,. fUll, 
Cll12m , I , Z I ! I~ II 12 U U II U m 
I 11,1 11.5 ',0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 ',0 '.0 ',0 '.0 0,0 ',0 
Z 0,0 12.1 1.3 5.7 U 2.2 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 
3 'U 5',0 ',3 
'" 
U 2.2 2,3 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
• 11.1 25.0 33,3 H,' 21.0 13.0 ',7 U ',0 '.0 '.0 ',0 ',' '.0 S 0,0 '.0 .,. 0.0 '.0 ',0 0.0 0.0 ',0 ',0 ... 0,0 0,0 ',0 , 0,0 ',0 U.l 0,0 U 2.2 2.3 0.' ',0 3.1 ',0 '.0 0,0 '.0 
7 11,1 ',0 Z5.I SO,O 51,' 50,0 SI,2 .U 33,1 21,' ",I 2.., 11,1 S,O 
I 0,0 '.0 U 1.1 U '0,' 'U 53.' ",7 75.0 50,0 71,1 12.1 n.o 
AlaI"" ., VII ., hpUl Cutl, e,I .. " ., 
hplll 
... 'I'tarl, 
CIII , I , Z I ! II II IZ U U II II 2zg 
• 11.1 12.1 ... U U '.0 ',0 
.,. ... '.0 ',0 '.0 • •• '.0 I '.0 12.1 U S,7 U 2.2 0,0 ',0 ',0 I,' U 
'.' ',' ',' e 77,' 71.' SI,' 21.3 JU 17,. U U .,. I, , ... ',' ••• ',0 
• 11,1 ••• JU SU 'U .... to,7 H,' 100.0 '''' 
100.' Ito,' Ito,' 100.0 , II. , 
••• 
SO., SI,' 
"" 
'2.5 n.3 H,' 100.0 lto,O 'U 100,' 100,' 100,' 
Chaptlr 8, AppendiclI, Page A8· U 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued, 
Analylls 01 tabl. Itgs, Coluln " C 
labl. Ltg Ag. In Ytm, 
lag ia 
• 
5 , Z I ! U II IZ 13 U 15 II 222 
0 1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 '0,0 17.! 1S,8 14,3 32.1 30,0 U ... 21,1 3',3 50,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 80,0 28,0 39,3 31,' 25,7 17,' 20,0 12.5 29.' 31,' 22.' 30,0 2 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 U 2.6 2.9 21,' 10,0 31,3 17,7 1S,8 27,' 10,0 
2 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 2',0 32.1 42,1 51,' 10,7 20,0 25,0 23,S II, • 5,7 0,0 
2 8 0,0 0,0 20,0 ',0 3,5 5,3 0,0 17,' 20,0 11,7 11,7 2.6 2.9 5,0 
3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,'0 0,0 U 5,7 0,0 0,0 3,1 s.t 10,5 5,7 5,0 
• 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
AnalYl1s 01 Clhgorltl 01 tablt Itgl, Colutn " 
Ltg Ag. In Ynrl, 
CI!I~m 
• 
5 , Z I ! IA II IZ 13 U 15 16 m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 0,0 '0,0 17.9 15,8 ",3 32,1 30,0 ',3 ',. 21,1 3&.3 50,0 
• 
0,0 0,0 80,0 28,0 39,3 31,' 25,7 17.9 20,0 12.5 29.1 31.' 21.' 30,0 
s 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 U U U 21.' 10,0 31,3 20,6 15,8 27,8 10,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 2&.0 35,7 n,l 51,A 10.7 20,0 28,1 23.5 II, A 5,7 0,0 
8 0,0 0,0 20,0 ',0 3,5 5,3 5,7 17, , 20,0 21.1 17,' 13,1 8,6 10,0 
.nalylll 01 Uu 01 Depth CutS, Coluln " 
Depth Agt III Yml, 
CUI • 
5 , Z I ! Ig 11 12 13 U 15 1£ m 
A 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 '0,0 17,' IS,' 14,3 32.1 30,0 ',3 ',' 
21,1 34,3 50,0 
C 0,0 0,0 10,0 28,0 39,3 31,' 25,7 17,' 20,0 12,5 29,' 3U 22.9 30,0 
D 0,0 0,0 20,0 32,0 'U 12.& 60,0 50,0 50,0 11,3 51,' 41,' '2,9 20,0 
E 0,0 0,0 20,0 28,0 n,2 41,' 57,1 28.' '0,0 n,' n,l 31,5 ",3 10,0 
Chlpter 8, Append!c .. , 'Ige A8· '5 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
balYl1I ., tabl. ltgl, C.IUln 10. H 
Tabl. Ltg Att II Turl. 
Igg I; I I , Z I ! IQ II 12 U II Ii II m 
• I 2U ',0 ',0 ',0 '.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 '.' '.0 '.0 ••• '.0 '.0 3 • 0,0 0,0 7.1 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 ',0 '.0 3 S 0,0 '.0 0.' 3,2 U '.0 '.0 0.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 
3 , 0,0 20,0 0,0 3,2 1,1 ',0 0,0 0,0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 
3 7 0,0 0,0 ',0 2'-0 14,7 2", 11.5 7,1 '.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 • 71.' 10.0 '20' U,' 73.' 71,7 ".' '2.' 
,tl 100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 
• 0.0 '.0 ',0 0.0 0,0 2,2 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 ',0 
Analyl" of Cat'gor'n of tabll IIgl. him 10. 
Ltg Ag. h hars, 
CIII~m I I , Z I ! IQ II 12 13 II IS II m 
I 21.5 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 '.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 '.0 0,0 0.0 ',0 0,0 
• ',0 0,0 7.1 0.0 0.0 2.2 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 S 0,0 '.0 '.0 3.2 U '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 '.0 , 0.0 20.0 0.0 3.2 ... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,' 2'.0 14.1 2", II.' 1.1 '.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0,0 
• 
71,' 10,0 'U U,' 73,5 73.' .... '2.' 13,1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 
Anlly"1 .f Uu .f Oepth CUtl, Colutn 10. 
Dt~t~ Agt 1ft TUII, 
CYI I I , Z I ! IQ II 12 U II IS U m 
• 21.' 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.' 0.0 I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 '.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
C 0,0 20,0 7.1 3.2 ... 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '.0 
a 71,' 10,0 '2.' ".1 '1.2 11.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 £ 11., 100.0 n.' ".1 17.1 l1.a 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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AnalYI\I 0' tablt Itgs, Coluln II, M 
hblt Ltg Ag. 1ft Ylln, 
Igg ig 
• 
5 , Z I ! U II 12 13 Ii 15 1£ m 
0 I 21.5 20,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,2 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 2 7 21.5 20,0 1&.3 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 0,0 7,1 U 2.t ',3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3 7 1&,3 0,0 7,1 I',' U,7 21,3 23,3 50,0 ",0 21,' 0,0 5,3 22,' 5,0 
3 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3.6 13,3 3". 200' 21,1 II, • 25,0 
• 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0;0 2.S 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• • 0,0 20,0 0,0 U 2&.5 ',5 ',7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 7 28,5 &0,0 71,' sa,l ",I ",5 72,1 .'" ",7 n,' ",' 
73,7 n,7 70,0 
• 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Analysis of Categories of tablt Itgs, Coluln II, 
L.g Ag. In Yml, 
Cllmex • 5 
, Z I ! IA II 12 13 II 15 Ii m 
1 28.6 20,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0.0 0.0 0,0 3,2 5.' 2,2 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 
• 0.0 20.0 7,1 I". 32.' 10,9 U 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 7 71,' 50.0 n,' 77,' '1,1 ".8 n,3 " .. 8&.7 65,' n,' 78,' 81.' 75,0 8 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 3,6 13.3 3." 20,' 21,1 II, • 25,0 
Analysis of Uu 01 Depth Cun, Colm II, 
Depth Ag. in hm, 
eYe • 5 
, Z I ! I~ II 12 13 It 15 U m 
A 21.5 20,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,2 s.s 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 0,0 20,0 7.1 1',' 32,' 10.' '.7 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
D 71.' SO.O '2, , 77.' " .. '7.0 'S.3 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 
E 71,' 50.0 n.' 77.' ",' 17.0 SS.3 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 
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AnllY111 of hblt Itgl, Coll,tn 12. -
hblt Lt2 Ag. In Ynn, I' 12Q JQg Sa I 5 , 1 I ~ IA II 12 13 U IS 
• I 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 
I 2 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 3. , 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 , , 0.0 '.0 0.0 U ',0 ',0 ',0 10,7 U 3,1 U 0,0 S,7 15,0 
I 7 '.0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 lo' 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 ',0 0,0 20,0 32.0 21" n,2 U 7,1 3,3 ',0 ',0 U U 0,0 
2 • ',0 0,0 SO,O 32.0 35.7 2.., II,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 2 , 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 U ',0 U 0,0 3.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 5.0 
2 7 0.0 0,0 0,0 20,0 17,' 2'-3 17, I U 3.2 U 0,0 U U 0,0 
2 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 1,2 0,0 1'-3 0,0 
'" 
',0 U ',0 ',0 
3 2 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 '.0 0,0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
.,. .,. 
',' U 
.,. 2,' 0,0 
3 S 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,' 10,7 33,3 11.5 11,1 ',0 1A,3 10,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,' ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 1,1 ',0 ,,' .,' .,0 
3 7 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 7,1 2.S 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 
3 • 
0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 IO,S )C,3 3'-3 53,' ",3 n,l 7'" 5.., 55,0 , 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.C 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 U ',' ',0 
• • 
0,0 0.0 ',0 0,0 U ',0 1.1 U ',7 0,0 ',0 '.0 0,0 1,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0 7, , 7,' 20,0 7,' 1303 3,1 17,' 7,' 1&,3 10,0 , 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 U 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Analylll .f Cat.gorlll .f tablt Itgl, Colun 12, 
ltg Agt 1ft ftm, 
CI~17C'X I 5 , 1 I ! IQ II 12 II Ii n n m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 20,0 32,0 21,' IS,I 1,1 1.1 3,3 3,1 0,0 1,2 U 0,0 
• ',0 0,0 '0,0 3'-0 n,3 2.., 20,0 IU 10,0 3,1 11,1 U I,' 20,0 , 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 U ',0 2.t 10,7 
'''' 
11.5 11,1 '.0 17,2 10,0 , 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',' ',' ',0 
. ,. ., . U ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
7 0,0 0,0 20,' 32.D 32,1 3S,I 37, I 10,7 11,7 
',' 
20.5 10,' 17,1 15,0 , 
',0 0,0 ',0 '.0 U II,' )C,3 57,2 53.' 12,' U,. II,' 5", 55,0 
bahlll of VI •• f Dep'" Cutl, C.I ... 12, 
I.ptll At. 'I 'tI,., 
CIII I I , Z I ! II II 12 U U IS U UQ , .,. 
'.0 0,' .,. .,. U 0,0 0,0 
'.' 
',0 ',' ',0 ',0 ',0 I ',' ',0 2U n,' 21,' lU U 7. I U a, I '.' U U 
',0 
C ... ',0 50.' x .• au 2.., 20,' 1403 I ••• I,. II" z.c 
'" 
20,' 
D ',' U 20,' 
n .• au 15.1 7U 71.' IU 17,1 ".2 n, I '1.' 10.0 
[ ... '.0 2'" at, au 'U 11,' 17,1 7U 7a.a 75.' n,l 71,' 70,' 
Chapter 8, AppendiCll, Page A8· '8 
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AIIIIYIII of bbl. ltg., ColUlft 13, r1 
1Ibll Ltg Ag. In T .. ,., 
Iall Sa • 5 6 I I ! II II 12 U U IS 16 122 0 I 11,3 15,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
A 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
A • 0,0 15.7 IS,' 12,1 22,2 ',' ',5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.9 0,0 A 7 1S,7 ",7 IU '7, , 75,0 ",1 95,S 100.0 100.0 ",S 100.0 100,0 ",1 95,0 
• • 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 S,O 
AnalyllI of Categories of table legl, Colulft 13, 
Ltg Age In Tun, 
Clttgm 
• 
5 , I I ! II II 12 12 Ii IS Il m 
I 11,3 15.7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 0,0 15,7 IS,' 12,1 22,2 U U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 7 '5,7 '6.7 IU 17,' 75,0 '1,1 95,S 100,0 100.0 
"" 
100.0 100,0 '7,1 15,0 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 5,0 
Analysis of Un of D.pth Cun, Colulft 13, 
Depth Age In TWI, 
C~~ 
• 
5 , Z I ! II II 12 12 U 15 1& 22g 
A 1i,3 16,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 0,0 1'-1 IS,' 12,1 22,2 '.7 ',5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.9 0,0 
D 85,7 ",7 'A,' 17, , 75,0 '3.3 n,5 100,0 100,0 
"" 
100,0 100.0 17,1 100,0 
£ 85,7 ",7 .U 87,' 75,0 13,3 '5,5 100,0 100,0 ",S 100,0 100.0 17,1 100,0 
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'1111,111 .f tabl. 1.,1, Cohan 14, 0 
bbl. Lt, Ate •• '.m, 
IAR ID , I , I I ! II II 12 IJ II IS IS 2ZA 
• I '.' ',' 
.,. 
'.0 ... ',' '.0 ••• '.' 
',0 . ,. ••• 
.,  .,. 
2 2 ••• '.0 ••• 2U 2s.o 13.2 U 25,' U,7 I, I II,' I'" 17,2 51,' 2 • 
.,. 
',' 
50,0 K,' l2,t 21.1 20,' 2S.0 \C,7 IU 2'-' 14,2 22,t 25,0 
2 S ••• '.0 0.' ',0 U IO,S II,. 17,' 10,0 11,1 ",7 IU 2',S 10,0 2 , 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 .,. ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 
2 7 0,0 0,0 20,0 32.0 21.5 17,' '5,7 17, , I'" 37,S 23,$ II,' II,. ',0 
2 • 0,0 ',0 20,0 0,0 0,0 7.t 11,5 1'.3 30,0 n,5 20,5 7,' 0,0 0,0 3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2, t 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 2, , 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 
h&lrl" If C&I'gorl" of lIbh hIt, (oluI" U, 
It; .,. II Yurt, 
CllmtE I I , Z I ! IQ II IZ U II IS II m 
I 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 ',0 2',0 25,0 13,2 U 25,0 n,l 2,1 II,' IS,' 21,2 51,0 
1 0,0 ',0 60,0 3£.0 12.t 21,1 20,0 25,0 I'" n,' 2'" ",2 22,' 25.0 5 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 U 10,5 II,. 11,' 10,0 31,3 17.' 11.5 21,S 10,0 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',' ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 7 0,0 ',0 20,0 32,0 21.' 17,' 1S,7 17,' \C,7 I1,S 23.5 21,1 II,. ',0 
• 0,0 ',0 20,0 0,0 ',0 l,t 14,1 14,3 30,0 12.5 20.5 10,' 0,0 ',0 
Inalylll .f Utt 01 O,pth Cllfl, C.lllln 11, 
O.p\1\ .,. II Yurt, 
CIII I I , Z I ! IQ II 12 U II IS IS m 
I 0,0 ',0 ',' ',0 ',' ',0 0,' 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 .,. ',0 
I 0,0 0,0 
',' 21.0 25,0 1l,2 '" 
25,0 2',1 3.1 II,' IS,' 31,2 U,O 
C ',' ',' '0,' '0,' 12,' 21,1 20,0 25,0 ",1 15.1 25.5 3U 22,' 
21,0 
D 0,0 ',0 '0,' n,' 11,1 51,1 71,' so,O n,l 11,3 51,' SO,O ",0 10,0 
[ 0,0 I,D ",0 U,O 22,1 ",3 50,1 n,2 ",7 SO,O ",I 2I,t II,. ',0 
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AnllYllI of bbl. IIgl, Colm IS, 
hhl. Leg Ag. In Yun, 
Igg liD 
• 
5 , Z I 2 IA II 12 13 U U U m 
0 I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I • 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 11,1 2 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',3 7,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 25,0 28,5 S,O 
'" 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
'" 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 25,0 0,0 5,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 50,0 0,0 0,0 I,D 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 S,3 0,0 0,0 , 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 S,O 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• • 0,0 
0,0 50,0 ',3 21,' 25,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 33,3 35,7 SS,O 88,' 100,0 100,0 ",1 100,0 U,7 100.0 88, , 
AnalYll1 of Cat.gorln of tabll IIgl, Coluln IS, 
Lf9 Ag. 1ft Yun, 
hlt~m • 5 
, 2 I 2 I~ II 12 13 U U U m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',3 7,1 5,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 
0,0 0,0 50,0 33,3 50,0 30,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 11,1 
5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 7,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 58,3 35,7 lO,O ", , 100,0 100,0 ",I 100,0 ",7 100,0 .. ,  
8 0,0 0,0 50,0 0,0 0,0 5,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5.3 0,0 0,0 
AnalYl1i of Uu of Depth CUll, Coluln IS, 
D.pth Ag. In Yun, 
CUI 
• 
5 , Z I 2 I~ II 12 13 Ii 15 1& m 
A 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 
0,0 0,0 0,0 ',3 7,1 5,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 0,0 0,0 50,0 33,3 50,0 30,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 11,1 
D 0,0 0,0 50,0 58,3 &2,' n,o 
",' 
100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 .. ,' 
E 0,0 0,0 50,0 sa,3 35,7 n,o ", , 100,0 100,0 ",I 100,0 100,0 100,0 .. " 
Ch1ptlr 8, App.ndicII, 'age A8 - 71 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
AMIYIII 01 hbl. Itgl, ColUln I', 
.e: 
hblt Ltg Ag. II 'ml, 
laR II I S I Z I ! II II 1% U II IS II lZa 
• I ',' ',0 
. ,. U .,. . ,. .,. ., . ',0 ',0 ',' . , . 
., . 
',0 
2 2 ',0 ',0 .,. ',0 U ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 . . ',' ',0 ',0 2 • .,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 U ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',' 
.,. 
',0 
2 J .,. .,0 .,. U ',0 U . ,. ',0 ',' ',0 ',0 
.  . .,. 
',0 
3 2 . ,. ',0 .,. U,. 0,0 13,2 0,0 0,0 .   ',0 .,. ',0 .,. ',0 
3 , 0,' ',0 '0,' 20,0 21,' 21,1 .,. ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,' 0,0 3 , 0,0 0,0 20,0 ',0 U S.2 U 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 1,7 IS,O 
3 , 0,0 0,0 20,0 12,0 7, I ',0 1.7 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 
2 J ',0 ',0 ',0 12,0 25,' 13.2 II, • 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 .,. ',0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 21,' 21.5 ",2 100.0 ",7 100.0 100.0 100.0 ",2 IS,O 
• 2 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 U ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 , , 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 U ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',' 
• 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 12,0 7,1 5.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 
Analrlll ., (at.gorltl ., tabl. Itgl, Ctluln U, 
L.g Ag. 1ft fml, 
'lima I 5 , Z I ! la II IZ 13 II IS II m 
I 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 0,0 20,0 7,1 13,2 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 0,0 ',0 CO,O 21,0 21.1 21,1 2,' 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 , 0,0 0,0 20,0 ',0 U 1,2 U 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 1.7 U,O , 
',0 0,0 20,0 12,0 7, I ',0 ',7 ',0 0,0 t,o ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 , 
',0 ',0 ',0 2',0 32, I 21,1 II,' 0,0 U ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
• ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 21,' n,' 7',2 100,0 '''' 
100.0 100,0 100.0 'U IS,O 
Analrlll 01 VII 01 D.pth ClltI, Colllln IC, 
Dep'h Ag. II fuPl, 
elll I I , Z I ! la II IZ U II n 
" 
m , 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 
• ',0 ',0 ',' 20,0 7,1 n,2 2,' 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 C ',0 0,0 10,0 '0,0 25,7 21,1 I,' 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
D D,O ',0 20,0 CO,. 11,1 IS,' 
.'" 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100,' 100.0 [ 0,0 ',0 20,' ",0 'U 50,' ",3 100.0 100,' 100.0 100,' 100,0 ,." IS,O 
Appendix 8:Cc. Cont inued. 
AlIlly.h of hbll ltgl, Colnn 17, n 
Tabl. Ltg Ag. 11 T.uI. 
lag Sg A 5 , Z I ! II II 12 13 II II U m 
• I U.3 27.3 0,0 3,1 0,0 ',0 0,0 0.0 '.0 ',0 0,0 '.0 0.0 ',0 I Z 14,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I • 57, I 0,0 ',I 12,5 2.1 ',' 5.0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 2.5 U 25,0 I 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 H,3 11,2 3',' 25,0 11,1 20,0 20,0 1403 10,0 U U 5.3 2,' 10,0 
2 • 0,0 11,2 
U,S 21,1 ",7 2',' 10,0 7,1 ',7 0,0 
'" 
S,3 0,0 0,0 
2 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 2,' 0,0 5,0 10,7 3,3 ". U U 0,0 0,0 
2 7 0,0 ,,1 9,1 IS,' n,' U,7 20,0 14.3 ',7 12.5 S,' 7,' 0,0 0,0 
2 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,5 U 2,5 14,3 10,0 6.2 3,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,9 0,0 
3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 Z" 0,0 0,0 10,7 10,0 12.5 17,' 5,3 U 0,0 
3 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
'" 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,2 2.1 13,3 20,0 17,' 43,3 37.5 31,3 n,' '0,0 55,0 
• 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• • 0,0 27,3 0,0 5.3 2,' 0,0 2,5 U 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.1 ',' 15,0 7,1 3,3 ',3 Zo.s 5,3 22,' 10,0 
An&1Ylls 01 Clttgorlu of hblt Itgs, Coluln 17. 
Ltg Agt In Ytm, 
CI~I~m A 5 6 Z I ~ II II 12 13 Ii 15 16 m 
I H,3 27,3 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 21.5 11,2 U,. 25,0 11,1 20,0 20,0 U,3 10,0 U 
'" 
5,3 S,. 10,0 
• 57,1 U,S SU ." , 47.2 2.., 17,5 10,7 10,0 3,1 U 7,' U 25,0 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',2 
'" 
0,0 5,0 21,' 13,3 21,' 20.& 7.S 2,' 0,0 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 ',I ',I 15.5 27,1 '1,1 3S,O 21,' 13.3 21,' 26.5 13.2 22.S 10,0 
• 
0,0 0,0 0,0 3,2 1,3 20,0 27,S 32,2 53,3 43,7 ",3 n,l '0,0 55,0 
AnalYI11 of UII of Dtpth CUtI, Coluln 17. 
Depth Ag. III Yml, 
CUI f 5 , Z I ~ Ig II 12 13 Ii 15 U m 
A 14.3 21,3 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I 28.' 11,2 36,' 25,0 11,1 20,0 20,0 14,3 10,0 5.3 S,' 5,3 5,8 10,0 
C 57,1 '5,5 5U ",' 
41,2 28,' 17,5 10,7 10,0 5.2 5,' 7,' U 25,0 
0 0,0 
'" 
',I 25,0 ",7 51,1 '2.5 75,0 10,0 17,5 ",2 ''-1 15,7 n,o [ 0,0 ',I "1 II,' n,l 5\,1 U,5 53,6 ",S ",7 n,' 79,0 12, , 65,0 
Chlpttr 8, App.ndiCII, Pig. AS· 73 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
Anlly,II of table 1'91, e.I.1 II, R 
hblt Lt9 Ag. 'I ' .. n, 
Iaa la I 5 , Z I ! IR II 12 13 U IS U lZR 
• I II,' J,I 
. ,. ., . 
',' 
I,t 0,0 0,' 0,' ',0 ',' 
. ,. ., . 
'.0 
2 , ", ••• ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 
.,. 
',' 
.,. 
',0 ',0 
2 , U 0,0 S,O t,' ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',0 ',' I,' ',0 ',0 ',0 2 J '.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 ',0 I" ',0 0,0 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 ',0 ',0 
t I Its 21,' 15.0 7.1 2,2 U I.' 0,0 0.0 '.0 '.0 ',0 0,0 ',0 
3 , 0,0 2t.l 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 I.' 0,0 ',0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , , 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 , 0.0 7,' 0.0 ... II, • 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
, 1 0,0 0.0 0,0 
'''' 
U I.., U 10,1 3.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 
, I 5'-3 35,7 10.0 n.o 7U 7305 au I", ",7 100.0 100.0 100,0 ",1 100,0 
balu's ., e'''90r'" ., table h91, eoluin II. 
Ltg Ig. " hm. 
Clu~m I 5 , 2 I ! IR II 12 U U IS U m 
I 11,1 J,I 0.' 0,0 0,0 I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 ',0 0,0 , U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
, U zu S,O 2.4 0,0 0.0 I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
S 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 2.3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 0,0 7,1 0,0 ... II,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0.0 0.0 I'" U 20, I 
'" 
10,7 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.t 0,0 
• £1,1 57,1 n,o 7U II, t 77.' 11.5 .U ",7 100,0 100.0 100,0 t7.1 100.0 
Analy"1 of Un of D.pth CUll, C,IUln II, 
D.pt" Ig. ,. Yun, 
C~l I 5 , 1 I ! IR II 12 13 Ii IS 1& m 
• 11,1 7,1 0.0 0.0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
e I2,S 21.' 5.0 1,2 II, , 0,0 I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0 n,' n,l !S,O n,t au ",1 ",1 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 IDO,O 100,0 100.0 
E n,' U,2 n,o n,7 n,l ",1 ",1 100,0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
Chapter 8, Append'c", Page AS· fA 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued, 
."dYIII of tabl. ltgl, Colilla I" n 
hblt L.~ _g. 1ft Yurl, 
lag Sa • 5 & Z I ! ID II IZ 13 It 15 U m 0 , 85,7 27,3 11,2 3, , 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3 , 0,0 27,3 t, , 3, , 0,0 2.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 S 0,0 ", 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 .,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3 , 0,0 ',I 18,2 U 1,3 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 7 . 0,0 0,0 0,0 21, , 13.9 26,7 12,5 7,1 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 I 1A,3 27,3 U,5 n,' 75.0 52,2 87,S U,t ",1 100,0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0 
AnalYll1 of Categoritl of hblt Itgl, Colylft n, 
L.g Age In furs, 
Cllc~m 
• 
5 & Z I 2 ID II 12 13 It 15 U m 
I 85.7 27,3 11,2 3,1 0,0 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
A 0,0 27,3 
'" 
3,1 U 2.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
5 0,0 " , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 , 0,0 
'" 
11,2 ',3 ',3 5,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 21.' 13,' 26,1 12,5 7,1 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 1A,3 27,3 U,S 65, , 75,0 62,2 '7,5 '2.9 96,7 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
Analysll of Uu of Depth Cm, Colylft n, 
O.pth _g. III Yur., 
C~l 
• 
5 & Z I ! ID II 12 13 It 15 1& m 
A 15,7 27,3 18,2 3,1 0,0 2.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 0,0 3'" 27,3 t,' 11,1 I.t 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
D 1A,3 3&.& SU I7,S ",t a.., 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0 -
E U,3 36,' 72,7 Sl,a ",2 n,' 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100.0 100.0 
Chapter 8. App.ndie ... Page AI· 75 
Appendix 8:Cc. Cont inued, 
AlIllrlh of hblt ltgl. eolull 20. L. 
hblt L.; At· II 'U,., 
JDD la I i , I I ! II II IZ U II II II m 
• I ',' ',0 ',' '.0 ',0 '.0 '.0 ••• '.' '.0 ••• ••• '.' '.0 I • 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 .,. ',0 .,. 0.0 ',0 '.0 U U '.' n,' 2 2 ••• ',0 ',0 2'" 21.1 II,' n.I 21.5 13.1 1.1 U II.' 17.2 15,' 2 • '.0 ',0 10.0 3'.0 3'-3 26.3 U 21.' 20,' I", 23.1 ".2 21.5 25,' 2 5 0.0 0.0 20,0 ',0 U 7,' II.' 17.' 10,0 J1.' 20.5 10.' 22.' '.0 2 7 0,0 ',0 ',0 32,0 25,0 U,I .. ,' 11,3 13,1 "., 20.' 11.' 1.7 1,0 
2 I 0,0 0,0 0.0 1,0 U 1.3 11.3 11.2 2", 12.1 11.1 1.2 '.0 ',0 , 2 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 U 0,0 0.0 0.0 '.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 5 0,0 ',0 ',0 0,0 0.0 ',0 0.0 0.0 0,0 '.0 
'" 
'.0 0.0 0.0 
3 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 J.1 5.t 10.5 1.7 0.0 7 ',0 ',0 ',0 0,0 7.1 ',0 .,. 0.0 '.0 ',0 2.' '.0 ',0 ',0 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 '.0 0.0 '.' 
0.0 0,0 
AIIdrlil .f Cal.gorltl .f hblt Itgl. C,luan 20. 
Ltg Ig. II Yml, 
CI117~'1 , 5 , Z I ! II II IZ U II II II m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 0,0 21.0 21,5 21,0 17.1 21.' JU 2.1 5.t 11,& n,2 15,0 
• 0,0 0,0 10,0 3'" 3", 25.3 '" 
21 •• 20.0 15,5 2',5 3'-1 21.5 &0,0 
S 0,0 0,0 20,0 0,0 U 7,' 11.' 17. , 10.0 JI,3 25, , 10,6 22.' 0.0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 22,0 32,1 H,I .. ,' 11,3 IU , ... 23.1 II,' 1,7 s.o 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 1.0 U 7.S II.' 17.1 23.3 I'" 17.5 15,7 S,7 ',0 
Anll,sll .f Uu .f D.p\h CWtl, "Illift 20. 
D.pt~ Ag. I, Y ..... 
CWI , I , Z I ! II II 12 U II II II m 
I 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.' 0,' ',' ',0 
0,0 0,' '.0 ••• • •• 
.,. 
'.' I '.0 0,0 0,0 21,0 21.5 21,0 n.1 21.5 'U 1.1 I,' II.' 27,2 IS,O 
e 0.0 0.0 10.0 U,O 3", 25.3 U 21.' 20.0 I'" 2'-' U.' 21.' &0.' D .,. ',0 20,' &0.0 ,,,, 1205 71.1 10.' ",7 IU 57.' ".7 I.., s.o , 
',0 0,0 ',0 &0.0 ,'" ",7 n.' '2.1 ,'" SO •• &0.1 34.1 11.' I,' 
Chapt.r 8, App.ndiClI, Page A8· 76. 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued, 
lIIllrsis of tablt ltgs, Coluln 21, ~ 
Tab It Ltg Ag. In Ylm, 
199 &g • 5 
, Z I ! 10 II 12 13 Ii 15 16 m 
0 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 2 0,0 0,0 20,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 
7, , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 1 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 5,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 • 0,0 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 I 0,0 0,0 20,0 1,0 3,6 U 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 0,0 
3 1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 U 0,0 0,0 3,3 0.0 0,0 U 2.8 5,0 
I 2 0,0 0,0 0,0 16,0 1,1 13.2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,0 
• 
I 0,0 0,0 SQ,O 24,0 32, I 13,2 U 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,0 
• S 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3, I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
• 7 0,0 
0,0 0,0 32,0 12,9 S2.6 85,7 100.0 !G,7 n,8 100,0 n,4 '1, • 85,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 2.6 2,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
AnalYlis of Categories of bblt IIgl, Colm 21, 
ltg Ag. In Yurl, 
Cih~m I 5 , Z I ~ 10 II 12 13 II 15 16 m 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 0,0 0,0 20,0 20,0 10,7 13,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 $,0 
I 0,0 0,0 10,0 10,0 n,' 15,8 II ,I 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2.9 5,0 , 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
7 0,0 0,0 0,0 3',0 ",I ,,,, 15,7 100,0 ,6,7 '3.1 100.0 ",' tI,' 15,0 I 0,0 0,0 0,0 ',0 0,0 7,8 U 0,0 3,3 0,0 0,0 U 2,8 5,0 . 
AnalYlls of Un of Depth CUll, Coluan 21, 
Depth Ag. In Yms, 
CUf • 
5 , Z I ! IQ II 12 13 II 15 16 m 
• 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I . 0,0 0,0 20,0 20,0 10,7 13,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,0 
C 0,0 0,0 10,0 40,0 '2.1 1S,8 11,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 2,' 5,0 
0 0,0 0,0 0,0 '0,0 '6.' 71,1 ",' 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 97,1 '0,0 £ 0,0 0,0 0,0 40,0 46,' n,7 11.6 100.0 100,0 !l,. 100.0 100,0 '0 to,o 
Chlphr 8. App.ndic .. , Pag. AI - 77 
Appendix 8:Cc. Continued. 
wly.II ., '&~\e Itgs, Col •• 22. C7 
Idl. L.g At. II '.m. 
l~g I; I I , Z I ! U II 12 12 II II U m 
• I U ',0 2.t U ••• I.' '.0 0,0 ••• 
.,. 
'.0 U ••• ',0 , 2 n,' 20,0 3 •• ' 20.' 10.' U.J "1 0,0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 1.0 
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Detailed analyses of proportions of response, with age, of st1mul1 in 
Groups C to I. 
In this appendix responses to the stimuli in groups C to I (as 
outlined in the introduction to Appendices 8) are compared within each 
group. A truncated version of this appendix is presented in Chapter 8. 
• Group C. Page Ap.8.82 
• Group D. Ap.8.85 
• Group E. Ap.8.88 
• Group F. Ap.8.91 
• Group G. Ap.8.93 
• Group H. Ap.8.96 
• Group I. Ap.8.99 
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1) D.tail.d analYlis of proportions of r.lponll, w1th agl, of Itiluli 1n Group C. 
This group is comprised of two table types, nos. 12 [- 1 
and 17 [n 1 in Figure 8:1. The proportions of response, with age, both 
on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were compared across 
the two figures by a series of Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one tailed 
X2 approximation tests. These tests failed to find any significant 
differences in response to the two stimuli for the oblique response, or 
the use of ground line, ground plane, or partial occlusion, but did show 
significant differences in the production of the orthographic, vertical 
oblique, and perspective table tops, and in the production of no ground 
plane. Comparison of Stimulus no. 12 vs. Stimulus no. 17 = Orthographic:-
KX.2 = 9.57, df = 2, P < 0.01: Vertical Oblique:- KX2 = 32.0, df = 2, P < 
0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 1.5, df = 2, P > 0.05: Perspective:- KX=~ = 8.74, df 
= 2, P < 0.02: No ground line:- KX2 = 14.68, df = 2, P < 0.001: Ground 
line:- KX~ = 1.04, df = 2, P > 0.05: Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.6, df = 2, P > 
0.05: Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 1.3, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
The main areas of difference between the two stimuli appear to be 
in the proportions, with age, of the vertical oblique and no ground line 
responses. It can be argued that differences between the two stimuli in 
orthographic and perspective responses are, to a certain extent, an 
artifact of the study. Because the data are proportional, a difference in 
response on one measure necessitates differences on other measures. If 
the difference 1s sufficiently strong on one measure, the other differences 
may well be found significant also. The fact that oblique is the only 
table top measure on which no Significant differences are evident is of 
interest. It reinforces arguments put forward in earlier chapters about 
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the uniqueness of the oblique response. 
Figure 8:01 illustrates that A>t1mulus 17 elicits significantly more 
vertical oblique and no ground line responses from older children 
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than does jtimulus 12. the straight 11ne. In the same way stimulus 12 
elicits more orthographic and perspective responses in the same subjects 
than does stimulus 17. Thus the inclusion of two lines at right angles to 
the top. and hence an essentially square shape to the stimulus. encourages 
subjects to draw a square table top. and also discourages subjects from 
using a ground line or ground plane. This eHect is evident in subjects 
between nlne and flfteen years of age. It is interesting to speculate that 
some of the subjects ln this age group. who spontaneously produce 'plan' 
type of tables as identiUed in Chapters 3 to 6. do so becau.e of the way 
in which they place the Urat line. on the paper. 
Whilst there are 81gniUcant differences in response to the two 
&t1mul1 there are also similarities. The differences will be addressed 
later when further cross-stimulus comparlsons are made. however in order 
to compare the different atimulus groups it i. necessary to examine the 
amalgamated data for Group C. Figure 8:D2 ahows that few subjects leave 
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the stimuli unaltered or use orthographic projection. The majority of 
younger subjects use vertical obUque projection, whilst the majority of 
older subjects use oblique. A small, but relatively steady proportion of 
subjects use perspective. 
Figure 8:03 l11ustrates the way in whlch depth cues are used in 
Group C. Subjects show a steadily 1ncreasing preference, wlth age, for the 
production of ground plane and partial occlusion. Younger subjects prefer 
no ground llne and ground line, and. whllst the strength of this preference 
declines with age, some subjects, at all age&, complete the stimuli in this 
way. 
2) D.tlil.d lnllysis of proportions of r.spons., with ag •• of Itiluli in 6roup D. 
This group 1s comprised of three table types, nos. 23 [L 1, 
5 [ r-, 1. and 8 l fa 1 in Flgure 8:1. The proportions of response, with 
age. both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were 
compared across the three figures by a serles of Kolmogorov Smirnov two 
sample. one tailed x% approximation tests. These tests found significant 
differences in the proportions of response, with age, between the three 
stimuli on some of the perspective, and ground Une responses, but faUed 
to find any significant differences in the rema1ning responses. Comparlson 
of Stimulus no. 23 vs. Stimulus no. 5 = Vertical Oblique:- KX~ • 0.99, df 
= 2. P > 0.05; ObUque:- KX2 = 0.65, df I: 2, P > 0.05. Perspective:- KX2 I: 
57.98. df = 2. P < 0.01; No ground line:- KX2 I: 4.46, df I: 2, P ) 0.05; 
Ground line:- KX:" I: 1.33, df I: 2, P > 0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 • 0.19, df 
I: 2. P > 0.05; Partial Occluslon:- KX2 = 0.69, df • 2, P ) 0.05. 
Compar1son of Stimulus no. 23 VIi. Stimulus no. 8· VerUcal Obl1que:- KX% 
I: 0.32. df I: 2, P > 0.05; ObUque:- KX2' • 1.23, df • 2, P ) 0.05; 
PerspecUve:- KX2 • 1.28, df • 2, P ) 0.05. No ground line:- KX2 • 0.77, 
df I: 2, P ) 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 • 9.15, df • 2, P < 0.02j Ground 
plane:- KX2 • 1.72. df • 2, P ) 0.05j Partial Occluaion:- KX2 • 0.74, df I: 
2, P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus no. 8 vs. Stimulus no. 5· Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX2 I: 3.23, df • 2, P ) 0.05j Obl1que:- KX2 • 2.43. df • 2, P ) 
0.05. PerspecUve:- KX2 • 51.39. df • 2. P (O.Olj No ground line:- KX2 I: 
1.16, df • 2, P ) 0.05j Ground line:- KX2 • 3.88. df • 2. P ) 0.05. 
Ground plane:- KX% • 1.72, df I: 2. P > 0.05; Partial Oc:clu&ion:- KX2 • 
1.64, df • 2, P > 0.05. 
Figure 8:04 ahows Uttle aignificant difference in the perlpective 
response for sttmull 23 and 8, however that elicited by stimulus 5 varies 
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K.y:- M ....... " .. 5Ululul 23 t L I, ------ 5Ululul 5 t nl, - 5Ululul 8 tnl 
Figure 8:DA, Thl proportionl, ~ith 'gIl of PlflPl(til'1 '"~nll (0' .ti.u/i 23, 5. ,nd 8, 
significantly from both the others. Stimulus 5 encourages a lower 
proportion of perspective response from older subjects than do the other 
stimuli. This is counter-balanced by a higher oblique response, however 
the difference between the stimuli for the oblique response does not reach 
significance. 
Figure 8:D5 illustrates that the majority of younger subjects 
complete table tops in Group D in perspective, however, with age, an 
increasing number of subjects complete it in oblique projection. The 
exception to this is the four year old subjects, the majority of whom alter 
the stimulus to provide a table top in vertical oblique projection. A 
small proportion of subjects between five and nine years of age, and a few 
fifteen year olds. also make this alteration. 
Figure 8:06 shows that the majority of subjects between four and 
six years old complete the table legs to a ground line, however after this 
age ground plane and partial occlusion are used. 
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3) D.tail.d analYlil of proportions of '.Iponl., with ag., of Iti.uli in &roup E. 
This group is comprised of three table types, nos. 2 [ = ], 
9 [ c:: ], and 14- [ 0 ] in Figure 8:1, forming Group Ea, and a fourth, 
Stimulus 20 ( L. l, which together with the others forms Group E. The 
proportions of response, with age, both on type of table top and type of 
depth cue produced, were compared across the three flgures by a series of 
Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one tailed X2 approximation tests. . These 
tests found significant differences in the proportions of response, with 
age, between the three stimuli in Group Ea on some of the no ground line 
responses, but failed to find any significant differences in the remaining 
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responses. Comparison of Stimulus no. 2 vs. Stimulus no. 9 = Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX2 = 0.21, df = 2, P > 0.05: Obl1que:- Kt~: = 0.78, df = 2, P > 
0.05: Perspective:- KX2 = 4.48, df = 2, P > 0.05: No ground line:- KX2 = 
6.13, df = 2, P < 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 = 3.67, df = 2, P > 0.05: 
Ground plane:- Kr = 1.0, df :: 2, p ) 0.05: Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.74, 
df = 2. P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus no. 9 YS. Stimulus no. 14 = 
VerUc81 Obl1que:- KX2 = 0.21, df = 2, P > 0.05: Obl1que:- KX2 = 1.63, df = 
2, P > 0.05: PerspecUve:- KX2 = 5.66, df = 2, P > 0.05: No ground line:-
KX2 = 3.39, df = 2, P > 0.05: Ground l1ne:- KX2 = 2.08, df = 2, P > 0.05: 
Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.98, df = 2, P > 0.05: Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 
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1.25, df = 2, P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus no. 2 vs. Stimulus no. 14 = 
Vertical Ob11que:- KX:Z = 0.04, df = 2, P ) 0.05j ObUque:- KX:Z = 2.77, df = 
2, P ) 0.05j Perspective:- KX:Z = 5.4, df = 2, P ) 0.05; No ground Une:-
KX:Z = 11.18, df = 2. P < 0.01; Ground line:- KX:Z = 5.75, df = 2, P ) 0.05; 
Ground plane:- KX4 ' = 1.01. df = 2, P ) 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX:Z = 
2.07. df = 2, P > 0.05. 
These tests indicate that the significant differences between the 
three stimuli on the no ground line response is attributable to stimulus 2. 
However. as can be seen in Figure 8:07, the cause of these differences is 
unclear. 
Stimulus group E also includes Stimulus 20. A statistical 
comparison of the proportions of response, with age, between Group Ea and 
Stimulus 20 found significant differences in the perspective response, but 
failed to find any others. Comparison of Stimulus Group Ea vs. Stimulus 
no. 20 = Vertical Obl1que:- KX~ = 0.23, df = 2, P > 0.05; Obl1que:- KX::' = 
2.61, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Perspective:- KX:" = 7.05, df = 2, P < 0.05j No 
ground 11ne:- KX4 ' = 4.28, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground 11ne:- KX:Z = 0.67, df = 
2, P > 0.05j Ground plane:- KX· = 1.81, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Partial 
Occlusion:- KX::' = 2.04, df = 2, P ) 0.05. Very few subjects in any age 
group produced a perspective response, thus limiting the psychological 
significance of this finding. 
Figure 8:08 shows that the vast majority of all table tops, at all 
ages. completed in Group E, are in vertical obUque projection. Some older 
subjects alter the stimulus to depict the table top in oblique projection, 
however the number at each age group doing this is very small. 
In Figure 8:09 it can be seen that the way in which the depth 
cues are drawn on the stimuli in Group E is quite complex. A steadily 
increasing proportion of younger children, with age, show a preference for 
using ground plane and partial occlusion. and correspondingly. a steadily 
decreasing preference for no ground line and ground line. However there 
1s a reversal of these trends between ten and thirteen years of age, until, 
by adulthood, the majority of subjects use no ground Une, with equal 
numbers of subjects using ground line or ground plane. Decrease in the 
use of partial occlUSion, with age. 1& even greater than that of ground 
plane. The no ground line re.ponse is further complicated in that it 
shows a secondary peak between eleven and twelve years of age. reaching 
approximately 30~ at this time. This complex response is elicited by all 
four stimuli, and indicates an area which might reward further 
investigation, and which will be discussed later. 
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AI D.tailld analYlis of proportionl of 'Ilponl., lith Ig', of Itiluli in Sroup F. 
This group is comprised of three table types, nos. 7 ( = l, 
16 [c:: 1, and 22 [c:J ] in Figure 8:1. The proportions of response, with 
age, both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were 
compered across the three figures by a series of KOlmogorov Smlrnov two 
semple, one tailed X2 approximation tests. These tests found significant 
differences in the proportions of response, with age, on some of the 
oblique and perspective responses, but failed to find any Significant 
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differences in the reaa1ning responses. Comparison of St1lllulus no. 7 VB. 
Stimulus no. 16 = Vertical Obl1que:- KX:Z - 1.66, df I: 2, P ) 0.05; 
Obl1que:- KX· I: 3.22, df = 2, P ) 0.05; PerspecUve:- KX2 I: 13.3. df I: 2, P 
< 0.01; No ground ltne:- Kr I: 0.84, df • 2, P > 0.05. Ground line:- KX2 
I: 0.95, df I: 2. P ) 0.05; Ground plane:- Kr • 0.19, df • 2, P ) 0.05; 
Partial Occluslon:- KX2 I: 0.19, df I: 2, P ) 0.05. Collparison of Stimulus 
no. 7 vs. Stimulus no. 22 I: VerUcal Obl1que:- N.A.; Obl1que:- KX:Z • 13.19, 
df = 2, P < 0.01; PerspecUve:- N.A.; No ground line:- KX2 • 3.99, df • 2, 
P ) 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 - 1.8, df • 2, P ) 0.05; Ground plane:- Kf.a I: 
0.19, df I: 2, P ) 0.05; Partial Occlu81on:- Kt2 I: 0.19, df - 2, P ) 0.05. 
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Comparison of Stimulus no. 16 VB. Stimulus no. 22 = VerUcal Oblique:-
N.A.; Obl1que:- KX2 = 3.42, df = 2, P ) 0.05; PerspecUve:- N.A.; No 
ground line:- KX" = 0.77, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 = 0.49, df = 
2, P > 0.05: Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.19, df = 2, P ) 0.05; ParUal 
Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.75, df = 2, P ) 0.05. 
Figure 8:010 shows that the proportion of subjects responding in 
oblique projection on the table top is a function of the number of table 
top lines given in the stimulus. Thus the fewer lines in the stimulus 
encouraging an oblique response, the less younger subjects make such a 
response. 
Figure 8:010 also shows the perspective response for the three 
stimuli. Stimulus 22 elicits no perspective response at all, however a few 
younger subjects do respond in perspective on stimuli 'i and 16. The 
fewer the lines to complete in the stimulus, the smaller the proportion of 
subjects responding with a table top in perspective. Whilst this effect 
might have statistical Significance, the number of subjects responding in 
this way is very small, and tests failed to find significant differences in 
the vertical response between the two stimuli, thus indicating that the 
effect m1ght have little psychological significance. 
Figure 8:011 shows that the majority of all table tops completed 
in Group F. at all ages, are in oblique projection. However a minority of 
subjects between 5 and 10 years old appear unhappy with the table top in 
oblique projection, and alter the stimulus. The majority alter it to form 
a table top in vertical oblique projection, though between four and ten 
percent of subjects between six and nine years old alter it to perspective. 
In Figure 8:012 it can be seen that the proportion of subjects 
using ground plane and partial occludon rises steadily from about ten 
percent at four years of age to a hundred percent at eleven. This rise 
corresponds to a steady decline, with age, in the use of no ground line 
and ground line, the first being less popular than the second. 
5) D.tail.d 1~IYlil of proportionl of r.sponl" with agl. of Itllull in 'roup 6, 
This group 1& comprised of three table types, nos. 15 [-=- 1, 
21 [~l, and 3 [ 0. 1 in Figure 8:1. The proportions of Asponse, with 
age, both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were 
compared across the three figures by a series of Kolmogorov Smirnov two 
sample, one tailed X2 approx1aaUon tests. The.e tests found significant 
differences in the proportions of response, with age, between the three 
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stimuli 1n Group G on some of the perspective responses, but failed to 
f1nd any significant differences in the remain1ng responses. Comparison of 
Stimulus no. 15 vs. Stimulus no. 21 = Vertical Ob11que:- KX2 = 1.06. df = 
2, P > 0.05; Oblique:- Kt~ = 2.28, df = 2, P > 0.05; PerspecUve:- Kt2 = 
5.19, df = 2, P > 0.05; No ground l1ne:- Kt2 = 0.83, df = 2, P > 0.05; 
Ground line:- KX~ = 1.58, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground plane:- KX:2 = 0.75, df 
= 2, P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- Kt2: = 0.74, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
Comparison of Stimulus no. 15 vs. Stimulus no. 3 = Vertical Obl1que:- KX:2 
= 2.08, df = 2, P > 0.05; Obl1que:- KX2 = 1.74, df = 2, P > 0.05; 
Perspective:- KX2 = 9.94, df = 2, P < 0.01; No ground l1ne:- KX2 = 1.57, 
df = 2. P > 0.05; Ground l1ne:- KX2 = 2.26. df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground 
plane:- KX2 = 1.67, df = 2, P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 1.66, df = 
2, P > 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus no. 21 vs. Stimulus no. 3 = Vertical 
Oblique:- K;e~ = 3.07, df = 2, P > 0.05; Obl1que:- KX2 = 2.1, df = 2, P > 
0.05; Perspective:- Kt2 = 1.89, df = 2, P > 0.05; No ground l1ne:- KX2 = 
2.56. df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground line:- KX~ = 2.64. df = 2. P > 0.05; 
Ground plane:- Kt~ = 0.73, df = 2, P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX~ = 
0.73, df = 2, P > 0.05 . 
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Figure 8:D13 shows that the proportion of subjects responding in 
perspective on the table top is 8 function of the number of table top 
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lines given in the stimulus. Thus the fewer lines in the st imulus 
encouraging a perspective response, the less younger subjects make such a 
response. 
Figure 8:014 shows that the majority of all table tops completed 
in Group G, at all ages, are in perspective. However a minority of 
subjects between 5 and 10 years old appear unhappy with the table top in 
perspective, and alter the stimulus. The majority alter it to form a table 
top in vertical oblique projection, though between two and five percent of 
subjects between six and nine years old alter it to oblique projection. 
In Figure 8:015 it can be seen that the proportion of subjects 
using ground plane and partial occlusion rises steadily from about four 
percent at five years of age to a hundred percent at eleven. This rise 
corresponds to a steady decline, with age, in the use of ground line. No 
ground line is used by between eight and fifteen percent of subjects 
between four and nine years of age. 
&) D.tailld analysis of proportions of rlspons., with agl, of Itiluli in 6roup H, 
This group is comprised of three table types, nos. 19 [~l, 
10 [ H 1, and 18 [ R 1 in Figure 8:1, forming Group Ha, and a fourth, 
stimulus 4 [ M' 1, which together with the others forms Group H. The 
proportions of response, with age, both on type of table top and type of 
depth cue produced, were compared across the three figures by a series of 
Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one tailed X2 approximation tests. These 
tests found significant differences in the proportions of response, with 
age, between the three stimuli in Group Ha on some of the oblique 
responses, but failed to find any significant differences in the remaining 
responses. Comparison of Stimulus no. 19 vs. Stimulus no. 10 = Vertical 
Obl1que:-N.A.j Obl1que:- KX2 = 12.86, df = 2, P < 0.01j Perspective:- N.A.; 
No ground line:- N.A.; Ground line:- KX2 = 0.86, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground 
plane:- KX2 = 0.86, df = 2. P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.22, df = 
2, P > 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus no. 19 vs. Stimulus no. 18 = Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX2 = 1.92. df = 2, P ) 0.05; Obl1que:- KX2 = 2.29, df = 2, P ) 
0.05; PerspecUve:- N.A.; No ground line:- N.A.j Ground line:- KX::Z = 2.13, 
df = 2, P ) 0.05j Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.21, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Partial 
Occ1usion:- KX::Z = 0.22, df = 2, P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus no. 10 vs. 
StuDulus no. 18 = Vertical Obl1que:- N.A.; Oblique:- KX2 = 0.22, df = 2, P 
) 0.05; Perspect1ve:- N.A.; No ground line:- N.A.: Ground I1ne:- KX~ = 
0.46, df = 2, P ) 0.05j Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.22, df = 2, P ) 0.05; 
Chlph,8. ApptndiclS. 
Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.00, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
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Figure 8:016 indicates that the significant difference on the 
oblique response between stimuli 19 and 10 is because a greater proportion 
of the younger subjects are able to complete the stimulus correctly when 
it is the top back line that is missing. 
Stimulus group H also includes Stimulus 4. A statistical 
comparison of the proportions of response, with age, between Group Ha and 
Stimulus 4 faUed to find any significant differences. Comparison of 
Stimulus Group Ha vs. Stimulus no. 4 = Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 ;: 0.12, df = 
2, P > 0.05; Obl1que:- KX2 ;: 1.91, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Perspective:- KX2 = 
0.12, df = 2, P ) 0.05; No ground I1oe:- N.A.; Ground I1oe:- KX2 = 0.69, 
df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground plane:- Kr ;: 0.85, df ;: 2. p ) 0.05; Partial 
Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.22, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
Figure 8:017 shows that the vast majority of all table tops, at 
all ages, are in obUque projection. However between five and ten percent 
of subjects between the ages of four and nine alter the stimulus to depict 
the table top in vertical oblique projection, rather than adding the .ingle 
line required to cOllplete the stimulus. A slIaller proportion of subjects 
(3 to 5") aged between seven and nine, alter the stimulus to give a table 
top in perspective. 
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The stimuli for compleUon in Group H use the depth cues of 
ground plane and partial occlu&ion. In Figura 8:D18 tt can be seen that 
between four and thirty percent of subjects from four to nine years of age 
deliberately alter the stimuU, by extending the legs, to give a ground 
line rather than accept the use of ground plane. 
7) Dltailld analysis of proportions of rlsponSl, lith agl, of .tilull in 'roup I. 
This group 1s compr1sed of three table types, nos. 1 t~), 
13 ( A 1, and 24 [ ~ 1 in Figure 8:1, forming Group la, and a fourth, 
Stimulus 11 ( f-rll, which together with the others form& Group I. The 
proportions of response, with age, both on type of table top and type of 
depth cue produced, were compared across the three figures by a &eries of 
Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one hUed XZ approximaUon te&ts. These 
tests found significant differences in the proportions of response, wtth 
age. between the three stimuli in Group Ia on some of the no ground line 
responses, but failed to find any significant differences in the remaining 
responses. Compar1son of Stimulus no. 1 vs. Stimulus no. 13 II: Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX" = 1.92, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Obl1que:- N.A.; Perspective:- KXa = 
1.84, df = 2, P ) 0.05; No ground line:- KX2 • 10.7, df = 2, P ( 0.01; 
Ground 11ne:- KX2 = 2.38. df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 II: 0.83, df 
= 2, P > 0.05; ParUal Occlusion:- KXa I: 0.83, df I: 2, . P > 0.05. 
Compar1son of Stimulus no. 1 vs. Stimulus no. 24 I: VerUcal Obl1que:- KXz 
= 5.08, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ob11que:- N.A.; Perspective:- KXa • 1.83, df = 2, 
P ) 0.05; No ground line:- KX2: = 7.17, df I: 2, P < 0.05; Ground line:-
KX:2 = 1.0, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground plane:- KXa • 0.21, df = 2, P ) 0.05; 
Partial Occlus10n:- KXa • 0.82, df • 2, P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus 
no. 13 vs. Stimulu& no. 24. Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 • 3.85, df • 2, P ) 
0.05; Obl1que:- N.A.; Perspective:- IX2 c 0.22, df • 2, P ) 0.05; No 
ground line:- KX4: c 4.02, df • 2, P ) 0.05. Ground line:- Kr c 1.61, df • 
2, P > 0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 • 1.86, df • 2, P ) 0.05; Partial 
Occlus1on:- KX2 c 1.86, df c 2, P ) 0.05. 
Whilst the tests do find significant differences in the no ground 
line response, they are attributable to the way in which 0.003' of the 
subjects completed Stllllulus 1. This 11atts the peychological significance 
ef the finding. 
Stimulus group 1 also includes Stimulus 11. A statistical 
comparison of the proportions of respon •• , with age, between Group Ia and 
Stimulus 11 failed to find any significant differences. Comparison of 
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Stimulus Group Ia vs. Stimulus no. 11 = VerUcal Oblique:- K~ .: 2.43, df 
= 2, P > 0.05; Oblique:- K~ = 3.91, df' = 2, P > 0.05; PerspecUve:- KX2 .: 
4.24, df' = 2, P > 0.05; No ground line:- Kt~ .: 0.28, df' • 2, P ) 0.05; 
Ground line:- KX2 = 0.05, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.2, df = 
2. P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 • 0.21, df' • 2, P ) 0.05 •. 
Figure 8:D19 shows that the aajor1ty of' all table tops, at all 
ages, are completed in perspecUve f'or stimuli in Group 1. There are two 
lIlain exceptions to this. Unt1l subjects are ten years old a slllall 
proportion of' them in each age group alter the stimulus to produce a table 
top in verUcal oblique projection. Secondly, from about sb years of age, 
a small, but steady proportion of' subjects. in each age group alter the 
stimulus to give a table top in oblique projection. 
The stimuli for cOlllpletion in Group H use the depth cues of 
ground plane and partial occlusion. In Figure 8:D18 1t can be seen that 
approximately twenty percent of' subjects f'rom five to nine years of' age 
deUberately alter the stimuU, by extending the legs, to give a ground 
line rather than accept the use of' ground plane. 
Chlpter 8, App.ndiclI, Pig. A8 - 102 
Appendix 8:E. 
DlJtlJ lJmlJlglJIDlJted lJcross elJch stimulus g-roup, g-iving proportions of 
response, with lJg-e for elJch group. 
This appendix presents the data discussed in Chapter 8 
amalgamated across stimulus groups. It contains two parts. The use of 
projection system on the table top, with age, for each stimulus group is 
given in the first part. In the second part the use of depth cues, with 
age, for each stimulus group is given. 
Ap.8:Ea. Use of projection system, by stimulus group. 
Ap.8.Eb. Use of depth cue, by stimulus group. 
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Anilysis of tible top depiction in the Stilulus 6roups. 
Key:- 0: Stllulus uniltered, 1 : Orthogriphic, 2 : Verticil Oblique, 3 : Oblique, 
Anilysis of table tops, 6ROUP C, 
Table Age in Years, 
• : Perspective, 
Top • 5 6 7 8 , 10 J1 12 13 It 15 16 )20, 
o U,2 27,2 0,0 1,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I 71,' 0,0 ',S 8,3 I,' 2,2 2,5 5,' 3,3 6,3 A,A 1,3 7,1 20,0 
2 ",2 AS,' '5.S 77,' 81,3 75,7 AS,9 '2,' 23,3 23,' 10,3 15.8 5,7 7.5 
3 0,0 0,0 0,0 5,1 9,1 13,2 28,6 39,3 60.0 65,6 U,7 75.0 68,6 60,0 
A 0,0 26,2 0,0 7,1 8,1 8,8 23,0 12,5 13,3 ',7 20,6 7,' 18,6 12,5 
Analysis of tible tops, 6ROUP 0, 
Table Age in Ylars, 
Top • 5 6 7 8 , 10 11 12 13 .. 15 16 )20, 
o 5,6 6,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I 0,0 6,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 U,5 6,3 7,7 3,3 ',9 ',5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,9 0,0 0,0 
3 0,0 8,' 3',5 35,3 '2,1 '5,3 56,8 67,9 78,9 88,S lA,S 78,1 85,7 91,7 
• '6,1 72,9 57,8 61.' 53,0 ",5 '3,2 32,1 21,1 11,5 25,S 21.1 lA.3 8,3 
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An~lysis of t~ble tops, 6ROUP 6, 
Table Age in Ye~rs, 
TOR • 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I I 2 13 U I S I 6 >20. 
o 3,3 0,0 1,0 0,6 0,0 0,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,7 
2 0,0 0,0 2t3 25,3 16,6 7,6 3,7 0,0 0,0 3,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 0,0 0,0 6,7 .,0 (8 3,5 1.5 0,0 1,1 0,0 0,0 2,6 1.9 1.7 
• 96,6 100,0 68,1 70,1 78,6 88,. 9(8 100,0 98,9 97,0 100,0 97,. 98,1 9',6 
Analysis of t~ble tops, 6ROUP Ho-
Table Age in Years, 
toR 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 " 12 13 IC 15 16 )20. 
o ",3 II,S 6,1 1,0 0,0 I,. 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 8,3 7,1 6,7 3,2 2,. 1,9 0,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 U,3 81,' 87,3 95,8 97,6 96,0 99,. 100,0 100,0 100,0100,0100,0100,0 100,0 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Analysis of table tops, 6ROUP H 
Table Age in Years, 
TOR • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1. IS 16 )20. 
o U,3 II,S .,6 0,8 0,0 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0',0 0,0 0,0 
2 8,3 7,1 5,0 S,. 3,6 2,1 0,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 H,3 8U 90,S 89,9 92,9 95,0 99,6 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
• 0,0 0,0 0,0 to 3,6 1,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
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Anilysis of tible tops. GROUP I~ 
Tlbl. Age in Yeirs, 
o Top 4 5 Ii I 8 , ) 0 11 12 ) 3 14 15 ) 6 )20, 
0' 0 25,9 11.5 4,8 0,0 0,0 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
I 4,8 13,3 2,' 0,0 0,0 0,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 10,' 8,8 9.3 6,2 6.7 4,5 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 0.0 0,0 5,' 3.3 3,0 4,4 4,2 0,0 2,2 3,1 1,0 1,8 4,8 5,0 
4 58,9 60,4 78,0 90,S 90,3 8',7 95,1100,0 '7,8 '6,' ",0 98,2 '5,2 95,0 
Anilysls of tible tops, 6ROUP I 
lib!. Age In Yun, 
lop «5 Ii I 8 , ) 0 " 12 13 14 IS 16 >20 
o 25,' 17.5 3.6 0.0 0.0 0,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
1 ',8 13.3 1,8 0,0 0,0 0,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
2 10,' 8,8 12.0 7,7 7.7 5,4 0,5 0,0 0,0 0,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3 0.0 0,0 '.2 5,5 ',.0 S,' 3,9 0.0 2,5 2,3 0,8 2,0 5,0 S,O 
• 58.9 60,' 73,5 86.9 88,3 87,7 95, Ii 100,0 97,S 96,9 9',3 98,0 '5,0 95,0 
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Analysis of Depth Cue depiction in the Stilulus 6roups. 
Key:- A: Stilulul unaltered, B. No 6round line, C: Ground line, D = Ground Plane, E: Partial Occlusion, 
Analysis of Depth Cues, GROUP C, 
Age in Years, 
Depth Cues 4 5 , 7 B , 10 11 12 13 14 15 l' )20. 
A lA,' 27,3 0,0 1,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
B 28,' 18,2 28,2 28,S 16,3 17,9 12,9 10,9 6,7 4,7 3,0 5,3 4,4 5,0 
C 57,1 '5,5 57,3 41,S 43,3 28,9 18,8 12.5 10,0 7,B 8,9 5,3 B,6 22,3 
o 0,0 ',1 14,' 28,S 40,S 53.2 68.' 76,8 83.4 87,5 88,2 89,S 87,2 72,S 
E 0,0 9,1 14,6 25,4 40,9 53,2 67.0 60.8 II,S 73,S 72,1 85,6 77,2 67,5 
Analysis of Depth Cues, GROUP 0, 
Age in Years, 
Depth Cues 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 )20. 
A 5,6 6,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 7,2 14,' 5,3 12,6 8,2 3,1 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 81,B 79,2 83,6 33,S 36,0 19,4 ",6 4,8 4,4 5,2 1,0 1,7 1,0 0,0 
D 5,6 0,0 11,1 51,8 55,6 76,8 82,S 95,7 95,6 94,8 '9.0 98,3 99,0 100,0 
E 5,6 0,0 23,3 47,7 58,1 76,0 84,9 82,2 90,0 90,6 88,2 93,8 92,' 96,7 
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Anily~i~ of D@pth Cue~, GROUP ECL 
Deoth Cues • 5 , __ 7 A'l! in Yeus. 14 15~ __ 16 )20. 8 , 10 II 12 13 
A 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
B 0.0 0,0 6,7 37.3 
C 0,0 0,0 73,3 32,0 
D 0,0 0,0 20,0 30,7 
E 0,0 0,0 20,0 30,7 
0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
25.0 U.O II,S 27.' 2(5 5.2 7.8 15.8 35.0 53.3 
36.9 26.3 22.9 20.3 16.7 U.6 23,' 36.8 2',7 28,3 
33.1 59.6 65.7 52,' 53.9 80.2 63,7 n,4 CI,O 18.3 
34,S 5',' 59.1 33.3 45.6 51.0 '3,3 31,S U,3 8,3 
~ Analysis of Depth Cues, GROUP E 
\J:1 
\ Age in Years, 
_ Depth Cun 4 5 6 Z 8 , 10 tJ 12 13 14 15 1& )20, 
o A 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
CX\ B 0,0 0,0 5,0 34,0 2',1 15.8 12,9 27,9 26,7 4,7 7,' U,5 35,S 53,8 
C 0,0 0,0 75,0 33,0 37,S 26,3 19.3 20,6 17,5 14,8 28.0 36,8 25,8 31.3 
o 0,0 0,0 20,0 33,0 38,4 57,9 67,9 51,8 55,' 80,5 U,7 4',7 39,3 16,5 
E 0,0 0,0 15,0 33,0 3',8 52.0 60,0 33,0 68,3 50,8 U,5 32,2 13,6 7,5 
Analysis of Depth Cues. 6ROUP F, 
Age in Tun, 
Oe.ptb Curs 4 5 , 7 8 , 10 JJ 12 13 14 15 16 )20. 
A 3,3 0,0 1,0 1,2 0,5 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 
8 Cl,4 20,0 18.1 25.3 9,4 14,6 2.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 1,0 1,7 
C CO,O 63,3 U,7 3',8 33.7 17,1 7,8 0,0 0.0 0.0 1,0 0.9 0,0 0,0 
o 13,3 16,7 15.2 38,7 56,' 67,9 90.2 100,0 100,0 100.0 99,0 99,1 99.0 98,3 
E 9,' 13,5 14,3 39,0 59,0 65,3 89,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 99,0 99,1 90,S 91.7 
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Analysis of Depth Cues, GROUP 6, 
Age in Years, 
Depth Cues • 5 6 7 8 , 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 )20, 
A 3,3 0,0 2,9 1-,8 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 13,3 1£,3 1l,3 17,3 7,6 8,5 I,S 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 73,3 78,0 6',3 '0,8 U,8 2(,1 11,3 0,0 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,9 8,7 
D 10,0 3,3 20,S '1,3 47,6 66,' 87,3 100,0 98,9 100,0 100,0 100,0 98,1 89,6 
E 10,0 3,3 20,S '1,3 '5,2 6',6 86,8100,0 98,' 96,0100,0100,0 97,1 89,6 
Analysis of Depth Cues, GROUP H~ 
Age in Years, o Oep tb Cues • 5 , I 8 , 1 0 11 12 13 14 1 5 16 )20, 
-D A ",' II,S ',I 1,0 I,' 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C ',2 28,3 13,1 6,6 10,' 3,7 0,6 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
o 51,S 60,2 80,8 92,' 89,6 98,0 99,' 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
E 51,S 66,9 86,8 96,1 97,' 97,2100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0100,0 
Analysis of Depth Cues, GROUP H 
Age in Years, 
Depth Cues • 5 , 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 J6 )20. 
A U,' 11,5 4,6 0,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
B 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,9 0,0 0,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
C 4,2 28,3 ' ... & 9.0 6,' 3,1 0, S 0,0 0,0 0,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
D 51,S 60,2 BO,6 90,3 87,7 95,9 98,B 100,0 100,0 99,2 100,0 100,0 100,0 100,0 
E 51,S 66,9 90,2 95,1 9',5 916 98,8 10~0 100,0 99,2 100,0 100,0 10~0 100,0 
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Chapter 8. Appendiul. 
Appendix 8:F, 
Detailed analyses of proportions of response, with age, of differences 
between Groups C to I. 
In this appendix responses to stimulus groups C to I (as outlined 
in the introduction to Appendices 8) are compared. A truncated version of 
this appendix is presented in Chapter 8. 
• Comparison of groups H and I. Page Ap.8.112 
f Comparison of groups H and F. Ap.8.114 
f Comparison of groups I and G. Ap.8.116 
• Comparison of groups E. F and G. Ap.8.119 
f The effect of the number of lines given for completion. Ap.8.123 
• Comparison of groups C and D. Ap.8.124 
f Comparison of groups C and D, and E, F and G. Ap.8.126 
f The effect of the position of a table leg. Ap.8.128 
~l5 -I) \ 
C~aptar 8. Applndices. PIge A8 - 112 
Apj)EIDdix 8:F. 
Detailed analys.s of proportions of respons., with age, of differences betw •• n 6roups C to I, 
1) Differences in proportions of responSl, with age, bet.een 6roupi H and I. 
The table tops and legs are given in both of these groups and the 
expected response is the addition of one or two lines to complete the 
table top. All table legs should show ground plane and partial occlusion, 
thus the only expected variation is 10 the compulsory completion of the 
oblique or perspective table top. The proportions of response, with age, 
both on type of hble top and type of depth cue produced, were compared 
across the two groups by a series of Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one 
tailed X2 approximation tests. 
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These tests found Significant differences in response to the two stimuli 
groups for the perspective table tops, and for the use of ground line, but 
failed to find any significant differences between the groups on the other 
responses. Comparison of Stimulus Group H vs. Stimulus Group I = 
Orthographic:- N. A.j Vertical Obl1que:- KX=~ = 1.15, df = 2, P > O.05j 
Oblique:- KX2 = 4.56, df = 2, P > O.05j Perspective:- KXz = 14.97, df = 2, 
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p < 0.001; No alteration:- KX2 = 3.17, df = 2, P > 0.05; No Ground line:-
Kr = 2.31, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 = 7.78, df = 2, P < 0.05; 
Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.99 df = 2, P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 2.27, 
df = 2, P > 0.05. 
It is worth noting here that firstly, that there was a much wider 
range of response than expected, and secondly, the failure to find any 
differences in the oblique response. Thus subjects not only changed the 
stimuli, but did so in a particular way . 
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As expected, very few subjects changed the oblique st1muli to perspective, 
however, whilst only a small number of subjects changed the perspective 
stimuli to Oblique, the proportions of subjects doing so, at each age, were 
not significantly different to those responding correctly to the oblique 
stimuli, as can be seen in Figure 8:Fl. 
The other significant difference found between the two groups is 
in the ground line response. As Figure 8:F2 8hows, whilst 80me younger 
.ubJects in both groups alter the stimulus to provide a ground line 
response, the majority of such alterations attributable to Stimulus Group H 
are elicited at an earlier age than are those attributable to St1mulus 
Group I. Finally, although lIore subjects complete the table tops on the 
stimuli in Group H correctly, than they do the stimuli in Group I, a KX2 
test failed to find any significant dUferences between the two groups in 
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the proportions of correct responses, with age,on the table tops (KX2 = 
0.25, df = 2, P > 0.05). 
2) Difflr.nc.s in proportions of r.spons., with 19" b.tw •• n 6roups Hind F, 
In both of these groups the expected completion is that of a 
table top in oblique projection, with table legs showing ground plane and 
partial occlusion. All Group H requires 1s the add1tion of one or two 
lines to complete the table top as the table legs are already given. The 
stimuli in Group F only provide the table tops, again requiring one, two or 
no lines for correct completion (the latter is Stimulus 22 ,in Group F). 
The only expected variation between the two groups is in the way in which 
the legs are completed. The proportions of response, with age, both on 
type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were compared across the 
two groups by a series of Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one tailed X2 
approximation tests. These tests found significant differences in response 
to the two stimuli groups for the vertical oblique and oblique table tops, 
and for the use of ground plane and partial occlusion, but failed to find 
any significant differences between the groups on the other responses . 
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Comparison of Stimulus Group H vs. Stimulus Group. F = Orthographic:- N. A.j 
Vertical Obl1que:- KX~ = 14.79. df = 2. P < O.OOlj Oblique:- KX~ = 6.5. df 
= 2. P < 0.05j Perspective:- KX~ = 2.82. df = 2. P > 0.05j No Ground 
line:- J(X~ = 3.95. df = 2. P > 0.05; Ground line:- Kt:i = 1.84. df = 2. P > 
0.05j Ground plane:- KX2 = 56.98 df = 2. P < O.OOlj Partial Occlusion:-
KX2 = 64-.08, df = 2. P ( 0.001. 
Many more subjects used no ground line and ground line in Group F 
than in Group H. however the tests failed to find any significant 
differences between the two groups in profiles of the proportions of 
subjects doing so at each age. Figure 8:F3 illustrates that this was not 
the case for the use of ground plane and partial occlusion. where. as 
expected there were major differences between the two groups . 
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The significant differences found between the two groups in the 
use of vertical oblique and oblique projection on the table tops is less 
expected. However reference to the previous section shows that there were 
differences in the way in which the table tops were completed within Group 
F. Stimulus F22 requires no lines to be added for a correct completion. 
and the majority of the variation found within Group F appears to be 
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attributable to this. The statistical comparisons applied here rely upon 
the amalgamated responses for both groups, and thus could be affected by 
a lack of direct comparability between the two groups caused by the 
inclusion of a completed table top 10 Group F but not 10 Group H. Two 
individual st1muli, one from each group, are directly comparable, namely:-
F16 and H18. KX2 tests on the two sttmuli show significant differences 10 
the oblique response, but fail to f10d any significant differences in the 
vertical oblique response. Vertical Oblique:- KX2 :: 2.29, df :: 2, p > 0.05j 
Oblique:- KX2 = 10.38, df = 2, P < 0.01. Figure 8:F4 illustrates that the 
inclusion of the table legs results 10 a greater proportion of the younger 
children completing the table top 10 oblique projection. 
3) Oifftrencts in proportions of responst, with Igt, b.twt.n 6roupi lind 6, 
In both of these groups the expected completion is that of a 
table top 10 perspective, with table legs showing ground plane and partial 
occlusion. All Group I requires is the addition of one or two lines to 
complete the table top as the table legs are already given. The stimuli 
in Group G only provide the table tops, again requir10g one, two or no 
lines for correct completion (the lat ter is Stimulus 3 in Group G). The 
only expected variation between the two groups is 1n the way in which the 
legs are completed. The proportions of response, with age, both on type of 
table top and type of depth cue produced, were compared across the two 
groups by a series of Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one tailed X2 
approximation tests. These tests found significant differences in response 
to the two stimuli groups for the vertical oblique and perspective table 
tops, and for the use of ground l1oe, ground plane and partial occlusion, 
but failed to f10d any significant differences between the groups on the 
other responses. Comparison of St1mulus Group I vs. Stimulus Group G = 
Orthographlc:- N. A.: Vertical Oblique:- KX2 = 16.62, df = 2, P < 0.001: 
Oblique:- Kr = 1.56, df = 2, P > 0.05; Perspective:- KX2 = 6.29, df = 2, 
P < 0.05; No Ground line:- KX2 = 2.58, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 
= 12.7, df = 2, P < 0.01; Ground plane:- KX2 = 55.35 df = 2, P < 0.001: 
Partial Occluslon:- KX2 = 62.15, df = 2, P < 0.001. 
As in the previous section, stlmuli with the table legs already 
given encourage many more responses that use ground plane and partial 
occlusion, as illustrated in Figure 8:F5. This figure also shows the no 
ground line responses for the two stimulus groups. The proportions of 
these responses, with age, were found to be significantly different. It 
t ~ ~ m-~f' ---- - -- ----------- .---
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can be seen that this significant difference is attributable to the fact 
that, of the total response, a greater percentage of older children 
continue to extend the back legs of the stimulus to give a ground line, 
when legs are included in the stimulus. This, taken with the findings 
presented above about the comparison between stimulus groups H and I 
indicates that not only are the table legs deliberately altered to provide 
a ground line, but that this effect is greater when the table top is in 
perspective, and is elicited from older children than when the table top is 
in oblique projection, or when no table legs are included 1n the stimulus. 
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It is worth not1ng here that both 1n this and earlier chapters the 
use of ground plane has been found to be in advance of the use of partial 
occlusion, however both Figure 8:F3 and 8:F5 show that the opposite appears 
to be the case for stimulus groups Hand 1. Of the aubjects who do decide 
to alter the legs of the stimuli in these groups, more are concerned with 
producing a ground line than they are with producing no partial occlusion. 
The significant differences found between the two groups in the 
use of vertical oblique prOjection and perspective on the table tops is of 
interest. Figure 8:F6 shows the complexity of the interaction. The 
majority of variance in the perspective response appears to be 
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attributable to the very small number of four and five year old children 
attempting to alter the table top away from perspective when presented 
with a table top on its own. 
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The addition of legs appears to encourage alteration of the 
stimulus by very young children, thus, if the statistical analysis is 
restricted to subjects from seven years of age and older no significant 
differences are found between the stimulus groups for the table top 
responses (Vertical Oblique:- KX:': = 0.63, df = 2, P > 0.05; Perspective:-
KX.2 = 0.82, df = 2, P ) 0.05. As in the last section, there were 
differences in the way in which the table tops were completed within Group 
G. Stimulus G3 requires no lines to be added for a correct completion, 
and the majority of the variation found within Group G appears to be 
attributable to this. The statistical comparisons applied here rely upon 
the amalgamated responses for both groups. and thus could be affected by 
a lack of direct comparability between the two groups caused by the 
inclusion of a completed table top in Group G but not in Group I. Two 
individual stimuli. one from each group, are directly comparable. namely:-
G21 and 11. Kt~ tests on the two stimuli show significant differences in 
the oblique response, but fail to find any significant differences in the 
vertical oblique and perspective responses. Vertical Oblique:- KX2 = 0.06. 
... 
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df = 2, P > 0.05j Oblique:- KX2 = 9.55, df = 2, P < O.Olj Perspective:-
KX2 = 0.2. df = 2. P ) 0.05. 
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Figure 8:F7 illustrates that the inclusion of the table legs 
results in a greater proport1on of the younger children completing the 
table top in oblique projection, even though the table legs are presented 
in perspect1ve. It 1s interesting that this effect occurs regardless of 
the way in which the table top should be completed, and regardless of the 
way in which the legs are presented. This suggests a link between the 
presence of the depth cues of ground plane and partial occlusion 
.. 
<regardless of the system of projection used) and the desire to depict a 
table top in oblique projection. 
A) Differ.nc.s in proportions of relponse, with ag., b.twttn aroups E, F, and a. 
The stimuli in all three groups only provide the table tops, 
requiring one, two or no lines for correct completion. The groups vary in 
the form of table top expected, thus Group E expects a vertical oblique 
table top. F an oblique top. and G a top in perspective. Because no table 
legs are given it is expected that the table legs will be drawn in a 
s1lliler manner acroas all groups. The proportions of response, with age, 
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both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were compared 
across the three groups by a series of Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample. one 
tailed X2 approximation tests. These tests found significant differences 
across all measures of Group E against Group F and Group G, except for 
the perspective response between E and G. They also found significant 
differences on the oblique and perspective measures between groups F and 
G. but failed to find any significant differences between the groups on 
the other responses. Comparison of Sttmulus Group E vs. Stimulus Group F 
= Orthographic:- N. A.; Vertical Oblique:- Kt~ = 85.9, df = 2, P < 0.001; 
Oblique:- KX2 = 20.07, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 11.95, df = 
2. P < 0.01; No Ground line:- KX2 = 70.95. df = 2. P < 0.001; Ground 
line:- KX;i: = 96.59. df = 2. P < 0.001; Ground plane:- K:e = 20.11, df = 2. 
P < 0.001; Partial Occlusion:- Kt·: = 42.34, df = 2, P < 0.001. Comparison 
of Stimulus Group E vs. Stimulus Group G = Orthographic:- N. A.; Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX'" = 101.22. df = 2, P < 0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 16.26. df = 2, P 
< 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 3.37, df = 2, P > 0.05; No Ground line:- KX2 
= 56.89. df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground line:- KX2 = 94.81. df = 2. P < 0.001; 
Ground plane:- Kt2 = 19.96, df = 2, P < 0.001; Partial Occlusion:- Kt2 = 
46.71, df = 2. P < 0.001. Comparison of Stimulus Group F vs. Stimulus 
Group G = Orthographic:- N. A.; Vertical Oblique:- KX2 = 0.89, df = 2, P > 
0.05; Oblique:- KX2 = 9.16. df = 2. P < 0.02; Perspective:- KX2 = 29.74. 
df = 2. P < 0.01; No Ground line:- KX2 = 4.48,' df =. 2, P > 0.05; Ground 
line:- KXz = 2.16, df = 2, P > 0.05; . Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.78, df = 2. P > 
0.05; Partial Occlusion:- Kt·~ = 0.77, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
The comparison of responses for Stimulus Groups F and G produces 
the expected results. The only area of difference between the two is that 
of the forced response, oblique or perspective table tops respectively. 
This is attributable to the responses of a small proportion of older 
subjects who changed the perspective sttmuli to form a table top in 
oblique projection. It is noticeable that no older subjects changed the 
oblique top to perspective. These findings suggest that older subjects 
prefer to complete a table top in oblique projection rather than 
perspective, and show that development in the way in which the table legs 
are depicted is not dependant upon the table top is presented in oblique 
projection or perspective. 
The sttmuli in Group E force a vertical oblique response on the 
table top. this produces a complex effect upon all the measures of 
response. Figure 8:F8 illustrates the vertical oblique response for the 
three groups. It can be seen that a small proportion of older subjects 
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alter the stimuli in Group E away from Vertical oblique. thus providing 
substantially different age profiles to those obtained from Groups F and G . 
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Reference to Appendix 8:0 shows that. across these three stimulus 
groups. the opposite effect occurs for oblique projection and perspective, 
In both groups F and G it is the younger subjects who alter the stimuli 
away from the expected table top to provide a table top in vertical 
oblique. Thus, of the small proportion of subjects at any age who alter 
the stimulus, it is the younger ones who alter it to provide a table top 
in vertical oblique projection. and the older ones who have been presented 
with a table top in perspective who alter it to one in oblique projection. 
However an examination of the proportions of correct responses on the 
three stimulus groups shows that thele effects fail, marginally. to reach 
statistical significance. Group F Oblique vs. Group G PeripecUve:- Kr = 
0.21. df = 2, P ) 0.05: Group E VerUcal oblique VI. Group G Perspective:-
KX2 = 5.16. df z 2, P ) 0.05j Group E VerUcal oblique va. Group F 
Obl1que:- KX2: = 5.21, d f I: 2, P ) 0.05). 
None of the stimuli 10 groups E, F, and G include table legs. 
Whilst tests failed to find significant differences between groups F and G 
in the way table legs were completed, Group E was found to be 
significantly different to the other two groups on all table leg measures. 
Reference to the individual group profiles in Appendix 8:D shows the 
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complexity of the table leg response in Group E, here Figure 8:F9 
simplifies this by showing the comparative ways in which ground plane is 
used in all three groups. It can be seen that until about ten years of 
age an increasing proportion of subjects, with age and in all three groups, 
produce ground plane. This increasing use of ground plane continues in 
both groups F and G, until 100% of subjects are using ground plane and 
partial occlusion at eleven years of age, and is mirrored by an equivalent 
decrease in the use of ground line, and to a lessor extent, no ground line. 
This pattern does not hold in Group E. Here, between ten and thirteen 
years of age there is a partial decrease, low plateau, and then slight 
increase in the use of ground plane, mirrored by an increase, and then 
decrease in the use of no ground line. From thirteen onwards there is a 
steady decrease, with age,' in the use of ground plane, mirrored by an 
increase in the use of ground line, and no ground line. In Group E the 
age profile for, the use of partial occlusion is significantly different to 
that of the use of ground plane (KX2 = 9.99, df = 2, P < 0.01> . 
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Stimuli in groups E (vertical oblique top> and G (perspective top> 
all present the subject with a single line at the bottom of the table top 
from which to draw the legs. If subjects were not sensitive to the form 
of the table top one would expect similar development in'the use of depth 
cues across all these stimuli, as appears to occur until ten years of age. 
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Such development also occurs across the oblique stimuli where the l10e at 
the bottom of the table top 1& the one nearly always used 10 the 
production of ground l1oe. Until this age it could be argued that subjects 
are just reacting to this bottom l1oe. However, the vast majority of older 
subjects use the bottom line of the perspective table top, but use the 
bot tom and side lines of the oblique top when produc1og a ground plane. 
The similarity between the age profiles of the ground plane and partial 
occlusion responses shows that very few subjects produced ground plane by 
extend10g the table legs from the back comers of the table. Thus older 
subjects do not respond to the vertical oblique stimuli as they do to the 
perspective st !muli. The significant difference between the age profiles 
of ground plane and partial occlusion show that Ilany of the subjects 
produce ground plane by extend10g the legs from the back comers of the 
table top, whilst an 1ocreas1og proportion of other subjects, with age, 
produce e1ther a plan v1ew of a table <no ground l1oe) or extend all the 
legs to a ground line. They might be respond1og to figural biases caused 
by the square shape of the stimulus, however the lack of difference 
between the responses to the perspective and oblique stimuli suggests that 
older subjects respond in this manner because they are attempting to match 
the table legs to the way 10 which the top is drawn. 
These f10dings reinforce earlier conclusions that development in 
the use of depth cues appears to be 10dependent of the form of projection 
used in the depiction, and that subjects appear to become sensitive to the 
nature of their depiction at about ten years of age. 
5) Th, ,ff.et that the nUlb.r of lin •• glvln for cOlpl.tlon in Group. E, F, and 6 hal 
upon corr.ctnlss of r •• pon ••• 
For this analysis the .timuli were grouped according to the 
number of l10es reqUired for completion of the table top, thus .ttmuli E2, 
F1, and G15, all required two l10es for completion, hence responses for 
these stimuli were amalgamated. Similarly, reaponaes for .U.mul1 E9, FI6, 
and G21 were amalgaaated to form the one l10a for completion group, and 
EU, F22, and G3, formed the no lines for cOllpletion group. A .eries of 
KX2 tests on the proportions of correct responses, with age, for the three 
groups failed to find any Significant differences between the three <No 
110e vs. One 11oe:- KX2 I: 0.85, df I: 2, P > 0.05: Two line vs. One 11oe:-
KX2 = 1.81, df = 2, P > 0.05; No l10e va. Two 1108:- KXZ • 5.16, df = 2, P 
) 0.05). However, as can be aeen in Figure 8:FI0, whUat the number of 
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lines for completion has no statistically significant effect it would 
appear that, to a certain extent, the more lines that require completion, 
the more errors the younger children make . 
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6) Diffirencis 1n proportions of rlsponsl, with agl, betwttn 6roups C, and D. 
None of the stimuU in these groups are intended to eUcit only 
one form of response. The stimuli in Group C allow any form of response 
on either the table top or the table legs. whereas the stimuli in Group D 
are designed to encourage either perspective or oblique responses on the 
table top. and the majority of table leg responses. The proportions of 
response. with age. both on type of table top and type of depth cue 
produced, were compared across the three groups by a series of KOlmogorov 
Smirnov two sample, one tailed X2 approximation tests. These tests found 
signif1cant differences across all measures except for those of ground 
plane and partial occlusion. Comparison of Sttmulus Group C vs. Sttmulus 
. Group D = Orthographic:- KX2 = 6.52, df = 2, P < 0.05; Vertical obl1que:-
KX:2 = 99.82, df = 2, P < 0.001; Obl1que:- KX:2 = 39.11, df = 2, P < 0.001; 
Perspective:- KX:2 = 60.83, df = 2, P < 0.001; No Ground line:- KX:2 = 12.91, 
df = 2, P < 0.01; Ground line:- KX2 = 38.93, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground 
,,",hdft Ii, rap Ie • iZS 
plane:- Kx~ = 1.57. df = 2, P > 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 2.61. df = 
2, P > 0.05. 
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St imulus Group 0 does not allow an orthographic response, hence 
the significant differences on this measure are expected. Stimuli in group 
C encourage 70% of the (our year olds to respond orthographically, and 
encourage a low, but steady response across the remaining age groups, 
whereas only a very few subjects deliberately alter the stimulus to 
provide a similar response on stimuli in Group O. The oblique responses 
in both stimuli groups increase steadily with age, and Whilst the KX2 test 
showed significant differences between the age profiles for the two 
stimulus groups, the age profUe. are also significantly correlated (r = 
0.892. v = 11. P < 0.001>. this is not the case for either the vertical 
oblique or perspective responses <Vertical obl1que:- r • 0.235, v • 12. P > 
0.05: Perspective:- r = 0.064, v z 12, P ) 0.05). As F18ure 8:F11 show., 
the majority of younger children respond in perspective to stimuli 10 
Group 0 (where they are provided with an oblique line upon which to 
construct their draWing>, but 10 vertical oblique to sUmuli in Group C 
(where only the front line of the table 1& provided). As with the oblique 
responses there are statistically s~ificant differences between the Group 
o perspective response and the Group C vertical oblique response, when 
------ - -- ------
------ ~---------------.,.,' .... S ... i_ 
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compared by a K)(2 test, but they are also significantly correlated (K)(2 = 
15.56, df = 2, P < 0.001; r = 0.936, v = 12, P < 0.001>. 
The stimuli in Group 0 provided subjects with complete freedom to 
complete them in either oblique projection or perspective. If the two were 
conceptually equivalent one would expect them to be used in equal 
proportions at each age group, this did not occur. Whilst the younger 
subjects preferred to use perspective, the older subjects preferred to use 
oblique projection. It appears, to a certain degree, that under these 
conditions the younger subjects use vertical oblique projection and 
perspective equivalently, and that the use of these two is task dependant, 
but that the use of oblique projection develops with age independantly of 
the task. 
There was very little difference between the two stimulus groups 
in the development of use of ground plane and partial occlusion. 
Reference to AppendiX 8:0 shows that the st imuli in Group C encourage a 
larger Ground line response and a lessor No ground line response from the 
younger subjects than do the stimuli in Group O. This effect does not 
appear to be related to the inclusion of the shortened table leg in 
Stimulus 08 (as seen in Appendix 8:0). The only other difference between 
these stimulus groups is the inclusion of the oblique line indicating the 
side of a table top, and thus it must be presumed that it is the inclusion 
of this line that causes the difference. To summarise, development in the 
use of ground plane and partial occlusion appears not to be task 
dependant, however, inclusion of a line that prevents the drawing of the 
table top in vertic~l oblique projection also significantly reduces the 
number of no ground line responses and increases the number of ground 
line responses. 
7) A coaparilon of thl proportions of rl.pon.1 with agl blt.l.n Stilulu. 6roup C and D. 
and E, F. and 6, 
The stimuli in Group C were designed to allow any form of 
response on the table top, those in Group 0 to allow either oblique or 
perspective responses on the table top, and Groups E, F. and G were 
designed to elicit vertical Oblique. oblique, and perspective responses, 
respectively. All these groups allowed any form of response on the table 
legs. The proportions of response, with age, both on type of table top and 
type of depth cue produced, were compared across the three groups by a 
series of Kolmogorov Smlrnov two sample, one tailed r approximation 
tests. These tests found s~nifieant differenees aeross all measures 
except for those of ground plane and partial occlusion for C vs. G and F, 
for Perspective on C vs. G, and for Oblique and Perspective for C vs. E. 
Comparison of Stimulus Group C vs. Stimulus Group E = Orthographic:- N. A. 
Vertical obl1que:- Kt2 = 128.27, df = 2, P < 0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 2.25, 
df = 2, P > 0.05. Perspective:- KX2 = 1.17, df = 2, P > 0.05; No Ground 
line:- KX2 = 32.75, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground line:- KX2 = 27.94, df = 2, P 
< 0.001; Ground plane:- KX2 = 21.81, df = 2, P < O.OOli Partial 
Occlus1on:- KX2 = 46.95, df = 2, P < 0.001. Comparison of Stimulus Group C 
vs. Stimulus Group F = Orthographic:- N.A. Vertical obl1que:- KX2 = 
14.84, df = 2, P < 0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 184.75, df I: 2, P < 0.001; 
Perspective:- KX2 = 34.36, df = 2, P < 0.001; No Ground line:- KX2 = 19.8, 
df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground line:- KX2 = 32.54, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground 
pl~ne:- Kt~ = 2.84. df = 2. P > 0.05; Partial Ocelusion:- KX2 = 1.5, df = 2, 
P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus Group C vs. Stimulus Group G = 
Orthographic:- N.A.; Vertical obl1que:- KX2 = 19.05, df = 2, P < 0.001; 
Obl1que:- KX.2 = 40.45, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 3.71, df = 
2, P ) 0.05; No Ground line:- KX2 = 15.08, df = 2, P < O.OOli Ground 
line:- XX2 = 25.83, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground plane:- KX2 = 1.57, df = 2, P 
) 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.66, df = 2, P ) 0.05. 
A s1milar series of tests comparing Stimulus Group D with Groups 
E, F, and G found significant differences on all measures apart from the 
perspective response on D vs. E, and the table leg responses on D vs G and 
D vs. F. Compar1son of Stimulus Group D vs. Stimulus Group E = 
Orthographic:- N. A.; Vertical obl1que:- Kt-: = 22.0, df = 2, P < 0.001; 
Oblique:- KX2 = 7.85, df = 2, P < 0.05; Perspective:- Kr = 5.29, df = 2, 
P ) 0.05; No Ground line:- XX2 = 41.45, df = 2, P < O.OOli Ground line:-
KX2 = 70.26, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground plane:- KX2 = 20.12, df = 2, P < 
0.001; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 I: 41.47, df = 2, P < 0.001. Comparison of 
Stimulus Group D vs. Stimulus Group F = Orthographic:- N.A.; Vertical 
oblique:- KX2 I: 70.08, df I: 2, P < O.OOli Obl1que:- Kx::t I: 71.09, df = 2, P < 
0.001 i Perspective:- KX2 = 9.03, df = 2, P (0.02; No Ground line:- KX2 = 
4.9, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground line:- Kx::t I: 3.02, df I: 2, P ) 0.05; Ground 
plane:- KX2 = 1.76, df • 2, P ) 0.05; Partial Occlualon:- Kx::t I: 0.76, df I: 
2, P ) 0.05. Compar18on of Stimulus Group D vs. Stimulus Group G = 
Orthographlc:- N.A. i VerUcal obl1que:- Kr • 81.12, df I: 2, P ( 0.001; 
Obl1que:- KX2 = 23.73, df I: 2, P < O.OOli PerspeeUve:- Kr • 107.57, df = 
2, P < 0.001; No Ground line:- KX2 I: 0.2, df I: 2, P > 0.05; Ground line:-
KX.2 = 1.15, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 I: 0.77, df I: 2, P > 0.05; 
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Partial Occlusion:- Kr = 3.01, df = 2, P ) O.OS. 
There are wide disparities in the proportions of subjects 
responding, with age, on all the table top measures in which KX2 tests 
failed to find any significant differences. These disparities in proportion 
limit the psychological significance of the findings. The table leg 
responses do not suffer from this problem. Earlier a large difference was 
found between the way in which depth cues were used in response to 
stimuli in Group E as opposed to Groups F and G. The results presented 
here extend this finding. Development in the use of de?th cues, and in 
particular those of ground plane and partial occlusion, appears to be 
similar across all the stimuli in groups C, D, F, and G. This form of 
development 1s not related to whether or not there 1s an oblique line on 
the table top, nor to the inclusion of some table legs in the st imulus, 
either extended from the front, or implicitly from the back of the table. 
The aspect of the stimuli in Group E that appears to be the prime cause 
of eliciting an unusual use of depth cues appears to be the forcing of 
older subjects into the use of vertical oblique projection on the table 
top. 
To conclude, the main finding from these comparisons, supports 
earlier findings that the stimuli in Group E elicit unusual use of depth 
cues, and extends these findings to suggest that it 1s the presentat10n of 
the vertical oblique table top, rather than any other aspect of the 
stimuli, that causes this. 
8) The effect of th. position of one tabl. l.g in Stlluli 08, HA, and 111. 
Stimuli 08 [h 1, H4 [h I 1, and III [~l were designed to vary 
only in the position of one table leg. Stimulus DB could be completed 
correctly either in oblique projection or perspective, whereas the pos1tion 
of the additional table lag means that H4 should be completed in oblique 
prOjection, and III in perspective. The proportions of response, with age, 
both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, were compared 
across the three stimuli by a serias of Kolmogorov Sm1rnov two sample, one 
tailed x:Z approximation tests. These tests found significant differences 
across the oblique and perspective measures, but failed to find any other 
significant differences. Comparison of Stimulus DB vs. Stimulus H4 = 
Orthographic:- N. A.; Vertical oblique:- KX:Z = 1.29, df = 2, P > 0.05: 
Obl1que:- KX:Z = 19.7S, df = 2, P < 0.001: Perspective:- KX:Z = 18.85, df = 
2, P < 0.001: No Ground line:- KX:Z = 3.5S, df = 2, P > O.OS: Ground line:-
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KX2 = 0.99, df = 2, P > 0.05: Ground plane:- KX2 = 3.26, df = 2, P > 0.05; 
Partial Occluslon:- KX2 = 5.14, df = 2, P ) 0.05. Comparison of Stimulus 
DB vs. Stimulus 111 = Orthographlc:- N. A. i Vertical obl1que:- KX2 = 3.73, 
df = 2, P > 0.05; Obl1que:- Kr = 21.78, df = 2, P < 0.001; PerspecUve:-
KX2 = 33.5, df = 2, P < 0.001; No Ground line:- KX2 = 0.48, df = 2, P > 
0.05; Ground line:- KX2 = 1.3, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 = 0.8, 
df = 2, P ) 0.05; Partial Occluslon:- KX2 = 0.6, df = 2, P ) 0.05. 
Comparison of Stimulus H4 vs. Stimulus III = Orthographic:- N. A. : 
Vertical obl1que:- KX2 = 0.83, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Obl1que:- KX2 = 6.69, df = 
2, P < 0.02; Perspective:- KX:i: = 35.77, df = 2, P < 0.001; No Ground 
line:- KX2 = 1.29. df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground line:- KX2 = 0.66. df = 2. P ) 
0.05; Ground plane:- KX2 = 1.66. df = 2. P ) 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 
= 3.34, df = 2. P > 0.05. 
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These findings support those presented earlier that development in 
the use of depth cues 1& generally .table across stimuli. The .ignificant 
differences found on the oblique and perspective respon.es are 1llustrated 
in Figures 8:F12 and 8:F13 re.pectively. Figure 8:F12 i1lustrates that 
oblique projection 1& the preferred response, not only in Stimulus 08. 
where either obl1que or perspective could be used, but also, for subjects 
between eleven and thirteen years of age, on Stimulus 111 where a 
perspective response was expected. 
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Figure 8:F13 illustrates that not only is the perspective response 
comparatively lower than the oblique response for all three stimuli, but 
that very few subjects make erroneous perspective responses on Stimulus 
H4, where an oblique response is expected. 
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App.ndi)( 8:G, 
Detailed analyses of proportions of response, with age, of differences 
between Groups A and B, and C to I. 
In this appendix responses to stimulus groups A and B (as 
outlined in the introduction to Appendices 8) are compared. They are also 
compared with responses to groups C to I. A truncated version of this 
appendix is presented in Chapter 8. 
• Comparison of groups A and B. Page Ap.8.132 
• Comparison of groups A and B with data from Chapters 4 and 7. Ap.8.136 
• Comparison of groups A and B, and groups C to I. Ap.8.139 
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A~pend1x 8iG. 
Detailed analyses of proportions of r.spons., .ith ag., of diff.r.nc.s b.t ••• n &roups A and Band C 
to 1. 
1) Oiffer.ncis in proportion. of r.spons., with Ig', b.tw •• n 6roups A Ind 8, 
All subjects were asked to both draw a table of their own (Group 
A, stimulus 6) and to choose from all the representations of a table the 
one they thought looked most like a table (Group B, stimulus 25). This 
design has several important points that need clarification. 
When drawing their own table subjects had many depictions of 
tables, represented in various forms of projection, directly in front of 
them. Thus, although they were asked to draw their own table they were 
at perfect liberty to make an accurate copy of any of those that were on 
the sheet 1n front of them. 
When subjects were asked to choose the representation that looked 
most like a table they were at perfect liberty to choose their own 
drawing. This design min1malises the problem that subjects might not wish 
( 
to choose their own depiction because of feelings of inferiority about 
their own production in relation to the other neatly printed stimuli. 
Subjects had added lines of their own to all the stimuli, thus whatever 
they chose had some aspect of their own work in it. This does create a 
further problem in that some of the younger subjects altered all the 
stimuli, thus limiting the amount of choice available to them. 
The design allows a direct comparison between how each subject 
draws a table and the form of representation that they think actually 
looks most like a table. 
The proportions of response, with age, both on type of table top 
and type of depth cue produced, were compared across the two groups by a 
series of Kolmogoroy SllirnoY two sample, one tailed r approximation 
tests. These tests found significant differences in response to the two 
stimuli groups for all measures, apart from orthographic projection. 
Comparison of Stimulus A6 vs. Stimulus 825 = Orthographic:- KX:Z = 3.4, df 
= 2, P > 0.05; Vertical Obl1que:- KX:Z = 7.2, df = 2, P < 0.05; Obl1que:-
KX2 = 236.16, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspect1ve:- KX:Z = 6.38, df = 2, P < 
0.05; No Ground Line:- KX2 = 14.75, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Line:- KX2 
= 25.34, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 98.48, df = 2, P < O.OOlj 
Cllapt.r 1. . -App.ndiclI, 
Partial Occlus1on:- KX2 = 100.6. df = 2, P < 0.001. 
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Figures 8:01 to 8:G4 give the individual profiles for each 
stimulus. It can be seen that in the subjects own drawings there is clear 
development in the use of oblique projection, ground plane, and partial 
occlusion, whereas this is not the case in their choices. These three 
attributes are preferred by the vast majority of subjects at all ages, and 
show no development. It could be argued that marginal development occurs 
in preference for ground plane and partial occlusion is apparent in the 
responses of the very young subjects in Figure 8:04, however, as discussed 
above, many of these very young children altered their stimuli to show a 
ground line and no partial occluSion, thus constraining their choice. 
A direct comparison between each subjects own production and 
their choice shows that very few subjects, at any age, chose what they 
themselves had drawn, as can be seen in Table 8:01. 
e&E 4 5 & Z I ! 10 II 12 13 U n 1& 20 
hblt top 
Orthographic 
Vert. Obliqui 2 2 2 1 1 
Oblique 3 10 8 9 U 8 U 22 19 12 
Ptrspec ti v. 2 2 I 1 I 1 2 
Dlpth cues 
No 6d. lin. 
6round Lin. 2 2 1 1 
6round Plan. 1 2 10 12 12 15 9 15 23 19 U 
fu g"lIiUQD ] 2 IQ II ]] n ! n 23 n ]2 
No, of S's 2 2 2 3 10 12 12 15- 9 15 23 19 15 
Table 8: 61. 'h, nillb" Df .ubll(t" rith '9', rllD eMil tlllir orn drlring II till on, IOIt IU, • 
A larger number of subjects chose depictions with table tops that 
were similar to their own, without choosing their own draWing. Thus 
nearly all subjects who drew a table top in oblique projection also chose 
one. The majority of younger subjects drew table tops in Drthographic or 
~ert1cal Oblique projection, yet rew chose them as representations most 
11ke a table, however, of those who did choose them, the majority also drew 
a table top in that manner <approximately ten percent of subjects between 
the ages of four and &ix, and between nine and ten). This provides some 
support for the suggestion that 80me children do prefer their own form of 
Chapter 8. App.ndiCl •• 
depiction. The perspective response is more confused. Figures 8:Gl and 
8:G3 appear to indicate that a small proportion of subjects at most ages 
both choose and prefer a table top in perspective, however this is not the 
case. As Figure 8:G5 shows, the majority of these subjects either draw a 
table top in perspective, but do not choose one in perspective or choose 
one in perspective but do not draw it. 
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Because of the design of this study it could be argued that these 
results have no real compatibility with those given in earlier chapters. 
This was examined by looking at the proportions of response, with age, 
both on type of table top and type of depth cue produced, across groups A 
and B, and the Imagination responses from Chapter 4. and the Choice of 
depiction Most Like a table from the previous chapter, using a series of 
Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample, one tailed x:Z approximation tests. These 
tests found Significant differences in the \Vertical <Oblique and ~ ~round 
Une responses for Choice of depiction, and for the @rt hograph1c, 
'±#i -& '~g < j 
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,erspective, No ~ound ~ine, and ~ound Line responses for drawing the 
table, but failed to find any other algnlflcant differences. Comparison of 
Stimulus 825 vs. Most Like choice data = Orthographic:- N.A.i Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX2 = 8.49, df = 2, P < 0.02; Obl1que:- KX2 = 5.66, df = 2, P > 
0.05; Perspective:- KX2 = 1.59, df = 2, P > 0.05. No Ground Line:- KX2 = 
7.05, df = 2, P < 0.05; Ground Line:- KX2 = 1.53, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground 
Plane:- KX2 = 1.65, df = 2, P > 0.05. Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 1.01, df = 
2, P > 0.05. 
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Comparison of Stimulus AS vs. Imagination data = Orthographic:- KX2 = 
29.56, df = 2, P < 0.001; VerUcal Obl1que:- Ktt • 2.75, df • 2, P > 0.05; 
Obl1que:- KXZ = 2.5, df = 2, ) 0.05; PerapecUve:- KXZ • 28.93, df = 2, P 
< 0.001; No Ground Line:- KX2 • 11.81. df • 2, P < 0.01; Ground Line:-
KX2 = 14.25, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KXZ • 2.3, df • 2, P > 0.05; 
Partial Occlusion:- KX2 • 5.98, df • 2, P > 0.05. 
The differences between the choice stimulus (825) presented here, 
and the choice of projection system other subjects made when they were 
asked which depiction they thought looked lIost like a table are very small. 
There are two measures on which there were significant differences. The 
number of subjects using a ttl0 ~round U.ne response were very small in 
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both cases, hence severely limiting the psychological significance of the 
differences found. The number of responses on the .yertical ~bl1que 
measure were larger, and, as Figure 8:G6 illustrates, a larger proportion 
of subjects between the ages of four and nine make this response when 
presented with fully completed stimuli <previous chapter), than they do if 
asked to choose from stimuli that they have to complete. However this 
effect is reversed for subjects between the ages of nine and eleven. 
These findings, taken in conjunction with those discussed in the section 
above about the relationship in the ~ertical 0blique responses between the 
subjects own product ion and choice, strengthens the point that the choice 
of ~ert1cal Dblique as the depiction most like a table may well imply 
different, age related, reasons for this choice. 
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Dn $tj.u/us AG .nd rh,n drlring • t.b/, frDl i.,girut/Dn. 
A larger number of significant differences were found between the 
responses to Stimulus A6 (own production, done with examples of different 
ways of depicting tables in front of the subjects and available for 
copying>, and the drawing of a table from imagination (Chapter 4, done with 
no outside aid). Figure 8:G7 shows that more older subjects use 
orthographic projection, and less younger subjects use perspective, on the 
. table tops when they are drawing unaided. Figure 8:G8 shows that more 
younger subjects use 1~O ~round tl.1oe, and more older subjects use ~round 
L.1oe when they are draw10g unaided. Therefore, hav10g depictions of tables 
available for copy1og appears to encourage, partially, the production of 
the forms of response used by older subjects. This effect is not 
universal. because the development of Oblique projection, 5round flane and 
fartial @cclusion remains unaffected by the difference 10 the tasks. 
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A comparison was made between the 8ubjects choice of depiction 
<Stimulus 825, the depiction that they thought looked most like a table>, 
'~~ 
and the responses made on Stimulus groups C to It This was exam10ed by 
look1og at the proportions of response, with age, both on type of table top 
and type of depth cue produced, across groups 8 to I using a series of 
Kolmogorov Sm1rnov two sample, one tailed X2 approximation tests. These 
tests found signlficant dlfferences in the majority of the comparlsons, 
only fail10g to f10d signlficant differences on the ~round ~lane and 
fartial -§ccluslon measures when 825 was compared with Groups H and I. All 
the other comparlsons that failed to f10d signlficant differences involved 
.' 
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low subject numbers, thus limiting the psychological significance of the 
findings. Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group C = Orthographic:-
KX2 = 4,92, df = 2, P > 0.05; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 = 15.37, df = 2, P < 
0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 232.69, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX:2 = 
4.64, df = 2, P > 0.05; No Ground Line:- KX2 = 17.23, df = 2, P < 0.001; 
Ground Line:- KX2 = 48.73, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 69.27, 
df = 2, P < 0.001; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 65.84, df = 2, P < 0.001. 
Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group 0 = Orthographic:-
KX2 = 10.77, df = 2, P < 0.01; Vertical Oblique:- KX2 = 25.54, df = 2, P < 
0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 108.93, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 
81.87, df = 2, P < 0.001; No Ground Line:- KX2 = 9.81, df = 2, P < 0.01; 
Ground Line:- KX2 = 15.7, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 62.93, df 
= 2, P < 0.001; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 60.96, df = 2, P < 0.001. 
Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group E = Orthographic:-
KX:2 = 5.35, df = 2, P > 0.05; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 = 3.47, df = 2, P > 
0.05; Obl1que:- KX:2 = 15.9, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 1.67, 
df = 2, P > 0.05; No Ground Line:- Kti: = 15.53, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground 
Line:- KX2 = 17.08, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 3.63, df = 2, P 
> 0.05; Partial Occlusion:- KX2 = 27.17, df = 2, P < 0.001. 
Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group F = Orthographic:-
N.A.; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 = 18.85, df = 2, P < 0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 
6.22, df = 2, P < 0.05; Perspective:- KX2 = 34.29, df = 2, P < 0.001; No 
Ground Line:- KX2 = 12.59, df = 2, P < 0.01; Ground Line:- KX2 = 8.32, df = 
2, P < 0.02; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 56.64, df = 2, P < 0.001; Partial 
Occlusion:- KX2 = 70.02, df = 2, P < 0.001. 
Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group G = Orthographic:-
KX:2 = 10.05, df = 2, P < 0.01; Vertical Obl1que:- KX:2 = 19.39, df = 2, P < 
0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 11.13, df = 2, P < 0.01; Perspective:- KX:Z = 11.1, 
df = 2, P < 0.01; No Ground Line:- KX:Z = 13.09, df = 2, P < 0.01; Ground 
Line:- KX2 = 16.99, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 10.33. df = 2, 
P < 0.01; Partial Occlus1on:- KX2 = 85.89, df = 2, P < 0.001. 
Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group H = Orthograph1c:-
N.A.; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 = 14.99, df = 2, P < 0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 
8.91, df = 2. P < 0.02; Perspective:- KX2 = 17.07, df = 2, P < 0.001; No 
Ground Line:- KX2 = 1.9, df = 2, P ) 0.05; Ground Line:- KX2 = 11.17, df = 
2, P < 0.01; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 0.25, df = 2, P > 0.05; Partial 
Occlusion:- KX2 = 0.25, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
Comparison of Stimulus 825 vs. Stimulus Group I = Orthograph1c:-
KX2 = 12.1, df = 2, P < 0.01; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 = 20.4, df = 2, P ( 
------
0.001; Obl1que:- K,,2 = 1.77, df = 2, P > 0.05; PerspecUve:- K,,2 = 8.12, 
df = 2, P (0.02; No Ground Line:- KX2 = 6.28, df = 2, P (0.05; Ground 
Line:- K,,2 = 23.68. df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 0.99, df = 2, P 
> 0.05; Partial Occluslon:- K,,2 = 3.92, df = 2, P > 0.05. 
A comparlson was made between the subjects deplction (Stimulus 
A6). and the responses made on Stimulus groups C to I. Thls was examined 
by looking at the proportlons of response, wlth age, both on type of table 
top and type of depth cue produced, across groups B to I using a serles of 
Kolmogorov Smlrnov two sample, one tailed X2 approximation tests. These 
tests found slgnlficant dlfferences in the majorlty of the comparlsons, 
only failing to find signlficant dlfferences on the cPbl1que. 1'round Inane 
and fart1al ~ccluslon measures when AS was compared with Stimulus Group 
C, and the ~round t.ine and rart ial Occluslon measures when A6 was 
compared with Group G. All the other comparlsons that failed to find 
slgniflcant differences involved low subject numbers, thus limiting the 
psycholog1cal signlficance of the findings. Comparlson of Stimulus A6 vs. 
St1mulus Group C = Orthographic:- KX~ = 37.94, df = 2, P < 0.001; Vertical 
Obl1que:- KX'" = 17.28. df = 2, P < 0.001; Oblique:- KX2 = 1.76, df = 2, P > 
0.05; Perspect1ve:- KX~ = 8.16. df = 2. P < 0.02; No Ground L1ne:- KX2 = 
4.06, df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground Line:- K,,2 = 18.48, df = 2, P ( 0.001; 
Ground Plane:- Kt~ = 2.65, df = 2, P > 0.05; Partial Occlus10n:- K,,2 = 
3.77, df = 2, P > 0.05. The significant differences found here in the 
perspective response are attrlbutable to A6 vs. C17 ( KX2 = 11.48, df = 2, 
P ( 0.02). The slgniflcant differences found on the other responses are 
equally applicable to either A6 vs C17 or A6 vs. C12. 
Comparison of Stimulus A6 vs. Stimulus Group D = Orthographic:-
KX2 = 7.94, df = 2, P < 0.05; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 = 68.08, df = 2, P < 
0.001; Obl1que:- Kt: = 27.32, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 
88.95, df = 2, P (0.001; No Ground Line:- KX2 = 9.47, df = 2, P < 0.01; 
Ground Line:- Kr = 6.66, df = 2, P < 0.05; Ground Plane:- KXz = 6.55, df = 
2, P < 0.05; Partial Occlus1on:- KXz I: 10.85, df I: 2, P < 0.01. 
Comparison of Stimulus A6 vs. Stimulus Group E I: Orthograph1c:-
K"z = 16.34, df = 2, P < 0.001; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 I: 133.31, df = 2, P 
< 0.001; Obl1que:- KX2 = 2.28, df I: 2, P ) 0.05; PerspecUve:- KX2 = 
2.58, df = 2, P > 0.05; No Ground L1ne:- KXz = 53.65, df = 2, P < 0.001; 
Ground Line:- Kr = 79.88, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ground Plane:- KX2 I: 22.64, 
df = 2, P < 0.001; Partial Occlus10n:- KX2 I: 58.19, df = 2, P ( 0.001. 
Comparison of St imulus A6 YS. St imulus Group F = Orthograph1c:-
N.A.; Vertical Obl1que:- KX2 I: 12.4, df I: 2, P < 0.01; Obl1que:- KX2 = 
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184.4, df = 2, P ( 0.001 ; Perspective:- Kti: = 4-8 .96, df = 2, P ( 0.00 1; 
No Ground Line :- Kt 2 = 15 .69, df = 2, P (0.001; Ground Line:- Kt2 = 8.15, 
df = 2, P < 0.02; Ground Plane:- KX2 = 9 .03, df = 2, P (0.02 ; Partial 
Occlus ion:- Kt~: = 6.22 , df = 2, P < 0 .05 . 
Compa r1s on of Stimulus A6 vs . Stimulus Group G = Orthograph1c:-
KX2 = 14.53, df = 2, P < 0 .001 ; Vertical Oblique:- Kt2 = 15 .82 , df = 2, P < 
0.001; Oblique :- KX2 = 38.33, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 
21.85, df = 2, P (0.00 1; No Ground Line:- KX2 = 10.9, df = 2, P < 0 .01 ; 
Ground Line:- K;e : = 3.9 , df = 2, P > 0.05; Ground Plane:- Kt2 = 6.54 , df = 
2, P < 0.02; Pa r t ia l Occlusion:- KX2 = 4- .29, df = 2, P ) 0.05. 
Comparis on of Stimulus A6 vs. Stimulus Group H = Orthographic:-
N.A.; Vertica l Oblique :- Kt2 = 16.4, df = 2 , P ( 0 .00 1; Obl1que:- KX2 = 
172.72, df = 2, P < 0.001; Perspective:- KX2 = 25 . 12 , df = 2, P < 0 .001; 
No Ground Line:- K:e = 1.63, df = 2 , P > 0 .05 ; Ground Line:- KX2 = 5 .62 , df 
= 2, P > 0 .05; Ground Pl ane:- KX2 = 99.0 1, df = 2, P < 0 .00 1; Partia l 
Occlusion:- KX2 = 94.14 , df = 2, P < 0.001. 
Comparison of St 1mulus A6 vs . Stimulus Group I = Orthographic:-
KX~ = 15.68, df = 2, P < 0.001; Ver tical Oblique:- Kt2 = 13.95, df = 2 , P < 
0.001; Oblique:- Kt2 = 33.25 , df = 2, P ( 0 .001; Perspect i ve :- Kti: = 
18.3, df = 2, P < 0.001; No Ground Line:- Kt2 = 4- . 18 , df = 2 , P ) 0 .05 ; 
Ground Line:- KX2 = 10.97, df = 2 , P < 0 .01 ; Ground Pl ane:- KX:2 = 80. 98, df 
= 2, P (0.001; Partial Occlus i on:- KX2 = 68 .95 , df = 2, P < 0 .001. 
Figures 8:G9 to 8 :G17 presen t these findings in a slightly more 
user friendly manner . In t hese figures each stimulus group is given a 
different type of line, thus :-
Group A Group B Group C 
Group 0 --- Group E Group F ---
Group G --- --- - Group H Group 1. ---
Figure 8:G9 s hows that there were very few orthographic responses 
to any of the st i muli, apar t from St imulus A6, when subjects were asked to 
draw their own table . 
Figure 8:GIO, looking at the vertical oblique response, shows tha t 
Group E stimuli encourage a high vertical oblique response at all ages , 
but that Group C s timuli e licit a higher vertical oblique response than is 
produced in Group A (s ubjects own drawing). None of the remaining groups 
encourage a high r esponse as subjects had to deliberately alter the 
stimuli to produce one , though Groups G and F show a peak in vertica l 
oblique response between six and eight years of age . 
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St imulus groups F and H, as misht be expected, elicit a high 
oblique response at all ages, as does Group B, the 6ubjects choice of 
deplction most Uke a table, as can be seen in Figure 8:Gl1. Development 
in the subjects own production of obUque projection is closely correlated 
wlth development in the use of obUque on stimuU in Groups C and D. 
These were c1assed as varlable 'groups, thus subjects were equally able to 
use perspect lve, but dld not do so. A small number of subjects from six 
years of age upwards deliberately alter the other stimuli to provlde an 
obUque response. 
Stimulus Croups G and I eUcit a hish pers~ctive response at all 
ages, as can be seen in Flgure 8:G12. 'Similarly, stimuU in Group D elicit 
a high perspectlve response, but only from the younger subjects. It would 
appear that as they develop the ability to use obUque projection, they 
choose to use thls form of deplctlon on tthe table top rather than 
perspective. Stimulus Croups A, B, and C all elicit a low perspective 
response from most age groups, but the remaining stimuli encourage hardly 
any perspective at all. 
Flgure 6:G13 shows that stimuli in Group E encourage the hlghest 
no ground Une response, particularly from the older subjects. Stimuli in 
Croup C encourage a small but steady no ground line response across all 
ages, whllst the remalnlng stimuli only encourage a no ground line 
response from the younger subjects. Very few subjects at any age show a 
preference for no ground line. 
The picture is slightly different for the ground line response, as 
.-... ,. _ t w 
can be seen in Figure 8:G14. Here the majority of the Itimul1 encourage a 
high ground line response from the younger lubjects. The strength of this 
response declines steadily from about six to twelve years of age. Stimuli 
in Groups Hand 1 do not allow a ground line respons., yet between ten and 
thirty percent of subjects from five to nine y.ar~ of age, alter the 
, 'I , 
stimulus to provide such a r •• pon.e. Some of the younger aubjects drew 
ground lines or ground plane. onto the stimuli, as can be aeen 1n Appendix 
8:A. The numbers involved are too small to carry much p-ychological 
significance, but the un~xpected addition of th... Indicat.s that, for 
these subjects, an important a.pect of the atimulus is ita perci.ved 
possession of a ground line or a ground plane. This Indlcates that 
extending the legs to produce a ground line, on atimul1 that initially 
po •• esled a ground plane i. a deliberate action coinciding with the Itated 
preference for ground line. 
Figures 8:G15, and 8:G16, shOWing the ground plane and partial 
AppenOiClS, Page A8 • '.8 
occlusion responses are very similar and will be discussed together. The 
majority of subjects at all ages think that a depiction showing ground 
plane and partial occlusion looks most like a table, and subjects show a 
developing ability to use these depth cues from about four to twelve years 
of age. The use of ground plane and partial occlusion on stimulus groups 
H and I, where these depth cues are already given, closely matches the 
subjects stated preference, though some younger subjects do alter the 
stimuli in both groups to provide a ground line, as discussed above. 
Responses on stimulus groups C, D, F, and G, match those produced on 
Stimulus 1.6, when each subject draws their own table. The only stimuli 
that have a dramatic effect upon the table legs are those in Group C, 
where subjects are forced into drawing a table top in vert ical oblique 
projection. Here subjects appear to match this with the production of 
'less advanced' depth cues. 
To summarise an analysts of the stimulus groups shows that the 
vast majority of subjects at all ages think that a table top in oblique 
project ion and table legs showing the use of ground plane and part ial 
occlusion makes the depiction look most like a table. Subjects show a 
developing ability to use oblique projection, ground plane, and partial 
occlusion (from about four to twelve years of age). The provision of 
stimuli that aid the production of these measures encourage a similar 
response showing developmental trends at an earlier age. The oblique 
response on variable stimuli shows the same developmental trend, thus 
subjects prefer to use oblique projection, rather than perspective, and do 
so as soon as they become able to. The strength of preference for an 
oblique response is illustrated by the fact that a small proportion of 
subjects at most ages deliberately alter the stimuli to provide oblique 
projection. Similarly the strength of preference for ground plane and 
partial occlusion is shown by the fact that development in these measures 
is very similar across all stimuli apart from those in stimulus group E. 
The discussion at the beginning of this appendix pOinted out that 
subjects had many depictions of tables to copy f,:"om, yet this does not 
appear to have enabled them to complete the stimuli in the way that they 
think looks most like a table. Some subjects have deliberately altered the 
stimuli to accord with their normal prodUction, and the use of oblique 
projection, ground plane. and partial occlusion develops with age in a 
relatively non-task dependant way. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 9. 
"Meaning', and the Copying of Line Drawings of Tables . 
• Data are contained in Chapter 9. 
Ap.9. Lee, M., (1989>, When is an ob.feet not an obJeet? The effect 
of 'meaning' upon the copying of line drawings. British Journal 
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~lany rhcorict of copm.c and IOCiaI dcYclopmcnt ill children refer co rhe chiler, 
drawillR abilit~. This dcYclGpmenl is of .uch reliabilit~ lhar it is used II PI" or 
I!encral rnl. of dcyelopmcnt (Goodcnou~h. 1926: Harris, 1963). It is, howc\"cr. not 
clcar elllaly whar a normal child'. dcYeloping abiliry co rcprctcnt a Ihree· 
dimen.ional objca in rwo dimension. indicates in terms of COJrftitiye d~lopmcnt, 
:\Irhough young children usually pas. through I conccplual phase of dcpictin~ 
people in radpole (orm. fcw would ars- that children rnll~ belieyc people to be of 
this form. or lhat childrca are conYinccd rhat the ~ of a table really do .play out 
in all direction. when thn dn. a table in this wa\", I( a 'nOrmal' child'. \"is.amllon 
.,( a table is .imilar to that of an aduk why do 'childrca not dnw tables as adult. 
~? • 
;\1011 adults prefer co Yinr • dnwills rhat uses oblique projection (Hagen lie Elliot 
1976) nther than one dra_ in linear pcnpcctiYC, and al_ all adul .. prel~r co dnw 
a table in oblique pruicaiol .. EumpIcs of a table dnwn in dlese projuUon '!SIems 
on be seen in Fi,. I, E\"c:n YCfl' younS children prefer 10 look at a cable rcprescnred 
in oblique projection. cYctI rhouKh they do __ depict it in this manner. Funher, 
""hen ~ouns children aee liYc:n a completion wI. in which it is ncccsury to add onl~ 
one line 10 the .timulu. rhey will 10 co ,reat trouble to a11ft the stimulus 10 rhat it 
2ccOrd ... -ith their normal form of dcpic:tion (Lee. 1988). 
• \ ,ubstantial .mount of work has already been done _ the dilficvltia children 
nperimcc in dnwinl and copyin" and rhe Possible auses of thcac difficulties. One 
i. thar dirficuley i. relared ro lhe physical lUI. of drawin!li. Uizlo lie Broderick (1985) 
cumined pctttptUal·motor .1. ill. in cop~ing diamond, square, and honcshoc .hapes. 
They fOund lhar accuncy improyed arcadily with age, and panially with training. 
., }.IMit.1.M 
1M performlncc of fiyc· and .ill.ycar-old. WI' poor. and children .howed Plnicvllr 
cLfficul~ wich che dilmond and lhe honnhoe. Lasalo lie Brockrick a,sue Ihat 
pllMlnl( n( Iction, crror damon, and error correction mlY be SOUrcc1 o( dilficvllY, 
1M specinc problem •• hown by young children Ire idenlified u IftIbili.,. 10 coP!' 
In~ln Iccunlely, and flilure of closure. lMae erron occur more nn lhe diamond 
n.her than lhe 'squarc (identical in shipe. but rouled IhrouKh 45 dcllRCS) which 
indin.n Ihn it is not solely Ihe ph",iaJ .hape of Ihe object Ihal cause. 
probkms. 
Freemln (1980) suggesled thar dcYclopmcnt in Ilble drawinllt could be reilled to 
onlbilil~ loonrcome "gunl biases. Bremner (1985) discussed lhe problem of filltUnl 
bilscs in denil and suggcs.ed- lhal there Ire chree classes of bias: local bias, ';gunl 
rtfeess (such I. sl'mmel~), and ellln.figuni circa. (such IS lhe edlte of PIper). There 
Ire IWO bilscs rhu Ire plnicvlarl~ rel""ant here. 1M finr is I Iocll bias, called Ihe 
perpendicular bin, in which Ihe child shows a .cndcncy lowards drawing one li~ II 
riltht In!tln 10 anorher. This appean to be lhe mnst pe"uiye. and might account 
lor lhe IImter dilficvl", ClIpericnced by lhe yOling child when copyinl a diamond 
n.he! Ihan a square. The second is a bias Iowa rd •• ~mrnct", around an Ws. 
:\ (unher possible cause of diJficul", is reilled to the child', conception 0.- a able 
as a Ihrcc-dimen.ional object and hi, or her inability or lack of elperimcc in 
cOlInc.n~ Ihree dimensions ontO a IwlHlimensional plane. Thcorctiall~, when a 
chIld IS asked 10 copy a line drawinllt the pmblcm. nI Innslalion from three 
d,mensIOn. 10 IWO dimensions are remoYcd, ,. lhe subject i, presenled with lhe 
solu.ion 10 copy. A funhcr complication has been ,"ggcsred by Phillipt. Hobbs lie 
Prall (1978), howenr. ,\ line dnwin~ is seen as a solid obica and the inlemal 
descriplion cmled by this will dcscnbe lhe (orm of lhal CJbic:a in rhrcc-dimcnsional 
'pace. 1Mreiore, al.hollKh lhe stimulu. is IWO dimensional. the child may still 
experiencc rhe problcm of Innsluinllthrcc dimen.ions to two. Chen (19851 rejects 
Ihis \"IeW. She found Ihat children do not alwa~ produce the .. me dnwin~ whether 
copying a line dnwing or drawinll a solid model. In Plnicvlar, .he pointS out rhat 
older children rend to producc more adyaneed dnwings "'hen COP~'ing a two-
dimensionll model rhan when coprinllt a three-dimensional modd. She dchnes mon: 
2d ... nced II 'Ioward. penpcaivc rcpresenntinn '. Her criricism ... umes that the 
nnl~ diofcrcncc between copying from a two-dimensional or a three-dimensional 
model is Ihn of lhe ntn dimension and hence n ignores an~ elltn iigunl afcctl rhat 
might occur, .uch .. rhe relation.hip between the model, either a piece of PIper or 
a solid object, and tM rable upon which it is pbccd, or indeed the whole room. Thi. 
implicit a.sumption that children dnw an object in a consistent manner is not 
IIC'CCSSInl~ weO founded (Golomb. 1974). New it it the case rhac pcnpcctiye is 
IlC'CCSSlril~ a more .'adyaneed' form of rcprescnl2lion, II Lee (1988) .howed thaI 1M 
ionn oi projection used was panially a function of mk demands. " it "Iuite fcasible 
rhat "tn.iilltural ctfccts might alrer the mk SUlfic:icndy to ..rca the form of 
proicttion used, independently of the dimensionali", of the stimulu •• 
1M rOur possible areas of error inYcstirred here are: 
c .. ) lhe problem of tnnslaring rhree dimensions 10 two: 
(&) lhe problem of tnnslating ro tWO dimensions the rhree dimen.ions that are 
implicit in a rw...dimensional figure: 
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An dnwin., _ ...,.,.. KCOrdin, 10 the IystaII described in cktail by Lee at 
Bmnncr (1987) IIId Lee (1988). 
pm;.-, ..1]';'. (.) Etch ol the childmt berwcen .hree IIId " yean old copied 
'''0 line dn"in~ forty childmt praduad the ume mponlC on both dn.mg.: 
Il childftll also u'" .hat responM w'- dnwinlr • ab\c (rom imaSin.tioa. These 
fipm Ire _ low 10 rcn:aI u"hin, ol aisnifianclr. lad in perUcular to SiYC 
crccknce 10 I thcorf in..,."..« I IIISC·lib dcYclopment in dn-iDs. therclotC tbq 
Ire not included in lhe me ol 1M anaI"i .. 
(.) Each child bawcaI f"otIr lad "·YCln ollSC copied two dra.,in.,. thUI chc 
responses Ire not IU inckpcndctlt 01 ach OIhct. HOWCftr. flO sipificut dilI'ctaICCS 
.,CtC (oulld .,hat KoJmosoro.,-Smimo. compen- wetC made 011 the proportions 
01 correa mponscs. with ISC. ~ dnwinlt' copied lint lad ICCOIId 
(onho«nphic: _ .1.1- S. , > O.OS: YCfticaI oblique: _ .1,1- Z. , > 0.05: 
oblique: _ .1.' •• , P > 0.05; penpccUYC: _ - 1.' - Z. P > O.OS). 1bcrc(orc lhe 
ume qullinriYC ptmm obtaiM if 0tIIy the lint drawiflg &om ncb child is uW1scd. 
In order 10 minimizc random ftUCNatioa in the daa due 10 • small pool 0( .ubject. 
both ICtI 0( dan were amaI~eed (or the rcmaininlr _lyses. 
(,.) A X" compan_ ol the pcoponioa 01 correct mponses in ac:h ISC &rOUP 
(.ikd to .ho., • sipiMsnt dill'acnce ~ stimulus 4 and .timulus 5. For lhi. 
resson responses to lhe two Itinnali were amaIpmalcd. 
C.') 'The older childrctl were siYCSI tWO dilf'crcnt pcnpeaiYc t.bIes to copy. OM in 
true pcnpeaiYC (Slimulusl; tlS"rcca COtIYCrKCftCC) and OM in naiyC pcnpcain 
(SlimuJu. 9: J6 dcsrees COtIYCfJCOCC). 'The mean cfcsrcca of COtIycrscncc for cach age 
,roup on nch f1pc of stimulu. Irc si- in Tible I. 
It an be ICClllhat I dclfCC 0( accuracy was achicYCd whet! copyinSI nble ill tIIiYC 
pcnpccUYc, lhou,h _ when capfin, ... ble ill INC pcnpccUYC. The degree of 
conycrscncc in ,he llimulus only IppcuI to hlYc I mitIOr C«cu upon fhat shown in 
T.bl.t. The _ dcIfCCa 01 COtIycramcc. with Isc. whm ~S. uble in cifher 
true or nIIyc pcnpccU'YC. nte IWICIlrd dnialion 0( the _ is aiyCtl in psrCtlfhcscs 
beside ncb fiK'lI'C. 1bc firrc in rq_tC bracken rcpl'ClCDlI the Dumber 01 .ubjcas 
who (ailed to Kin I pcnpcctiYC mponsc (In. lbaa 20 dcIfCCs COIIYCfSCMc) 
·'CC·- II II Il 1. 
N.J.-c pcnpcca" 40(11.5) 41(11.9) 31(9.9) "(10.1) 
Humbn oi •• bjccn 11 33(11 31 25 
True penpccri .. c 50(15.1) 5ICILI) U(Il.7) 61(11.2) 
Numbn at .ubjccn 16(11 24(21 l4 29(11 
20 MMU.IA 
T.ble 2. 1M p...,..,....,... at raponoe. with "CC. rot scimuli wich I taWe lOp in onhosnphic. 
~iquc.. oblique. M pcnpocti.-c projea~ (mcasuml as • pcrun,.CC 01 d •• ocaI 
rnponsc rew ,"", I~) 
.,~ ... 4 5 , 1 • 
, 10 II IZ I) 14 
So....,...- 50 41 60 60 51 60 60 1~1 I' 16' 'XI 
Ortt.p,. __ 
10M0Ml U 
On .......... 
" 
60 .. 100 • 100 • 100 100 100 100 \ .... ouH>IL l! 40 14 12 12 
I· .... 'Iip. ___ 
u" ..... nphc Z6 IZ 
\ ............ .~ 55 100 III 100 lOll • lOll 100 100 1110 ~ lJ 20 12 
ow.---10M0Ml 11 
Onhotlnphc 14 
" 
IJ Z 
\.~ 41 "IS U 7. 54 lO 15 
~ .. 22 11 46 10 .5 lOll 100 100 100 
I'cnpccawc J ) 
F ....... II Z Z • 
~--....... 20 , (,.,.,.,...,... 7 , 14 
'.nnn/1IL 15 JI 17 21 7 21 
UWequc 1 
Pntpcatwc 55 56 .. .5 9) ." 100 100 .. 100 100 
lhe mponsc, ~·ct only tiyC lubjcas (ailed to UIC pcnpcctin. BeauM oi ,he lack 01 
diffcrmcc in raponse bnween lhe twO Slimuli. raponta 10 lhem Irc amalpmalcd 
(or lhe remaining analyses. 
Jw. -'.lli,. (.) C_,p"l _/'M , ... "". Tible 2 .how. the responses ualyscd ill 
rcblion 10 fhe rypc of ,.ble top ginll in the stimulus. Thi. proyided (our daucs of 
Stimulu •• on~nphic (stimulus I). ycnical~bliquc (Slimuli 2 and J). oblique 
(srimuli 4. S. and 6). and pcnpcai.,c (stimuli 7, I. IIId 9). 
.\ ,hree·sample Xl between the proponion at correa mponscs. with lAC. (or 
onhognphic and ycnical_blique lad pcnpccriYc llimuli (ailed to .how • sipiliant 
dill'crcncc ex l - 20.1. d.( •• 20, P > OJ). Ho_r.1 (our·umplc tCit. indudiall the 
mponses on oblique Stimuli, showed .ilrflific:am diffcrmcn (x" - 198.4. d.(. - 30. 
P < 0.001). 
Table 2 shows that where CrrMI do occur t~ nrcly like lhe form oli 1ft oblique 
response. 'The maiority ol crron on onbotnphic, oblique, and pcnpcaiYC Slimuli 
arc cau," by YCnial_blique responlCl, IIId on ycnial_blique stimuli, b1 
nnhoKraphic: mponlCl. . 
Obliquc Slimuli elici, I (orm 0( response lhal is qualilanycly dill'crcnt (com 
raponses on lhe ochn Slimuli. 'The .imillrity in Ihe proponions of cnon from the 
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T .... 1. n. pcuponiolll 01 conoen rnpontea. with ace, r- each .. imul",1 ucI ror 
etCh'-"" IlOUp. 'Oblique' dcpch (SJ incNcIa marPW ~1'I'On. ICC lUI (or 
clew .. 
Aac- 4 5 , 1 • , 10 No. ........ _ 50 .. .., .., 51 .., 60 
N • ..,.,.". 
....... 1 100 
" 
100 100 100 100 100 
sa...IooI J 100 
" 
IS 100 100 100 100 
s.-......1 100 50 .. 100 100 100 100 
A ..... 100 
" 
to 
" 
100 100 100 
'''"tw·.".IAJ 
........ /5 • • .1 .. ZS II 0 s.;.-., • • • • '1 '1 56 
AWfIIII • • 20 
, .. 50 21 
.""tw • .". III 
s.-......./5 , 12 
" " 
12 11 100 
s.-....6 • II 14 • " 100 II A ...... J JJ J1 as .,.. 94 '5 
·r...,...,.·.". 
SrioooooM J • 14 .1 • Q ... It sn-oa... 20 ]I 411 ZS IJ 51 10 
.,--- 10 16 4Z '1 Q -I IS 
ocher dwft rom. 01 ..... iadiare rhac .... molt ~ht be ftbted 10 
cIc,dopww.aI ~ .... ed .. Ikil in ~. The ~ arimuli appeal" 10 
prcwtIC ';'nhcr ,..,we- .... all only be tdaIed 10 richer .nI bUsel unuque .. 
.hOM lIimP (.lKh .. in 1M drawint!t alcwo obi;" parallcl linn). or 10 _ form 
ol 'Ift'a".· pe.ccptioft 01 1M tirft inelf. 
(J) C.~eJ'" WIt Irfr. A...,.. olrlle.n-ll ..... _ WI, ie which the table 
Ie~ Ire cIcpicftd pt'OYidet lime .n-Jue cr-P':'" implicit depch (.nmuli 1.2. and 
~ impficit dcpch in • penpecuie -. (""-Ii 3. and 9). and implicit depth in an 
obi ... _ ( ...... 4. 5, .... 6). ....... -'ysiI I ftIPO"X ...... ~
CCKI'CCI if 1M cable Icp _ depicted ~, rep .... of how che table cop .... 
dn ...... T.bIe 3 ahowa 1M ptoponiDnl ol COfIEC1 I'Clponaea .nch a~~ inr each 
Aimuhas. 
A Ihl'ft.,..te ,I _ faiW 10 ....... alipiftaM ~ bctWftft slimuli I,!. 
and 1 tt' _1.1. cl.t - IZ. P > 0.1). .-\1 ace c-P' showed Jicd~ dilficahy in 
COf>!1n~ table ~ lhat imroIYed .., dcpch. Similarly. a "~oroy-Smi ___ 
• ample Inl tailed lO.how alil"iIicanI di/lCrmce bcnrftllllinluli land 9 (D - 0.09. 
,. > 0.051. Both f_ ollrimvlua diciI. with 'ce. allftClil~ incrn,in~ abtlin· co copy 
table Ie!, in pcnpcctin. Itnpon..,. (or uble Ie" in obIiqve depth ,how inlcrncin, 
zz M .... 1M 
.. rilOoM. nne.re tipificuac dill'CftMd a..- .a-.Ji , .... 4/5 .. tho ... II, 
I rwo-....... Ie KoJ.nocoro-Smimoy _ (1- 0.5, P < 0.05). Ho-.a. 41 pn eml 
01 cnon Oft tWmaIi 4/5 u.e the form 01 the table ...,... ill ....... " wid! the '-k 
kCth .. h1b bctwftl'l the rwo (ronl CIlIa clonr .... wt.m.u ZO pn call ol cnon Oft 
scimulus 6 uh lhe form ol uillca thow. ill IWnuIi 4 ucI 5 (1Ne oWiq_). Whca this 
rorm ol CtTOf it iacIuckd ia lhe anaJ,m (i.e. wa- thoM dnwiDr ill .tUclI lhe 
.ubject is .howillC ckpth. but Jw _ dcpiacd the uble Irr with lhe __ rdach'e 
knCCh. u .ho_ in the llimul"s. Ire jadrd correa) a Kolmopco .. Smimo1r rwo-
.ample _ fub 10 thow .,., tipificaac cIiIrc.-a ~ doc IIiomaIi (1- 0.09, 
P > 0.05) •• howe u 'oblique depth (BI'. 
EyCft the,.,...,sac .. bj«t made YCrf "anon --coprinca RianaIua wid! _ 
implicit ckpth. ~. these Rimuli _ leu compIa diu dIoec with either 
pcnpcctjye 0. oblique depth. lhe COP,-C ol which prodaad dar dcYdopcnc:nw 
crench. A K .... oro.. SmiI'DOY rwo-ta.tnpIc _ (aa. 10 allOw an, lipilianl 
dill'crmca IInwem chcac Iall rwo Croups 01 stimuli (1- 0.07, P > 0.05). The 
dcycloprncnlal creach tho.,n on chnc rwo Croupe of ....... 1i 8ppcu 10 be similar. 
How.",er, it is u 1ft WKIa, .,hethct chey can be mrit.accd 10 the crealer _pluuy 
oIlhe Aimuli. implicit dcpch in the .timuli. 0. a combinalion of the IWO. 
Ocwlopmcnt in doc coprinC ol a nble cop in obIiq_ pcojucioe 0« uble Irr 1ft 
obIiq_ projeaion 0. pnspcctiye is .imib, 10 dewclopmutl aho... ill dnwinca uble 
(rom -cinaOon. An proponionl ol childftll conca II CKh sce 11ft lipilian.h, 
co,rebled with ach oehe,. (Table cop ucI i-Kinarioft: r - 0.93. cU. - 9, 
,. < 0.001; uble cop and cable leKS: r - 0.'3. cU. - 5. P < 0.01; uble leKS 
and ima~inalion: r - 0.14, d.r. - S. P < 0.05). HaYin, a Rimu .... 10 copy dici" 
more COfI'CCl rcsponsa chan if che .ub;ccc were dcawinca cable rrom _,mlion bul 
the form of "dopcnc ... is Similar whether lhe able is dnw .. (rom _Cination, 
copied rrom Aienuli with oblique cable copt. 0. copied rrom lIirauli with leKS 'n 
implicil dcpch. 
Di ___ 
Thia ,cvd~ nultlisJla baselines .,..... which r.-ft coprin, bchaYicNr can be 
c .. a .... ted. The lint quarion niscd by lhit ltlIdy is whether the form 01 the oblique 
cable cop itself au..,. the dilficulcy children haft in copyin, K ICCUnl~ly. Thi. 
question is cumincd in the nUl aNdy. 
ScMy2 
The P'"iout INdy showed IhaC lhe majority ol ~C chiIdta ... able 10 copy a 
cable top in pctspccriYe ..... .- in oblique projeaion. This INdy is daipcd 10 
dilCOycr whether lhe dill'crmce in nce of CtTOf. with IKIio t.a- the rwo rom. 0( 
• timuli is relaled 10 lirnl den .. The ..... firnl diKerenca -.- the .n-Ii 
aft (.) 'f1"mnry uound a .. cniaJ asia (in the pcnpcaift cop) aacI (J) panllel 
oblique lina (in lhe obIiq_ cop) . 
S,mmcuy is .. iraponanc upcct ola 'rue (8_r. 1915). Fo. esantpW. 'ft-
co 9.),nr-old. iudce .ycnmnrial panema u simpler dwI u)'~ _ 
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(OUpmaa " Ncnclca-. 1975). aad ftP~ symmetrical doc psnems more: 
Iccuntel~ lbaa uY"'metrical psttftns (Bot_cll. 1976). Failure 10 COPl' the oblictue 
tlble lop may lhus be due 10 in lack 01 s""","'T' 
Similarf! it iI kllOWft lhal J'OUfIg childms show dilMulr!, whal CGpl'ing lCUte and 
obluse anglct (B_r, 19115). Both fOrma 0( table top Conlain lhese angles, yet 
children are Ible to COP! ,hose in penpc:ctiyc stimuli. The main dilrcfCtICn bet_ 
lhe ,wo iorms 0( stimuli is thlt the onhogonals in ,he oblique 'Orm Ire: also psnllcl. 
Mitchelmorc (1985) statn 1M' 'young children an cop~ aline psnllc:l 10 another line 
with t:Onsicknble KCUrKl', but whallhe larJ!ft line is inclined It an anKle 10 the basc 
line thcJr Icncnll~ show • '~tcmatic cnor towards the perpendicular direction '. The 
baseline in III oblique able lop is not inclined It M Millie, alrhou,h ,he panlld linCJ 
oj lhe oblique (onn mi"ht "in Ihi' subicctiye ctf'ect. For cumple. it wsa shown b. 
I.ft (1988) lhat whets .ubjects dn. an oblique table (rom imlKinltion !,oun~er 
childrcft haYe a gfCItet tmckncy to dn. the oblique psnllcl. c:nftyerlElnlE. 
Thi. slUd! .11 clctigned 10 lind outlintl~. whether rhe ell'ect ,hown in Slud!, I 
is trill e.Hlcnt when onl, the table rops are dnwn, andsccondl!" wherher this mect 
could be .. rnbured eirher 10 lhe '!,mmct~ 0( (orm .nd/or 10 rhe panllel linn. 
.\f"W 
I...",. nw IIIIoiKft _ 111 cfIiW ..... otre4 .... _ .......... II .... n ...... r ....... ....-" ........, Oft 
.he _".m";P_~. 
T."" 11w ... Ioioas ..... _ .. I ~ .. rhcw c'- Tbe or __ -.I fill be rem III Fi •. !. 
~--- " 
B 
C o 
FI ..... 1. nw or_Iva totc4 .. Sr .... ~ Z. Sec 1ft ..... dmrIs. 
24 MMinLn 
nw ........ _ ............. __ ....... the w..u.a...r ......... --l £.do -.-. ... 
" .... penal ............... ore _ ...... _ ..... the doiW .... __ ......... "" 
_,h ..... n _ ....... 11w ......... _..-.w .... the~ ................ ....., ....... ... 
II -.. .. ..ty II ~....w. 'II"'" all the ......... Mirheo1 _ ........ _ .... _ cle 11K. 01 
.he popn. ""'- It? the npc""'_, ... '-'-... the duW.. 
RtlJ" 
The stimulus cu be uulrscd in (our scpantc puts, marked A. B. C. and D in Fi«. 2. 
Pans C Md D are icknrial 10 " and B bue .re fOIaled 10 gin s)'mmct~ around 
I venia.! w. ia C and obliqu~ panlId !ina ift D, .. caa be 1«0 in Fi,. 2. None of 
rhnc .nnotations were included in the originaillimulus. Rapomcs were mcuured 
in ac:c:ordanc:e wirh rhe cbssifiarion 0( projection ')'1CCInI clctcribed in Lee " 
Bremnu (1987). Funher. the response 10 psn C WIt onl)' considcm:l CDITCct if it was 
s~·mmctric:al around lhe .~rtlal WI, and the response 10 0 WIt onl), considered 
correct if rhe rwo oblique lines were .,.nIlcL Pam A and B were the talJlCl ,hapes. 
.\s lhey were idmricallo rhe ob6que and penpccriye table lops in Srud~ I crron on 
C or 0 were not uuI~ if" the subjca copied both 0( them lenntely. 
Onl, II O(lhe 171 subjects made erron on pam "and B. 11IRC (our-ynr-olds 
made enon on ach PIn. and cwo scycn-rc:ar-olds made no ocher cnon. The 
remlining ,ill subjects. moSlI~ rive·~ar-olds. made ~non both Oft A and D. but none 
on Bore. 
D;«IIII;" 
The mott llrikin~ aspc:c:r oi the l'CIulrs prncntcd here illhe lack 0( ftIOf It all aces. 
~fan~ lIudin hIVe t-n ~ on rhe "fI, children copy diunonds (sec Mitchelmorc. 
1985) and rhe ~mrnl consen,u. appesn 10 be lhae J'OUfII children haft grett 
dimcull! wirh IhlS conhgunuon. The subjca population IIICd here clicI _ tppnr 10 
be unusUlI. bein! rhe intake oi a normal "Itc prima,!, Khooi. a1lhough lhere are 
rhRC a,pcctI 0( rhe csperimallal method lhal misht be rclennL Find~, bcause of 
rhe IOcU' oi rhe stud~ ",non on psn C were only included in lhe uuI~sis when 
subjects had fJiIed to copy .\ or B correctly. In all age StoUpS there were a fcw 
children who jailed ro cOPl' C corrcc:d,. bur because 0( rhi. lhe~ clicI not bli wirhin 
rhc scope of lhe anal~·sis. S«ondl~. unlike moll "perimenn the pans were ptncnred 
as one unit. Sncnl Sludin ha"e shown rhal children alter rhcir drawiftJl in M 
.mcmpt to dilrcrc:nrgte bcnr.·rm Kimuli (see LiSht, 1985). Ie is possible rhlt rhe 
presentation 0( all (our psm 10000her incrcued sencnJ ac:cuncy u die children lried 
ro clarif!, lhe dilrttaKCI between lhem. rlllSll~. thc copy WIt judscd to be correct i( 
in classificalion, as dctcnnined b~ measurement, wu rhar 0( the appropriale: 
projcaion sysrem. TlIcrdOrr rhnc crireria are len IlrinRCIK than rhose lhal measure 
minure dcYiations (rom rhe iorm oi rhe stimulus. and mal' weD add to the surprising 
lack of enor iound here. f( rhi, is rhe case it cIoct _ dcrrau (rom the force 0( rhe 
UKumc:nt presented here which is dcpcndcat upon a compsrison bctwc:at enon 
produced ift rhis srud~ and rhose (rom Srudy I nlher than an absolute mcaauccmcnl 
oj accuracy 0( copyinlt. 
The 'panmns oj crron IM2ns rhar rhe information obtained from the iew enon 
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In cnnclusion Ihis Slud!, indinl's dUI young chIldren's inabilil!, 10 copy I Ilble in 
pcnpccUye is not Clused by /igun! bias rdaled 10 lhe shape of the ubk: legs. 
Sludy" 
Siudy .. was d.slgned to discover ",helher the errors made by lhe children In Siudy I 
.·ere: nused by rigunl dfcct, asSOCIlled wllh the form 0( uble legs In oblique 
projeaoon. Siudy ) showed Ihal when Ilble legs arc drawn in pcnpccllye lhe 
lenglhenlng n( Ihe back legs is noc relaled 10 ligun! bias. However. illS posSIble Ihal 
uble legs In Ihe ;orm of oblique projection Ire: Influenced by such I bias. Drawing 
uble kg' in oblique projcctlon .Iso inyolve. lhe aceurale depiction 0; an obluse 
angle, and rnung children are known 10 haye ditficullY conStrueling such angle. 
(Bremner. 1'.I8S). It II quile posSIble Ihalthi. nlra lask demand ClUses lhe eheld 10 
make ground line erron where Ihey would nOI otherwIse occur . 
. \ltl""" 
'-aMNII. The '11,"".1 .C'rc ,70 chd"Kft. 4Il(Cd betWC'Cn lour and I' 'an vItJ. irdfll _ prama,. tchonl.n 
, ... ylanol. a.-ca_. 
r",4:. The lubtn"rs .'ne,"" •• dati .... the-II cI"'HUILMII fhc .lIm" .... uw..l (an he I«ft '" fie." The 
r"""""oc .. at 1M ...... u ............. SntcI. Z. 
Rrs.ill 
TIle ,umulu. un he analysed In ". "'puace part •• mule cd ,\. U. C. D. Eo Ind F In 
I'i!!. b. 1'211 .\ .. In obeusc angle. In B. C. and E lines arc added pro~rcssi'·eh·. such 
IhOl E coni aIRS III lhe lines neensarY io, uble legs In oblique pro,.ctlon Ind IS 
Iherelilfe Ihe ur~el .umulus. Pan, 0 Ind Fare Ihe ·altemlllye. 10 C and E 
respcclI,·el~·. In ",hlch Ihe uble Ie,:s e:lIend 10 a ground line. These annolations were 
nUl Included in Ihe .... lI:ln.1 snmulus ..... re.ponse was onl\' coosidered eorrccl if il .... as 
In accurale replicl .. ; lhe p"n. If a chIld copcc:d lhe lorgCl accurllel!', hul made errors 
un Itlher rln •• Ihcsc erron _re not mcluded in lhe an.'Ylls. Table 4 shows lhe 
.. rrun, .. lIh I~e, ,i'f nch pan In lhe rep'inlinn .,i lhe ub'e 'e~ •. 
. \n3"·IIS ..... d .. ne In 1"'0 pans. J'irstl~·. errors on lhe copy In.: ." lhe oblkjue 3n!:le 
were :an3Intd. and lhen lhe kn~lh 0; Ihe uble kitS .·os clllmtned. Table" sho,,'s 
Ihll ,ml .. ""'en suhicas In local had problems Wllh lhe an!otle. T ..... subic:as used 
>".'!thl lInes (51, Ihrcc subjcas used .. ~hl anltles (r), and I"'n subjca. used I 
comblna .... n oi Ihe IWO on diKercRl S1imuli. Only nne subjeCl had probkm. w .. h all 
Ihe sumult, .he sl3ntd usinK .. nRhl angle. but chlnK"d 10" slraiKhl line on lhe lasl 
",'U ."muh. The ueher lilt .ubjects un'y pnoduccd enon as the S1lmuli hcamc more 
cumple,.. r"'cnl\"sc\,m subjects made al kaH one crror In copying lhe lenglh .. i lhe 
Itnes. TIle emena were, howe\'tr, \'try stringent, :and :tlmose all 0; lhese errors "'ere 
unh- m.,,:lna'. ~flf!tln.1 crror nccurre:d when .ubieclS re:laincd lhe re:lali .. e knltlhs 
"i Ihe Iones. bUI .howed a Icndency 117 estend lhe inSide back leg slightly (j). Uc 
(I'}II!!) ,h ...... ·d Ihallh .. is I irC<juenl error when a IOble is drawn irom I model. "rom 
InU~lRlllun. II' In .. Cnmrlellon lask. n.c error Ihll II bctn~ examined here, Ihal oi 
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It 
UlnI""" vi .lIlhe 'inn 10 «round line (d. it mack .,.. ~ht .ubt«t •• bul nn. III a 
c .... " .. cn. manne •. F .... e .. mpac. si.·~,-oId subien ! nukes .hi. c.mr on ... ns .. 
ran bu, IlOl Oft I more cnmp.n fIIIC. T1Ic crmn I..: sp.nd KnKS ,he 'I~C nnltc Ind 
do ..... ond.ca,c I cun .... cnt tiKunl bilL 
D;".,,-
. \1 in ,he Ia .. I ... lIudccs lhe '"'"' I ... kin" Ispect ui lhe multi p..:scnlcd he..: islhe 
lack oj error al Ilf aJ:CI. (Jncc altlin lhe .. bjcn pupulano ... sed he..: dKi ..... appcu 
10 be unulual br ... ~ lhe inuh of I normalllllC prima,! achoQl. bul I~'" ,he .. ud~ 
..... u .. usual i .. Ih ... he pans _ presented IS __ ie. :'Inre errors appH' 10 be 
mack II ,he pans become more comple •• bul lhe..: appcan 10 be no con,.s.ml 
p.llcm 1ft .he I~ of cnon made.. 
II is IU,r';Clled lha, "",,"p: children'l inlbclilY 10 cnpY I cable 1ft nbI"Iuc pfOlccnon 
it 11<" caused b~ Ii,;un' bin re'a.ed 'a ,he lhape vi ,he cable Ie"s.. 
Scudy5 
Thn Slud~ it cksiKncd 10 discoYn _hahn crrnra C .. eden. in Studr I a..: caused ..... 
br ti,,-nl""'",s alsoclI,ed w"h lhe iorm nilhe line dfll ..... ,... bu. b!, ,he knowlcdJtC 
"i "'hac lhe rina rcrrcsm.. The 11IJ:fl Sllmu.i in nch oi ,he :above Studics arc 
Ihrrr .... c p..:scn.cd a~I"'. "'!tether ";'h ~n CSpb .. ll ...... Ii buw ,her ftl in,o a line 
d.a,,·mJt .... I table. 
.\I,,6M 
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Subjects or':all ages .ppear 10 use: this as an alternative method of depiction. sho""ftp: 
no devclopmullal trend. hence this response is classed as correct tor the purposes Of 
comparison. 
\'t'hcn the proponions of errora (or nch age Ire compared by a two-sample nne-
uiled Kolmogorov-Smimov test with those elicited by the orgel pam or'the Inmuli 
in Studies 2. 3. and 4 • signi6ant di/l'crcncc between the fwO is found for psns A. 
C. and D. but not t'or B (the lines rcpn:serllinp; a uble top in penpective) CPsn .\ n. 
pan .\. Study 2:' - 0.16. X· - 6.1. d.f. - 2. P < 0.02; pan B "I, pan B. Stud~ 2. 
,- 0.02. X' - 0.25. d.;. - 2. P > 0::'; pan C vL pan E. Study .. : 1- n.21.X' - I I. 
d.f. - 2. ,. < 0.001: pan 0 VI. pan B. Study J: ,- 0.2. X' -2 ...... d.i.-1-
,. < 0.001). However. Kolmogorov-Smirnoy two-sample one· tailed rests r'silcd to 
32 M •• u. 
find any significant dilfcrmca between the Pnlponionl of erron with age obuiaed 
in this study and Ihosc produced for either the: uble topt or the uble legs Oft the 
appropriate stimuli in Study I (in which the complcce line drs.inS is copied). (pan 
A vs. the copyinS of the top of the oblique table in Study 1.1_ 0.13. Xl _ 1.8. 
d.f. - 2. P > 0.2; pan B vs. the copying of ,he top of the perspective uble in 
Study I. ,- 0.02. Xl - 0.21. d.r. - 2. P> 0.7; pan C vs. the copying 0( the legs 
of the oblique uble in Study I. ,- 0.09. X· _ 1.6. d.f. - 2. P > 0.2; pan 0 VI. 
the copying of lhe legs of the penpective table in Study I. ,_ 0.04. Xl _ 0.5" • 
d.t: - 2. P > 0.3.) 
Dimu';'" 
Subjccts in either lhis study or in Studies I or 2 showed little clifficulty when copying 
a table tOP in perspective. Each pan of t~ Slimulus presented in this study was 
idental to one presented in either Study 2. J or ". ycc there were ligni6ant 
differences between the way the subjects in t"illtUdy copied pam A. C. and D. (table 
top and legs in oblique projection. and table: legs in penpective) and what subjccu 
copied idcntiaJ pam in the three ocher ~t~ 
Earlier it was argued th:at the case .,,11" '-hich the target pam of scimuli were 
copied could be related to the fact that'hcy "ttc presented with similar line drawings 
which might increase the wicnq of minor cliJrerences betWCCft them. In this srudy 
:aJlthe tar~ pam of Stimuli were present~ Iogcthcr. Ie is possible thot the stimulus 
use:d here diITercd lumcicndy to ausc: diSll':lccion nther than incrnscd discrimi. 
nation. If that is the case one might suppose that a comparison of responses obtained 
with the Slimulus used here and the more tomplclI lIimuli used in Stud~ I would 
show the same ctfca. However. n'm oM'I':lilcd resra failed to show anv aigni6ant 
diffcrences bctwccn the patterns or' error ohtaillcd here and those obtained in Stud ... I. 
An alternative.. and more convincing. C2p1anation is Offered by anocher aspcc; of 
the results. In SNd~ I. w~en subjcea ~re asked 10 copy line drs.ings of a uble ~ 
dilferent projections. sub~s lho.ed dilficulty with the top and legs of the able 1ft 
oblique projection. ~ WIth the legs of the uble in perspective. These panicul:ar 
difficulties were rrpliated by the subi«tl in this .Nd.... n,c stimuli used here 
gcncnll~ elicited slight~y more corrcCI resP?nscs than elidted by able tops or bble 
legs in oblique pe11J>CC1.1ve and by ~ble ~gs Ir\ penpecrive. which ma~ be'lIribuuble 
to. the grater complcsJly of .the samu" 1ft SlIIefy I. but the panerns of errora in the 
twO studies are mnarhbly Similar. The onl, feature sh:ared bv the stimuli in Study I 
:and the puts of the scimulus used in this SIIId., is the sub~'s knowledge of the 
object that is being rcpresalled. • 
To conclude. the pattcnl '1 erron o~ for ach pan of the Rimul ...... more 
closel, n:la~ed 10 th:at obW~ on the re~ pan of the dill'crcnt. ud more 
complcs. IIlmulus presented In Study I than it ... 10 th:at obtained on pan of I 
stimulus iden~ to one u~ in this INdy. 'l\e point of similarity bctwccn this Study 
and Study I IS th:at ~bjcea knew in ach case th:a, .hat they were drs.inS 
represented. a ~ble.. This knowlcd~ dram:tticaJly altered the IUbjccn' response on 
twO otherwise: identical wits. Qucsaons about why this cffca is only apparent when 
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uble IOpI ud Irst ill oblique pco;cmo. -t cable Irst ill pcnpea;.e arc copied aJC 
cumincd is the r-raI discvaUoa w, rouo-. 
GaacnI~ 
It would appear ......... IUb;cctI apprcciaw daac the .a...Ii _,he be more chaft 
I coUcctioa ol Jines ud couJcI rept'CMOt puc oll csble they _wirtin,l, Inempe to 
nprcscnc the dim ~ thac is ___ ueociatal wU chcsc Jines. TheIr 
penon.- _ the _It ;. lhea aimilar 10 the _y sub;em ol theit paniaalar age I~ 
It..,.,. 10 rcptnaM three tIimcnaiocaalif, ie ..... ro-sa childnn DO Ionp copy 1M 
RimuIi acnnccIy ... produce the ._ crron chac they would j( they .en drs.inl 
I IhteMI· ionll objca. l1ac _ III_ iI .... by Dcregowslti (1976). 
Dcregowslti '" Scrans (1986) .- threc~" RimuIi '0 show thar thar 
diIficuky ill repmcnaaao naiSh. lie ie the conAict bccwce the claire 10 COlIn!, the 
oftftlllflllCllUl" of the ob;ccI aad the llIaIpC 10 tIepia its dancna conccd,. The 
cfctRc of diaamaionaJicy 01 the lIiaouJua iI a di6amc. thoctSh ~ iasepanble, 
y.riable 10 char ol compIcr_ of the .... IUI. l1ac INdies reponed hen septrslC 
chese CWO .... nabla and ...... ,hac ehe ~ pans 1ft s-nD!' only drpicred 
correaIy j( they do _ hue the ' ___ ,' ol the whole.. .. concJllsion. it is 
IUgated dIM the bowIedCC dcal the !ina npacxaced I uble, I IhRC-climcnsional 
object, a .... lhe -;om, of cnon obcaiaed ie Snci!, I. 
If lhit is the C2IC wh, do IUbicca onIJ haft ptvbIcma with able copt and IIbIe k~ 
ill obIiq_ projcaioa .. and IIbIe kss ia pcnpcctiye? Whu is it sbout rhcsc thai impl, 
clcpch daac 1M ocher I"ormI of aWnuli used ill Scud, I do _ han? For cumpk. I 
lable lOp ill pcnpectift mi,hI aIIO be CJlpeaed 10 impI!, dcpch. Ho.enr. in 
Inpaoid sMpc. with ,he enlar~ buc.. ,iYCS ,he appcsrmcc oflininl _ I lround 
line rathn chaft a groand plane. It Ioolt, like I bUanad ~ric:aI.hape. Eyc" wfth 
,he ItnowkdCC lha, if nprncnll I able lOp one CSII inter dISC if is. complcce obicct 
_K.Owa. 
An obIict- able lOp it _,_crial. and it ... been shown lha, belt of 
• ymmct'l' cIoa pia!, I part in cnon ill copyin, chis shape. Ho_r. ic .Ia 1110 
showo chal chit ___ the whole rea-. ~ (19I5) su~scsa ChallA ICUIC 
an,1e. ill incl(. mi&ht indicate dcpch. ill cha, ic it .~Il' intcrpmcd U I 
npnscmaaao Oil perpeadiwlar in dane ~ The paralkh ill che oblique 
labk lOp fvnn one amaaJ salle anIle. and one implicit aalle MSIc. Whil" che ahlpe 
inel( is copied .ith IinJc enor, che added koo.kdCC chae ic could be a cabk top 
might lrislCr I spon_ imcrprcuUoa of clcpch. 
Ie is cuiu 10 1ft how csble leSS in either obIiquc proiemo. or pcnpeaiYC CSII haye 
implicil clcpch.lf lhe beck lines In uaaclcncood 10 be able kSS both forms oIacimulu. 
impl!, hidden line diminarion. ill dlSl the kSS chac come (com lhe back mUll be 
partiall!, hicIcIcta b, che cable cop. and .ubjcca ''''--' d .. able Ic~ musr be oi ,he 
same agth and chua cMY In repcoducinl 1ft in .... naM qualifY of cables. Two 
common method. emplo:rcd by JOWlS childtcft Ire lhe drs.in, oi llllhe labk less 
10 a ~round tine or showinK them ndiaans (rom the ,abk cop (Lee. 1988). This it 
also ,he npbnatioe linn for lhe panial D'ensioa oi 1M inside back k, in a cable 
,u. 
O{ 
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drawn ia obIictuc pro;caioft. a I'onn 01 et'IW .... , nell Nulu arc YftJ prone '0, and 
OM .... , it mdaI, ill the MUdia clacribed hue. 
It a.a be leal thac implicit depth it 8f'IM- ill ada ol the .am.ali thae childtal 
find probkmaOcaJ. The poincs niNd Mn lie ill doecfy wit&. and ,uwon , 
MiecMlmon', (1985) ,hni • .,hich lira lpinIt I dose nlaDouhip bcrweal 
isosnphic and t.omo,nphic cnon. EumtiaJJy itoKnphic cIn.,inSS do ooc haye 
implicie dcpth, .,bilac homosnphic _ do.. The diIIiaaIty, u Nitchdmon indiaecs, 
is in claipinsan apcrimaI' tbac bolata the produaift upa:u 01 ilOSftphic lIOd 
homognphic dn.inS. The INdia ccponcd hen ananpc 10 do that. Studies 2.3, and 
, a.a be considcftd u isoSraphic. .,hilac Scudy 5 a.a be leal U their hocnosnphic 
~ui .... lcnc. The IiaclinSS RpOfted Mn _,Iy tappon the Yirw w, then is nor a 
dow nlaOonihip ~ the two. FftCIIWI (1986) ill ~, apcrimcucs on 
cube d .... inS ,unaa that '.,hac the dWdrca Ieuned __ how to rdacc lines _ the 
~,e 10 their mcnoJ descriptiona of the puUaaJu obica: they did not Icua how 10 
lOIyc M the problan 01 dcpch -.' Similufy Ambeim (1974) lira w, the limpliciry 
of childrca', schcmuic reprncnUDon cIoa _ rdIccr pphic iacapaciry 10 much u 
if rdlCCIJ lhe buic anaIytiaI c:arcsoria tlaroash which the chiJd orpnixI hit 01 hn 
wCKId. 
Then aJC _bIe accprions 10 the a-nI clndDp' eat ill dnwinC lbiliry lhal 
his been clacribed in chia papn. Some aucinic daildrea show ranubblc lbility Ie 
I Y"1 arty I~ dcpictin, compIa acaaca f"rona iaaapaacioa qaidly and .ith 
phocopphic scevraq (Sclfe. 1m, 1913. 1985). By CIInCftIt., Cftft those normal 
children who In amRicalJ!, ~f"rcd _I!' show dcnIopmall I f'cw rca" lboye lheir 
chronolo&ic:aI ICC (Harris. 1963). aad the dnwiDSS ol ocher menrally rcurdcd 
childnn In comctIIunte with IIIcK mcnoJ lit (Scocijn-E~ '952). Funhcr. the 
unu.oW dnwin~ lbiliry shown ~ chac IIKiRic childrca it ooc nt.,ed 10 enhanced 
lpallal lbilil!" u thia it Uluall!, found co be ill Ittepin, wilh rhcir mcnraJ ICC (Hobson. 
1984). 
Some Io.er IQ adul .. 1110 show -nlble dnwiaS lbility. O'Connor & 
Hcrmclin (1981) examined the reb'ionships bctwftft in'd1isa- and InisUc: abilill' 
on 1M one hand and altill a, che ~eion. marchinS. npcodUCDon and cop:rin, of 
ewo-dimauionaJ shapcs with two kYCb of compIaicy and RnImIn _ ehe other • 
Their 16 .ubjcca wen adulll with III IQ ol approairnacdJ' 50, ashe 01 whom .en 
idioc-uYan' .nisll and the OIhn eigbe of .horn formed I COMrOI CCOUp. Four 
lubicct. in ncb of rhcsc lroupa had ben diagnosed u auriscic or showed luasac 
inlu~a in their bchayiour. The rcmainin~ 16 •• b;cca _ II· 10 Il-l'cu-old 
child~n of normal iatclliscnce. a,he oI.hom _ aniRicaJIy IbIe.. I, _ found 
that hilthn IQ sroups .ert bener _ the ruopitioq and macchia, o( cwo-
dimensional non-nprncaaDonal shapes, hue idioc-uYIDC aniaa were fOUGClIO be u 
sood u hi,hn incdliKCftCe .ubicm and ,i~, bmn thaa IQ marched aubjccn 
when gnphic pcoduaion _ required. This __ aIIO 1M C2IC -'- Snphic ou"",e 
was consicXred incIepcndcnd!, of III!, similarity of I drswial 10 I model. Thc:r 
concluded chae ·the di8'erencc bcrweal the Ind ol pcrfomwace in "sual u 
compa~d with Yisud-Jnphic wits is dctennioed by a specific IQ indcpcndcnc 
abili .. '. 
whac is thia Ibiliry? The dnwinS abiliry 01 the idioc-uYUlt anisn waa _0 lboye 
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Iftft&e, C'rCII though their reproduction and copying tcora" aad Icftls of motor 
coordiDalioa, wcre DOC fOWId 10 be .uperior to those oIoonnal coauols. O'Connor 
'" Hcrmdia tuJICH that the dficicut'aa:asiaC of Cnphic motor programmes 
cIcpcads mote on anistic: compctcacc than intdl.igcDCC and the ability to uoh yisual 
images. They .uSp that dnwinc might be partially independent 01 Yisual memory. 
and rebrcd more to encoded .-ror prognmmcs primed b, the .ight of the modcl, 
and cornmcot thai 
.... cofiDcM _ el ....... lflCCik -.-an- lor --..- onisa _~ india .. _ 
...... el......t.dlat_I ____ .. J F f d,oIwhnMchcJ __ 1Iic 
---O'Connor '" Hcrmclin also point OUt, their wk. Ire onl, tangcntiaJl, related to 
IrtiStic lbility. IS are the two-climensiona.l, noo·rdationaJ stimuli the, used, because 
the artist is more concerned with dcpictinC I three-dimensional form in rwo 
dimensions. Howcy«, they do hypothesize that the idiot-saYint might huc 
'acquired his high IcYcI of skiD in dnwing Camiliar ICCnct and objccu because these 
lilow him to dnw on his Ioog.tcrm yisual memory IS weD as on _D-pnctiscd 
gnphic dacriptiont '. ScIEc (1983) found that autistic childrat with anomalou, 
dnwing lbility oormaJl, csccuted their dnwings from memory, but did nO( reI, 
upon it entirely. She sUtCS mat 
nc __ tubjcctt_1ppCIW to .. onencIInl eo ~ ...... el .n.-f npcrienu. 
Objras - cnoncated or,...au, occhocW .,... ft,.-.I-....... Ihoi. cldiniftl chanaaiocics. 
.. _ , __ '-1...,.......,. io ••• ..,.,... .................. __ chi"';' d .. -So ncorcIa 
ot.icca .. his optic .... ~ - .. ...-- -eclroo - .... shapes - _ .... , ....... 
~_ 01 d..- or l""boIa (1915). 
She also showed that ,uch children do ftC)( appcu to go through the lime 
dcyclopmcntaI scqucncc as normal children. in particular they Ippear DOC to sbow I 
'conceptual' phase in their dnclopmcnt. Paine (1981) made: lhe same point when 
discussing children with csccptionaJ artistic ability. 
Baroo-Cohen, Leslie '" Frith (1985) found that autistic cbildrcn faiJ in _1'..J 
penpcctin-uking .kilJ, as opposed to pwrrpt_ pcnpcctiYC-IIking tults, in which 
lhey succccd. They conclude that thia consUNtCS a .pecific cognitiyC deCca that i, 
brgely independent of scncnI inlcllcctuaJ Ind and hu the potential to uplain bmh 
lack of pmcnd pIa, aad social impairment by Yirruc 011 circumscribed cognitin 
failure. h must be cmphuizcd that DOC all autistic children .how uccpUonaJ drawing 
ability, but it is possible that this cognitiyC ddicit pbys a pan ill the dnwing of those 
mat do. 
This paper sbowa that the lbility of normal children to copy lines is aKcaed 
acinncJ, by the • mcaninC' that these lines hold for the child. Ullfomanatcly there i, 
linle reponed about the relali.,. abili" to copy isoJraphic and homosraphic 
dnwin!, shown b, .ubjeca with anomalous drawing ability. Id~nnr IMII Ire 
relarinl, poor II Yisually matching or rccopizin!l abstract shapes .... hilat they Ire 
relatiycly good I( copying. Studies of dnwing in lutlStic childrat hayC inycstigsled 
(rcc dnwrns, nther than the children', lbility to copy lines, although ScIIC (1977) 
rcpom that Nadilsbowed Ibility It copying lina ICCUntcl,. lbc csccptiona.I aspect 
of the dnwings produced b, bmh idiO(-snant Irtist. and by IUlistie children wilh 
u 
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anomalous dnwing Ibility is shown in the wa, the, em depict I ducc-dimauional 
scene in rwo dimensions with phocognphic realism. lnEormaaon on lutisac children 
suggna mat those with anomaJou.s dnwinC lbility arc DOC limited b, the symbolic 
imporuncc of lincs (ScI£c, 1985). It is pomblc Wt all csccptionaJ anisrs share this 
fONre in some WI,. It is intcrcsanC to speculate that the cogaitiyC deficit in lutistiC 
childresl suggcsted by Buon-Cohcn " M. is related to the childrat·. lack 01 
artcndance to the symbolic ISpcctI of Yisual experience found b, ScI£c, aad that thc 
failure to cop, meaningful lincs in normal childresl is relared to I lICk of this 
de6cit • 
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